


Welcome
Some years, the seasons flow. Others not so much.
And this current season certainly falls into the latter
category, with us seeing unseasonably quick ground
throughout November and December, followed by
the recent outbreak of Equine Influenza.

The ‘EI’ situation resulted in the loss of six days
racing; however, even as this Guide goes to print,
the full extent of after-effects isn’t really known.
Given that numerous trainers were forced into
taking extra measures to ensure their horses could
return to action – by vaccinating those horses who
hadn’t been within the last six months – this is
sure to have an impact on certain horses missing
potential pre-Cheltenham prep races and possibly
even on their general build-up to the big meeting.

Add this to the quicker-than-usual ground during
the autumn and early winter, and I feel that we
could well be seeing plenty of horses – novices
in particular – who will be arriving at Cheltenham
on the back of lighter campaigns than would have
normally been the case. This should be factored
in when looking at statistics/trends, such as how
many runs a horse would ideally have had prior to
a certain race, for example.

For those of you who don’t know my background,
for the past 12 years I have written the Jumpers
To Follow publication and ventured into the
trends world when penning last year’s Aintree and
Punchestown Festivals Betting Guide. Whilst the
trends are there to assist you, I am still very much
of the view that the horse has to be good enough
to win the race at the end of the day. The patterns
and statistics can help narrow things down
and filter things out, but the horse has to have
the ability (and temperament) and that should
always be remembered. With this in mind, you will
probably notice that I make more reference to the
actual horses – past and present – than might have
been the case in recent years. I hope this make the
book easier to digest, rather than simply looking at
facts and figures.

In addition to covering the 28 Cheltenham races,
this year we have added 18 contests from Aintree
and, with the intention of adding a touch of
Jumpers to Follow to the Guide, in between both
sections I have come up with a dozen horses to
follow for the spring. I have also taken an in-depth
look at the bumper divisions, highlighting horses
from that sphere, who should be worth noting in
the weeks ahead.

Before you get to my stuff, there is plenty of
excellent content from elsewhere. Given this is the
20th year of the Guide, it is with great pleasure
that the original author, Paul Jones, returns with
a look at how the trends have changed during
the past couple of decades. Other contributors
include Rory Delargy, who I have had the pleasure
of working with in the past and nominated
Many Clouds as his handicapper to follow when
contributing to Jumpers To Follow in 2014-15;
Jane Mangan, who has been a regular fixture in JTF
since her days in the saddle and she first alerted
readers to Presenting Percy having ridden him at
the 2016 Punchestown Festival; and Ed Quigley,
formerly ‘Longshot Ted’ in the Racing Post and
now freelance journalist.

In addition, there is plenty of content from our
partners at Sporting Life, led by Ben Linfoot
taking a detailed look the potential key stories
on each of the four days. Furthermore, one of my
colleagues on the Bettrends Team, Michael White
– who produces an antepost column throughout
the season – gives his thoughts on the Grand
National, whilst those of you who are reading the
digital edition can expect to read my preview for
that particular race after the Cheltenham Festival.
I will also be adding a festival review, highlighting
horses who caught the eye with Aintree in mind.

Finally, thank you to everyone else who has
contributed in some way – including Gina Bryce,
who kindly wrote the Foreword – and to everyone
who has purchased a copy.

Enjoy the festival and good luck!

Paul
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After months of build-up, excitement and
speculation, the Spring Festivals are upon us
and there can be no more satisfying end to the
long winter months than taking a few quid off the
bookies come the season’s grand finale.

As your favourite horses, jockeys and trainers
limber up for the biggest week of the National
Hunt season and the highlight of any racing fan’s
year, it’s hard not to let passion and emotion
dictate who carries your hard-earned cash come
the big day. With the Weatherbys Cheltenham
Festival Betting Guide in hand, punters can rest
assured that due diligence is done on all those
important investments.

Now in its 20th year, the Guide continues to
highlight key statistics, trends and market forces
in each of the Festival’s 28 races, furnishing the
betting public with the facts and figures required
to make well-informed and hopefully profitable
decisions. Adding weight to this year’s analysis
is the excellent Paul Ferguson who, through
his new role as lead author, will furnish readers
with his ever-astute interpretation of the facts.
Already a valued contributor to this Guide and
author of the hugely popular Jumpers to Follow,
Paul’s vast knowledge of the form book, coupled
with his tireless attention to detail, gives readers an
unparalleled edge in unearthing winners. His work
for both publications sees him pore over countless
past performances in addition to clocking up the
miles on his numerous visits to both racecourses
and trainers’ yards to ensure no stone is left
unturned in pursuit of a profitable season.

In keeping with his annual pre-season 40 To Follow,
this year’s Guide sees the addition of a new Spring
Festival Horses to Follow section allowing Paul
to shine the spotlight on those specific horses

that have caught his eye throughout the season.
The bumper division is often the most difficult
to get a clear handle on, with unexposed horses
yet to show their true colours in public, and this
year’s Guide also navigates this murky area with
an extensive bumper horse overview. An additional
section detailing all the trends for the Aintree
Grand National Festival also adds further value,
affording readers a second shot at the bookmakers
before the Jumps season draws to a close.

In addition to Paul’s invaluable analysis, the Guide
is further bolstered this year by contributions
from several industry heavyweights, whose vast
and varied experience add further tools to the
punter’s armoury. Grade 1-winning jockey and RTE
pundit Jane Mangan is fast garnering as much
recognition for her astute insight and excellent
communication as a broadcaster as she has for her
accomplished career in the saddle and she adds
her well-respected voice to this year’s line-up.
King of the Longshot Ed Quigley continues to
seek value for punters, while Sportingbet Value
tipster Ben Linfoot also adds similar weight to
the argument. With a lifetime of experience in the
industry, there is nothing renowned pundit Rory
Delargy does not know about racing and with
passion to match his unparalleled knowledge of
the form book, you will enjoy his thoughts on what
is his 10th consecutive year covering the Festival.

Of course, it is passion first and foremost that
drives us all to the hallowed home of National Hunt
racing and expect an extra dose of it transmitted
down the BBC Radio 5 Live airwaves by this
broadcaster should Paisley Park land the Stayers.
Potentially one of the most heart-warming success
stories of the entire week and with the statistics
on side, too, here’s hoping it’s one of many fruitful
yields to bloom for punters this Spring.

Gina will be part of BBC Radio 5 Live's team at the
Cheltenham Festival.

Foreword
by Gina Bryce
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The Trends They Are A Changin’
by Paul Jones, author of The Cheltenham Festival Betting
Guide (2000-2015)

Back in 2000 I wrote the first edition of The
Cheltenham Festival Betting Guide, so when
asked if I would contribute an article to recognise
the milestone of the Guide reaching 20 years, the
most obvious content to write about was looking
back on how much the trends have changed over
the last two decades. As you will read on, in lots
of cases this has been full circle, underlining how
we must adapt to changing times to try and stay
ahead of the game.

So, ahead of writing this article, I dusted off the
first edition, which I have to say looks very primitive
now including a very grainy front-page image of
the Royal & Sun Alliance Chase (as it was known
back then) field heading out into the country and
re-read it with a view to highlight what the biggest
changes have been.

In those days there were just 20 races taking place
over three days, one of which was the now-defunct
Cathcart Chase. Also irrelevant now is the National
Hunt Chase as, given all the race conditions
changes, it has undergone more facelifts than
Cher. As such, to all intents and purposes it is now
a Grade 1 4m novices’ chase without that status
rather than a glorified Point-to-Point. I have taken a
look at how the other 18 races have changed since
that very first edition.

Handicaps

The biggest alterations to trends since that
first Guide at the turn of the century have
unquestionably been in the handicaps where (a)
the Irish now have a fantastic record, notably over
hurdles, and (b) the higher-weighted horses fare
substantially better.

As much as 24lb+ used to cover some handicap
fields back in 2000 when it paid to study a race
from the bottom of the weights upwards, and
winners could regularly be found from outside
of the handicap. Twenty years on and it is more
likely than not that no more than 14lb will cover
the whole field, and it was even just 3lb-4lb in
the case of the Close Brothers and Fulke Walwyn
Kim Muir until the extension to allow horses rated
141-145 for the first time last season meant that
those two handicaps weren’t quite as condensed
as the years that immediately preceded it.

Given the emerging class in the handicaps at the
Festival, and in a complete U-turn from the original
Guide when, race after race I suggested that we
shy away from those towards to the top of the
weights, I now tend to concentrate on the top

half-dozen or so at the head of the handicap,
providing the ground isn’t very testing.
To win Cheltenham Festival handicaps now, we
need horses capable of holding their own in
non-handicap pattern races.

The 2017 Festival is the best example of both
significant changes, so I have concentrated on that
particular year for the rest of this section, as not
only did Irish-trained horses win seven of the ten
handicaps compared to a big, fat zero in 2000, but
two of the ten top weights won and two more were
beaten under a length into second. In fact, when
Arctic Fire (rated 158) won the County Hurdle, it
was the second-top weight, L’Ami Serge (rated
152), who finished second, and this in a race where
only two winners since 1960 had carried over 11st
2lb and only one winner since 1998 had won off
a mark of over 145! As for the other winning top
weight, Un Temps Pout Tout (rated 155) became
the first winner of the Ultima to be rated over 150
since as far back as 1983, and it was also a 154-rated
horse in Noble Endeavor who finished third.

And what about the Pertemps Final with all the
hoo-ha over Presenting Percy’s handicap mark
being one of the talking points entering the
meeting with his connections arguing that he had
no chance? In dotting up off a 16lb higher mark
than for his previous win in Ireland, he carried
second-top weight of 11st 11lb and it was another
Irish raider in Jury Duty who finished third off a
big weight (11st 10lb). Three years earlier the top
weight beat the second-top weight into second.

As for the Plate, in the 30 years prior to 2017
only two winners were rated 143+, but the signs
were there in 2016 that we could be in for a big
change when the 1-2-3 were rated 142, 149 and 150.
And what happened a year later? A 1-2-3 for horses
rated 145-146.

The Fulke Walwyn Kim Muir has been a good
race for those at the top of the weights for a good
number of years now and the top weight, Pendra,
looked the winner for virtually all of the last mile
bar the final 75 yards. The second-top weight, Mall
Dini, finished a close-up fifth but really should have
won with a better ride.

Modus also ran well off top weight in the Coral
Cup, finishing sixth in a race where a couple of
148-rated horses filled the first two places. That
is significant because the first 20 winners of this
race were rated under 148 up until 2013. And to end
the meeting, it was the 147-rated Rock The World
that took the Grand Annual, thus equalling the
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joint-highest mark carried to victory in this race in
26 years. Make no mistake about it, the handicaps
are a very different animal now.

The top weights didn’t fare as well 12 months later,
which I put down to unusually heavy ground at the
Festival these days. I don’t like to be tied down to
rules but there’s a big case now to concentrate our
efforts on the top half-dozen in the weights in the
Festival handicaps, providing that we don’t have
a second testing-ground Festival in succession,
a recommendation for which I would have been
laughed out of town even only five years ago.

Novice Hurdles

The Albert Bartlett, Fred Winter and Mares’
Novices’ Hurdle were introduced into the Festival
at later dates, but the biggest change to the
Supreme Novices’ Hurdle since the first Guide is
quite a U-turn – gone are the days when I used to
focus on ex-Flat horses as there are fewer talented
horses from the level being sent hurdling these
days. It says an awful lot with regards to how the
Supreme has altered of late that only four horses
to finish in the first three in the last 11 years started
their career on the Flat when we consider that
seven winners in just 11 years between 1996-2007
were Flat converts.

One piece of advice I gave for the Ballymore
Novices’ Hurdle 20 years ago was to concentrate
on runners with plenty of hurdling experience.
Back then it was a great race for favourites arriving
at Cheltenham off multiple wins earlier in the
campaign, as the previous ten winners had all run
at least four times over timber and had won 31
times over hurdles between them. Since then, the
BHA introduced rules changes that made it harder
for horses to stack up a series of novice hurdle wins
at a lower level, forcing them to go into pattern
company earlier than was the case. I think this has
contributed to six of the last 11 winners having had
no more than three runs over hurdles and Galileo
(2002) and Fiveforthree (2008) won it off the back
of just one race over timber.

The Triumph Hurdle likewise, in fact even more so,
as six of the last 11 winners had no more than two
hurdling starts to their name beforehand, whereas
nine of the previous ten winners had run at least
three times. A bigger change, however, is that what
was once the hardest race at the Festival to back
a winner in a field totalling 30 runners has now
become one of the most punter-friendly since the
implementation of the Fred Winter, reducing the
field size significantly and also being run on better
ground. I opened up the Starting Price paragraph
back in 2000 with: “Never can a race in the history
of the sport have inflicted a decade of so much
misery on its punters than the Triumph in the 1980s
which heralded three 66/1 winners and two 40/1
winners.” Since the Fred Winter became part of

the Festival, however, 11 of the 14 Triumph winners
could be found in the first four in the betting.

Novice Chases

Back in 2000 I was all over French-bred
five-year-olds receiving an 8lb weight-for-
age allowance in the Arkle Trophy following
back-to-back successes for Champleve and
Flagship Uberalles, the latter beating a fellow
French-bred, five-year-old into second, some 14
lengths clear of the remainder. Something had
to be done about it, as not only were they more
experienced hailing from France, having started
jumping poles from an early age, but they were
being handed a weight allowance head-start on
top. That allowance was cut to 5lb, which the
German-bred Well Chief took advantage of to beat
Kicking King by a length and connections of the
French-bred Voy Por Ustedes also used it to their
advantage to beat Monet’s Garden by just over
a length. Without that concession the likelihood
is that we would have had two different Arkle
winners, so the weight-for-age allowance was got
shot of altogether shortly afterwards. Since then,
five-year-old participants have been rare and those
that have run have generally struggled.

The RSA Chase was formerly a race where I
was against short-priced favourites (under 3/1),
particularly those hailing from Ireland but the
Willie Mullins-trained pair of Cooldine and Don Poli
have justified favouritism at 9/4 and 13/8 in fairly
recent years. The Reynoldstown Chase was a race
that I was dead against as a trial, and I still was up
until 2007, which was when Ascot’s new irrigation
systemwas installed. Since then, three RSAwinners
have either won or finished second in that Grade
2 contest, including Albertas Run in the first year
after Ascot’s track redevelopment. My argument
before then was that a quality 3m chase on testing
ground so close to the Festival took an edge off
a contender come March. On better ground now,
their chances of remaining fresh to give their best
has increased, as we have witnessed by subsequent
results, with Bobs Worth and O’Faolain’s Boy also
emerging successful in the RSA after a big run in
the Reynoldstown.

Championship Races

There was no Ryanair until 2005 or Mares’ Hurdle
until three years later, but the first Champion
Hurdle was run in 1927. I was against five-year-olds
for win-only purposes back in 2000, as I am now,
but the positive trend that many liked to follow
back in around 2000 was to support a novice in
the race. It’s remarkable to think that when Make A
Stand made all in 1997 he was one of four novices
to finish in the first six places, this five years after
Royal Gait and two years after Alderbrook were
also officially novices when successful. Large
Action was also third as a novice in 1995. All three
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winners were from the Flat, Royal Gait famously
so having controversially lost an Ascot Gold Cup
in the stewards’ room, so they had experience on
their side whereas fewer classy horses from the
Flat are now sent hurdling.

I was advocating that we oppose the Irish (just
one winner in 13 years and five losers at 5/1 or
shorter) and pure two-milers in the Queen Mother
Champion Chase as I argued that the old adage
that “you need a two-and-a-half-miler to win the
Arkle” was even more prevalent in the ‘Queen
Mother’ given that half of the ten winners before
the 2000 edition were dropping down in trip from
their previous start and nine of those had very
good form over 2m4f. Fast forward a couple of
decades and the Irish have won three of the last
nine runnings, including a 1-2-3-4 in 2011, and, bar
a Melling Chase win for Sprinter Sacre after his first
Champion Chase success, the last seven winners
have been specialist two-milers.

The Stayers’ Hurdle underwent it biggest change in
1993 when it was transferred from the Old Course
to the New Course meaning that on average it
takes around 45 seconds less to complete, which
has been a big negative to the out-and-out, dour
stayers that used to revel in what was previously
a stern test of stamina. Many of the winners from
the 1970s and 1980s would be lapped these days.
So, back in the early editions of the Guide I was
focussing on results from both courses when
analysing the race trends over a longer period of
time, so was against horses stepping up to 3m for
the first time and especially those having contested
the Champion Hurdle earlier in their career. I think
it took a while for trainers to finally latch onto the
fact that the Stayers’ Hurdle is not unsuitable for
two-and-a-half-milers given the race distance had
been reduced for the switch in courses, allied to
faster ground conditions following the irrigation
system that was installed some years later, as it is
only in very recent seasons that non three-milers
have started to attack the race with more vigour.

Take the last six years, as in 2013 it was two former
Champion Hurdle runners in Solwhit and Celestial
Halo who dominated the finish when stepping up to
3m for the first time, and then the following season
the previously-unbeaten duo of More Of That and
Annie Power went on to also finish 1-2 on their first
attempt at 3m. Three years later it was then Nichols
Canyon’s turn to win the Stayers’ Hurdle trying 3m
for the first time in Britain or Ireland (he had one
bash at it in America at the end of a long season
which was easy to throw out).

Before the drainage system was brought in at
Cheltenham a dozen years ago, I was advocating
that we very much look to staying types in the
Gold Cup at big prices to hit the frame, arguing
that it is not always the best horse that we should

be looking for in jump racing’s blue riband but
the horse that stays best, within reason of course.
That was partly why I latched on to Cool Ground
and Cool Dawn when they were 25/1 winners and
Truckers Tavern (2nd at 33/1). Believe you me,
though, I have had far more embarrassing throws
at the stumps on stout stayers at big prices since
then, but they wouldn’t total up to anywhere
near 50 (25/1 x2), so the original thinking was a
good one especially as we are always more likely
to obtain inflated odds on staying types as they
lack the fashionable profile many punters look for.
Latterly, though, following the same method of
thinking would see your strong stayer struggling
to even lay up as the speedier horses that did
very well over 2m as novices like Best Mate, War
Of Attrition, Kicking King, Kauto Star and Sizing
John (seven-year-olds all) started to take over, with
only Synchronised properly fitting into the former
category of out-and-out stayer. Maybe also Long
Run, although he possessed out-and-out class to
go with it.

The Gold Cup has also gone from being the hardest
race to find the winner at the Festival ahead of
the 2000 running to the easiest now. Back in that
first Guide, I gave the average winning starting
price in the previous ten years and weighing in at
22.5/1 was the Gold Cup, which was the biggest
average of the 20 races. It wasn’t all down to the
100/1 winner, Norton’s Coin, as there were five
other winners that decade whose SP was 16/1+.
Compare that to the present day, as 16 of the last
18 winners could be found in the first three in the
betting and that doesn’t include Sizing John who
was sent off 7/1 fourth-favourite two years ago,
so it has very much become a race for the
leading fancies.

I should also mention the Foxhunters’ Chase.
Back in 2000, I deemed outsiders or relative
outsiders to have very little chance as the previous
222 horses to start at 16/1+ were all beaten. Cue as
many as eight 16/1+ winners since then! It’s clearly
a far more open race these days. I was also against
professional British-based trainers, as not one had
prepared a winner since Fred Winter with Observe
in 1987 but given name familiarity, their contenders
were sent off at shorter prices than they were
entitled to. Going back to 2004, Paul Nicholls
has gone one better than Winter by winning it on
four occasions, in addition to Jonjo O’Neill and
Nigel Twiston-Davies also weighing in with a
success apiece.

Paul Jones has run his own website -
pauljoneshorseracing.com since 2015 and is the author
of From Soba To Moldova, self-published in 2018,
focussing on his betting angles, methodology and
philosophies broken down into 20 chapters. Copies are
available at £20 through pauljoneshorseracing.com and
bettrendsshop.co.uk.
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Notes On The Clock
by Andy Gibson

Andy Gibson is an extremely well-regarded
Professional Punter, Race Analyst & Pundit and
provides a weekly Notebook On The Clock service
on bettrends.co.uk. His weekly update uses a
blend of his own professional opinion and expert
time-comparison analysis to highlight horses
he believes are worth noting alongside ones
who may have been flattered by the bare form.
To subscribe to his service from now, up to and
including, the Cheltenham Festival for just £10, go
to bettrendsshop.co.uk.

The anticipation and excitement for the
Cheltenham Festival really stepped up a gear
after the big Dublin Racing Festival last weekend.
In particular, the news that Apples Jade is all set
to take her place in the Champion Hurdle has set
up an enthralling clash with the reigning champion
Buveur D’Air. Personally, although I prefer the
claims of the Nicky Henderson hurdler, I would
rather my financial situation did not significantly
depend on having to call correctly as to which
of the two are most likely to prevail on the day.
At the same time, the mare’s presence in the
antepost market has opened the door for a
relatively safe play in the race. I suspect it would be
extremely surprising to most if Buveur D’Air failed
to finish in the first three places on the opening
day of the Cheltenham Festival. After all he has
won the race twice before and is a long way clear
of most of his rivals based on the vast majority
of his previous runs. Consequently, I have used
Buveur D’Air as the first horse in a relatively safe
short-priced each-way double.

Paisley Park is currently the 2/1 favourite for the
Stayers' Hurdle and he is the horse I decided to
play alongside my Champion Hurdle selection.
Emma Lavelle’s stable star won impressively
in the Cleeve Hurdle the last time we saw him.
This Grade 2 contest was run at a really good
gallop which has rarely been the case in these top
three-mile hurdle races in recent years. Despite
the relatively fast early pace, Paisley Park was still
able to match the final circuit time of the Grade
2 Ballymore Novices’ Hurdle winner Birchdale
(even though that one competed over a much
shorter trip).

In the Cleeve Hurdle, Paisley Park was going
less well after the third-last compared with the
three horses that ultimately followed him home.
Moreover, his success was still not completely
obvious immediately after the second-last hurdle.
From thereon in he cut through the pack and really
scooted clear of his rivals, winning with plenty in
hand at the line. Assuming he is fit and healthy

on the day I suspect that the biggest danger to
Paisley Park’s Stayers' Hurdle claims might be
the prospect of a slowly run race. Perhaps this
scenario would be more of a threat to him than
any particular rival on the day (possibly barring an
in-form Penhill).

Providing Buveur D’Air and Paisley Park both
finish in the first three in their respective races,
then I will make a small profit on the bet (a quarter
of the odds 15/8 and 2/1 both NRNB). Given this
scenario, that small profit allows for the possibility
of returning a part of the overall stake by laying
one of the two selections in the place market at a
very short price on the exchanges. Not everyone’s
cup of tea, I know…

Back to the Cleeve Hurdle and a point I thought
worth mentioning is that the first four horses
to finish all kept well away from the inside rail.
Conversely, Wholestone, Midnight Shadow and
Lil Rockerfeller all raced close to the inside rail
throughout this contest, which may have been
a significant disadvantage. Wholestone was still
on the unfavoured inside when clipping the top
of the second-last hurdle and landing awkwardly
when racing just in front of the eventual winner.
However, given the disadvantageous trip he had
endured, I suspect he might have been challenging
for fourth or fifth place at best without that late error.

The Twiston-Davies horse had become something
of a Cheltenham specialist over the previous two
years or so. Prior to his Cleeve Hurdle flop, his
record at Prestbury Park read: 1 2 1 1 3 1 2 3 2 – and
the only time he had finished out of the first two
had been on the two occasions he had competed
in Grade 1 festival contests.

The inside rail is often not a disadvantage on
the quicker ground we usually see in March.
Consequently, even if he races on the inside again
in the Stayers' Hurdle, Wholestone could be of
interest closer to the day in the market ‘without
the favourite’; even more so if there is a market
formed ‘without Paisley Park and Penhill’. Given
his excellent course record, Wholestone may
also be worth considering if paired up in match
betting with one of the horses that travelled wide
throughout and finished in front of him in the
Cleeve Hurdle.

I thought that Cheltenham Trials day was a
particularly informative one this year. Prior to
26th January, I had been underwhelmed by the
horses towards the top of the Supreme Hurdle
market - and then along came Fakir D’Oudairies!
Immediately after the race I thought that he had
put himself right in the mix for the Triumph Hurdle.
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After all, his wide-margin victory pointed to the
strong possibility that the Irish juveniles might
have a clear edge this season. That said, I also think
we need more evidence than this one race to be
absolutely confident about that notion.

In the Grade 2 JCB Triumph Trial Juvenile Hurdle,
Fakir D’Oudairies took up the running at the
third-last and drew further clear of his rivals from
thereon in to the line. It was interesting to see that
the two Irish horses finished 1-2 and both raced
towards the outside throughout. Conversely, both
Adjali and Our Power probably spent more time
close to the inside rail than was good for them.
When comparing his times with those posted by
Birchdale later on the card, Fakir D’Oudairies was
around two seconds quicker from his first hurdle
(Birchdale’s third hurdle) to the second-last.
From thereon in, Fakir D’Oudairies ‘extended his
advantage’ over the Henderson novice by about
another 10 lengths despite Birchdale having to be
rousted along at that point of his race to keep tabs
on Brewin’upastorm.

I am usually most interested when a horse posts
a faster time compared with one competing over
a shorter distance on the same day; nonetheless,
the juvenile Fakir D’Oudairies' performance on the
clock, compared with the year older Birchdale’s, still
offers plenty of encouragement. He will hold a very
strong chance if he takes his place in the opening
race of the festival which, at the time of writing, now
appears quite likely. Joseph Patrick O’Brien’s juvenile
is currently a best-priced 7/1 (or 5/1 NRNB), so
maybe a little of the value has already disappeared;
however, his four-year-old allowance will come in
handy and I would be disappointed if he was not
very competitive in the latter stages if, indeed, he
does take his place in the Supreme Hurdle.

In the next race on the same card, the Chris
Gordon-trained Highway One O One caught
me by surprise when attempting to make all the
running on his first try over an intermediate trip. As
things turned out he was brilliant over his fences
and was only beaten by what might well turn out
to be a progressive and well-handicapped chaser
in Kildisart. Gordon's seven-year-old ran the
final circuit in pretty much the same time as the
progressive Siruh Du Lac, who won the following
race over course and distance whilst carrying 17lb
less in weight. After trials day there is now only 4lb
between them in the ratings. I am hoping to see
Highway One O One line up in the Close Brothers
Novices’ Handicap Chase on the opening day of
the festival. He is a very big price at the moment,
trading at 20/1 best-price and 14/1 NRNB. He is
rated 145, so will obviously make the line-up, if
indeed that is the plan. His time comparison with
the Class 1 handicap chase winner Siruh Du Lac
would suggest that Highway One O One will hold
every chance of leading for a very long way at

worst at the festival, assuming he can reproduce
the quality of his latest performance on the clock.

I have been really impressed with Lostintranslation
in his four chases this season. I think that his
last-time-out effort at Sandown was the fourth
time in a row where he has performed like a strong
contender for the JLT Chase. He has only made one
significant error in those four chases and there is
plenty of available evidence to suggest he will be
on the premises in the latter stages in the opening
race on the third day of the festival. I doubt that
he will be seen to best effect when having to lead
as he did in the Grade 1 Scilly Isles Novices’ Chase.
On that latest outing he set a slow pace in
comparison with the one set by Gino Trail earlier
in the day. Relatively speaking, this Grade 1 novice
chase then turned into something of a sprint from
the third-last fence, which will have suited Defi Du
Seuil most. Lostintranslation will surely be better
still with a strong pace to sit behind, which will
give him an excellent chance of finishing in the first
three places in the JLT Chase.

The JLT market has really taken shape now and, at
this point in time, it is one of the more interesting of
the 12 Grade 1 races I cover in depth at the festival
for subscribers to www.thecheltenhamtrail.com.

The two favourites in the antepost market (Defi
Du Seuil and Lostintranslation) seem very strong
as a duo based on the evidence of two separate
performances against each other; including one at
Cheltenham over (just beyond) the JLT distance.
The next six horses in the betting appear to be
extremely unlikely to run at this point in time,
which leaves Vinndication as the next shortest at
14/1 NRNB and 20/1 generally available. I suspect
he might only line up if the going is at least tending
towards the soft side of good-to-soft; even then he
could sidestep Cheltenham altogether and stick to
competing on right-handed tracks. Beyond the Kim
Bailey horse, we have three Irish-trained possible
runners in Hardline, Voix Du Reve and Winter
Escape. They would all hold some sort of a chance
and, at the same time, I doubt the connections of
either Lostintranslation or Defi Du Seuil would
lose too much sleep at the prospect of any of those
three lining up in the JLT Chase.

Having already had a reasonable bet on
Lostintranslation at 6/1 NRNB, I have now placed
money on Defi Du Seuil at 4/1 NRNB, although only
enough to return my stake on the Tizzard horse.
I may also play them as a duo in a few each-way
multiple bets.

Unless a major contender is switched from the
RSA or Arkle (and it is difficult to see any horse to
be worried about on that score - maybe the one
to cause most concern could be Topofthegame),
then we could easily see both the current JLT
Chase favourites trading close to 3/1 on the day.
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“My 20-Year Memory”
MASTER MINDED - 2008

“Selecting just the one highlight from the past 20 years was never going to be easy and, although
Sprinter Sacre would have been the obvious Champion Chase winner to include, the 2008 victory
of a then five-year-old MASTER MINDED was something very special. A handicap winner off just 145
two starts prior to the festival, his rise to the top was a meteoric one and that particular performance

certainly had the ‘wow’ factor about it.”

PAUL FERGUSON - AUTHOR OF THE WEATHERBYS CHELTENHAM BETTING GUIDE



Jane Mangan's Irish View - Cheltenham Novice Hurdlers
Formerly a Grade 1-winning amateur jockey, Jane
now works at Coolmore Stud and is also a regular
pundit on RTE Racing in Ireland.

Here, she gives her insight into the potential Irish
successes at this year's Cheltenham Festival.

Much has been discussed about the dry winter and
its effects on the National Hunt season. Never before
have Christmas meetings considered watering.
Summer ground in January, it has been tremendously
frustrating for everyone involved, from the owner to
the punter and all those in between.

The situation is of such significance that many horses
are heading to Prestbury Park with only one or
maybe two runs under their belt this term. Such a
venture might suffice for a horse of the experience of
Penhill, but tread carefully with novices.

Some horses such as Fakir d’Oudairies and Klassical
Dream will have valuable jumping experience
from France, while Commander Of Fleet and
Battleoverdoyen are ex-pointers. These factors are
always positives but considering how little we have
seen some of these novices, it may prove crucial in
the latter part of these races. The ability to jump at
speed will be the difference between winning and
losing.

Whether it’s over hurdles or fences, horses need
match practice. Schooling at home doesn’t exactly
replicate racecourse experience and I would weigh
heavily on the side of a horse with experience.

SUPREME NOVICES’ HURDLE

At first glance, it appears British trainers hold all the
aces in the Festival opener.

Angels Breath was classy when winning his trial at
Ascot but lacks experience. Al Dancer has experience
and undoubtedly has an abundance of talent.

The front-running Elixir De Nutz went into many
notebookswhen battling strongly to beat subsequent
impressive winner Jarveys Plate over the minimum
trip at Cheltenham in December and was brave when

pulling out all the stops to win the Grade 1 Tolworth
Hurdle in January.

Mister Fisher is creeping in under the radar, having
been a much-improved article when dotting up in a
novice hurdle at Kempton on Boxing Day and putting
in a gutsy performance at Haydock.

Who will carry the Irish flag into the opening battle?

Aramon has speed. Highly tried on the Flat in
Germany when trained by Markus Klug, Aramon had
11 starts to his credit before joining Willie Mullins
last year. Since then his record has been somewhat
unreliable. Since winning his maiden on the bridle at
Kilbeggan in August, this son of Monsun never had a
fancy reputation resting on his shoulders.

He won a tactical battle at Navan in Grade 3 company
before disappointing in a similarly slowly run Royal
Bond Hurdle at Fairyhouse in early December.
Such was the disappointment that day, punters
overlooked him at Leopardstown over Christmas,
allowing him to go off at an unconsidered 6/1.

Sure enough, he sprinted clear of the filly Sancta
Simona when giving her 7lb, thrashing five rivals
by 10 lengths and more. Aramon appreciates quick
ground conditions – this winter has been made
for him. He went down fighting to stablemate
Klassical Dream at the Dublin Racing Festival and
with six runs to his credit this season, he must merit
serious consideration.

On the other hand, French recruit Klassical Dream
battled gamely to beat Aramon on only his
second Irish start. The choice of Ruby Walsh, this
five-year-old son of Dream Well didn’t set the world
on fire in his native France, winning just one race from
seven starts for Madame Gallorini. However, Gallorini
did think him worthy of a spot in Grade 1 company
as a three-year-old where he didn’t disgrace himself
behind the classy Master Dino at Auteuil (beaten
four-and-a-half lengths).

There was little to split the pair at Leopardstown and
I don’t see why much will at Cheltenham. Could he be
the one to give Willie Mullins his fourth Supreme win
in the last seven years?

BALLYMORE NOVICES’ HURDLE

Nicky Henderson holds a strong hand in this division,
with the likes of Champ, Birchdale and Dickie Diver all
holding various options, but from an Irish perspective
we’re hoping for a repeat of last year with team
Kennedy/Elliott/Gigginstown.

Winners of this last year with Samcro, these top
connections appear to have another strong contender
on their hands this year courtesy of Battleoverdoyen.
A monster physically, Battleoverdoyen won his

Fakir d'Oudairies
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Point-to-Point at Loughanmore in April and since
then everything has happened rather quickly.

He beat a quality field in a Punchestown bumper in
November before announcing himself as a potential
star when winning his maiden hurdle by 13 lengths
at Navan in December. January saw him justify
favoritism in the Lawlor’s Of Naas Novice Hurdle
(Grade 1). It was a simple performance. No fuss.
This horse is tremendously professional considering
his inexperience and I suspect the hype that
surrounded his stablemate coming into the Ballymore
this time 12 months ago will have connections
deflecting all plaudits from this fellow. Once bitten
twice shy and all that!

Vision d’Honneur has quite the reputation for a
horse that has only won a maiden hurdle but it
may transpire that he needs further than two miles.
Fourth to Klassical Dream on his Irish debut at
Christmas, having been sent off favourite, he
improved to win a competitive 21-runner maiden
hurdle at Punchestown in January.

Sent off 3/1 for the Grade 1 Chanelle Pharma Novice
Hurdle at the Dublin Racing Festival, Jack Kennedy
looked comfortable until the second-last hurdle when
the pace really began to quicken. Vision d’Honneur
seems short of that essential gear necessary to
be competitive at the top level over two miles.
Obviously, he will be second-string behind
Battleoverdoyen but might represent better value
each-way. It’s definitely too soon to write him off until
we see him stepped up in distance.

ALBERT BARTLETT NOVICES’ HURDLE

Isn’t it interesting that many of last season’s top
bumper horses are now likely to line up over
three miles just a year later? Commander Of
Fleet, Carefully Selected and Rhinestone were all
high-quality bumper performers last term, but it
seems their forte over hurdles is stamina. Of course,
this isn’t uncommon, as many shrewd operators
suggest that a top bumper horse must have an
abundance of stamina.

I remember thinking Very Wood was a top-class
bumper horse when I rode him to beat Value At Risk,

Wicklow Brave, Western Boy, Sub Lieutenant and
many more in a bumper at the Punchestown Festival.
I would never have thought him a three-miler over
hurdles, but we live and learn.

Commander Of Fleet fits a similar mould to
Very Wood. He won his Point-to-Point before
displaying an unusual burst of acceleration last
season – quickening clear towin the ultra-competitive
Land Rover Bumper by over eight lengths. It was
his gutsy performance at the Dublin Racing Festival
over 2m6f and suggested that stamina is no
issue either.

Having missed numerous engagements due to quick
ground, Commander Of Fleet found himself on the
wrong side of a tactical battle in the Royal Bond
when completely out sprinted by Quick Grabim.
Gordon Elliott opted to skip Christmas in preference
of the Lawlor’s Of Naas Grade 1 in January – but he
was pulled out on the day, a move that no doubt
benefitted a certain Battleoverdoyen. Instead, we
were made wait until the Dublin Racing Festival to
see him run, but it was worth the wait.

To the fore throughout, Jack Kennedy sent his
mount forward six furlongs from home and got
himself into a prolonged battle with Rhinestone.
I remember thinking they are heading for home too
far out, especially as the final hurdle was omitted on
the day and that made the home straight so much
longer. But battle he did and it seems clear that three
miles won’t be an issue. He’s a classy prospect and
with Battleoverdoyen likely to be short odds for the
Ballymore, it seems logical that this horse will line up
over three miles for the first time since winning his
Point-to-Point.

The aforementioned Rhinestone is one of many
talented young jumpers in the care of Joseph O’Brien
and was many punters’ fancy for the Champion
Bumper 12 months ago where he eventually finished
ninth to Relegate.

A short-head winner of his maiden hurdle at Naas
in November, he was disappointing in Graded
company at Navan in December. He put that run well
and truly behind him when stepped up to 2m6f at
Leopardstown, making Commander Of Fleet pull out
all the stops. The pair pulled six lengths clear of the
remainder, including Relegate. It will be tough for
him to reverse the form with Gordon Elliott’s charge
but it’s not impossible that three miles will bring out
further improvement in this son of Montjeu.

Carefully Selected – second to Relegate in the
Champion Bumper at Cheltenham last year – ran with
great credit when third to another stable companion,
Tornado Flyer, at the Punchestown Festival in April.
Like many, his novice hurdle campaign was put on
hold by the uncharacteristic weather conditions. If I
wereapunter, Iwouldhavebacked this horseantepost

Battleoverdoyen
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for the Albert Bartlett after the Punchestown Festival
but it’s now a huge worry that we haven’t seen him
out this season. Watch this space!

Sam’s Profile finished a gallant second to the
aforementioned Battleoverdoyen at Naas but stayed
on nicely in the closing stages having run short of
room. Three miles should bring out the best in this
horse and his trainer is one of the shrewdest that
Ireland has to offer.

TRIUMPH HURDLE

This year’s Triumph Hurdle is coming back to Ireland.
Simple as that!

Sir Erec and Tiger Tap Tap finished first and second
at Leopardstown over Christmas and I wouldn’t
be surprised if they filled the first two spots in the
Triumph Hurdle. Joseph O’Brien’s charge was rated
105 on the level, having finished a creditable third to
Stradivarius (beaten 2½ lengths) in the Long Distance
Cup on British Champions Day at Ascot.

Well-touted prior to his hurdles debut at
Leopardstown, Sir Erec raced like improvement
should be expected as the season progresses.
He’s versatile regarding tactics and terrain, important
characteristics many of these former Flat horses
don’t usually possess.

Sir Erec is my preference over stablemate Fakir
d’Oudairies, who made a positive impression on
his Irish debut at Cork and further enhanced his
reputation when beating a quality field by 13 lengths
at Cheltenham in January. It wouldn’t come as any
great surprise if Joseph O’Brien opted to send
Fakir d’Oudairies for the Supreme in order to avoid
Sir Erec. After all, he can only win the race with
one horse.

The Triumph Hurdle is often a race for punters to
avoid, but this year is different. Realistically, if Sir Erec
was owned by a different outfit on the Flat, he would
be gearing up for a Cup campaign on the level and
would probably be a big challenger to Stradivarius in
all those top staying tests. It’s rare a horse rated so
highly on the Flat goes jumping, especially this early
in his career.

Such was the impression he made at the Dublin
Racing Festival, I would put a “banker” stamp on Sir
Erec and if everything stays right for him I wouldn’t
be surprised if Joseph O’Brien had a Champion
Hurdle contender on his hands. He’s unopposable in
my eyes.

Of the remainder, Carlo Biraghi is another classy
recruit from the Flat and was a rare hurdle runner for
trainer Fozzy Stack. However, the Tipperary trainer
may have unearthed a serious dual-purpose horse,
much to delight of his father and legendary former
jockey Tommy.

Rated 101 on the level, this flashy son of Galileo
blitzed his rivals in a 22-runner maiden hurdle at
Punchestown. Despite looking green at his hurdles
and hanging to his left, Danny Mullins got a great
response from his partner to win by a comfortable
seven lengths.

He lacks experience but with the aid of his father,
Fozzy will leave nothing to chance in his quest for a
first Cheltenham Festival winner from his first runner.

Sir Erec
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Jane Mangan's Irish View - Cheltenham Novice Chasers
There is no such thing as a certainty in life,
especially in racing, but the 2019 novice
chase division appears more clear-cut than any
other category at this year’s Cheltenham Festival.
Irish-trained horses dominated this sector
12 months ago, with Shattered Love, Footpad
and, particularly, Presenting Percy producing
spellbinding performances in their respective
races. It will be difficult to replicate such
brilliance but I’m quietly confident of a repeat bid
from Irish-trained horses this year.

Many connections won’t commit their horses to any
particular race until closer to the festival, making
it a nightmare for any antepost punter to predict
where their fancies are likely to line up. That said,
the main two stand-out horses in this division are
Delta Work and Le Richebourg. If I had a novice
chaser, I would try my best to avoid these two if
possible, but alas that still leaves the JLT and the
National Hunt Chase!

RSA NOVICE CHASE

Presenting Percy made this race his own last
year. Now a leading Gold Cup contender, Pat
Kelly’s charge was a previous festival winner over
hurdles – winning the Pertemps Network Final
Handicap Hurdle before producing a flawless
display in last year’s RSA Chase. In 2015, Don Poli
produced a similar double having won the Martin
Pipe Handicap Hurdle the previous year, and this
time around I’m hopeful history can repeat itself
courtesy of Delta Work.

Always appearing a fraction awkward to
ride over hurdles, Delta Work has adapted
beautifully to chasing this term with the aid
of a hood and the natural horseman that is
Davy Russell. Only a six-year-old and already
a dual-Grade 1-winning chaser, this French-
bred has proved he has stamina in abundance
despite having the class to win the Drinmore
Novice Chase (beating Le Richebourg) over
two-and-a-half miles.

Effortless at Leopardstown over Christmas, one
suspects we are yet to see Delta Work in top gear.
Absent at the Dublin Racing Festival, this horse will
travel to Cheltenham with three solid chasing tests
under his belt.

The Drinmore Novice Chase is always a good
indicator of form. A certain Don Cossack won it in
2013, while National Hunt Chase winner Rathvinden
and Gold Cup third Anibale Fly were beaten in 2017
and 2016 respectively. Delta Work looks every inch
a staying chaser and it should come as no surprise
if he went on to emulate his top-class stablemate.

Many connections will ponder the various options
for their horses but the RSA Chase will be the only
race in mind for team Delta Work. Davy Russell
will most likely employ similar patient tactics to
those used on Presenting Percy a year ago and
he will hopefully receive a similar response when
facing up the hill. The three-mile test should bring
out his best quality and he seems versatile as
regards ground. He’s the one they all have to beat
in my book.

Of the opposition, Le Bague Au Roi is as good
a novice chaser Britain has to offer. As a racing
community, the Irish crowd were delighted to
see her strut her stuff at Leopardstown having
beaten a quality field in the Kauto Star Novice
Chase at Kempton.

However, it seems unlikey she will take her chance
at Cheltenham due to the undulations of the track
– connections are convinced she’s more effective
on a flat track, so it might be Aintree before we
see Warren Greatrex’s stable star again despite
her fitting into the right age bracket, given that
seven-year-olds have won 10 of the last 12 renewals
(and 14 of the 18 renewals this century) of the
RSA Chase.

ARKLE CHASE

Un Des Sceaux, Douvan, Altior, Footpad…Le
Richebourg? We have been treated to some
sublime winners of the Arkle Chase in recent years
and this year should be no different. JosephO’Brien
has unearthed some exciting young talent for
J.P. McManus this season, but this horse appears
top of the pecking order.

Having run a creditable fifth in the Galway
Hurdle to Champion Hurdle contender Sharjah,
Le Richebourg went straight over fences without
a break when hacking up in his beginners’ chase
at Listowel’s Harvest Festival in September.
Well placed next time, Joseph O’Brien found an
ideal stepping stone for his charge to gain valuable
experience in Grade 3 company at Tipperary
in October.

Delta Work
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Despite winning his first two starts over fences
impressively, Le Richebourg appeared green
when narrowly beaten by Delta Work over
two-and-a-half miles in the Grade 1 Drinmore
Novice Chase. He raced far too exuberantly in the
early stages, doing well to see out his race strongly
considering his exertions. However, a drop in trip
was just what the doctor ordered.

As if written in the stars, he raced like the
consummate professional when comfortably
obliging in the Grade 1 Racing Post Novice Chase
at Leopardstown over Christmas. It was a faultless
performance, just like his display at the Dublin
Racing Festival.

Mark Walsh has struck up a solid alliance with this
horse, riding him with ample confidence and poise.
Le Richebourg is quick at his fences, an essential
ingredient in any two-mile chaser. Good ground
is essential for him but I wouldn’t be deterred
from this horse unless the Arkle was run on heavy
ground. He’s a beautiful mover with the attitude to
match and is my idea of this year’s Arkle winner.

Cilaos Emery was very impressive on his chasing
debut at Gowran Park and was the best of the Irish
contenders over hurdles. It’s unfortunate we didn’t
see more of him on the track before the Festival
but such was the nature of the season that his
trainer Willie Mullins has opted to send him straight
there without a second run (so it seems at the time
of writing).

I have always followed the career of Cilaos Emery
as he is seriously talented but can’t drag myself
away from his inexperience and the thought of
jumping at two-mile pace around a tight track such
as Cheltenham. However, he will have the aid of
Ruby Walsh on his back which will no doubt give
his supporters confidence heading into a race of
this nature.

JLT NOVICE CHASE

Having watched French ace Master Dino dismiss
Knocknanuss at Plumpton in January, I like many
more had decided the JLT Chase was a forgone
conclusion! However, such is the nature of National
Hunt racing, the cards must fall in your favour.

Britain have some live chances in the JLT this
year, led by Defi Du Seuil. He took the scalp of
Lostintranslation and Vinndication in the Scilly Isles
Novices' Chase at Sandown – a performance that
commands respect.

Many Triumph Hurdle winners never achieve much
after their four-year-old campaign and I must
concede that I thought that this horse was one to
add to that category. He ran three times in open
company over hurdles last season. Those runs
really wouldn’t get you out of bed in the morning!

However, he has proven a revelation over fences
this term. He has found the form of his juvenile
campaign and while connections won’t commit to
any particular race, the JLT must be to the forefront
of their considerations after that Sandown
performance over two-and-a-half miles.

Ground is an important factor to consider when
deciding which race to target, but his two chase
wins have been beyond two miles. Philip Hobbs
has harnessed plenty of experience for Defi Du
Seuil (four chase starts) and he could get on
the Cheltenham scoresheet courtesy of Barry
Geraghty’s mount.

Of the Irish contingent, I’m a big fan of Winter
Escape for J P McManus and rookie Curragh
trainer Aidan Howard. A decent hurdler for Alan
King as a young horse, Winter Escape came home
a respectable fifth in the County Hurdle behind
Arctic Fire in 2017.

Since going chasing, this son of Robin Des Pres
has proven himself much more than a handicapper,
winning Graded races at Cork and Punchestown in
impressive fashion before bursting a blood vessel
in the Flogas Novice Chase (eventually finishing
fifth to La Bague Au Roi).

It’s always difficult to support a horse on the back
of a setback such as this (bursting blood vessels
affects every horse differently) but it’s far from the
ideal Cheltenham preparation.

Of the remainder, Mengli Khan disappointed at
Christmas and wasn’t much better when seen at
the Dublin Racing Festival. He has a mountain to
climb if he even books his ticket across the water.

Us And Them would have been an interesting
contender. He has followed home his stablemate
Le Richebourg twice this season but could
improve for stepping up in trip. As a son of
Stowaway, it’s safe to assume any rain would
enhance his chances and while we know he won’t
beat his stablemate over two miles, the JLT could
have proven an attractive option for connections.
I was surprised to learn he hasn’t initially been
entered, although he could be supplemented or

Winter Escape
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might well be one for the Manifesto at Aintree, or
even Fairyhouse.

NATIONAL HUNT CHASE

Perhaps the most underrated Grade 2 of the entire
year, the four-mile chase is much more than a
novice chase for amateur riders. Often perceived
as “the second-tier RSA horse”, the National Hunt
Chase is contested by proper horses.

In recent years this race has produced an Aintree
Grand National winner and a runner-up in Tiger
Roll and Cause Of Causes, not to mention that
wonderful battle between Minella Rocco and
Native River.

This is the one novice chase I suspect will stay
at home – most likely in Nicky Henderson’s yard
courtesy of Ok Corral. The rider is important in
every race but with these amateur events there are
a few names that merit the height of respect.

In Irish Point-to-Points, to have Derek O’Connor on
your side is similar to having AP McCoy. The man
is a joy to behold over fences and, while there are
many amateurs riding at a high standard on both
sides of the Irish Sea, O’Connor has no equal.

As for the horse, I remember sitting in the weight
room in Punchestown watching a bumper at the
festival, waiting to see this Nicky Henderson
raider dot up under Nina Carberry. Even then
his reputation was as big as his physique.
To many people’s surprise he was beaten, but how
wonderful hindsight really is.

On the day he was beaten by subsequent Neptune
and JLT Chase winner Yorkhill – the pair pulling
17 lengths clear of Up For Review. Much has
happened since and while he seems a delicate
individual to train, his January performance at
Warwick was impressive – both man and beast
were in perfect harmony.

The fact that O’Connor made the journey to
Warwick to get acquainted with Ok Corral suggests
that this race has been the plan for quite a long
time. It’s not just a case of splitting up stablemates
and slotting him in here as an afterthought. In my
opinion, he’s the one to beat.

Patrick Mullins will be itching to win
back-to-back renewals of this race following
Rathvinden’s exploits last year and he should
have every chance with the help of Ballyward.
A graduate from the Colin McKeever school of
Pointers – just like Shaneshill, Yorkhill and Gold Cup
contender Bellshill – this son of Flemensfirth was
impressive in a Grade 3 chase at Naas in January.

Beaten a short-head on his chasing debut at
Punchestown on New Year’s Eve, Ruby Walsh
looked in control before the departure of
Discorama at the last left him a clear-cut winner.
The fact connections opted not to give him any
RSA entry suggests this race is the only plan.
Ok Corral v. Ballyward – England v. Ireland!

Ok Corral
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Jane Mangan's Irish View - Cheltenham Championship Races
How many times have we seen horses soar
through their novice campaign looking like the
next Arkle, only to flounder when stepping into
open company?

Championship races are where the good fall short
of great and we are reminded how difficult it really
is to find a true National Hunt star. This time last
year Footpad was on everyone’s banker list for
the Arkle (and rightly so), but this year he has
fallen short.

Samcro blew away all rivals last year but couldn’t
land a punch in Champion Hurdle waters this
winter. Might Bite was a star novice chaser who
appeared to have the full package, and he has –
just not enough to see out the last two furlongs of
a Gold Cup. Understandably, as racing enthusiasts,
we are inclined to get a small bit carried away with
impressive novices. It’s only natural that we crave
a champion but it’s important to remember that
champions are rare – for good reason.

So, are we all getting carried away with
Presenting Percy?

GOLD CUP

The race everyone wants to win whether you’re the
breeder, rider, owner or trainer. The Cheltenham
Gold Cup is that Olympic gold medal that you work
all your life to achieve. Over the years we have
seen National Hunt heroes such as Arkle, Cottage
Rake, Golden Miller and, more recently, Best Mate
and Kauto Star solidify their legendary status by
winning multiple renewals.

Native River and Sizing John will bid to carve their
names amongst these equine immortals in what
appears a wide-open renewal of Cheltenham’s
biggest test.

The Ladbroke Chase, Savills Chase, King George
VI Chase, Kinloch Brae Chase and the Denman
Chase are usually the best guides to the Gold Cup.
We can safely say the injured Ladbroke
winner Sizing Tennessee won’t be winning at

Prestbury Park, but Clan des Obeaux and Kemboy
certainly threw down their gauntlets over the
Christmas period.

One would be forgiven for looking at these races
to guide them towards the winner, such has been
the nature of this season, I’m not convinced we
saw genuine performances before Christmas – the
ground was simply too good.

The people of Ireland have really taken Pat Kelly’s
Presenting Percy to their hearts. A Pertemps Final
winner in 2017, he really threw down a Gold Cup
gauntlet in last year’s RSA Chase. The race would
prove to be his last start as a novice chaser, when he
left Monalee, Elegant Escape and Al Boum Photo
fighting for minor honours with his customary big
ears pricked!

The Galmoy Hurdle on Thyestes Day at Gowran
Park proved the perfect starting point on his road
to Cheltenham success last year and the Gods
finally smiled down as the skies opened, producing
soft ground for the first time this season in Ireland.
The crowds turned out in their droves to catch a
glimpse of Presenting Percy on his return to action
and, boy, he didn’t disappoint!

Applauded leaving the parade ring, not to mention
on his return, Presenting Percy only did what was
necessary. At the age of eight, he should only be
hitting top gear now and such is his versatility I’m
not worried about him mixing hurdles and chases.
He’s a natural.

Such is his popularity in Ireland, Presenting Percy
is a certainty to go off favourite on the Friday of
the Festival – everyone and their mother will have
a few quid on him. This horse is the epitome of why
National Hunt transcends sport. He has become
the people’s horse and I suspect the fact that his
trainer is a “small man” from the West of Ireland
only adds to his appeal.

I was lucky enough to ride him at the Punchestown
Festival in the Champion bumper. Even then, Pat
Kelly knew what he had. It was clear that if things
didn’t go his way, to look after him – the bumper
wasn’t his Gold Cup – this has been written in the
stars for quite some time.

CHAMPION HURDLE

Speed, speed and more speed! The Champion
Hurdle is all about pace and the ability to jump at
pace. In recent years, punters would be forgiven
for getting lazy when it came to the Champion
Hurdle. Hurricane Fly, Faugheen, Annie Power
and Buveur d’Air – they didn’t take much thought.
They all boasted the best form and Apple’s Jade
fits into that bracket this year.

Presenting Percy
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So many horses have fluffed their lines this year,
but this mare has been consistently brilliant.

Apple’s Jade is a wonder mare. At the age of seven,
she has already won 10 Grade 1 races from two
miles to three. Never out of the first three placings
from her 20 career starts, she came to Cheltenham
last year with the “banker stamp” labelled on her
name for the Mares’ Hurdle, but alas she came in
season the day of the race, eventually finishing
third to Benie Des Dieux.

I’m Apple’s Jade’s biggest fan and with an official
rating of 165 I think she’s still improving and quite
frankly I have no idea what her ideal trip really is.

That Hatton’s Grace performance at Fairyhouse
in early December was jaw-dropping – to beat
Supasundae, Limini and Bapaune by 20 lengths is
astonishing. Upped to three miles for the Christmas
Hurdle, she had Faugheen beaten before he
departed at the second-last, leaving her in splendid
isolation, but perhaps the most impressive of her
starts this season came at the Dublin Racing
Festival over the minimum trip.

Sent to the front by Jack Kennedy, she never
saw another rival, setting a spine-tingling time of
3.44 – wow.

She might have let down punters last year but
stick with her. France has De Bon Coeur, Britain
has Altior, and Ireland has Apple’s Jade. Make no
mistake, Apple’s Jade is the Koh-I-Noor in Irish
Racing’s crown.

Buveur d’Air won’t give away his title easily
but the mare’s biggest threat may well come
from Ireland.

Sharjah went into many notebooks when carrying
top weight to win the Galway Hurdle under Patrick
Mullins. Considered the emerging talent of this
season, Sharjah has taken the step up to Grade 1
level in his stride. A somewhat surprise winner of
the Morgiana Hurdle (from Faugheen), the son
of Doctor Dino proved that performance was no
fluke when sprouting wings in the Ryanair Hurdle
at Christmas.

To date he has always been ridden very patiently,
with an emphasis on speed. It’s obvious he
possesses a blistering turn of foot which has been
used to good effect on fast ground this winter.

He beat Melon and Supasundae at Christmas, not
to mention Bedrock and Le Richebourg in the
Galway Hurdle (conceding weight), but it seems he
still hasn’t done enough to warrant the respect of
the public. There has been more talk about Laurina
than this fellow despite him blatantly having
superior form!

Well-beaten in the Supreme behind Summerville
Boy, this horse hasn’t been raced sparingly.
He has run 22 times, winning six, and is still only a
six-year-old. It’s admirable how he has continued
to improve with every question that has been
asked of him.

I’ll be shouting for Apple’s Jade but will be keeping
a close eye on the whereabouts of the pale pink
Ricci colours!

CHAMPION CHASE

Are there any chinks in the Altior armor? No!

What does a horse have to do to be considered one
of the greats? Remain unbeaten over obstacles?
Check. Never appear under any real threat? Check.
Run regularly and never shy away from a challenge?
Check, check, check!

When Bob Baffert retired American Pharaoh, he
admitted that he would never train a horse of his
nature again. The first horse in 37 years to win the
American triple crown, American Pharaoh was
described as “the horse of a lifetime” – two years
later, Justify arrived in his barn!

As an observer, I always felt that Justify never
got the credit he deserved, mainly due to the fact
that his racing career would always be compared
to American Pharaoh. The nation had followed
Pharaoh through his career, and while Justify
went won to complete the illustrious Triple Crown,
too, he would only ever be compared to Baffert’s
former stable star.

Nicky Henderson must have been feeling
something similar when he retired Sprinter Sacre.
The big black French-bred was majestic in his
races, always putting on a show when in his pomp.
It’s extremely unusual that a horse probably of
equal measure would appear in the same decade,
let alone in the same yard, and while Altior has
spent much of his career in the big black shadow
of Sprinter Sacre, I think this season he has finally
won over the doubters. He is a superstar.

Seventeen consecutive wins including a Supreme
Novices’ Hurdle, Arkle Chase and a Queen Mother
Champion Chase, Altior won me over with that

Sharjah
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scintillating performance in last year’s Tingle Creek
Chase. Run on soft ground, Altior had a few factors
playing against him and into the hands of his arch
rival Un De Sceaux. But as only top horses can, he
overcame adversity to win comfortably at the line.

While it’s obvious Altior prefers better
ground, he is tactically versatile and for that
reason I don’t see any negatives in his bid for
back-to-back Champion Chases. Punters always
like a nice juicy price – a horse that will outrun their
odds. But the Cheltenham Festival always has its
banker. This year it’s Altior.

STAYERS’ HURDLE

Presenting Percy might have won the Galmoy
Hurdle but I suspect he might have won a strong
Stayers’ Hurdle trial in the process. The staying
hurdle division is weak. That’s not uncommon,
either; most talented stayers go over fences and
what turns up in the Stayers’ Hurdle is what is too
slow for the Champion or can’t jump a fence –
ahem, Big Bucks.

Willie Mullins ran six in the Galmoy Hurdle and it
would come as no surprise were many of them to
line up in the three-mile hurdle next month. Prix la
Barka winner Bapaume led home the Mullins sextet
at Gowran Park, closely attended by former classy
chaser Killultagh Vic. This pair deserves the utmost
respect in this division; they certainly won’t meet
Presenting Percy at Prestbury Park next month!

We can only judge the form we have seen but be
aware that one horse is yet to play his cards – last
year’s winner Penhill. A lightly raced hurdler, Penhill
hasn’t been seen in public since the Punchestown
Festival, where he was no match for a rejuvenated
Faugheen. Whether by design or not, he took the
exact same route to Cheltenham last year, having
finished second to Champagne Classic in the
three-mile Grade 1 Novices’ Hurdle at Punchestown.

He can’t jump. That’s a problem, and perhaps that’s
why his trainer raced him sparingly, but there’s no
denying what he did last year, having raced in the
rear and overtaking the entire field on the outside;
he won going away at the line. Mullins famously
adopted similar tactics with Quevega, so there’s
no need to worry about fitness. There is no better
trainer to produce them first day back.

Of course, Paisley Park deserves the favourite’s
tag for his Cleeve Hurdle and JLT Hurdle exploits.
Penhill will have to produce a career-best effort to
retain his crown and bring the prize back to Ireland.

RYANAIR CHASE

The race that Michael O’Leary so desperately
wants to win but rarely does! The Ryanair Chase is
usually a race where connections wait until the last
hour to decide where they will run, in the Gold Cup
or here (dependent on ground conditions).

The fact of the matter is, those who have won this
race are usually side-stepping either the Champion
Chase or the Gold Cup. Imperial Commander won
this before stepping up to the Gold Cup, a feat
attempted admirably by Cue Card in recent years.
Un De Sceaux was always considered Champion
Chase standard, only to be slotted in here to avoid
his stablemate Douvan.

So, who fit the profile of these horses?
Waiting Patiently, of course! Ruth Jefferson was
right to skip Leopardstown in February, the ground
was simply too good. Purely based on last season’s
form, he will go very close in this race.

On this side of the Irish Sea, our hopes are not
pinned on any one horse. Min was good when
beating Shattered Love and Balko Des Flos in
the John Durkan at Punchestown in December
and cantered home against inferior opposition at
Leopardstown in February.

Gigginstown House is likely to throw a few darts at
the board here, probably headed by Noel Meade’s
Kinloch Brae Chase winner Tout Est Permis.

This is a race where Ireland don’t hold all the aces
but as the race draws closer, the complexion of
the line-up could change greatly. Always treat the
Ryanair Chase with a degree of caution.

Penhill
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Jane Mangan's Irish View - Best of the rest at Cheltenham
The handicaps at the Cheltenham Festival are hard
enough to work out when you know what’s running
in them, let alone when you’re guessing what might
line up.

On this side of the Irish Sea, if Tony Martin or
Charles Byrnes have runners in handicaps you sit
up and take notice. I was in Fairyhouse the day
Charles Byrnes won with Wonder Laish. The horse
had initially gone up 17lb for an easy win at Navan
on his most recent start and many speculated
whether or not he could defy the penalty in better
company at Fairyhouse.

Unsurprisingly, he did! The handicapper reacted
once again by raising him 11lb to a mark of 147
and while we have no idea what the English
handicapper will do, I suspect he could run a big
race off a similar mark. He ran too bad to be true
at the Dublin Racing Festival (just as the morning
market indicated he would) when finishing 17th of
19 runners behind his successful stablemate Off
You Go.

Such was the impression he made at Fairyhouse,
you’d be forgiven for thinking he’d hold his own in
a Championship race. If Wonder Laish turns up in
any of the handicap hurdles at Cheltenham, take
note. He’s a good horse. How good? Step forward,
Charles Byrnes!

Looking at handicaps from another angle,
Grade 1 horses often win handicaps at the
Cheltenham Festival. Mullins, Harrington and Elliott
have such firepower at their disposal that they
often pitch classy Grade 1 horses in at high weights
in these races – Arctic Fire (County), Supasundae
(Coral Cup), The Storyteller (Brown Advisory
& Merriebelle Stable Plate) and Wicklow Brave
(County) to name just a few.

Wicklow Brave might be 10 years young now but
he showed he retains his zest for the game and
plenty of ability, too, when running a solid second
to Espoir D’Allen in the Limestone Lad Hurdle at
Naas in January. He won the County Hurdle back in

2015 off a mark of 138 and reached a career-high of
166 later that year, but now has slipped down to an
attractive mark of 152.

He’s no spring chicken and while he would have the
burden of a big weight were he to line up here, he
is an Irish St Leger winner who has proven on more
than one occasion that he can compete to a very
high level over hurdles. Class is class after all.

The Foxhunter Chase is completely wide-open.
Over the years we have been spoiled with classy
banker types such as Salsify and the wonderful On
The Fringe, but this year nothing seems to have a
bulletproof profile.

Initially I liked Down Royal winner Stand Up And
Fight until he was beaten in his Point at Kilfeacle.
Burning Ambition is likely to skip Cheltenham in
favour of Aintree and Ucello Conti hasn’t blown
me away any day I have seen him. Britain have
the impressive Warwick winner Hazel Hill and the
brilliant Pacha du Polder. I’m avoiding this race
and unless someone has an inside line, I would
recommend punters to do the same.

OLBG MARES’ HURDLE

This race was introduced in 2008 to provide
opportunities for mares to compete on the big
day. Thankfully it seems likely that the wonderful
Apple’s Jade will run in the Champion Hurdle and
while connections of Laurina indicate she will take
the same route, I wonder if this race will prove too
tempting with no Apple’s Jade to spoil their party?

We’ve seen through the years where fillies/
mares get shuffled around to avoid higher-profile
stablemates. On the Flat, Minding was made to
wait until October of her Classic year before she
got a crack at the colts – where she duly hammered
Ribchester in the QEII on British Champions Day.

Vroum Vroum Mag was given entries in the
Champion Hurdle, Stayers’ Hurdle, Champion
Chase, Ryanair Chase and Gold Cup before
eventually going on to win this race, not to mention
the wonderful Annie Power running in this race to
avoid Faugheen in the Champion Hurdle – a race
she would go on to win when “deputising” for her
injured stablemate.

It never fails to astonish me why connections
underestimate these mares, particularly when
they are in receipt of 7lb from geldings in
Championship races.

Willie Mullins is the man to follow in this race and
this year he has two major shots to fire. The master
trainer has won the nine of the eleven runnings of
this race and could send last year’s victor Benie
Des Dieux into battle with the unexposed Laurina.

Wicklow Brave
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Laurina is an enigma. I doubt even Willie Mullins
knows where her ceiling lies, let alone the public.
It’s a pity we’ve seen so little of her but what we
have seen is pretty much flawless. A big strapping
mare, not unlike Annie Power, Laurina doesn’t
know what it’s like to be under maximum pressure.
Her lack of experience is a worry but receiving
7lb is attractive. You find yourself playing tug of
war with her and however much of a headache we
will have trying to figure her out, I suspect Ruby
Walsh will have equally as difficult a task trying to
separate her and Benie Des Dieux (should she run
here and not in the Champion).

At the time of writing, last year’s winner hasn’t
been sighted since beating Augusta Kate and
Apple’s Jade at the Punchestown Festival last
April. As an eight-year-old, she has only run 11 times
in her life, winning seven and remaining unbeaten
for Mullins. She’s obviously difficult to train but her
trainer isn’t concerned about getting a run into her.
Just like Penhill, Mullins seems content to send her
straight to Cheltenham off the back of no run. As a
punter that’s always a dangerous card to play. I like
Laurina – assuming she runs here – and while she,
too, is lightly raced, at least we know for sure that
she’s better than ever.

MARES' NOVICE HURDLE

One would be forgiven for associating Henry de
Bromhead with star chasers rather than hurdlers,
having produced the likes of Sizing Europe,
Special Tiara and Balko Des Flos to win
Championship races at the festival in recent years,
but this term he has a classy filly on his hands in the
form of Honeysuckle.

This five-year-old daughter of Sulamani remains
unbeaten in her four career starts and I was actually
in Dromahane when she came home alone in a
four-year-old mares’ maiden for Jerry Cosgrave in
the spring of 2018.

Since joining de Bromhead she has improved
with each start, from winning her maiden hurdle
at Fairyhouse by 12 lengths to beating Sassy Diva
in a Listed Hurdle at Thurles before Christmas.

She saved her most impressive performance for
Fairyhouse in January, where she captured the
Grade 3 Solerina Hurdle by six lengths, always
travelling with ease.

Willie Mullins has won this race every year since
its introduction in 2016, with Limini, Let’s Dance
and Laurina. This year his strongest challengers
appear to be last year’s Champion bumper
heroine Relegate and the exciting My Sister Sarah.
Both mares have good profiles but perhaps lack
the reputation of a typical Mullins contender in this
race.

As I’ve stressed before, experience is particularly
important with these novices and the fact that
Honeysuckle has not only won her three hurdle
outings but her Point-to-Point as well will also
stand her in good stead against her rivals next
month. She could be the horse to provide Rachael
Blackmore with that all-important first Cheltenham
Festival winner.

CROSS COUNTRY CHASE

Is Gordon Elliott the new Enda Bolger? Bolger
has farmed races of this nature for decades but it
seems he might have stiff competition on his hands
going forward as Elliott opts to send high-class
chasers down the cross-country route.

In 2017, we saw Cause of Causes lead home Bless
The Wings in this race before the former finished a
gallant runner-up to One For Arthur in the Aintree
Grand National. Last year, Tiger Roll went one
better by completing the unusual double and he’s
back for more next month.

Cross-country races have never been as
competitive. Tiger Roll is rated 160. He has won
the Triumph Hurdle, the 4m National Hunt Chase
and the Aintree Grand National – never would you
expect to meet such a high-class horse in these
races but times are changing. The re-opposing
Auvergnat finished a well-beaten fourth here
12 months ago only to go on and win the Paddy
Power Chase at Leopardstown by six lengths off
a mark of 148.

Laurina

Tiger Roll
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Obviously, a horse needs to adapt to the unique
questions asked in these cross-country races but
Tiger Roll has proven his affection for this test.
A creditable fourth at the track in November behind
Josies Orders when conceding 15lb, connections
will be hopeful of a repeat bid from Tiger Roll as he
races off level weights this time around.

Unfortunately, it’s rare that Aintree Grand National
winners actually win anything after their Liverpool
exploits. Such is the drastic reaction from the
handicapper, they usually can’t compete off their
revised mark. However, Elliott has found a niche
for this little horse and he will hopefully buck that
Aintree trend on the biggest stage. He might be
small but Tiger Roll has proven time and time again
that it’s the size of the heart that really matters.

CHAMPION BUMPER

The Irish punters love a crack at the Champion
Bumper and this year we look to have every chance
of making it 12 wins in 16 years, courtesy of strong
challenges from Messrs Mullins and Elliott.

Willie Mullins is the bumper king. He has saddled
no less than nine winners of this race but he hasn’t
been farming bumpers in Ireland with his usual
dominance this year, thus I doubt he will saddle his
usual numerically strong army of horses in this race
next month.

Cheveley Park Stud have enjoyed some notable
success since investing in National Hunt stock
over the past two years and they might just have
secured two future stars in the form of Envoi Allen
and Malone Road, both trained by Gordon Elliott.
The latter has been all but ruled out through injury,
although connections are lucky to have what
appears an equally talented deputy in Envoi Allen.

This strapping son of Muhtathir won his
Point-to-Point by 10 lengths at Ballinaboola in the
colours of Walter Connors – the man who sourced
and pointed the likes of Don Cossack and Getabird
in the past. Envoi Allen didn’t beat much when
he won at Fairyhouse in early December but the
manner of his win was effortless. He produced a
similar performance in winners’ company at Navan
two weeks later when beating subsequent winner
Run Wild Fred by 10 lengths.

He scrambled home on quick ground at the Dublin
Racing Festival (from Meticulous and Embittered)
but having seen him in the flesh on the day, he’s
clearly a soft-ground chasing type. Easily standing
north of 17 hands high, this horse will appreciate a
strong gallop to run at – something he didn’t get
at Leopardstown. He has the best form and is the
one to beat for the same combination – Elliott and
Jamie Codd – that scored this race with Fayonagh
in 2017.

Of course, Willie Mullins will send over his own
contingent, perhaps led by Mt Leinster and
impressive Gowran Park scorer Blue Sari (no
four-year-old has won this race since Cue Card
in 2010), but it’s been an unusual season and, for
once, I don’t think Mullins has a particularly strong
hand in the bumper division.
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1.30 Sky Bet Supreme Novices’ Hurdle
(Grade 1) 2m½f – Old Course

OVERVIEW

The traditional curtain-raiser is often run at a
frantic pace in the early exchanges and, as a
consequence, you need a smooth-travelling horse
– one that can hold their position – and one that
jumps fluently. Although the usual strong pace
contributes towards the race being a test, it is still
a 2m½f hurdle race and speed is required.

It could be argued that last year’s winner
Summerville Boy didn’t jump especially well, with
him being far from fluent over the last three flights,
most notably two out, but in general terms you
want a slick-jumping novice. Last year was also
slightly different, in that it was the first time since
1982 that the going was described as ‘heavy’ when
the meeting got underway.

GRADED FORM NOT TO BE
UNDERESTIMATED

Two horses went to post in last year’s Supreme
having already won a Grade 1 over hurdles, those
being the winner Summerville Boy and third home
Mengli Khan. The fact that they were sent off 9/1
and 14/1 respectively again points to earlier season
Graded form being slightly underestimated.

Looking back at the past decade, seven of the
10 winners had previously won a Grade 1 or
Grade 2 novice hurdle, so strong form in the book
seems to be becoming increasingly important.
During this period, only 30 horses contested the
Supreme with a Grade 1 or Grade 2 in the bag, and
backing all runners would have yielded a £21.50
profit to a level-stake £1.

Like last year’s winner – who had won the Tolworth
Novices’ Hurdle on his previous start –Altior,Douvan,
Vautour, Champagne Fever, Cinders And Ashes and
Go Native had all won at Grade 1 or Grade 2 level
before being successful in the Supreme.

Focusing purely on form at the top level, only
eight horses have run in the past seven renewals
of the Supreme having earlier won a Grade 1
over hurdles, and three of them were successful.
Purely backing these Grade 1 winners – admittedly
over a smaller-sample time period – would have
produced a £13 profit to a level-stake £1.

Looking back a little further, Noland also won the
Tolworth en route to the Supreme, whilst both
Brave Inca and Like-A-Butterfly arrived at the
festival on the back of winning the race formerly

known as the Deloitte Novice Hurdle, which
was then run over 2m2f. That contest was still a
Grade 2 when Like-A-Butterfly won it, but the
high-class mare had earlier scored at the top level
when winning the Royal Bond.

The point being made here is that a lot of punters
– and pundits – look towards the less-exposed
hurdlers in the Supreme, but the strongest form
should not be ignored. More of this when I talk
about the experience of recent winners, but it is
not solely Graded winners that warrant respect,
with 11 of the last 17 winners having run in a Grade 1
novice hurdle before the Supreme.

BUMPER WINNERS OVER
EX-FLAT HORSES

The enigmatic Labaik led home a 1-2 for ex-Flat
horses, but he was the first Supreme winner since
2007 (Ebaziyan) who switched codes, and things
reverted to type last year, with a couple of bumper
winners fighting out the finish.

Third home – and stablemate of Labaik – Mengli
Khan and subsequent Galway Hurdle winner
Sharjah (8th) fared best of the former Flat horses,
but Summerville Boy was making it seven winners
in the past decade that originally started their
career in National Hunt Flat races. Interestingly, all
seven winners were successful in that sphere, too.

The other pair of recent Supreme winners that
failed to contest a bumper – the Willie Mullins/
Rich Ricci duo of Vautour and Douvan – boasted
a jumping pedigree, and both had run a couple
of times over hurdles in France, before moving
to Ireland.

Had injury not got in theway, dual ChampionHurdle
winner Hurricane Fly might well have enhanced the
record of ex-Flat horses in the Supreme, as he had
slammed 2009 winner Go Native by 10 lengths in
the Grade 1 Future Champions at Leopardstown
over Christmas.

Going further back, Arcalis successfully changed
codes, but since the missed meeting in 2001 –
due to the foot-and-mouth outbreak – only three
ex-Flat horses have won the Supreme, having
earlier seen Sausalito Bay, French Ballerina,
Shadow Leader and Indefence being successful in
the space of five years.

The tide has very much turned of late, however,
and 12 of the past 17 winners were successful
in bumpers before embarking on their hurdling
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careers. Should there be a former Flat horse on
your radar for the Supreme, the profile is very much
one of a lightly-raced horse, certainly in the case
of the aforementioned quartet who won around
the turn of the Millennium. Three of that quartet
were having just their third start over hurdles in the
Supreme, and although Labaik was officially having
his sixth, his refusals meant he was also lightly
raced as a hurdler.

In the past decade, 80 horses have gone to post in
the Supreme, having won a bumper earlier in their
career; this excludes ‘Jumpers’ Bumpers’ or French
AQPS races. Unsurprisingly, given the numbers
involved, the seven winners produced a loss, but
when tied in with Graded hurdles winners, it makes
much more pleasant reading. Of the 30 horses to
have won a Grade 1 or Grade 2 novice hurdle en
route to the festival, 18 had won a bumper earlier
in their career. Five of the 18 were successful and
yielded a profit of £28 to a level-stake £1.

Sticking with the bumper theme, seven of the
past 17 winners had contested a Graded bumper
at either Cheltenham, Aintree or Punchestown the
previous season.

OFFICIAL BHA RATINGS (150+)

Although official ratings can be inflated with
novices – particularly novice chasers – these days,
only 10 horses had been handed an official BHA
rating of 150 or above ahead of running in the last
five Supremes, and four of them were successful.

Vautour, Douvan and Altior were all top-rated with
the same mark of 155, whilst the other pair to reach
the 150 mark in 2016 – Min and Buveur d’Air – filled
the frame behind Altior. There were also a trio on
150 or above to contest last year’s race, including
the first and second – Summerville Boy (150) and
Kalashnikov (154) – with the over-racing Getabird
(152) failing to run his race in 11th.

Backing horses with an official rating of 150
or above in the past five years – there weren’t
any qualifiers in 2017, incidentally – would have
yielded a profit of £12.50 to a level-stake £1.
Admittedly, this is a small-sample time period –
and horses such as Cue Card (159) and My Tent
Or Yours (162) were beaten with lofty ratings – but
it provides more weight behind the theory that –
certainly in recent years – proven form is worth a
lot more than untapped potential.

EXPERIENCE

As touched upon already, some of the
ex-Flat horses that were successful arrived at
Cheltenham with limited experience, but since

the victory of Captain Cee Bee – who himself had
only had two hurdles starts, but had gained
further experience on the Flat after running in
bumpers – all 10 winners had run at least four times
over hurdles; this takes into account the French
runs of Vautour and Douvan, before they joined
Willie Mullins.

Therefore, it is becoming increasingly apparent
that experience helps, despite the fact that the
average field size has dropped in the past decade.
We saw fields of 30 and 28, respectively, in 1998
and 2002, then only once in the next 10 years did
the field drop to below 18, with the average during
this period being 19. We bounced back to that
figure last year, after an average of just 14 runners
between 2013 and 2017.

Back to the subject in matter, and it appears as
though we should be looking for a horse with four
or five starts over hurdles under its belt. In addition,
the past three winners made their hurdling debut
between 10th and 21st October, so were out fairly

Horses that had won a Grade 1 or Grade 2
novice hurdle are 7/30 in the last decade

Horses that had won a Grade 1 or Grade 2
novice hurdle and had earlier won a
bumper are 5/18 in the last decade

Horses with an official rating of 150+ are
4/10 in the last 5 years

7 of the past 17 winners had contested
a Graded bumper at one of the previous
season’s spring festivals

11 of the past 17 winners had contested
a Grade 1 novice hurdle earlier in the
season (6 had won)

Last-time-out winners have won 19 of the
last 22 renewals

Respect the winner of the Tolworth
Novices’ Hurdle (2 of the last 3 winners
to contest the Supreme were successful)

The last 10 winners had run 4 or 5 times
over hurdles

Ex-Flat horses have – in general –
struggled in the last decade

Only 2 of the last 16 winners were
unbeaten over hurdles

Be wary of the Betfair Hurdle winner/form

KEY TRENDS
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early and got plenty of experience in the bag
before Christmas.

Eight of last year’s 19-strong field had not run
four times over hurdles, including market leader
Getabird, who arrived at Cheltenham on the back
of just two victories, in a maiden hurdle and in the
Grade 2 Moscow Flyer Novice Hurdle.

CURRENT FORM

The victory of Summerville Boy made it 19
last-time-out winners in the last 22 renewals,
and that could arguably read 20 from 22, if
taking the last race that Labaik actually started.
Clearly horses in form have a strong record and,
rather surprisingly, only four of the 19 horses that
went to post last year had won on their previous
start, two of which were Getabird and First Flow –
who both fell short on the ‘experience’ stat, having
had two and three starts respectively – which left
just the winner and the runner-up, Kalashnikov.

Another point worth noting is that – again a little
surprisingly – only two of the last 16 winners were
unbeaten over hurdles. We saw three unbeaten
winners in a row between 1999 and 2002, but
since then only Captain Cee Bee and Altior have
managed to maintain a 100% record in the build-up
to the festival.

Therefore, do not be afraid to back horses who
have been beaten earlier in the campaign and, in
fact, last-time-out winners that were beaten earlier
in the season have a fine strike rate.

TRAINERS TO NOTE

With five wins to his name – and having saddled
three successive winners between 2013 and 2015 –
Willie Mullins is the obvious starting point for many
punters when looking at the Supreme. However, his
healthy level-stakes profit (highlighted last year)
is mainly down to the big-price victories of Tourist
Attraction and Ebaziyan and his runners are not
overlooked in the market these days.

Since that recent hat-trick of victories –
Champagne Fever, Vautour and Douvan – Mullins
has saddled three beaten favourites in the shape of
Min (15/8), Melon (3/1 joint-favourite) and Getabird
(7/4), and nine runners in all during this three-year
period. Admittedly, two finished runner-up, but
there is a suspicion that the pick of the Mullins
runners is automatically installed towards the head
of the betting. Looking at it in a more simplistic
way, he has saddled three winners and three
runners-ups in the past six years, so his leading
hope clearly warrants utmost respect. However, we
should look closer as to whether the form of that
horse warrants his price on the day. Cousin Vinny

was another beaten favourite for the stable back
in 2009.

Despite winning the race three times – latterly with
Altior – Nicky Henderson has also seen some star
performers beaten in this race in recent years, with
Buveur d’Air, My Tent Or Yours, Darlan, Spirit Son
and Sprinter Sacre all only managing to hit the
frame. River Wylde, Josses Hill and Vaniteux also
placed during this eight-year period, whilst Oscar
Whisky could finish only fourth behind Menorah
in 2010. Again, I am not in any way suggesting
that Henderson cannot produce another Supreme
winner, but his recent record is a rather frustrating
one for followers of the Seven Barrows team.

Going back a little further, Chauvinist and Fleet
Street finished third in back-to-back renewals
(2003 and 2004), before Amaretto Rose was
unable to justify favouritism in 2007 (also finished
third) and subsequent Champion Hurdle winner
Binocular finished runner-up as a four-year-old
the following year. Since 2002, Henderson has
saddled 27 runners in the Supreme, with only Altior
successful and 10 horses reaching the frame.

Grade 1 winners Klassical Dream and Aramon
would appear to be Mullins’ leading hopes this
year, whilst Nicky Henderson appears to have
an embarrassment of riches in the novice hurdle
division, with Angels Breath, Mister Fisher and
Champagne Platinum all likely runners.

KEY RACES

As already alluded to, Graded race form is
becoming increasingly important when finding the
winner of the Supreme and the two most recent
British-trained winners had both contested the
Sharp Novices’ Hurdle at the Open meeting the
previous November. Altior won the Sharp, whilst
last year’s winner Summerville Boy was beaten less
than a length in the Grade 2 earlier in the campaign.

Summerville Boy won the Grade 1 Tolworth
Novices’ Hurdle at Sandown and although he was
the first to complete the double sinceNoland, L’Ami
Serge was the only Tolworth winner to contest the
Supreme in the interim; he finished fourth behind
Douvan in 2015. Therefore, a record of two winners
from three runners in the past 11 years is pretty
encouraging. It's worth noting that Yorkhill also
went on to score at the festival after winning the
2016 Tolworth, while 2017 winner Finian’s Oscar
missed Cheltenham through injury before winning
the Grade 1 Mersey Novices’ Hurdle. Backing the
Tolworth winner blindly during the past 11 years
would have yielded a healthy £14 level-stakes profit
to a £1 stake.

Going back a little further, the 2000 renewal
might well have provided the winner of all three
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novice/juvenile hurdles at the festival (there was
no Fred Winter or Albert Bartlett at the time)
had Best Mate not took a wide course in
the Supreme. He had chased home Royal &
SunAlliance winner Monsignor in the Tolworth, with
subsequent Triumph winner Snow Drop back
in fourth. Given that Kalashnikov also finished
runner-up in both races last season, the Tolworth is
a race to take very seriously.

Both the Sharp and Tolworth were won this
season by the Colin Tizzard-trained Elixir de Nutz.
The grey – who was trained by Philip Hobbs as
a juvenile last season – is a very slick jumper, so
should be well suited by the demands of this race.

Another race that Altior was victorious in en route
to Cheltenham was the 32Red Casino Novices’
Hurdle at Kempton on Boxing Day, a race that
Menorah also won before landing the Supreme.
Last year’s winner If The Cap Fits missed the
remainder of the season, whilst this season’s
winner Mister Fisher went on to follow up in
the Grade 2 Rossington Main at Haydock under a
3lb penalty.

Over in Ireland, the Royal Bond Novice Hurdle at
Fairyhouse, the Moscow Flyer Novice Hurdle at
Punchestown, and the Chanelle Pharma Novice
Hurdle (formerly the Deloitte Novice Hurdle) at
Leopardstown’s Dublin Racing Festival have all
provided two Supreme winners in the past decade.
Third in last year’s Supreme, Mengli Khan had won
the former before chasing home Getabird (beaten
favourite) in the Moscow Flyer. Given that Vautour
and Douvan had both won the Moscow Flyer en
route to the festival, it is perhaps understandable
that punters were keen to side with Getabird, who
represented the same powerful connections.

Felix Desjy won the Moscow Flyer this year, but
probably the most significant of those races
was the last-named, which was won by Klassical
Dream, who beat stablemate Aramon, himself a
Grade 1 winner and third in the Royal Bond. Quick
Grabim – another Willie Mullins-trained novice
and the winner of the Royal Bond – was ruled ouf
of the festival in mid-January, having suffered a
stress-fracture.

Back to England and the previous season’s
Weatherbys Champion Bumper has provided
three winners since 2011, with only Champagne
Fever successful in both.Al Ferof (2nd) and Cinders
And Ashes (5th) had also contested the Champion
Bumper the previous March. The aforementioned
Felix Desjy finished sixth in last year’s renewal.

One race to be slightly wary of, however, is the
Betfair Hurdle at Newbury. Since 2010, six novices
to have won the valuable handicap took their
chance in the Supreme and none were successful,

despite Get Me Out Of Here, My Tent Or Yours and
Kalashnikov all going very close – all three were
sent off first or second favourite, on the back of
their Newbury success. Recession Proof finished
5th in 2011 (12/1), Splash Of Ginge was only 15th in
2014 (20/1) and Ballyandy was 4th in 2017 (3/1 JF).

A record of 0/6 – four of which were sent off in the
first two of the betting – in the past nine years is
rather uninspiring, although they have knocked on
the door on three occasions.

Due to the Equine Influenza outbreak, this year’s
Betfair Hurdle was rescheduled to take place at
Ascot, a few days after this Guide went to print.

FOUR-YEAR-OLDS' RECORD

Given that is was recently announced that leading
owner JP McManus has purchased the exciting
Finesse Hurdle winner Fakir d’Oudairies – and it
would now seem a distinct possibility that he will
run here, thus avoiding the same connections’ Sir
Erec in the Triumph – I thought I would touch upon
the record of juveniles running in the Supreme.

The last four-year-old winner was Hors La Loi III
back in 1999 and, although 14 have been beaten
since, the record of horses with an actual form
chance is better than the bare facts and figures
might suggest. Of the 16 four-year-old runners
since 1999 (inclusive), no fewer than seven of
them were sent off at either 100/1, 150/1 or 200/1,
including Khudha, who last year became the first
juvenile to run in the race in the last seven renewals.

Only three of the 16 were sent off at single-figures
and five were sent off shorter than 20/1. The trio
included the 1999 winner and 2008 runner-up
Binocular, who also represented McManus. It has to
be remembered, that hewas sent down the Supreme
route to avoid the same owners’ Franchoek, who
ended up being beaten in the Triumph, whilst
Binocular was beaten by Captain Cee Bee in the
McManus second silks. During this period, Hors La
Loi III and Binocular were two of just three juveniles
to run in the Supreme on the back of winning a
Graded juvenile, with Marsh Warbler the other. The
point here being that not too many have lined up
with a genuine form chance and it is worth noting
that Hors La Loi III also won the Grade 2 Finesse at
the track on his previous start. He is the last winner
of that race to contest the Supreme.

Crucially, when assessing the chances of Fakir
d’Oudairies – if he does indeed run here, something
which is, of course, not guaranteed – is that he
boasts considerable experience from France, and
actually beat his elders in a maiden hurdle at Cork
in early-January. He would be much more forward
than many a four-year-old.
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight OR SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 12231 Summerville Boy 6 11-7 150 9/1 T George 19 1st Gr.1 Tolworth Hurdle (66)

2017 11RR6 Labaik 6 11-7 144 25/1 G Elliott (IRE) 14 6th Naas Nov. Hurdle (16)

2016 61111 Altior 6 11-7 155 4/1 N Henderson 14 1st Kempton Nov. Hurdle (80)

2015 2111 Douvan 5 11-7 155 2/1F W Mullins (IRE) 12 1st Gr.2 Moscow Flyer Nov. Hurdle (59)

2014 111 Vautour 5 11-7 155 7/2JF W Mullins (IRE) 18 1st Gr.1 Chanelle Parma Hurdle (30)

2013 1231 Champagne Fever 6 11-7 148 5/1 W Mullins (IRE) 12 1st Gr.1 Chanelle Parma Hurdle (31)

2012 2111 Cinders And Ashes 5 11-7 142 10/1 D McCain 19 1st Haydock Nov. Hurdle (52)

2011 F311 Al Ferof 6 11-7 142 10/1 P Nicholls 15 1st Newbury Nov. Hurdle (31)

2010 11212 Menorah 5 11-7 147 12/1 P Hobbs 18 2nd Ascot Nov. Hurdle (24)

2009 12121 Go Native 6 11-7 139 12/1 N Meade (IRE) 20 1st Gr.2 Johnstown Nov. Hurdle (16)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Weatherbys Champion Bumper 3 (Al Ferof 2nd, Cinders And Ashes 5th, Champagne Fever 1st)
Royal Bond Novice Hurdle 2 (Champagne Fever 2nd, Labaik ref. to race)
Chanelle Pharma Novices’ Hurdle 2 (Champagne Fever 1st, Vautour 1st)

Moscow Flyer Novice Hurdle 2 (Vautour 1st, Douvan 1st)
32Red Casino Novices’ Hurdle 2 (Menorah 1st, Altior 1st)

Attheraces.com Champion INH Flat Race 2 (Champagne Fever 1st, Altior 6th)
Sky Bet Supreme Trial Novices’ Hurdle (Sharp Novices’ Hurdle) 2 (Altior 1st, Summerville Boy 2nd)

CHELTENHAM FESTIVAL ONLINE RACE PREVIEWS

ONLY
£20

OUR ANALYSIS
DOESN’T STOP HERE!

t 01933 304776 | e bettrendsshop@weatherbys.co.uk | @bettrends
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OLI BELL

CILAOS EMERY – Racing Post Arkle

I’m very sweet on Willie Mullins’ charge in what
looks a wide-open renewal this year.

He wasn’t far off the best in the two-mile hurdling
division and you had to be impressed with his
chasing debut at Gowran Park. He was conceding
both experience and fitness to his rivals but
travelled strongly through the contest and went
clear before the last to beat Impact Factor by
four lengths.

He jumped very well in the main and while he’ll go
into the race relatively inexperienced over fences,
the Arkle test will really play to his strengths.

He finished fifth in the 2017 Sky Bet Supreme
before going on to claim a Grade One success
at Punchestown that spring and is a very classy
operator. He’s going to be very hard to beat.

Le Richebourg laid down his marker for the race
with victory at the Dublin Racing Festival and is
respected, while Lalor and Kalashnikov head the
British defence. They have made promising starts
to their careers over fences but both have been
beaten by Dyanamite Dollars, who is improving

for Paul Nicholls and is battle-hardened and
experienced over fences.

But I like Cialos Emery - a proven Grade One
performer and one who made a deep impression
on me at Gowran. He’s a class act and the one to
be on in the Arkle.

Festival Bankers
by ITV Racing's Oli Bell and Ed Chamberlin

ED CHAMBERLIN

ASO (EACH-WAY) – Ryanair Chase

As ever it's already a fairly lengthy shortlist for the
coveted position of Festival banker. I’m very sweet
on Laurina in the Unibet Champion Hurdle, for all
Apple’sJadelookedtherealdealintheIrishequivalent
at Leopardstown.

I’ve been backing Willie Mullins’ charge for the
Cheltenham showpiece ever since her win at the
Festival last year and I think she’s something a
little bit special. An in-form mare receiving seven
pounds can be deadly at Cheltenham and Buveur
D’Air has a real fight on his hooves as he bids for a
hat-trick in the race.

Tiger Roll nearly got the nod, too. He’s been
fantastic for me over the years and will take the
world of beating in the Glenfarclas Cross Country
Chase. But I’m siding with Aso in the Ryanair.

He makes plenty of each-way appeal in a race that
could cut up. Venetia Williams’ charge finished
third to Un De Sceaux in the 2017 renewal and is
back better than ever this year.

He was brilliant in winning at Cheltenham on New
Year’s Day, routing a handicap field from a mark

of 158. He travelled and jumped well and kept on
strongly. He’s tailor-made for the Ryanair.

It might take a career-best win it but the
nine-year-old is in the form of his life right now. He
could take in the Betfair Ascot Chase en route to
the Festival and fingers crossed that goes well but
he s me as the sort to hit the frame at Cheltenham
at a sporting price.
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2.10 Racing Post Arkle Trophy
(Grade 1) 2m – Old Course

OVERVIEW

The most prestigious of the four – five if you
include the novice handicap – novice chases at
the meeting, the make-up of the Arkle has
changed in recent years and it now appears more
about a dominant high-class novice facing a
relatively small field. Indeed, six of the past seven
winners were sent off at odds-on and only once
during this period did the winner face more than
eight opponents.

The introduction of the JLT Novices’ Chase has
probably contributed towards the smaller fields,
but basically we need to find a fast horse who has
shown that they can jump. Simple really. In fact,
in terms of recent results, the Arkle would have
to be labelled the most predictable festival race.
This year’s race would appear to be more
wide-open, however.

SPEED OVER STAMINA

There was a time – not so long back – when
the likes of My Way De Solzen, Tidal Bay,
Forpadydeplasterer and Captain Chris showed
that possessing stamina was advantageous in the
Arkle. All four had been running over further before
dropping back in distance to win their respective
renewal and it was often said around this time
that you needed a strong stayer to win this race.
Since the introduction of the JLT in 2011, field
sizes have dropped considerably, and the race is
now, generally, contested by two-milers, with the
middle-distance horses having a more suitable
option later in the week. The likes of Kicking King
and Monet’s Garden, for example, would more than
likely have contested the JLT had it been around
than finish runner-up in an Arkle, as they did.

Since the victory of Captain Chris in 2011, of the
next seven winners five had shown themselves
to be high-class hurdlers and had won at either
Grade 1 or Grade 2 level over timber. Had Un de
Sceaux not fallen on his chase debut, all seven
would have been unbeaten over fences and
all bar Western Warhorse – who was a bit of
a trends-buster – had proven themselves in
Graded company over the minimum trip earlier in
the season.

HURDLES FORM

The past four Arkle winners had proven themselves
to be high-class hurdlers, with three of them –

Un de Sceaux, Douvan and Altior – unbeaten over
the smaller obstacles. The former was a Grade 2
winner at Auteuil and probably would have had
a serious chance had he been allowed to
contest the 2014 Champion Hurdle, whilst Douvan
and Altior both won the previous season’s
Supreme Novices’ Hurdle, and Footpad was a dual
Grade 1-winning juvenile.

Last year, it could have been argued that Petit
Mouchoir was the best hurdler in the field – having
finished in front of Footpad on the three occasions
they hadmet – butWillie Mullins’ charge had shown
himself to be an altogether different proposition
as a chaser, so merging a high-class hurdler with
a horse that can jump fences at speed is another
key component.

Both Douvan and Altior were sent straight over
fences after just one season over hurdles, as were
Sprinter Sacre and Simonsig who also dominated
their respective novice chase divisions.

Looking further back, Moscow Flyer was probably
as good a hurdler to switch to fences – certainly
over 2m – that I can remember, as he was able
to mix it with the mighty Istabraq in his second
season over timber. The foot-and-mouth outbreak
prevented him the opportunity of running in
the 2001 Champion Hurdle, but he won the
consolation race which Leopardstown staged
after the three-time Champion came down at the
final flight. He fell on his chase debut and again
on his final start before the Arkle, but he had won
three times in between, including the Grade 1 at
Leopardstown over Christmas. He jumped well
and ran out a taking winner of the Arkle, before
going on to develop into one of the leading 2m
chasers of our generation. The Arkle is usually the
springboard for such brilliance; just take a look at
the recent roll of honour.

GRADED NOVICE CHASE FORM

As with the Supreme Novices’, form earlier in the
campaign in top company should not be ignored.
Given that many of the main protagonists in the
Arkle these days were high-class hurdlers, they are
always likely to be campaigned in Graded novice
chases, but 14 of the past 19 winners had been
successful in either a Grade 1 or a Grade 2 novice
chase en route to the festival.

Given the starting price of the recent winners, it
is hard to make a profitable case for backing all
horses with Graded form already in the book, but it
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can be narrowed down to those with winning form
in a Grade 1 or 2 over both fences and hurdles.
In the past six years, only nine horses fall into
that category and five of them were successful.
Three were also placed and the anomaly that was
Western Warhorse, the only winner since 2013 to
buck this trend.

OFFICIAL RATINGS

It was highlighted last year that since the
introduction of BHA marks being published for
all runners, six of the 10 winners were officially
top-rated. Footpad continued that trend last year –
with a 14-length demolition of Brain Power – as he
had 2lb in hand of Saint Calvados according to the
handicapper, going into last year’s race.

All points highlighted above suggests that the
cream usually rises to the top in the Arkle and
the subsequent exploits of some of the recent
previous winners of the race also backs this up.
Class will out.

EXPERIENCE

In the past 17 years, only three winners arrived at
Cheltenham with less than three runs under their
belt. Simonsig had won two races in the space
of six days during the festive period, whilst both
Well Chief and Western Warhorse were winning
the Arkle on just their second start over fences.
The last-named pair represented the Pipes – Well
Chief for Martin and Western Warhorse for David
– and given that Wahiba Sands made his chase
debut in the 2000 Arkle, this is a stable clearly not
afraid to run an inexperienced horse.

Only Moscow Flyer had run five times over
fences – albeit hitting the deck twice – during
this period, so the average is three or four runs.
And, during this time, only the two Pipe-trained
winners had not run at least twice over fences by
the turn of the calendar year.

Experience tends to be gained in winning form,
too. The past nine winners were unbeaten when
standing up – Un de Sceaux falling on debut the
only blip – and, going back a bit further, Voy Por
Ustedes, Well Chief, Azertyuiop, Moscow Flyer,
Tiutchev and Champleve were also unbeaten when
completing; Moscow Flyer the only faller (twice).

FESTIVAL FORM/
EXPOSED VS LESS EXPOSED

Since 2000, 12 of the 18 winners had run at the
Cheltenham Festival previously and four of the
past 12 winners had won at the previous season’s

festival. That quartet, of course, includes Altior
and Douvan, who had both won the Supreme
Novices’ Hurdle 12 months earlier, whilst 2000
winner Tiutchev and last year’s winner Footpad
had contested the previous season’s Champion
Hurdle. Sizing Europe was virtually pulled-up
in the 2008 Champion Hurdle – when sent off
clear favourite on the back of his Irish Champion
Hurdle success – and this again adds weight to the
high-class 2m hurdle form trend. The latter was
the first horse since Comandante in 1990 to have
spent more than two seasons over hurdles and,
indeed, 19 winners since 1992 only had one season
over hurdles before switching to novice chases.
More of this on the pages referring to the RSA
Chase, which really does favour horses who spent
just the one season over timber.

14 of the last 17 winners had won a
Grade 1 or 2 over fences earlier in the
season

5 of the past 6 winners had won both
a Grade 1 or 2 over both fences and
hurdles (5/9 during this 6-year period)

Focus on horses with strong form over 2m

14 winners this century (including the last
9) won last time out

13 of the last 17 winners had run either 3
or 4 times over fences

15 of the last 17 winners had run at least
twice over fences before 1 January

19 of the last 26 winners went chasing
after just one season over hurdles

Respect Nicky Henderson runners who
spent only one season hurdling

Willie Mullins has saddled 3 winners and
a second from 5 runners since 2014

15 of the last 20 winners (including the
last 9) were unbeaten over fences when
completing

7 of the last 11 winners were officially
top-rated

Saint Calvados enhanced the poor record
of 5yos since the age allowance was
removed (now 0/11 in 11 years)

Paul Nicholls has struggled since winning
the race with Azertyuiop (12 of his last 13
runners have finished unplaced)

KEY TRENDS
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1991 winner Remittance Man was the first of six
winners in the race for Nicky Henderson, who
has trained three of the past seven winners.
Officially, he had two seasons over hurdles – was
a second-season novice – but since then, only
Tiutchev spent more than one season over hurdles
before winning the Arkle for Henderson. He had
spent a season with Henrietta Knight before joining
the Seven Barrows operation, so it could have been
a case of his new trainer getting to know him, as
he wasted no time in sending his other winners –
Travado, Simonsig, Sprinter Sacre and Altior – over
fences. Clearly, if Henderson believes he has a
potentially high-class chaser on his hands, they will
be sent chasing after their novice hurdle campaign.
Since 2011, Henderson has saddled eight runners
in the Arkle, and in addition to his three winners,
he has seen Finian’s Rainbow and Josses Hill hit
the frame. Both also only spent one season over
hurdles, whereas his three other runners – Brain
Power, Vaniteux and Grandouet – all had an extra
season over hurdles. Although the former finished
second last year, he was beaten 14 lengths, so it
again seems evident that Henderson is keen to
send any potential future chasing star over fences
as soon as is possible. Remarkably, Henderson
hasn’t even got an entry in the race this year so,
unless anything comes from left-field prior to the
supplementary stage onWednesday 6th March, his
statistics will remain the same.

TRAINERS TO NOTE

The case for Nicky Henderson – who is almost
certain to be unrepresented this year – has been
made in the previous subsection, whilst Willie
Mullins is the other obvious name to note. Mullins
has saddled three Arkle winners in the past
four years and Champagne Fever was only an
agonising head from making it four from five in
2014. Mullins’ main hope this year would appear
to be Cilaos Emery, who won what appeared to
be a strong beginners' chase at Gowran Park on
Thyestes Chase day. He is still lightly-raced and
very much an intriguing runner, despite his lack
of experience.

On a negative note, Paul Nicholls may have won
the race twice – with Flagship Uberalles and
Azertyuiop – but since the victory of the latter,
12 of his 13 runners have finished unplaced, with the
exception being 2008-third Noland.

KEY RACES

In winning the Irish Arkle at Leopardstown last
February, Footpad became the fourth Arkle
Trophy winner in the past decade to have won that
Grade 1 en route to Cheltenham, unsurprisingly

following in the footsteps of stablemates Un de
Sceaux and Douvan.

Similarly, both Footpad and Douvan were
successful in the Racing Post Novice Chase over
the same course and distance on Boxing Day, as
was Sizing Europe. These are without doubt the
most important trials for the Arkle in Ireland and
both races were won by Le Richebourg. He was
some way off the best of the Irish novice hurdlers
last season, but has taken his form to another level
as a chaser, winning four of his five starts over
fences. His sole defeat came at the hands of Delta
Work over 2m4f.

Domestically, the only Grade 1 over the minimum
trip for novices prior to the Arkle is Sandown’s
Henry VIII Novices’ Chase. Upgraded in 2011,
Sceau Royal was an impressive winner last season
but Alan King’s runner – who represents the same
owners as the winner Footpad – was forced to miss
the festival through injury. Although only Altior
has won both races in recent years, I expect this
could change before long, as it seems the obvious
early-season target for the leading British-trained
2m novices.

Altior went on to win Kempton’s Wayward Lad
Novices’ Chase over Christmas, a race that Nicky
Henderson likes to target, having saddled both
Simonsig and Sprinter Sacre to victory before
winning recent Arkles, whilst Remittance Man
was also successful in the race back in 1990.
Dynamite Dollars won both races this season, for
trainer Paul Nicholls, but it was announced recently
that he will miss the remainder of the season due
to injury.

Altior features in a couple more of the ‘key races’,
with both him and Sprinter Sacre stepping out of
novice company to emphatically win the Game
Spirit Chase at Newbury on Betfair Hurdle Day,
and both Altior and Douvan won the previous
season’s Supreme Novices’ Hurdle, a race in which
Sprinter Sacre finished third in 12 months before his
Arkle romp.

Stablemate Simonsig won the Arkle 12 months
after winning the Ballymore Novices’ Hurdle, a
race in which Forpadydeplasterer finished fourth
before returning to win the following season’s
Arkle.

Going back to Ireland briefly, Willie Mullins
introduced both Douvan and Footpad in the same
race – the Irish Farms EBF Beginners' Chase –
at Navan during November. Vautour was also
successful in this 2m1f event before going on to win
the JLT some four months later, and it is clearly a
race that Mullins like to use to kick-start the chasing
career of his leading novice. Ballcasey was another
Mullins-trained winner of this race in recent years ,
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight OR SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 111 Footpad 6 11-4 162 5/6F W Mullins (IRE) 5 1st Gr.1 Frank Ward Solicitors Arkle (38)

2017 1111 Altior 7 11-4 170 1/4F N Henderson 9 1st Gr.2 Game Spirit Chase (31)

2016 111 Douvan 6 11-4 161 1/4F W Mullins (IRE) 7 1st Gr.1 Frank Ward Solicitors Arkle (51)

2015 F11 Un de Sceaux 7 11-4 166 4/6F W Mullins (IRE) 11 1st Gr.1 Frank Ward Solicitors Arkle (44)

2014 26W1 Western Warhorse 6 11-4 135 33/1 D Pipe 9 1st Doncaster Nov. Chase (62)

2013 11 Simonsig 7 11-7 160 8/15F N Henderson 7 1st Gr.2 Wayward Lad Nov. Chase (75)

2012 13111 Sprinter Sacre 6 11-7 169 8/11F N Henderson 6 1st Gr.2 Game Spirit Chase (25)

2011 22221 Captain Chris 7 11-7 153 6/1 P Hobbs 10 1st Gr.2 Pendil Nov. Chase (17)

2010 41111 Sizing Europe 8 11-7 157 6/1 H de Bromhead (IRE) 12 1st Gr.1 Leopardstown Nov. Chase (80)

2009 1222 Forpadydeplasterer 7 11-7 152 8/1 T Cooper (IRE) 17 2nd Gr.1 Flogas Nov. Chase (23)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Irish Arkle 4 (Forpadydeplasterer 2nd, Un De Sceaux 1st, Douvan 1st, Footpad 1st)
Wayward Lad Novices’ Chase 3 (Sprinter Sacre 1st, Simonsig 1st, Altior 1st)

Supreme Novices’ Hurdle 3 (Sprinter Sacre 3rd, Douvan 1st, Altior 1st)
Racing Post Novice Chase 3 (Sizing Europe 1st, Douvan 1st, Footpad 1st)

Ballymore Novices’ Hurdle 2 (Forpadydeplasterer 4th, Simonsig 1st)
Game Spirit Chase 2 (Sprinter Sacre 1st, Altior 1st)

Irish Stallion Farms EBF Beginners' Chase 2 (Douvan 1st, Footpad 1st)

and the names Anibale Fly, Sword Of Destiny and
the high-class Flemenstar appear on the recent roll
of honour, so it's usually a race to note. In general,

such races at this track tend to be strong contests
and won by smart horses.
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AMY MURPHY
Best Chance – KALASHNIKOV
(Arkle Challenge Trophy)

Currently in her third season with a licence, Amy
Murphy went close to Cheltenham Festival success
last year when Kalashnikov was beaten just a neck
in the Supreme Novices’ Hurdle. After winning
his first two starts over fences – and justifying
long odds-on favouritism on both occasions –
the imposing six-year-old was seemingly put
into his place by Dynamite Dollars at Kempton
over Christmas.

He remains one of the market leaders for the most
open-looking Arkle in several years, however,
and a more-galloping track ought to play to his
strengths. I’m sure Murphy would like to get a
run into her stable-star before the festival, just
to put the finishing touches to his preparation.
He was due to line up in the Kingmaker at Warwick,
a race originally lost due to the Equine Influenza
shutdown, which was subsequently rescheduled to
be staged at Sandown after this Guide went to print.

At the time of writing, Murphy has saddled seven
individual winners (nine winners in all) this season,
from just 22 National Hunt horses to have seen the
track, with Mercian Prince’s victory at Kempton in
January the pick. The highlight of her short training
career to date would have to be last year’s Betfair
Hurdle success of Kalashnikov, who has given
the impression at times – given how strongly he
finishes his races – that he would appreciate an
extra half-mile. With that in mind, the Manifesto
at Aintree could offer Murphy another chance of a
first Grade 1 success, should he fail in his quest to
land the Arkle.

OLLY MURPHY
Best Chance – BREWIN'UPASTORM
(Ballymore Novices' Hurdle)

Murphy number two. Olly Murphy has only been
training for just over a year-and-a-half, having
spent a number of years as assistant to Gordon
Elliott. He saddled his very first runner at Bath
on 4th July 2017 and Dove Mountain duly read
the script, scoring under Luke Morris. Murphy has
continued to send out winners on the level, but
the bulk of his string are National Hunt horses
and he has made a blistering start to his training
career, saddling no fewer than 113 winners from 573
runners (figures as of 12th February when going to
print) under jumps’ rules.

The quality is also on the up at Warren Chase and
he heads to Cheltenham with some live chances
next month. Both Itchy Feet and Thomas Darby
are expected to take their chance in the opening
Supreme Novices’ Hurdle, with both horses having
shown a decent level of formearlier in the campaign
and, crucially, both having gained experience of the
track. The same can be said of Brewin’upastorm
– features in the Spring Horses To Follow section
of the Guide – who didn’t deserve to come down
when in front at the final flight on trials day.

Thomas Darby provided Murphy with a first
winner at the course back in October and the
highly-motivated young trainer will be hoping that
he can notch up a first festival success next month.

Searching For A First Festival Winner - Part I
by Paul Ferguson

Kalashnikov Brewin'upastorm
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OVERVIEW

For five successive years between 2013 and 2017,
we saw 23 or 24 runners go to post in the Ultima,
which is run over 3m1f so requires a strong stayer.
Last year saw only 18 go to post – the smallest field
since An Accordion won a 14-runner race in 2008
– and it produced a taking winner, in the shape of
a lightly-raced novice with previous festival form,
points which will all be touched upon below.

OFFICIAL RATINGS

Last year’s winner Coo Star Sivola was officially
rated 142 and was the third horse to score from
that mark in the past decade. In fact, seven of the
past 10 winners were rated between 142 and 148.
The four novices that were successful during this
period – more of which has been detailed below
– all fell into this bracket, so it is a starting point
when looking at the early entries.

The table below should also give you a feel for the
rating of horse required to make the cut.

NOVICES/LIGHTLY-RACED HORSES

Given the nature of Jumpers To Follow, I’m a fan
of young and unexposed horses. As such, the first
thing I tend to look for when looking at handicaps
are novices or lightly-raced horses, as opposed to
the more exposed runners, and novices have a fine
recent record in the Ultima.

Coo Star Sivola was the third winning novice in
the past five years and the fourth to score in the
past decade, following on from Wichita Lineman,

Holywell and Un Temps Pour Tout. During the past
10 years, 218 horses have contested the Ultima
and only 48 were novices (22%). Similarly, in more
recent years, 111 runners have taken part in the past
five renewals, with only 23 novices taking their
chance (21%). In terms of strike rate, this is a good
return, but we need to delve deeper to make it pay
on a strict level-stakes basis.

Previous Cheltenham Festival form is becoming
more influential in this contest – more of this later
– but applying it to the novices that take part
enhances their record. All four novice winners
in the past decade had previous festival form to
their name. Last year’s winner Coo Star Sivola
had been placed at the festivals in both 2016 (Fred
Winter) and 2017 (Martin Pipe) before hitting the
winning note; Un Temps Pour Tout (2016 when a
novice) had finished sixth in the previous year’s
World Hurdle; Holywell had won the 2013 Pertemps
Final; and Wichita Lineman had won the Albert
Bartlett in 2007 and finished 9th in the 2008
World Hurdle.

In the past decade, of the 48 novices to have run in
the Ultima, only 18 had previous festival form and
backing all of them would have yielded a profit of
£16 to a level-stake of £1.

Bensalem might well have further enhanced the
claims of novices had he not fallen when travelling
ominously well, only to return 12 months later
to score. Though not a novice, he hadn’t been
seen over fences in between those two runs
and was having just his sixth career chase start.
Likewise, 2008 winner An Accordion was very
lightly raced (this his seventh start over fences
under Rules), so it can certainly pay to focus on
those less exposed.

Going back just a little further, Fork Lightning –
who, like Bensalem, represented Alan King – and
Dun Doire were successful in the Ultima as novices.

PREVIOUS CHELTENHAM FESTIVAL FORM

Having touched on it in the section above, it
seemed apt to continue the focus of previous
Cheltenham Festival form. In the past 10 years,
only one winner – Golden Chieftain – had not run
at the festival previously. It’s a key point – and
rather obvious you might think, given that the
best National Hunt horses are invariably trained
with this week in mind – when looking at many
Cheltenham races, but form at the big meeting is a
huge plus. Some horses aren’t capable of handling

2.50 Ultima Handicap Chase
(Grade 3) 3m1f – Old Course
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Lowest-rated Winner OR Top-rated

2018 137 142 155

2017 134 155 155

2016 131 148 153

2015 133 146 155

2014 129 145 149

2013 132 132 153

2012 129 129 * 155

2011 127 143 153

2010 135 142 158

2009 135 142 152

* Alfie Sherrin was OR 128 in 2012, but won from 1lb OH
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the big occasion (preliminaries and – in general –
the truly-run races), others are.

Furthermore, horses often come back to this
particular race. Un Temp Pour Tout, of course,
won back-to-back runnings in recent seasons.
2014 winner Holywell returned to finish runner-up
12 months later, whilst the likes of The Package,
Our Mick and Juveigneur all placed in the race
more than once. Going back a little further, the
1996 renewal saw Flyer’s Nap and Unguided Missile
finish in behind Maamur, before both returning to
win the next two renewals.

GRADE 1 HURDLERS

Four winners of this race in the past decade
had earlier been successful at the top level over
hurdles, whilst Holywell had finished runner-up in a
Grade 1 at Aintree, following his win in the Pertemps
Final. With Un Temps Pour Tout winning the race
twice, any key trend with him involved makes the
figures slightly skewered, but it is still a very high
– and slightly surprising – statistic. David Pipe’s
dual-winner was successful in a Grade 1 over
hurdles at Auteuil, while Chief Dan George beat
Wichita Lineman in the Sefton Novices’ Hurdle at
Aintree in 2007, the latter having earlier gained his
top-level success in the Challow at Newbury – the
Albert Bartlett was only a Grade 2 at that time.

Since 2009, only 14 Grade 1-winning hurdlers
have contested the Ultima and four have been
successful. The level-stakes profit stands at £48 (to
a £1 stake) – which is, admittedly, enhanced by the
big-price success of Chief Dan George – but, all the
same, it is an eye-opening trend.

As highlighted last year, it can also pay to look
at horses who have a much lower rating over
fences, as they do over hurdles. This is another
way of looking for a smart hurdler appearing to be
well handicapped as a chaser.

HURDLES PREP

There was a time not so long back when the
handicapmarks of Grand National contenders were
protected by racing over hurdles in the build-up to
the Aintree showpiece. I’m not comparing this race
in any way to the big one in April, but four of the
six non-novice winners in the past decade arrived
at Cheltenham on the back of running over hurdles.
In addition, Chief Dan George had run over hurdles
on his penultimate start (in the Cleeve Hurdle).

The Cleeve Hurdle has, in fact, proved to be
the springboard for two recent winners, with
The Druids Nephew and Un Temps Pour Tout
running in that event on their previous outing.

Clearly their respective trainers had one eye on
reverting to fences at the festival and running over
smaller obstacles is by no means a negative ahead
of the Ultima.

That contest takes place on trials day in
late-January and the last four winners of this
race have featured at that fixture. Un Temps Pour
Tout ran in the novices’ handicap chase on the
card before his first victory in this and Coo Star
Sivola finished fourth behind Frodon in a valuable
handicap, when ridden wide on heavy ground.

MARKET FORCES

Despite the competitiveness of this race, since
2000 we have seen 12 single-figure-price winners
and another pair at 10/1 and 11/1. Therefore, whilst
we have seen the odd shock – the other four
winners during this period being Joes Edge at 50/1,
Chief Dan George at 33/1, Alfie Sherrin at 14/1 and
Golden Chieftain at 28/1 – the majority of recent
winners could have been found towards the head
of the betting.

Coo Star Sivola and Wichita Lineman book-ended
the past decade by justifying favouritism (both at
5/1), and it has been a relatively ‘punter-friendly’
contest since Marlborough scored at 11/2 back
in 2000.

Novices with previous Cheltenham
Festival form are 4/18 in the past decade

Grade 1-winning hurdlers are 4/14 in the
past decade

Respect novices/lightly-raced horses

Respect Nick Williams

Respect previous Cheltenham Festival
form (including in this race)

The last 4 winners ran at Cheltenham on
Trials Day (January)

Respect horses who have had a prep
over hurdles

Only 1 of the past 10 winners hadn’t run
at the festival before

Only 4 winners this century have gone
off bigger than 11-1

Irish-trained horses are 0-20 since
winning the race in 2006

KEY TRENDS
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TRAINERS TO NOTE

The record of both David Pipe and Jonjo O’Neill
in this race – three wins apiece between 2008 and
2017 – was highlighted in last year’s publication
and their runners remain of interest. Likewise, Alan
King, who has won the race twice since 2004.
Only Pipe – who saddled two – had a runner out of
this trio last year.

Having twice gone close – Maljimar being nutted
on the line by Wichita Lineman in 2009 and Reve
de Sivola finishing third two years later – Nick
Williams got his winner 12 months ago thanks to
Coo Star Sivola. A winner and two placed horses
from just three runners in the past decade means
that any horse saddled by the Devon-based trainer
should be taken very seriously, especially if a
novice with previous festival form. It should be
noted that several of the horses from the stable are
now running under the name of Jane Williams.

The Irish have failed to win this race since 2006
and, since then, are 0/20. Recent placed efforts of
both Grand Jesture and Gallant Oscar (represented

Tony Martin who saddled the last Irish-trained
winner Dun Doire), Morning Assembly and Noble
Endeavour offer more hope to the ‘raiding party’
but no win in 12 years (and 20 runners) doesn’t
read too well.

FOCUS ON STAYERS

Coo Star Sivolamaintained the fine recent record of
horses with form over 3m – won a novice handicap
at Exeter on his final start before the festival, having
earlier been campaigned, mainly, over intermediate
trips – with no winner this century having failed to
contest a race over 3m or further.

The usual large field and true gallop tends to ensure
the Ultima is a test of stamina and, consequently, it
is a race which tends to favour those that are held
up and come from off the pace.
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight OR SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 53241 Coo Star Sivola 6 10-10 142 5/1F N Williams 18 1st Exeter Handicap Nov. Chase (38)

2017 1036 Un Temps Pour Tout 8 11-12 155 9/1 D Pipe 23 6th Gr.2 Cleeve Hurdle (45)

2016 1224 Un Temps Pour Tout 7 11-7 148 11/1 D Pipe 23 4th Cheltenham Nov. Handicap Chase (45)

2015 1275 The Druids Nephew 8 11-3 146 8/1 N Mulholland 24 5th Gr.2 Cleeve Hurdle (45)

2014 32U11 Holywell 7 11-6 145 10/1 J O’Neill 23 1st Doncaster Nov. Chase (20)

2013 P3633 Golden Chieftain 8 10-2 (3) 132 28/1 C Tizzard 24 3rd Warwick Handicap Chase (18)

2012 PF75 Alfie Sherrin 9 10-0 (1oh) 128 14/1 J O’Neill 19 5th Haydock Handicap Hurdle (24)

2011 52 Bensalem 8 11-2 143 5/1 A King 19 2nd Gr.2 Rendlesham Hurdle (24)

2010 3701 Chief Dan George 10 10-10 142 33/1 J Moffatt 24 1st Doncaster Handicap Chase (20)

2009 121 Wichita Lineman 8 10-9 142 5/1F J O’Neill 21 1st Chepstow Nov. Chase (94)
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“My 20-Year Memory”
DENMAN - 2008

“Denman defeating Kauto Star by seven lengths in the 2008 Gold Cup would be my most memorable
race at the Festival from the last 20 years - in fact, the most exciting race that I’ve witnessed in the flesh,
which was made all the more compelling by the extensive anticipation of that virtual head-to-head in
the lead-up to the race. Denman was Rafael Nadal to Kauto’s Roger Federer, his Joe Frazier to his great
rival’s Mohammed Ali, and on this occasion it was brute force and determination that carried the day in a
display of jaw-dropping power and relentless galloping that cracked another of the all-time greats.”

PAUL JONES - AUTHOR OF THE CHELTENHAM FESTIVAL BETTING GUIDE (2000-2015)
pauljoneshorseracing.com

pauljoneshorseracing.com


You opened your Cheltenham Festival account in
the Stayers’ Hurdle in 2015 – how do you reflect
on Cole Harden’s success and what was it that
made him so special?

From a young age growing up it was all about the
Cheltenham Festival for me, so to have a winner
there was just unbelievable.

Cole Harden wasn’t an expensive purchase, he
wasn’t the easiest to train as he did have issues, but
what he did have was a big heart and he wanted
to win.

He’d go to places in races that other horses didn’t
want to go. So, if any horse had a chink in their
armour and didn’t fancy it, then he’d find it.

The races just fell perfectly for him that year and
he came right on the day. He won the Grade Two at
Wetherby at the start of the season on his first run
back, then went to Newbury and struggled a bit in
the ground in the Long Distance Hurdle.

He then went to Cheltenham and ran well when
third over two-and-a-half miles on New Year’s Day,
but he was only fourth in the Cleeve Hurdle.

We found after that race that he came back and his
breathing wasn’t great, so we decided to leave him
at that, get his wind done and get him absolutely
cherry-ripe for the day.

It all came right on the day – the ground was
perfect, he liked it on the good side, and we asked
Gavin Sheehan to be as positive as he could be and
really take it to them.

He did, and it was quite surreal watching it as you
just don’t think it’s going to happen. From the top
of the hill you knew he was in with a shout as they
were struggling in behind.

To watch him turn in you think they’re going to
swallow him up but the camera switches to another
angle and he’s gone three or four lengths clear
again. He winged the last and off he went.

I don’t watch it back as much now, but I watched
the replay a lot at the time and I suppose whenever
I’m having a bit of a low day I can go and have
another look. It reminds me that I can actually do it.

How do you celebrate a Cheltenham Festival
winner?

Cole Harden winning the Grade One was the big
one and it was our first, so we celebrated alright.
We celebrated back at the house that night with
all the staff.

I think it’s important that it’s just all the people
from the yard, all the people who have worked so
hard to make it happen.

It was an incredible day from start to finish and
the way he did it on the track just made it even
more special.

Missed Approach won the Kim Muir for you at last
year’s meeting – what is the secret to winning a
Cheltenham Festival handicap?

Well, it was his third visit to the Cheltenham
Festival but the year he was pulled-up in the

Festival Musings
with Warren Greatrex

Cole Harden
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Pertemps Final was
a bit of a nightmare
as I just didn’t know
him well enough
back then.

He’d only run once
that season, when
he absolutely dotted
up at Newbury’s
Hennessy meeting
in the qualifier there
and because they
hammered him in
the handicap (went
up 20lb) I didn’t run

him until Cheltenham.

I didn’t know enough about the horse as it turns
out he does need to have a couple of races.

The year after, I’d run him a bit more during the
season and it was a great effort to be second in the
National Hunt Chase, especially considering Tiger
Roll won it that year.

He obviously really likes Cheltenham (the chase
course at least!) and the last two years he’s run
there he’s jumped very well. He’s not the quickest
horse but last March he was just so brave.

You get this feeling as you count the fences down
and when he turned in we had two left and the
two favourites, Mall Dini and Squouateur, were
stalking him.

The Irish had won six races on the card already that
day, so you sort of feel it’s inevitable, it’s only when
he was going to the last you think ‘hang on’, and it
was brilliant that he just kept finding.

He was trained to the minute and was spot-on on
the day. To win once was great but to win another
Cheltenham Festival race was amazing as you just
want more when you’ve tasted it. To win two in four
years just shows we’re doing something right.

All last season he’d actually been frustrating me
as I was dead keen to get him high enough in the
weights to get into the Grand National at Aintree
and every time I ran him he ran quite well but the
handicapper was easing him down.

I was venting my frustration to Phil Smith (former
head of handicapping) earlier in the season and
he just kept telling me that the horse would win
a big one soon. I was giving him grief as I didn’t
want him going down the weights, but he said, ‘you
might just thank me in the end’ and ultimately he
was one of the first to congratulate me on the day
after he’d won.

The handicaps now are very compressed as so
many want to get in and the old days of having a

plot down in the weights are over as you just won’t
get a run. You have to run and run well to be high
enough in the weights.

So, what would your best chance of a winner be at
the 2019 Festival?

If I can fully work him out and get him there
I think Western Ryder has got a big chance in the
County Hurdle.

He loves the track at Cheltenham and he’s run
some very good, consistent races in defeat this
year. I still think there’s more in there and he loves
a fast-run race.

He’s battle-hardened, he’s up for a fight, and he
could just be the one for us this year.

Again, it’s that sort of story as he’s been frustrating
me but maybe it’s just him telling me to hang on a
minute and that he’s going to wait for the big day.

If you could train any horse heading for this year’s
Festival, who would it be?

At this point in time I’d have to say Paisley Park.

The way he won the Cleeve Hurdle shows that he’s
streaks ahead of the all the other British hopes and
some of the Irish just haven’t been seen all season.

He’s in a very strong position going into the
Stayers’ Hurdle and his official mark of 168 shows
he’s something special.

That’s a pretty good rating to go into the race with
and it’d be fantastic for Emma Lavelle to get her
first Festival Grade 1 winner with this horse.

Missed Approach

Warren Greatrex
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3.30 Unibet Champion Hurdle
(Grade 1) 2m½f – Old Course

OVERVIEW

The true test of the two-mile hurdler, the key to
the Champion Hurdle is often fluent hurdling.
Three-time winner Istabraq and Hurricane Fly
portrayed the perfect technique and got from one
side to the other without breaking stride at times.
Reigning champion Buveur d’Air is another of that
ilk and vindicated Nicky Henderson’s decision to
revert to hurdling ahead of his first success two
years ago. Jumping at speed is critical.

The leading contenders invariably avoid one
another these days – certainly in Britain – resulting
in small-field trials in the build-up to the festival.
Therefore, be sure to look for a horse that you
believe will be suited by the rigours of the
Champion Hurdle; a strong traveller who hurdles
fluently, in simple terms.

PREVIOUS FESTIVAL FORM

Given that some of the trials are slowly-run tactical
affairs, horses with proven Cheltenham Festival
form are worth taking very seriously, as they have
already shown themselves capable of handling not
only the occasion, but a truly-run race. Since Make
A Stand won the 1997 renewal as a novice, only
one winner had not previously run at the festival,
that being Hurricane Fly who was forced to miss
the Supreme Novices’ through injury in 2009.
12 of those 19 winners in the past 20 years had
previously been successful at the festival.

Buveur d’Air became the first back-to-back winner
since Hardy Eustace when prevailing by just a neck
last year, but Punjabi, Binocular and Hurricane Fly
have all proved in the past decade that it's possible
to place in the race before going on to win 12
months later. Last year’s runner-up Melon is a good
case-in-point as to a horse improving for a fast run
race, as he was far too keen in the International
Hurdle earlier in the campaign, yet relished
the pace set by the winner’s stable companion
Charli Parcs.

Multiple winners of the Champion Hurdle isn’t
anything new, with the greats such asBula,Comedy
of Errors, Night Nurse, Monksfield, Sea Pigeon and
See You Then all crowned more than once.

In recent years, the previous season’s Supreme
Novices’ Hurdle is having an impact on the
Champion Hurdle. Not so much in terms of the
winner, but the placed horses from the previous
year’s curtain-raiser. In the past five years (blanks

in 2012 and 2013, too) only five horses that placed
in the previous season’s Supreme contested the
Champion Hurdle. They were Jezki and My Tent
Or Yours who had a neck to spare between them;
Vaniteux finished last; Buveur d’Air; and Melon.
Backing the placed horses from the previous year’s
Supreme would have yielded a profit of £11 to a
level-stake £1 during this short period.

Binocular won his Champion Hurdle two years after
finishing runner-up in the Supreme, whilst winners
can follow up, too. Again, more recent winners
Brave Inca and Hors La Loi III won the Champion
Hurdle two and three years, respectively, after their
Supreme success. Bula was the last horse to win
Champion Hurdle, just a year after being successful
in the Supreme.

Sharjah – who could finish only eighth – is the one
hurdler from last year’s Supreme to have stepped
forward this season. His chance would be enhanced
by genuinely good ground, which we don’t usually
see on day one of the festival these days.

The Ballymore has also been a good guide in
recent years, too. In fact, it has been even stronger
in recent years, with only nine horses since 1998 to
finish in the first three of a Ballymore going on to
contest the following season’s Champion Hurdle.

Istabraq started the ball rolling by winning both
races, before fellow Irish-trained Hardy Eustace
and Faugheen did the same. Rock On Ruby was
narrowly denied in the Ballymore before going one
better in the following season’s Champion Hurdle,
making it four winners from just nine runners in 20
years. This would have yielded a healthy profit of
£42.80 to a level-stake £1, with the 33/1 success of
Hardy Eustace a big factor.

Incidentally, of the other quintet, four hit the
frame, those being French Holly, Peddlers Cross,
The New One and Nichols Canyon, with only
Yanworth bombing out when favourite in 2017.

This would have made pleasant reading to fans
of Samcro prior to the season getting underway.
However, things haven’t gone to plan at all during
this campaign and, although he remains among
the entries for the Champion Hurdle, it was
revealed after his latest defeat that he was
suffering from a lung infection, at which point his
participation at the festival was described as a
being ‘very doubtful’.
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ARRIVING IN GOOD FORM

No fewer than 24 of the 29 winners in the
past 30 years had won on their previous start.
Whilst trials can be messy and tactical affairs –
covered above – a lot of the time, class prevails.
Certainly, in terms of horses having their final prep,
you would expect a champion-elect to be pretty
wound up for their chosen assignment – usually
in January or February – with the clock ticking
towards the big day in March.

Between 1995 and 2003, six of the eight winners
were unbeaten during the season in the build-up to
their Champion Hurdle success and the unbeaten
hurdler is starting to come to the fore once again.
In similar terms – regards to numbers – six of the
last eight winners arrived at Cheltenham without
losing earlier in the season. Last year, the only
unbeaten horse to line up was the winner Buveur
d’Air* and the distance he put between himself and
John Constable (more than 40 lengths) – who he
had beaten by less than 2 lengths in the Contenders
Hurdle – further highlights the difference between
the trials and the big race itself.

* Wicklow Brave was effectively unbeaten for the
season, but being his first run of the campaign, it is
hard to class him as ‘unbeaten’. The same comment
applies in 2017.

During the past eight years, 20 horses have run in
the Champion Hurdle having been unbeaten earlier
in the campaign (representing just under 25% of
the 81 runners during this period). Six winners from
20 runners isn’t a bad strike rate at all (30%) and in
the years when only one unbeaten horse lined up –
last year and 2016 – they were successful.

WON OVER FURTHER

With the four Ballymore winners – touched upon on
the previous page – going on to land the following
season’s Champion Hurdle in recent years, it is
clear that dropping in trip isn’t an inconvenience
for some horses. In fact, six of the past eight
winners had won over 2m4f or thereabouts earlier
in the career, with only Buveur d’Air (before he won
the Aintree Hurdle) and Rock On Ruby failing on
that score. The latter, of course, was beaten just a
short-head by First Lieutenant 12 months earlier,
and also chased home Bobs Worth over that sort
of trip in a Grade 2 during his novice campaign, so
he wasn’t lacking for stamina.

I am not in any way stating that we need to look
for stayers over speed horses when assessing
the Champion Hurdle, merely pointing out that a
blend of stamina allied with the requisite speed is
becoming a recurring trend.

AGE

The lack of a five-year-old challenge has been
well documented over the years, with only Charli
Parcs (pulled-up after carrying out his pace-setting
duties) one to add his name to an ever-growing
list last year. Since See You Then won the first
of his three Champion Hurdles in 1985, the only
five-year-old to succeed was Katchit and 101 have
now taken their chance during this time. That is a
pretty wretched stat in terms of numbers Of the
possible five-year-old runners in this year’s race,
Espoir d’Allen is the one who appears to be most
progressive and is unbeaten in three outings this
season. He gave weight and a beating to his elders
in the Limestone Lad last time and, whilst his
hurdling would have to improve, he looks the type

The previous season’s Ballymore Novices’
Hurdle (front 3 home) has provided 4 of
the last 20 winners from just 9 runners

Respect Nicky Henderson (7 wins in the
race and 4 in the past 10 years)

19 of the past 20 winners had run at the
Cheltenham Festival previously

12 of the past 20 winners had won at the
Cheltenham Festival previously

24 of the past 29 winners won on their
previous start

5 winners in the past 10 years contested
the Christmas Hurdle

12 of the past 20 winners (including
5 between 2011-2016) were trained in
Ireland

Respect last year’s Champion Hurdle form

Respect last year’s Supreme Novices’
Hurdle form

6 of the last 8 winners had earlier won
over 2m4f or thereabouts

Favour horses with proven Grade 1 form

Unbeaten hurdlers are 6/20 during the
past 8 years

Only one 5-year-old has won since 1985
(101 have tried)

No 10-year-olds+ have won since 1981
(28 have tried)

KEY TRENDS
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who could relish a strongly run race. At the time of
writing, trainer Gavin Cromwell has yet to commit
to running.

At the other end of the scale, former champion
Faugheen last year became the latest 10-year-old
to add his name to the list of failed double-digit
runners in the race. No 10-year-old or older has
been successful in the Champion Hurdle since Sea
Pigeon successfully defended his crown in 1981 and
this losing streak now tallies up to 28. Time catches
up with us all and fresher legs are required to win a
Champion Hurdle.

TRAINERS TO NOTE

Nicky Henderson is the man to follow, both in the
Champion Hurdle and with two-milers in general,
both over hurdles and fences. There is no denying
that Henderson can train a stayer, but he has been
blessed with some high-class speed demons over
the years and Buveur d’Air made it a rather fitting
seven Champion Hurdles – and a fourth in the past
decade – for the Master of Seven Barrows. He has
saddled 40 runners in the race over the years and
the big-price successes of See You Then, Punjabi
and Binocular have ensured that his followers have
made a tidy profit in the meantime.

As was highlighted last year, he has hit the frame
with some big-price runners, too, so do not
underestimate his so-called 'second string'.

Henderson’s squad is once again headed by Buveur
d’Air, but he still has six horses engaged at the time
of writing, including Brain Power and Verdana Blue.

With four wins himself since 2011, Willie Mullins
also deserves a mention. He has also saddled five
of the placed horses in the past seven years and,
like Henderson, has a fantastic record in these
top-level races over shorter trips. This is mainly
down to the class of animal in each yard, of course.

KEY RACES

Due to the calibre of horses – generally speaking
– that contest a Champion Hurdle, the options
available to them earlier in the campaign are rather
limited and a top-class hurdler’s season pretty
much maps itself out, as it does a chaser.

However, there are some notable trends and
patterns, starting with Nicky Henderson, who
clearly likes to use Sandown’s Contenders Hurdle
in February as the race in which he puts the
finishing touches on his leading light. His past three
winners – Buveur d’Air (twice) and Binocular – all
won this race en route to Cheltenham and he has
won it on no fewer than five occasions since 2008
(race not run between 2012-2014).

Formerly known as the Agfa Hurdle, Rooster
Booster used it as his stepping-stone to Champion
Hurdle success, whilst further back See You Then
was another winner for Henderson in 1986.

The other option for British-trained horses the
month before the Champion Hurdle is Wincanton’s
Kingwell Hurdle, and although Punjabi – another
Henderson inmate – was the last horse to win the
Champion on the back of a run in the Kingwell, it
has thrown up several winners when going back
further. Katchit and Hors La Loi III were successful
in both races this century, whilst Alderbrook and
Kribensis used it as a springboard to Champion
Hurdle success during the 90s.

Earlier in the season, the first real option for
Grade 1 two-milers is Newcastle’s Fighting Fifth
Hurdle, in which Buveur d’Air was successful last
year. He was the first Champion Hurdle winner
since stablemate Binocular – finished only 5th
in the 2009 Fighting Fifth – to hail from that
contest, although three successive Champion
Hurdle winners headed north between 2008 and
2010. Katchit finished third in the 2007 Fighting
Fifth, whilst Punjabi completed the double the
following season. The Fighting Fifth was re-routed
to Wetherby on that occasion and the winner had
a head to spare over reigning Champion Hurdler at
the time, Sublimity.

The leading ‘trial’ in England in the past decade has
been the Christmas Hurdle at Kempton on Boxing
Day. Despite the vast difference in the nature
of the two tracks, it has thrown up five winners
in the past 10 years, again including last year’s
winner. Faugheen and Buveur d’Air have recently
completed the double, before which Kribensis,
way back in 1989/90, was the last horse to win
both races in the same season. However, plenty
of beaten horses from Kempton have gone on to
win the Champion Hurdle some two-and-a-half
months later, including Rock On Ruby, Binocular
and Punjabi.

Buveur d’Air once again won this season’s
Fighting Fifth, before suffering a shock reversal
at the hands of stablemate Verdana Blue in the
Christmas Hurdle. A serious (and uncharacteristic)
mistake three-out proved costly on that occasion,
but he bounced back to win a third-successive
Contenders Hurdle recently.

The key ‘trial’ at Cheltenham itself is the
International Hurdle, although this is run on the
New Course and is often more a test of stamina
than the ChampionHurdle. The last horse to contest
the International before winning the Champion
Hurdle was Katchit, whilst Rooster Booster was the
last horse to win both races in the same season.
Melon finished third in the race last year before
giving Buveur d’Air a fright in March and this
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season’s race went the way of Brain Power, who
successfully reverted to the smaller obstacles, also
going someway to dispelling my theory that he is
better on a right-handed track.

Over in Ireland, the Ryanair Hurdle – also staged
over Christmas, at Leopardstown – and the Irish
Champion Hurdle at the same track have both
chucked up three winners apiece (the same
three) in the shape of Hurricane Fly (x2) and Jezki.
Again, the programme book ensures that there
aren’t too many opportunities for horses of this
calibre, although the leading Irish two-milers seem
to clash on a more regular basis than the English.
That said, Jezki has proven that – under completely
different sets of circumstances – the form can be
turned around. On better ground and with the race
run at a generous pace, he was able to turn the
tables on Hurricane Fly in 2014.

The aforementioned Sharjah was successful
in the Ryanair Hurdle over Christmas, whilst
Apple’s Jade lit up the Dublin Racing Festival
with her scintillating performance in the Irish
Champion Hurdle.

Despite being run over half-a-mile further, the
Hatton's Grace Hurdle is also worth noting and it
was also won this season by Apple's Jade, whilst
Hurricane Fly and Jezki were both successful in the
Fairyhouse contest, too.

UNCONVENTIONAL ROUTES
TO CHELTENHAM

As statedmore than once in this section, the path to
Cheltenham is a rather obvious one for this calibre
of horse, although twice in the past three years has
the winner come from left-field, so to speak. Even
at Christmas, not many pundits/punters could have
predicted that either Annie Power or Buveur d’Air
would even line up in the Champion Hurdle, let
alone win it.

The former was seemingly being lined up for
the OLBG Mares’ Hurdle when, only moments
before her reappearance in a 2m4f mares’
event at Punchestown on 17th February, it was
announced that Faugheen was to miss the festival.
Willie Mullins was forced to shuffle his pack and
the rest, as they say, is history. The following
year, Nicky Henderson took the bold decision to
curtail the novice chase campaign of Buveur
d’Air, who had won both starts over fences in the
space of a fortnight. Again, that decision only
became public knowledge a little over a month
before the big race, when he was entered for
the Contenders Hurdle, alongside the same
owners’ Yanworth, who ended up running in
the Kingwell.

There could be nothing in this at all and we might
go another few years before seeing something
similar, but it is worth keeping an open mind
with any race at the festival. Plans can change. In
fact, Buveur d’Air isn’t the only Champion Hurdle
winner to run over fences earlier in the campaign,
with both Beech Road and Morley Street reverting
back to the smaller obstacles to great effect. The
former failed to complete in two novice chases
and the latter won once over fences before being
pulled-up in the Feltham.

MARES' ALLOWANCE

Since the mares’ allowance was increased to 7lb
in the mid-noughties, only four have taken their
chance. Asian Maze ran in both the 2006 and 2007
renewal, while Whiteoak ran in the 2009 Champion
Hurdle, having won the OLBG Mares’ Hurdle the
previous season. The introduction of that contest
makes it less likely that we will see the better mares
contest the day one feature, but Annie Power
showed what can be done in becoming the first
mare to score since Flakey Dove in 1994.

The allowance was only 5lb (11-9 vs 12-0 carried by
the geldings) when the next dozenmares took their
chance, but 7lb is an awful lot of weight to concede
to a top-class performer – as Annie Power proved
– and we have two potential genuine contenders,
and three in the top five of the betting.

Following her stunning victory at Leopardstown
recently, it is now believed that Apple’s Jade will
take on the boys, as opposed to running in the
OLBG David Nicholson Mares’ Hurdle, which was
initially confirmed as still being her target in the
immediate aftermath of that last run. It didn’t take
connections long to change their minds and, after
a 16-length defeat of Supasundae – who had earlier
finished much closer to Sharjah in the Ryanair
– who can blame them? That was her first start
over the minimum trip since November 2016 and
the seven-year-old is clearly in the form of her life
at present.

Willie Mullins’ Laurina is only a year younger than
Apple’s Jade, but is at a much earlier stage in her
career. In fact, her position in the Champion Hurdle
market is based around her untapped potential, as
opposed to proven form on the track. She won last
year’s mares’ novices’ hurdle in an absolute canter
and has only been seen the once this season,
when beating just one rival over 2m4f at Sandown.
She is likely to run in the Quevega Mares’ Hurdle
at Punchestown whilst this Guide goes to print,
but she will arrive at Cheltenham as the unknown
quantity. Given the way in which Mullins and Ruby
Walsh talk about her, it is clear that she is held in
the highest regard.
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The third and final mare who holds an entry is Nicky
Henderson’s Christmas Hurdle winner Verdana
Blue. The quicker the ground, the better her
chance – as opposed to Laurina, who would relish

it soft – although I just wonder if she is at her best
on a flat, speed-based track. For her connections
anyway, it is a shame that the Aintree Hurdle is run
over an extra half-mile.
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight OR SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 111 Buveur d'Air 7 11-10 169 4/6F N Henderson 11 1st Listed Contenders Hurdle (38)

2017 111 Buveur d’Air 6 11-10 157 5/1 N Henderson 11 1st Listed Contenders Hurdle (38)

2016 1F11 Annie Power 8 11-3 162 5/2F W Mullins (IRE) 12 1st Punchestown Mares’ Hurdle (27)

2015 111 Faugheen 7 11-10 169 4/5F W Mullins (IRE) 8 1st Gr.1 Christmas Hurdle (74)

2014 1124 Jezki 6 11-10 165 9/1 J Harrington (IRE) 9 4th Gr.1 Irish Champion Hurdle (44)

2013 111 Hurricane Fly 9 11-10 172 13/8F W Mullins (IRE) 9 1st Gr.1 Irish Champion Hurdle (44)

2012 12 Rock On Ruby 7 11-10 165 11/1 P Nicholls 10 2nd Gr.1 Christmas Hurdle (78)

2011 111 Hurricane Fly 7 11-10 167 11/4F W Mullins (IRE) 11 1st Gr.1 Irish Champion Hurdle (51)

2010 531 Binocular 6 11-10 163 9/1 N Henderson 12 1st Listed Contenders Hurdle (38)

2009 111F3 Punjabi 6 11-10 163 22/1 N Henderson 23 3rd Gr.2 Kingwell Hurdle (24)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Christmas Hurdle 5 (Punjabi fell, Binocular 3rd, Rock On Ruby 2nd, Faugheen 1st, Buveur d'Air 1st)
Champion Hurdle 4 (Punjabi 3rd, Binocular 3rd, Hurricane Fly 3rd, Buveur d'Air 1st)

Irish Champion Hurdle 3 (Hurricane Fly 1st & 1st, Jezki 4th)
Ryanair Hurdle 3 (Hurricane Fly 1st & 1st, Jezki 2nd)

Fighting Fifth Hurdle 3 (Punjabi 1st, Binocular 5th, Buveur d'Air 1st)
Punchestown Champion Hurdle 3 (Punjabi 1st, Hurricane Fly 1st & 1st)

Contenders Hurdle 3 (Binocular 1st, Buveur d'Air 1st & 1st)
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4.10 OLBG David Nicholson Mares’ Hurdle
(Grade 1) 2m4f – Old Course

OVERVIEW

The Mares’ Hurdle was only introduced in 2008
and no fewer than nine of the 11 winners have been
trained by Willie Mullins. Given that it is a relatively
new race and the fact that it has been dominated
by the Irish Champion Trainer – and in particular
one horse – it results in being a fairly low trends
race, but highly predictable for those who follow
the obvious.

Upgraded to a Grade 1 in 2015, this race offers
connections of a leading mare the option to avoid
the geldings in the Champion Hurdle (or Stayers’
Hurdle) over an intermediate trip. The likes of
Annie Power – who famously fell with the race at
her mercy in 2015 – and 2017 winner Apple’s Jade
might well have taken their chance in the former,
whilst six-time heroine Quevega proved her worth
against the boys at Punchestown over 3m, going
on to win the Ladbrokes.com World Series Hurdle
on four occasions. You could, therefore, argue
that this contest is potentially diluting the other
Grade 1 hurdles at the meeting, but it also points to
there often being a stand-out mare in a generally
weak division.

Last year’s winner Benie des Dieux was second in
the market, becoming the 10th consecutive winner
to hail from the front three in the betting, again
emphasising a gulf in class between the top mares
and the rest of the field.

KEEP IT SIMPLE

As stated above, the mares towards the top
of the market have tended to dominate this
event, and it is also worth noting that eight of
the past nine winners had already won in either
Grade 1 or Grade 2 company. Benie des Dieux
had only scored at Listed level prior to winning
last year’s renewal, whilst the other pair – the
first two winners – had finished placed in Graded
company. Whiteoak had finished a short-head
second in the Grade 2 Rossington Main Novices’
Hurdle earlier in the campaign and Quevega
(ahead of her first win in 2009) had finished
third in the Grade 1 Prix Alain du Breil at Auteuil –
just 2 lengths off Hurricane Fly, no less – when a
four-year-old.

Glens Melody, who capitalised on the final-flight
fall of stable-companion Annie Power, had won
a Grade 1 as a novice, and Apple’s Jade was a
three-time Grade 1 winner ahead of her success
two years ago. The cream tends to rise to the top

in this event, so it can pay to focus on those with
proven Graded class form in the book.

QUEEN QUEVEGA

Havingwon the race for a remarkable six successive
seasons, Quevega somewhat skewers the statistics
and potential angles, especially given we have only
had 11 runnings of the race. It does highlight that
a top-class mare is quite rare and should another
come along, they could easily dominate the
division as she did.

Willie Mullins could have saddled Annie Power to
win a string of Mares’ Hurdles and, in all probability,
Laurina could have dominated this race, too.
As things stand, it seems likely that she will contest
the Champion Hurdle, so last year’s winner Benie
des Dieux will probably be Mullins’ first-string.

There aren’t too many key races for this race aside
from Quevega’s familiar path back to Cheltenham,
as she was making her belated seasonal
reappearance in this contest on five occasions.
Four times this was her first start after winning the
Grade 1 3m hurdle at Punchestown the previous
spring, but she won a 2m4f mares' event at
Punchestown the month before her first success
and that race would later be named in her honour.
Apple’s Jade finished runner-up in the 2017 Listed
Quevega Mares' Hurdle behind Limini before
reversing form at Cheltenham, and it is worth
noting that Annie Power won the same event
before winning her Champion Hurdle, prior to it
being upgraded and renamed. Take note of this
year’s winner, with the race taking place after the
Guide goes to print.

STAMINA REQUIRED

Last year’s race was unusual in that only 9 mares
went to post, having earlier seen field sizes ranging
from 14 to 19 in each renewal from 2009–2017.
The large field usually results in a truly-run race
and, consequently, it can become a relative test of
stamina. Therefore, it isn’t surprising to learn that
the past 10 winners had all proven themselves over
the 2m4f trip and seven of these winners had won
between 2m5f-3m. The only winner of the race
without proven stamina was the inaugural winner
Whiteoak, who probably would have taken her
chance in the novice event had that been around
at the time. She wasn’t short of stamina, however,
and went on to win over 3m later in her career,
something all bar two of the winners went on to
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do. That pair were last year’s winner, Benie des
Dieux, and Glens Melody, who was retired after her
victory in 2015.

Goingback to the first running,Whiteoakwas a very
narrow winner from Jonjo O’Neill’s Refinement,
who won a Grade 1 over 3m at the Punchestown
Festival, in the race that Quevega would later make
her own. Refinement would have further added
weight to the class-and-stamina angle had she
held on. It is worth noting that the first running
took place on the New Course, after which the race
was switched to the opening day and, therefore,
run over slightly shorter on the Old Course.

FORM WITH THE BOYS

Whiteoak and Refinement both boasted Graded
form against the boys earlier in the season
before that first running, and that is a theme that
has continued. Whiteoak had actually won an
open novice hurdle earlier in the campaign, and
mares who have not been restricted to racing
solely against their own sex have done well here.
Again, Quevega weighs the balance with her
numerous victories in the World Series at
Punchestown, but she had also placed against the
boys in Graded company in France, before her very
first win.

Apple’s Jade also arrived at the Cheltenham
Festival with winning form in the book against
the geldings, at Grade 1 level no less. As obvious
as it sounds, open Graded events will be
more competitive, therefore the form has to be
rated stronger.

TRAINERS TO NOTE

As highlighted already, Willie Mullins has to
be the obvious starting point. It is probably no
coincidence that he has also won all three runnings
of the Trull House Stud Mares’ Novices’ Hurdle,
too, as he simply sources a higher quality of mare,
invariably from France.

Given the relatively short price that Quevega went
off each year – Vroum Vroum Mag was also sent
off at odds-on in 2016 – I was slightly surprised to
learn last year that his runners were in profit for
a level-stake. Benie des Dieux – sent off 9/2 last
year – increased that profit to £10.53 for a £1 stake,
but it is his strike rate in this contest that is quite
phenomenal. He has saddled just 16 mares in the
past 10 years (didn’t have a runner in the inaugural
running in 2008), 9 of which have been successful
and 3 also hit the frame. Had Annie Power not
famously fallen in 2015, he would have had
back-to-back first and seconds, and the only
winner in the past decade not to hail from his yard

was Apple’s Jade. She, of course, won three times
from four starts for the stable – twice in Grade 1
company – before moving to Gordon Elliott as part
of the split with Gigginstown House Stud. There is
a clear pattern here.

Domestically, Nicky Henderson invariably does
well with mares and has saddled a couple of placed
runners, but the same can be said of Alan King,
who also does well in this division and has saddled
two big-price placed horses in the past five years.
L’Unique finished 3rd in 2014 (25/1) and Midnight
Tour finished runner-up last year (33/1), with The
Pirate’s Queen (4th at 25/1) just missing the frame
in 2015. During this five-year period, King has only
saddled six mares (no runner in 2016) and each
time he has saddled just the one, they have been
placed. Respect his runners.

Neil Mulholland is another worth monitoring, given
that he has saddled the fourth-placed mare in
the past three years, all at huge odds (80/1, 33/1
and 66/1).

Willie Mullins has won 9 of the past 10
renewals from just 16 runners

French-bred (FR) mares have won 9
renewals from just 19% of the runners

The last 10 winners were trained in
Ireland

The last 10 winners hailed from the front 3
in the betting

The last 10 winners had won over a
minimum of 2m4f

8 winners had already won at either
Grade 1 or Grade 2 level over hurdles

All bar 2 of the 11 winners went on to win
over 3m (emphasising stamina being a
requisite)

Respect those with form against
geldings

No ex-Flat horse has won this race

Only 1 winner had failed to at least place
in a Grade 1 or Grade 2 hurdle

British-bred mares are 0/75 (from 42%
representation)

British-bred mares have only had 6
places in the 11 years

KEY TRENDS
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BREEDING

Despite being responsible for only 19% of
the runners since the race was introduced,
French-bred mares have won nine renewals.
The table shows the number of French-bred mares
to have lined up each year.

Given that seven of the nine were sent off favourite,
it isn’t a simple case of backing all French-breds
blindly, but it is certainly a good starting point and
a fine strike rate.

Conversely, British-bred mares have a shocking
record. They have been responsible for 42% of the
fields since inception (75 runners), yet have only
produced six mares to hit the frame. This race
has been completely dominated by French- and
Irish-bred mares.

ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight OR SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 11 Benie des Dieux 7 11-5 147 9/2 W Mullins (IRE) 9 1st Listed Opera Hat Chase (31)

2017 12212 Apple’s Jade 5 11-5 153 7/2 G Elliott (IRE) 17 2nd Listed Quevega Mares’ Hurdle (20)

2016 111 Vroum Vroum Mag 7 11-5 154 4/6F W Mullins (IRE) 19 1st Gr.2 Warfield Mares’ Hurdle (52)

2015 47521 Glens Melody 7 11-5 150 6/1 W Mullins (IRE) 15 1st Listed Warwick Mares Hurdle (31)

2014 1 Quevega 10 11-5 167 8/11F W Mullins (IRE) 16 1st Gr.1 World Series Hurdle (320)

2013 Quevega 9 11-5 163 8/11F W Mullins (IRE) 19 1st Gr.1 World Series Hurdle (320)

2012 1 Quevega 8 11-5 158 4/7F W Mullins (IRE) 19 1st Gr.1 World Series Hurdle (313)

2011 Quevega 7 11-5 158 5/6F W Mullins (IRE) 14 1st Gr.1. World Series Hurdle (327)

2010 39 Quevega 6 11-5 156 6/4F W Mullins (IRE) 17 9th Gr.2 Auteuil Hurdle (296)

2009 31 Quevega 5 11-3 155 2/1F W Mullins (IRE) 14 1st Punchestown Hurdle (20)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

OLBG Mares Hurdle 6 (Quevega 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st & 1st, Glens Melody 2nd)
Ladbroke Champion Stayers' Hurdle 5 (Quevega 1st, 1st, 1st & 1st, Glens Melody 4th)
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Runners French-bred

2018 9 4

2017 17 2

2016 19 3

2015 15 1

2014 16 5

2013 19 6

2012 19 3

2011 14 2

2010 17 4

2009 21 2

2008 13 2

Total 179 34
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The Cheltenham Festival is always a special week
for any jockey – and to have a winner there is a
career highlight. Last year my book of rides fell
apart in the build-up, with several of my leading
hopes forced to miss the meeting after setbacks.

I’m hoping for better luck on that front this time
around and below are a few of the horses I hope
will go well in March.

BRISTOL DE MAI (Magners Cheltenham Gold Cup)

I can’t wait to get back on him. He was brilliant in
winning the Betfair Chase at Haydock in November,
but we had the blip in the King George at Kempton
when he fell at the fence in the front of the stands.
It was the last thing I was expecting to happen.
We’ve given him time to get over it and he’s in great
form at home. When he’s good, he’s very good, and
he has run well at the track before, including when
second in the 2016 JLT. He’ll be a big price but is
capable of producing a bold show if everything is
right on the day.

TOP NOTCH (Ryanair Chase)

What a horse he’s been for us – winning 12 times
in Britain with plenty of big races among that haul.
I thought he’d run really well in the Ryanair last
season, but he was forced to miss it after falling
ill in the build-up. It was very frustrating, but he
did recover to sign off with a Grade Two win at
Sandown and seems as good as ever this term.

Hopefully he’ll make it to the race this time
around and prove to be a big player in what looks
an open contest. He finished second in a JLT, the
2017 renewal, on his only previous appearance at
the Festival.

SCEAU ROYAL (Betway Queen Mother Champion Chase)

Another to miss the meeting last term when he
looked a big player in the Racing Post Arkle, but
he was back with a win in the Shloer Chase at
Cheltenham in November. The ground was totally
against him in the Tingle Creek at Sandown last
time and he’ll head to Cheltenham a fresh horse.

Clearly, he faces a formidable rival in Altior, who’ll
take the world of beating, but I’d be hopeful of a
good run from my fellow on nice spring ground.

CRACKER FACTORY (Boodles Fred Winter Juvenile Hurdle)

He’s another who is best on decent ground
and you can forget his last run at Doncaster in
December. He’s better than that. He’d previously
been progressing well, winning at Wetherby and
giving Quel Destin something to think about at
Cheltenham. All roads lead to the Fred Winter
with him and that race should suit. He isn’t without
a chance.

LE BREUIL (Close Brothers Novice Handicap Chase)

He’s rated 145, which is the ceiling for the Close
Brothers, and has enjoyed a good first season over
fences. He’s been keeping good company since
winning on his return at Huntingdon, including
when placed behind Santini at Newbury. He has
plenty of experience and that will stand him good
stead for such a competitive contest.

Daryl Jacob has ridden 26 winners at Cheltenham,
including two at the Festival – Zarkandar (JCB
Triumph Hurdle, 2011) and Lac Fontana (Vincent
O'Brien County Hurdle, 2014)

A View From The Saddle
by Daryl Jacob

Bristol De Mai
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4.50 Close Brothers Novices’ Handicap Chase
Listed Race 2m4½f - Old Course (0-145)

OVERVIEW

First run in 2005, the novices’ handicap chase has
improved considerably in recent seasons and the
ceiling was increased from 140 to 145 last year.
Six of the first seven winners were rated between
123 and 135, and such horses would be unlikely to
make the cut nowadays.

The race was originally staged on the third day
of the meeting, therefore run on the New Course
over 2m5f. In 2008, it was switched to the opening
day and run over 2m4½f on the Old Course, thus
making it a slightly sharper test.

OFFICIAL RATINGS

Last year’s race was the first to be contested as
a 0-145 handicap and the lowest-rated horse
was the winner, Mister Whitaker, who raced off
a mark of 137. I would expect something similar
again, making the race similar to a novice event
with a penalty structure as opposed to a really
competitive handicap. Given the increased ceiling
to 145, I didn’t think it was worth including the
handicap table for this race, as previous runnings
– certainly in terms of the lowest-rated horse
getting in – would be fairly irrelevant. In terms of
the weight spread, the past five years have been
9lb, 6lb, 4lb, 5lb and 8lb respectively, so you can
see that it is very compressed. Prior to last year, the
previous six winners were all within 3lb of the 140
mark. If you are looking at the entries in advance,
I wouldn’t look much lower than 137.

Prior to 2011, the race had no ceiling at all, so the
weight range was greater. Again, this made looking
at the weights table rather irrelevant and wouldn’t
help you much. As stated above, the band you
want to be looking at include horses rated between
137 and 145, if not a little higher.

DROPPING IN GRADE

Four of the 14 winners were dropping in class,
having contested a Graded class novice chase on
their previous start. This quartet includes both
2016 and 2017 winners, with Ballyalton falling in
the Reynoldstown at Ascot and Tully East finishing
second in the Flyingbolt Novice Chase at Navan,
having earlier taken his chance in the Grade 1
Racing Post Novice Chase.

Five horses contested last year’s race on the
back of a run in a Graded novice chase without

success, but it is something worth bearing in mind,
especially given that 145-rated horses can now run
in this.

WINNING EXPERIENCE

Other than Hunt Ball, the other 13 winners had
won no more than twice over fences before
the festival. Hunt Ball – having had eight chase
starts and racked up six wins – was somewhat of
a trends-buster, with much less exposed horses
generally dominating.

Seven winners had won no more than once,
including Reveillez, Chapoturgeon and Copper
Bleu, who boasted a similar profile in that they
had all run three times and had been beaten at
short odds on their first two starts, before getting
off the mark.

Three maidens – including Irish Cavalier and
Ballyalton – have been successful, whilst Mister
Whitaker was the third horse to be winning for
the third time in a season in this race. Rather
like Present View, he improved considerably for
fences, and both horses were actually maidens
over hurdles at the time of being sent chasing.
Both horses also started their winning run over
fences off a mark of 118, so take note of an improver
who didn’t have much racing over hurdles.

Again, aside from Hunt Ball, the other 10 winners
since 2008 had run either three or four times over
fences earlier in the campaign. A horse has to run
at least three times to qualify, so it is clear to focus
on the horses that haven’t shown their hand on too
many occasions.

Six winners in the past decade were last-time-out
winners, whilst five of the past 12 winners had won
a bumper earlier in their career, and eight of the
past 12 – including the last four winners – contested
at least one bumper.

FESTIVAL FORM

Six of the 14 winners had previously contested
a race over hurdles at the Cheltenham Festival.
Finger Onthe Pulse had unseated in the previous
year’s Coral Cup and Chapoturgeon had finished
only 9th in the Fred Winter of 2008, but the other
quartet fared much better, with three – including
Ballyalton and Tully East – finishing in the first
four. Reveillez had finished sixth in the Ballymore
12 months earlier, a race in which Ballyalton had
finished second two years before his win in this
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race. Philip Hobbs’ Copper Bleu had finished fourth
in the previous season’s Supreme and Tully East
filled the same spot in the 2016 Martin Pipe.

Six of last year’s 19 runners had run over hurdles at
a previous festival, including the four horses who
finished directly behind the winner Mister Whitaker.
Rather Be, who was narrowly denied (beaten just a
head), had unseated Charlie Deutsch at the second
flight in the 2017 Martin Pipe, but then proved his
ability to cope with big-field handicaps by scoring
at Aintree’s Grand National meeting. Good hurdling
form at spring festivals is clearly no disadvantage.

TRAINERS/JOCKEYS TO NOTE

A rather unusual trend was highlighted last
year and Mister Whitaker became the fifth
horse in the past seven years to provide their
trainer with a first Cheltenham Festival success.
Wins in this race have been shared around, but
Nicky Henderson has a decent record in the
contest and, as ever, his runners warrant respect.
Henderson saddled Rajdhani Express to win the
2013 renewal, but he has also saddled five seconds,
including last year’s runner-up Rather Be. In all, he
has had 24 runners in the race over the 14 years,
one has won and seven have placed. Those placed
horses include Owen Glendower – who was third
in 2012 at 33/1 – and the 66/1 shot Fleet Street,
who finished fourth behind Finger Onthe Pulse in
2008, with his stable-mate Barbers Shop filling the
second spot. Therefore, don’t necessarily overlook
his outsiders, should he saddle more than one.

I wouldn’t normally touch upon jockeys’ records in
a particular race – aside from the amateur riders’
races – but I did highlight in last year’s Aintree
Guide that Brian Hughes had a decent record in
the Red Rum and this is another handicap in which
his record reads extremely well. He has only ridden
in the past five renewals and won it twice, with his
record reading 25191. Attaglance was very close to
making it three wins in the race for Hughes back
in 2014, whilst his 9th place came aboard the
non-staying Double W’s, who bounced back in the
aforementioned Red Rum at Aintree next time.
It might just be coincidental, but his cool nature is
perfect for a race of this nature, so pay attention to
him in any big handicap chase when he is riding a
hold-up horse.

KEY RACES

There is a standout in terms of key trials for this in
recent seasons and that is the Timeform Novices’
Handicap Chase, run over a similar trip on trials
day. Three of the past six winners contested
that race, with Mister Whitaker the only horse to

complete the double. Rajdhani Express and Irish
Cavalier finished seventh and third, respectively,
before scoring at the festival.

During this six-year period, only eight horses
have contested both races and only 15 in the past
decade. Had you backed all eight runners blindly,
you would have made a profit to the tune of £28.50
for a level-stake of £1. Even if you had followed that
pattern over the past decade, a tidy profit would
have been made.

It is also worth noting that the Timeform Novices’
Handicap Chase has also thrown up a winner of
the National Hunt Chase (Tricky Trickster, 2009)
and the Ultima (Un Temps Pour Tout, 2016)
during the past 10 years. That is some going, five
festival winners to have come out of that race,
so pay close attention to that piece of form this
year. The race was won this year by Kildisart, who
was subsequently upped 6lb by the handicapper,
meaning he won’t be eligible for this 0-145 contest.
The second home, Highway One O One, was upped
2lb to 145, so he might, however, be aimed at
the race.

3 of the past 6 winners contested the
Timeform Novices’ Handicap Chase on
trials day (just 8 horses have run in both
races during this time)

13 of the 14 winners had won no more
than twice over fences

4 of the 14 winners contested a Graded
novice chase last time out

5 of the last 7 winners were providing
their trainer with a first festival winner

Focus on horses with 3 or 4 runs under
their belt

6 of the 14 winners had contested a
hurdles race at a previous festival

Respect Nicky Henderson

11 of the 14 winners came from the top 5
in the betting and 8 winners were sent
off at single figures

8 of the last 12 winners ran in a bumper
earlier in their career

Only two winners have started bigger
than 12/1

No winner had failed to run after the turn
of the year

KEY TRENDS
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Another race to have thrown up a couple of winners
is the 2m4½f handicap chase run at Kempton in
late-February, on the Adonis Hurdle/Betdaq
Handicap Chase card. Run under various titles
in recent years, the Betdaq 2% Commission
Exchange Handicap Chase – as it is now known
– was won by Hunt Ball and Present View, who
needed to win to ensure he got into this race. He
left it late, but it turned into a well-executed plan
by Jamie Snowden, who was one of those trainers
enjoying a first festival success.

One more Kempton race to respect is the
32Red.com Chase (A Novices’ Limited Handicap)
run on Boxing Day. Mister Whitaker finished
runner-up to Hell’s Kitchen, whilst Rajdhani Express
was an impressive 34-length winner. Dan Skelton’s
Two Taffs finished placed in both races the season
before last, whilst the 2015 winner Full Shift went
on to finish placed in the Plate at the festival.
This is a clearly another good guide and was won
this season by Glen Forsa, who represents the same
connections as last year’s winner Mister Whitaker.

He looked an obvious contender for this at the
time and the form has since worked out really
well. However, after skipping the aforementioned
Timeform Novices’ Handicap Chase, he was
entered in the Kingmaker at Warwick, hinting that
connections might be considering a tilt at the
Arkle. At the time of writing, a third run over fences
was still needed to qualify should this still be his
chosen target.

BETTING

Only two favourites – Reveillez and Hunt Ball –
have been successful in the 14 runnings of this
race, but in general the winner could be found
towards the head of the market. Mister Whitaker
was the 11th winner to hail from the first five in the
betting and the eighth single-figure-price winner.
Despite there being a couple of bigger-price
winners – L’Antartique being the biggest at 20/1
– this is another handicap that has proven to be
pretty ‘punter-friendly’.

ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight OR SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 3121 Mister Whitaker 6 11-2 137 13/2 M Channon 19 1st Cheltenham Nov. Handicap Chase (45)

2017 162 Tully East 7 11-8 138 8/1 A Fleming (IRE) 20 2nd Gr.3 Flyingbolt Nov. Chase (23)

2016 U62F Ballyalton 9 11-10 140 12/1 I Williams 20 fell Gr.2 Reynoldstown Chase (24)

2015 323 Irish Cavalier 6 11-7 137 11/1 R Curtis 20 3rd Cheltenham Nov. Handicap Chase (45)

2014 32121 Present View 6 11-7 137 8/1 J Snowden 19 1st Kempton Handicap Chase (17)

2013 2F17 Rajdhani Express 6 11-7 (5) 140 16/1 N Henderson 20 7th Cheltenham Nov. Handicap Chase (45)

2012 12111 Hunt Ball 7 12-0 142 13/2F K Burke 20 1st Kempton Handicap Chase (17)

2011 31591 Divers 7 11-4 132 10/1 F Murphy 20 1st Musselburgh Nov. Chase (37)

2010 1321 Copper Bleu 8 11-1 139 12/1 P Hobbs 20 1st Exeter Beginners’ Chase (43)

2009 F21 Chapoturgeon 5 10-11 135 8/1 P Nicholls 20 1st Doncaster Nov. Chase (40)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Timeform Novices’ Handicap Chase 3 (Rajdhani Express 7th, Irish Cavalier 3rd, Mister Whitaker 1st)
32Red Novices’ Handicap Chase 2 (Rajdhani Express 1st, Mister Whitaker 2nd)

Betdaq 2% Commission Exchange Handicap Chase 2 (Hunt Ball 1st, Present View 1st)
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David Ord speaks to Sky Bet head racing compiler
Richard Horner to try to unearth a lifechanging
Cheltenham non-runner/no bet Lucky 15.

FINE BRUNELLO
(BOODLES FRED WINTER JUVENILE HANDICAP HURDLE)

Joseph O’Brien seems to hold all the aces in the
juvenile hurdling department this season, with Sir
Erec and Fakir d’Oudairies laying down significant
markers at Leopardstown and Cheltenham
respectively. They are likely to be kept apart at
the Festival and give the rising star of the Irish
training ranks a significant chance of a big Grade
One double.

But don’t underestimate Fine Brunello in the Fred
Winter. He chasedhis stablematehomeatPrestbury
Park in January and looked very much a work in
progress. He was held up behind the trailblazing
Fakir d’Oudairies and made headway to give chase
briefly two out. Although never threatening to land
a blow, he was merely pushed out to claim second
spot and looked to have running left in him.

That effort represented a significant step up on
his first start in Ireland when fourth at Limerick on
Boxing Day. That was a speed test which didn’t
play to his strengths. The Fred Winter will.

HAZEL HILL
(ST JAMES'S PALACE FOXHUNTER CHALLENGE CUP)

A prolific winner between the flags, Hazel Hill looks
a huge player at Cheltenham this time around.

He had two runs in hunter chases last term,
winning at Leicester in February and following
up at Towcester a month later. He was sent-off at
2/11 in both, clearly representing the task he faced
there but was in deeper on his return at Warwick
in January.

Off the back of his 11th win in 12 starts in points,
he showed significant improvement to thump
Mr Mix by 11 lengths, jumping fluently and travelling
strongly throughout.

He’s already a leading contender but with more
progress a distinct possibility, looks a solid bet.

DEFI DU SEUIL (JLT NOVICES' CHASE)

It seems fashionable to crab Philip Hobbs’
charge but he’s two-from-four over fences and
re-established himself at the top table with a good
win over Lostintranslation in the Scilly Isles Chase
at Sandown.

His defeat at the hooves of that rival in the Dipper
on New Year’s Day is the stick with which some
choose to beat him. But he was conceding three
pounds there and travelled like the best horse in
the race. He looked to have put it to bed when
going two lengths clear at the last, only to be
reeled-in by the rallying rival in the final 100 yards.

It wasn’t a stamina issue, just a case of his run
flattening out, and more exaggerated waiting
tactics were employed at Sandown.

Barry Geraghty may be even braver at Cheltenham
and the way Defi Du Deuil travels through his races
means he will be the last to play his hand. It’s likely
to be decisive.

TOPOFTHEGAME
(RSA INSURANCE NOVICES' CHASE)

He’s yet to win a race over fences but Paul Nicholls’
charge is building to something – and it could well
be victory in the RSA Chase.

He started off in one of the warmest novices of the
season in Britain and did well to finish second to
Defi De Seuil having shied away from tapes and
lost many lengths at the start.

That two-and-a-half-mile contest was an
inadequate test and there was significant
improvement upped to three in the Kauto Star at
Kempton on Boxing Day. For much of the straight
it looked a matter of when not if he would master
La Bague Au Roi but the lady wasn’t for passing.

It was still a huge run from the selection, especially
as he doesn’t look the finished article. He’s not far
away from it, though, and the way he goes through
his races will be a big boost in the RSA.

He ran a screamer at the Festival last year, touched
off by Blue Berry from a mark of 150 in the Coral
Cup. He was always going to be a better chaser,
though – and there’s every chance he’ll show it at
the highest level in March.

Festival Moneyspinner
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5.30 National Hunt Challenge Cup Chase
(Grade 2) 4m – Old Course

OVERVIEW

The quality of field assembled for the National
Hunt Chase has increased considerably in the past
few years and, given that it was upgraded to a
Grade 2 just two years ago, it will hopefully continue
to improve. The race became a level-weights
contest in in 2010 and was contested under Listed
status for three years between 2014-2016.

Last year’s Gold Cup winner Native River finished
runner-up in the 2016 renewal and last year’s Grand
National winner was victorious 12 months later,
again highlighting the class of horse now seen fit
to line up.

RATHVINDEN PASSES KEY TRENDS

I thought I would start by refreshing on a
couple of highly profitable trends that were
pinpointed in last year’s Guide. 12 months ago,
it was highlighted that horses with both 9+ runs
over fences were 4/18 since the race became a
level-weights contest and – during the same period
– horses that had run in a Grade 1 chase previously
were 4/16. Three horses fell into both categories
in last year’s race and the winner Rathvinden was
the only horse to tick both boxes. More on each
to follow.

EXPERIENCE

As touched upon briefly above, horses with plenty
of experience have a fine recent record in this and
since the race became a level-weights contest, five
winners in the past nine years were having their
10th run (or more) over fences. It is not necessarily
winning experience, either, with two of the winners
during this period being second-season novices
with just one win between the pair. Gordon Elliott’s
three winners – more of his fine record in the race
later – all boasted considerable experience prior
to landing this, having raced 9, 10 and 10 times,
respectively, prior to the National Hunt Chase.

Last year, only three horses lined up with nine or
more chase starts under their belt. Rathvinden won
the race, Sizing Tennessee finished third, and the
other was a 150/1 shot. Don’t be afraid to look at
horses perceived at being exposed and handicap
form is also worth noting. Three of the past nine
winners had previously contested open handicaps –
not novice handicaps – those being Poker de Sivola
and Cause of Causes, who had both appeared in
the previous season’s Irish Grand National in their

first season over fences, and Tiger Roll, who had
won the Munster National en route to Cheltenham.

It is also worth highlighting that eight of the last
nine winners had run over fences before the end of
October. This goes hand-in-hand with horses with
lots of experience, as you would need to be out
nice and early if you are to obtain this experience.

I should add the caveat, however, that I believe
that there could be a shift in terms of number of
previous chase starts, should the race continue
to improve quality-wise, as it has over the past
few seasons.

GRADED FORM

Last year’s winner Rathvinden became the eighth
winner in the past nine years – since the race
became a level-weights event – to have run in a
Graded race prior to the National Hunt Chase.
He had won a couple of Grade 3 events earlier in
the campaign and contested a trio of Grade 1s –
albeit completing in just one of them – on his
three starts prior to Cheltenham. He also boasted
rock-solid Graded form as a novice hurdler a few
seasons back, so his class was there for all to see.

The only winner in the past nine years not to
contest a Graded chase en route to the festival was
Alan King’s Midnight Prayer.

Minella Rocco had run in the Reynoldstown at
Ascot prior to his win – as had last year’s runner-up
Ms Parfois – whilst Back In Focus, Teaforthree and
Chicago Grey had all contested a Grade 1 earlier in
the season.

FESTIVAL FORM

On a similar note, since 2010, Cheltenham Festival
form has become associated more regularly with
the winner of the ‘four-miler’, with six of the
nine winners during this period having run at the
meeting previously. And it is getting stronger.
Three of the past four winners have shown a
strong level of form at previous festivals, starting
with Cause of Causes who had finished seventh in
the 2013 Supreme Novices’ and runner-up in the
2014 Kim Muir. Subsequent Grand National winner
Tiger Roll had won the Triumph Hurdle back in
2014, the same year that Rathvinden finished
third behind Faugheen in the Ballymore. Again,
it is apparent that a classier type of horse is now
coming to the fore and this could well become a
continuing theme.
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TRAINER WATCH

Having won the race no fewer than six times,
Jonjo O’Neill is the obvious place to start.
Having first struck in 1995 with Front Line,
O’Neill saddled three successive winners between
2002-2004 (Rith Dubh, Sudden Shock and Native
Emperor) and has since won it with both Butler’s
Cabin and most recently with Minella Rocco.
He hasn’t saddled a runner in the past two years,
but any horse running out of Jackdaw Castle
warrants plenty of respect.

Five of the past eight winners were trained
in Ireland, two by Willie Mullins and three by
Gordon Elliott. During that eight-year period,
Mullins – who won the race as a jockey back in
1982 and 1984 – has saddled 13 runners, with
a further six finishing in the first five. Suntiep,
Measureofmydreams and Haymount have all
finished in third for the trainer since 2014, whilst
his pair of winners had both contested a Grade 1 on
their previous start.

Elliott has only saddled six runners in the race,
three of which were successful and the other three
failed to complete. It’s a fine strike rate (50%) and
backing his runners blindly would have yielded a
healthy profit of £26 to a level-stake £1. Given that
Gigginstown House Stud now seem to be taking
this event seriously, Elliott should have yet more
options going forward and his runners also warrant
utmost respect.

Alan King is another name to note, having won the
race twice since 2008.

JOCKEY BOOKINGS ARE KEY

Having a leading amateur rider on board your
horse can be of huge advantage in the National
Hunt Chase and, indeed, in the Kim Muir later in
the week. The Irish amateurs usually hold sway
and Patrick Mullins was winning the race for a
second time in six years when successful aboard
Rathvinden. It obviously helps that he is usually
riding for his Dad, but his record in the race since
2011 reads really well - 5F134P31.

Given his record at the festival – and the other
major spring meetings – as a whole, it is slightly
surprising that Jamie Codd has only won this race
once (Cause of Causes) but, again, his record is
pretty impressive in the past six years – 451F5U.
Even better is that of Derek O’Connor, who has
won the race twice in the past eight years and his
ten-year race record reads 241F231P6 (no ride in
2012). Both Codd and O’Connor would be top of
most people’s lists when looking to book a jockey
for this and the Kim Muir.

Tiger Roll was partnered by Lisa O’Neill, who
continues to impress in the saddle and, given that
she continues to ride plenty of bumper horses for
Gordon Elliott, I would add her name to the list of
respected amateur riders with this race in mind.

STAMINA

Unless a second-season novice – as with the pair
of recent winners that had run in the Irish Grand
National the previous season – it is highly unlikely
that the winner has contested a race beyond 3m or
thereabouts, so stamina has to be taken on trust in
most instances. Winning form over 3m, however, is
preferable, with eight winners in the past decade
successful around that trip. Only Minella Rocco
and Cause of Causes had failed on that score, yet
the former was a winning Irish pointer who stayed
on eye-catchingly in the Reynoldstown and the
latter had finished runner-up in the Kim Muir the
previous season.

5 of the past 9 winners were having there
10th start (or more) over fences

The last 2 winners – and 3 of the last 4
winners – had run 10 times over fences
previously

Gordon Elliott has saddled 3 winners
from just 6 runners

Horses officially rated 150 or above
going into the race are 4/8 during the
past decade

4 horses top-rated (or joint-top-rated)
have won in the past 8 years

8 of the 9 winners since the race became
level-weights had contested a Graded
novice chase

Respect Jonjo O’Neill and Willie Mullins

Respect previous Cheltenham Festival
form

Focus on the big-name amateur jockeys

Form over 3m is a positive

Horses with less than 3 chase starts have
a poor record

Only one horse officially rated in the 130s
(139) has been successful in the past 8
years – the quality continues to rise

KEY TRENDS
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Despite it becoming an increasingly better quality
of race – and possibly no longer the marathon
for slower horses that it once was – you still need
to stay well, so look for a horse who settles
well during his races and jumps economically.
Conserving energy is a big help.

OFFICIAL RATINGS

Four of the past eight winners were either
top-rated or joint-top-rated – based on official
handicap marks – going into the race, and another
three were in the top four. This again goes to
highlight that the better-quality horses are
beginning to dominate.

During this period, only eight horses rated 150 or
higher have contested a National Hunt Chase and
four were successful (50% strike rate), with another
– Shotgun Paddy – runner-up in 2014. Backing the
150+ horses blindly would have landed you a profit
of £23.75 to a level-stake of £1.

KEY RACES

As stated already, both Poker de Sivola and Cause
of Causes had run in the previous season’s Irish
Grand National and also in the Kim Muir at the
Cheltenham Festival before winning the National
Hunt Chase.

In terms of races during the same season,
the Grade 1 Neville Hotels Novice Chase at
Leopardstown is the best guide, throwing up three
winners in the past eight years. Chicago Grey and
the Willie Mullins-trained pairing of Back In Focus
and Rathvinden all contested that event en route
to Cheltenham, with only Back In Focus successful.

This season’s renewal was won by RSA-hopeful
Delta Work, beating the same owners’ Mortal and
Blow By Blow. Incidentally, the third and fourth
pulled up in a Grade 3 at Naas next time, a race
won by Ballyward who looks a likely contender for
the four-miler.

Domestically, Tricky Trickster and Midnight Prayer
ran in the same Newbury novices’ handicap chase
at their pre-Christmas meeting, although given
how the race appears to be moving on, it might
not be as relevant, whereas the staying novice
chases here at Cheltenham earlier in the campaign
are certainly worth paying attention to. It has to
be said, I’m not sure how strong those races were
this season, although The Worlds End looked good
when dominating from the front in December.
He has since been well beaten in the Kauto Star
at Kempton.
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight OR SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 112BU Rathvinden 10 11-6 150 9/2 W Mullins (IRE) 16 u.r. Gr.1 Flogas Nov. Chase (37)

2017 22133 Tiger Roll 7 11-6 152 16/1 G Elliott (IRE) 18 3rd Listed Wexford Chase (134)

2016 3P62 Minella Rocco 6 11-6 143 8/1 J O’Neill 20 2nd Gr.2 Reynoldstown Chase (24)

2015 75 Cause of Causes 7 11-6 146 8/1 G Elliott (IRE) 17 5th Gr.2 John Mulhern Galmoy Hurdle (47)

2014 61U21 Midnight Prayer 9 11-6 139 8/1 A King 15 1st Warwick Nov. Chase (31)

2013 2111 Back In Focus 8 11-6 150 9/4F W Mullins (IRE) 16 1st Gr.1 Topaz Nov. Chase (75)

2012 321P1 Teaforthree 8 11-6 146 5/1F R Curtis 19 1st Chepstow Nov. Chase (18)

2011 11F25 Chicago Grey 8 11-6 151 5/1F G Elliott (IRE) 16 5th Gr.1 Topaz Nov. Chase (78)

2010 2951 Poker de Sivola 7 11-6 127 14/1 F Murphy 18 1st Catterick Nov. Chase (30)

2009 42212 Tricky Trickster 6 11-11 129 11/1 N Twiston-Davies 19 2nd Cheltenham Nov. Handicap Chase (46)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Neville Hotels Novice Chase 3 (Chicago Grey 5th, Back In Focus 1st, Rathvinden bd)
St James’s Place Chase 2 (Tricky Trickster 1st, Midnight Prayer 2nd)

mallardjewellers.com Novices’ Chase 2 (Chicago Grey fell, Teaforthree 2nd)
Ryman Stationary Novice Chase 2 (Chicago Grey 1st, Tiger Roll 3rd)

Killarney Oaks Hotel Novice Chase 2 (Chicago Grey 3rd, Tiger Roll 2nd)
Irish Grand National 2 (Poker de Sivola 12th, Cause of Causes 12th)

Kim Muir 2 (Poker de Sivola 7th, Cause of Causes 2nd)
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Ed Quigley - Day One
Sky Bet Supreme Novices' Hurdle

With the traditional Cheltenham roar before the
curtain-raiser, the Supreme Novices' Hurdle sets off
the goose bumps to commence the best four days
of racing in the year. However, it has not always been
the best result for punters, as the race can often
throw up a shock or two and has done in recent
times. In the non-Rich Ricci years this century,
we have seen the likes of Arcalis (20/1), Ebaziyan
(40/1), Go Native (12/1), Menorah (12/1) and Labaik
(25/1) all cause relative upsets. Punters can often
get too carried away with the 'Cheltenham banker',
as the defeats of day-one hotpots Amaretto Rose,
Dunguib, Cue Card would underline, and even
the mighty Sprinter Sacre failed to taste success.
The 'Cheltenham banker' tag can often be a
daunting label to uphold, and as far as the
Supreme goes, I find it very hard to put any horse
in that category. You have to remember that the
horses taking part in this are at the embryonic
stage of their careers, so there can often be all
sorts of surprises in store. Variable factors can see
horses improve 10-12lb or more, such as racing
on better ground, enjoying the track, pace of the
race, and just natural improvement that comes
with experience. Therefore, I feel that when they
line up at the tapes, unknowingly at the time, there
is often less between them than the discrepancy in
the market often suggests.

With that philosophy in mind, and at the time of
writing, I think the Supreme has a wide-open feel
to it. The horse that offers value at 20/1, is the
Olly Murphy-trained THOMAS DARBY. A winner
of two of his four starts over hurdles, I think
this keen-going sort looks tailor-made for this
contest. A strongly run two miles on a stiff track
should play to his strengths, with the big field and
hurly-burly allowing him to settle. In my view, his
form has a fairly robust look to it. On his hurdling
bow at Cheltenham last October, he produced an
impressive display when despite being green he
travelled smoothly andpowered up theCheltenham
hill to see off Elixir De Nutz by over three lengths.
The Colin Tizzard representative has since gone
unbeaten and has notched a success at Grade 1
level, so froma collateral perspective that looks top-
class. A narrow defeat behind the highly regarded
Didtheyleaveuoutto followed at Ascot in a slowly

run race which wouldn't have been run to suit. It
turned into a bit of a dash up the home straight - in
which the Nick Gifford youngster displayed a bit
more toe, but Thomas Darby really knuckled down
and ran all the way to the line. He then finished
third in a hot-looking contest at Kempton over the
Christmas period, in another race not run to suit, in
which he failed to settle off a moderate early gallop
on unsuitably tacky ground. My initial reaction was
that it was a little disappointing, but subsequent
events show it was a commendable effort in defeat.
The winner, Mister Fisher, has since gone on to
land a Grade 2 at Haydock, and the second, Rouge
Vif, has also won since. Add in the fact that Thomas
Darby was attempting to give 5lb to Mister Fisher
and was beaten five lengths, the performance
can be upgraded. A confidence-boosting success
at Taunton has followed since and he will now,
by all accounts, head straight to Prestbury Park.
He has gained enough experience and can clearly
go well fresh, so it looks a logical move by the
Murphy team. As long as the ground doesn't end
up a bog like last year, I think he has every chance
of being in the mix and returning to the scene of his
most impressive display to date, he cannot be left
out of the equation at his price.

Other challengers include the aforementioned
Elixir De Nutz, who looks to have solid claims, has
course form, and will arrive at this contest on the
back of three wins on the bounce. He should be
right in the shake-up for the Colin Tizzard team.
Nicky Henderson potentially has an embarrassment
of riches for this assignment, with Angels Breath
and Champagne Platinum as well as Mister
Fisher. Angels Breath produced a smart display
when winning at Ascot in a Grade 2 on hurdling
debut, albeit only four hurdles were jumped on
that occasion. How or if Nicky Henderson splits
up his battalions with the Ballymore in mind will
be fascinating to see. Paul Nicholls has won this
twice, with Noland (2006) and Al Ferof (2011),
and the promising Getaway Trump will be most
likely to carry the hopes of the Ditcheat yard this
year. Unbeaten hurdler Al Dancer looks an exciting
prospect and the Nigel Twiston-Davies team will
have high hopes for him.

The Irish challenge has to always be feared.
Klassical Dream narrowly got the better of
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Aramon in Grade 1 company at Leopardstown,
with Vision D'Honneur looking one-paced in third.
Gigginstown also have the enigmatic Felix Desjy,
who bounced back to winning ways in the Grade 2
Moscow Flyer Hurdle at Punchestown. He appeared
to really enjoy the drop back to 2m under forceful
tactics, and granted he ran well in the Champion
Bumper last year, he merits his place in the line-up.
Fakir D'Oudairies clearly would have to be
respected if taking his chance, and the manner
in which he has been supported in recent weeks
would suggest he will be going here instead of the
Triumph Hurdle.

Advice

Thomas Darby 1pt e/w, 20/1

Racing Post Arkle

Many of the Grade One contests at the Festival
appear to have an unusually wide-open dynamic
in which a strong case can be made at least a
half-dozen horses, and the Racing Post Arkle
is no exception with many horses looking to
have solid credentials. However, almost against
my mantra, I think it may pay to stick with the
more-established individuals. My long-term fancy
for the Arkle has been LALOR, who created a
wonderful impression when pulverising the field
on in a Grade 2 at Cheltenham in November, and
rarely have I been so taken back by a chase debut.
His jumping was electric, and he waltzed around
Prestbury Park like he was a league of his own.
He wasn't asked any serious questions as he came
bounding clear by seven lengths from a classy
field, on what was almost 'spring' ground which he
devoured. Connections debated the idea whether
to let him take his chance at Sandown at Grade 1
level the following month, which he did on very
testing ground, and ultimately it looked as though
the plan backfired, as he finished a well-beaten
third. However, the Woollacott team appeared
far from despondent in the aftermath and feel
the experience will have done him the world of
good. Jockey Richard Johnson expressed how
he felt he knew the horse was beaten at an early
stage as he failed to act in attritional conditions.
Ironically ground conditions were too quick
at Doncaster last month, meaning Lalor didn't
take his chance in the Lightning Novices' Chase,
and Kayley Woollacott is happy to let the
seven-year-old head straight to the Cheltenham
Festival without another run under his belt. The
lack of relative experience and recent run could

count against him, but the way he neutralised the
Cheltenham obstacles on his chasing bow fills me
with confidence, and his record when caught fresh
is superb. Lalor will be arriving here off a 94-day
break, and boasts form figures of 1211 when coming
into a contest with a break of 60 days or more
beforehand, so there shouldn't be any worries in
regard to him being undercooked. I cannot get
the image out of my head of his scintillating win
at the home of jump racing, and with that in mind,
a return to this venue, fresh and on some spring
ground, can see Lalor come up the Cheltenham
hill in fine style once more. At current odds of 9/2,
I would even argue he could be considered an
each-way play. With a clear round, I'm struggling
to see three horses ending ahead of him. As you
can probably tell, I am hoping the rain stays away
in the build-up!

Kalashnikov has questions to answer after being
convincingly beaten at Kempton, but is clearly a
major player here with good Festival form in the
book. He went down by the narrowest of margins
in last year's Supreme Novices' Hurdle, albeit the
form of that race has taken some knocks since.
I think soft ground over 2m will suit the Amy
Murphy runner best. Le Richebourg is an excellent
jumper, which is his undoubtedly his trump card.
He won the Irish Arkle in good style which has
seen him propelled to the top of the market for
this, but he could have been possibly flattered as
Mengli Khan ran a stinker, Knocknanuss departed
early, and Paloma Blue was a non-runner at the
eleventh hour. Cilaos Emery won in nice style on
chase debut but is light on experience, and if there
was a left-field choice to make the frame, the Colin
Tizzard-trained Slate House could be the one if
taking his chance. He didn't run as bad at Haydock
as the result suggests, where he was just getting
into the action before making a mistake down the
back straight and then subsequently burst a blood
vessel. He comes with risks attached but is yet to
show his true colours over fences and could get
involved at huge odds. with the drop back to a stiff
2m likely to suit.

Advice

Lalor 1pt win, 9/2
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Ultima Handicap Chase

TALKISCHEAP can let his actions do the talking in
this 3m1f event. The Alan King-trained novice has
only won one of his four starts over fences to date,
when landing a two-runner affair at Doncaster in
January. The form of his defeats look pretty good,
though, and off 145 he should be a real force in a
race of this nature. On his chase debut at Newbury,
he produced a smart effort to be third behind La
Bague Au Roi and Lostintranslation - the form of
which looks top-class given subsequent events.
He then followed that effort up, coming second
to the Warren Greatrex-trained mare back at the
same venue. A gallant runner-up behind On The
Blind Side at Kempton last time out was another
good run, especially as he was trying to concede
6lb to the winner, who is a class act on his day.
He could go for the RSA, or even off top weight in
the Close Brothers, but I think that Grade 1 company
will be a step too far, and the Close Brothers 2m4f
trip would be on the sharp side for him. This race
looks the only realistic option in my mind, in which
trip and track will be in his favour. He is versatile
in regard to ground requirements and brings the
unexposed tag to the party. Novice Chasers have
had a good record in this race in recent times,
with Wichita Lineman (2009), Holywell (2014),

Un Temps Pour Tout (2016) and Coo Star Sivola
(2018) landing the spoils. Those four horses carried
official ratings of 142, 145, 148 and 142 respectively
heading into the contest, so Talkischeap fits that
mould and appears to have the profile of your
typical winner. Alan King trained Bensalem to win
this (OR 143) and knows what it takes to prepare a
horse for this assignment. It is true he could head
to other targets, and it is often the case in a race of
this nature that luck in running will play a big part,
but at 16/1 I think it is worth the gamble, as I could
see him starting favourite on the day if connections
pursue this route.

Advice

Talkischeap 1pt e/w 12/1

Growing up just outside Cheltenham, Ed Quigley
spent over a decade with the Racing Post. He was
best-known for his Longshot column, RPTV, and as
a weekly columnist in the Racing & Football
Outlook. Now as a freelance Broadcaster and
Journalist, he is a regular on Ladbrokes TV and
Sky Sports Racing amongst other things.

Odds courtesy of Sky Bet, quoted on a
Non-Runner, No Bet basis
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Rory Delargy – Day One
BANKER OR BUST – BUVEUR D’AIR

Buveur D’Air is bidding to join such illustrious
names as Hatton’s Grace, Sir Ken, Persian War,
See You Then and Istabraq as he aims for his third
consecutive Champion Hurdle on Tuesday, and he
has been a warm order for the race since slamming
Samcro at Newcastle in the Fighting Fifth. At the
time that performance was hailed as exceptional
by both the British Handicapper, who awarded
him a performance rating of 172, and by Timeform
who waxed lyrical about his win, describing it as “a
truly sublime winning reappearance…as impressive
a display as any mustered by a hurdler at the top
level this century”. It’s no wonder he was backed
into odds-on as a result, but subsequent defeat
for Samcro in the Ryanair Hurdle took some of
the sheen away from the win, while neither Vision
des Flos nor Summerville Boy, third and fourth at
Newcastle, did much for the form when out of the
places in the International Hurdle at Cheltenham.
Viewed another way, Samcro’s subsequent run
can be forgiven due to the discovery of a lung
infection, and the others were comprehensively
beaten, which arguably negates the value of their
subsequent defeats. An impressive winner of the
Champion in 2017, Buveur D’Air rather scrambled
home from Melon last year, and how you view his
chances in his treble bid effectively comes down
to whether you take a view that the Fighting Fifth
represented a career best from him, or whether
that run is potentially flattering. I tend to take
the latter view, especially as it fits better with the
overall pattern of his form in the past year, and
it’s interesting that Timeform have subsequently
downgraded his performance, a luxury the BHA
Handicapper cannot afford.

He’s run twice since then, with a shock defeat
at Kempton preceding a comfortable win in the
Contenders Hurdle at Sandown. Of those, many
will take his latest win as a sign that he is ready
to deliver again, but there is absolutely no doubt
in my mind that the Christmas Hurdle defeat was
more indicative of his current ability and is a better
performance on any measure. There was no shame
in losing out in a sprint finish at Kempton, and that
effort shows that he is still as good as he was last
March, while also demonstrating that he is not
without flaw. In retrospect, not enough was made

of ground conditions at Kempton, and the fact that
he was run down by a quicker animal after getting
first run is a reminder that he doesn’t really possess
a killer turn of foot at this stage of his career,
something evidenced in the Champion itself last
March when Melon briefly threatened to overhaul
him on the Cheltenham run-in. Buveur D’Air is
essentially a stayer at the two miles these days,
and Champion Hurdlers tend to develop stamina at
the expense of speed as they age. He’s arguably at
his best with ease underfoot (his trainer certainly
thinks so) with both defeats over hurdles coming
on good ground, and the prospect of a quick
surface at Cheltenham is something which has not
been factored fully into his price.

The above deals with what level Buveur D’Air
is likely to run to on the day, but the strength of
the opposition is the other important piece of the
puzzle, and while it has looked for much of the year
that the field would be no better than 12 months
ago, the emergence of Apple’s Jade as a likely
runner, and the possibility of Laurina joining the
party, makes this look a much tougher task than
served up by Melon and Mick Jazz last spring.
Apple’s Jade in particular looks a big threat, and it’s
easy to argue that her performances this season,
when winning four Graded hurdles by a combined
total of 73 lengths makes her the correct favourite.
I couldn’t disagree, albeit I’ve long viewed the race
through Jade-coloured glasses. Some experts
have suggested that Laurina, a facile winner at
last year’s Festival, could be the best Willie Mullins
has trained, while Sharjah is another player from
the Mullins camp after winning the Morgiana
and Ryanair Hurdles this season. We can’t forget
Christmas Hurdle winner Verdana Blue, who gained
no tactical advantage in beating her stablemate at
Kempton (quite the opposite, you could argue) and
odds of around 7/4 look rather unattractive for the
defending champ.

BUST
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BANKER OR BUST – OK CORRAL

An impressive win in a listed chase at Warwick in
January where he travelled and jumped fluently
before easing clear put OK Corral at the forefront
of the betting for the National Hunt Chase, and
he is one of the shortest-priced favourites on the
opening day at the time of writing. He did look out
of the top drawer there, but there are a number of
niggling doubts about his suitability for the 4-miler,
and with wins in a pair of 4-runner races, the main
worry is experience.

In the past 30 years, the only horse to triumph
in the National Hunt Chase with at least three
previous outings over fences was Deejaydee who
won in 1999 on just his second start over fences.
Remarkably, his only previous run over the larger
obstacles (he was an experienced point to pointer)
was in the same race a year earlier! It’s true that this
race has changed in profile recently, with the result
that it is more attractive to classier horses than
was once the case, but the need for experience
is still paramount. It’s remarkable to think in an
era where trainers are considered to be more
circumspect about running their best horses that
four of the last five winners of this gruelling contest
had raced at least nine times over fences before
being successful at Cheltenham. That suggests
that experience is much more important than
latent class, and while Ok Corral has the option of
another run before March, he must be considered
as lacking the necessary tools for what can be a
brutal contest.

Another factor to consider is his trainer’s disdain
for the race. Nicky Henderson has trained more
Festival winners than most of us have had hot
dinners in the town, but he rarely even has a runner
in this traditional highlight of the meeting. In the
past 25 years, he has run only six horses in the
National Hunt Chase, and only one of those started
shorter than 20/1, finishing unplaced. Henderson
favours light campaigns for his Cheltenham horses,
and that policy has paid huge dividends in the past
– who can forget See You When, but certain races
don’t lend themselves to such an approach, and
this one is top of the pile in that regard. The race
may not appeal to Henderson, but it has provided
rich pickings for J P McManus over the years, with
six winners since Bit of A Skite scored in 1983.
In many ways, the more appropriate race for him
is the RSA, and I feel that Henderson would prefer
to be heading there, but the booking of Derek
O’Connor for his Warwick win makes it clear what
his owner’s intention is, and he’s expected to line
up in the final race of day one.

BUST
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LIVELY OUTSIDER – US AND THEM

One of my favourite betting edges is the “second
string” angle, in which a trainer runs two or more
horses in a race in which both can be fancied,
but one is deemed the neglected based on
the evidence of the formbook or simply riding
arrangements, and where that horse is ignored
entirely by punters as a result. Those who bet such
horses based purely on form considerations tend
to do very well for all the strike rate is a little low,
and probably explains why a small percentage of
punters have a strange fondness for Ahmed Ajtebi.
I wouldn’t suggest for a second that Us And Them
is of equal merit to Le Richebourg, but in finishing
second to his stable companion in Grade 1 events
at Leopardstown either side of Christmas, he
has shown himself to be a solid performer in the
division, and one who would be a much shorter
price if he represented a different yard.

I believe Le Richebourg has a tremendous chance
of winning the Arkle, and he would certainly be my
choice to win the race given what a big impression
he’s made to date, and both his fluent jumping and
ability to settle off a strong pace are big positives
in a race where many contenders each year are
flattered by dominatingweaker opposition.Where I
differ from many other punters is that I believe that
Le Richebourg’s huge talent increases the chance
of Us And Them making the frame at Cheltenham,
because he can be upgraded for serving it up to
the best in the division. Those framing the market
will view his defeat at the hands of the market
leader as a reason to diminish his chance, but I
believe in trying to rank the contenders in order of
ability, and I would rate Us And Them higher than
a number who figure above him in the market. He
is also a sound jumper who doesn’t fall apart under
pressure, something underlined by the failure of
the better fancied Knocknanuss and Voix du Reve
to cope with such pressures in the Frank Ward at
Leopardstown. Us And Them also showed that he
does not need to lead to give his running, and the
experience he has gained in defeat the last twice is
worth more than any facile victory.

The question which needs asking is “will he run?”
but with the Arkle being his only Grade 1 entry at
Cheltenham, and with a HRI rating of 152 meaning
he’d have a big weight in the Grand Annual, so
that is an unlikely option. It’s worth dwelling on
that rating, though. It is justified by performance
in my opinion and is equal to or higher than the
equivalent BHA marks given to the likes of Lalor
and Kalashnikov. That puts his task in perspective,
and I’d much rather part with my money on him
than that overhyped pair, worthy though they are.

Rory Delargy has developed a niche in broadcast
and print media, working on a freelance basis
for Timeform and Timeform Radio. He has been
a contributor to The Irish Field since March 2014,
where he pens the Straight Talking column along
with a preview of the weekend action in Britain,
and he also appears with a similar column on
weekdays in the Irish Daily Star.
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Ben Linfoot – Day One
Can Buveur D’Air see off some quality mares
and etch his name into Cheltenham folklore
with a third consecutive win in the Unibet
Champion Hurdle?

Hatton’s Grace, Sir Ken, Persian War, See You
Then, Istabraq… Buveur D’Air? It’s an elite club, the
'three-time Champion Hurdle Winner Club',
featuring those five greats of the game and all
of that quality quintet achieved the feat in three
consecutive years.

Buveur D’Air will bid to become the sixth member
of that club in exactly the same way as his
forefathers on the first day of this year’s Festival,
perhaps the next step on his way to having a bar at
Cheltenham named after him, or even a Chepstow
novice hurdle.

Such honours are not ready to be bestowed upon
him just yet, though.

Just as his stock had risen to its highest point,
sparking a bunch of ‘he’s never got the credit
he’s deserved’ platitudes, following a sumptuous
eight-length on-the-bridle victory over Samcro in
the Fighting Fifth Hurdle, he went and ruined all
that when losing out to stablemate Verdana Blue in
the Christmas Hurdle at Kempton.

A flight-flattening mistake three out cost him dear,
as while he didn’t lose any ground on the field at
that point it might well have taken plenty out of
him. If not that, something, in any case, prevented
him from showing his best form.

And so it was to a confidence-boosting prep in
the Contenders Hurdle at Sandown on February
3 where he completed his pre-Festival schedule.
It’s a tried-and-tested route now, for Nicky
Henderson and Buveur D’Air, this year’s cruise
at 1/5 echoing those at 1/4 and 1/16 the previous
two years.

If we didn’t learn much there perhaps it’s time
to look at this year’s Champion Hurdle rivals and
compare them to the opposition in the last two
renewals to assess the size of Buveur D’Air’s task
this time around.

The class of 2017 have largely evanesced, with My
Tent Or Yours and The New One retiring and others
like Footpad and Sceau Royal now plying their
trade over fences.

He beat My Tent by four-and-a-half lengths, just
like Annie Power had the year before, while his
winning time was identical to Faugheen’s going
two years back, so, considering those two bits of
evidence, his first Champion Hurdle triumph looked
on-par with recent renewals.

Which is important, as last year, well, it’s hard to be
so confident about that form.

Run in ground officially ‘Heavy’ (but ‘Soft’
according to Timeform), he beat Melon, a horse
that hasn’t won subsequently, in gritty fashion by
a neck, with Mick Jazz, a horse that hasn’t raced
since, in third, and Identity Thief, a horse that is no
longer with us, in fourth.

Buveur D’Air should be given credit for grinding
a win out of that race despite adversity and his
Christmas Hurdle defeat at Kempton can easily be
passed off as a blip, too.

But this year the Champion Hurdle opposition has
some fresh blood. At least one star mare, getting
the 7lb sex allowance, is going to line up against
him and maybe there will be two.

Apple’s Jade, just 25 minutes before Buveur D’Air
completed his Contenders Hurdle assignment on
that first Saturday in February, lit up the Dublin
Racing Festival with a sublime performance in the
BHP Insurance Irish Champion Hurdle.

Having won Grade Ones over three miles and 2m4f
on her previous two starts, the big question mark
hanging over her was whether she could transfer
her ability to the minimum trip.

A 16-length romp from the previous year’s winner,
Supasundae, provided the emphatic answer.

It took Gordon Elliott about 22 hours to confirm
the intention to run her in the Champion Hurdle,
but it was worth waiting for. She’s a hugely exciting
addition to the day one feature and if Buveur D’Air
can give her 7lb and win, then he deserves all the
accolades that history tells us come with being a
three-time Champion Hurdler.

And then there’s Laurina. Unbeaten since arriving
at Willie Mullins’, she doesn’t have the form in
the book but she does have stacks of undoubted
potential, even if her odds (a best of 9/2 at the
time of writing) have all of the hype and stable
confidence already factored in.

It is with hope she ends up in the Champion Hurdle
rather than the Mares’. Connections have certainly
heavily hinted such a route for a good while,
although that was before Apple’s Jade laid her
claims down at the DRF.

As for Buveur D’Air, his super slick and quick
hurdling could well be seen as both a strength and
a weakness, depending on which way you view
things, but the quality of the opposition is just as
important a factor when assessing the champion’s
hat-trick chances.

Unlike last season and to an extent the year before
that as well, it doesn’t look an ordinary year –
thanks to a couple of exciting mares from Ireland.
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Elixir De Nutz has been winning some key trials
for the Sky Bet Supreme Novices’ Hurdle – could
he ensure the return of Terry Warner’s yellow and
black silks to the Festival winners’ enclosure?

“And Rooster Booster is tanking along in the
hands of Richard Johnson.” Simon Holt, 3.18pm,
March 11 2003

“Rooster Booster is running all over this leader,
Intersky Falcon.” Simon Holt again, about 20
seconds later

The sight and sound of Philip Hobbs’ grey
travelling all over that 2003 Champion Hurdle field
will live long in the memory, his 11-length victory no
exaggeration of his superiority that day.

Clad in the yellow and black silks of owner Terry
Warner, Rooster Booster was his second and third
Festival winner (he won the County Hurdle the year
before, as well), after Kilbreet became his first in
the 1996 Grand Annual.

Detroit City won the 2006 Triumph Hurdle for
Warner after that, before disappointing as 6/4
favourite for the following year’s Champion Hurdle,
and Oiseau De Nuit completed the owner’s Festival
collection, thus far, when he landed him a second
Grand Annual in 2011.

So there is a tinge of nostalgia in wanting Elixir De
Nutz, formerly with Hobbs, now with Colin Tizzard,
to do well at this year’s jamboree in those all-so
familiar Rooster Booster colours when he takes
his chance in the curtain-raising Sky Bet Supreme
Novices’ Hurdle.

He has substance to his form as well, though, and
his upwardly mobile profile is evidence of a horse
getting better and better with experience.

Throw in a couple of Cheltenham wins, on both
the Old and the New courses, and a couple of key
trial victories, including a Grade One Tolworth, and
you can begin to believe this could be Festival win
number six for Warner.

When he gave Jarveys Plate 10lb at Cheltenham
in December, before that rival won by 13 lengths
at the same track on New Year’s Day, I began to
believe, and he improved on that form in the
Tolworth, where he jumped well and showed a
great attitude to fend off Grand Sancy.

Such attributes will serve him well in a Sky Bet
Supreme.

Last year’s winner of the Festival opener won
the Tolworth en route, having racked up a double
helping of Cheltenham experience earlier in
the campaign, and this tough and hardy horse
shouldn’t be underestimated in his quest to repeat
that feat.

“And Elixir De Nutz is tanking along in the hands
of Tom O’Brien.” Richard Hoiles, 1.33pm, March 12
2019. (Perhaps?!...)

Experience has proven to be key in the National
Hunt Chase. With that in mind, is there one on the
radar for the four-mile contest?

Rathvinden’s victory in the Four Miler last year was
a further boost for a recent trend in the race that
suggests experience is very much a positive.

With 10 runs over fences under his belt before his
National Hunt Chase win, he became the fifth horse
in the last nine years to win the race having had
nine or more chase appearances to their name.

It makes sense that those that have racked up
plenty of miles have an advantage in such a tough
race, a four-mile race for novices, and so it should
be in your thoughts as a punter that the seemingly
more exposed animals might be overpriced.

Horses that might fit the bill this year include
Any Second Now, Cubomania and Ibis Du Rheu,
although all of those might well have something to
prove at the trip.

It could pay not to get too bogged down in the
numbers, however, as a horse having his second
season over fences with some key experience in
some big races catches the eye and that contender
is Neil Mulholland’s Impulsive Star.

He has six chases to his name at the time of
writing (early February), but one of those was this
very race last year when he was a creditable fourth
on what was just his fourth start over fences at
the time.

That day he did seem to tire a bit in the closing
stages, but he did have a subsequent Grade
One fourth and second in front of him, as well
as the Ladbrokes Trophy winner, so it was a
quality renewal and it’s hard to knock his effort
in hindsight.

Crucially, though, he looks a much stronger horse
now he’s gained more experience and a nice spin
around Plumpton in December was followed up
by an excellent win against hardy and seasoned
handicappers in the Classic Chase at Warwick
in January.

The way he got into a groove around the tight
turns at the Midlands track bodes very well for his
second crack at the Four Miler and it has to be a
bonus that his amateur rider, Sam Waley-Cohen,
knows him so well.

He might not have double-figure chase runs
under his belt, but he is in his second season over
fences, he does have experience of this race, and
his Classic Chase win suggests he’s an improved
model this year.

And if Nicky Henderson, who has never won the
race, does decide to send antepost favourite OK
Corral here, he’ll have a lack of experience to
overcome given he only had his first start over
fences on December 17.
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Granted, he did beat Impulsive Star that day, but
that was very much a prep for Warwick for the
runner-up and given the improvement he showed
with the cheekpieces back on next time out,
Mulholland’s (pretty experienced) stayer could well
be a very serious contender at the Festival.

Who are The Likely Lads bubbling around the
ceiling rating of 145 for the Close Brothers
Novices’ Handicap Chase?

The ratings band for this race was increased from
a 0-140 to a 0-145 last year and fully 12 of the
19 runners wouldn’t have got in the contest the
year before.

Mister Whitaker, the winner, would’ve done, as
he was rated 137, but last year’s field shows that
despite a 5lb increase it’s still going to be a tight
handicap with relatively little between top and
bottom weight.

Glen Forsa represents Mister Whitaker’s
connections of Mick Channon and Tim Radford this
time around, and he’s rated 138 after his Kempton
win at Christmas which has been well advertised
by the runner-up, Glen Rocco, and fifth home,
Lough Derg Spirit, who have both win since.

The latter is trained by Nicky Henderson and is
rated 142 following victory at Ludlow on January
28, while owners Grech & Parkin also have the
145-rated Mr Whipped as a possible (although
he would need a third run over fences to qualify)
following a win at Haydock in December.

Henderson isn’t short on 145-rated novice chasers
and Jenkins is another that fits the bill.

He followed up a win at Stratford on his chasing
debut with two good efforts around Cheltenham
in novice chases at around the Close Brothers’ trip,
firstly behind Count Meribel in November and then
behind Drovers Lane the following month.

We know he’s suited by handicaps when looking
back at his hurdling days and he won the always
competitive Holloway’s Handicap Hurdle at Ascot
over the extended 2m3f off a mark of 143 at the
start of 2018.

He can be competitive off 145 if he goes down
the Close Brothers’ route, then, especially if
Henderson unleashes him in blinkers for the first
time over fences.

That headgear transformed him over timber, as
he won his first two starts in blinkers including
the aforementioned Ascot race, so if he turned up
at the Festival sporting a pair alarm bells would
start ringing.

Finally, Tom George has had a couple of horses
placed in this race the last few years, including
Rocklander last season, and his Clondaw Castle,
rated 134, announced himself as a serious
contender for the 2019 renewal with a wide-margin
win at Leicester on January 22.

That 134 mark is unlikely to get him in, but another
win before the Festival would also make him
one of The Likely Lads in an always-fascinating
Close Brothers.

Ben Linfoot has firmly established himself as
one of racing's leading tipsters via his influential
Value Bet column on Sporting Life and also
regularly appears as a pundit on Racing TV.
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OVERVIEW

The middle-distance novices’ hurdle, the Ballymore
mightwell be run over 2m5f but still requires a horse
that possesses plenty of speed, and quick horses –
as opposed to stayers, who now, of course, have
the option of the Albert Bartlett – have dominated
in recent seasons. Rather like the Supreme, earlier
Graded form is becoming more and more essential
and class normally comes to the fore in this event.

GRADED FORM TO BE TAKEN
VERY SERIOUSLY

Only two winners – and one being Simonsig,
who was able to win a Morebattle Hurdle in open
company on his prep run – in the past decade had
failed to win a Graded novice hurdle earlier in the
campaign. The other ‘non-Graded winner’ in recent
times was Windsor Park, who finished runner-up in
the Grade 1 Deloitte Novice Hurdle on his final run
before Cheltenham.

Going back even further, including the mighty
Istabraq, of the past 21 winners of this race, no fewer
than 15 had already recorded a victory in Graded
company earlier in the season, with 13 of those
being at Grade 1 or 2 level. Simonsig and Massini’s
Maguire – another not to have won at Graded level
– had both finished runner-up in Grade 2 events,
and the same can be said of Fundamentalist, who
was outstayed over 2m7½f in Haydock’s Prestige
Novices’ Hurdle on his final start.

Last year, only Samcro and Next Destination (3rd)
had winning form in Graded company earlier in
the campaign. Once again, take Graded form
very seriously.

OFFICIAL RATINGS STAND UP

Given that earlier season form stands up well in
the Ballymore, it is not surprising that five winners
in the past decade were either top-rated (official
BHA rating) or joint-top-rated prior to the race.
Mikael d’Haguenet and Samcro were both rated
155 – the former only joint-top in a strong year –
whilst Peddlers Cross and Simonsig were 148, and
Faugheen was on 152, so you get a feel for the
standard usually required.

Furthermore, another three – The New One on 152,
Yorkhill on 156 and Willoughby Court on 147 – were
officially second-top prior to their wins, so that is
eight winners in the past 10 years that were either

top or second. Backing the top two ‘best horses’
(including joint-seconds would have resulted in 22
horses) in the past decade would have yielded a
healthy £20.33 profit to a level-stake of £1.

In fact, this seems to be getting stronger. Last year,
Samcro was 5lb clear on official ratings and the
pair on 150 were Black Op and Next Destination,
who filled the frame. The Trifecta – which paid £22
– might well have been an option, if you are that
way inclined. And, in both 2017 and 2016 – when
the clear second-top-rated was successful – the
top-rated horses finished second.

In five of the past 10 years, there hasn’t been a
150-rated novice contesting the Ballymore, but in
the other five years when there has, one of those
150+ horses has won. Last year, the three horses to
fit the bill finished first, second and third, and the
same thing happened in 2009. In 2013, two horses
were rated 150+ and they finished first and third.
And in both 2014 and 2016, we saw three horses
rated 150+ take their chance and in both years
the winner and one of the placed horses fell into
this category. So, from 14 runners spread over five
years during the past decade, there have been five
winners and seven placed, only two failing to hit
the frame (Red Sherlock and O O Seven).

IRISH DOMINATION

Danoli, Urubande and Istabraq provided the Irish
with three winners of this race in the space of four
years – and Putty Road actually started the season
in Ireland – between 1994 and 1997 and they have
been responsible for four winners in the past five
seasons. Including 2003, when Hardy Eustace was
successful, nine of the last 16 winners have been
trained in Ireland.

In the past decade, we have seen six Irish-trained
winners, of which five had won at Punchestown
earlier in the season. Given that is a Grade 1
track, you might not find this too surprising, but I
thought it worth a mention, especially given that
four of the quintet won their maiden at the County
Kildare track.

This year’s leading Irish hope would appear to be
Battleoverdoyen, who missed the Dublin Racing
Festival and is likely to arrive at Cheltenham on
the back of a relatively lengthy break. He remains
unbeaten and represents the connections of last
year’s winner.

1.30 Ballymore Novices’ Hurdle
(Grade 1) 2m5f – Old Course
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BUMPER/POINT-TO-POINT
BACKGROUND

The poor record of ex-Flat horses has been
highlighted in previous editions of this Guide, and
despite finishing fourth to Samcro and shaping
better than many, Scarpeta made it 0/30 for horses
that began their career on the level in the past 13
years. Istabraq would be the obvious pick among
the three ex-Flat performers who won the race
between 1997 and 2005, but genuinely National
Hunt-bred horses have dominated of late.

Last year Samcro became the ninth winner in a row
and the 12th in 13 years to have won at least one
bumper. If you include Barton – who won a bumper
for Charlie Brooks (switched to Tim Easterby after
his bumper season) before being disqualified –
19 of the last 24 winners had won at least one
bumper, so horses to have won in that sphere
warrant plenty of respect.

Likewise, of late, horses that began life in Irish
Point-to-Points have also done well, with Samcro
the sixth winner in the past nine years to have won
between the flags. During the past decade, only 18
horses that have won both an Irish Point-to-Point
and a bumper have contested that Ballymore and
six were successful. Backing all 18 would have
yielded a profit of £9.27 to a level-stake £1. If going
one step further, filtering out the horses that hadn’t
won a Graded novice hurdle, the 18 would have
reduced to 12 runners, yet still would have provided
four winners with a level-stakes-profit of £14.27.

The ill-fated Neon Wolf was close to further
enhancing this record two years ago, when
narrowly going down at the hands of Willoughby
Court.

The aforementioned Battleoverdoyen falls into this
category, having won a Point-to-Point, a bumper
and a Grade 1 novice hurdle, as does Commander
of Fleet for the same connections, although he has
the option of going up in distance for the Albert
Bartlett. Olly Murphy’s Brewin’upastorm might well
have ticked all boxes, too, had he not fallen at the
final flight at Cheltenham on trials day.

FOCUS ON THOSE IN FORM

Eight of the past 10 winners – and 23 of the past
30 winners (I thought that far enough to go back)
– had won their previous start and during this
period, only Massini’s Maguire failed to finish in
the first two in their prep run. A second-season
novice – which is unusual for this race – he finished
third in the Classic Novices’ Hurdle on trials day
on his final start before landing the Ballymore,
but it was a strong renewal as he finished behind

subsequent Albert Bartlett winner Wichita
Lineman, while Ballymore runner-up Tidal Bay
filled the second spot.

10 of the last 20 winners – and three in the past five
years – were unbeaten over hurdles.

AGE

The poor record of seven-year-olds (or older)
was highlighted last year (0/52 in the previous 18
renewals) and both runner-up Black Op and Willie
Mullins’ Brahma Bull were added to the list. The last
seven-year-old to win the Ballymore was French
Holly back in 1998 and he really was a top-class
novice, who had spent two seasons in bumpers.
Usually, when looking at seven-year-olds in novice
hurdles – and six-year-olds in the Champion
Bumper for that matter – it is safe to assume
that they had endured some sort of setback at
some stage.

Horses that had won an Irish
Point-to-Point, a bumper and a Graded
novice hurdle are 4/12 during the past
10 years

8 of the last 10 winners were top- or
second-top on official ratings

Respect novices with an official rating of
150 or higher

15 of the last 21 (and 8 of the last 10)
winners had won a Graded novice hurdle
earlier in the season

The last 9 winners had won at least one
bumper

6 of the last 9 winners had won an Irish
Point-to-Point

Irish-trained horses have won 9 of the
last 16 renewals (including 4 of the last 5)

23 of the last 30 winners won last time out

Willie Mullins won the race 4 times
between 2009 and 2016

Only 1 winner in the past 30 years failed
to finish first or second last time out

Only 1 of the last 26 winners was not
aged 5 or 6

Be wary of the Challow Hurdle winner
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Crystal Spirit won the Ballymore as a four-year-old,
as did Fealty and Asir in back-to-back years during
the eighties. Juveniles contesting the Ballymore is
a rarity these days, with only two – Ruthenoise in
2009 and Secret Edge three years later – taking
their chance during the past decade.

Every winner bar French Holly between 1992 and
2018 were aged five or six. This age group provides
the biggest representation, but it is still the area
to focus on.

TRAINERS TO NOTE

Rather like the Supreme, having recorded four
victories in the race between 2008 and 2016,Willie
Mullins is the obvious place to start. He has had
plenty beaten during this period, too, however,
including the four that he saddled in last year’s
renewal.

There aren’t too many other ‘trainer trends’
to note in the Ballymore, although the decent
record (LSP-wise) of Nigel Twiston-Davies was
highlighted last year. He didn’t have a runner 12
months ago.

KEY RACES

Starting with the previous season, theWeatherbys
Champion Bumper at the Cheltenham Festival
has produced four winners in the past 20 years,
including Monsignor, who won both races in 1999
and 2000. Only onewinner in the past decade – The
New One (6th) – contested the Champion Bumper,
whereas two contested the Grade 2 Weatherbys
Racing Bank Standard National Hunt Flat Race at
Aintree. The New One went on to win that event
after his Cheltenham sixth, while Willoughby Court
finished fifth at Aintree some 11 months before his
Ballymore success.

The same two horseswon the LeamingtonNovices’
Hurdle at Warwick and that has proven to be the
best recent guide in terms of the British-trained
horses. No Refuge also won that contest back in
2005, whilst Monsignor and Putty Road also won
their prep race at Warwick during February – the
Leamington was first run in 2002. This year’s
Leamington was won by the improving Beakstown.

The New One also contested the Classic Novices’
Hurdle at Cheltenham on trials day, going down by
just a neck to At Fishers Cross, who won the Albert
Bartlett. Massini’s Maguire was also beaten in the
Classic, again finishing behind the subsequent
Albert Bartlett winner, Wichita Lineman. Last
year’s race saw Santini beat Black Op, with both
placing at the festival before winning Grade 1s at
Aintree. Clearly this is often a strong event and we

looked set for a pulsating finish this year, only for
Brewin’upastorm to fall at the final flight. That left
Nicky Henderson’s Birchdale a long way clear – the
pair stretched nicely away approaching the last –
and I suspect we saw two smart novices on show
in the race once again.

Sandown’s Tolworth Novices’ Hurdle has been
a good guide to both the Supreme and this over
the years. Yorkhill, Monsignor and French Holly
all won that Grade 1 over 2m, before stepping
up in distance to land the Ballymore. This again
highlights that this race is often a test of speed.

Over in Ireland, the Chanelle Pharma Novice
Hurdle is another 2m contest to take seriously.
Prior to last year – Samcro did the double – the
race was run over 2m2f and it has also proven to
be a good guide to both this and the Supreme.
Windsor Park finished runner-up to Nichols Canyon
in the Chanelle Parma, before reversing form in
the Ballymore the following month. Hardy Eustace
was also beaten in the Chanelle Parma before
winning this, whilst both Danoli and Istabraq
completed the double.

Another race to note from Ireland is the Navan
Novice Hurdle, which was a Grade 1 when Nicanor
finished second in it and Mikael d’Haguenet
won it, before being successful in the Ballymore.
It is now run as a Grade 2, but is still worth noting,
and I would expect that Grade 1 Lawlor’s Of Naas
Novice Hurdle to start having an impact.

Those races were won this season by Easy Game
(Navan) and Battleoverdoyen (Naas).

One race to be wary of is Newbury’s Challow
Novices’ Hurdle, with the winner of that festive
Grade 1 having a desperate record in the Ballymore.
It was highlighted last year as being 0/16 and
that still stands, with Poetic Rhythm taking his
chance in the Albert Bartlett. The race was won
this season by Champ, who, at the time of writing,
heads the market for the Ballymore. He had the
aforementioned Brewin’upastorm back in fourth, in
what was a slowly-run affair. It could be significant,
however, that the ground wasn’t anywhere near as
testing as it can be at Newbury over Christmas,
with this race often a real stamina test in the mud.
This season’s renewal was quite the opposite.
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight OR SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 111 Samcro 6 11-7 155 8/11F G Elliott (IRE) 14 1st Gr.1 Chanelle Parma Hurdle (39)

2017 211 Willoughby Court 6 11-7 147 14/1 B Pauling 15 1st Gr.2 Leamington Nov. Hurdle (60)

2016 111 Yorkhill 6 11-7 156 3/1 W Mullins (IRE) 11 1st Gr.1 Tolworth Hurdle (74)

2015 11142 Windsor Park 6 11-7 146 9/2 D Weld (IRE) 10 2nd Gr.1 Chanelle Parma Hurdle (31)

2014 1111 Faugheen 6 11-7 152 6/4F W Mullins (IRE) 15 1st Gr.3 Limerick Nov. Hurdle (74)

2013 1112 The New One 5 11-7 152 7/2 N Twiston-Davies 8 2nd Gr.2 Classic Nov. Hurdle (46)

2012 121 Simonsig 6 11-7 148 2/1F N Henderson 17 1st Morebattle Hurdle (28)

2011 4131 First Lieutenant 6 11-7 142 7/1 M Morris (IRE) 12 1st Gr.1 Future Champions Nov. Hurdle (77)

2010 111 Peddlers Cross 5 11-7 148 7/1 D McCain 17 1st Gr.2 Rossington Main Nov. Hurdle (53)

2009 21111 Mikael d’Haguenet 5 11-7 155 5/2F W Mullins (IRE) 14 1st Gr.2 Moscow Flyer Nov. Hurdle (38)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Leamington Novices’ Hurdle 2 (The New One 1st, Willoughby Court 1st)
Chanelle Parma Novice Hurdle 2 (Windsor Park 2nd, Samcro 1st)

Weatherbys Racing Bank Bumper 2 (The New One 1st, Willoughby Court 5th)
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2.10 RSA Insurance Novices' Chase
(Grade 1) 3m½f – Old Course

OVERVIEW

The RSA Chase remains a thorough test of a
novice, although perhaps not quite as much as it
was five or ten years ago. Plenty has been written
in various publications about the introduction of
the new festival races diluting from others, and the
JLT now offers connections of RSA contenders the
option of running a horse over a er trip.

In the past 4 seasons we have had field sizes
of 8, 8, 12 and 10, and on four occasions in the
past nine years has there been 9 or less runners.
It isn’t always run at the brutal gallop it once was,
but solid form over a staying trip has become a
necessity in recent seasons.

GRADED FORM NOW SEEMS A MUST

The last 17 winners had all contested at least one
Graded novice chase earlier in the season, and in the
past 12 years, seven of the winners had registered a
victory in either a Grade 1 or Grade 2 novice chase
prior to Cheltenham. Might Bite would have further
enhanced that record had he not fallen at the final
fence at Kempton on Boxing Day.

To be fair, seven of last year’s 10-strong field had
contested Graded race(s) earlier in the campaign,
but it is becoming more and more apparent that
the stronger form is standing up and the shocks we
have seen in the not-so distant past – four winners
between 1999 and 2006 ranged in price from 16/1
to 33/1 – could well be a thing of the past.

BOUNCING BACK FROM A DEFEAT

Of the past 20 winners, only Florida Pearl,
Denman and Don Poli have arrived at Cheltenham
with an unbeaten record over fences intact.
The first and last-named pairing had only had
two runs apiece, too, while the mighty Denman
had won four-from-four ahead of his powerhouse
performance in the RSA. The point here being,
don’t be afraid to look at horses that have
been beaten earlier in the campaign, as it is far
from uncommon.

Nine of the last 13 winners had won on their
previous start, with many improving with
experience throughout the season. Six of the last
nine winners were beaten on their debut over
fences, so again don’t be put off by a defeat (or
even two on occasions) in the early weeks/months
of the season.

In the past decade, only one winner had managed
three victories en route to Cheltenham, with the
other nine all winning just the once or twice over
fences in their build-up to the RSA. The last four
winners had scored twice over the larger obstacles.

CHASING EXPERIENCE

Aside from the aforementioned pairing, the other
18 winners from the past 20 had had at least a
minimum of three starts, with 14 of the 18 having
had at least four starts over fences. In general,
building up some experience can help in the RSA.

It is also worth noting that four winners since
2007 (inclusive) had won an Irish Point-to-Point,
so had additional experience of jumping fences.
Denman, Cooldine, O’Faolains Boy and Blaklion
had all won between the flags before racing under
Rules. Incidentally, the last three of that quartet
also won at least one National Hunt Flat race
before embarking on their careers over hurdles,
then fences.

It was highlighted last year that horses who had
made their debut over fences by 31st October
had a decent recent record, and Presenting Percy
enhanced that – only just – by winning on his chase
debut at Galway on 30th October. Only three
horses qualified for this statistic last year, making
it nine winners from 80 runners in the past 15 years.

It is worth noting that the above statistic
includes two horses who had run over fences the
previous season and, since 2000 (inclusive), three
winners had actually had a run over fences in a
previous season. Lord Noelie had fallen once the
season before, Rule Supreme was an experienced
second-season novice, and Might Bite had one run
over fences the season before he won the RSA.
During this period (since 2000), 24 horses have
contested the RSA having run over fences in a
previous season and backing them all would have
yielded a profit of £12 to a level-stake of £1.

No winner since Nahthen Lad made their chase
debut in the same calendar year. He ran in a couple
of handicap hurdles prior to making the switch at
Warwick on 6th January, although he was still able
to run three times before the RSA.

We probably need to factor in the dry autumn this
season for stats such as this. Many horses were later
than usual in getting started and, consequently,
might not have gained the average amount of
experience for this, or any other novice race.
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HURDLES EXPERIENCE/FORM

Since the victory of Nahthen Lad, only one of
the subsequent 21 winners spent longer than one
season over hurdles and that was Might Bite, who
actually only had four starts over hurdles, spread
over two seasons. Twice a winner in the spring of
2015, he finished only fifth on his chase debut, after
which he was side-lined until the following spring.
Therefore, it made sense that he switched back to
hurdles to preserve his novice status and he duly
won a valuable handicap at Kempton.

Of course, Florida Pearl skipped a hurdling season
and was sent straight over fences having won the
previous season’s Champion Bumper. In the past
nine years, four winners had won over hurdles
at the previous season’s Cheltenham Festival.
Both Weapon’s Amnesty and Bobs Worth had
won the previous year’s Albert Bartlett – more
of that race shortly – whilst both Don Poli
and Presenting Percy had won handicaps 12
months earlier. They won the Martin Pipe and
Pertemps Final respectively.

2009 winner Cooldine was a very smart hurdler
and contested the Grade 1 Ladbrokes.com World
Series Hurdle at Punchestown and the Prix La
Barka at Auteuil, but he was theoretically still a
novice at the time (the French race coming just a
month after our season finished). The RSA became
a bit of a graveyard for high-class hurdlers during
the next seven years, with several beaten at short
odds. The likes of Punchestowns (2/1F), Time For
Rupert (7/4F), Grands Crus (6/5F), Smad Place
(13/2 joint-favourite) and More Of That (6/4F)
have all failed to deliver. Many say that horses
spending longer over hurdles learn to jump the
smaller obstacles more slickly and, therefore,
struggle when jumping fences, whilst it could
simply be that they don’t have as much scope for
improvement given that they have hadmore racing.
Either way, the record of horses bordering on
Stayers’ Hurdle class isn’t great.

The Worlds End would fall into this category,
although he isn’t as short a price (at present) as
any of those mentioned above. He also has the
option of the 4m National Hunt Chase

FAVOURITES DOMINATING OF LATE

Presenting Percy was the third winning favourite
in the past four seasons and the sixth market
leader to justify their position at the head of the
betting in the past 12 years. Denman, Albertas Run
and Cooldine were consecutive winning favourites
between 2007-2009 and the favourites have
dominated in the past four years, too. Both Bobs
Worth (joint-second favourite) and Blaklion were

in the top three of the betting, too, so it has paid
to focus on the head of the market. During the past
dozen years, only three winners were sent off at
double-figure odds.

MARES/BREEDING

Josh Gifford’s Brief Gale is the last mare to succeed
in the RSA Chase, and since then ten have taken
their chance without much joy. Half of the ten –
Fiddling The Facts, Lady Cricket, Like-A-Butterfly,

The last 17 winners had contested a
Graded novice chase

20 of the last 21 winners were switched
to fences after one season hurdling

4 of the last 9 winners won over hurdles
at the previous year’s Cheltenham
Festival

4 of the last 9 winners contested the
previous year’s Albert Bartlett

8 of the last 12 winners started in the first
three in the betting

3 favourites have won in the last 4 years
(and 6 in the last 12 years)

9 of the last 13 winners had won on their
previous start

6 of the last 9 winners were beaten on
their chasing debut

9 of the last 10 winners had won just
once or twice over fences

4 winners since 2007 and had won an
Irish Point-to-Point

2 GB-bred winners in the past 3 years
(from just 4 runners)

Willie Mullins has saddled 4 winners

10 of the last 12 winners were aged 7

Only 3 of the last 20 winners were
unbeaten

During the past 12 years, only 3 winners
were sent off at double-figure odds

Be wary of high-class hurdlers (outside
of novice company)

Be wary of mares (0/10 since Brief Gale
won in 1995)
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Cailin Allain and Pomme Tiepy – were sent off at
single-figure odds (three of them at 5/1 or less),
so it can pay to be wary of mares in this event.
Despite the 7lb allowance, it is a mighty ask over
the extended 3m trip, although it is, of course,
worth remembering that Shattered Love was
switched from this race to the JLT last year and
was successful for Gordon Elliott and Gigginstown
House Stud.

Brief Gale was a British-bred mare and the (GB)
suffix has been prominent again in recent seasons,
with Presenting Percy and Blaklion both bred in
Britain. As you’d expect, Irish-bred horses have
dominated when looking back through the winners
(from the biggest representation), but two winners
from just four runners in the past three years is
worth noting. There have actually only been five
GB-bred runners in the RSA during the last five
years, one being a mare (Briery Belle in 2017) and
one being a Flat-bred (The Young Master in 2015),
so it is a fine strike rate.

Between 2002 and 2006 there were a couple
of big-priced French-bred winners – Hussard
Collonges and Star de Mohaison – although they
are 0/26 in the past decade.

KEY RACES

Without doubt, the key trial in recent years for
this is the previous season’s Albert Bartlett
Novices’ Hurdle. No fewer than five of the past
nine winners contested the staying novice hurdle
12 months earlier. Two of last year’s 10-strong field
had run in the 2017 Albert Bartlett, those being
Monalee and Elegant Escape, who filled the places
behind Presenting Percy. The winner had won the
Pertemps Final off a mark of 146 in 2017 and, in
hindsight, would surely have gone very close if he’d
have taken the novice route.

Favourite for the RSA at the time of going to print,
Santini finished third in last year’s Albert Bartlett,
when still very raw and inexperienced. A third run
over fences prior to the festival would be beneficial,
whilst stablemate Ok Corral actually finished one
place in front of him last year. He is reportedly
on target for the National Hunt Chase, but he
certainly shouldn’t be underestimated, if being
rerouted to this.

Two of the four from the Albert Bartlett went on
to contest the Sefton Novices’ Hurdle at Aintree
and, given that the majority of RSA winners were
switched to fences immediately after their novice
chase campaign, it can pay to look closely at these
two races from the previous spring. Another novice
hurdle from the previous season to note is the
Persian War Novices’ Hurdle, which takes place
much earlier in the season. Both One Knight and

Blaklion won the Chepstow Grade 2 during the
novice hurdle campaign.

Moving on to novice chase form and the Flogas
Novice Chase, which is now run at the Dublin
Racing Festival, threw up four winners in the
space of five years between 2009 and 2014.
Both Cooldine and Bostons Angel were successful
in the 2m5f contest, while Weapon’s Amnesty
finished runner-up and Lord Windermere third.
Monalee won last year’s Flogas before chasing
home Presenting Percy in the RSA, and, going back
a bit further, Florida Pearl won the Flogas on his
second start over fences.

Staying in Ireland and the Neville Hotels Novice
Chase, a Grade 1 run over 3m at Leopardstown’s
Christmas Festival. Weapon’s Amnesty was also
second in this contest and Bostons Angel – who
was clearly overlooked at 16/1 for the RSA on the
back of two Grade 1 wins – was successful for
Jessica Harrington. More recently, Don Poli won the
Neville Hotels on just his second chase start.

It can pay to take note of this meeting as
a whole, as Florida Pearl made a winning
chase debut at the fixture on his belated
reappearance; stablemate Cooldine contested the
Grade 1 Racing Post Chase over 2m1f before
successfully stepping up in distance (won the
Flogas next time); and Lord Windermere shed his
maiden tag at the Christmas meeting.

Delta Work, who is another who skipped the Dublin
Racing Festival (a non-runner in the Flogas due to
the quick ground), won the Neville Hotels over
Christmas.

Domestically, the Kauto Star Novices’ Chase (or
the Feltham) is another Grade 1 over 3m during the
festive period. It has been well documented that all
21 winners – including Black Corton last year – to
have subsequently contested the RSA have been
beaten, although Might Bite would have bucked
that trend but for a final-fence fall at Kempton.
Both him and stablemate Bobs Worth have shown
that the race can throw up awinner of this, however,
with the latter finishing third behind Grands Crus
and Silviniaco Conti. Rule Supreme also finished
third at Kempton en route to festival glory.

Nicky Henderson clearly likes to send his best
staying novice to Kempton , with his other winner
Trabolgan also being beaten in the Feltham.
This would be another pointer towards Santini.

Bobs Worth was also beaten in the Reynoldstown
Novices’ Chase at Ascot, another race that –
for years – had a poor record in relation to this.
That has turned on its head in recent years,
however, with three winners between 2008 and
2014 having contested the Grade 2 on their final
start before the RSA. Jonjo O’Neill’s Albertas Run
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and the Rebecca Curtis-trained O’Faolains Boy
completed the double in recent seasons.

Finally, despite being run over half-a-mile shorter,
Newbury’s Berkshire Novices’ Chase – staged at
their Winter Festival much earlier in the season –
has produced a couple of fairly recent winners, in
the shape of Denman and Bobs Worth. The latter
was making his chasing debut when defeating Cue
Card in the 2011 renewal of the Grade 2.

AGE

Might Bite at eight and Don Poli at six are the
only winners in the past 12 years not to be seven
years old. That age group provides the biggest
representation, so you would expect the highest
return, but 10 from 12 is a strong strike rate.
Since 1999, 15 seven-year-olds have been successful
in the 19 runnings.

Five-year-olds have struggled since Star de
Mohaison. The weight-for-age allowance had been
reduced considerably by the time that subsequent
Gold Cup winner Long Run could finish just third
in 2010.

TRAINERS TO NOTE

Despite unsuccessfully throwing a couple of darts
at the race last year, Willie Mullins remains the
most successful current trainer in the RSA Chase,
with four victories to his name to date. Florida
Pearl, Rule Supreme, Cooldine and Don Poli have all
won for the County Carlow-based trainer, while he
has seen both Shaneshill and Bellshill hit the frame
in recent seasons. Al Boum Photo would probably
have held on for third last year, too, had he not
fallen two out.

Nicky Henderson has won the race on three
occasions since 2005 and Paul Nicholls saddled
back-to-back winners in 2006 and 2007. This is
one race that has eluded Gordon Elliott thus far,
but given the ammunition he has – especially for
Gigginstown House Stud who owned both the 2010
and 2015 winners – it is probably only a matter of
time before he changes that.
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Year Form Winner Age Weight OR SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 13112 Presenting Percy 7 11-4 158 5/2F P Kelly (IRE) 10 2nd Gr.2 Red Mills Chase (26)

2017 21F1 Might Bite 8 11-4 154 7/2F N Henderson 12 1st Doncaster Nov. Chase (34)

2016 4F121 Blaklion 7 11-4 150 8/1 N Twiston-Davies 8 1st Gr.2 Towton Nov. Chase (39)

2015 211 Don Poli 6 11-4 156 13/8F W Mullins (IRE) 8 1st Gr.1 Topaz Nov. Chase (72)

2014 2P1 O’Faolain’s Boy 7 11-4 144 12/1 R Curtis 15 1st Gr.2 Reynoldstown Chase (25)

2013 22123 Lord Windermere 7 11-4 145 8/1 J Culloty (IRE) 11 3rd Gr.1 Flogas Chase (32)

2012 132 Bobs Worth 7 11-4 151 9/2 N Henderson 9 2nd Gr.2 Reynoldstown Chase (25)

2011 21411 Bostons Angel 7 11-4 146 16/1 J Harrington (IRE) 12 1st Gr.1 Flogas Chase (32)

2010 3F122 Weapon’s Amnesty 7 11-4 152 10/1 C Byrnes (IRE) 9 2nd Gr.1 Flogas Chase (38)

2009 8131 Cooldine 7 11-4 155 9/4F W Mullins (IRE) 15 1st Gr.1 Flogas Chase (24)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Albert Bartlett Novices’ Hurdle 5
(Weapon’s Amnesty 1st, Bostons Angel p.u., Bobs Worth 1st, O’Faolain’s Boy 4th, Blaklion p.u.)

Flogas Chase 4 (Cooldine 1st, Weapon’s Amnesty 2nd, Bostons Angel 1st, Lord Windermere 3rd)
Neville Hotels Novices Chase 3 (Weapon’s Amnesty 2nd, Bostons Angel 1st, Don Poli 1st)

Reynoldstown Chase 2 (Bobs Worth 2nd, O’Faolain’s Boy 1st)
Kauto Star Novices’ Chase 2 (Bobs Worth 3rd, Might Bite fell)

Sefton Novices' Hurdle 2 (Weapon's Amnesty 5th, Blaklion 4th)
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2.50 Coral Cup Handicap Hurdle
Handicap Hurdle (Grade 3) 2m5f - Old Course

OVERVIEW

The first of two handicap hurdles to be run over an
intermediate trip, the Coral Cup is of higher quality
than the Martin Pipe Conditional Jockeys’ race later
in the week. In recent years, the race has been won
by some high-class young horses as they climb the
ladder. Look for a relatively unexposed hurdler –
second-season hurdlers have done well – who
aspires to develop into a Graded-class performer.

OFFICIAL RATINGS

Last year’s winner Bleu Berry became the seventh
in the past 10 years to be rated in the 140s.
The standard of winner (in terms of official
ratings) appears to be on the up, with four of the
five winners between 2013-2017 rated between 148
and 153.

Going back a little further, Sky’s The Limit
shouldered top-weight to victory in 2006, but that
came from a mark of just 144. The next two winners
– Burntoakboy and Naiad du Misselot – were rated
just 128 and 130 respectively. Neither horse would
have made the cut for the past seven renewals,
which again highlights the improved standard
of field. Incidentally, the top-weight in 2007 was
Kicks For Free, who finished runner-up off 143,
chasing home Naiad Du Misselot. The table below
highlights the official rating of the top weight in
each of the past 10 renewals, with the lowest being
150, some 7lb higher to that of Kicks For Free.

The table also highlights the lowest official rating
that got in each year, which should help you get
a feel for the standard of horse required to make

the cut, should you want to consider taking an
early look at the entries for the handicaps. I think
this is advisable. Plenty has been written about
the lack of value in the antepost markets for the
Graded races in recent years and that we are
now better off waiting for offers and enhanced
prices during festival week itself. That may be,
but the handicaps offer the opportunity to get
ahead. Put the homework in and, with many
Non-Runner-No-Bet concessions already well in
place, there is no harm in backing a horse you fancy
for more than one handicap, if doubly engaged.

CLASS SHINING THROUGH

As well as the better quality of field on show in the
Coral Cup – as highlighted in the previous section –
the standard of the winner has improved in recent
seasons, too. Ilnamar – who was having his first
start over hurdles in Britain – won the Coral Cup off
137 and won the Grade 1 Aintree Hurdle on his very
next start. Monkerhostin would also contest the
Aintree Hurdle on his next start, before developing
into a very smart chaser.

This trend has continued strongly during the past
decade, with no fewer than nine of the last 10
winners running in a Grade 1 or Grade 2 on their
very next start. Foreseeing the future isn’t easy, but
the message here is that the winner is likely to go
on to bigger and better things. Therefore, try to
look for a horse with the potential to become more
than just a handicapper.

Of the nine horses in question, six ran again the
same season, with four going on to contest the
Grade 1 Stayers Liverpool Hurdle over 3m at
Aintree. Supasundae went close to completing the
double when chasing home Yanworth on Grand
National day, while Whisper was able to take the
step up in class in his stride. The latter would
follow up in the Aintree contest 12 months later,
while Supasundae proved himself to be a genuine
Grade 1 performer last season, winning twice at
the top level and finishing runner-up in the Stayers’
Hurdle at Cheltenham and the Aintree Hurdle.

Look for a potentially high-class hurdler lurking
just below the head of the weights, with Bleu Berry
becoming the eighth winner in the last 10 years to
hail from the top eight.
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Winner OR Lowest OR Runners

2018 143 135 26

2017 148 136 25

2016 149 139 26

2015 139 138 25

2014 153 135 28

2013 148 134 28

2012 135 134 28

2011 140 128 22

2010 141 126 28

2009 140 137 27
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BERRY CONTINUED THE
FRENCH REVOLUTION

Bleu Berry became the fifth French-bred winner
of the Coral Cup in the past decade and the ninth
since 2002, when the aforementioned Ilnamar was
successful. Of those nine French-bred winners, a
couple – namely Spirit River and Aux Ptits Soins
– were winning this during their first season in the
UK; indeed, the latter was making his British debut
on what was just his second start over hurdles.

Being a more precocious breed, the French
are likely to be ready for a race of this nature –
often strongly run and a large field – before the
British- and Irish-bred horses of similar age.

10 French-bred horses took their chance in last
year’s race. 11 did the same in 2016 and 9 in 2015,
but other than that it has been a small percentage
of the field which has been represented by
such horses over the past few years. In the past
decade, 64 have taken their chance, with five
successful. This would have yielded a profit of
£31 to a level-stake £1. During this time, 11 more
have finished in the first five home, some at tidy
prices, too.

Going back to 2002 (inclusive), a further 38 have
taken their chance. Therefore, the overall record
in the past 17 years for French-bred horses in the
Coral Cup reads 9/102 and would have yielded a
more-than-healthy profit of £46.50 to a level-stake
£1. All this from just 23% of the fields.

CHELTENHAM FORM

Only three winners during the past 10 years
boasted previous Cheltenham Festival form, those
being Carlito Brigante, who had finished fourth
in the previous season’s Triumph Hurdle; Son Of
Flicka, who had finished runner-up in the Martin
Pipe in 2011 off a 5lb lower mark; and Supasundae,
who finished sixth in the 2015 Champion Bumper
and seventh in the 2016 Supreme Novices’ Hurdle.

Additionally, all five winners between 2010 and
2014 had run at Cheltenham earlier in the season.
Carlito Brigante had contested the Relkeel Hurdle,
whereas the other quartet – which aside from
UK debutant Aux Ptits Soins were the last four
British-trainedwinners of the Coral Cup – contested
a handicap at Cheltenham earlier in the campaign.

Spirit River was successful in a 2m1f handicap
at the December meeting; Son Of Flicka was
unplaced in the Greatwood Hurdle; Medinas
finished runner-up in a 2m5f handicap at the
October meeting before finishing fourth to At
Fishers Cross in the 3m Citipost Handicap Hurdle
at the December meeting; and Whisper had

finished third under top weight in the intermediate
handicap at the Open meeting. Respect handicap
form from the track earlier in the season.

KEY RACES

There aren’t too many obvious ‘trials’ for the
Coral Cup, although both Medinas and Whisper
– back-to-back winners in 2013 and 2014 – had
contested the Welsh Champion Hurdle on their
previous outing. Medinas was successful at Ffos
Las, whereas Whisper finished runner-up to Saphir
du Rheu, although the race has subsequently been
reformed (once again) and is now run over 2m and
staged much earlier in the season. Therefore, it
remains to be seen if it has any impact on this race
going forward.

Idole First had finished sixth in the Betfair Hurdle
– was known as the Totesport Trophy at the time –

9 of the last 17 winners have been
French-bred (from less than 23%
representation)

8 of the last 10 winners hailed from the
top 8 in the weights

Gordon Elliott has saddled 2 winners and
3 placed horses from just 10 runners

9 of the last 10 winners would contest
a Grade 1 or Grade 2 on their very next
start (therefore look for a classy,
up-and-coming type)

7 of the last 10 winners were rated in
the 140s

Respect Cheltenham handicap form from
earlier in the season

Irish-trained horses have won the last 3
renewals

Respect Irish-trained horses hailing from
conditions races

10 of the last 14 winners were
second-season hurdlers (focus on
lightly-raced types)

Only 4 of the last 10 winners won last
time out

Only 3 of the last 10 winners had
previously run at the festival

Only 3 winners this century had run in
more than 9 hurdle races

KEY TRENDS
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and Spirit River also hailed from the same Newbury
feature. Activial finished placed in both contests in
2015, as did Get Me Out Of Here in 2012 and Bothy
in 2011.

The four winners of the Coral Cup highlighted in
this section were second-season hurdlers and such
horses have a tremendous record. Bleu Berry had
one run over hurdles – when falling at the last – in
March 2016, so was a third-season hurdler when
successful last term, but he had only had six
starts over hurdles, so again fits the profile of a
lightly-raced sort; 10 of the last 14 winners were
second-season hurdlers. Bleu Berry had previously
had just the one start over 2m4f – in Grade 1
company as a novice the previous April – but he
was stepping back up in distance, having belatedly
reappeared over 2m in February, and horses
stepping up in trip have a fair record, also.

Regular readers of my work will know that I am
a big advocate of backing – or certainly looking
seriously at – novices in handicaps. However,What’s
Up Boys is the only novice to have won the Coral
Cup. He falls in to the second-season category –
only just – having had one start over hurdles in
Ireland before joining Philip Hobbs. Again, he was
very lightly raced and had only had five hurdles
starts prior to his win, after which he took his
chance in the Grade 1 Sefton Novices’ Hurdle at
Aintree. The subsequent Mildmay Novices’ Chase
and Hennessy Cognac Gold Cup winner is another
example of a horse winning this before going on to
bigger and better things.

Unlike the previous five Irish trained-winners,
Bleu Berry ran in a handicap on his previous
start, whereas the others had contested

small-field conditions events. Both Diamond
King and Supasundae had won over 2m4f at
Punchestown en route to Cheltenham and such
form clearly warrants respect, despite the obvious
difference in nature between races.

TRAINERS TO NOTE

The very good record of Gordon Elliott was well
highlighted in last year’s Guide, and his Barra – a
second-season, French-bred hurdler, incidentally
– finished a good third last year at 16/1. He also
saddled the 2016 winner and his record now reads
as two winners and three placed horses from just
10 runners – a solid strike rate and one that has
proven profitable to follow.

Compatriot Willie Mullins shed his Coral Cup
maiden tag last year and, in doing so, just denied
Paul Nicholls a second win in the race in four years.
He saddled Aux Ptits Soins to win in 2015 and his
giant Topofthegame went down by just a neck 12
months ago. Nicholls also saddled the fifth home
in 2016 (also ran Politologue, who disappointed)
and his two runners in 2017 finished sixth and
seventh, respectively. A winner and two placed –
almost every firm pays 5 places on the Coral Cup
– horses from just seven runners in four years is a
good effort.

Nicky Henderson won this race twice in five years
between 2010 and 2014 but has saddled 16 runners
since Whisper was successful and the same horse
has fared best of those, finishing fourth last year.
Evidently, he throws more darts at the race than
Gordon Elliott, for example.
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight OR SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 0 Bleu Berry 7 11-2 143 20/1 W Mullins (IRE) 26 17th Listed Leopardstown Hurdle (40)

2017 8124 Supasundae 7 11-4 148 16/1 J Harrington (IRE) 25 4th Gr.2 Boyne Hurdle (24)

2016 421 Diamond King 8 11-3 149 12/1 G Elliott (IRE) 26 1st Punchestown Hurdle (67)

2015 31 Aux Ptits Soins 5 10-7 139 9/1 P Nicholls 26 1st Prix Cadoudal Hurdle (178)

2014 3312 Whisper 6 11-6 153 14/1 N Henderson 28 2nd Welsh Champion Hurdle (39)

2013 2241 Medinas 6 11-10 148 33/1 A King 28 1st Welsh Champion Hurdle (39)

2012 9090 Son of Flicka 8 10-6 135 16/1 D McCain 28 13th Lanzarote Hurdle (60)

2011 2102 Carlito Brigante 5 11-0 (2ow) 140 16/1 G Elliott (IRE) 22 2nd Fairyhouse Hurdle (46)

2010 510 Spirit River 5 11-2 141 14/1 N Henderson 28 17th Gr.3 Betfair Hurdle (32)

2009 4511 Ninetieth Minute 6 10-3 140 14/1 T Taaffe (IRE) 27 1st Listed Thurles Hurdle (80)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDE

Welsh Champion Hurdle 2 (Medinas 1st, Whisper 2nd)
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“My 20-Year Memory”
COLE HARDEN - 2015

“Arrived at the Festival on the back of being comprehensively beaten in the Cleeve Hurdle, but had
undergone a wind operation subsequently. The combination of that, and some spring ground appeared
to work the oracle as Cole Harden came alive on that Thursday afternoon. Under a majestic pillar-to-post
ride from Gavin Sheehan, the six-year-old led his rivals a merry dance. As he kicked for home, the distress
signals were appearing in behind, and the pair powered up the Cheltenham Hill to give Warren Greatrex
his first Cheltenham Festival winner as a trainer. It is fair to say he did me a favour; so much so, I even had

a table for guests at my wedding named after him!”

ED QUIGLEY - RACING BROADCASTER AND JOURNALIST



3.30 Betway Queen Mother Champion Chase
(Grade 1) 2m – Old Course

OVERVIEW

The true test for the two-mile chaser, the Queen
Mother Champion Chase is generally run at a
strong pace and, therefore, requires a horse who is
able to jump fluently at speed. We’ve seen the likes
of Kauto Star andWell Chief exit early in Champion
Chases when sent off short-priced favourites – in
back-to-back renewals in 2006 and 2007 – and
even dual winner Moscow Flyer unseated Barry
Geraghty in 2004. Jumping slickly is a must, with
even a semblance of a mistake potentially costly.

Unlike in the Champion Hurdle, older horses
don’t have too bad a record in this, with the
aforementioned Moscow Flyer regaining his title
as an 11-year-old; Sprinter Sacre won his second
Champion Chase at the age of 10, the same age of
2016 winner Special Tiara.

LAST YEAR’S ARKLE WINNER
THE PLACE TO START

Going back to the 90s, Remittance Man – who
provided Nicky Henderson with the first of five
victories in the race – and Klairon Davis won
the Queen Mother Champion Chase a year on

from their respective wins in the Arkle Trophy.
More recently – starting in 2002 with Moscow Flyer
– six winners of the Champion Chase had won the
Arkle 12 months earlier. During this 16-year period,
only 10 Arkle winners took their chance in the
following season’s QueenMother, so this represents
a solid strike rate. Of the other four, three finished
runner-up, with only Douvan disappointing in 2016.

The record of the last 10 Arkle winners to contest
the Queen Mother Champion Chase reads
1121211201, with Altior adding his name to the list
last year. The fate of the reigning Arkle Trophy
winner is displayed in the table opposite.

Backing last year’s Arkle winner in the Queen
Mother blindly during this period would have
yielded a healthy – and slightly surprising – profit
of £15.88 to a level-stake of £1.

This is obviously a huge plus for fans of Footpad
and in general this century, second-season chasers
boast a fine record.

1-FROM-1 THIS SEASON
OVER FENCES

After an interrupted season Altior became
the third horse since 1999 to win the Champion
Chase on just their second start of the season,
having won on reappearance. The others were
the fragile-but-talented grey Call Equiname,
who won the Victor Chandler Chase (valuable
handicap which was switched to Kempton)
a couple of months before his Cheltenham
success on what was his first start in 14 months,
and Flagship Uberalles, who was deliberately
freshened up after his Tingle Creek win in
early-December.

By virtue of running twice over hurdles – behind
Brave Inca in both the Morgiana Hurdle and the
December Festival Hurdle – Newmill is another
Champion Chase winner to have been successful
on his sole chase start earlier in the campaign.
He won the Kinloch Brae Chase at Thurles over
2m4f on his start prior to winning his Queen
Mother and was somewhat overlooked in the
market, being sent off at 16/1.

During the past 20 years, only seven horses
have actually contested this race on the back of
one winning chase start earlier in the campaign.
The other three were Tiutchev, Well Chief (fell at
the second when sent off favourite), and 2010 third
Kalahari King. 4 winners from just seven runners is
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Arkle Winner QMCC (following season)

2017 Altior WON

2016 Douvan 7th

2015 Un de Sceaux 2nd

2014 Western Warhorse didn't run

2013 Simonsig didn't run

2012 Sprinter Sacre WON

2011 Captain Chris didn't run

2010 Sizing Europe WON

2009 Forpadydedeplaster 2nd

2008 Tidal Bay didn't run

2007 My Way De Solzen didn't run

2006 Voy Por Ustedes WON

2005 Contraband didn't run

2004 Well Chief 2nd

2003 Azertyuiop WON

2002 Moscow Flyer WON
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a fine strike rate (57%) and would have yielded a
profit of £19.25 to a level-stake of £1.

At the time of writing, there are no qualifiers this
year, but the point being here is that horses can
win the Champion Chase on the back of a quiet or
interrupted season.

IN-FORM HORSE

Since the foot-and-mouth outbreak in 2001, 13 of
the 17 winners were last-time-out winners and all in
Graded company. And, of the four that had failed
to win on their previous start, only one (Sizing
Europe) had failed to win at any stage during
that season. In fact, of the past 20 winners, Sizing
Europe was the only one without a win on the
board earlier in the campaign. In fairness to him, he
ran over the best part of 3m on his first two starts,
before returning after almost three months off to
finish third over 2m on his prep run. Generally, we
are looking for an in-form horse.

During the past 30 years, 29winners had run during
January or February, with only Sprinter Sacre –
who was on the comeback trail in 2016 – not having
run during the calendar year. Races for horses of
this level of ability are few and far between (more
of which can be read shortly), so their season is
generally mapped out for them, but it is apparent
that a run after the turn of the year tends to put
the finishing touches to a Champion Chase winner.
In the case of Sprinter Sacre – at least for his second
win – he ran twice in the space of around six weeks
(latterly at Kempton over Christmas) before being
freshened up ahead of his memorable success.

NO AGE CONCERN

As touched upon briefly in the ‘Overview’, we have
seen plenty of older horses winning the Champion
Chase in recent years. Five of the past 21 winners
were in double-digits, four of them winning as
10-year-olds – including back-to-back winners in
2016 and 2017 – with the great Moscow Flyer going
one better at the age of 11, when regaining his
crown. We’ve also seen five nine-year-olds winning
the race during the past 20 years, and this is the
age of hot favourite Altior, who is bidding to win at
a fourth successive festival.

At the other end of the scale, in recent years only
Voy Por Ustedes and Master Minded have won the
Champion Chase at six or younger. You have to go
all the way back to Inkslinger in 1973 to find the last
six-year-old winner prior to that pair. In fairness,
not too many six-year-olds take their chance in
this race – only eight have tried since 2007. As for
five-year-olds, Master Minded is the only runner of
that age group in the past decade. The performance

he put up when winning in 2008 was one of the
best displays – if not the best – that I have seen
from any chaser at a Cheltenham Festival during
my lifetime and he is best treated as a one-off.

There is no real age bias in recent seasons, but
don’t be put off by a supposed older horse.

TRAINERS TO NOTE

With four wins in the past seven years and
five Champion Chases in the bag in total,
Nicky Henderson is the obvious place to start.
His Champion Hurdle record is an enviable one,
too, and it is clear that Henderson has been blessed
with some top-class speedsters over the years.
He has also seen the likes of Petit Robin –
incidentally a six-year-old in 2009 – and Travado
– beaten a neck in a titanic battle in 1994 – hit
the frame.

We have touched upon Altior having an interrupted
season already ahead of last year’s success, but
it is apparent that Henderson likes to give his

6 of the last 10 Arkle winners from the
previous season to have run have won

Horses 1/1 over fences earlier in season
are 4/7 during the last 20 years

13 of the last 17 winners were
last-time-out winners in Graded
company

29 of the last 30 winners ran during
January or February

Second-season chasers have a fine
recent record

Don’t be afraid of backing ‘older horses’

Nicky Henderson has won 4 of the past
7 renewals

Respect Henry de Bromhead runners

Only 1 of the last 10 Arkle winners to
have run have failed to finish first or
second

Only 1 of the last 20 winners had failed to
win earlier in the season

Only 1 winner in the last 30 years failed
to run during the calendar year

Only 3 six-year-olds (or younger) have
won since 1974

KEY TRENDS
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Champion Chase contenders a light campaign.
His other three recent winners all ran just twice
earlier in the season, the trainer possibly mindful
that he gave the aforementioned Travado – a very
good Arkle winner the season before – four runs
in the first half of his second season over fences.
This season, Henderson has allowed Altior to run
three times, as detailed below.

Paul Nicholls has also won five Queen Mothers
and another win for either would see them tie
Tom Dreaper as the leading trainer in this contest.
Nicholls’ first victory came in 1999 when Call
Equiname was successful under Mick Fitzgerald
and his more recent quartet were all aged seven
or under, underlining the fact that he had a spell of
acquiring precocious talent from France, certainly
in the case of Azertyuiop and Master Minded.
Since Dodging Bullets won and then finished
seventh the following season, Nicholls has only
saddled one horse, that being Politologue, who
finished fourth last year.

With two wins in the space of seven years
between 2011 and 2017, Henry de Bromhead
certainly deserves a mention, also. Sizing
Europe at 10/1 and Special Tiara at 11/1 rewarded
his followers, whilst the pair finished placed
on four occasions, too. The former finished
runner-up in the two seasons after his win –
arguably unlucky that the final fence was omitted in
2012 – and the latter finished third (at 18/1 and 16/1
respectively) in 2015 and 2016. De Bromhead has a
good record with 2m chasers in general – referred
to in last year’s Aintree and Punchestown Festivals
Guide in relation to the Maghull Novices’ Chase –
and he has saddled 11 horses during the past eight
years. Two wins, two seconds and two thirds reads
pretty well and backing all of his runners during
this period would have yielded a profit of £12 to
a level-stake £1; that’s without considering the
each-way option with his bigger-priced runners.

KEY RACES

The Clarence House Chase at Ascot has proven to
be the best ‘trial’ for the Queen Mother in recent
seasons, with six of the last 10 winners running in it.
Four of them – Master Minded, Sprinter Sacre (when
it was re-routed to Cheltenham), Sire de Grugy
and Dodging Bullets – won the race, while Finian’s
Rainbow finished runner-up and Special Tiara (also
re-routed to Cheltenham) could finish only fifth.

Last year, Altior was forced to miss his intended
early-season engagement in the Tingle Creek
Chase at Sandown, a race that 11 of the winners this
century had contested. Flagship Uberalles, Moscow
Flyer, Master Minded, Sprinter Sacre, Sire de Grugy
and Dodging Bullets all completed the double.

Altior has enjoyed a clearer run of things this
season – fitness-wise – and he won both races,
scoring by four lengths on unsuitably soft ground
at Sandown and by an easy seven lengths at Ascot.

Altior did enhance the record of last year’s Arkle,
something that has been well documented
already, while another Cheltenham contest – the
Shloer Chase at the Open meeting, won this year
by Sceau Royal – has come to the fore in recent
seasons. Prior to last year, the previous four
Champion Chase winners had taken their chance
in that contest during November. Four winners in
the past decade also ran in the previous season’s
Queen Mother Champion Chase, and four winners
also hailed from the Desert Orchid Chase run at
Kempton over Christmas.

Sandwiched in between his victories at Sandown
and Ascot, Altior also won the Desert Orchid, in
thoroughly authoritative style. He gave weight to
all four rivals and dished out a very comprehensive
beating to them, in what – visually – was his most
impressive performance of the season.

Over in Ireland, the Tied Cottage Chase – run
at Punchestown during January – was used as
the springboard to success by four of the last
six Irish-trained winners. This race was, however,
replaced last season by the Grade 2 Dublin Chase
at the newly-formed Dublin Racing Festival and
was won by Min, who went on to chase home Altior
at Cheltenham. I would expect this race to be the
key Irish ‘trial’ going forward and it was won by
Min, once again, although the race was marred by
the fatal injury suffered to 2017 Champion Chase
winner Special Tiara.
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight OR SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 11 Altior 8 11-10 170 Evs F N Henderson 9 1st Gr.2 Betfair Chase (33)

2017 315 Special Tiara 10 11-10 159 11/1 H de Bromhead (IRE) 10 5th Gr.1 Clarence House Chase (46)

2016 11 Sprinter Sacre 10 11-10 170 5/1 N Henderson 10 1st Gr.2 Desert Orchid Chase (80)

2015 311 Dodging Bullets 7 11-10 171 9/2 P Nicholls 9 1st Gr.1 Clarence House Chase (53)

2014 12111 Sire de Grugy 8 11-10 169 11/4F G Moore 11 1st Gr.1 Clarence House Chase (53)

2013 11 Sprinter Sacre 7 11-10 179 1/4F N Henderson 7 1st Gr.1 Clarence House Chase (46)

2012 12 Finian’s Rainbow 9 11-10 164 4/1 N Henderson 8 2nd Gr.1 Clarence House Chase (53)

2011 223 Sizing Europe 9 11-10 160 10/1 H de Bromhead (IRE) 11 3rd Gr.2 Tied Cottage Chase (45)

2010 2141 Big Zeb 9 11-10 165 10/1 C Murphy (IRE) 9 1st Gr.2 Tied Cottage Chase (45)

2009 11 Master Minded 6 11-10 186 4/11F P Nicholls 12 1st Gr.1 Clarence House Chase (53)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Clarence House Chase 6 (Master Minded 1st, Finian’s Rainbow 2nd, Sprinter Sacre 1st,
Sire de Grugy 1st, Dodging Bullets 1st, Special Tiara 5th)

Tingle Creek Chase 5 (Master Minded 1st, Big Zeb 4th, Sprinter Sacre 1st,
Sire de Grugy 1st, Dodging Bullets 1st)

Arkle Chase 5 (Sizing Europe 1st, Finian’s Rainbow 2nd, Sprinter Sacre 1st,
Dodging Bullets 4th, Altior 1st)

Champion Chase 4 (Master Minded 1st, Big Zeb fell, Sprinter Sacre p.u., Special Tiara 3rd)
Desert Orchid Chase 4 (Finian’s Rainbow 1st, Sire de Grugy 1st, Sprinter Sacre 1st, Special Tiara 1st)

Shloer Chase 4 (Sire de Grugy 2nd, Dodging Bullets 3rd, Sprinter Sacre 1st, Special Tiara 3rd)
Maghull Chase 3 (Finian’s Rainbow 1st, Sprinter Sacre 1st, Sire de Grugy 4th)

AAVVAAIILLAABBLLEE TTOO BBUUYY OONNLLIINNEE AATTYYTT IINNYYTTLLAAAA
www...bbbbeee eeennnddddsss ppp...cccooooooo...uuuukkkkssssssshhhhoooopppeeeettttttttrrrreeeewwwwwwwwwww

CHELTENHAM FESTIVAL TEXT TIPS

SHORTLISTS
FOR ALL 28 RACES!ONLY

£10

t 01933 304776 | e bettrendsshop@weatherbys.co.uk | @bettrends
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4.10 Glenfarclas Cross Country Chase
3m6f – Cross Country Course

OVERVIEW

A race that splits opinion among many National
Hunt fans, the Cross Country Chase was a handicap
for the first 11 years (2005-2015) before becoming
a level-weights contest for the past three years.
Given this change, I would expect some of the
earlier trends to become less significant and we
should see more created in the coming years.

Only three of the 14 winners hadn’t tested
themselves around this course prior to winning,
and two of those had raced around the Banks
course at Punchestown, so experience in such
races is crucial. The calibre of winner has increased
in the past couple of years, with last year’s winner
Tiger Roll going on to complete a famous double in
the Grand National at Aintree.

ELLIOTT TAKING THE RACE SERIOUSLY

Between 2007 and 2015, Gordon Elliott saddled
only two horses in the Cross Country Chase.
Runner-up in 2007, Silver Birch also went on to win
the Grand National at Aintree and again took his
chance in 2010 (unplaced). The only other horse
Elliott saddled whilst the race was a handicap was
Chicago Grey, who also finished unplaced in 2015.

Whether the timing was coincidental or not, but
since the race was made into a level-weights event
Elliott has saddled six horses during the past three
years and won it the last twice. In 2016, he only
saddled Bless The Wings, who crossed the line in
third, but was later promoted to second, when Any
Currency was later disqualified for having a banned
substance in his sample.

Touching upon the 2016 race briefly; given that he
was ‘first past the post’ we have previously used
Any Currency as the winner for trends terms.
However, I’m also going to touch upon Josies
Orders when need be, as he goes down on record
as the official winner of the race.

Back to Elliott and in 2017 he saddled just two
runners, who finished first and second. Bless
The Wings once again hit the frame – this time
sent off at 10/1 having been 33s the previous
season – chasing home his stablemate and
Cheltenham specialist Cause of Causes. The same
pair failed to complete last year, but he still found
the winner courtesy of another former festival
winner, Tiger Roll. The winner and Bless The Wings
went on to finish first and third at Aintree and it
is also worth noting that Bless The Wings finished

runner-up in the Irish Grand National after his Cross
Country exploits. It is becoming apparent that
Elliott likes to use this race as a springboard to the
Nationals, but also that he is beginning to take this
race very seriously and that is likely to continue.

From just six runners, two winners and two places
are a very solid return since the nature of the race
was changed. Backing the Elliott runners in the
past three years would have yielded a profit of £7
to a level-stake of £1.

FOUR-MILER A GOOD POINTER

The past three winners – if using Any Currency as
the 2016 winner – all contested the 4m National
Hunt Chase as a novice, with both Cause of Causes
and Tiger Roll successful in the marathon novice
chase. This isn’t just something new neither, as four
of the first seven winners of the race also contested
the four-miler as a novice. Spot Thedifference
finished third in 1999; Garde Champetre finished
ninth in 2007; and Sizing Australia had filled the
same spot behind Old Benny in 2008.

As you can see, it sometimes takes a horse a few
years to fulfil their potential in the Cross Country
sphere, but during the 14 years only 30 horses have
contested this race having run in a National Hunt
Chase earlier in their career (this figure includes
horses who returned more than once). 7 winners
from 30 runners is a fine strike rate and one which
would have provided a healthy profit of £17 to a
level-stake £1, had all 30 been backed. Aside from
Garde Champetre, you could have increased this
further, by stopping backing those horses after
they had won their Cross Country race.

COURSE EXPERIENCE

As touched upon briefly in the ‘Overview’, 11 of
the 14 winners had already tasted experience
of this course when successful at the festival.
I’ll touch upon the various races run over the course
in the ‘Key Races’ section, but six of the last 10
winners had their final start before winning in one
of the races on this course earlier in the campaign.
In total, eight of the last 10 winners had run on the
course earlier in the season.

Only Spot Thedifference and Josies Orders – if you
wish to class him as the rightful winner – boasted
an unbeaten record on the track, both having won
two-from-two around the course earlier in the
season. Any Currency had lots of experience in
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7 of the 14 winners contested the 4m
National Hunt Chase as a novice
The past two winners won the NH Chase

5 winners (including the past 2) were
having just their second start on the
course, having had one ‘prep’ at the track
earlier in the season

2 of the last 4 winners owned by
Gigginstown House Stud from just 5
runners

The last 2 winners were dual Cheltenham
Festival winners

Gordon Elliott has saddled the last 2
winners

8 of the last 10 winners had run at the
course earlier in the season (6 of the last
10 on their latest start)

Respect JP McManus runners

6 of the last 10 winners had been off the
track since before Christmas

4 winners (if including Josies Orders)
had their prep run over hurdles

Only 3 winners had not run on the course
previously

Only 1 winner had not run on this course
or the Banks course at Punchestown

No horse aged 7 or younger has ever
won

Paul Nicholls and Willie Mullins (no
runners last year) have a poor record

KEY TRENDS
the book, whereas it has become noticeable that
horses having their second start on the track have
a fine record. The past two winners had been given
a ‘sighter’ of the course earlier in the season by
Gordon Elliott, with Cause of Causes finishing fifth
on trials day (rescheduled) and Tiger Roll finishing
sixth at the December fixture.

Heads Onthe Ground had a similar profile, having
finished third on his sole start at the track the
previous December, while both Garde Champetre
and Balthazar King failed to complete on their one
and only start at the track before winning their
respective first Cross Country title. The former
was a faller at the December meeting, while the
latter was carried out in the same race some four
years later.

The point being made here is that a prep run,
followed by (presumed) intensive schooling at
home and, on occasions, schooling sessions on
the course before the festival seems to be a good
approach. Maybe too many runs sours a horse and
only Any Currency won this on the back of six or
more Cross Country runs (including Punchestown).

FESTIVAL FORM

The National Hunt Chase has already been covered
in detail, but looking at the Cheltenham Festival
as a whole, 10 of the 14 winners* had run at the
festival previously and the past two winners were
dual festival winners. As well as both winning the
four-miler, Cause of Causes had won the 2016
Kim Muir (also finished runner-up in that race
in 2014, as well as contesting the 2013 Supreme
Novices’ Hurdle), and Tiger Roll won the 2014
Triumph Hurdle.

A New Story and Any Currency had finished placed
in this race previously, while only Native Jack,
Heads Onthe Ground, Big Shu and Rivage d’Or had
never run at the festival before.

* 10 from 14 stands whether you use Any Currency
or Josies Orders as your 2016 winner, with the latter
running in the 2014 Pertemps Final.

TRAINERS/OWNERS TO NOTE

We’ve already covered the exploits of Gordon
Elliott and it was another Irish trainer Enda Bolger
who dominated this race for the first five years,
saddling four winners. Synonymous with horses in
the Cross Country sphere, Bolgerwould later record
a fifth win in the race following the disqualification
of Any Currency (his Josies Orders placed first,
having finished runner-up). It was highlighted last
year that Bolger has struggled of late, but he has
still had three horses (if counting Josies Orders as

the winner) hit the frame since he saddled a 1-2-3
back in 2009.

All three of those were carrying the silks of
John P McManus, and ‘JP’ has owned no fewer
than six winners (if counting Josies Orders) and
a further nine to have finished second or third.
Fellow leading Irish owner Gigginstown House
Stud have also won the race twice in the past
four years, from a much smaller representation.
Rather like their now-main-trainer Elliott, the
powerful operation didn’t appear to take this
race seriously in the early days, running just two
horses – Dix Villez (5th in 2009) and One Cool
Cookie (ran out in 2011) – in the first 10 renewals.
However, there seems to be a change in mindset
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of late – perhaps as a result of Elliott targeting the
race, although they’ve only actually teamed up
with one horse – Tiger Roll – to date, and we’ve
seen five Gigginstown runners in the past four
years. Two winners from seven runners is a fine
strike rate and would have produced a profit of £18
to a level-stake £1.

The only British trainer to win the race more than
once is Philip Hobbs, although his two victories
were gained with the same horse, Balthazar King.

KEY RACES

As was detailed in last year’s Guide, there have
been several changes over the years in the
make-up of the Cross Country Chases run earlier in
the season at the track. There is a race at each the
November and December meeting (and sometimes
on trials day if one of those has been lost), both of
which are now handicaps. Both have had a spell
as conditions races in the past, but, basically,
both are vital guides to this, as eight of the last
10 winners had contested at least one (if not two).
I’ve separated the races for this year’s ‘Leading
Ten-Year Guide’ and both races have provided
five winners each in the past 10 years, under
differing guises.

The race in November was won by Josies Orders,
who beat Fact Of The Matter, who returned a
month later to score by a neck, from another
Bolger/McManus runner, My Hometown.

Last season’s renewal has also proven to be a
good guide, with four winners have contested this
race the previous season, while the leading Irish
‘trial’ for this has been the P.P. Hogan Memorial
Cross Country Chase, run at Punchestown in
early February. Admittedly, it had much more
of an impact in the early days, with Native Jack,
Head Onthe Ground and Garde Champetre all
winning that race en route to Cheltenham. Since
then, only Big Shu, who finished runner-up, has
used the Punchestown race as a springboard to
Cheltenham success. This year’s race was also
won by Josies Orders, who finished runner-up
12 months earlier.

One final thing to note is that four Irish-trained
winners (if including Josies Orders) warmed up for
the Cross Country Chase by running over hurdles.
A New Story had a spin over hurdles just 9 days
before he won the 2010 renewal, whereas the other
trio ran at Navan during February. The unnamed
pairing was Spot Thedifference and Sizing
Australia. During the 14 years, 38 horses have
arrived at Cheltenham on the back of a hurdles run.
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight OR SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 2P5 Tiger Roll 8 11-4 150 7/1 G Elliott (IRE) 16 5th Glenfarclas H’cap XC Chase (90)

2017 5P05 Cause of Causes 9 11-4 - 4/1 G Elliott (IRE) 16 5th Glenfarclas H’cap XC Chase (46)

2016 3428 Any Currency * 13 11-4 - 11/1 M Keighley 17 8th Glenfarclas Cond. XC Chase (96)

2015 4172F Rivage d’Or 10 10-10 134 16/1 A Martin (IRE) 16 p.u. Black Forest Lodge P2P (101)

2014 111 Balthazar King 10 11-12 150 4/1 P Hobbs 16 1st Glenfarclas Cond. XC Chase (117)

2013 F72 Big Shu 8 10-5 136 14/1 P Maher (IRE) 16 2nd P. P. Hogan Memorial Chase (39)

2012 15P0F Balthazar King 8 10-9 139 11/2 P Hobbs 16 r.o. Glenfarclas Cond. XC Chase (95)

2011 138 Sizing Australia 9 10-9 140 13/2 H de Bromhead (IRE) 15 8th Navan Handicap Hurdle (30)

2010 70454 A New Story 12 9-7 131 25/1 M Hourigan (IRE) 16 4th Naas Handicap Hurdle (9)

2009 421 Garde Champetre 10 11-12 150 7/2 E Bolger (IRE) 16 1st Glenfarclas H’cap XC Chase (88)

* Any Currency passed the post first but was disqualified on 25 August 2016 following a positive post-race test for a
prohibited substance. Josies Orders, originally the runner-up, was subsequently promoted to first.

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Cheltenham Cross Country Handicap (Nov. meeting) 5 (Garde Champetre 2nd, Sizing Australia 3rd,
Balthazar King 1st, Any Currency 2nd (Josies Orders 1st), Cause of Causes 5th**)

Cheltenham Cross Country Handicap (Dec. meeting) 5 (Garde Champetre 1st, A New Story 7th,
Balthazar King r.o., Any Currency 8th (Josies Orders 1st), Tiger Roll 6th)

Glenfarclas Cross County Chase 4 (Garde Champetre 1st, A New Story 4th, Sizing Australia 11th,
Any Currency 2nd)

La Touche Cup 2 (A New Story 4th, Sizing Australia 4th)
Troytown Handicap Chase 2 (A New Story 10th, Cause of Causes p.u.)

** rescheduled and run on trials day in January
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4.50 Boodles Fred Winter Juvenile Handicap Hurdle
(Grade 3) 2m½f - Old Course

OVERVIEW

Introduced in 2005, the Fred Winter has helped
filter out some of the outsiders from the Triumph
Hurdle but is a highly competitive contest in its
own right. It has proven difficult for punters, with
no fewer than eight of the 14 winners being set off
at 20/1 or bigger.

Look out for lightly-raced French imports and also
don’t underestimate those who have been beaten
in Graded contests throughout the season.

THE FRENCH CONNECTION

The performance of horses that began their career
in French jumps racing was well documented in
last year’s Guide, with six winners falling into that
category. Clearly the experienced gained in France
was not lost on Gaspara, Sanctuaire, Une Artiste,
Qualando, Diego du Charmil and Flying Tiger, plus
you can also add into the mix both Shamayoun and
Crack Away Jack, with that pair running on the Flat
in France.

French-bred – although Flying Tiger was Irish-bred
despite starting off his racing life in France – horses
are notoriously more precocious than their British
and Irish counterparts, so it shouldn’t be too
surprising that eight of the 14 winning juveniles
hailed from France.

Crack Away Jack was bred in Britain before
starting his career in France, but since his victory
in 2008, British-bred juveniles are 0/44.

FLYING FILLIES

Gaspara became the first filly to land the Fred
Winter – nine had tried without success in the
first two renewals – then three were successful in
the space of four seasons, between 2009–2012.
Only nine fillies took their chance during this
four-year period, with Silk Affair the one to start
the run. What A Charm and Une Artiste followed
soon after and since Nicky Henderson’s winner,
only three more fillies have taken their chance.
Backing each filly during the past 10 years would
have yielded a very healthy profit of £51 to a
level-stake £1. Admittedly, the 40/1 success of
Une Artiste helps on that score, but even so, three
winners from 12 runners in the space of 10 years
is a very good strike rate. It’s four winners from 14
runners over a 12-year spell when taking Gaspara
into account.

TAKING ON ELDERS

Last year’s winner, Veneer Of Charm, was the
seventh winner to have taken on older opposition
earlier in the season. He finished just seventh of
nine in a novice hurdle at Navan during January,
while another Irish-trained winner, What A Charm,
had also been beaten by his elders during January.

Gaspara, who won the Imperial Cup just three
days before landing the Fred Winter – which was
originally on the opening day of the festival – had
earlier won mares’ novice hurdles at Taunton and
Chepstow. Silk Affair – successful in both novice
and handicap company – was another and the
Paul Nicholls-trained pairing of Sanctuaire and
Qualando both won novice events in the South
West. Shamayoun was the other to have taken
on her elders in the build-up to the Fred Winter,
pulling-up in a maiden hurdle at Hereford.

During the 14 years, 121 horses have run in the Fred
Winter having earlier raced against older hurdlers,
and backing them all blindly would have produced
a profit of £12.50 to a level-stake of £1.

It could be that this stands these youngsters in good
stead for the hurly-burly of a festival handicap,
and it is worth noting that it is something that
Paul Nicholls obviously likes to do. Whilst looking
through these results, it quickly became apparent
that the former champion trainer is certainly not
afraid to pitch a juvenile into open novice company
or even handicaps.

SHAPE OF HANDICAP

The table opposite once again illustrates the
weight spread between top weight and bottom for
all 14 renewals. Since the first three runnings, only
once has a horse below 121 got in, that being in 2011
which seems to be a slightly random year in that
the bottom weight was rated considerably lower
than the other 10 years in question. Generally,
nowadays, you need to be mid-120s (minimum) to
have a chance of getting a run, with the quality of
the race seemingly on the up.

Three top-weights have finished runner-up
and a couple more have been placed, but no
top-weight has managed to land the Fred Winter.
Crack Away Jack carried a big weight to victory,
when getting the better of top-weight Ashkazar,
who was chasing the same Imperial Cup bonus that
his stablemate Gaspara had won 12 months earlier.
Again, as you can see, 12 of the 14 winners were
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rated between 124 and 133. 10 of the last 12 winners
fell into the 6lb bracket between 127 and 133.

WINNING EXPERIENCE

In the past nine years, only Hawk High had earlier
won twice in the season, in the UK, with both
Une Artiste and Flying Tiger recording a hurdles
victory in France to add to their sole domestic win.
Overall, of the 14 winners only five had won more
than once over hurdles.

Three of the nine in question weremaidens, arriving
at Cheltenham on the back of just the three runs
needed to qualify. Smart ex-Flat performer What
A Charm fell into this category, as did Diego du
Charmil, who was the talk of the Cheltenham
Preview circuit ahead of his win. He was making
his British debut when successful three years ago,
and another of Paul Nicholls’ winners – Sanctuaire
– also had just the three starts, winning at Taunton
on the back of two runs in France.

Overall, nine of the 14 winners had run just three
times over hurdles.

TRAINERS TO NOTE

The aforementioned Paul Nicholls is the man to
start with, having saddled three winners between
2010 and 2016. He has failed to go close with
four runners spread over the past two years,
but for the four years prior to that, all nine of his
runners finished in the first five and this included
back-to-back winners Qualando and Diego du
Charmil. He saddled the runner-up in both of

those years, too, and also the two years prior to
that. Overall, his record in the race for the past
decade stands at three winners and seven placed
(including one 5th, as most firms will pay 5 places)
from 16 runners. His winners would have yielded a
profit of £23.50 to a level-stake £1.

With two wins since 2013, Gordon Elliott also
deserves a very positive mention. Veneer Of
Charm made it two victories in six years for Elliott,
who has also saddled a couple of 4th placings.
His record could well have been enhanced, too,
as he was unfortunate in 2016 when Campeador
crashed out at the final flight. Flaxen Flare was,
of course, his first winner and his record in the
past 10 years reads two winners and two fourth
places from just 11 runners. Backing his horses

4 fillies have won in the past 12 years
from just 14 runners

Paul Nicholls has saddled 3 winners (and
7 placed) from just 16 runners during the
past 10 years

Gordon Elliott has saddled 2 winners
(and 2 placed) from just 11 runners during
the past 10 years

8 of the 14 winners began their careers
racing in France

7 of the 14 winners had taken on older
hurdlers

12 of the 14 winners were rated between
124-133

10 of the last 12 winners were rated
between 127-133

9 of the 14 winners had won no more
than once over hurdles (3 of which were
maidens)

9 of the 14 winners had run just 3 times
(needed to qualify)

4 of the last 8 winners had run in a
Graded race last time out

GB-bred juveniles are 0/44 in the past
10 years

Only 1 winner has carried more than 11-5

Only 2 winners had won 3 times over
hurdles

Willie Mullins has a poor record in the race

KEY TRENDS
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Winner OR Top Weight OR Lowest OR

2018 124 139 126

2017 134 139 124

2016 133 142 128

2015 131 141 129

2014 130 139 127

2013 127 144 125

2012 127 138 125

2011 115 133 109

2010 127 135 122

2009 120 145 121

2008 133 135 122

2007 130 140 119

2006 124 133 117

2005 124 127 111
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blindly would have produced a profit of £51 to a
level-stake £1, although I doubt his runners will
continue to be overlooked going forward.

Nicky Henderson has had just the one winner to
date – the 40/1 filly Une Artiste – but he has gone
close in the past two years, saddling the runner-up
on each occasion.

In contrast, this is one race that Willie Mullins has
failed to master. Rather like Elliott, that might well
have been a different story in 2016 with Voix du
Reve also taking a heavy final-flight fall (him and
Campeador were flanking the winner at the time)
and, given the ammunition as his disposal, it is
probably only a matter of time before he hits the
target here.

KEY RACES

A couple of races have cropped up in recent
seasons, one being the Adonis Juvenile Hurdle
at Kempton during February, in which Flying
Tiger finished fourth, as did Une Artiste some five

years earlier. The Grade 2 would normally be more
recognisable as a trial for the Triumph or Aintree’s
Anniversary Hurdle, but it has thrown up a couple
of winners so is clearly worth monitoring. It is worth
noting that Flying Tiger had earlier contested a
Grade 1 in France, while Flaxen Flare and What A
Charm had run in Graded races on their final start
before Cheltenham. Therefore, we should not
simply overlook horses who had contested better
races earlier in the season and were seemingly
well beaten.

Nicky Henderson’s Une Artiste had earlier won
the Victor Ludorum Juvenile Hurdle at Haydock
on her British debut and that race is another
to have thrown up two recent Fred Winter
winners, with Hawk High beating just one home
when finishing sixth in deep ground at the
Merseyside track.

ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight OR SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 67127 Veneer of Charm 4 11-0 129 33/1 G Elliott (IRE) 22 7th Navan Nov. Hurdle (54)

2017 2P614 Flying Tiger 4 11-5 134 33/1 N Williams 22 4th Gr.2 Adonis Hurdle (18)

2016 322 Diego du Charmil 4 11-1 133 13/2 P Nicholls 22 2nd Prix Verdi (133)

2015 421 Qualando 4 11-0 131 25/1 P Nicholls 22 1st Exeter Nov. Hurdle (19)

2014 51216 Hawk High 4 11-1 130 33/1 T Easterby 24 6th Victor Ludorum Hurdle (25)

2013 01125 Flaxen Flare 4 10-7 127 25/1 G Elliott (IRE) 24 5th Gr.1 Spring Hurdle (32)

2012 11114 Une Artiste 4 10-8 (5) 127 40/1 N Henderson 24 4th Gr.2 Adonis Hurdle (18)

2011 21757 What A Charm 4 10-6 115 9/1 A Moore (IRE) 23 7th Gr.2 Fairyhouse Juvenile Hurdle (21)

2010 531 Sanctuaire 4 11-2 127 4/1F P Nicholls 24 1st Taunton Nov. Hurdle (22)

2009 52111 Silk Affair 4 10-4 (5 ex) 120 11/1 M Quinlan 22 1st Folkestone Nov. Hurdle (14)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Adonis Juvenile Hurdle 2 (Une Artiste 4th, Flying Tiger 4th)
Victor Ludorum Juvenile Hurdle 2 (Une Artiste 1st, Hawk High 6th)
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“My 20-Year Memory”
DENMAN - 2008

“Denman’s Gold Cup victory in 2008 is my most memorable Festival race over the past twenty years.
The build-up became almost tribal between the Kauto Star and Denman camps and the anticipation
for the race had reached fever pitch by the off. I have never called a race before or since where the

crowd responded to each twist and turn before Denman powered home to victory. The best Gold Cup
performance of my generation, not many could have beaten him that day.”

RICHARD HOILES - ITV RACING



5.30 Weatherbys Champion Bumper
(Grade 1) 2m½f – Old Course

OVERVIEW

First run in 1992, the Champion Bumper – as we
now know it – was formerly known as the ‘Festival
Bumper’ and obtained Grade 1 status in 1997, when
Weatherbys’ association with the race began.
Won by Florida Pearl, it has been a breeding ground
for future champions over the years, although the
more recent winners might not have reached the
lofty heights of some of their predecessors.

Given that the field size for this race is much bigger
than most of these horses will have encountered, and
the pace will be a lot stronger than races they have
earlier contested, a lot has to be taken on trust and
horses can take a significant step forward. That said,
three of the past four winners were either top- or
second-top-rated on official ratings, so the form has
been in the book of late.

MARES TO BE RESPECTED

Recency bias may be factored in here – with mares
winning the past two renewals of the race – but
they have a tremendous record, in terms of % strike
rate, stretching back to the victory of Mucklemeg in
1994. She justified favouritism for Edward O’Grady,
JP McManus and Charlie Swan, and was one of only
two mares to take her chance that year. Since then,
Total Enjoyment scored in 2003, before the ill-fated
Fayonagh and Relegate added their name to the mix.

Since its inception, only 31 mares have taken their
chance in the 26 renewals and four have been
successful. Since 1994, 27 have tried their luck
and if you rule out the four-year-old fillies – more
on the poor overall record of four-year-olds later
– 23 mares aged five or older have ran, with four
being successful. Backing these mares blind would
have yielded a healthy profit of £23.50 to a level-
stake £1. Admittedly, the 25/1 starting price of
Relegate takes care of that, but it still a very good
strike rate considering the small number of mares
that have taken their chance over the years.
Interestingly, the other three winning mares were
well found in the market, with Total Enjoyment
going off joint-second-favourite with another mare,
Refinement, who chased her home in second, and
Fayonagh was sent off as the joint-third-favourite.

The 7lb mares’ allowance is clearly a hefty one and
the recent results might well mean that we see more
take their chance. The introduction of the Grade 2
mares’ bumper at the Dublin Racing Festival might
also help, as that is likely to bring together the pick
of the Irish mares and establish some sort of pecking

order. It certainly did 12 months ago, with Relegate
beating subsequent Aintree winner Getaway Katie
Mai and Punchestown Grade 3 winner Colreevy, who
I actually backed at massive odds for the Champion
Bumper. I was on to something thinking that the race
was strong, but just happened to back the wrong
Mullins mare.

In the past decade, only eight mares have taken their
chance in the Champion Bumper.

IRISH DOMINATION

The four winning mares mentioned above were all
Irish-trained and, despite the fact that British-trained
horses won the race four times in seven seasons
between 2010 and 2016, normal service seems to
have resumed. In total, only seven British-trained
horses have won the Champion Bumper, with Dato
Star being the first back in 1995, and the other 19
renewals have gone to Ireland.

Since the race became theGrade 1 Champion Bumper,
Ireland have provided 15 of the 21 winners. Willie
Mullins trained no fewer than eight of those and he
also saddled (and rode) Wither Or Which to success
in 1996, the year before the race was upgraded. More
of his exploits later, but it remains very much a race
in which the Irish hold the upper hand.

It is also worth noting that of the seven British-
trained winners, three of them began by running in
an Irish bumper before joining the UK-based yards.

DON’T IGNORE THE OBVIOUS

Since 2008, the BHA have released the official
rating of all horses running in the Champion
Bumper, and during the past decade, five of the
10 winners were either top- or second-top-rated.
These were Dunguib (rated 133), Champagne
Fever (136), Moon Racer (132), Ballyandy (134),
and Fayonagh (129). Taking into consideration any
joint-second-top-rated horses, 24 horses fell into
this category during the past 10 years and backing
the lot would have produced a profit of £18 for a
level-stake £1.

It wasn’t so long ago that once-raced winners had a
fine record in the Champion Bumper – seven winners
falling into this category between 1995 and 2013 –
but in the past three seasons the winner has arrived
at Cheltenham on the back of a win in either a Graded
or Listed bumper. Both Ballyandy and Fayonagh were
successful at Listed level on their previous start, while
last year’s winner Relegate won the aforementioned
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Grade 2 mares’ bumper at the Dublin Racing Festival.
Likewise, Dunguib also won a Grade 2 bumper en
route to Cheltenham, and during the past decade
only 20 horses arrived at Cheltenham having won
at Listed or Graded level. Four winners from 20 is
a good strike rate and is another that would have
yielded a nice profit, this time £25.50 to a level-stake
of £1.

With the introduction of the geldings’ Grade 2 at
the same Leopardstown fixture, it is probably safe
to assume that the representation of Graded/Listed
winners will increase. It is worth considering that
horses which have run in competitive bumpers such
as this will hold an advantage over those who have
dominated inferior opposition in weaker races.

EXPERIENCE

As touched upon, seven horses have won the
Champion Bumper on their second start in
this sphere, although two of those had won a
Point-to-Point before beginning their career under
Rules. In contrast, during the past 16 years, 9 winners
boasted the benefit or either three or four runs in
bumpers prior to the Champion.

Another point worth noting is that 10 winners
had run in a bumper during the spring or summer
before winning the Champion Bumper; most
recently, Fayonagh fell into that category. It is also
worth noting that four of them ran at the previous
season’s Punchestown Festival. Clearly, experience
gained early in the career of a prospective Champion
Bumper winner can be useful.

Course experience doesn’t often come into
play in the Champion Bumper, but the last two
British-trained winners – Moon Racer and Ballyandy
– had won on the course earlier in the season.
The former scored at the October meeting, with the
latter landing the Listed event at the Open meeting
in November. Cork All Star was another last-time-out
course winner, having won that same Listed contest.
That Listed event was won this season by Master
Debonair, who hasn’t been seen since. Likewise,
we’ve not seen the runner-up since, but the fourth,
fifth and sixth have all won subsequently to give that
form some substance.

AGE

The record of four-year-olds in the Champion
Bumper has been well documented over the years,
and of the quartet that took their chance last
year, only Acey Milan (4th) finished in the first 14
home. That’s 24 losing four-year-olds since Cue Card
bolted up at 40/1 on the back of a 1m5½f success at
Fontwell and since 1996 (Dato Star being the last
four-year-old winner prior to Cue Card) the record

reads one winner from 78 four-year-olds to have
taken their chance.

In all, three four-year-olds have been successful, but
just Cue Card since the race was upgraded and it
remains very difficult for the youngsters. We have
seen seven four-year-olds finish runner-up and it is
worth noting that both The New One and Jezki were
beaten in the 2012 renewal, again highlighting how
difficult it can be.

The other 23 winners were all aged five or six.

RECENT FORM

The last 15 winners were last-time-out winners and, in
total, 24 of the 26 winners had won on their previous
start. Only Monsignor, who had finished fourth at
Newbury, and Liberman, who finished runner-up

Willie Mullins has saddled 9 winners

4 mares have won since 1994 including
the last two winners

5 of the last 10 winners were either top or
second-top-rated on official BHA ratings

4 of the last 10 winners – including the
last 3 – won a Graded or Listed bumper
on their previous start

19 of the 26 winners were trained in
Ireland

9 of the last 16 winners had run in 3 or 4
bumpers

4 winners had run at the previous
season’s Punchestown Festival

23 of the 26 winners were aged 5 or 6

The last 15 winners won last time out

10 of the last 20 winners – including the
last 3 – won during February

6 winners ran in a bumper at
Leopardstown’s Christmas meeting

8 of the last 16 winners came from the
top 3 of the betting

Only 2 winners failed to win last time out

Cue Card is the only 4-year-old winner
from the last 78 to run

Only 4 winners made their Rules debut in
a UK bumper

KEY TRENDS
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to the high-class Rhinestone Cowboy in the Listed
contest at the Open meeting, won the Champion
Bumper on the back of a defeat.

Admittedly, a large proportion of the field is
usually made up of last-time-out winners – 17 of the
23 last year and 13 the year before – but it is still a
strong statistic.

The past three winners arrived on the back of a
run during February, something that 10 of the past
20 winners had done. Another three during this
period (all in the past decade) had won during
January, although the lack of a recent run shouldn’t
be taken as a huge negative, with Moon Racer, Cork
All Star and Liberman all arriving here on the back
of a break, having won at either the October or
November meetings.

2009 winner Dunguib won a Grade 2 bumper
at Navan in mid-December, while both
Silver Concorde and Total Enjoyment won at
Leopardstown’s Christmas meeting on their last start.
Stablemates Wither Or Which and Florida Pearl both
made a winning debut at the Christmas meeting,
whilst Cheltenian and Hairy Molly both finished
runner-up in a bumper at this fixture. The last-named
pairing went on to win before Cheltenham, and it
can usually pay to look closely at the bumpers from
this Christmas fixture, although I'm not sure that this
season's races were as strong as in previous years.

Joe Cullen (2000) arrived at Cheltenham on the back
of the lengthiest lay-off, having won a good-ground
bumper at Tralee some nine months earlier.

TRAINERS TO NOTE

With Relegate providing him with a ninth win in the
past 22 runnings, there is only one man to note in
the Champion Bumper, and that’s Willie Mullins.
I’ve touched upon his unbelievable record in the race
already and last year's book went through his record

in great detail, highlighting the fact that this is one
race at the meeting in which punters struggle to get
a handle on the pecking order of his runners.

Mullins once again took the ‘mob-handed’ approach
last year, saddling five runners, but remarkably
he saddled the first three home, as well as the
fifth and the seventh, furthermore enhancing his
domination of the race. Going back to 2000, he
has run four or more horses in the race on no fewer
than nine occasions and, given the amount of talent
at his disposal, this is likely to continue. It is worth
noting, however, that in his earlier days, of the eight
occasions that he saddled just one runner, that sole
representative was successful four times.

Last year’s quintet took Mullins’ total number of
runners in the race to 73. Backing all of his runners
blindly – due to the fact that his shortest-priced
runner hasn’t always won – would have yielded a tidy
profit of £49.25. Of his nine winners, only four were
sent off in single figures, with Missed That the only
winning Mullins-trained favourite.

MARKET FORCES

Since Missed That, only Moon Racer has justified
favouritism, although three second-favourites –
Cork All Star, Dunguib and Ballyandy – have been
successful, and Fayonagh was relatively well-found
in the market, being sent off the joint-third-favourite.
Liberman – only just – was another winning favourite
back in 2003, so including Total Enjoyment, who we
touched upon earlier, eight of the last 16 winners
could have been found in the top three of the betting
(including joints).

We have seen plenty of big-priced winners, too,
however, and in a race of this nature – in a field of
unexposed young horses – that is something that is
likely to continue.
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight OR SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 11 Relegate 5 10-12 120 25/1 W Mullins (IRE) 23 1st Gr.2 Leopardstown Mares' Bumper (39)

2017 811 Fayonagh 6 10-12 129 7/1 G Elliott (IRE) 22 1st Listed Fairyhouse Mares’ Bumper (39)

2016 1121 Ballyandy 5 11-5 134 5/1 N Twiston-Davies 23 1st Listed Newbury Bumper (32)

2015 1 Moon Racer 6 11-5 132 9/2F D Pipe 23 1st Cheltenham Bumper (144)

2014 1 Silver Concorde 6 11-5 119 16/1 D Weld (IRE) 22 1st Leopardstown Bumper (74)

2013 1 Briar Hill 5 11-5 118 25/1 W Mullins (IRE) 23 1st Thurles Bumper (69)

2012 21 Champagne Fever 5 11-5 148 16/1 W Mullins (IRE) 20 1st Fairyhouse Bumper (52)

2011 21 Cheltenian 5 11-5 122 14/1 P Hobbs 24 1st Kempton Bumper (33)

2010 1 Cue Card 4 10-12 121 40/1 C Tizzard 24 1st Fontwell Bumper (51)

2009 11 Dunguib 6 11-5 133 9/2 P Fenton (IRE) 24 1st Gr.2 Navan Bumper (87)
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JOSEPH PATRICK O'BRIEN
Best Chance – SIR EREC (Triumph Hurdle)/
LE RICHEBOURG (Arkle Challenge Trophy)/
FAKIR D'OUDAIRIES (Supreme Novices' Hurdle)/
Of the four trainers featured in this section,
Joseph O’Brien clearly holds the best chance of
shedding their festival maiden tag. Some would
argue that he should already have his name on
the winners’ roster, as he was handed the majority
of the credit when Ivanovich Gorbatov won the
Triumph in his Dad’s name, three years ago.

During his short career to date, O’Brien has won a
Melbourne Cup and an Irish Derby on the Flat, as
well as an Irish Gold Cup, courtesy of Edwulf at last
year’s Dublin Racing Festival. He enjoyed another
fine ‘DRF’ this year, winning Grade 1s with both Le
Richebourg – who had already scored at the top
level over fences – and with Sir Erec, in the Spring
Juvenile Hurdle.

The latter looks the top of what would appear a
high-class crop of four-year-old hurdlers in his care
and rightfully heads the Triumph Hurdle market.
Le Richebourg is – at the time of going to print
– the favourite to land the Arkle on day one and,
following those two Grade 1 victories, it is hard to
argue with the odds compilers.

His third leading hope would appear to be Fakir
d’Oudairies, recently purchased by JP McManus,
on the back of a really impressive display in the
Finesse Juvenile Hurdle on trials day. Given the
prominence of Sir Erec in the Triumph betting, he
is considered a probable runner in the Supreme
Novices’ on day one. Recent Naas winner Band Of
Outlaws adds further weight to his juvenile string
and, dependant on how the English handicapper
rates him, he could be Fred Winter-bound.

KAYLEY WOOLLACOTT
Best Chance – LALOR (Arkle Challenge Trophy)

Of those featured, Kayley Woollacott has spent
the shortest period of time with a license, thrust
into the spotlight following the desperately
sad death of her husband, Richard, in January
of last year. Given the circumstance, emotions
will be running high on the opening day of the
festival and, if Lalor were to win the Arkle on just
his third start over fences, the scenes will be
understandably impassioned.

Woollacott – along with the horse and her young
daughter, famed for featuring on her social media
pages – are sure to have a weight of public support
behind them, but emotions-aside, the imposing
seven-year-old would hold leading claims, strictly
on the formbook. As impressive a winner as you
could wish to see at this track on his chasing debut
in Grade 2 company back in November, there is
a possibility that the Henry VIII then came too
quickly for him, when Dynamite Dollars reversed
the form. The ground most certainly would have
been softer than he cared for and he has improved
for spring ground in each of the past two seasons,
twice winning at the Grand National meeting.
Given that form at Aintree, he would be one to
take seriously if again heading north for either the
Maghull or the Manifesto.

Searching For A First Festival Winner - Part II
by Paul Ferguson

Sir Erec

Lalor
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The Bumper Division
by Paul Ferguson

Rather than simply focusing on the Weatherbys
Champion Bumper at Cheltenham, I thought
I would highlight a clutch of horses who have
impressed in this division, with the various spring
festivals in mind.

Again, given the unusually dry winter we have
had, there hasn’t been as many eye-catching
performances as is often the case by now.
However, one man who has enjoyed a successful
campaign in the bumper division is Gordon
Elliott, who has unearthed a number of potential
stars already.

The first to strut his stuff was Malone Road,
who scored by seven lengths at Down Royal in
early-November. Elliott likes to send a big team
to the feature meeting at the Northern Irish track
and his expensive son of Kalanisi was the trainer’s
third winner over the two days. He made all and
quickened away from Valdieu, who has since won
a bumper and maiden hurdle for Noel Meade and
Gigginstown. Malone Road – who won a maiden
Point at Loughanmore for Stuart Crawford – made
it two-from-two under Rules in impressive fashion
at Punchestown, drawing right away from Mt
Leinster, who had earlier looked more than useful
when winning by 22 lengths at Ballinrobe.

It was announced just a couple of weeks later
that he had suffered some sort of knee injury
and was described as a ‘major doubt’ for the
Cheltenham Festival. He remains prominent in the
betting for the race and it will be interesting to see
if he is handed an entry, when the race closes on
26th February.

Given that the same connections have Envoi Allen
to call upon, I suspect Malone Road will be given all
the time he needs and he might well be one for the
Grade 1 at Punchestown, which comes fully eight
weeks after Cheltenham.

Moving on to Envoi Allen, who sets the standard
in the division, having won the Grade 2 at the
Dublin Racing Festival. Leading owners Cheveley
Park Stud shelled out no less than £725,000 to
secure both horses, with this son of Muthahir going
through the ring shortly after easing to a 10-length
maiden Point success at Ballinaboola. He made his
debut under Rules at Fairyhouse on Hatton’s Grace
Hurdle day, where he scored by four lengths, doing
his best work late on.

Wide into the straight, he did well to pick up the
leader in the closing stages and finished really
strongly. On to Navan for the Listed ‘Future

Champions’ bumper, where he travelled nicely
and, after hitting the front, he saw the race out
strongly, again suggesting that he will come into
his own over further in time. The runner-up from
that contest – Midnight Run trained by Joseph
O’Brien – is another name to note, as he pulled
nicely clear of the third (won since) and had earlier
looked a nice prospect when scoring at Galway.
There should be plenty more to come from him.

Envoi Allen completed the hat-trick recently,
despite being kept wide throughout by Jamie
Codd, and he was probably value for more than
the official margin, due to seemingly being
kept out of trouble. O’Brien again saddled the
runner-up – the beautifully bred Meticulous who
looked smart at Killarney during the summer and
stepped up considerably on his run at Christmas –
and both horses look like they would improve for
a strongly-run race. At the time of writing, Envoi
Allen heads the betting for the Champion Bumper
and on all known form, he deserves his position
there. He would also probably appreciate slightly
easier ground than he raced on last time.

Just six days after Envoi Allen won at Fairyhouse,
Elliott saddled The Very Man to score at Navan.
Another Point-to-Point winner – he had Ash Hill
(a bumper winner at Leopardstown over
Christmas) back in fifth – he had too much speed
for Neptune, who also won at Leopardstown over
the festive period. The son of Jeremy travelled like
a dream to lead under Lisa O’Neill and the third
(also trained by Elliott) would also frank the form
by finishing closer in the mares’ Grade 2 bumper at
the Dublin Racing Festival. Whilst both Ash Hill and
Neptune failed to land a blow behind Envoi Allen at
Leopardstown, this is still respectable form and he
is one who could step forward significantly, after
just the one run in this sphere.

Currently available at a best price 25-1 (16-1 NRNB
with Sky Bet), he would certainly warrant plenty
of respect if travelling over, although Gigginstown
might want to keep him on home soil, for
Fairyhouse or Punchestown. Wherever he turns up,
he looks up to taking his chance at Graded level
and he is one who I am particularly looking forward
to seeing return to action in the coming weeks.

The final one to note from the Elliott stable is Andy
Dufresne, famed for being the horse who was sold
by Elliott’s travelling head lass, Camilla Sharples.
Yet another Points winner – scored at Borris House
– the five-year-old made a winning debut in the
silks of JP McManus in taking fashion at Down
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Royal in late-January. Heavily-backed beforehand,
the son of Doyen took a keen grip under Derek
O’Connor, who was forced to allow Andy Dufresne
to stride on. He always looked in control and
impressed with how he finished his race, given
how keen he had been in the early stage.
Again, a truly-run race – such as the Champion
Bumper – could suit him down to the ground, in
that it would help him switch off and he certainly
looks to possess a fair amount of class. This race
wasn’t particularly strong, but visually, the winner
created a very favourable impression, and Elliott
clearly holds a very strong hand in the division.

The runner-up to Andy Dufresne was trained by
Willie Mullins, who by his own usual very high
standards, has been quieter than normal in several
divisions this season. That includes the bumper
division, with Blue Sari the pick of his winners
to date.

The four-year-old made his racecourse
debut against his own age group at Gowran
Park on Thyestes Chase day and he beat a
well-backed newcomer by a widening 11 lengths.
Having reportedly shown little at home – this was
his first time on grass by all accounts – the son
of Saddex travelled powerfully to the front under
Patrick Mullins and, once asked to quicken away,
he stormed clear, still full of running as he crossed
the line. Again, this performance was more about
visual impression that form substance.

After the race, Mullins stated that he was unsure
if he would head to Cheltenham with him – given
his age – and suggested the Kevin McManus
Bumper at Limerick (Thursday 11th April), which is
restricted to four-year-olds, could be a more
suitable option.

Subsequently bought by JP McManus, it could be
significant that the runner-up from Gowran, Front
View, also carried his silks, so it is probably safe to
assume that he is fairly well-regarded, and he was
14 lengths clear of the third. He was in the process
of running a nice race at Naas recently, when being
brought down as the field turned in, which was
slightly frustrating, as it would have given us an
indication to the level of form.

Domestically, Master Debonair is a good starting
point, havingwon the Listed bumper at Cheltenham
in November. We haven’t seen him since, but Hold
The Note (4th), Ask Dillon (5th) and Ribble Valley
(6th) have all won races since. The race was rather
unsatisfactory, in that there wasn’t much pace on
at all, but Colin Tizzard’s five-year-old stepped
forward from his second at the track in October
to score by a neck. This form would appear to
be a little short of that shown by the main Irish
contenders, but he has shown he handles the track
and he travelled like a nice type (last off the bridle),
before keeping on up the hill. He would need to

step forward from this to win a Champion Bumper,
but it isn’t inconceivable.

Touching upon Ribble Valley briefly, as he had
impressed when scoring at Ayr and returned to the
same track to win under a penalty in early-January.
Nicky Richards’ son of Westerner looks a lovely
prospect for northern novice hurdles next term and
I had the Grade 2Weatherbys Racing Bank bumper
at Aintree in mind for him. Should connections wish
to keep things low-key, a return to Ayr on Scottish
Grand National day would be another option and
he looks a bright prospect, who certainly wasn’t
helped by the way the race was run at Cheltenham
in November.

The David Pipe-trained Eden du Houx was another
Listed winner, at Ascot just before Christmas.
Another ex-Irish Points winner, the son of Irish
Wells ran out a comfortable winner at Plumpton
(runner-up won over hurdles next time) before
making all under Tom Scudamore to win what
appeared to be a strong event at Ascot. He was
allowed an uncontested lead, but it was still a
fair effort.

The recent outbreak of Equine Influenzameant that
we lost the Listed bumper at Newbury on Betfair
Hurdle day and that was expected to be the next
port of call for Ask For Glory, who really impressed
when scoring at Chepstow over Christmas.

A big powerful son of Fame And Glory, he looks a
lovely long-term prospect and the Newbury race –
on a big, galloping track – would have proven ideal.
Quite whether he is Champion Bumper material
is another matter, but he would be more than
capable of winning under a penalty, should that
now become an option.

Tom Lacey saddled Glory And Fame – another son
of Fame And Glory – to win the Listed event for
four-year-olds at Cheltenham on New Year’s Day,
a race which was won 12 months earlier by Acey
Milan before he finished fourth in the Champion
Bumper. It was a fair effort to beat a clutch of
previous winners on his racecourse debut and
Lacey suggested afterwards that he could be one
for Aintree, although was keen to point out that he
would mind this horse with his long-term future in
mind. The record of four-year-olds in the Champion
Bumper has been well-documented elsewhere in
the Guide, but nine of that age group have won the
Aintree equivalent since 1990, the last being The
New One in 2012.

Another trainer who does well in this sphere is
Harry Fry, who saddled a couple of smart looking
winners at Uttoxeter during December. First up,
Get In The Queue stayed on strongly to land
the same bumper in which Fry introduced the
high-class Neon Wolf two years earlier. The son
of Mount Nelson had to be pushed along to join
issue but really saw the race out strongly to score
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by nine lengths. He was a non-runner at Ffos Las
during January, so might just be one to note under
a penalty somewhere, although he holds an entry
in the valuable Goffs UK Spring Sales bumper at
Newbury in March (23rd).

Just 10 days later, Fry saddled King Roland – a
Points winner for Sophie Lacey – to score at the
same track by 22 lengths. The fact that he wore on
a hood on this Rules debut is slightly off-putting
– Noel Fehily stating afterwards that this was for
‘safety’ purposes – but he could hardly have won
any easier, drawing right away in heavy ground.
Given his connections – owned by Mastersons
Holdings Limited – it could be that he heads to
Punchestown, with Minella Awards and Fletchers
Flyer (twice) providing them with winners there in
recent years.

Get In The Queue carries the silks of Paul
and Clare Rooney, who recently acquired
Graeme McPherson’s Bangor-On-Dee winner
Calum Gilhooley, who caused a 33-1 shock in
mid-December. Tapped for speed when the pace
first increased, he stayed on in eye-catching
fashion to score by a length-and-a-half at the
line. It wasn’t surprising to see one of the leading
owners come in and purchase the son of Kalanisi
– who was sporting the trainer’s silks on debut
– and he might well be considered for Aintree.
He certainly looks capable of defying a penalty, if
kept to a lower level.

In terms of the Champion Bumper, I certainly
think the Irish-trained horses hold an edge at this
stage. And, again referring to how the season has
unfolded – both in terms of the weather and then
the Equine Flu outbreak – I would expect there to
be some nice young horses waiting in the wings
in various yards. Nicky Henderson often unleashes
his better bumper horses towards the end of the
season, with the race at Kempton the day after
the festival finishes often one he likes to target.
Indeed, he won it with the smart Mister Fisher last
year and William Henry in 2015.

Moving onto the mares’ division, with the
Grade 2 Goffs Nickel Coin-sponsored event
at Aintree in mind. Alan King – won took the
inaugural running of the race with Senorita
Rumbalita and won it again with Avispa, whilst it
was still a Listed event – might well have this race
in mind for The Glancing Queen, who scored at
Cheltenham in November, before finishing third
to the aforementioned Eden du Houx at Ascot.
The white-faced daughter of Jeremy ran on
strongly to run down Mega Yeats (a winner over
hurdles since) at Cheltenham and probably at
least matched that form under her penalty at
Ascot, finishing a close-up third against the boys.
She travelled well on both occasions, so shouldn’t
have any trouble in handling the quicker track and,

as well as those two winners, King has saddled
several placed horses here, including last year’s
runner-up Midnightreferendum. Sandown’s Listed
event on Imperial Cup day would be the other
option for The Glancing Queen, but she would
again need to carry a penalty (4lb) in that contest.

Arguably a more impressive Listed winner, was the
Kelly Morgan-trained Timetochill, who scored at
Huntingdon in December, having won by an easy
13 lengths on her Rules debut at Kelso. That form
reads quite well – with the runner-up and the sixth
winning next time – and she travelled purposefully
up in grade last time. Still on the bridle as the field
levelled for home, she was asked to put the race
to bed and did just that before the fast-finishing
Emma’s Joy stayed on for second.

Again, the form looks quite strong, with the third
home, Silver Forever, having impressed when
winning at Chepstow and the fourth had finished
third behind Master Debonair in the Listed
race against the boys at Cheltenham the time
before. A half-sister to Geordie des Champs, her
Point-to-Point form is rather uninspiring, but she
has looked a different proposition on better ground
in bumpers and, hailing from a smaller yard, she
might once again be underestimated in the market.

The form of Timetochill would have been tested –
back at Huntingdon – on Sidney Banks day, when
the third, Silver Forever, was due to take her chance
in the concluding bumper. One of her opponents
that day would have been the Tom George-trained
Zoutoise, who won a fillies’ junior bumper in fine
style at Wetherby on debut. The Huntingdon race
would have told us a lot more about her – up in
trip and against older mares – so it is likely that
connections will try and get another run into
her somewhere, before Aintree is considered.
A daughter of Enrique, she is a half-sister to the
two-time Grade 1 winner Whisper and she cruised
to the lead early in the home straight, winning with
plenty in hand. Although the form is difficult to
evaluate, visually it was very impressive.

Also due to line up at Huntingdon was Harry Fry’s
Whitehotchillifili, a half-sister to Willie Mullins’
smart mare, Redhotfillypeppers. The daughter
of Milan won in impressive fashion at Southwell
and, although the runner-up was well beaten over
hurdles next time, he had finished closer behind
Thomas Darby on his previous start, back in May.
Likewise, the fifth and sixth had chased home
Emitom at Ascot and the third ran a sound race
at Wetherby next time, so the form isn’t bad at all.
Admittedly, she was in receipt of both the age and
sex allowances that day, but she did it well and
deserves a step up in class. Presumably, Sandown
and, possibly Aintree, will now be considered.

Her stable-mate Misty Whisky is yet another to
note from the Fry bumper academy, having built
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on her Aintree second (behind Sojourn, who is
a gorgeous-looking son of Getaway trained by
Anthony Honeyball, who – incidentally – was
entered in the Listed event at Newbury on Betfair
Hurdle day) to score against her own sex at
Ludlow. She travelled well for Sean Bowen and won
going away in the end, marking herself down as yet
another nice young prospect. She is a half-sister to
the stable’s smart hurdler Air Horse One and also
to Nigel Twiston-Davies’ promising One For Rosie.

The other Listed winner in England so far
represented another smaller yard, that of Murty
McGrath. Who What When has scored at odds of
40-1 on debut in a junior bumper at Newbury and
appreciated the step up in trip, when landing the
Alan Swinbank bumper at Market Rasen. A Champs
Elysees filly with a Flat pedigree, she might well
have appreciated the better ground when winning
last time and is another possible for Sandown
and/or Aintree.

Over in Ireland, the Grade 2 mares’ bumper at the
Dublin Racing Festival was won by Santa Rossa
for Dermot McGloughlin. Whilst the race wouldn’t

appear to be a strong as the previous year’s
renewal – when the front three home all went on
to win at Cheltenham, Aintree and Punchestown,
respectively – she had also looked a promising
mare when winning on debut at Fairyhouse.
She clearly handles decent ground and would
warrant consideration if heading over to Liverpool.

Finally, although she has been a bit in-and-out
during her short career to date, Yukon Lil has twice
looked like a hugely exciting mare, when scoring
at Killarney and in a Listed event at Gowran, where
she beat Elusive Belle, an easy hurdles winner on
her debut for Nicky Henderson. Willie Mullins’
well-bred daughter of Flemensfirth went on to
finish fourth under a penalty in another Listed
event at Navan and I remain hopeful that
she can leave that form behind in the spring.
She clearly likes nice ground and having run
too many times to qualify for the Aintree race
(five starts), the Weatherby General Stud Book
bumper at Punchestown – a Grade 3, which
Mullins won with Colreevy last year – is the obvious
end-of-season target.
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“My 20-Year Memory”
COLE HARDEN - 2015

“Cole Harden had a tendency of lugging left at his hurdles which had forced him onto the slower ground
on the inside rail in his two prep runs at Cheltenham in January earlier that season. On the quicker ground
that prevailed in March the inside rail, was no longer a disadvantage; consequently he comprehensively
turned the form around with three horses that had finished well in front of him just two months earlier.
His price of 33/1 added to the thrill and Warren Greatrex’s emotional celebration was the icing on the

cake. Just one wonderful moment amongst many in the last 20 years.....”

ANDY GIBSON - PROFESSIONAL PUNTER, RACE ANALYST & PUNDIT



Ed Quigley – Day Two
Ballymore Novices' Hurdle
Always one of my favourite races at the Festival,
and one which has an illustrious roll of honour.
Horses that win or go close in this often go on to
taste more success at the highest level once they
step out of novice company.

Champ is the horse most people want to be with
for this and I can understand why. This season he
bolted up off amark of 139 on his reappearance in a
Newbury handicap, in which he was very keen but
tanked his way through the race and won in taking
fashion. He then followed that up by winning the
Grade 1 Challow Hurdle at Newbury in December.
He oozes class but may have been slightly flattered
in a slowly run race in which he quickened up nicely.

The horse that interests me for the Ballymore
is the horse that was fourth on that occasion,
BREWIN'UPASTORM from the Olly Murphy stable.
The winner of a Hereford bumper last year, he
made a successful start to his hurdling career at
Huntingdon in December, in which he travelled well
and looked very smart in the process. Held in high
regard, Murphy then threw him in at the deep end
on just his second start over hurdles when only
beaten four lengths by Champ. The race would not
have been run to suit at all, as it was a slowly run
affair that turned into a bit of a dash, which was
not to the liking of the horse who has the stamp
of a future 3m chaser. Nonetheless, he performed
with plenty of credit for one so inexperienced. In
the aftermath, Murphy went on record to say he
‘blamed himself for not giving the instructions to
Richard Johnson to make more use of him'. He then
headed to Cheltenham for the Ballymore trial, this
time with prominent tactics employed, in which he
jumped and travelled nicely until crashing out at
the last flight when holding a half-length lead over
Birchdale. It is open to debate who would have got
the better of the exchange, but I am of the opinion
the race would have gone to the Brewin'upastorm

camp. If feeling no ill effects heading to the big day,
I would be keen to have him onside. If anything, I
think even more use of him could be made, and
with a clear round I think he will be right in the
shake-up and get a lot closer to Champ this time
around with forcing tactics run at a stronger gallop.

The unbeaten Battleoverdoyen looks the main
threat from Ireland. This imposing, galloping sort
wore down his rivals to land Grade 1 honours at
Naas last time out and carries a lofty reputation.
However, I do wonder whether Cheltenham would
suit him and ideally he may want a bit further
and slow ground. Either way, it is hard to knock
what he has done and looks to have solid claims.
There are others at bigger prices that are
noteworthy, and by far the most interesting at
around the 25/1 mark is the unbeaten Emitom,
trained by the Lambourn maestroWarren Greatrex.
The five-year-old has barely had to break into a
sweat in his four wins to date, with the last two
coming over hurdles. The form of his Ffos Las win
looks good, and this is a really exciting individual.
He will need to brush up on his jumping at the
higher level, but he oozes class and it would be no
surprise to see him play a part in this. He should
make a smashing chaser in time.

With Nicky Henderson being mob-handed in the
Supreme, it wouldn't be the biggest surprise if one
of Angels Breath, Champagne Platinum or Mister
Fisher switched from the two-mile division to make
this their intended target. Any of those horses
would warrant plenty of respect if lining up. It is
an embarrassment of riches for the Seven Barrows
handler, it has to be said, but a nice problem to
have nonetheless.

Advice

Brewin'upastorm 1pt e/w, 10/1
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RSA Insurance Chase

The claims of Santini and Delta Work advertise
themselves, but when looking for some value,
I do think at 40/1, THE WORLDS END looks
overpriced for the Grade 1 novice chase on day
two of the Festival. The eight-year-old has had
the reputation throughout his career as one
who blows hot and cold, and it would be true to
say that would sum up his CV fairly accurately.
A Grade 1 winner at Aintree as a novice hurdler
in 2017, things didn't go to plan as he stepped up
into the big league as a staying hurdler last season.
Heendedthecampaignwinlessandunderperformed
on more than one occasion. However, there were
mitigating circumstances for some below-par
efforts, with the main factor being the ground
being far too soft for him to show his best form.
Connections have always stressedhowhe is abetter
runner on spring ground, and as a consequence,
we probably didn't get to see a true reflection of
his ability as he attempted to dine at the top table
whilst mixing it with hurdling elite of the staying
division. 2018 had one of the wettest springmonths
on record and that counted against him massively.
Since going chasing he has put up a couple of
very smart performances in his four starts over
the bigger obstacles. The gelding produced two
emphatic chase wins at Chepstow and Cheltenham
in lesser company and was well-beaten in the other
two. This helps emphasise his 'hot and cold' status,
but, again, there were valid reasons for his defeats.
At Cheltenham in November he didn't appear to
enjoy being held up off the pace and a couple of
jumping errors put paid to his chances. Then, in a
red-hot renewal of the Grade 1 Kauto Star Novices'
at Kempton in December, he ran a stinker, beaten
43 lengths. That race was won by La Bague Au Roi
and had the likes of Topofthegame and Santini in
behind. As far as The Worlds End was concerned,
the ground was tacky, he didn't appear to enjoy
going right-handed around a tight track, and
after an early error, he wasn't able to take up the
bold, front-running duties which suit him so well.
Racing Post Ratings have him running 29lb below

his win at Cheltenham 12 days earlier, and it is
entirely plausible that the race, in his toughest test
to date, came too soon. The RSA Chase often has
the propensity to cut up to a small field, as since the
introduction of the JLT in 2011, field sizes have been
diluted somewhat, with 10 runners or less in half of
the renewals since then. A smaller field will help
his claims in regard to kicking on from the front.
Given typical spring ground, he would be a major
player and the price difference between himself
and the market protagonists isn't representative of
the moderate difference in ability, in which, based
on his 'A-Game' he is entitled to be a lot shorter.
Essentially, his price of 40/1 is based upon one bad
run in his toughest assignment over fences to date,
in which everything was against him. Owner Max
McNeil has stated he will now head straight to the
RSA a fresh horse, in which he could easily turn a
few heads in the process.

Santini, who put in an impressive display when
winning on chase debut at Newbury, then
followed that up when third in the Kauto Star
Novices at Kempton. In a similar manner to
the Tom George horse, this big, galloping type
looked uncomfortable on the tight turns of a
speed-orientated track. To his credit, he knuckled
down in the closing stages and was doing all his
best work at the end. A horse with a huge engine
who will stay all day, he looks a worthy favourite,
as the demands of Prestbury Park and a stiff
uphill finish will see his stamina to best effect.
Delta Work has looked impressive over fences
so far and boasts an unblemished record of
three wins from three starts since going chasing.
The form of his penultimate win at Fairyhouse
looks rock solid, as runner-up Le Richebourg has
franked it in no uncertain terms. Last season's
Pertemps Final winner is a slick jumper and merits
plenty of respect.

Advice

The Worlds End 1pt e/w, 40/1 (Betfair)
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Betway Queen Mother Champion Chase

They say there are no such things as a certainty in
racing, but, bar something odd happening, Altior
should win this with ease. Seeing as this is an
antepost market, it is worth looking at from a value
point of view. This race should cut up significantly
leaving a single-figure field, as Altior will scare
away most of the opposition. The likes of Min,
Footpad and Un De Sceaux have the option of the
Ryanair Chase and the remainder don't look up to
it. One horse who should be heading straight to the
Champion Chase and could easily start at half of
the price he is now is the Alan King-trained SCEAU
ROYAL, and this remarkably consistent individual
won't be there just to make up the numbers.
A winner of five of his seven starts over fences,
he was forced to miss last season's Arkle through
injury. His only two defeats over fences came when
beaten a neck by North Hill Harvey over C&D back
in 2017, and last time out in the Tingle Creek, when
finishing last of the four runners. That was an epic
battle in which Altior got the better of Un De
Sceaux, and the testing ground that materialised
went totally against the requirements of Sceau
Royal. He has winning course form to his name,
is being targeted to go straight to this race as a
fresh horse (has a good record after a break), and
looks a viable candidate to capitalise on anything
unfortunate happening to Nicky Henderson's
superstar. Sceau Royal doesn't have many miles
on the clock, has a smart turn of foot, and his
greatest asset is undoubtedly his slickness over the
obstacles. This race can often be run at a frenzied
pace, and his ability to jump at pace and travel
strongly should see him in good stead. As long as
the ground conditions don't end up like they did
at last year's Cheltenham Festival, then I see the
gelding being in the mix, and it is entirely plausible
that we are yet to see him peak over fences.

Un De Sceaux isn't getting any younger, and
the 2017 Ryanair Chase winner may struggle to
recapture former glories unless the ground gets
very testing, in which case he could never totally be
ruled out. The Ryanair Chase is a viable alternative
and I expect it to be a last-minute call once more
as to what his target will be, in what in all likelihood
will be his last Cheltenham Festival. Min is
another in which connections will be deliberating
until the last minute as to which race he goes for.
Ruby Walsh hinted that the Ryanair could be the
more suitable target, and he has shown smart
form when upped in trip, but he ran a cracker
against Altior in the Champion Chase last year,
eventually finishing seven length behind him -
the same distance as when second to him in the
2016 Supreme Novice Hurdle. Connections may
just decide that a horse of his ability deserves
another crack at Altior and take the view that you
shouldn't be scared of one horse. Footpad has had
an underwhelming campaign so far and doesn't
make much appeal at present for this contest.
On a side note, I wouldn't be at all surprised to see
Footpad running over 3m by this time next year -
I am convinced he wants a trip on spring ground.

Advice

Sceau Royal 1pt e/w, 14/1

Odds courtesy of Sky Bet, quoted on a
Non-Runner, No Bet basis
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Rory Delargy – Day Two
BANKER OR BUST – ALTIOR

An air of invincibility is unusual in a jumps horse,
and unbeaten records are rarely protected in
an environment where stud value is largely
meaningless. Even the all-time greats in the
jumping game have been beaten from time to time,
and some have proved their greatness in defeat.
So here we have Altior, beaten in bumpers
admittedly, but heading to the climax of his fourth
season over obstacles and yet to be bested by
another rival over either hurdles or fences, with
his winning run having eclipsed that of three-time
Champion Hurdler Sir Ken (winner of his first 16
hurdle starts in Britain) and poised to overshadow
Big Buck’s, who failed over fences before running
up a sequence of 18 wins over the smaller obstacles.

Altior can outmatch both those rivals in that he
has maintained his perfect record over both sets
of obstacles, and his jumping has been almost
impeccable. He’s won on ground ranging from
good-to-firm through heavy, and has not appeared
inconvenienced by any conditions, and he’s done
almost all his winning at around two miles despite
regularly giving the impression he would be at
least as good over further. Another measure of his
superiority is that in these days of in-play betting,
where every hint of weakness is picked up on, he
has traded odds-against only once since switching
to fences, and perhaps that is where we should
look for vulnerability.

The occasion was the 2018 Champion Chase, and
the race began to take shape after Douvan had
crashed out when still leading at the ditch on the
hill. Altior was nudged along by Nico De Boinville
behind the leaders with both Min and Ordinary
World seemingly travelling better, and at some
point coming down the hill for the final time, he
was matched at a little over 7/1 in running. At first
glance there is a cause for concern for backers,
with Min seeming likely to re-oppose and a
notably strong traveller, but two things ease any
concern. Firstly, and most importantly, there is the
fact that Altior put Min to the sword in ruthless

fashion, and those (like me) who had backed
the runner-up had hope turned to despair in a
split second as the winner took full control.
Secondly, it’s always a good idea to look back on
races to establish whether what you thought you
saw measures up to fact. At the time, I convinced
myself that De Boinville was sending out distress
signals, but he knows this horse well and the replay
merely showshimnudging hismount into thebridle,
and neither horse nor jockey looked uncomfortable,
except perhaps when room got a little tight
on the inside after the leaders had taken the
third-last fence.

I’ve now concluded that the only real concern with
Altior is lack of concentration, and he did take off
too soon at the second fence in the Tingle Creek,
and that kind of lapse could be disastrous at
Cheltenham – hell, even Arkle wasn’t immune, as
those who have watched his 1966 Gold Cup win
can testify. I’m not worried about the fact that he
jumped out to his left at times at Ascot, and that
also strikes me as a symptom of boredom rather
than a physical problem. I always maintain that
you need to look at whether a horse is forfeiting
or gaining ground through their jumping, and while
Altior lost ground at the final ditch, a look at his
position in relation to his rivals at each fence shows
that he was actually gaining significant ground
overall – standing off despite shifting left, and
quickly into stride again on landing. He will benefit
from getting a lead early at Cheltenham, and that
in itself should be enough to ensure he puts such
jumping foibles behind him.

BANKER
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BANKER OR BUST – SANTINI

Santini heads the antepost market for the RSA
Chase despite being beaten in the Kauto Star
Novices; Chase at Kempton, and that may seem
counter-intuitive given that his main market rival,
Delta Work, has won all three of his starts over
fences, including when beating Arkle favourite
Le Richebourg in the Drinmore at Fairyhouse.
Last year’s Pertemps Final winner also tasted
Grade 1 success at Leopardstown’s Christmas
meeting, and he arguably boasts a stronger profile
on that basis.

On the other hand, Santini has plenty going for him
when digging slightly deeper. His defeat of Black
Op in January last year reads very well, and he just
lacked the experience to back that up when third
in the Albert Bartlett at last year’s Festival, but in
handicapping terms that run was at least the equal
of Delta Work’s Pertemps success over the same
track and trip. Henderson has won this race three
times since 2005, and each time his representative
had been beaten in the Kauto Star (previously
run as the Feltham Novices’ Chase) – indeed
both Trabolgan and Bobs Worth were beaten
again after Kempton before landing the RSA, and
history shoes that defending an unbeaten record
is no advantage. Getting beaten can produce a
more valuable learning experience that winning
unchallenged, and I’m never afraid of backing
one who has tasted defeat, particularly where
I think that defeat has been beneficial in a horse’s
education. In Santini’s case, I thought his run at
an unsuitable track like Kempton was the perfect
stepping stone to bigger things. He was taken out
of his comfort zone but showed a willing attitude
before finishing off notably strongly, and I think he
will have benefited greatly from the experience,
as Trabolgan and Bobs Worth did before him.
I would read quite as much into this as the stats
would suggest, but it is interesting that none
of Nicky Henderson’s Feltham winners (Mutare,
Sparkling Flame, Fiddling The Facts, Bacchanal
and Long Run) managed to add the RSA to their
haul, with the first three failing to complete, and
Long Run beaten into third – Bacchanal had his
chance scuppered by Foot & Mouth, but fell early
at Aintree.

Santini is a winning pointer who looked every
inch a staying chaser last season, so he is to be
commended for doing aswell as hedid over hurdles,
and he finished his season by winning the Grade 1
Sefton Novices’ Hurdle at Aintree. He is clearly best
suited by a galloping track and soft ground, but
he coped well enough over a sharp three miles on
good ground at Kempton to think that he wouldn’t
be compromised by a sound surface in the RSA,
and the best is yet to come based on how he keeps
progressing. I’ve made a case that he fits the stats
for the race, but that’s not the overriding factor at
all. Santini simply gives the impression that he the
ideal sort for a race like the RSA and appeals as a
genuine Gold Cup contender given the impression
he’s made. His career has been brief to date, and
a lack of experience is something which must be
factored into calculations, but assuming he gets
the final prep race which Nicky Henderson has
mooted, then such doubts would be assuaged.
In short, he appeals as the best prospect in the
race bar none, and I’ll be disappointed if he can’t
go very close indeed.

BANKER
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LIVELY OUTSIDER – KING ROLAND

With the make-up of several of the races on
Wednesday so hard to envisage in advance, it’s less
easy to find a value bet, and there is a possibility
that Uttoxeter winner King Roland will bypass
Cheltenham altogether, but he made such an
impression on his bumper debut that he must be
on the shortlist for the Champion Bumper should
connections decide to head in that direction.

A son of Stowaway out of an unraced Robin
des Champs mare, he traces from the family of
controversial Eclipse Stakes winner Trepan but
is otherwise unremarkable in terms of pedigree.
He was clearly impressive enough to cost €40,000
as a 3-y-o and made an impressive start in the
Point-to-Point sphere for the Lacey operation,
beating a subsequent winner with breathtaking
ease in a maiden open at Larkhill last March.
Shortly after that, he was purchased by the
Masterson family and joined Harry Fry. Fitted with
a hood for his bumper debut, he probably didn’t
have a great deal to beat, but did so by a massive
22 lengths, and looked out of the top drawer in
doing so. Despite the headgear, he looked very
tractable, held up initially before sweeping to the
front off the home turn and able to power away
while looking thoroughly professional. The ground
was heavy at Uttoxeter, but it was on the soft side
of good when he won between the flags, and I
doubt he needs the mud, while any bumper winner
who can put that sort of distance between himself
and his rivals is worthy of note.

The other notable aspect of King Roland’s
performances is his strength at the line, and he
was hard to pull up again at Uttoxeter despite the
conditions, which augurs well for his prospects of
coming up the hill at Cheltenham. To be honest,
there is not much about the Cheltenham race which
will be a problem for him, and his ability to come
from off the pace, which he did at Larkhill as well, is
an asset in a race which can suit strong finishers. In
fact, since Champagne Fever made almost all in the
Champion Bumper back in 2012, the winners have
all come from well off the pace (Ballyandy raced
prominently but got shuffled back quite badly
when he beat Battleford). The only note of caution
is that Harry Fry has suggested Punchestown as
his main target. He also mentioned running in the
listed bumper at Newbury on Betfair Hurdle day,
but that has come to naught, so hopefully a trip
to the Cotswolds in March remains on the agenda.
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Ben Linfoot – Day Two
Is there a chink in the Altior armour?

Back-to-back winners of the Queen Mother
Champion Chase used to be a common occurrence.

Fortria kicked things off in 1960-61 and, since he
achieved the feat, seven more horses won two
(or three in Badsworth Boy’s case) consecutive
renewals of the two-mile chasing championship up
to and including Viking Flagship in 1994-95.

But since then we’ve had just one – Master Minded
in 2008-9, despite having some two-mile greats
like Moscow Flyer and Sprinter Sacre gracing the
sport in recent years.

It begs the question if it’s a tougher task these
days, despite the emergence of the Ryanair
Chase as another option for prospective Champion
Chase hopefuls.

In the case of Moscow Flyer and Sprinter Sacre,
circumstances robbed them of landing consecutive
renewals; the unseating of Barry Geraghty four out
for the former back in 2004, while the latter, of
course, battled physical issues until his remarkable
resurrection in 2016.

Given we could easily have had back-to-back
Champion Chase winners before and after Master
Minded, it looks a coincidental quirk that we’ve
only had one horse win consecutive renewals of
this race in the last 23 years.

In any case, the chances are we’ll be talking
about another back-to-backer come 3.40pm
on Wednesday March 13 with Altior looking
bombproof in his quest to retain his title.

It seems a long time ago that he was beaten in two
consecutive bumpers, two of the hottest bumpers
we’ve seen, granted, his Punchestown sixth behind
the likes of Bellshill, Disko, Modus and Charbel in
April 2015 the last time he faced defeat.

A remarkable 17-from-17 over obstacles since then,
he’s won at three consecutive Cheltenham Festivals
thanks to victories in the Sky Bet Supreme Novices’
Hurdle, the Racing Post Arkle Challenge Trophy
and last year’s Champion Chase; the latter win the
performance of his career to date.

He overcame a late injury scare to win that race and
his in-running high of 8.4 on Betfair is the highest
he’s ever traded in-running on the exchanges in a
race that he’s won.

Clearly, he’s head and shoulders above the current
crop of two-milers and with Footpad failing to
kick on from an exciting novice chase season,
the opposition to the nine-year-old looks thin on
the ground.

Given that Altior looked momentarily in trouble
three out last year, when he hit that in-running
high of 8.4, perhaps he might be vulnerable to a
top-notch out-and-out two-miler as, despite his
unbeaten record, he himself doesn’t look like that
type of horse.

He runs as though he could be just as good over
further and the King George, over three miles, has
often been mooted as a potential target one day.

Footpad threatened to be that sort of rival when
he burst onto the scene last year, but nothing he’s
done this campaign would strike fear into the Altior
camp and a tilt at the Ryanair remains a possibility
for him.

As for chinks in the Altior armour, we’re left
scratching around trying to find one. He jumped
left a bit at Ascot, but that’s of zero concern
around left-handed Cheltenham, and, apart from
that, it’s difficult to come up with many scenarios
that would beat him.

The amazing Tiger Roll goes for a fourth
Cheltenham Festival victory and a second Cross
Country Chase. Could he???

By a Derby winner out of the daughter of a Guineas
winner, it’s safe to say Tiger Roll wasn’t bred to win
a Grand National or to navigate the cheese wedges
on the cross-country course at Cheltenham.

A half-brother to Godolphin stayer Ahzeemah, he
didn’t make it to the course on the Flat and was
gelded and sold from Darley to Nigel Hawke before
he’d even been sighted on a racetrack.

The start of his journey to jumps racing immortality
came at Market Rasen in November 2013, when he
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won a five-runner juvenile race on debut for Hawke
at odds of 12/1.

Just months after buying him for £10,000, Hawke
then sold him for £80,000 at the Brightwells
Cheltenham Sale in December and new trainer
Gordon Elliott pitched him straight into Grade
One company in the Spring Juvenile Hurdle at
Leopardstown two months later.

A second to Guitar Pete in that race, he reversed
the form emphatically to win the Triumph Hurdle
at the Cheltenham Festival, the first of three
successes at the meeting – although he would have
to wait three years for his next.

22 runs separated his first and second
victories at the Festival, but by the time he arrived
at the start for the 2017 Four Miler he was a
hardened steeplechaser with 10 runs over fences
under his belt.

That experience helped him overcome a couple
of mistakes to beat the following year’s Kim Muir
winner by three lengths, landing odds of 16/1 in
the process.

Tiger Roll has always done things against the odds,
though, his Triumph win coming at 10/1 and even
last year, when arriving at the Cross Country an
established Festival performer, he drifted to 7/1 on
the off.

“He’s a little rat of a thing, but he’s got the heart
of a lion,” said his owner, Michael O’Leary, in the
aftermath of his Cross Country heroics and sure
enough, a month later, his spirit was fully on show
at Aintree as he clung on to win the Grand National
from Pleasant Company by a diminishing head.

Only seen once since then, in the Cross Country
at Cheltenham’s November meeting, it’s safe to
say his whole season has revolved around getting
in shape for his dual spring targets of the Festival
and Aintree.

His rating of 159 likely puts him way ahead of most
of his Cross Country rivals, so he could easily win
it again, especially as his drift last year can be put
down to the softening of the ground.

He’s proven to be versatile on that score now,
and, unless the blinkers turn Auvergnat into an
accomplished performer around these twisting
banks, it could be Tiger’s time once again.

Can Champ defy the curse of the Challow?

Champ looks set to be a relatively short-priced
favourite for the Ballymore Novices’ Hurdle,
thanks to two wins in the first half of the
season at Newbury.

Named after 20-time Champion Jockey AP McCoy,
the JP McManus-owned and Nicky Henderson-
trained horse will bid to become the first seven-year-
old to land the contest since French Holly in 1998.

But that’s not the only stat that Champ will have
to defy, as his Grade One success in the Challow
Novices’ Hurdle looks a negative more than
anything else, given winners of that race are zero
from 16 in the Ballymore.

Run right at the end of December, deep midwinter
ground might be one reason why the Challow form
has failed to stand up in this race, making it an
unattractive option for the speedier type of horses
that traditionally do so well in the Cheltenham race.

This season might be a bit different, however, as
the ground was good-to-soft in the Challow, and
Champ has tanked along in both of his Newbury
races this season in the style of a horse blessed
with plenty of speed.

He could break the curse, then, but he looks pretty
short in the market to my eyes and he will have to
settle better than he has done so far this season if
he’s to get home at Cheltenham.

It still remains to be seen if the Challow
form works out, as much as it looked a good
renewal beforehand with seven last-time-out
winners lining up.

Given stablemate Birchdale looked a somewhat
fortunate winner of the Ballymore trial on Festival
Trials Day at Cheltenham at the end of January, it’s
hard to argue against Champ being the number
one contender from England.
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But Irish trainers have a fantastic recent record
in this race, winning seven of the last 11 renewals,
that man Willie Mullins responsible for four of
those thanks to Fiveforthree, Mikael d’Haguenet,
Faugheen and Yorkhill.

Whether a serious Ballymore contender will
emerge from his yard this season is still up in the
air, his staying novice hurdlers seemingly kept
under wraps in the first part of the campaign due
to the unseasonal faster ground.

Perhaps it will be left to Gordon Elliott to lay down
the biggest challenge to Champ.

Last year he won the race with Samcro and this
year another posse of Gigginstown up-and-comers
will likely have this race as an optional stepping
stone on their way to careers as steeplechasers.

Battleoverdoyen, winner of the Grade One Lawlor’s
of Naas Novice Hurdle on January 6, could well be
one of those, and if he does, he’ll bid to go two
places better than last year’s Naas winner - 2018
Ballymore third Next Destination.

But whoever emerges as the main opposition,
Champ will likely have plenty to prove.

Can Cheveley Park make their mark at the
Cheltenham Festival with Envoi Allen in the
Champion Bumper?

The famous red, white and blue colours of Cheveley
Park Stud are more familiar at Royal Ascot than the
Cheltenham Festival, but the Newmarket-based
business aim to change all that this year as their
foray into the National Hunt game bids to reap
rewards at the big spring meetings.

The likes of Pivotal, Medicean, Russian Rhythm,
Peeress and Persuasive were all Group One winners
on the Flat for Cheveley Park, a stud farm owned
by David and Patricia Thompson since 1975, a place
that has subsequently blossomed into the hugely
successful breeding operation that it is today.

Their interest in jumps racing had been confined
to purchasing the odd Grand National runner in
the week of the race – most famously so in 1992
when Party Politics won the Aintree spectacular in
Patricia Thompson’s pink and purple colours.

The likes of Highland Lodge and most recently
Seeyouatmidnight have also adorned those silks
in the National, with the former switching to the
Cheveley Park colours when he ran in this season’s
Becher Chase at the end of last year.

That passing interest in the jumps was emphatically
turned up several notches before the start of this
season when Cheveley Park poured significant
investment into a whole host of young National
Hunt purchases.

Willie Mullins was sent horses like Allaho, En Beton,
Ontheropes and Pragmatic, Henry de Bromhead
got his hands on A Plus Tard, and Nicky Henderson
received Beyondthestorm, but the trainer that has
had most success in the red, white and blue so far
is that man Gordon Elliott.

He’s run Larquebuse and Lethal Steps, who have
acquitted themselves well in defeat, while Chief
Justice seems to be enjoying life without starting
stalls and he landed a Grade Three Juvenile Hurdle
at Fairyhouse in December.

However, the most exciting Cheveley Park-Elliott
horses are Malone Road and Envoi Allen, a couple
of expensive recruits who are living up to their
hefty price tags judging by their performances in
bumpers this season.

Unfortunately Malone Road, bought for £325,000
at the Aintree Sales, is a doubt for Cheltenham due
toa knee injury. Hewas favourite for theWeatherbys
Champion Bumper following impressive victories
at Down Royal and Punchestown.

Envoi Allen, though, a £400,000 purchase, has
replaced his stablemate at the top of the Champion
Bumper antepost market after following up his
wins at Fairyhouse and Navan with a gutsy success
under a penalty at the Dublin Racing Festival.

They went a steady gallop in that race and he was
positioned on the wide outside throughout, but he
found for pressure, giving 3lb to most of his rivals,
to win by over a length in the style of a horse that
has plenty more to give.

He isn’t Elliott’s only good bumper horse. Andy
Dufresne, owned by JP McManus, looked pretty
good at Down Royal at the end of January, too.

But Envoi Allen looks the pick. It would be a
surprise if something usurps him at the top of
the Champion Bumper betting. For his owners,
a Cheltenham Festival win would be some early
reward for the significant outlay they have made in
the jumping game over the last 12 months.
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'Exceptional' Paisley to hit the right note!
Paul Ferguson catches up with both owner and trainer
of Paisley Park

Having begun the season by winning a handicap
at Aintree off a mark of 140 in October, PAISLEY
PARK will head to Cheltenham as clear favourite
for the Stayers’ Hurdle, having shot to prominence
in the Cleeve Hurdle.

The winner of just one of his four starts over
hurdles last season, the seven-year-old is on a
sharp upward curve, and owner Andrew Gemmell
is certainly enjoying the ride.

Blind since birth, Gemmell relies on the racecourse
commentator to relay the tale of each race and, if
the scenes in the winners’ enclosure on trials day
are anything to go by, Paisley Park would prove
one of the most popular winners of the week
among the racing public.

Gemmell’s love-affair with the sport began as a
schoolboy, when racing was one of the sports he
would listen to on the radio. Having started out in
the world of ownership with syndicates such as
Million In Mind – of whom he is still a member – and
Favourites Racing, the first horse he had run in his
own colours was Seymar Lad, a horse he bought in
May 2007. Formerly trained by Peter Beaumont for
leading owner Trevor Hemmings, he won his first
three starts under the tutelage of Emma Lavelle.

Several years later, Gemmell was ready to invest
again. He recalled: “At the time, Emma and her
bloodstock agent Gerry Hogan asked me if I was
interested in buying another one outright, which I
was, and they found him for me at the Land Rover
Sale in 2015.”

A huge fan of the late Prince, Gemmell recalls
how he ended up naming him after the singer’s
recording studio. “Being by Oscar out of a
Presenting mare, I couldn’t come up with a name
linked to his breeding. I hadn’t named him by
April 2016, so after Prince sadly died, I named him
Paisley Park.”

Runner-up on his debut in a bumper at
Warwick in January 2017, Paisley Park suffered a
life-threatening illness and was possibly still feeling
the effects of this towards the back end of last
season, his owner believing he hadn’t developed
physically as a result. “The ground went against him
in last year’s Albert Bartlett and, also having been
so sick after his bumper, I don’t think he had really
grown into himself. He lost a shoe as well and I don’t
think he found it easy to cope with it all. It was a
colic-related illness, but he was in a really bad way
and it was touch-and-go at one stage.”

Back on track at Aintree in October, Gemmell
missed the reappearance of Paisley Park due to his
annual pilgrimage to Australia for the Melbourne
Cup, a race in which he had an involvement in
2015, with the Ed Dunlop-trained Trip To Paris.
“We thought he was really well handicapped at the
start of the season. So, we ran at Aintree with a
view to taking it from there and he won well, so I
suggested going for the race that was the old fixed
brush hurdle at Haydock. I thought he would be a
top-end handicapper, but after winning there the
obvious thing to do was follow the Sam Spinner
route to Ascot.”

It might well have been a different story had we not
had such a dry autumn, which prevented Paisley
Park from schooling over fences. With hurdling
very much now the plan, the momentum continued
and he provided both trainer and jockey, Aidan
Coleman, with a first Grade 1 success in the Long
Walk Hurdle.

Lavelle had suggested after Ascot that he would be
freshened up ahead of the festival, but a change of
plan ensued and a trip to the Cleeve was pencilled
in. “Emma and Barry both felt it might be difficult
to keep him on the boil for 12 weeks and, with what
happened at the festival last year, it was a good
opportunity to run in the Cleeve Hurdle and see
how he handled the track.”

Gemmell, who certainly wasn’t going to be on the
other side of the world and miss this race, gave
away the tickets he had to the final of the Australian
Open tennis tournament, once the Cleeve was on
the cards. He continues: “I was pretty nervous
before the Cleeve, as we had the Grade 1 penalty
and when the commentator said he had made a
mistake, I got even more nervous then. But, he does
always seem to hit a flat spot and soon sprouted
wings, probably hitting the front earlier than Aidan
would have liked, as he said.”
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Paisley Park was the first Cheltenham winner in
the sole ownership of Gemmell – who had been
involved with Highland Lodge when he won a
novice chase at the track back in December 2012
– and it is now a case of keeping everything ticking
over until the big day, whilst pinching himself in
disbelief that he is the proud owner of the market
leader for one of the Championship races at this
year’s festival. “We don’t want hock-deep ground,
but he has shown he handles the track,” he adds
enthusiastically, as he tell me exactly how many
days remain until the Stayers’.

Paisley Park will bid to provide Lavelle with a
third Cheltenham Festival success, following the
victories of Crack Away Jack in the 2008 Fred
Winter and Pause And Clause in the 2010 Martin
Pipe. This is different, however, and having had
a short period of time to reflect on his Cleeve
Hurdle success, I caught up with her recently.
“He came out of the Cleeve unbelievably well,”
she said. "The thing is with him, is that he comes
out of his races so fresh, so the day after the
race he was on the walker, the next day he was
trotting and the day after he was back cantering.”
This laid-back persona is part of the reason why
plans were changed and the Cleeve became an
option. Lavelle continues: “He was so well after
Ascot and, having had the one run at Cheltenham
last year and things not exactly going to plan, I
suppose in a way we wanted to just be certain that
there was no issue with the track. He was well, it
was too long a gap between Ascot and the festival,

and he’s a racehorse, so we thought 'let’s go and
run him'. To let him down and bring him back up
again for that one big day was probably asking just
too much. In fairness, he hasn’t really had a hard
race this year and has been coming out of each
race so fresh and well, so he needed to go and do
a bit more.”

I posed the obvious question, to which I received
the answer I expected. “I think he is the best horse
I have trained, yes. You don’t come across horses
like him very often and they really do have it all.
With him, he ran on good – watered – ground at
Aintree at the beginning of the season and he won
on soft ground at Ascot; he goes left-handed, he
goes right-handed, it can be undulating or flat.
He’s just a good horse.”

Lavelle is no stranger to handling smart staying
hurdlers, Labelthou a four-time Grade 2 winner
for the stable. When asked if she could compare
the two in anyway, she explains: “He's a bit of the
whole package, whereas Labelthou – who was
a fantastic mare, she really was – was slow, who
ground it out as she handled bottomless ground.
The softer the better, she would put her head down
and was a brilliant jumper, who used to grind them
into submission from the front. She was a good
mare, but maybe would have just lacked the class
of Paisley and that’s what he has, the ability to
travel at a high tempo and still be able to quicken
off it. He doesn’t over-race, he only does what he
needs to do and that enables him to finish out his
races in the way that he does. We’re lucky, we’ve
got some very nice horses, but there are very few
exceptional horses and, touch wood, that is what
he looks like being.”

Labelthou finished eighth behind Inglis Drever in
the Stayers’ some 12 years ago. When asked what
it would mean to her to win this year’s contest, she
was quick to heap praise on husband and former
jockey, Barry Fenton, as well as the rest of the team
at Bonita Stables. “Barry rides him every day and
he has been absolutely instrumental in producing
him, he has done an amazing job. We’ve won a
couple of handicaps, which has been absolutely
amazing. The effort, the luck and everything that it
takes to win a race at the festival, it is an absolute
team effort. But, the Championship races are a bit
different, they are the best of the best and I’m sure
there will be a lot of pressure on nearer the time
and my fingernails may not look as good then as
they do now, but the way we have to look at it is, to
have a horse of his calibre in the yard – and to have
had such a season with him already – it has been
amazing and we all just hope it can get better.”

I’m sure the beauticians in the Marlborough area
will be on hand to ensure that Lavelle’s nails look
just right, should the season get that bit better, and
should she be called upon to lift aloft the Stayers’
Hurdle trophy, come Thursday 14th March.
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1.30 JLT Novices’ Chase
(Grade 1) 2m4f – New Course

OVERVIEW

First run in 2011, the first three renewals of the JLT
were run under Grade 2 status, before the contest
was upgraded in 2014. To date, the race has
been dominated by Irish-trained horses, and the
intermediate trip gives connections of potential
Arkle/RSA hopefuls another option. Despite it now
being a Grade 1, there is still a feeling that the JLT
doesn’t have the same pulling power or prestige
as either of the aforementioned races, although
Willie Mullins clearly doesn’t have a problem
with the race, having won it four times and with
high-class novices.

IRISH DOMINANCE

Given that seven of the eight JLT winners were
trained in Ireland – Jonjo O’Neill’s Taquin du Seuil
the only British-trained winner to date – this
seemed the obvious place to start. Since the victory
of Taquin du Seuil, only 14 Irish-trained horses have
contested the JLT but, between them, have won
all four subsequent renewals. The mare Shattered
Love became the latest Irish-trained winner when
providing Gordon Elliott with a first win in the race
last year, and during this four-year period a total of
34 horses have run in the JLT, so the Irish were only
responsible for 41% of the fields.

In total during the eight runnings of the race,
there have been 28 Irish-trained horses, which
represents 35% of all field sizes. Seven winners
from 28 runners is a fine strike-rate and backing
all Irish-trained horses blindly would have yielded a
profit of £17 to a level-stake of £1. The 20/1 success
of Benefficient certainly helps on that score, but
the strike-rate of the Irish in this race is impressive,
whichever way you look at it.

GRADED FORM A MUST

Six of the eight winners to date had won a Graded
novice chase on their previous start. The other
pair – Noble Prince and Black Hercules – had also
shown solid Graded form, with the former finishing
runner-up in a brace of Grade 1s over 2m1f, and the
latter would have added his name to this list but
for a final-fence fall in the Grade 2 Ten Up Novice
Chase at Navan.

Three horses took their chance last year on the
back of a victory in a Graded novice chase and
they finished 1-2-3. Four last-time-out Graded
winners took their chance in 2017 and, again, the

quartet included the first three home. There were
no qualifiers in the inaugural running, but since
then 24 horses have contested the JLT in all,
on the back of a Graded novice chase success,
and six have been successful. This would have
produced a profit of £19 to a level-stake £1; again,
mainly thanks to the win of Benefficient but a 25%
strike-rate is very eye-catching.

Additional Graded winners from earlier in the
season have contested the JLT, but it is evident –
from the relatively small amount of data to go on
thus far – that an in-form horse tends to come to
the fore in this event.

HURDLES FORM/EXPERIENCE

It was highlighted in last year’s Guide that horses
with Grade 1-winning hurdles form have a fine
record in this event and, despite the fact that
Finian’s Oscar couldn’t enhance that record, it is
something very much worth bearing in mind. Four
winners to date – Benefficient, Taquin du Seuil,
Vautour and Yorkhill – were all successful at the top
level during their respective novice hurdle seasons.

In addition, both Black Hercules and Shattered
Love were Grade 3-winning novice hurdlers,
so it is also becoming apparent that a quality
hurdler that takes well to fences does well here.
Rather like the Arkle in that respect, although to a
slightly lesser degree.

In terms of experience, the JLT is more like the
RSA Chase in that the winners were all quick to
switch to chasing. All eight winners were aged
six or seven, and six of the winners were sent
over fences directly after their novice hurdle
campaign. Whilst Sir Des Champs wasn’t a novice
hurdler the season before his JLT success, he
actually only had three starts over hurdles, so he
was completely unexposed.

Only Noble Prince spent two full seasons over
hurdles and since his victory the last seven winners
had run no more than seven times over hurdles
before going chasing, the number of hurdles
runs for those winners being 3, 6, 5, 7, 3, 5, 7.
Last year, only three horses contested the
JLT having spent two seasons over hurdles –
West Approach, Bigmartre and Modus – and
they finished sixth, seventh and eighth of the
eight finishers.

Admittedly, the majority of the fields in recent
years have been made up with lightly-raced
hurdlers, but since the win of Noble Prince, only
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five horses have finished in the places on the back
of more than seven hurdles starts and two seasons
over the smaller obstacles. These include Dynaste,
the hot-favourite in 2013, and, most recently, 2017
runner-up Top Notch.

CHELTENHAM FESTIVAL FORM

Limited hurdling experience seems to be beneficial,
but equally Cheltenham Festival hurdling form
seems essential, given that all eight winners to
date had run over hurdles at the previous season’s
festival. Four of the eight contested the previous
season’s Ballymore Novices’ Hurdle.

Vautour and Black Hercules had also contested
novice hurdles a year earlier – the former, of course,
won the Supreme and the latter finished seventh
behind Martello Tower in the Albert Bartlett –
whereas the first two winners of the JLT had run
in handicap hurdles 12 months earlier. Noble Prince
had finished fifth in the 2010 County Hurdle and
Sir Des Champs won the Martin Pipe Conditional
Jockeys’ Handicap Hurdle under Emmet Mullins,
who would later partner him to win a Grade 2
novice chase at Limerick.

MARKET FORCES

Both Vautour and Yorkhill justified short-priced
favouritism, whilst stablemate Black Hercules was
co-favourite of three when successful in-between.
Three second-favourites – Noble Prince, Sir Des
Champs and Shattered Love – have also been
successful, and backing the top two in the market
(including the three co-favourites in 2016) would
have yielded a level-stake profit of £7 to a £1 stake.
The JLT has proven to be – relatively speaking –
punter-friendly in the early years.

TRAINERS/CONNECTIONS TO NOTE

Being responsible for four of the eight winners to
date – including three successive winners between
2015 and 2017 – Willie Mullins boasts a fantastic
record in the JLT. So far, he has saddled 14 runners
over the eight renewals. Backing all 14 would have
only broken even to a level-stake; however, it still
represents a very good strike-rate and highlights
that he takes the race seriously. Indeed, the fact
that he was prepared to run both Vautour and
Yorkhill – both three-time Grade 1-winning novice
hurdlers – in the race shows that he has no
inferiority complex when it comes to the JLT in
comparison with the Arkle.

Mullins’ two most recent winners – Yorkhill
and Black Hercules – both carried the
beige-and-black silks of Andrea & Graham Wylie,

who have only had four runners in the race.
Felix Yonger finished fourth for the leading owners
in 2014, whilst Invitation Only was still in contention
and travelling well last year, when sprawling on
landing at the fourth-last, which resulted in him
being pulled-up.

Mullins’ first winner Sir Des Champs carried the
silks of Gigginstown House Stud and they were
also responsible for last year’s heroine, Shattered
Love. They are the only other owner to have
enjoyed more than one JLT victory to date, with
their overall record standing at two winners and a
third (Valseur Lido) from eight runners.

One more set of big owners who are clearly
beginning to take the JLT seriously are Simon
Munir & Isaac Souede, who have seen their
two-tone green silks finish second in the past three
renewals. Bristol de Mai (they also had the third
that year in L’Ami Serge), Top Notch and Terrefort
have all found just one too good, but it again shows
that these connections are happy to target this

7 of the 8 winners were trained in Ireland
(from 28 runners)

6 of the 8 winners won a Graded novice
chase last time out (from 24 runners)

All 8 winners ran over hurdles at the
previous season’s Festival (3 won)

Willie Mullins has trained 4 of the 8
winners

6 of the 8 winners were favourite
(including co-favourites) or
second-favourite

All 8 winners aged 6 or 7

The last 7 winners had no more than
7 runs over hurdles before going chasing

4 of the 8 winners had won a Grade 1
novice hurdle

Andrea & Graham Wylie have owned
2 winners from just 4 runners

Gigginstown House Stud has also owned
2 of the 8 winners

Only 2 winners failed to win last time out

Only 1 winner had spent 2 full seasons
over hurdles

Only 1 placed horse in the past 4 years
had more than 7 hurdles starts

KEY TRENDS
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race. Four placed efforts in the past three years
from only six runners in total is not a bad record
and it wouldn’t be a surprise if they were to land
the prize before too long.

KEY RACES

The Cheltenham Festival form has already been
touched upon and four of the winners contested
last season’s Ballymore Novices’ Hurdle, including
the last twowinners.Yorkhill hadwon theBallymore
in 2016 and Shattered Love could finish only 12th
behind Willoughby Court and the ill-fated Neon
Wolf. Benefficient finished 10th in the Ballymore a
year before his JLT win, and Taquin du Seuil was
sixth behind The New One in the 2013 renewal.

In terms of novice chases earlier in the season,
Leopardstown’s Grade 1 Racing Post Novice Chase
over Christmas has thrown up three winners so
far, with Noble Prince, Benefficient and Vautour all
contesting that 2m1f event. Incidentally, none of the
trio were successful, despite the latter being sent
off at 1/4. The other named pairing both went on to
contest the Irish Arkle, with Benefficient winning
and Noble Prince again finishing runner-up.

ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight OR SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 11211 Shattered Love 7 10-11 144 4/1 G Elliott (IRE) 9 1st Gr.1 Leopardstown Nov. Chase (77)

2017 411 Yorkhill 7 11-4 155 6/4F W Mullins (IRE) 8 1st Gr.3 Leopardstown Nov. Chase (53)

2016 11F Black Hercules 7 11-4 152 4/1CF W Mullins (IRE) 9 fell Gr.2 Ten Up Nov. Chase (32)

2015 1121 Vautour 6 11-4 154 6/4F W Mullins (IRE) 8 1st Gr.2 Leopardstown Nov. Chase (53)

2014 11321 Taquin Du Seuil 7 11-4 147 7/1 J O’Neill 12 1st Gr.2 Haydock Nov. Chase (54)

2013 21241 Benefficient 7 11-4 147 20/1 A Martin (IRE) 13 1st Gr.1 Irish Arkle Chase (47)

2012 111 Sir des Champs 6 11-4 148 3/1 W Mullins (IRE) 10 1st Gr.2 Boylesports Nov. Chase (47)

2011 4122 Noble Prince 7 11-4 146 4/1 P Nolan (IRE) 11 2nd Gr.1 Irish Arkle Chase (53)

LEADING EIGHT-YEAR GUIDES

Ballymore Novices’ Hurdle 4 (Benefficient 10th, Taquin du Seuil 6th, Yorkhill 1st, Shattered Love 12th)
Racing Post Novice Chase 3 (Noble Prince 2nd, Benefficient 4th, Vautour 2nd)

Irish Arkle 2 (Noble Prince 2nd, Benefficient 1st)
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“My 20-Year Memory”
CHARACTER BUILDING - 2009

“Aptly named as that’s what being part of the Cheltenham Festival does to you. John Quinn’s grey was
one of many I could have picked out. It could have been a story of what might have been but instead
this was a happily ever after, having just missed out two years previously. Character Building was a

yardstick upon which many top lines of form were based - he had been third to Denman in a Hennessy.
In 2009 it was his time in the limelight. I must say it was well deserved.”

TANYA STEVENSON - CHIEF EXECUTIVE, HORSERACINS SPONSORS ASSOCIATION



2.10 Pertemps Network Final Handicap Hurdle
(Grade 3) 3m - New Course

OVERVIEW

The longest of the festival handicap hurdles, the
Pertemps Final was run under Grade 3 status
for the first time last year, when won by a novice
for a third successive season. In recent seasons,
younger, less-exposed horses have come to the
fore – more in line with the other handicap hurdles
at the meeting – and that is something which I
believe can continue, as the quality of field seems
to be on the up.

SHAPE OF THE HANDICAP

As you can see from the table below – and the
official rating of the lowest-rated horse in the
race – the contest has, in general, improved from
2012 onwards. Prior to that, low-130s – and as low
as 128 back in 2009 – would get you a run in the
Pertemps Final, whereas the last seven years has
seen that rise. 136 was required to get in last year,
twice the mark has been 137, and on the other three
occasions 135 was as low as you could go.

Fingal Bay defied top-weight and Presenting
Percy was just 1lb off top-weight when successful
a couple of years back. Both horses were genuine
Grade 1 performers at the height of their powers, so
class can come to the fore. The last eight winners
have all won from a mark between 138 and 148,
whereas a mark of 150+ has proven too much for
all that have tried during this century.

THE RISE OF
THE LESS-EXPOSED HURDLER

Experience versus potential was touched upon
in last year’s Guide, highlighting that nine of the
previous 11 winners had run between six and 10
times over hurdles. This trend continued last year,
as Delta Work had run just seven times prior to the
festival. That’s eight winners in the past decade –
only Buena Vista fails on this score – and the last six
had run no more than seven times over hurdles in
the build-up to Cheltenham.

Holywell and Call The Cops were lightly-raced,
improving second-season hurdlers, whilst Fingal
Bay enjoyed a successful return to hurdling after
returning from injury. Since then, the last three
winners were novices, during which period only
10 novices took their chance. There was only one
novice in last year’s line-up, that being the winner
Delta Work. Backing novices during the past three
years would have yielded a profit of £24 to a
level-stake of £1 and I wouldn’t be at all surprised
to see this trend continue.

I must admit, if asked to rank my favourite
Cheltenham Festival days in order, then the
Thursday would come out fourth and this race –
over the years – was one that made less appeal
than most. Given the change in fortune of the
less-exposed horse, I expect this to change,
however, and I will be looking to take a similar
approach to what I do in the other handicaps –
looking for novices and youngsters on the up.

For novices, the last three winners were quite
experienced, having run seven times, six times and
seven times respectively. They were all gradual
improvers over hurdles, starting over shorter before
going up in distance during the second half of the
season. Interestingly – and more of this later under
Key Races – all three stepped up to 3m for the first
time in the Qualifier for this race at Leopardstown’s
Christmas meeting.

Back to the ‘seven or less runs’ stat, and 35
horses with this profile took their chance in
the last six runnings of the Pertemps Final.
Therefore, backing all qualifiers during this period
would have produced a healthy profit of £39.50
to a level-stake £1, and even taking it back to the
start of the last decade would have gained £19.50,
with 57 horses running in the past 10 years on the
back of seven or less hurdle runs. Last year only
two horses qualified – yes, I backed the wrong one
in the shape of Jonjo O’Neill’s Forza Milan – and I
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Top Weight (OR) Bottom OR Winner OR

2018 155 136 139

2017 147 137 146

2016 154 135 139

2015 152 135 138

2014 148 135 148

2013 148 135 140

2012 157 137 142

2011 156 133 138

2010 155 131 133

2009 150 128 129
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think this could be a continuing trend. If a novice
doesn’t look good enough for the Albert Bartlett,
the Pertemps is becoming the alternative and the
past two winners actually went on to contest the
Grade 1 Irish Daily Mirror Novice Hurdle at the
Punchestown Festival, with Delta Work going down
by a neck to Next Destination. Delta Work had
actually contested Graded novice hurdles earlier in
the season, too, and this is something else we might
see, should the calibre of field continue to improve.

PACE OVER SHORTER

As mentioned briefly in the previous section, the
last three winners started the season over the
minimum trip before going up gradually, as did
Kayf Aramis, who began his season in a 2m3f
maiden hurdle. It is quite common for the winner of
this to have run over shorter earlier in the season
– many contesting races over two-and-a-half miles
or thereabouts – either before or after qualifying
for this. That is not really stating anything
earth-shattering, given that there are plenty of
options over 2m4f-2m6f for this type of horse, but
in terms of the novices I would expect them to be
campaigned similarly. Obtain a mark by running
over inadequate trips, before improving as they go
up in distance.

IN FORM/FITNESS

The last five winners – and seven in the past
decade – had their final prep run during February
and the other three in the past 10 years ran in
January. In fact, I’ve gone back through the last
30 years’ results and every winner during this
period ran during the same calendar year, so this
isn’t a race in which a horse coming back from a
lay-off (or having been deliberately kept fresh) has
a good record. The aforementioned ForzaMilan and
Missed Approach (two years earlier) are examples
of fancied horses who arrived at Cheltenham on
the back of a break, both having not run since the
Winter Carnival at Newbury in early-December, or
late-November in the case of last year’s Kim Muir
winner. Clearly it is an advantage to have fitness
on your side, with a recent run seeming essential.
It should be said that this statistic is probably
slightly skewered by the fact that there are a
number of post-New Year qualifiers, both in Britain
and Ireland, but it is still worth noting.

In-form horses are also beginning to dominate
the Pertemps Final, with only Buena Vista (twice)
failing to finish in the first four on their latest start.
Of the eight, four were last-time-out winners,
with Kayf Aramis, Fingal Bay, Call The Cops and
Presenting Percy all winning their final start
before Cheltenham. Call The Cops scored with

ease at Doncaster, to pick up a penalty, which
ensured he got in the race. – a well-executed plan.
Incidentally, Buena Vista ran in the Lanzarote Hurdle
(2m5f) and in a Newbury handicap over 2m4f in his
prep runs for this, before stepping back up to 3m.

KEY RACES

This section hasn’t been included for the Pertemps
previously, but several races cropped up more than
once, so I thought it should be introduced.

Starting with the most recent winners and the past
three all contested the Punchestown Pertemps
Qualifier during February. Delta Work and Mall Dini
finished third and Presenting Percy came home
in fourth.

The Pat Kelly-trained pairing then went on to run
in a 2m4f handicap at Fairyhouse, known as the
At The Races Handicap Hurdle, which Presenting
Percy won and Mall Dini finished third. Last year’s

The last 6 winners had run 6 or 7 times
over hurdles

The last 3 winners were novices

The last 8 winners were rated between
138-148

The last 30 winners had run during
January or February

9 of the last 11 winners won or placed last
time out (5 won)

The last 3 winners contested the
Punchestown Qualifier in February

Davy Russell has ridden the past 3 winners

Respect Pat Kelly

Respect Jonjo O’Neill (saddled 4 winners
in total)

5 winners this century have worn headgear

Horses rated 150+ have struggled this
century

Lack of a recent run (calendar year) is a
negative

Buena Vista is the only winner this
century to have been placed at a festival
previously

Only 1 winner in the past 10 years had
won more than twice earlier in the season

KEY TRENDS
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renewal was run under the name of the Tommy
Carberry Handicap Hurdle, so pay close attention
to that event, which is run after this Guide has gone
to print.

One more Irish race to note is the Pertemps
Qualifier at Leopardstown over Christmas, won this
season by the novice Cuneo. This is again a race that
Kelly used for both Mall Dini and Presenting Percy.

Domestically, Haydock’s Fixed Brush Hurdle threw
up three winners in four years between 2010 and
2013, and although it may seem silly to include
a race which no longer exists, the replacement
Betfair Stayers’ Handicap Hurdle is certainly one
to pay close attention to, going forward. A valuable
handicap over a trip just shy of 2m7f, it is now often
the target for a lot of staying handicap hurdlers
in the first half of the season and I wouldn’t be
at all surprised if it began to have an impact on
the Pertemps.

Another to note – although it doesn’t fall into
the Leading Ten-Year Guides on the opposite
page – is Sandown’s Heroes Handicap Hurdle in
early February. Again run over a similar trip to
the Haydock race, this is another valuable prize
with the pot increasing significantly last year.
Paul Nicholls’ Topofthegame won the 2018 renewal,
before going on to finish a neck second in the Coral
Cup, but it could again begin to have an impact
here. Going back to 2007, Oscar Park finished
unplaced in that race before winning the Pertemps
for David Arbuthnot and Tom Doyle.

The only winner in the past decade to have run at
Cheltenham earlier in the season was Buena Vista.
Both years, he contested the Pertemps Qualifier at
the October meeting and the CITIPOST Handicap
Hurdle the following month.

TRAINERS TO NOTE

Given that he saddled back-to-back winners – and
from a very small stable – Pat Kelly is very much
a man to note in the Pertemps, although anything
he runs in the near future is sure to catch the eye
of most odds-compilers. The trainer of both Mall
Dini and Presenting Percy didn’t have a runner last
year, which meant Davy Russell was available to
ride Delta Work for Gigginstown House Stud and
Gordon Elliott. This kind of race – on a hold-up
horse – really suits Russell’s quiet style and he has
now ridden the last three winners.

Kelly, of course, enjoyed festival success 12 months
ago when Presenting Percy returned to win the
RSA Chase and it should also be remembered that
Mall Dini was only beaten by half a length in the
Kim Muir, a race in which he finished 5th in 2016.
The shrewd Galway handler clearly knows what

is required when readying one for the meeting.
A Cheltenham Festival record of three wins,
a second and a fifth from five runners is very
impressive, indeed.

Jonjo O’Neill was out of luck last year with the
aforementioned Forza Milan pulling-up injured,
but has saddled more winners (4) of the Pertemps
Final than any other trainer. Danny Connors,
Inching Closer, Creon and Holywell have all
scored for the Jackdaws Castle operation and
it is a race that O’Neill clearly likes to target.
The stable has enjoyed a much more fruitful
campaign this time around and could well have
one or two well-handicapped horses come the
spring festivals.

One potential contender for Jonjo O’Neill could be
Ready And Able, who looked smart when winning
at Aintree early in the season. He still needs to
qualify (at the time of writing) – and is running out
of time – but he is a lightly-raced and an improving
novice, who might be a forgotten horse after
his lay-off.

Two of O’Neill’s four winners were for leading
owner JP McManus and he has also seen his
green-and-gold silks carried to success by Kadoun
(Michael O’Brien) in 2006. Since 2012, McManus
has been responsible for three runners-up –
including Glencoe last year – and a third. Like many
of the festival handicaps, McManus likes to be
well represented.

DELTA WORK A RECENT TRENDSBUSTER

Last year’s winner Delta Work burst a couple of
trends which were highlighted in recent editions
of this Guide. Firstly, he became just the second
five-year-old to win the race (the other being back
in 1988) and, secondly, he ended the dismal run for
French-bred horses in the race, becoming the first
such winner since 1994. It could well be that he
was an anomaly in terms of age – staying handicap
hurdles aren’t easy for five-year-olds to succeed in
– but the French-bred statistic might well be about
to change. As we are seeing a younger and a better
quality type of horse winning the Pertemps, there
is every chance that decent novices are aimed
at this race and seeing a suffix of (FR) alongside
their name certainly wouldn’t put me off backing
a horse I fancied.

There was one trend that Delta Work enhanced,
becoming the fifth winner this century to wear
headgear. Stayers can be notoriously lazy, so
headgear can sharpen them up and you often get
several in these long-distance handicaps sporting
headgear of some sort – 10 horses did last year.
Delta Work wore a hood on every start in Ireland
prior to the festival.
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight OR SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 33243 Delta Work 5 10-10 139 6/1 G Elliott (IRE) 23 3rd Punchestown Qualifier (23)

2017 11541 Presenting Percy 6 11-11 146 11/1 P Kelly (IRE) 24 1st Fairyhouse Handicap Hurdle (19)

2016 31433 Mall Dini 6 10-11 139 14/1 P Kelly (IRE) 24 3rd Fairyhouse Handicap Hurdle (26)

2015 41 Call The Cops 6 10-12 (5 ex) 133 9/1 N Henderson 23 1st Doncaster Handicap Hurdle (12)

2014 1 Fingal Bay 8 11-12 148 9/2F P Hobbs 23 1st Exeter Qualifier (32)

2013 2222 Holywell 6 11-4 140 25/1 J O’Neill 24 2nd Warwick Qualifier (61)

2012 5P504 Cape Tribulation 8 10-11 142 14/1 M Jefferson 24 4th Haydock Qualifier (26)

2011 28700 Buena Vista 10 10-3 (5) 138 20/1 D Pipe 23 15th Lanzarote Hurdle (61)

2010 8508 Buena Vista 9 10-1 (3) 133 16/1 D Pipe 24 8th Newbury Handicap Hurdle (48)

2009 26211 Kayf Aramis 7 10-5 129 16/1 V Williams 22 1st Warwick Nov. Hurdle (20)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Punchestown Qualifier 3 (Mall Dini 3rd, Presenting Percy 4th, Delta Work 3rd)
Haydock Fixed Brush Hurdle 3 (Buena Vista 5th, Cape Tribulation 5th, Holywell 2nd)

Pertemps Network Final 2 (Buena Vista 2nd & 1st)
Tommy Carberry Handicap Hurdle 2 (Mall Dini 3rd, Presenting Percy 1st)

Cheltenham Qualifier (Oct.) 2 (Buena Vista 7th & 8th)
CITIPOST Handicap Hurdle 2 (Buena Vista 7th & 11th)

Leopardstown Qualifier 2 (Mall Dini 4th, Presenting Percy 5th)
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2.50 Ryanair Chase
(Grade 1) 2m5f – New Course

OVERVIEW

Another fairly new contest, the Ryanair Chase is
beginning to find its position in the Cheltenham
Festival rota, with this being yet another day three
event which seems to be improving.

There has been much debate about the necessity
of this race since its introduction – and, indeed,
the JLT for the novices – as to whether or not it
dilutes the Queen Mother Champion Chase and/or
the Gold Cup, and whether or not there was space
at the festival for another Grade 1 steeplechase.
Aintree’s Melling Chase was there to offer the
chance of success over this sort of trip and this
race started out as a Grade 2 conditions event for
the first three years.

Upgraded in 2008, it was still looked upon by
many as the weaker link among the festival chases,
but again – rather like the JLT – Willie Mullins has
potentially changed this in recent seasons, saddling
top-class performers to win in 2016 and 2017.

The Ryanair Chase is, it seems, now being
considered as a target in its own right, as opposed
to simply being an after-thought for those wanting
to take an easier option.

RESPECT THE LIGHTLY-RACED
CHASER

Rather like the JLT, which offers novices the option
of not being fully stretched in the RSA Chase
(there is still a belief by some that the RSA has
a detrimental effect on young horses, although I
don’t personally remember it doing much harm to
the likes of Looks Like Trouble, Denman or Bobs
Worth, for example), the Ryanair Chase was used
as a springboard to Gold Cup success 12 months
later by Imperial Commander. Likewise, Cue Card
would later go on to develop into a top-class
staying chaser, and the Ryanair Chase was used
by both as an intermediary during their second
season over fences.

In fact, eight of the 14 winners to date – including
last year’s winner Balko des Flos – were
second-season chasers, and in the past decade,
only dual-winner Albertas Run had run in
more than 11 chases prior to winning this.
Imperial Commander, who suffered a curtailed
novice campaign, had only had five starts prior to
his win, whilstRiverside Theatre,Cue Card,Dynaste,
Uxizandre and Vautour had only raced between six
and nine times over fences respectively.

Respect a lightly-raced chaser, who appears on an
upward curve.

GRADED FORM A BIG PLUS

Balko des Flos proved last year that it is possible to
win a Ryanair having never won in Graded company
previously – his two wins had come in a beginners’
chase and the valuable Galway Plate during the
previous summer – but, prior to his success, nine
of the 10 winners since the race became a Grade 1
had already scored at the top level. Only Imperial
Commander had failed to score at the highest level.
He was similar, in many ways, to last year’s winner,
in that he ran reasonably well in Graded novice
hurdles (both ran well in the Sefton at Aintree) and
landed a valuable handicap earlier in the season,
in his case the BetVictor Gold Cup as it is now
known. In fairness to both, Imperial Commander
had taken his chance in the King George on his final
start before winning this, and Balko des Flos had
finished runner-up in the Leopardstown Christmas
Chase on unsuitably soft ground.

The other nine winners had already proven
themselves as Grade 1 winners, with Riverside
Theatre, Cue Card and Un de Sceaux arriving at
Cheltenham on the back of top-level success.
The first-named pair had won the Ascot Chase in
February, whilst the latter – a top-class two-miler –
had won the rescheduled Clarence House Chase, at
Cheltenham on trials day.

Proven form at the top level is a big positive.

PROVEN STAMINA

All 11 winners since the race was upgraded had
proven their stamina over the distance, if not
further. The likes of Riverside Theatre and Cue
Card had won over this trip at Ascot on their
previous start, whilst brilliant 2016 winner Vautour
had also won over 2m5f at Ascot, earlier in the
campaign. He, of course, had gone down narrowly
in the King George on his previous start and the
other eight winners had form in the book over 3m
or thereabouts.

Uxizandre and Un de Sceaux were the only two
who were stepping up in trip, having contested the
Clarence House and Game Spirit respectively on
their previous start. However, the former had won
the Manifesto over 2m4f at Aintree the previous
spring and is another who had contested the
Sefton Novices’ Hurdle over 3m (a bit of a recurring
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theme), while the latter had won a Grade 2 Prix la
Barka at Auteuil over 2m5½f before finishing sixth
in the French Champion Hurdle over 3m1½f at the
same track.

Of all 14 winners to date, there is only really Un de
Sceaux who was a genuine two-miler before going
up in distance as he got older. This is something
we might see more of, however, as we know horses
lose speed with age, so going up in distance might
well give them another shot at festival glory.

Going back to the Sefton Novices’ Hurdle and
given that three Ryanair winners in the past
decade contested that race earlier in their careers,
I dug a bit deeper. Only six horses – during this
10-year period – have taken their chance in the
Ryanair having run in the Sefton, so that’s a 50%
strike-rate and a profit of £27 to a level-stake £1.
It is also worth noting that Albertas Run – who
won back-to-back renewals at 14/1 and 6/1 –
won the Listed handicap hurdle over the same
Aintree course-and-distance when a novice.
Coincidental maybe, or it could be that proving
your stamina at an early stage seems a positive.

FRENCH-BREDS DOMINANT

This is another race in which French-bred
horses have a fine record, particularly in recent
years, with Balko des Flos becoming the fifth
straight such winner last year (and there was no
(FR) representative in 2013, either). During that
five-year period, 25 French-bred horses have taken
their chance in the Ryanair, which makes up 46% of
the fields. Backing all French-bred runners in the
past five years would have produced a profit of
£9.75 to a level-stake £1.

Going back further, both Fondmort and Taranis
were also French-bred winners of the race, before
it became the Grade 1 we now know. Since the race
was introduced in 2005, 53 French-bred horses
have contested the Ryanair and seven have won.

FESTIVAL/COURSE FORM

Since the race became a Grade 1 contest, all
11 winners had run at the Cheltenham Festival
previously. Five of the 11 had tasted victory at a
previous festival – those being Albertas Run, Cue
Card, Vautour, and Un de Sceaux – and another
three had been placed previously; Our Vic
finished third in the RSA Chase, whilst Dynaste
and Uxizandre finished runner-up in the previous
season’s JLT.

Last year’s winner, Balko des Flos, had finished fifth
in the 2016 Albert Bartlett and was still a couple of
lengths to the good when coming down four out in

the JLT the following year. Of the 11 winners, eight
of them had run at more than one festival, too, so
previous form at this meeting seems a necessity in
terms of the Ryanair. Even going back to the first
three years of the contest, both Thisthatandtother
and Fondmort boasted plenty of previous
Cheltenham Festival experience.

And, it isn’t just festival experience that is a plus,
but Cheltenham form in general. Of the 14 winners,
only two (including last year’s winner) had failed
to record a victory of some sort at Cheltenham.
Interestingly, eight of the 12 had won a novice
chase at the track, so picking up experience over
the Chase course is clearly a positive.

9 of the 11 winners since the race was
upgraded had already won a Grade 1

8 of the last 10 winners had only had 11
chase starts or less (6 had between 5-9)

The last 5 winners were French-bred

All 11 Grade 1 winners boasted previous
festival experience (5 had won)

All 11 Grade 1 winners had proven their
stamina (several over further)

8 of the 14 winners were second-season
chasers

8 of the 14 winners had won a novice
chase at Cheltenham

3 winners in the past 10 years ran in
the Sefton Novices’ Hurdle (from just 6
runners)

4 of the last 5 winners contested the
previous season’s JLT

Respect Willie Mullins

David Pipe has saddled 2 winners from
just 5 runners

7 winners between 2008 and 2016 were
beaten in the King George

8 of the 11 Grade 1 winners were favourite
or second-favourite

Not having won over 2m4f+ previously

No previous course form

Only 2 winners bigger than 8-1

Only 3 winners won a chase last time out

KEY TRENDS
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EYES ON YOUR OWN PRIZE

Given that Gigginstown House Stud supremo
Michael O’Leary also owns Ryanair, it shouldn’t
come as a surprise to see the famous
maroon-and-white silks aimed at the race, and
Balko des Flos provided O’Leary with a first win
in his own race last year. Overall, Gigginstown
have had 10 runners in the Ryanair, although only
one of them came between 2005 and 2012, when
Mossbank chased home Our Vic in 2008.

First Lieutenant also finished runner-up (to Cue
Card in 2013), Don Cossack finished third in 2013,
and the following year both Valseur Lido and
Road To Riches filled the frame behind Vautour.
Sub Lieutenant and Empire Of Dirt finished second
and fourth respectively in 2017, before Balko des
Flos landed the prize. Sub Lieutenant also finished
fourth last year, so their 10 runners have yielded one
winner, four seconds, two thirds and two fourths. It is
clear – and rather obvious – that O’Leary likes to be
well-represented in his own race, especially now it
is recognised as a genuine Grade 1 contest.

TRAINERS TO NOTE

The Ryanair Chase – even prior to the Grade 1 status
– has been dominated by the leading trainers,
with only the name of Gordon Elliott missing, and
I’m sure that will be corrected in the near future,
especially given that Gigginstown House Stud are
likely to continue to target the race.

Since the race became a Grade 1, three trainers
have won it twice. Albertas Run provided Jonjo
O’Neill with back-to-back wins in the race, but the
two to have won it with different horses are David
Pipe and, more recently, Willie Mullins. Pipe has
actually only saddled five runners in the race since
2008, so boasts a fine strike-rate (40%) with his
selected runners.

Mullins also saddled back-to-back winners –
Vautour and Un de Sceaux – and, as touched upon
already, he doesn’t seem averse to running a real
top-class chaser in this. This, in part, could be to
do with the fact that he has so much talent in his
yard that he is happy to split up his pack, wanting
to win as many races as possible at the festival.
He seems to have a similar approach to the JLT
and, to a lesser degree, the Mares’ Hurdle. It is all
about the numbers for Mullins.

That begs the question as to whether Mullins will
consider saddling either Min or Footpad in this
year’s renewal. The former has been in the better
form of the pair so far this season, whilst last year’s
brilliant Arkle winner is reportedly a possible for
the Red Mills Chase on Saturday 16th February
(whist the Guide goes to print). Whether he runs

in that 2m4f Grade 2 or not, the fact that is was
being considered suggests that stepping up in trip
is certainly an option, and he has already proven
his stamina over hurdles. He would be a fascinating
runner in the Ryanair.

KEY RACES

Between 2008 and 2016, seven of the nine winners
contested the King George VI Chase at Kempton
on Boxing Day. Most of those were beaten quite far
in the Christmas showpiece, although Vautour was
only collared in the shadow of the winning post
(beaten a head in the end) – I had forgotten how
painfully close this was. Usually, if a horse goes
close or wins the King George, they will almost
certainly head down the Gold Cup route.

Last season’s JLT Novices’ Chase has now
provided four winners in the past five years, with
Balko des Flos (fell) joining Dynaste, Uxizandre,
and Vautour, with the latter going one place better
than the other pair when running away with the
2015 JLT.

Last season’s race saw the mare Shattered Love
(owned by Gigginstown House Stud) beat Terrefort
by 7 lengths.

A couple of races at Ascot have also
produced three Ryanair winners apiece, with the
Grade 2 Christy 1965 Chase first up in November.
Albertas Run ran in this twice – winning it once –
while Vautour was successful in the 2015 running.
Later in the season, the Grade 1 Ascot Chase was
won by both Riverside Theatre and Cue Card en
route to Cheltenham, and Albertas Run finished
runner-up in the race, prior to his first Ryanair
success in 2010.

MARKET FORCES

The winner has, in general, not been too difficult to
find for punters. The first three winners were priced
9/2, 10/3 and 9/2 respectively, and since the race
has been upgraded, only three of the 11 winners
were sent off at bigger than 6/1. Balko des Flos fell
into this category – being sent off 8/1 – although he
was still third-best in the market.

Of the 11 Grade 1 winners, eight were either
favourite or second favourite (including Our Vic
who was joint-second-best in 2008), so it can pay
to focus on the top end of the market. Again, this
would insinuate that class rises to the top.
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight OR SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 1232 Balko des Flos 7 11-10 166 8/1 H de Bromhead (IRE) 6 2nd Gr.1 Leopardstown Chase (78)

2017 1611 Un de Sceaux 9 11-10 171 7/4F W Mullins (IRE) 8 1st Gr.1 Clarence House Chase (47)

2016 21112 Vautour 7 11-10 176 EvensF W Mullins (IRE) 15 2nd Gr.1 King George VI Chase (82)

2015 418U Uxizandre 7 11-10 161 16/1 A King 14 u.r. Gr.2 Game Spirit Chase (33)

2014 25 Dynaste 8 11-10 169 3/1F D Pipe 11 5th Gr.1 King George VI Chase (77)

2013 151 Cue Card 7 11-10 165 7/2 C Tizzard 8 1st Gr.1 Ascot Chase (26)

2012 1211 Riverside Theatre 8 11-10 168 7/2F N Henderson 12 1st Gr.1 Ascot Chase (26)

2011 4FP Albertas Run 10 11-10 166 6/1 J O’Neill 11 p.u. Gr.1 King George VI Chase (61)

2010 P1362 Albertas Run 9 11-10 162 14/1 J O’Neill 13 2nd Gr.1 Ascot Chase (26)

2009 16 Imperial Commander 8 11-10 156 6/1 N Twiston-Davies 10 6th Gr.1 King George VI Chase (76)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

King George VI Chase 6 (Imperial Commander 6th, Albertas Run 6th & p.u.,
Cue Card 5th, Dynaste 5th, Vautour 2nd)

JLT Novices' Chase 4 (Dynaste 2nd, Uxizandre 2nd, Vautour 1st, Balko des Flos fell)
Ascot Chase 3 (Albertas Run 2nd, Riverside Theatre 1st, Cue Card 1st)

Christy 1965 Chase 3 (Albertas Run 1st & fell, Vautour 1st)
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3.30 Sun Racing Stayers’ Hurdle
(Grade 1) 3m – New Course

OVERVIEW

The feature on day three, the Stayers’ Hurdle
has gone the way of Willie Mullins for the past
two seasons, in a race in which the Irish had
struggled, numerically, since the mid-90s.
Despite the trip, the race has been won by
horses with high-class form over shorter and
it has also produced several multiple winners.
Consequently, some of the trends/statistics for this
race are somewhat lopsided.

MULTIPLE WINNERS

It is hard to talk about the Stayers’ Hurdle without
the name of Big Buck’s springing to mind,
with Paul Nicholls’ son of Cadoudal winning the
race for four successive seasons between 2009
and 2012. Interestingly, had he not unseated
Sam Thomas in the 2008 Hennessy Gold Cup (as
it was then), we might never have got to have
seen the best staying hurdler in the past decade
tackle this race. He reverted to hurdles to win a
handicap at Cheltenham on New Year’s Day, before
beating Punchestowns in the Cleeve Hurdle, and
the rest, as they say, is history. He dominated
the division until injury intervened and, despite
appearing an out-and-out stayer, he did have a
turn of foot and, crucially, was a class apart.
Class often stands out in this division, which is
often made up of slower/older horses.

Inglis Drever and Baracouda were other multiple
winners this century, with the latter probably the
only one of the three for which the Stayers’ Hurdle
would have been the likely target at the start of the
season during which he won his first. The brilliant
French hurdler had proven himself a leading
stayer when winning the Long Walk in December
2000 on his British debut and also won the
replacement race at Sandown the following April,
following the loss of the Cheltenham Festival to the
foot-and-mouth outbreak.

Inglis Drever was a very smart novice hurdler
and was being campaigned down the Champion
Hurdle route in his first season out of novice
company, finishing runner-up in the Fighting
Fifth and Bula, before winning Haydock’s
Champion Hurdle Trial and the Kingwell
at Wincanton. He was then stepped up in
distance by a mile and ran out a three-length
winner from a then 10-year-old Baracouda. It
was only after this point that Howard Johnson
campaigned him as a staying hurdler and he,

too, would go on to dominate the division during
his prime.

It can, therefore, be that a Stayers’ Hurdle horse
enters the picture as the season unfolds, but
it is also a race – and a division – that can be
dominated by a top-class hurdler. We have seen
several winners over the years – rather like Inglis
Drever – stepping up in distance for the first time
in the Stayers’ Hurdle, having earlier shown very
smart form over shorter. It could be that their
respective connections believe them not to be
quick enough to win the Champion Hurdle, so opt
for this route.

NEED FOR SPEED

As touched upon above, there is a need for
speed in the Stayers’ despite the distance. I think
the New Course over hurdles opens itself up
to a speedy individual, with such a long distance
from the third-last hurdle to home; this allows
strong-travelling horses to manoeuvre themselves
into position. Ruby Walsh rides this course
unbelievably well, and it would seem that Paul
Townend isn’t bad either, as he produced Penhill
beautifully to win both this race last year and the
2017 Albert Bartlett.

Last year’s winner had, of course, won over 3m
previously, but six of the past 20 winners were
having their first run over 3m. Considering the
fact that six renewals during this period were
won by previous winners, it is a fair strike-rate,
even if My Way De Solzen had won over an
extended 2m7f. Princeful had finished fourth over
2m6f on his previous start, whereas the other
quartet had previously raced over no further
than 2m5f.

The most recent pair of winners to fall into this
category would be Solwhit and More Of That,
who both won over an intermediate trip on their
previous start. The former had finished sixth in the
2010 Champion Hurdle and was tried as a stayer
following a lengthy lay-off between January 2011
and December 2012. He is a prime example of an
older horse stepping up in trip to see if it opens
up further opportunities and, although The New
One was unable to replicate this last year, top-class
hurdles form over the minimum trip should always
be respected. Bacardys was the other trying 3m for
the first time in last year’s renewal – on the back of
an aborted novice chase campaign – and he was
running a sound race when falling at the last.
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Nichols Canyon would have further added to this
statistic, had he not run in the 2016 Iroquois Hurdle
in America. He was a high-class 2m hurdler, winning
the 2015 Morgiana Hurdle and Ryanair Hurdle,
before finishing third behind stable companion
Annie Power in the 2016 Champion Hurdle. Prior to
winning his Stayers’ a couple of years ago, he had
again won the Morgiana, finished runner-up in the
Ryanair over Christmas, and was a faller two out in
the Irish Champion Hurdle.

EX-FLAT HORSES

Since 1999, eight of the 19 winners were ex-Flat
horses. This octet includes the past two winners
and, in addition to this, Solwhit might not have
begun his racing life on the level, but he did
develop into a very useful dual-purpose performer.

Just looking solely at the past six years to begin
with – since the reign of the mighty Big Buck’s
came to an end – we have seen 17 horses run in
the Stayers’ Hurdle that had earlier run on the Flat
at some point. Three were successful (there wasn’t
a runner in the 2016 renewal) and backing all
ex-Flat performers during this period would have
yielded a healthy profit of £16.50 to a level-stake
£1. However, several of these horses only actually
ran on the Flat in France before going hurdling, so
if we filter this down to horses who ran purely on
the level in either England or Ireland, the record is
three winners from 11 runners and two of those –
Jezki and Tiger Roll – only ran in a maiden.

The three winners – Solwhit, Nichols Canyon and
Penhill – all achieved a high level of form on the
Flat. The former won the November Handicap at
Leopardstown off 86 in 2008, Nichols Canyon
won a brace of Listed races for John Gosden
before joining Willie Mullins, and Penhill had won
a Haydock handicap off 95 before switching from
Luca Cumani to Mullins. So, it is clear that a fairly
smart ex-Flat performer is required and not just
any horse who switches code.

Inglis Drever was another similar type, in that
he, too, achieved a high level of form on the
Flat, before leaving Newmarket to go hurdling.
He won three handicaps during his final season on
the Flat (2013), twice on the July Course (latterly
over 1m7f, hinting at the prospect that he would
become a stayer, off 86) and went on to contest
the Cesarewitch off a mark of 96.

Dual-winner Baracouda started his career in France
on the level and Anzum ran eight times on the
level before going hurdling, although he was only
a mid-60s-rated maiden when switching codes.
So, during the past 20 years, nine of the 19 winners
had previously run on the Flat.

Looking back just a couple of years before that,
Karshi was another ex-Flat performer to win and
he, too, was having his first start at 3m. Another
to hail from Newmarket (James Fanshawe),
Henrietta Knight’s Stayers’ Hurdle winner had
been over no further than 2m5f – in the previous
season’s Ballymore – as a hurdler and he also
achieved a good level of form on the Flat.
On his final outing for Fanshawe, he finished
fourth off 86 in a 1m4f Haydock handicap, so this
again tells us what kind of horse – ability-wise –
is required.

3 of the last 6 winners ran on the Flat
(rated 90 or higher) from just 17 runners
in all, 9 of the last 19 winners had run on
the Flat

11 of the last 23 winners were
second-season hurdlers

14 of the last 22 winners had won no
more than 7 times over hurdles

14 of the last 22 winners had won or
placed at a previous Festival

26 of the last 29 winners were aged
between 6 and 8

Respect last year’s winner

Respect top-class hurdles form over
shorter

Respect smart middle-distance handicap
Flat form (80s+)

5 of the last 20 winners had not run
beyond 2m6f previously

Hold-up horses suited by the nature of
the New course over hurdles

Willie Mullins has won the last two
renewals

Be wary of Albert Bartlett form, despite
Penhill’s victory

Be wary of horses beaten in the Stayers’
Hurdle previously

No 5-year-old has won

Be wary of horses aged 10 or older

KEY TRENDS
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SECOND-SEASON/LIGHTLY-RACED
HURDLERS

Last year, Penhill became the 11th second-season
hurdler to win the Stayers’ since 1997 and, again
following the Big Buck’s era, he became the
fourth second-season winner in the last five years.
Again, rather like some of the other trends, I think
this is a notable percentage, given the multiple/
returning winners during this period.

Dorans Pride and Karshi got the ball rolling in the
90s, before Bacchanal, Iris’s Gift, Inglis Drever
and My Way De Solzen continued the theme into
this century. Inglis Drever and Big Buck’s then
won the next six renewals between them, before
More Of That picked up the trend once again.
Cole Harden and Thistlecrack followed suit, so it is
evident that the Stayers’ Hurdle is a good race for
second-season hurdlers.

Since 1996, 14 of the 22 winners had won no more
than seven times over hurdles. Again, this highlights
the second-season hurdlers, but also adds into the
mix the likes of Cyborgo, Big Buck’s and Nichols
Canyon. The former was runner-up to Dorans Pride
as a second-season hurdler in 1995 and went one
place better 12 months later, on what was his next
outing. My point here is that if there is a horse to
beat a multiple ‘Champion’ in this division, it is
likely to be a lightly-raced horse, still very much on
an upward curve.

FESTIVAL FORM

Since 1996, 14 of the 22 winners had either
previously won or placed at a Cheltenham
Festival. Obviously, this trend includes six previous
winners of the race, but it is still a very healthy
statistic. The likes of Karshi, Princeful, Inglis Drever
and Nichols Canyon had all placed in either the
Supreme or Ballymore the previous season,
while, of course, Penhill had won the previous
season’s Albert Bartlett. He was actually breaking
a very poor record for that race when successful
12 months ago and, although we can remain
open-minded, I wouldn’t be surprised if this was
just an anomaly. Generally speaking, the Albert
Bartlett is full of embryonic chasing types, many of
which will head straight over fences the following
season. Penhill wasn’t your standard winner of
that race in that respect, as he has plenty of pace
and, indeed, Paisley Park – this year’s favourite
at the time of writing – finished only 13th in last
year’s Albert Bartlett. There were extenuating
circumstances for that performance and he, too,
certainly isn’t short of speed. Since his run in that
race, he has proven himself to be a high-class
staying hurdler.

Nichols Canyon and Solwhit had both run in a
Champion Hurdle prior to winning the Stayers’,
and, although we have seen numerous returning
winners in recent years, no horse has been beaten
in the Stayers’ and then gone on to win the race
since Iris’s Gift in 2004. In fairness to Jonjo O’Neill’s
big grey – who had finished fifth in the Champion
Bumper a couple of years earlier – he was a novice
when chasing home Baracouda 12 months earlier
and the third runner-up in the space of eight years
to win the following season. Cyborgo and Anzum
both went one place better than they had 12
months earlier.

So, we’ve not seen a beaten horse return and win
in the past 14 years, and Unowhatimeanharry – also
a previous Albert Bartlett winner, who was sent off
odds-on in 2017 – and Lil Rockerfeller 12 months
ago – were the latest victims. They had filled the
frame behind Nichols Canyon, but could finish only
10th and 13th respectively last year. That doesn’t
bode too well for the likes of Wholestone or Sam
Spinner, although the latter probably wasn’t given
the best possible chance by the rather sedate
gallop he set.

Two recent winners – More Of That and Thistlecrack
– didn’t boast Cheltenham Festival form, but both
had won at the track last time out. The former was
having just his fourth career start when successfully
stepping out of handicap company to win the
Relkeel Hurdle at the December meeting, and the
latter won the Cleeve Hurdle in impressive fashion
on trials day. Big Buck’s had contested the novices’
handicap chase in 2008 (finished 7th), but he, too,
showed a liking for the hurdles track prior to his
first win, by landing a handicap on New Year’s Day
and the Cleeve later the same month.

Strong course form seems essential.

PACE OF THE RACE

As I touched upon briefly above, Sam Spinner
dictated matters at a surprisingly slow pace
last year, which was probably detrimental to his
chance of winning. There is an angle to think that
front-runners such as him need to make this a
thorough test, possibly exposing any stamina
doubts of those classier types who might be
stepping up in trip for the first time. Whilst this is
feasible, many of the great winners of this have
come from off the pace (not many made all; only
Cole Harden in recent years) and the nature of the
track – as described earlier – also favours hold-up
horses, in my opinion.
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AGE IS A BARRIER

Not surprisingly, the Stayers’ Hurdle isn’t really
a race for five-year-olds, but it isn’t a race for
double-digit winners either. The last horse to win
at the age of 10 or older was Crimson Embers,
who won as an 11-year-old in 1986. Since then,
only a couple have even gone close and both
Unowhatimeanharry and The New One added their
name to the long list of losers 12 months ago.

In fact, apart from Galmoy, Inglis Drever and Big
Buck’s – who were all winning the race for a second
or third time – only Solwhit has been successful
at the age of nine. This again goes to show that
if a great stayer isn’t going to win back-to-back
renewals, we really ought to be looking for a
younger horse with fewer miles on the clock.

Since 1989, 26 of the 29 winners were aged
between six and eight.

Penhill is only eight and he remains very lightly
raced, mainly due to his fragility, while stable-mate
Faugheeen is 11 now, so it would be some ask,
despite his obvious class.

CONNECTIONS TO NOTE

Paul Nicholls currently tops the leading trainer’s
list for the Stayers' Hurdle, although all four of his
wins were gained by Big Buck’s. Nicky Henderson
has two victories to his name – Rustle and
Bacchanal – although since his most recent
success, I think only really Punchestowns appeared
to be a genuine contender.

Willie Mullins saddled 18 runners between 2004
and 2015 – including Annie Power who finished
runner-up in 2014 – before finally getting off the
mark two years ago. Back-to-back wins in the race
might well change his approach, especially given
the pair boasted a similar profile, and, as ever, his
runners have to be respected. Overall, his record
reads 2 winners from 25 runners.

Jonjo O’Neill has also saddled a couple of winners
this century – Iris’s Gift and More Of That – but
from a much smaller sample of runners. However,
he doesn't have any horses entered this year.

In terms of owners, Andrea & Graham Wylie
obviously saw their beige-and-black silks carried to
success on three occasions by Inglis Drever and they
won a fourth Stayers’ Hurdle with Nichols Canyon.
Obviously, again, a multiple winner unbalances the
statistics somewhat, but they have only had eight
runners in the race, so boast a 50% strike rate. In the
past eight years, only in 2017 – when they also ran
Shaneshill – have they had a runner, so again they
are selective, but clearly like to have a runner in the
race if deemed good enough.

KEY RACES

Given that the genuine Grade 1 staying hurdlers
don’t have too many options, there are three rather
obvious key guides to this race earlier in the season.

First up is the Long Distance Hurdle, staged
at Newbury’s Winter Festival. This contest has
thrown up seven winners between 2007 and
2016. This year’s race was won, for a second time,
by Unowhatimeanharry.

Ascot’s Long Walk Hurdle just before Christmas
has produced four Stayers’ Hurdle winners in the
past decade, and on trials day at Cheltenham, the
Cleeve Hurdle, which used to be run over 2m5f,
has also been a key pointer to the Stayers’, with
six winners using that contest as a springboard to
festival success in the past 12 years. Inglis Drever
finished runner-up under a penalty before his
second Stayers’ crown, but on the whole, you want
to focus on the winner of these Grade 1 events as
the form in this division stands up. Cole Harden
was beaten in both the Long Distance Hurdle and
the Cleeve, but it is unusual and all other winners
referenced to in terms of these three races were
successful.

Both the Long Walk and Cleeve were won this
season by Paisley Park, who is clearly on a sharp
upward curve. He has won all four starts this term
and, after providing both Emma Lavelle and Aidan
Coleman with a first Grade 1 success at Ascot, he
was an impressive 12-length winner of the Cleeve
on trials day.

As touched upon in the ‘Festival Form’ subsection,
the previous season’s Ballymore Novices’ Hurdle
has proven a decent guide, with three winners
since 2005 contesting that event 12 months
earlier. Recently, Cole Harden and Nichols Canyon
hailed from that race, whilst the former also ran
in the Sefton Novices’ Hurdle at Aintree, where
he finished runner-up. A year later, this was the
race in which Thistlecrack announced himself as a
potential high-class stayer.

Runner-up in last year’s Ballymore, Black Op now
seems likely to be aimed at the Stayers, after
reverting to hurdles in the Cleeve, when he finished
14 lengths off Paisley Park in third.
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight OR SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 Penhill 7 11-10 153 12/1 W Mullins (IRE) 15 2nd Gr.1 Punchestown Nov. Hurdle (324)

2017 312F Nichols Canyon 7 11-10 161 10/1 W Mullins (IRE) 12 fell Gr.1 Irish Champion Hurdle (46)

2016 2111 Thistlecrack 8 11-10 168 EvensF C Tizzard 12 1st Gr.2 Cleeve Hurdle (47)

2015 1234 Cole Harden 6 11-10 158 14/1 W Greatrex 16 4th Gr.2 Cleeve Hurdle (47)

2014 111 More of That 6 11-10 160 15/2 J O’Neill 10 1st Gr.2 Relkeel Hurdle (89)

2013 21 Solwhit 9 11-10 154 17/2 C Byrnes (IRE) 13 1st Gr.3 Limestone Lad Hurdle (54)

2012 111 Big Buck’s 9 11-10 174 5/6F P Nicholls 11 1st Gr.2 Cleeve Hurdle (47)

2011 11 Big Buck’s 8 11-10 174 10/11F P Nicholls 13 1st Gr.1 Long Walk Hurdle (78)

2010 11 Big Buck’s 7 11-10 174 5/6F P Nicholls 14 1st Gr.1 Long Walk Hurdle (79)

2009 U11 Big Buck’s 6 11-10 170 6/1 P Nicholls 14 1st Gr.2 Cleeve Hurdle (47)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Long Distance Hurdle 5 (Big Buck’s 1st, 1st & 1st, Cole Harden 2nd, Thistlecrack 1st)
Cleeve Hurdle 4 (Big Buck’s 1st & 1st, Cole Harden 4th, Thistlecrack 1st)

Long Walk Hurdle 4 (Big Buck’s 1st, 1st & 1st (2011), Thistlecrack 1st)
Stayers' Hurdle 3 (Big Buck’s 1st, 1st & 1st)

Liverpool Stayers' Hurdle 3 (Big Buck’s 1st, 1st & 1st)
Sefton Novices' Hurdle 2 (Cole Harden 2nd, Thistlecrack 1st)

Ballymore Novices' Hurdle 2 (Cole Harden 7th, Nichols Canyon 3rd)
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“My 20-Year Memory”
HARCHIBALD - 2005

“I will never forget watching Paul Carberry on the enigmatic Harchibald back in 2005.
Will we ever see such a ballsy ride anywhere? He got every ounce from his horse only to be denied
by a neck by the brave Hardy Eustace. It’s unusual to pick a memory where the horse didn’t win

but what a race!”

JANE MANGAN - FORMER GRADE 1-WINNING AMATEUR JOCKEY



4.10 Brown Advisory & Merriebelle Stable
Plate Handicap Chase (Grade 3) 2m5f - New Course

OVERVIEW

Probably the most open of the handicap chases
at the meeting, the ‘Plate’ – or the Mildmay of
Flete as it was originally known – is generally
run at a sound gallop and there are often plenty
of hard-luck stories. We have seen plenty of
big-priced/surprise winners in recent seasons –
since 2008 there have been winners at 66/1, 50/1,
two at 33/1, and a 25/1 shot in 2011 – but could that
be changing? Certainly, the past two winners have
proven to be a bit classier than those who came
before them, both unexposed novices who went
on to taste Grade 1 success the following month.
Admittedly, last year’s winner The Storyteller was a
fortunate winner at the Punchestown Festival, but
it could be a continuing trend, in that we start to
see more and more classier types contest this race.

THE RISE OF THE UNEXPOSED
HORSE

One possible reason for the potential to see more
novices running here could be that there is so
much focus on the Cheltenham Festival these days,
connections of a horse possibly perceived not to
be good enough to contest the JLT or RSA (having
been beaten in Graded company) are forced down
the handicap route, purely to ensure they compete
at the big meeting.

The last two winners had contested Graded novice
chases on their previous start, as had Baron Alco
(runner-up in the Grade 1 Scilly Isles), who chased
home Road To Respect in 2017, so pay healthy
respect to novices with smart form in the book.

Great Endeavour was the other winning novice this
decade, with Majadou hailing from the same stable
and boasting a similar profile. Tikram was the other
winning novice in the past 15 years and he, too,
arrived here on the back of a run in the Scilly Isles
at Sandown. Gary Moore clearly followed a similar
path with Baron Alco, who was unlucky to bump
into a subsequent high-class staying chaser.

We have also seen four second-season chasers
successful in the ‘Plate’ since 2005 – Liberthine,
Idole First, Holmwood Legend and Empire Of Dirt –
and, in total, nine of the past 15 winners had run in
no more than nine chases. In fact, only two of the 15
had run in more than 11, so it is clear that we should
be taking unexposed horses very seriously now.

Novices, of course, have the option of running in
the 0-145 contest on the opening day should their

mark allow it, but that is much more of a speed
test. Half-a-furlong shorter on the Old Course, as
opposed to the 2m5f on the New Course here, it
isn’t surprising that the last two winners went on to
score over 3m at the top level. Yes, pace is required
to hold your position, but you need to stay well
in the closing stages; last year’s well-backed
second-favourite King’s Socks looked a non-stayer,
after looking all over the winner, and the winner
certainly wasn’t lacking for stamina after the last.

SHAPE OF THE HANDICAP

Again, the table below will also add weight to the
angle that the quality of the race is rising. Between
2009 and 2014, horses were able to get in here
from in the 120s and three bottom weights were
running from out of the handicap. Incidentally,
backing horses from out of the handicap in
valuable handicaps isn’t something that I,
personally, advocate. It sounds rather obvious and
apologies for digressing slightly, but I can’t bring
myself to back a horse whose chance has been
compromised before the race has even started –
I might make the odd exception in a heavy-ground
event (for example), when the emphasis is more
on specialised mud-lovers, but as a general rule, I
overlook such horses.

Back to the race in hand and here are the key
details from the past 10 years:

As you can see, the bottomweight has – on average
– risen during the past four years, as has the official
rating of the winner. The past five winners have
been rated 140 or above.
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Top Weight (OR) Bottom OR Winner OR

2018 155 137 147

2017 158 133 145

2016 157 135 142

2015 155 137 140

2014 157 131* 140

2013 157 134 136

2012 153 128 137

2011 147 126 130

2010 157 132** 135

2009 153 127*** 139

* 128 (oh3) ** 131 (oh1) *** 126 (oh1)
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In terms of weight carried, the nine winners
between 2009 and 2017 carried less than 11 stone,
with that trend being broken by The Storyteller
last year. Again, the stats don’t lie, as they say, but
if the quality of novice being aimed at this race
continues, it could be that we see more and more
winners shouldering bigger weights. Both Mister
McGoldrick and Non So carried more than 11 stone,
shouldering 11-7 and 11-3 respectively, the former
winning off a mark of 145.

POINT-TO-POINT BACKGROUND

Between 2010 and 2017, four of the eight winners
had won a Point-to-Point at the start of their
careers. Great Endeavour, Holmwood Legend,
Ballynagour and Road To Respect were all
successful between the flags, before starting their
careers under Rules.

During the past 10 years, 32 horses have taken
their chance in the ‘Plate’ having earlier won a
Point-to-Point, so 4 winners from such a small
percentage of runners (14%) is a good return.
Backing all Point winners blindly during this
10-year period would have yielded a profit of £41.

Interestingly, two of the four winners were novices
– with just three and five runs under their belts
respectively – and another was the lightly-raced
Ballynagour who was having just his ninth chase
start in the ‘Plate’. It is possible that the experience
gained in Point-to-Points stands them in good
stead when the emphasis on jumping becomes
more significant.

FESTIVAL/COURSE FORM

For once, festival form doesn’t seem as influential
as it does in most other races. The last four winners
were making their Cheltenham Festival debut and
the last three were running at the track for the
very first time. That might well have been different
had The Storyteller not had a setback in the build-
up to the 2017 festival, when he was regarded as
Gordon Elliott’s ‘banker of the week’ in the Martin
Pipe. Maybe not running in England previously
helped the trio of Irish-trained winners, with them
not showing their hand to the British handicapper.
The two previous winners – the Gigginstown-
owned duo of Empire Of Dirt and Road To Respect
– might not have made it to Cheltenham as novice
hurdlers, but they did contest Grade 2 races on
home soil, with the former winning a Listed event.
Again, this hints at the better type of horse winning
this race.

Ballynagour was the last winner to have previously
run at festival, with him being sent off 7/2F in this
event 12 months earlier. In all, four of the last 10

winners had some sort of festival form to their
names, but none had gone particularly close, with
Carrickboy faring best, with a sixth-place finish in
the novices’ handicap chase the previous season.
Something Wells contested the same event as
a novice, so that is possibly a race to note going
forward, the previous season’s Close Brothers
Novices’ Handicap Chase. That pair both hailed
from the Venetia Williams stable, although she
didn’t have a runner in the race last year. She has
a fine record in this contest, more of which shortly.

Nicky Henderson's Rather Be looked an unlucky
loser in last year's Close Brothers and his luckless
run at the course continued when being brought
down in the Betvictor Gold Cup, when appearing to
be travelling comfortably. He could well return for
this race and if we get better ground than we did
12 months ago, he would be one to take seriously.

9 of the last 15 winners had run in 9 or
less chases

4 of the last 9 winners had won a
Point-to-Point

10 of the last 15 winners run during
February or March

The Pipes have won 7 of the past
21 renewals

The last two winners were novices

Respect novices with Graded form in the
book

The last 5 winners were rated 140 or
above

Respect course form of the seasoned
handicappers

The last 4 winners were making their
festival debut

Racing prominently can be
advantageous

Venetia Williams has won the race
3 times since 2007

Only 2 of the last 15 winners had run
more than 11 times over fences

The Storyteller is the only winner in the
last 10 years to carry 11 stone or more

Only 2 of the last 15 winners had failed to
run in the calendar year

KEY TRENDS
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Another race at the track to throw up a couple
of recent winners – and was also contested by
Rather Be – is the Caspian Caviar Gold Cup at
the December meeting, in which Darna finished
fifth and Salut Flo finished unplaced. Going back a
little further, both Idole First – another Venetia
Williams-trainedwinnerof the race,whohadwon the
2005Coral Cup – and Liberthine hadboth contested
the valuable 2m5f handicap on trials day in
late-January, before both finished fourth in
a handicap at Uttoxeter during February.
Course form can, therefore, be advantageous,
more so with the seasoned handicappers than
those unexposed novices.

Finally, touching upon when the winners had their
final start before the ‘Plate’, 13 of the last 15 winners
had run during the calendar year and no fewer than
10 of those 13 had run in February or March.

PROMINENT POSITION

As mentioned briefly in the ‘Overview’, this can
often be a rough race, so coming from off the pace
isn’t easy. We saw another example of this in the
Betvictor Gold Cup earlier this season, a similarly
competitive handicap at the course, when only six
of the 18 starters managed to complete the course.
That race was won by the aforementioned Baron
Alco, who was running off the same mark from
which he finished runner-up in this in 2017.

Given the nature of the race, it can, therefore, pay
to race handily throughout, thus avoiding potential
carnage in-behind. That was certainly the case with
Baron Alco in November, who raced up with the
pace throughout. Last year, Davy Russell had The
Storyteller positioned around sixth for the majority
of the contest, perhaps learning from the previous
season, when Diamond King (also sent off 5/1
favourite) was held up and eventually pulled-up
after a serious blunder early on, followed by being
hampered at the 10th.

CONNECTIONS TO NOTE

As highlighted already, Venetia Williams has
saddled three winners of this race since 2007.
Due to the big prices of her winners, backing her
horses blindly will have yielded a healthy profit (this
was detailed in last year’s Guide) and, although
Willie Boy was a faller for her last year, her runners
still warrant plenty of respect. Incidentally, Willie
Boy – now trained by Charlie Longsdon – was one
of the horses who caused some of the trouble in
November’s Betvictor Gold Cup, bringing down
two horses four fences from home.

More recently, Williams went close with another
33/1 shot, Tango de Juilley, who chased home

Empire Of Dirt three years ago. Another point to
note is that the trio of Williams' winners all boasted
previous course form, so it is clear that she likes
to give her ‘Plate’ runner a look at the Cheltenham
fences before the big day.

More recently, David Pipe has been the man to
follow, saddling three winners in the space of
five years between 2010 and 2014. David’s father
Martin had won this race on four occasions himself
between 1997 and 2002, so the yard have won
seven of the past 21 renewals overall.

The two most recent Pipe-trained winners – Salut
Flo and Ballynagour, who both carried the colours
of owner Allan Stennett – both arrived at the
festival on the back of a lay-off, the former running
in the Caspian Caviar in December and the latter in
the Paddy Power Gold Cup (as it was then, now the
Betvictor) the previous November.

Pipe and Stennett have since teamed up with
Monetaire, who chased home Darna in 2015, and
despite maybe not having the squad of horses
he did a few years back, Pipe has still saddled
the third (King’s Palace) and two fifths (the
ill-fated Starchitect and King’s Socks) in the past
three years. This is clearly a race that the stable
continues to target.

Gigginstown House Stud have only had three
runners in the race during the past four seasons,
so two winners is a fine strike rate. As their string
continues to grow, the handicaps will become
more and more appealing to the operation, as they
look to keep their horses apart.

Finally, although he hasn’t troubled the judge
in recent years (Full Shift did finish fourth in
2016), Nicky Henderson saddled back-to-back
winners in 2005 and 2006, having earlier won the
race in successive seasons with The Tsarevich.
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight OR SP Trainer Runners Last Race (No. of days)

2018 2137 The Storyteller 7 11-4 147 5/1F G Elliott (IRE) 22 7th Gr.1 Flogas Nov. Chase (40)

2017 14322 Road To Respect 6 10-13 145 14/1 N Meade (IRE) 24 2nd Gr.2 Ten Up Nov. Chase (25)

2016 F2P1 Empire of Dirt 9 10-11 142 16/1 C Murphy (IRE) 22 1st Gr.3 Leopardstown Handicap Chase (60)

2015 157 Darna 9 10-11 140 33/1 K Bailey 23 7th Gr.3 Cheltenham Handicap Chase (70)

2014 P Ballynagour 8 10-9 140 12/1 D Pipe 23 p.u. Gr.3 BetVictor Gold Cup (117)

2013 4P61P Carrickboy 9 10-5 136 50/1 V Williams 22 p.u. Wincanton Handicap Chase (42)

2012 0 Salut Flo 7 10-10 137 9/2F D Pipe 22 12th Gr.3 Spinal Research Gold Cup (96)

2011 152F1 Holmwood Legend 10 10-6 (5 ex) 125 25/1 P Rodford 20 1st Sandown Handicap Chase (5)

2010 3144 Great Endeavour 6 10-1 (3) 135 18/1 D Pipe 24 4th Lingfield Nov. Chase (38)

2009 20272 Something Wells 8 10-7 (5) 139 33/1 V Williams 23 2nd Chepstow Handicap Chase (28)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Close Brothers Novices’ Handicap Chase 2 (Something Wells fell, Carrickboy 6th)
Caspian Caviar Gold Cup 2 (Salut Flo 12th, Darna 5th)
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4.50 Dawn Run Mares’ Novices’ Hurdle
(Grade 2) 2m1f – New Course

OVERVIEW

We’ve only had three runnings of the Dawn Run
and the race has been dominated by Willie Mullins,
saddling a short-priced favourite to win each
renewal to date. Given his – or his team's (including
bloodstock agent Harold Kirk) – ability to source
a top-class mare from France, this is likely to
continue. Mullins has also dominated the Mares’
Hurdle thus far.

MARVELLOUS MULLINS

To date, Mullins has saddled eight runners in the
race over the three years, but the market has
found the right one on each occasion, with the
starting price of each winner being 8/11, 11/8 and
4/7 respectively. He saddled no fewer than four
mares in last year’s race, but it was clear which one
was his number one representative and Laurina
ran out as an impressive winner as you could wish
to see at the festival. This begged the question
as to whether Mullins could have allowed her to
run in the Supreme Novices’. Many yards would
have done, but given his record with mares and
also the ammunition he has for the novice hurdles
each year with his geldings, it seems likely that he
will continue to target this race, and probably to
great effect.

UNBEATEN DURING CURRENT SEASON

All three winners arrived at the festival unbeaten
during the current campaign. Both Limini and last
year’s winner Laurina were two-from-two over
hurdles earlier in the season, having arrived at
the Mullins yard from France. The former hailed
from the Flat, whereas the latter boasted hurdling
experience from her time in the care of Guillaume
Macaire. Let’s Dance – who also hailed from the
Macaire academy – ran four times as a juvenile for
Mullins, three times in Grade 1 company, including
when fourth in the 2016 Triumph Hurdle. A maiden
hurdle winner at Sligo in the May after that, she was
four-from-four for the season ahead of her second
festival appearance.

Only eight mares have taken their chance in this
race on the back of an unbeaten campaign and
two of those were just one-from-one over hurdles,
so probably lacked the required experience for a
festival event.

GRADED FORM

All three winners arrived at Cheltenham on the back
of a victory in a Graded event on their previous
start. Both Limini and Laurina won the Grade 3
2m2f Solerina Mares Novice Hurdle at Fairyhouse in
late-January (although it was running under a
different title when Limini was successful), whilst
Let’s Dance won a Grade 2 against the boys at
Leopardstown, also in late-January. The race that
Let’s Dance won no longer exists, being replaced
by a 2m6f event at the Dublin Racing Festival.
Interestingly, all three winners to date won over
further than this 2m1f trip on their prep run.

Again, eight horses have taken their chance in
this race on the back of a Graded hurdle success.
However, when combining the previous trend
(being unbeaten during the current campaign)
and this one, only four mares qualified. The three
winners fell into this category, along with another
Mullins-trained mare, Airlie Beach, who had won all
six hurdles starts prior to finishing only 14th behind
Let’s Dance. She had actually beaten the boys in
the Grade 1 Royal Bond Novice Hurdle, but had
been off the track since that victory, which came
more than three months earlier.

Given the fact that the three winners had won
Graded events last time out, it isn’t surprising that
all three carried the maximum 5lb penalty and,
therefore, shouldered 11-7. This highlights the gulf in
class between the winner and many of the runners.

FRENCH DOMINANCE

All three winners began their racing career in France.
As stated above, the last two winners, Laurina and
Let’s Dance, had run over hurdles in France before
joining the Mullins stable, whilst the inaugural
winner, Limini, hailed from the Flat in France.

In the first two renewals, only four mares ran in this
having begun their careers in France (25% of the
16-strong field on each occasion), whereas six fell
into this category 12 months ago, from 14 runners
(43%). This is a good strike rate overall.

Limini was bred in Ireland, but the past two winners
were also bred in France, as well as starting life on
the track in their native country. In fact, the first
and second from the past two renewals were
French-bred mares, so respect the FR suffix.
In total, French-bred mares have been responsible
for 33%of the fields (3, 5 and7 runners respectively)
over the three years.
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BUMPER/POINT-TO-POINT FORM

In contrast to the more precocious
French-bredmares, those that hail frombumpers or
Point-to-Points haven’t enjoyed the same kind
of success in this event. Those beaten include
Smart Talk in 2016 (sent off second-favourite after
winning a Grade 2, she had won an Irish Point
and finished runner-up in a Hexham bumper);
both Airlie Beach (sent off just 4/1 after winning
all seven previous starts, including a bumper) and
La Bague Au Roi (unbeaten over hurdles and the
winner of three bumpers) in 2017; and last year’s
second-favourite Maria’s Benefit (who had won
an Irish Point and a bumper, before rattling up a
five-timer over hurdles).

I’m sure this trend will be broken at some point,
but it is worth bearing in mind given that some
high-profile runners have been beaten in the three
renewals to date.

LEADING CONTENDERS

HONEYSUCKLE (Henry de Bromhead)
A British-bred Point-to-Point winner, the unbeaten
Honeysuckle doesn’t fit the profile of the previous
winners of this race, but is certainly an improving
mare and arrives at Cheltenham on the back of a
taking success in Grade 3 company. Both Limini
and Laurina won the same race en route to landing
this and with it not looking the deepest event at
the time of going to print, she probably deserves
to head the betting.
EPATANTE (Nicky Henderson)
Twice a winner in bumpers in France – including
when scoring at Grade 1 level in November 2017
– Epatante looked a hugely exciting recruit when
bolting up on her British debut at Kempton.
That form hasn’t worked out, but she was visually
impressive and has been handed an entry in
the Supreme Novices’ Hurdle (at the time of
writing, entries for the Dawn Run haven’t closed).
She looked to possess plenty of speed at Kempton.
ELUSIVE BELLE (Nicky Henderson)
Another impressive winner on hurdles debut for
Nicky Henderson, Elusive Belle won in a canter at
Wincanton, although she was receiving an awful
lot of weight from the runner-up. Her bumper
form in Ireland wasn’t outstanding, although she

did catch the eye when runner-up behind a nice
type at Gowran, after which she cost her current
connections £180,000.
SANCTA SIMONA (W P Mullins)
Surprisingly, at the time of writing, Willie Mullins
hasn’t really unleashed one with this race in mind,
although Sancta Simona looked smart when
winning her first two over hurdles, latterly in
Grade 3 company, and she went on to chase home
stablemate Aramon in a Grade 1 over Christmas.
A strongly-run race on decent ground looks sure
to bring out the best in her, so conditions at
Cheltenham could well suit. I must point out, there
is probably still time for something to come out of
the woodwork with this race in mind, be it from the
Mullins camp or from elsewhere. At the beginning of
the season, I was looking forward to seeing French
recruit Chante Neige, who had shaped with plenty
of promise when third in a hurdle at Auteuil last
March. She is still fairly prominent in the betting for
this race, but would need to be out very soon if she
is to form part of the stable’s Cheltenham squad.
LUST FOR GLORY (Nicky Henderson)
Yet another potential candidate for Nicky
Henderson, Lust For Glory showed bags of speed
when winning her bumper at Ludlow and also
when making a winning hurdles debut at Newbury.
Unable to confirm the form with Posh Trish (won
twice more since) on softer ground, she hasn’t
been seen since 1st December, but is another who
promises to relish a truly-run race on good ground.

ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 11 Laurina 5 11-7 4/7F W Mullins (IRE) 14 1st Gr.3 Fairyhouse Nov. Hurdle (48)

2017 21111 Let’s Dance 5 11-7 11/8F W Mullins (IRE) 16 1st Gr.2 Nathaniel Lacy Nov. Hurdle (46)

2016 11 Limini 5 11-7 8/11F W Mullins (IRE) 16 1st Gr.3 Fairyhouse Nov. Hurdle (47)
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Willie Mullins has trained all 3 winners

All 3 winners were unbeaten during
current season (from only 8 qualifiers)

All 3 winners won a Graded race last
time out (from only 8 qualifiers)

All 3 winners carried the maximum 5lb
penalty (11-7), started their racing career
in France, and were sent off favourite

Mares who started their careers in
Point-to-Points and/or bumpers have a
poor record

KEY TRENDS
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5.30 Fulke Walwyn Kim Muir Challenge Cup Handicap Chase
(Amateur Riders) 3m2f – New Course (0-145)

OVERVIEW

The only handicap at the meeting for amateur
riders, the Kim Muir – rather like the novices’
handicap chase on the opening day – was changed
to a 0-145 (from 0-140) in 2012. The race was
originally run on the Old Course, but was switched
to the New Course in 2009.

A thorough test of stamina (3m2f), this can often
become a war of attrition and, in contrast to the
‘Plate’ earlier on this card, we have seen patient
rides rewarded here, with Jamie Codd a fine
exponent of the ‘hunting around’ ride. The Jumpers
To Follow regular contributor has won this race four
times in the past decade and his chosen mount
always warrants serious consideration.

Despite the competitiveness of the race – and the
fact that we saw a 40/1 winner in 2017 – six of
the last 10 winners were sent off at single-figure
odds, so it has been somewhat punter-friendly in
recent seasons.

WINLESS THIS SEASON

The past four winners – and seven of the last 10
– arrived at Cheltenham without having won a
race earlier in the season, so it is a case of looking
beyond the most recent runs in some cases.
Last year’s winner, Missed Approach, had finished
runner-up in the Edinburgh National on his previous
start, so can’t be classed as ‘out of form’, whilst
only one winner since The Bushkeeper won in 2002
was a last-time-out winner, that being Ballabriggs.

Of the three winners during the past decade that
had won a race earlier in the campaign, two of
them were novices (Spring Heeled winning back
in August, so effectively not even during the
season ‘proper’), so only Ballabriggs had won a
handicap en route to the festival. Therefore, most
of the winners had been – perhaps inadvertently –
protecting their mark for the big day. Indeed, four
of the last 10 winners had run over hurdles at some
stage during the campaign, with Sunnyhillboy
having his prep for this in a Pertemps Qualifier
at Haydock.

SHAPE OF THE HANDICAP

As stated, the ratings ceiling was increased from
140 to 145 in 2012 and the past four top-weights
have raced from that maximum mark of 145.
This had started to lift the rating of the bottom

weight, too, only for just 20 to go to post last year –
this resulted in West Wizard getting in from a mark
of just 119 and racing from 6lb out of the handicap.
The fact that some of the handicaps weren’t full
last year was probably down to the unseasonably
soft ground and I would expect that to return to
normal going forward.

Here are the details from the past 10 years:

The last 10 winners – since the race switched to the
New Course – have all been rated between 134 and
142, the average winning mark being 138.4.

PROVEN STAMINA/KEY RACES

Last year’s winner, Missed Approach, clearly had
stamina in abundance, having finished runner-
up over 4m1f on his previous start and he had
also filled the same spot in the previous season’s
4m National Hunt Chase, when partnered by
the same jockey. Similarly, 2016 winner Cause Of
Causes had been ridden by Jamie Codd when
winning the ‘four-miler’ 12 months earlier, so
continuity in the saddle could well be seen as a
positive, whilst last season’s National Hunt Chase
is an obvious race to note. 2009 winner Character
Building had also finished second in that race
as a novice, albeit two years before he won the
Kim Muir.

During the past 10 years, three of the winners had
already been successful over 3m1f or further, and
another trio had at least hit the frame in a race over
3m5f or beyond. Aside from the aforementioned
pairing, Sunnyhillboy had finished third in the
previous season’s Irish Grand National.
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Top Weight (OR) Bottom OR Winner OR

2018 145 119 (oh 6) 138

2017 145 133 137

2016 145 134 142

2015 145 130 137

2014 144 131 138

2013 142 129 137

2012 143 126 142

2011 140 129 134

2010 140 127 140

2009 139 126 139
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Another race that has proven a popular ‘trial’ for
this has been the 3m3½f BetVictor.com Handicap
Chase, run at the November meeting and won
this season by Philip Hobbs’ Rock The Kasbah.
He will be too high in the handicap to contest
this, but it is worth watching the ‘also-rans’ here,
as Junior, Spring Heeled and The Package all
ran in that race four months before winning at
the festival.

The only Irish race to crop up more than once
among the past 10 winners is the Paddy Power
Chase, staged at Leopardstown over Christmas.
Spring Heeled finished down the field in that
contest on his final start before winning this race
and Cause Of Causes finished sixth, after which he
had time for one more run, over an inadequate 2m
at Naas. In total, seven of the past 10 winners ran
in a race during February, so a recent run can often
be viewed upon as a positive.

HEADGEAR WORKS

There are certain people who know me who will
laugh at the thought of me touching upon blinkers,
visors, hoods, check-pieces, etc. as I am often
described – by some of them – as being a ‘headgear
snob’. Personally, I’m not a huge fan of headgear,
certainly on youngsters in the early stages of their
careers, but it can clearly be beneficial to some
horses and staying handicap chasers certainly fall
into that category.

Remarkably, the last six winners of this race – and
seven of the last eight – all wore headgear of some
sort. During the last six years, no fewer than 57
horses contested the Kim Muir wearing headgear,
so only the big-price win of Domesday Book helps
make this profitable to follow blindly, but it is still
a very telling statistic. 42% of the fields during
the past six years have been made up of horses
in headgear.

AMERICAN-BREDS SPRING
A SURPRISE

You don’t really associate American-bred horses
with the Cheltenham Festival, but in light of the
recent victories of both Cause Of Causes (2016)
and Domesday Book (2017), I thought I would look
into how many had actually taken their chance in
the Kim Muir.

This century, only 11 US-bred horses have run in
the race and three have been successful, the other
being You’re Special in 2006, when Ferdy Murphy
actually ran two with the (USA) suffix, Underwriter
coming home in 12th. The winner was sent off
at 33/1 and backing all American-bred horses

blindly would have yielded a profit of £69.50 to a
level-stake £1.

This might well be a bizarre coincidence
rather than anything else, but if we’re happy
to flag up French- or Irish-bred horses winning
particular races, then we should highlight this, too.
There weren’t any American representatives in last
year’s race, but in the past 10 years, other than the
two winners, Cause Of Causes also finished second
in 2014, with the three who failed to go close being
Benbane Head (twice) and Tap Night.

FESTIVAL FORM

Seven of the last 10 winners had run at the
Cheltenham Festival previously and six of those
had won or been placed. I’ve already touched
upon the trio who had contested the National
Hunt Chase previously (Causes Of Causes had

Jamie Codd has ridden 4 winners in the
past 10 years

7 of the last 10 winners failed to win
earlier in the season

3 USA-bred winners from just 11 runners
this century

The last 6 winners all wore headgear

6 of the last 10 winners had won or
placed at a previous Festival

The last 10 winners were rated between
134 and 142

7 of the last 10 winners (including the
last 4) had failed to win earlier in the
season

4 of the last 10 winners had run over
hurdles earlier in the season

Form over 3m3f+ is a positive

3 of the last 10 winners won or finished
2nd in the National Hunt Chase

7 of the last 10 winners ran during
February

Respect JP McManus-owned runners

Only 1 of the last 16 winners won last
time out

Only 2 of the last 14 winners hadn’t run in
the calendar year

KEY TRENDS
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also finished second in this race, too) and three of
the others had plenty of festival form in the book.
Junior had run at three festivals, the pick of his
efforts being a third in a Coral Cup; Sunnyhillboy
had also run at three festivals, finishing runner-up
in the 2010 ‘Plate’; and The Package was running
at his sixth festival when successful in 2015, having
earlier hit the frame in three renewals of the Ultima.

Therefore, respect horses with winning or placed
form – especially over fences – at previous
Cheltenham Festival(s).

CODD A MAN TO RESPECT

Having passed the milestone of 900 Point-to-Point
winners earlier in the season, Jamie Codd is a man
who knows how to pass the post in front and his
record at the big spring festivals is exceptional,
given the small number of rides he picks up. He has
won the Kim Muir on no fewer than four occasions
during the past decade and that coming from
nine rides, with him not riding in 2012. He hit the
frame last year aboard Squouateur – whom he had
ridden when favourite 12 months earlier (unseated
when still very much in contention) – and backing
his rides blindly during the past decade would
have yielded a healthy profit of £27.83 to a
level-stake £1.

As with all the amateur-rider races, it pays to
keep it simple and focus on the more familiar
jockeys, but in terms of this particular race, Codd
should be top of the list. This might sound a rather
obvious point, but the better jockeys get called

upon by the bigger yards and, invariably, ride the
more-fancied horses.

CONNECTIONS TO NOTE

This is yet another festival handicap in which
JP McManus has enjoyed recent success, with
two horses – Sunnyhillboy and Cause Of Causes
– carrying the famous green-and-gold hoops to
success. Alfie Sherrin, Pendra and Squouateur have
all hit the frame for the leading owner in recent
seasons, too, and only once in the past seven years
have his colours not finished in the first four.

This is also another handicap in which the
Pipes have enjoyed success, with Martin saddling
back-to-back winners in 2003 and 2004, and
David has won the race twice since 2011. In terms
of recent winners, David Pipe would have the best
record among the current trainers, although he has
thrown a fair few darts at the race. He didn’t have
a runner last year.

Nicky Henderson has saddled three winners in
total and two this century – although not since
2005 – and Donald McCain has also saddled a
brace of winners since 2007. McCain hasn’t had a
runner in the race for the past two seasons and has
only had nine runners in the race since 2007, so
two winners and a second (Super Duty in 2013) is
a good return.

ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight OR SP Trainer Runners Last Race (No. of days)

2018 P632 Missed Approach 8 11-5 138 8/1 W Greatrex 20 2nd Musselburgh Handicap Chase (41)

2017 45683 Domesday Book 7 11-4 137 40/1 S Edmunds 24 3rd Leicester Handicap Chase (28)

2016 005 Cause of Causes 8 11-9 142 9/2 G Elliott (IRE) 22 5th Gr.2 Naas Chase (25)

2015 6P The Package 12 11-4 137 9/1 D Pipe 24 p.u. Gr.3 Becher Chase (96)

2014 13280 Spring Heeled 7 11-6 (2ow) 138 12/1 J Culloty (IRE) 23 10th Listed Leopardstown Chase (76)

2013 34136 Same Difference 7 11-0 (7) 137 16/1 N Twiston-Davies 24 6th Gr.3 Kempton Handicap Hurdle (19)

2012 7P9 Sunnyhillboy 9 11-11 142 13/2F J O’Neill 23 9th Haydock Handicap Hurdle (26)

2011 1232 Junior 8 11-6 134 10/3F D Pipe 24 2nd Cheltenham Handicap Hurdle (75)

2010 0311 Ballabriggs 9 11-12 140 9/1 D McCain 24 1st Ayr Handicap Chase (33)

2009 14339 Character Building 9 11-12 139 16/1 J Quinn 24 9th Gr.3 Haydock Handicap Chase (26)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

BetVictor.com Handicap Chase 3 (Junior 3rd, Spring Heeled 8th, The Package 6th)
Cheltenham Festival National Hunt Chase 2 (Cause of Causes 1st, Missed Approach 2nd)

Paddy Power Chase 2 (Spring Heeled 10th, Cause of Causes 12th)
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Not since2012hasNickyHendersonbeencrowned
leading trainer for the week at the Cheltenham
Festival, but given the strength-in-depth he has
in the novice divisions this year, he holds sound
claims of wrestling back the title. Let’s assess the
squads of the three main protagonists:

Since 2012, the meeting has been dominated by
both Gordon Elliott (won the past two) and Willie
Mullins (won the previous four and also leading
trainer in 2011). The former – who heads the market
with the majority of firms who have opened up
– again looks to have a
very good team to bring
over this year, including
three favourites – at the
time of writing – in Tiger
Roll (Cross Country),
Envoi Allen (Champion
Bumper) and Commander
of Fleet (Albert Bartlett).
Back those up with the
likes of Apple’s Jade,
Battleoverdoyen and
Delta Work, and there
appears to be plenty of
firepower at the top-level.

Mullins, in contrast, and by his own extremely high
standards, doesn’t appear (he says) to be travelling
over with as strong a novice hand as has been
the case in recent seasons. Again, at the time of
writing, his only favourite is Benie des Dieux (OLBG
Mares’ Hurdle), although Laurina, Penhill, Cilaos
Emery, Ballyward and the likely-Supreme-bound
pairing of Aramon and Klassical Dream are all quite
prominent for their respective races.

Focusing on Henderson, he is responsible for the
shortest-priced horse at this year’s festival, in the
shape of Altior and, unless something goes horribly

wrong, he is basically starting the trainer’s title with
a 1-0 lead. He might not have a runner in the Arkle,
but he has two novice chase favourites in Santini
(RSA) and Ok Corral (National Hunt Chase), as well
as favourites in the Supreme (Angels Breath) and
Ballymore (Champ). That novice hurdling pair are
supported by the likes of Mister Fisher, Champagne
Platinum and Birchdale, whilst he also looks to hold
a strong hand in the mares’ novice division. And,
let’s not forget Buveur d’Air (Champion Hurdle)
who, if completing the hat-trick, could go a long

way to securing his trainer
the crown, as he will
also be preventing a key
contender from each of
the Irish stables. The result
of the Champion Hurdle,
Ballymore and RSA could
prove pivotal to outcome.

Henderson seems top-
heavy in the graded
races across the opening
two days, so if he is to
be crowned leading
trainer, it will almost
certainly be apparent
before Thursday’s action

gets underway. So, if you’re a fan of Buveur d’Air,
Champ and/or Santini, this market – which isn’t one
I usually pay too much attention to, in truth – might
well appeal to you. It looks between Henderson
and Elliott to me (rather obvious, sorry), with the
remaining thing to factor in being the handicaps.
The latter won no fewer than four handicaps at last
year’s meeting and that is something that could
sway things in his favour.

It could be an intriguing battle between the pair.
Cue the Mullins whitewash……

The Battle To Become Leading Festival Trainer
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Ed Quigley – Day Three
JLT Novices' Chase

Should all the main players make their respective
gigs, then the Arkle and the RSA Chase look like
they will be brimmingwith quality, and even though
they may not end up with huge field sizes, they will
have strength in depth. The make-up of JLT has
a much more muddled look to it, and therefore I
think it will pay to concentrate on those confirmed
to be heading straight to the race and with some
smart form in the locker.

One of the horses that fits the bill is the
Colin Tizzard-trained LOSTINTRANSLATION.
The imposing seven-year-old has shown a smart
level of form since tackling fences, including
when winning over course and distance to land
the Grade 2 Dipper Chase on New Year's Day.
He showed great tenacity as he powered up the
Cheltenham hill to see off the strong-travelling
Defi Du Seuil, pulling away by over a length by the
line. Admittedly, Lostintranslation was in receipt
of 3lb from the Philip Hobbs representative, but
it was the attitude of his performance and his
liking for the venue which really impressed me.
Defi Du Seuil reversed the form last time out
in Grade 1 action at Sandown when I thought
the Esher venue didn't play to the strengths of
Tizzard's galloping sort, and a mistake at a crucial
time two fences from home disrupted his rhythm
when he was going nicely a couple of lengths up. If
you see the two of them in the paddock, it is chalk
and cheese, and I think the 'nippier' Defi Du Seuil
excelled due to the course more than anything. By
and large, Lostintranslation's jumping has been
improving, and he should enjoy returning to this
scenery. The form of his two chase starts when
finishing behind La Bague Au Roi looks excellent
in context now, as the Warren Greatrex-trained
mare has gone on to land two Grade 1s. Stamina
is his forte, he will be ridden prominently, and the
New Course suits. In a race with question marks
about many of the runners, he is one with far less
to answer.

The aforementioned La Bague Au Roi is likely to
swerve Cheltenham to wait for Aintree. She hasn't
always performed to her best on the undulations
of Cheltenham, so it appears sensible to wait

for the flat track of Aintree. According to Paul
Nicholls, Topofthegame, who ran La Bague Au Roi
close at Kempton, will be heading to the RSA, and
Le Richebourg is almost certainly Arkle-bound
along with Kalashnikov. Throw in the plans that
Delta Work and Vinndication are heading for the
RSA, and the list of doubtful participants goes on,
underlining the potential for this race to cut up
significantly. Of those at bigger prices, Hardline,
who was third in the Flogas, would be a contender
if there was a bit of juice in the ground and he gets
his act together in the jumping department. He is
probably a hard horse to place but it's unlikely we
have seen the best of him yet.Winter Escape burst
blood vessels in the Flogas last time out which has
cast a doubt over his participation at the Festival,
and finally, Drovers Lane, who won nicely over C&D
at Cheltenham's December meeting, would make
the shortlist but does have the option of heading
to the RSA instead.

Advice

Lostintranslation 2pts win, 9/2

Sun Racing Stayers' Hurdle

Paisley Park has plotted a path of meteoric
success this season for the Emma Lavelle team,
and deserves to be favourite. Starting the season
officially rated 140, the horse is now up to 168,
thanks to four straight wins, including in Grade 1
company at Ascot before Christmas and then with
an impressive display when landing the Cleeve
Hurdle at Cheltenham in January. It could well be
the case that his extra gears under the bonnet
after he hits his customary flat spot mean he has
too much ammunition for his rivals, but I'm not
sure he will have everything totally his own way.
In third that day was the Tom George-trained
BLACK OP, and whilst it is hard to envisage him
bridging the 14-length gap from last time out, I
think a cogent case can be made for him to get
significantly closer this time around.

Firstly, like many markets for this year's Festival,
many horses have to have a question mark over
whether they will actually make the gig, but in the
case of Black Op he will be heading straight to the
race, and at 14/1 I think is price his more than fair.
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Black Op was having his first start returning to
hurdles, coupled with his first crack at 3m under
Rules, and he should have learnt a great deal from
that experience. The race was run at an end-to-end
gallop, and Black Op travelled well and was on the
front end for a long way, before just looking to get
a bit tired as they hit the hill - to his credit, he rallied
fairly well to finish third. For his first start at 3m,
he may have travelled a little too freely towards
the head of affairs which probably saw his stamina
ebb away. Approaching two flights from the finish,
Black Op was still leading whilst Paisley Park was
being niggled along back in the pack. It could just
be the case that 3m at Cheltenham stretches the
pure stamina of Black Op, but he is unexposed,
versatile in regard to ground, and should have
more to offer. If the race turned into a bit of a
dash for home after a slow tempo, that would be
much more in favour towards the Tom George
representative. Tactically, I think much more of a
waiting game will be employed this time around,
and I think he will be ridden to try and pick off
runners in the closing stages, as opposed to trying
to fend them off from the bottom of the hill. The
end result may well end up the same, but I would
be surprised if he didn't narrow the margin of
defeat from his previous encounter, and whatever
can get close to Paisley Park is not going to be far
away from the place money. The Cleeve Hurdle is
often a fair trial and probably holds many of the
pointers for the big one on Thursday.

One horse who wasn't in the Cleeve, and who has
only been seen once since landing this twelve
months ago is Penhill, who will be heading to the
race first time out to defend his crown. Obviously,
it is taken on trust that Willie Mullins can produce
him to be on top of his game, but that ploy
worked fine last season and connections will be
hoping so once again. I think last year's renewal,
which was run at crawl, may well have flattered
him to some extent, as he utilised his turn of
foot in the latter stages to good effect. It is no
guarantee he will get that scenario once again
or circumstances that play into his hands. At the
Punchestown Festival, he was put in his place by
Faugheen, and it would be a fairytale result for
connections and just fans of racing in general if
the 2015 Champion Hurdle winner could roll back
the years, but at the age of 11, and arriving here on
the back of a crashing fall, I would find it hard to

be enthusiastic about 'The Machine'. Horses of his
age have a poor strike rate at the Festival. If there
were a couple of jokers in the pack, then the
Gordon Elliott-trained pair of Farclas and Cracking
Smart would be far from forlorn hopes at big
prices. The former won last season's Triumph
Hurdle in gritty fashion, and despite not being
in sparkling form this term, I am convinced he is
crying out for a step up in distance. Cracking
Smart, on the other hand, has confirmed stamina
in the locker but has to show the old fires still burn
on the comeback trail after injury. He had a harsh
reintroduction after 355 days on the sidelines,
when beaten over 100 lengths at Leopardstown
during the Christmas period in the Grade 1 which
Apple's Jade won and Faugheen fell. He would
have needed that outing badly, is still unexposed,
has Grade 1 form in the locker, and posted his most
impressive performance to date when winning a
Listed hurdle over 3m, so has little question marks
in regard to the trip.

Advice

Black Op 1pt e/w, 14/1

Nothing else on the Thursday massively appeals
from a betting perspective at this stage.

If Charbel returns to the form he showed earlier
in the season, then he would be a major player
in the Ryanair Chase, but it is possible he could
skip Cheltenham and wait for Aintree. Likewise,
on spring ground I wouldn't be at all surprised to
see the Nicky Henderson-trained Lust For Glory
come back to form in the Mares Novices' Hurdle.
She didn't appear to be too happy on testing
ground at Newbury last time out when runner up
to Posh Trish.

The handicaps look a minefield at this stage but
keep your eyes on Keeper Hill in the Pertemps
Final if the rains stay away. He was a Grade 2
winner as a novice chaser many moons ago and is
now reinventing himself over the smaller obstacles.
He hated the ground at Sandown last time out but
won in good style on his penultimate start. He has
some decent form at the track in his portfolio and
could come alive granted a sound surface.

Odds courtesy of Sky Bet, quoted on a
Non-Runner, No Bet basis
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Rory Delargy – Day Three
BANKER OR BUST – DEFI DU SEUIL

Victory over Lostintranslation and Vinndication
in the Scilly Isles Novices’ Chase at Sandown has
propelled former Triumph Hurdle winner Defi du
Seuil to the head of the market for the JLT, and
in large part that is entirely logical, the Sandown
contest looking the best novice short of three miles
run in Britain this season, and whichever of the trio
won was always going to take pole position. Defi
du Seuil hasn’t been the easiest horse to pigeon-
hole in his career, lurching from an unbeaten and
seemingly invincible juvenile hurdler to a citizen
of nowhere in a truncated and illness-affected
second season over timber. A clumsy display on
his chase debut after an absence hinted that he
might be another precocious youngster consigned
to travel on a slow road marked oblivion, but he
has quickly reinvented himself as a useful chaser
on the back of that inauspicious start, looking
altogether more exuberant at Exeter when beating
an arguably unlucky Topofthegame, who shied and
lost many lengths at the start. He was then beaten
by Losintranslation in the Dipper at Cheltenham,
but only having traded at the basement price in
running, and in retrospect he probably hit the front
too soon before giving the game winner a second
bite at the cherry. He was conceding 3lb there, it
should be remembered, so was entitled to reverse
the form at Sandown.

That Sandown run is significant in various ways,
but largely because it showed that Barry Geraghty
had worked out exactly the way to ride Defi du
Seuil, holding him up for a late run behind the
bold-jumping Lostintranslation, and asking for an
effort only as the leaders set themselves for the
last fence. The runner-up again tried to rally, but a
superior turn of speed from the son of Voix du Nord
was always going to be decisive. He clearly stays
the trip, but his chief weapon is his tactical speed
and that asset is more important in this contest
than the other novice chases at the meeting. He
could hardly be called a natural jumper, either, but
I’m impressed with howmuch he has learned about
his new job from race to race. With Le Richebourg
representing his owner in the Arkle, and seemingly
best at that trip, it would be a huge surprise if Defi
du Seuil didn’t go for the day three opener.

I must confess to a change of heart with this
horse, although I suppose that’s only fitting given
the fluctuating fortunes of his career, and I was
expecting to be against him. I’d certainly think
twice if he was a very skinny price, but he’s holding
up pretty well in the antepost market, and what
sways me towards him is his gradual development
into a three-dimensional chaser. We’ve already
established what his potential weak points are,
and he’s developed enough to offset concerns
about both his jumping and the notion he can be
outbattled. That’s what I like to see in this division,
and too many horses only have their feet of clay
exposed when racing at Cheltenham. I wouldn’t be
at all surprised to see either of the pair he beat at
Sandown give him a bigger fright next month, but
that is merely a way of stating that the form of the
Scilly Isles looks exceptionally deep compared to
some previous runnings, and I’d keep the principals
on side as a rule. He was the pick of them, and
while most of his form has come in small fields, he
was very impressive in a 15-runner Triumph, and
the impression is that he would cope with a big-
field scenario better than many of his rivals. He’s
no certainty given the depth of competition, but
the risk-to-reward ratio is stacked in his favour, and
that should be acknowledged.

BANKER
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BANKER OR BUST – PAISLEY PARK

Now here is the real deal. Paisley Park had
impressed me a couple of times in the autumn, but
I wondered whether his defeat of West Approach
in the Long Walk Hurdle at Ascot was perhaps a
little flattering given the early demise of both Sam
Spinner and Unowhatimeanharry. However, he was
devastating in the Cleeve Hurdle on Trials Day at
Cheltenham, admittedly beating the same horse,
but also slamming a fair facsimile of the Stayers’
Hurdle field in doing so, making his Ascot effort
look more meritorious in retrospect.

Those looking to knock Paisley Park could point
to his running at last year’s Festival when well
beaten in a first-time visor, but there are two
points to make about that moderate effort.
The first is that the Albert Bartlett is an unforgiving
race for horses who don’t keep a bit back for
themselves, and the idea of slapping headgear on
a relatively inexperienced novice is a decidedly
high-risk strategy, and one which clearly backfired
in this instance. That’s not to say it was a terrible
idea, as Paisley Park has shown himself to be
somewhat laid back in attitude, and such horses
often respond well to severe headgear. Not this
time, though. The other thing to bear in mind if
you are uncomfortable with backing a horse who
was unplaced in the Albert Bartlett is the record
of others who have had similar experiences. Those
include the following future Festival winners:

That’s a serious commendation of the race as
a cradle of future talent and rather than viewing
defeat there as an indictment of the individual, it
pays to take a positive view when future events
suggest improvement. That is very much the case
with Paisley Park and themost impressive aspect of
his victory in January was how he briefly looked in
trouble before picking up the bridle and storming
clear. That’s a trait we’ve seen in some of the
great stayers, such as Inglis Drever and Big Buck’s,
and it suggests that his switched-off demeanour
will allow him to run up to the very best in the
powder-keg atmosphere of the Festival itself.

BANKER

Chief Dan George – Ultima Handicap Chase

Bostons Angel – RSA Chase

Oscar Park – Pertemps Final

Cape Tribulation – Pertemps Final

Teaforthree – National Hunt Chase

The Druids Nephew – Ultima Handicap Chase

O’Faolains Boy – RSA Chase

Black Hercules – JLT Chase

Native River – Gold Cup

Blaklion – RSA Chase

Balko des Flos – Ryanair
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LIVELY OUTSIDER – FOX NORTON

The reaction from connections after Fox Norton
was beaten by Altior in the Clarence House Chase
at Ascot was that it was pointless taking the winner
on again having taken a beating there and also in
the Game Spirit in 2017 when Nicky Henderson’s
monster was a novice. That is a sensible enough
approach, although I’d still fancy Fox Norton to
make the frame in a Champion Chase, and it’s a
little surprising that he’s around a 14/1 chance for
the Ryanair given his team seem determined to go
for that race.

Colin Tizzard has been convinced from an early
stage that the former Neil Mulholland chaser
wanted a trip, but he failed only narrowly to peg
back Special Tiara in the 2017 Champion Chase.
He is certainly a class act, and he was very
impressive when winning the Melling Chase at
Aintree subsequent to that agonising defeat at
Cheltenham and went on to beat Un de Sceaux
in the Punchestown Champion Chase, which was
again an absolutely top-notch effort. He again
showed his liking for Prestbury Park when landing
a second Shloer Chase in November that year and
wasn’t at his best when second to Politologue in
the Tingle Creek before picking up (or possibly
aggravating) a tendon injury when disappointing
in the King George.

In terms of form, he looked back to his best
before getting tired at Ascot, and was spared a
hard race, so it’s reasonable to expect him to build
on the bare form, and it’s almost three years since
he’s been out of the first two in a race he’s finished.
There are question marks about the participation
of most of those above him in the betting, and
with this race traditionally cutting up, he looks
overpriced. He seems to have been around forever
– showing smart form as a juvenile hurdler for Nick
Williams in what seems another life – but he’s still
only a nine-year-old, and one who has not been
over-raced or over-faced in recent times.
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Ben Linfoot – Day Three
Is Penhill the new Quevega?

Penhill’s last four runs have been at the Cheltenham
Festival, Punchestown, the Cheltenham Festival
and Punchestown, so he is beginning to have a
touch of the Quevega’s about him.

Quevega’s last 10 runs were at consecutive
Cheltenham and Punchestown festivals and she
won all of those races bar her final start, so you
could say Willie Mullins has a bit of previous when
it comes to readying a good one for the spring
following a long lay-off.

In Penhill he has the perfect horse to implement
this strategy again. A Flat-bred that goes well fresh,
you can understand Mullins keeping him at home
while others slog it out in the deep midwinter.

Indeed, Mullins was already thinking of hatching
the Quevega Plan again in 2019 just after he’d
pulled it off in 2018.

Straight after Penhill had won the Stayers’ Hurdle
last year on his first run for 323 days, Mullins
said: “I’d like to keep Penhill jumping, look at
Punchestown and then maybe let him off. It’s a
tough race to do, but a few horses have come back
and done it.”

Cyborgo did it in this race, for Martin Pipe, back in
1996. Not seen since finishing second in the same
race the year before, David Bridgwater rode the
six-year-old to a three-quarter-length victory over
Mysilv at odds of 8/1.

While he couldn’t quite manage back-to-back
Stayers’ Hurdles, it is a race that has produced
a fair few multiple winners in recent times, like
Baracouda, Inglis Drever and Big Buck’s.

Penhill will be going for his third straight Festival
victory after also landing the 2017 Albert Bartlett,
so we know he loves the track, we know he has the
class, and you can guarantee he’ll be cherry ripe,
even if we haven’t seen him for the best part of
a year.

The unknown quantity for him, then, is the
opposition, as the home team have a new kid on
the block in the stayers’ division and he’s unbeaten
this campaign after four straight victories.

Emma Lavelle’s Paisley Park has usurped Penhill
as favourite for the Stayers’ Hurdle on the back of
an emphatic Cleeve Hurdle success on January 26,
his 12-length win proving beyond doubt that he
acts at the track after he’d disappointed there on
his only previous course appearance in the 2018
Albert Bartlett.

He beat up all the best British stayers in that, a
month on from winning his first Grade One in the
LongWalk, his two wins in handicap company prior
to those victories mere stepping stones on his way
to the top.

But given his profile and his Cleeve demolition job,
his price for the Stayers’ Hurdle held up pretty well
in the aftermath. Straight after the race he was 4/1
and a few days after that he was generally 9/4 –
still fair odds for a horse four-from-four for the
season including a 12-length win over the Stayers’
Hurdle course and distance against the best that
Britain has to offer.

And the reason for that? Mainly Penhill.
The bookies haven’t forgotten him and perhaps we
shouldn’t, either.

Who are the progeny to look out for from king of
the Festival sires, Robin Des Champs?

Talking of Quevega, we must acknowledge the
impact that her recently deceased sire, Robin
Des Champs, had at the Cheltenham Festival in
recent years.

Obviously her six wins in the Mares’ Hurdle helped
his strike-rate no end, but he was by no means a
one-trick pony, with five individual winners scoring
for him at the meeting so far.

While King’s Theatre (15 Festival winners from 171
runners at 8.77%), Oscar (13/156 at 8.33%) and
Presenting (15/216 at 6.94%) are three excellent
sources of Cheltenhamwinners, Robin Des Champs
simply blew them out of the water.

A staggering 14 winners from 47 runners at 29.79%
is his record as things stand at the Cheltenham
Festival, with Vautour (three wins), Sir Des Champs
(two), Un Temps Pour Tout (two) and Blow By Blow
adding to Quevega’s sextet of trophies.
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Robin Des Champs only raced five times, all
at Auteuil, all between March and June 2000,
winning his first four before finishing second on his
final start.

Trained by the French master Guillaume Macaire,
Robin Des Champs was purposely given a short life
as a racehorse and not gelded in order to become
a stallion, because his trainer felt he had the stature
and the pedigree to become a major hit in the
breeding world.

By Garde Royale, who was a son of Mill Reef,
Macaire once said that Robin Des Champs was one
of the best jump sires "because he dominated with
his shoulders. This is important, because horses
jump with their shoulders, not their bottoms."

It’s a shame Sizing Tennessee was ruled out for the
season only a month after his Ladbrokes Trophy
win, as that son of Robin Des Champs would’ve
been an intriguing contender for the Magners
Cheltenham Gold Cup given how the Newbury
form has been working out.

But Robin Des Champs should still be well
represented at this year’s meeting.

Hell’s Kitchen will be a fascinating runner in
whatever he goes for. Two-from-seven over fences,
when he’s good he’s very good and he must be
some tool to beat Janika like he did at Ascot.

Then there’s Tombstone, potentially well
handicapped over fences for Gordon Elliott if
returned to that sphere following a spell back
hurdling. He’s never quite done it at the Festival,
but it should be remembered he was sent off at 7/2
for the 2017 Coral Cup won by Supasundae, even if
he did finish 22nd.

There could be more to come from him yet and
the same comment applies to stablemate Blow
By Blow, a winner of the Martin Pipe Conditionals'
Handicap Hurdle at last year’s Festival.

It’s not quite happened for him since being
switched to novice chasing, but we know there’s
an engine in there somewhere, and in Elliott he’s
with the right man who can find the key to him
once again.

And, finally, watch out for his up-and-comers in the
Martin Pipe. RDC progeny have won the race twice
thanks to Sir Des Champs and Blow By Blow, and
the likes of Robin De Carlow, First Approach and
particularly Finawn Bawn and Encore Champs look
likely types this time around.

Who doesn’t love the Pertemps series and Final
over hurdles? How about having a similar chain of
races over fences with a twist?

Now, let’s get one thing straight. I’m not one
for radical change. Certainly not where the
Cheltenham Festival is concerned. The thought of
a five-day meeting sends shivers down my spine
(in a bad way).

Similarly, I would hate to see something like the
Veterans’ Chase Final moved to Cheltenham.
Its position at Sandown in January lights up an
otherwise dull weekend and it gives the old boys
a platform that would just get lost among the
behemoth that is the Fez.

But, with dull weekends in mind, I do think a
Pertemps-style chase could both enhance a
Cheltenham Festival handicap and brighten up
a few Saturdays in the heart of the season at the
same time as well.

I’m thinking an existing race, perhaps the Brown
Advisory & Merribelle Stable Plate on the Thursday.
Run over 2m4f and a bit, that’s a perfect distance
as it would allow a variety of trips for the qualifiers.

As for the qualifying races, let’s borrow and then
tweak the tried-and-tested Pertemps formula.
Around 15 qualifiers all over the UK and Ireland,
with the first six qualifying to run in the Final if
they’re rated highly enough.

One of the secrets of the success of the Pertemps
is the first-six rule. Cheering home your long-term
Festival fancy into fifth or sixth in a Pertemps
qualifier is a beautiful part of the game, but it does
make some of the qualifying races less competitive
and less attractive betting heats on occasions.

So here comes the twist. How about a 'Win And
You’re In' concept? They work so well in other parts
of the world like America and Australia and I firmly
believe one for the Cheltenham Festival would
really take off over here.
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There’s a chance you might get the odd horse
running from out of the weights in the Final, but
so what? I don’t see that as an issue. And for some
small-time owners, winning one of the qualifying
races with a horse that normally wouldn’t be good
enough to run at the Festival would be akin to
winning the lottery.

As for those horses that are only aiming for
fifth or sixth? Well, tough. You might not get in.
15 places of the 24-runner field would be taken up
by winners of the qualifiers, if they wanted to take
their place, and that can only make for competitive
and exciting heats during the winter.

The rest would qualify via the highest official
ratings, if they ran in the first six in a qualifying race.

I’d like to see the first qualifier at Cheltenham’s
October meeting and the last one on Imperial
Cup Saturday at Sandown, three days before
the start of the Festival. There could be a
last-qualifier-plus-Festival bonus if a horse
managed the two wins in a week, too.

That’s it, that’smy idea for tweaking the programme
at the Cheltenham Festival. Don’t blame me when
this is the sixth-day feature in 2029.

Defi Du Seuil or Lostintranslation in JLT thrill-ogy?

All the good movies have sequels. Gremlins. Dumb
And Dumber. Grease. You get the picture.

But trilogies? You simply can’t beat a trilogy. The
Godfather. Evil Dead. The Matrix. Lord Of The
Rings. The original Star Wars. And the doyen of all
the trilogies; Back To The Future.

The Thursday of the Cheltenham Festival could
kick off with the final part of a thrilling trilogy, as
well, when Defi Du Seuil and Lostintranslation dust
themselves down for The Decider in the JLT.

It’s one-a-piece heading into the Thursday opener
following Lostintranslation’s win in the Dipper
Novices’ Chase at Cheltenham on New Year’s
Day and Defi Du Seuil’s leveller in the Scilly Isles
Novices’ Chase at Sandown on February 2.

There wasn’t much between the pair on either
occasion, there’s unlikely to be much between
them in the betting for the JLT, and the likelihood
is, judging by their two previous battles, there’ll be
little between them as they go blow-to-blow for a
third time.

Can Defi Du Seuil become the first Scilly Isles
winner to land the JLT? Can Lostintranslation
become the first Dipper winner to go on to Festival
glory since My Way De Solzen back in 2007?

It’s coming soon. Defi Du Seuil v Lostintranslation
III: The JLT. In a theatre in the Cotswolds, March 14.
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1.30 JCB Triumph Hurdle
(Grade 1) 2m1f – New Course

OVERVIEW

Since the introduction of the Fred Winter in 2005,
the Triumph Hurdle has had a different feel to
it. Prior to that, it had been a cavalry charge at
times, with the field partly comprising of juveniles
not good enough to win at this level. It is a
better-quality race these days and, in recent
years, we saw the market leader successful in
three successive renewals between 2015 and
2017. Generally, of late, the winner hasn’t been
too difficult to find, being towards the top of the
market and boasting Graded form from earlier in
the campaign.

OFFICIAL RATINGS

Three of last year’s nine-strong field – all trained
by Willie Mullins – had not been handed an official
rating ahead of the Triumph, due to the fact that
they had all only run once in Ireland. This can be
the case with lightly-raced juveniles, and two
winners since 2011 – Zarkandar, who had won his
sole start over hurdles, and Tiger Roll, who had run
once in Britain and once in Ireland – hadn’t been
given a mark by the assessor.

However, in general during the past decade, the
official ratings have proven to be a good guide to
the Triumph, with four winners being the top-rated
and another – Zaynar – being second-best. Of the
quartet, only Soldatino – who was rated 148 after
his sole British win – was rated below the 150 mark
and that figure has been another key indicator to
success in the Triumph.

In the past 10 years, only nine horses with a figure
of 150 or higher have contested a Triumph and
four have been successful. In 2009, there were
two, who finished first and second, with Walkon
chasing home Zaynar. After three blank years,
Our Conor was top-rated on a mark of 150, whilst
Peace And Co was rated 155 when providing Nicky
Henderson with a sixth Triumph in 2015. Those two
were the sole 150 (or above) horses in the field in
their respective years. Two took their chance the
following year, including Footpad, who finished
third, then three lined up in 2017, including the
winner Defi du Seuil.

There was no 150 horse in the field last year and
backing all nine blindly would have yielded a profit
of £9 to a level-stake of £1. I think a record of
four-from-nine is more striking than the LSP,
however, and only once when there has been a 150
(or above) runner, have they failed to win the race.

Seriously respect any juvenile handed a mark of
150 or higher.

MARKET FORCES

As touched upon in the 'Overview', we have seen
three winning favourites in the past four years,
and since 2005 – and the introduction of the Fred
Winter – only one winner has started at bigger
than 10/1, that being Countrywide Flame who
scored at 33s. 10 of these 14 winners hailed from
the top three in the betting (including joint-second
or third favourites), so it has been a relatively
punter-friendly contest of late.

Katarino and Snow Drop were another pair of
winning favourites around the turn of the century
and, in all, 12 of the past 14 winners were sent
off at single figures, including last year’s winner
Farclas, despite him arriving at the race as a
twice-raced maiden.

Katchit, Celestial Halo and Our Conor (2013) were
all sent off second-favourite – or joint-second in
the case of the last-named – in the market, with
their prices being 11/2, 5/1 and 4/1 respectively.

Class seems to be coming to the fore in the Triumph
on a more regular basis now and it can pay to focus
on the top end of the market.

GRADED FORM

Given that those with lofty ratings and those
towards the head of the market have been
dominating in recent years, it is not surprising
that horses who arrive at Cheltenham with proven
Graded form in the book have done well.

The last nine winners all ran in a Graded event on
their final start, all of which being in the Finesse
at Cheltenham on Trials Day, the Spring Juvenile
Hurdle at Leopardstown, or Kempton’s Adonis
Hurdle in mid-February. More of this later under
‘Key Races’ but the last seven winners hailed from
either the Finesse or the Spring Juvenile, which are
clearly becoming the dominant trials either side of
the Irish Sea.

Strictly looking at Grade 1 form – which was
highlighted in the Guide last year as having
provided five of the previous six winners – it
again produced the winner last year, with Farclas
reversing Spring Juvenile form with Mr Adjudicator,
although again the pair were probably slightly
underestimated in the market, going off 9/1 and
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4 of the last 10 winners were rated 150 or
higher (from just 9 runners)

The last 9 winners contested either the
Adonis, Finesse or Spring Juvenile last
time out

Gordon Elliott has won the race twice in
5 years from just 4 runners

12 of the last 14 winners were sent off at
single-figure odds

Respected Graded form, especially
Grade 1

6 of the last 10 winners were unbeaten

5 of the last 10 winners were French-bred

Respect Nicky Henderson & Philip Hobbs

Only 1 of the last 14 winners was sent off
bigger than 10/1

Willie Mullins is 0/24 since Scolardy won
in 2002

KEY TRENDS
8/1 respectively. Nicky Henderson’s filly Apple’s
Shakira was all the rage for the Triumph, although
she didn’t boast any Grade 1 form beforehand, the
only other runner in the field who did being Sussex
Ranger, who had chased home We Have A Dream
in Chepstow’s Finale Juvenile Hurdle. That race is
the only Grade 1 in Britain prior to the Triumph.

Graded form seems to becoming more and more
essential and has to be respected, especially
Grade 1.

THE UNBEATEN HURDLER

There were no fewer than four unbeaten hurdlers
in last year’s line-up – including the short-priced
favourite Apple’s Shakira – and, whilst they were
unable to improve on the recent record of those
with an unblemished record, the tally for unbeaten
winners since 2005 stands at seven from 14
runnings. Six of those came during the past
decade, with only Zarkandar being one-from-one,
the others had all won at least twice.

Six of those seven unbeaten winners had won a
Grade 1 or Grade 2 – or both in the case of Defi du
Seuil – so pay close attention to those which fall
into that category. Even Zarkandar ticked that box,
with his sole start coming in the Adonis Hurdle.

FRENCH-BRED SUCCESS

The precocious nature of the French-bred horse
has already been well documented under various
races, but rather like the other four-year-old
contest – the Fred Winter – it is becoming more
and more apparent that such horses are doing well
in this event.

Five French-bred juveniles took their chance last
year, with Farclas becoming the fifth winner in
the last 10 years. Given the numbers of runners
involved, backing all French-bred runners can’t
make ends meet, but again four of the five
winners were successful in Graded company earlier
in the season.

Twice in the past four years (2015 and 2017), the
first three home have been French-bred horses,
and in 2016 – the only year in the past four in which
the winner wasn’t a French-bred – the second, third
and fourth were. This trend seems to be getting
stronger by the year.

CHELTENHAM FORM

Five winners since 1999 had run at Cheltenham
earlier in the season, with four being unbeaten at
the track; only Spectroscope failed to win at the
course, being brought down at the November

meeting. Nicky Henderson’s pair of Katarino and
Peace And Co were one-from-one at the track,
the former successful at the November meeting
just four days after winning at Newbury, whilst
the other pair were three-from-three around
Cheltenham. Katchit won at the November and
December meetings before winning the Finesse on
Trials Day and, 10 years on, Defi du Seuil followed
suit in the same three races.

Cheltenham form is, therefore, to be respected, but
it would seem that winning form around the track
is much more advantageous. Winners at the track
earlier in the season include subsequent Grade 1
winner Quel Destin and Joseph O’Brien’s Fakir
d’Oudairies, who ran out an impressive winner on
trials day.

TRAINERS TO NOTE

As mentioned already, Nicky Henderson is the
most successful Triumph Hurdle trainer, with six
wins on his CV, three of those coming during the
past decade. During the past 10 years, Henderson
has saddled 16 runners, including the 1-2-3 in the
2015 renewal.

Gordon Elliott has saddled half the number of
runners (8) during the past decade, yet has been
responsible for two winners, a second and a fourth.
He has actually only run four horses in the past five
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years, with two being successful and Mega Fortune
finishing runner-up two years ago. Given his record
in the Fred Winter – 10 runners since 2013 has
resulted in two big-priced winners – he is clearly
one to respect in the juvenile division.

In total, Elliott has saddled 14 four-year-olds across
the two races during the past six years and four
have won, starting at 25/1, 33/1 (both in the Fred
Winter), 10/1 and 9/1 respectively. Backing his
juveniles blindly over the past six years would,
therefore, have yielded a healthy £67 profit to a
level-stake £1, with it reading £17 in the Triumph.
His record with four-year-olds at Cheltenham is
very impressive.

Another trainer with a really selective approach
to the Triumph is Philip Hobbs, who has saddled
just seven runners since 2004 and three of them
have been successful. He has also saddled two
seconds during this period (was responsible for
the 1-2 in 2006) and has only actually allowed
three horses to take their chance in the past
11 years. Both Detroit City and Defi du Seuil justified
favouritism, whereas his first winner – Made In
Japan (2004) – was a 20/1 shot. Backing Hobbs'
horses since 2004 would have yielded a profit of
£22 to a level-stake of £1.

Paul Nicholls and Alan King also saddled a
couple of winners each in the not-so-distant past.
The former won it in 2008 and 2011, whilst King
was responsible for the winners in 2005 and
2007. At that time, he was renowned for doing
well in the juvenile division, although he has had
16 runners without success since Katchit won in
2007 and three of them were sent off favourite.
However, that trio – Franchoek, Walkon and
Grumeti – all hit the frame.

I never like being too negative aboutWillie Mullins,
as it is sure to come back and leave you with egg
on your face before too long, but since Scolardy
won the race in 2002, Mullins has saddled 24
runners without success. In the past decade, he has
had eight horses finish in the first four – including
the 2nd, 3rd & 4th in 2016 and the 2nd & 3rd last
year – so has certainly been knocking on the door,
but as of yet, hasn’t been able to prise it open for
a second time.

KEY RACES

I’ve touched upon the key trials for the Triumph
earlier, so I’ll keep this subsection quite brief.
Last year’s winner Farclas became the fifth winner
in the last seven years to hail from the Spring
Juvenile Hurdle at Leopardstown’s Dublin Racing
Festival. That contest was only upgraded to
Grade 1 status in 2010 and has since become the
standout trial in terms of the Irish contenders for

the Triumph. Interestingly, four of the five winners
were beaten at Leopardstown (only Our Conor
doing the double in 2013), so don’t automatically
assume that the winner is the one to be with.
That said, this year’s winner, Sir Erec, was very
impressive indeed.

Three races in Britain have thrown up two
Triumph winners in the past decade, the first
being the Finale Juvenile Hurdle at Chepstow
over the Festive period. A Grade 1 usually
staged on deep ground, Defi du Seuil ran out a
wide-margin winner, whilst Countrywide Flame
finished runner-up in Wales before going on to
take his chance in the Spring Juvenile, in which he
finished third.

Cheltenham’s Finesse Hurdle in late-January was
also won by Defi du Seuil, and Peace And Co
landed that event on his final start before winning
the Triumph, too. Katchit was another winner
of the Finesse, who followed up less than two
months later.

The Adonis Hurdle at Kempton (staged after this
Guide goes to print) has also produced a brace
of winners in the past decade. Going back a bit
further, Katarino, Snow Drop and Penzance also
won the Adonis before scoring in the Triumph,
so five of the last 19 winners won this en route to
Cheltenham. Unlike the Spring Juvenile, it is usually
the winner of these Graded events in Britain that
go on to fare best in the Triumph.

This season’s Finale went the way of the Paul
Nicholls-trained Quel Destin, whilst the Finesse
was won in impressive fashion by Joseph O’Brien’s
Fakir d’Oudairies. O’Brien clearly holds a very
strong hand in the juvenile division this season.
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight OR SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 4122 Farclas 4 11-0 140 9/1 G Elliott (IRE) 9 2nd Gr.1 Spring Hurdle (41)

2017 11111 Defi du Seuil 4 11-0 155 5/2F P Hobbs 15 1st Gr.2 Finesse Hurdle (48)

2016 1114 Ivanovich Gorbatov 4 11-0 142 9/2F A O’Brien (IRE) 15 4th Gr.1 Spring Hurdle (41)

2015 111 Peace And Co 4 11-0 155 2/1F N Henderson 16 1st Gr.2 Finesse Hurdle (48)

2014 12 Tiger Roll 4 11-0 - 10/1 G Elliott (IRE) 15 2nd Gr.1 Spring Hurdle (30)

2013 23111 Our Conor 4 11-0 150 4/1 D Hughes (IRE) 17 1st Gr.1 Spring Hurdle (34)

2012 12123 Countrywide Flame 4 11-0 140 33/1 J Quinn 20 3rd Gr.1 Spring Hurdle (33)

2011 1231 Zarkandar 4 11-0 - 13/2 P Nicholls 23 1st Gr.2 Adonis Hurdle (20)

2010 4211 Soldatino 4 11-0 148 6/1 N Henderson 17 1st Gr.2 Adonis Hurdle (20)

2009 92211 Zaynar 4 11-0 150 11/2 N Henderson 18 1st Ascot Nov. Hurdle (55)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Spring Juvenile Hurdle 5
(Countrywide Flame 3rd, Our Conor 1st, Tiger Roll 2nd, Ivanovich Gorbatov 4th, Farclas 2nd)

Adonis Juvenile Hurdle 2 (Soldatino 1st, Zarkandar 1st)
Finesse Juvenile Hurdle 2 (Peace And Co 1st, Defi du Seuil 1st)

Finale Juvenile Hurdle 2 (Countrywide Flame 2nd, Defi du Seuil 1st)
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2.10 Randox Health County Handicap Hurdle
(Grade 3) 2m1f – New Course

OVERVIEW

The County Hurdle is a typically fiercely contested
handicap, in which luck in running is required
and, being on the New Course, tends to suit
hold-up performers. Finding the winner can prove
difficult, with no fewer than seven of the last 11
winners starting at 20/1 or bigger, but relatively
lightly-raced hurdlers have a decent record in
the race.

LIGHTLY-RACED HURDLERS

Seven of the last 10 winners (including five of the
last six) had run no more than nine times over
hurdles previously, with five of the seven having
only had between four and six hurdles starts.
Therefore, looking at lightly-raced runners is an
obvious starting point.

Mohaayed was having his 10th start over hurdles
when successful for Dan Skelton last year, arriving
at Cheltenham a fresh horse, in a similar manner
to the stable’s other recent winner, Superb
Story, who had run just six times prior to his win.
The two Skelton-trained winners arrived at
Cheltenham without a prep in the calendar year,
whilst 2017 winner Arctic Fire had been off the
track since January 2016. Prior to the last three
winners, the previous 15 winners this century had
all run after the turn of the year.

Of the 18 winners this century, 15 of them were
either novices or second-season hurdlers, this
is if you count Spirit Leader as a second-season
hurdler. It was Jessica Harrington’s mare’s second
full season over hurdles, although she did have one
start during her bumper season. Either way, this is
a strong bias towards the up-and-coming hurdler
over the more exposed type. 1999 winner Sir Talbot
was very much cut from the same cloth, having
just his sixth start over hurdles when scoring for
Jim Old.

Four of the winners were second-season novices
who boasted previous handicap form, which seems
to be a positive, as handicap debutants don’t have
a good record in the County Hurdle.

HIGH-CLASS PERFORMERS

Rooster Booster, Thousand Stars and Arctic Fire
were the trio of more experienced winners this
century. All three were genuine Grade 1 hurdlers
in their prime, so this shows you what kind of

horse – quality-wise – is required, if the young
up-and-comers are to be beaten.

The last two winners had contested a Grade 1
on their previous start, with Mohaayed taking
his chance in the Christmas Hurdle before being
freshened up, and Arctic Fire had finished
runner-up in the Irish Champion Hurdle, albeit some
14 months earlier. The latter was just the second
horse this century – the other being Sporazene – to
win from a mark in the 150s.

SHAPE OF THE HANDICAP

Winning from a lofty mark clearly isn’t easy and
during the past decade, nine of the 10 winners
were rated between 134 and 139. As with the other
handicaps, the table illustrated below will help give
you an idea of what ratings are required to get into
the County:

In terms of weight carried, 15 of the 18 winners this
century carried 11-1 or less, with the other three
carrying 11-7, 11-4 and 11-12 respectively.

EX-FLAT HORSES
HAVE A FINE RECORD

11 of the last 15 winners of the County Hurdle started
their career on the Flat, be it in Britain or France.
It is likely that this helps with a couple of things.
Firstly, running on the Flat is certainly helpful when
it comes to the lightly-raced hurdlers in terms of
general racecourse experience, especially if they
have contested big-field handicaps on the level.
Last year’s winner Mohaayed ran in the likes of
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Top Weight (OR) Bottom OR Winner OR

2018 154 133 139

2017 158 134 158

2016 152 138 138

2015 146 134 138

2014 154 132 139

2013 154 132 134

2012 150 132 139

2011 153 129 139

2010 152 129 134

2009 147 127 135

152



the Irish Lincolnshire and the Colm Quinn BMW
Mile Handicap at the Galway Festival for Kevin
Prendergast before joining Dan Skelton. He had
actually earlier contested the Irish 2,000 Guineas,
finishing sixth behind Gleneagles, this again
showing that the County Hurdle can suit a horse
with plenty of natural speed.

Secondly – and in relation to that point about
natural speed – these ex-Flat performers probably
have little trouble in travelling well off the
usual strong pace of this nature and gradually
working their way into contention, although last
year’s winner was never too far off the speed.
I’ve touched upon this earlier (see Day Three)
but the New Course very much offers itself to
a hold-up performer over hurdles, due to the
fact that the third-last hurdle is a long way from
home, so it gives jockeys plenty of time to make
their move.

Interestingly, the ‘National Hunt’ winners of this in
recent years were genuine two-milers, therefore
again showing the need for requisite speed to land
a County.

CHELTENHAM FORM

The last two winners had contested a County
Hurdle previously, with Mohaayed finishing seventh
in 2017 and the winner that year, Arctic Fire,
had finished runner-up when a novice in 2014.
He went on to finish runner-up in the Champion
Hurdle the following season, so he boasted
rock-solid Cheltenham Festival form, whilst 2016
winner Superb Story had finished runner-up in the
Greatwood earlier in the campaign, and Wicklow
Brave (2015) had finished sixth behind stablemate
Vautour in the 2014 Supreme Novices’ Hurdle.
2014 winner Lac Fontana was a second-season
novice and had won a maiden hurdle (October
meeting) and a handicap (Trials Day) at the track
earlier in the season and, in fact, raced exclusively
at Cheltenham during that campaign.

It looks as though Cheltenham form is becoming
more influential, with the three winners before
that quintet running at the track for the first time.
Thousand Stars had run in the 2008 Fred Winter
and American Trilogy had finished third in the
Sharp Novices’ Hurdle – or the Sky Bet Supreme
Trial as it is now known – earlier in the season.
Interestingly, Lac Fontana had also contested that
race for Paul Nicholls, finishing fourth.

Dan Skelton’s winners, Superb Story and
Mohaayed, both contested the Greatwood
Handicap Hurdle earlier in the season. The former
finished runner-up, after which he was put away
with this race in mind, whilst last year’s winner
could finish only 11th.

KEY RACES

As was highlighted in the Guide last year, the Coral
Hurdle (now staged at the Dublin Racing Festival
in early-February) had provided four winners in
the previous 10 running of the County Hurdle, from
only 22 runners. Three horses – Ben Dundee, Tigris
River and Ivanovich Gorbatov – from last year’s
Coral Hurdle went on to run in the County and,
although they were unable to enhance this already
impressive record, it is worth noting that Coral Cup
winner Blue Berry finished 17th at Leopardstown.
So that particular handicap has thrown up five
Cheltenham Festival winners in the last 11 years.
Clearly, it is a race to monitor in terms of the Irish
challenge for the festival handicap hurdles.

2015 winner Wicklow Brave had contested the
Betfair Hurdle at Newbury the previous month
(finished 11th). He is the only County Hurdle winner
to have run in the Betfair in the past decade, but the

15 of the 18 winners this century were
novices or second-season hurdlers

12 of the last 13 winners were rated in
the 130s

11 of the last 15 winners were ex-Flat
horses

9 of the last 10 winners were rated
between 134 and 139

8 of the last 12 winners were trained
in Ireland

15 of the 18 winners this century carried
11-1 or less

3 of the last 5 winners had won or
finished second at Cheltenham

9 winners since 2002 contested either
the Betfair Hurdle or Coral Hurdle

Willie Mullins has trained 4 of the last
9 winners

Only 3 winners this century hadn’t run in
the calendar year (the last three)

Handicap debutants have a very poor
record in recent years

Only 2 horses this century have won
from a mark in the 150s

Only 3 winners this century carried 11-4
or more

KEY TRENDS
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valuable contest had produced four winners in six
years between 2002 and 2007, with Spirit Leader
the only one to complete the double. Similarly, only
one horse completed the Coral Hurdle/County
Hurdle double, that being First Approach.

Proven form in top handicaps can be a
big advantage.

TRAINERS TO NOTE

Given that he has saddled two of the past three
winners, any horse which Dan Skelton targets
at the race – and remember his two winners
arrived here on the back of a break – deserves
plenty of consideration. Skelton has only saddled
five runners in total in the last three renewals of
the County Hurdle, so two winners and a fifth
(Spiritofthegames last year) is a fine record.

His former boss Paul Nicholls is one of two trainers
to have won the County Hurdle on four occasions.
The former champion won the race three times

in the space of six years from 2004 to 2009 and
his overall record reads well. Lac Fontana was his
last winner, but in those last 15 years he has run
24 horses, with four winning and another trio
hitting the frame. Backing all 24 horses would have
produced a profit of £22 from a level-stake of £1.

Willie Mullins is the other trainer to have saddled
four County Hurdle winners, his coming in the last
nine years. Thousand Stars was the first of those
winners, on what was just his fourth start for the
stable, and given recent results (with Arctic Fire
shouldering top-weight and Diakali finishing fourth
in 2014) it is clear that Mullins doesn’t mind running
a high-class horse here. During the past decade, he
has saddled 26 runners in the County Hurdle, with
four successful and a further five horses finishing in
the first four. Given the number of smart hurdlers at
his disposal, this is a trend that is likely to continue
as he looks to keep his horses apart or win as many
festival races as seems possible. Backing Mullins'
horses blindly in the Country would have yielded a
profit of £53 to a level-stake of £1.

ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight OR SP Trainer Runners Last Race (No. of days)

2018 1023 Mohaayed 6 10-8 139 33/1 D Skelton 24 3rd Gr.1 Christmas Hurdle (81)

2017 42 Arctic Fire 8 11-12 158 20/1 W Mullins (IRE) 25 2nd Gr.1 Irish Champion Hurdle (418)

2016 12 Superb Story 5 10-12 138 8/1 D Skelton 26 2nd Gr.3 Greatwood Handicap Hurdle (124)

2015 F580P Wicklow Brave 6 11-4 138 25/1 W Mullins (IRE) 24 p.u. Gr.3 Imperial Cup (6)

2014 141 Lac Fontana 5 10-11 139 11/1 P Nicholls 28 1st Cheltenham Handicap Hurdle (48)

2013 11023 Ted Veale 6 10-6 134 10/1 A Martin (IRE) 28 3rd Listed Coral.ie Hurdle (48)

2012 10120 Alderwood 8 11-1 139 20/1 T Mullins (IRE) 26 15th Leopardstown Handicap Hurdle (33)

2011 8051 Final Approach 5 10-12 139 10/1 W Mullins (IRE) 26 1st Listed Coral.ie Hurdle (68)

2010 40110 Thousand Stars 6 10-5 (3) 134 20/1 W Mullins (IRE) 28 14th Listed Coral.ie Hurdle (55)

2009 1349 American Trilogy 5 11-0 135 20/1 P Nicholls 27 9th Ascot Handicap Hurdle (27)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Coral Hurdle 3 (Thousand Stars 14th, Final Approach 1st, Ted Veale 3rd)
Sharp Novices’ Hurdle 2 (American Trilogy 3rd, Lac Fontana 4th)
Greatwood Handicap Hurdle 2 (Superb Story 2nd, Mohaayed 11th)
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“My 20-Year Memory”
BRINDISI BREEZE - 2012

“I remember forming an unusually strong attachment to Lucinda Russell’s Brindisi Breeze when I first
saw him jumping, and convinced myself that I’d seen a Gold Cup horse of the future when he won the
Prestige Hurdle at Haydock. I was adamant that he would win the Albert Bartlett, but my belief was

clearly more emotionally than financially grounded, as when he made almost every yard of the running
to repel hot favourite Boston Bob, I found myself having to try very hard not to burst into tears, an

important consideration as I was live on air for Festival Radio at the time, and I’m not sure waterworks
would have gone down too well. I’ve never had that kind of reaction to a race before or since, and I’m

unlikely to forget it as a result.”

RORY DELARGY - FREELANCE BROADCASTER AND JOURNALIST



2.50 Albert Bartlett Novices’ Hurdle
(Grade 1) 3m – New Course

OVERVIEW

First run in 2005, the Albert Bartlett is a
thorough test of stamina, with a big field usually
assembled for this 3m contest. Upgraded from
a Grade 2 to a Grade 1 in 2008, this race has
been won by some pretty experienced novices
over the years, as well as some high-class
individuals, such as subsequent Gold Cup winner,
Bobs Worth.

Form in the book as opposed to untapped
potential seems a positive, especially proven form
at this track and/or over 3m, and in Graded events.

STAMINA ASSURED

Nine of the 14 winners so far had already won over
3m under Rules. Another one – Very Wood – had
won a Point-to-Point over that trip, so it seems as
though proven stamina can be an advantage, going
into what is usually the most truly run race that any
of the participants would have contested. If you’re
happy to include Very Wood, then the last seven
winners had all recorded victories over the 3m trip,
so it could be a trend that continues to grow.

The last three beaten favourites – Shantou Village,
Death Duty and Santini – were all having their
first start over 3m under Rules. All three were
Point-to-Point winners, but even Death
Duty’s success between the flags came over
two-and-a-half miles. Likewise, going back to 2012
runner-up Boston Bob (sent off 6/5) was having
his first start over this trip since winning a maiden
Point at Tallow. It isn’t impossible for a horse to
step up in distance for the first time in the Albert
Bartlett, as Bobs Worth and Berties Dream proved
not so long back, but the law of averages states
that it is an advantage to have had a run or two at
the trip previously.

EXPERIENCE

Santini also lacked a bit of experience last year,
arriving here on the back of just two novice hurdle
victories. No horse has ever won the Albert Bartlett
having had less than three runs over hurdles earlier
in the campaign.

Berties Dream and Unowhatimeanharry were the
most-experienced winners, having had 14 and
15 starts respectively. Both were second-season
novices, and six from that group have been
successful, if you are to include Martello Tower who

had one hurdles run in March 2014, before winning
a bumper at Fairyhouse.

Berties Dream had been on the go throughout
the summer before his success and 2017 winner
Penhill had also gained lots of early experience,
running five times between May and 2nd October.
Hailing from the Flat, he probably didn’t want deep
winter ground in Ireland, so it was a well-executed
plan by Willie Mullins, who gave him two more
runs in December and then freshened him up for
the festival.

Overall, six of the 14 winners had already had
at least six starts over hurdles and a further five
had run four times. Black Jack Ketchum, Bobs
Worth and the ill-fated Brindisi Breeze are the
only three horses to have won the Albert Bartlett
on the back of three starts over hurdles. All three
were unbeaten.

Only two five-year-olds have won this race
and it has been dominated in the main by six- and
seven-year-olds. Unowhatimeanharry was eight
when winning the race three years ago.

GRADED COURSE FORM

Form at Cheltenham earlier in the season has
proven to be a huge positive in relation to the
Albert Bartlett, certainly more so than the Supreme
and Ballymore. No fewer than seven of the 14
winners had already won at the track and all seven
recorded a victory in at least one of the three
Grade 2 races earlier in the campaign.

The first of those Grade 2s, the Hyde Novices’
Hurdle, is staged at the November meeting,
and was won this season by Fergal O’Brien’s
Coolanly, who, incidentally, is a second-season
novice. This contest was actually only handed
Grade 2 status in 2008 when Diamond Harry was
the winner, but it was still a notable ‘trial’ for the
Albert Bartlett before that, with Wichita Lineman
and Nenuphar Collonges back-to-back winners
who contested that race the previous November.
Both finished second, with Wichita Lineman only
just failing by half a length, when trying to concede
3lb to Massini’s Maguire, who would go on to win
the Ballymore. Berties Dream also finished third in
this event, the season he landed the Albert Bartlett.

Black Jack Ketchum was successful in the Hyde
and followed up the following month in the
Bristol Novices’ Hurdle, a Grade 2 over 3m on
the same course (New) as the Albert Bartlett.
Therefore, it shouldn’t come as a surprise that
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four Albert Bartlett winners had won this race
earlier in the campaign, including last year’s winner
Kilbricken Storm. The other pair to win both races
wereNenuphar Collonges andUnowhatimeanharry.

Third up in terms of Grade 2 novice hurdles at
the track is the Classic Novices’ Hurdle, which
is staged over 2m4½f, again on the New Course.
Santini won the race last year before being sent off
favourite for the Albert Bartlett, but he was unable
to emulate Wichita Lineman, Bobs Worth and At
Fishers Cross – also won the Citipost Handicap
Hurdle over the same course-and-distance at the
December meeting – who were able to follow
up in this race. The very first Albert Bartlett
winner, Moulin Riche, had contested the Classic
Novices’ Hurdle, too, finishing sixth behind French
raider Ambobo.

Over the 14 years, 18 horses have contested the
Albert Bartlett having won one (or more) of these
Grade 2 novice hurdles. Of the 18, seven have won
and another six have finished in the first four.
The other five failed to complete. If you had backed
the 18 runners, you would have made a profit of
£43.64 to a level-stake £1.

This season’s Bristol Novices’ Hurdle was won by
Rockpoint, who beat Rebecca Curtis’s subsequent
Chepstow winner Lisnagar Oscar, whilst the
Classic went the way of Birchdale, following the
final-flight fall of Brewin’upastorm. Given that the
same connections have Champ for the Ballymore, it
is possible that Birchdale could step up in distance
for the Albert Bartlett, as his stablemate Santini did
last year. He looks highly promising.

KEY IRISH RACES

The Grade 2 3m novice hurdle – run this
season as the Sky Sports Racing Launching
January 1st Novice Hurdle – at Limerick over
Christmas has thrown up three winners of this
in the past decade, although it was a 2m6f
event when Weapon’s Amnesty was successful.
Martello Tower and Penhill both won this race en
route to the Albert Bartlett, too, and although
last year’s winner Fabulous Saga could finish
only seventh, the runner-up Delta Work did win
at the festival, when landing the Pertemps Final.
Faugheen also won this race on his final start
before landing the Ballymore, so it is a fair trial
for the festival as a whole and it is worth noting
that both him and Penhill didn’t run again between
this race and Cheltenham. The race was formerly
known as the Dorans Pride Novice Hurdle and was
won in determined fashion by Derrinross.

Weapon’s Amnesty and Martello Tower both
finished runner-up in theNathaniel Lacy & Partners
Solicitors Novice Hurdle on their final start

before the Albert Bartlett, and last year’s winner
Tower Bridge went on to finish fifth in this race.
The race was upgraded to a Grade 1 last year and
the distance increased from 2m4f to 2m6f, with it
now taking place at Leopardstown’s Dublin Racing
Festival. With that longer trip in mind, I would
expect it to continue to do well as an Irish trial.

Earlier in the campaign, the 2m Grade 1 Royal
Bond Novice Hurdle at Fairyhouse has thrown
up a couple of winners in the past five years, in
the shape of Very Wood and Penhill. Both horses
were beaten at Fairyhouse – finishing 5th and 4th
respectively – but the fact that they were pitched
into a top-level event over the minimum trip shows
the regard in which they were held and, indeed,
that they possessed a fair amount of class. It is

7 of the 14 winners had won the Hyde,
Bristol or Classic earlier in the season
(from just 18 runners)

13 of the 14 winners contested a Graded
hurdle last time out

All 14 winners had won or placed in a
Graded novice hurdle

11 of the 14 winners won or finished
second last time out

9 of the 14 winners had won over 3m
under Rules

7 of the 14 winners had won a bumper

6 of the 14 winners were second-season
novices

3 winners had won a handicap earlier in
the season

4 of the last 7 winners won a
Point-to-Point

11 of the 14 winners were aged 6 or 7

Both of Jonjo O’Neill’s runners have won

No horse has won with less than 3
hurdles starts

Only one winner failed to finish in the
front 3 last time out

Only one winner had contested the
Champion Bumper or G2 at Aintree

Willie Mullins has 1 win from 32 runners
to date

KEY TRENDS
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notable that several Albert Bartlett winners began
their hurdling career over 2m or thereabouts.

Commander of Fleet is worth noting here, as he
won the Nathaniel Lacy at the Dublin Racing
Festival, having earlier run in the Royal Bond.
Last year’s Goffs Land Rover Bumper winner
clearly relished the step up in trip and, with the
same connections having Battleoverdoyen for the
Ballymore, he could easily end up in the Albert
Bartlett. Rhinestone finished runner-up in the
Nathaniel Lacy and is another who has stepped up
in trip, having earlier won over shorter.

CLASS ANGLE

That point about being able to contest races over
2m before stepping up in trip hints at a classy type,
as does the fact that 13 of the 14 winners contested
a Graded hurdle race on their final start before
the Albert Bartlett. The only horse who didn’t
was Unowhatimeanharry – had won the Grade 2
Bristol Novices’ Hurdle the time before – who won
a Pertemps Qualifier at Exeter.

Another pair of winners – Berties Dream and
At Fishers Cross – were successful in handicap
company earlier in the season, with that trio
of second-season novice hurdlers showing the
benefit of experience once again. The former
contested the Boyne Hurdle on his final start
before winning the Albert Bartlett, being the
only horse other than Unowhatimeanharry to run
outside of novice company on their prep run.
He had earlier finished third in the Hyde at
Cheltenham and all 14 winners have finished in the
first three of a Graded novice hurdle at some point
during the season.

Berties Dream was the only winner not to finish in
the first three on their final run, with 11 of the 14
winners either winning or finishing runner-up on
their prep run. In-form horses with Graded novice
form in the book are those who should be focused
on and there is clearly room for a classy stayer, not
just out-and-out plodders.

BUMPER BACKGROUND

Four of the last seven winners had won a
Point-to-Point earlier in their careers, so that is
something we should continue to monitor, but
those with winning form in bumpers have fared
better over a longer period of time.

Seven of the 14 winners to date were bumper
winners, while Brindisi Breeze – who was one
of those Point-to-Point winners – was able to
finish runner-up in a bumper around Musselburgh.
Given that he developed into a very smart stayer,

he probably did well to finish runner-up in a
bumper around that tight track.

Wichita Lineman was the only winner to contest
a Graded bumper. He finished 10th in the 2006
Champion Bumper before going two places better
in the Grade 2 at Aintree the following month.
He had earlier won a brace of bumpers at Newbury.

MARKET FORCES

Four favourites were successful during the first
nine years of this race, but since then it has proven
more difficult to find the winner, with two of the
last five winners – and three in all – being sent off at
33/1. In fairness, given his Graded form at the track,
Kilbricken Storm was clearly underestimated in the
market and that can often be the case, with horses
with winning form over shorter trips usually those
that catch the attention.

In the past 10 years, Bobs Worth and At Fishers
Cross have justified favouritism, but only three
other market leaders have managed to hit the
frame, those being Pride Of Dulcote, Boston Bob,
and last year’s third, Santini.

Don’t let a big price put you off a horse with
Graded form in the book, particularly over 3m.

CONNECTIONS TO NOTE

To date, Jonjo O’Neill remains the only trainer
to have won the Albert Bartlett more than once,
with Black Jack Ketchum and Wichita Lineman
providing him with back-to-back winners whilst
the race was still in its infancy. Surprisingly, O’Neill
has not saddled a runner since and his record in
this contest remains an unblemished two winners
from two runners.

The second of those winners sported the silks of JP
McManus, who also saw his At Fishers Cross win six
years later. The leading owner has only had seven
runners in total in the Albert Bartlett and he went
close again 12 months ago, when Ok Corral finished
runner-up.

Gigginstown House Stud has also been responsible
for a couple of winners, this time from 14 runners
going back to 2008. Weapon’s Amnesty and 33/1
shot Very Wood have been successful for the
powerful operation and they also had a second and
third in 2015, when Milsean and No More Heroes
chased home Martello Tower.

Returning to the trainers, both Nicky Henderson
and Willie Mullins have won the race once apiece
and also saddled a few placed horses each.
The former is 1-from-16, saddling the first and
second the year Bobs Worth won it, and most
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recently saddled both placed horses last year.
Willie Mullins has fired a lot more bullets at this
race, saddling no fewer than 32 runners since
2007 (no runner in the first two renewals), so a

return of one win isn’t great, especially given the
ammunition he has. He has had six horses finish in
the first four and, remarkably, he has run 19 horses
in the last four renewals.
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight OR SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 3113 Kilbricken Storm 7 11-5 143 33/1 C Tizzard 20 3rd Gr.1 Challow Nov. Hurdle (77)

2017 11141 Penhill 6 11-5 143 16/1 W Mullins (IRE) 15 1st Gr.2 Limerick Nov. Hurdle (78)

2016 1111 Unowhatimeanharry 8 11-5 152 11/1 H Fry 19 1st Exeter Pertemps Qualifier (33)

2015 11F12 Martello Tower 7 11-7 140 14/1 M Mullins (IRE) 19 2nd Gr.2 Leopardstown Nov. Hurdle (47)

2014 1253 Very Wood 5 11-7 137 33/1 N Meade (IRE) 18 3rd Gr.2 Naas Nov. Hurdle (68)

2013 1111 At Fishers Cross 6 11-7 152 11/8F R Curtis 13 1st Gr.2 Classic Nov. Hurdle (48)

2012 2111 Brindisi Breeze 6 11-7 148 7/1 L Russell 20 1st Gr.2 Prestige Nov. Hurdle (27)

2011 111 Bobs Worth 6 11-7 150 15/8F N Henderson 18 1st Gr.2 Classic Nov. Hurdle (48)

2010 12F34 Berties Dream 7 11-7 142 33/1 P Gilligan (IRE) 19 4th Gr.2 Boyne Hurdle (33)

2009 5112 Weapon’s Amnesty 6 11-7 139 8/1 C Byrnes (IRE) 17 2nd Gr.2 Golden Cygnet Nov. Hurdle (47)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Sky Sports Racing Launching January 1st Novice Hurdle 3
(Weapon’s Amnesty 1st, Martello Tower 1st, Penhill 1st)

Bristol Novices’ Hurdle 2 (Unowhatimeanharry 1st, Kilbricken Storm 1st)
Classic Novices’ Hurdle 2 (Bobs Worth 1st, At Fishers Cross 1st)

Nathaniel Lacy & Partners Solicitors Novice Hurdle 2 (Weapon’s Amnesty 2nd, Martello Tower 2nd)
Royal Bond Novice Hurdle 2 (Very Wood 5th, Penhill 4th)
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3.30 Magners Cheltenham Gold Cup
(Grade 1) 3m2½f – New Course

OVERVIEW

In contrast to the 2017 renewal, last year’s Gold
Cup was run at a solid gallop throughout and
ended up developing into a thorough test, which
enabled Native River to bust a couple of key trends.
The trip is the key here, with several recent winners
yet to race this far and it is apparent that several
recent Irish winners built up in distance as the
season wore on.

Second- and third-season horses – relatively
lightly-raced and unexposed as staying chasers –
have a really good recent record in the race, with
the old adage that running in a Gold Cup can often
leave its mark on a horse. Previous form at the
festival – particularly in novice races – has been
advantageous in recent years and you need a horse
with proven class in the book, the race being won
by a previous Grade 1 winner every year since 1999.

NATIVE RIVER – TRENDS-BUSTER

It was highlighted last year that no horse this
century – to that point – had bounced back to win
a Gold Cup, having been beaten in the race on
their first attempt. The last horse to do this was
See More Business back in 1999 (he was carried
out the year before), but Colin Tizzard’s chestnut
went two places better than he had done in 2017,
with the softer ground and stronger gallop right
up his street.

Having won the Welsh Grand National the season
before, stamina was never going to be an issue and
he clearly outstayed Might Bite up the hill, with
the more demanding conditions very much in his
favour. Having won that Welsh National some 14½
months earlier, he became just the second winner
this century – after Synchronised who also won the
Chepstow feature – to have run in a race over a
longer distance than the Gold Cup trip.

Runner-up Might Bite was having his first start
at the trip and matched the profile of several
recent winners, in that he was a lightly-raced
second-season chaser (did have won one the prior
to his full novice campaign, so could technically
have been called a third-season chaser) with
Grade 1-winning form in the book and having
won at the previous year’s festival as a novice.
Conditions certainly didn’t help him last year, but
he will need to buck the same trend as Native River
if he is to bounce back and claim the crown this
time around.

PROVEN STAMINA – A NECESSITY?

Stamina certainly was essential last year, but the
four winners prior to that hadn’t won beyond 3m1f
before and, in all, eight winners this century had
never won beyond 3m½f. It has to be pointed out
that there aren’t many races in the calendar for
genuine Grade 1 performers over trips exceeding
and 3m½f, but it shows that horses should not be
discounted on the basis that they have failed to win
at the trip. Far from it, in fact. Seven of those eight
winners were having their first start beyond 3m½f
– let alone not having won at the trip – and plenty
of recent winners had shown a good level of form
over much shorter, either earlier in the campaign or
earlier in their career.

As stated above, Native River became just the
second winner this century to have contested
a race over further than the Gold Cup distance.
He had, of course, also ran in the National Hunt
Chase as a novice and, generally speaking,
out-and-out stayers don’t have a great record in
this race. Definitly Red, Edwulf, Saphir du Rheu
and Our Duke all added their name to the long
list of failures to fall into that category last year,
with the tally now standing at two winners from
85 runners. This is something that fans of both
Presenting Percy and Bellshill will need to bear in
mind, although that pair are far from being short of
speed, in fairness.

BLESSED WITH NATURAL SPEED

We’ve touched upon horses stepping up in trip
as chasers, but looking back further and several
recent winners boasted high-class novice hurdle
form over much shorter. Best Mate, Kicking King
and War Of Attrition made it five Gold Cup winners
in a row between 2002 and 2005 to have finished
runner-up in the Supreme Novices’ Hurdle, a race
in which Sizing John finished third, two years
before his Gold Cup success. During that 17-year
period, they were in fact the only horses to have
won or placed in the Supreme to have contested
a Gold Cup, so that statistic stands at 6/6 and
100%. Backing all six would have yielded a profit of
£27.86 to a level-stake of £1.

If adding in the Ballymore, Denman would
have provided another winner, although five
losers would have been backed during the four
years directly following his Gold Cup success.
Likewise, the Albert Bartlett has thrown up
one winner in the shape of Bobs Worth, but
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like Denman he was beaten a couple of times
subsequently (Denman on three occasions) as was
Boston Bob, who also hit the frame in the Albert
Bartlett. These are less relevant for this subsection,
however, as I am trying to make the point of horses
being blessed with pace and class at an early stage
in their careers.

Going back to the 1999 winner See More Business,
he had earlier won all three starts as a novice
hurdler, including the Grade 2 Winter Novices’
Hurdle at Sandown. As well as finishing runner-up
in the Supreme, Best Mate had won the Grade 2
(now Grade 1) Mersey Novices’ Hurdle at Aintree
and finished runner-up in the Tolworth, whilst
Kicking King won a Grade 2 novice hurdle over
2m, too. Kauto Star won a Grade 3 in France
over 2m3½f and Long Run was successful at
Grade 1 level over hurdles in France, winning the
Prix Cambaceras over 2m2f as a three-year-old.
Bobs Worth, of course, won the Albert Bartlett but
had earlier won the Grade 2 Classic Novices’ Hurdle
on Trials Day, a race in which Coneygree finished
third, having earlier won the Hyde at the November
meeting. Sizing John was a Grade 1-winning novice
hurdler at 2m, so, in all, no fewer than 12 of the last
19 Gold Cup winners had won a Grade 1 or 2 novice
hurdle between 2m-2m4½f, with Denman also
successful over the latter distance, when winning
the rerouted Challow Novices’ Hurdle.

In addition to this, Lord Windermere and Native
River were both successful in Listed novice hurdles
over 2m and 2m1f, respectively.

QUICKLY SENT CHASING

Despite that strong record of Graded performers
as novice hurdlers, recent Gold Cup winners tend
to have been sent chasing after just the one
season over timber. This point is often brought up
in relation to the novice chase division, but it is
hugely relevant here, too. Every winner since 1999
had, initially, spent just one full season over hurdles,
before embarking on their chasing careers. I say
initially, as Synchronised switched back to hurdles
ahead of his Welsh Grand National win (twice) and
also ran in a couple of handicap hurdles prior to
winning the Lexus Chase, which preceded his Gold
Cup success. This statistic doesn’t bode well for
fans of Thistlecrack.

SECOND-/THIRD-SEASON CHASERS

Again, since 1999 the race has been dominated by
second- and third-season chasers. Only three of
the 19 winners during this period failed to fall into
this category, one being the novice Coneygree and
the others being multiple winners Best Mate and

Horses who placed in the Supreme
Novices’ Hurdle are 6/6 this century

12 of the last 19 winners had won a
Graded novice hurdle over 2m-2m4½f

The last 19 winners were sent chasing
after their novice hurdle campaign

The last 19 winners had already won a
Grade 1

16 of the last 19 winners were in their
second or third season over fences

8 winners this century had never won
beyond 3m½f (7 of them hadn’t run
beyond this distance)

10 of the last 13 winners had run 9 or less
times over fences

15 of the last 18 winners had won (8) or
placed (7) at the festival previously

14 of the 18 winners this century won last
time out

10 of the last 11 winners had run no more
than 3 times in the season

Focus on 7yo–9yo

8 of the last 16 favourites have won

Native River was the first winner this
century to have been beaten in his first
Gold Cup

Only 2 winners this century had run
over further (both winning the Welsh
Grand National)

Only 2 winners this century had run in
more than 12 chases

Only 2 winners this century failed to
finish first or second last time

Only 1 winner this century had run 5
times earlier in the season

No 10-year-old (or older) winner
since 1998

Only one winning 6yo since 1963

Only one winner this century sent off
bigger than 8/1

Willie Mullins is yet to win the Gold Cup

KEY TRENDS
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Kauto Star. During this period, only two winners
had run more than 12 times over fences, those
being Kauto Star – when winning his second Gold
Cup in 2009 – and Don Cossack, who was quite
exposed for a third-season chaser. Best Mate was
only having his 13th chase start when successful
for a third time in 2004. Many criticised Henrietta
Knight’s handling of the three-time winner, but her
softly-softly approach ensured his longevity and
it now seems to have come full-circle, with many
of the leading trainers these days liking to protect
their stars.

The 1998 winner Cool Dawn had actually only run
six times under Rules, but had vast experience
from the Point-to-Point and hunter chase spheres,
so can’t really be used as an example here.

Looking at this trend in more detail, 13 of those 19
winners had contested 10 or less chases and 11 had
run in nine or less. 10 of those 11 with nine or less
chase starts have come in the past 13 years, so it is
becoming more-and-more significant. As touched
upon already, horses tend to find it difficult – in
general – to return to the Gold Cup and put up a
better display than they had done previously, so it
seems logical that improving, less-exposed types
are coming to the fore on what is likely to be their
first start in this most demanding of races.

FESTIVAL FORM

Despite the fact that previous runs in the Gold
Cup can be viewed as a stumbling block for
many, previous form at the Cheltenham Festival in
general is quite the opposite. 15 of the 18 winners
this century had either won or placed at the festival
previously, with only Kauto Star (ahead of his
first win in 2007), Synchronised and Coneygree
missing out. The former had fallen in the Queen
Mother Champion Chase in 2006, whilst the
last-named pairing had never run at the festival
before. Coneygree had won twice at the track as a
novice hurdler, however.

I’ve already highlighted how significant the novice
hurdles have been in recent years and the novice
chases have a similar impact. Lord Windermere,
Bobs Worth and Denman all won the RSA Chase
12 months prior to winning the Gold Cup, whilst
Long Run finished third in the same event. Irish
winners Sizing John and Kicking King again
highlighted their natural speed by finishing
runner-up in the Arkle, a race in which Best Mate
would surely have taken some stopping, but for the
foot-and-mouth outbreak in 2001.

Both Imperial Commander and Don Cossack used
the Ryanair Chase as a stepping-stone during their
respective second seasons over fences, before
stepping up in trip the following year.

Going back slightly further, the 1998 winner Cool
Dawn – who had an unorthodox build-up to his
Gold Cup success – had finished runner-up at
the festival previously, in the 1996 Foxhunter, and
Mr Mulligan had finished runner-up in the RSA
Chase 12 months before he won the 1997 Gold Cup,
under a youthful AP McCoy.

IN-FORM HORSES

14 of the 18 winners this century had won
last-time-out. Of the other four, two finished
second, so arriving at Cheltenham in-form seems
a huge positive. Half of the 18 – including the last
six – had run in the New Year, whilst the other
nine were kept fresh following a run in either the
King George or the Savills Chase over the festive
period.

Of those winners this century, only once had the
winner run more than four times in that same
season, that being Kauto Star, when he took
all before him over a variety of trips during that
fantastic 2006-2007 season. And, during the past
decade, only Don Cossack has run four times in the
build-up to the Gold Cup, with three runs earlier
in the campaign proving the average. Both Bobs
Worth and Native River were able to win the Gold
Cup on the back of just one run – and one win –
during that same season.

AGE CONCERN

Outlander was the only 10-year-old in last year’s
14-strong field, which continued the poor run of
that age bracket (and above) this century. The last
10-year-old to win the Gold Cup was Cool Dawn
in 1998, before which we saw three 10-year-olds
successful in the space of five years between
1988 and 1992, with Charter Party, Desert Orchid
and Cool Ground scoring once into double-digits.
The race has moved on somewhat since those
days, however, and we now need to focus on the
younger, classier types coming through the ranks.

Long Run, being precocious enough to win a Gold
Cup at the age of six, is also extremely unusual,
with Nicky Henderson’s French import the first
since Mill House back in 1963 to complete that feat.
In fairness, not too many take their chance at six,
and the age bracket to focus on is seven to nine.

MARKET FORCES

Recent winners haven’t been too difficult to find
in terms of their position in the market, with
only one winner this century – Lord Windermere
– being sent off bigger than 8/1. Since 2003,
11 of the 16 winners were first or second (including
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joints) favourite, with eight market leaders proving
successful during this time.

We saw several upsets during the 90s, starting with
the 100/1 shot Norton’s Coin, but again, the race
has evolved since then and is being dominated by
classier types on the way to the top. The shortest
priced of the second-season chasers has done well
in recent years, again highlighting the market has
tended to get this race right.

GROUNDS FOR CONCERN

I’ve touched upon the likelihood of a previous Gold
Cup bid having left a mark on a horse, whilst a slog
in the mud is another hinderance in the build-up to
the big day. This was highlighted last year and the
likes of Definitly Red and Our Duke – who both won
their Gold Cup ‘trial’ in heavy ground – probably
negated their chance in doing so. It clearly isn’t a
cut-and-dry scenario, but a heavy-ground victory
earlier in the campaign should be treated with
caution, in terms of how much it took out of the
particular horse.

TRAINERS TO NOTE

In general – aside from the victories of Lord
Windermere and Coneygree – the Gold Cup, in
recent years, has been dominated by the leading
stables. Of the current crop, Paul Nicholls leads the
way, with his four wins in the race coming between
1999 and 2009. It's now 10 years since he last
tasted success and, although he hasn't really had
the ammunition of his golden spell during the past
decade, he now has another King George winner
(Clan des Obeaux) to call upon.

More recently, Nicky Henderson has won the race
twice and has also seen Long Run and Might Bite
finish in the first three. In contrast, this is one race
that – to date – has eluded Willie Mullins. It was
highlighted in last year’s Guide that the master
trainer was 0/18 to that point and he saddled
four without any joy last year. Three failed to
complete, with the 2016 runner-up Djakadam
faring best of the quartet. As I have touched
upon earlier in the Guide, Mullins is a trainer of
speed horses predominantly and, given what a
fantastic record he has with horses in the earlier
parts of their careers, it could be that there is less
progression by the time they mature into Gold Cup
contenders – another point well made last year. On
the flip side, youwill get people saying that it is only
a matter of time before he rights this wrong and I,
for one, certainly wouldn’t like to back against him
ever winning a Gold Cup. It is something to bear in
mind, however.

KEY RACES

As with all the Championship races, there are only
so many races these horses can run in; therefore,
they obviously stand out as ‘key trials’ for the Gold
Cup. Since 1999, no fewer than 10 Gold Cup winners
contested the King George V Chase at Kempton on
Boxing Day (or in January, as per 2011, when it was
rescheduled), with five of those successful in both
races. Long Run was the last horse to complete the
double in 2011.

Over in Ireland, the newly-named Savills Chase
(formerly the Lexus and the Leopardstown
Christmas Chase) produced a quintet of Gold
Cup winners between 2004 and 2012, with Best
Mate, Denman and Synchronised completing the
double, whilst War Of Attrition finished runner-up
to course specialist Beef Or Salmon before winning
at Cheltenham. The other winner to contest that
race earlier in the season was the unplaced Lord
Windermere. This year’s race was won by Kemboy,
who took the race by the scruff of the neck with a
circuit to run, under a fine ride.

There are two more Grade 1 staying chases over in
Ireland, starting with the JNWine.com Champion
Chase at Down Royal early on in the season.
That race was won by in fine style by Road To
Respectwhodrew 16 lengths clear of the opposition
in taking fashion. He needs to follow Native River in
breaking the ‘beaten in your first Gold Cup’ trend
but being only eight there is probably a chance he
can step forward, especially if getting his preferred
good ground. This race has produced three Gold
Cupwinners since 2005, with Kicking King finishing
second (again to Beef Or Salmon) on what was his
first start at 3m. Both Kauto Star and Don Cossack
won in Northern Ireland, before landing the Gold
Cup some four months later.

The Irish Gold Cup at the Dublin Racing Festival is
the other and many trainers now believe the timing
to be ideal in relation to the gap before Cheltenham.
The meeting as a whole was a huge success last
year, as was day one this year. However, the second
day of the meeting was plagued by non-runners
and the feature race saw just four horses going
to post. Bellshill just got the better of Road To
Respect in a thrilling finish, going to show that you
don’t always need a big field to have a great horse
race, although it leaves several of the Irish hopefuls
without a prep-run.

Previously, it produced two winners in the space
of four years, with Sizing John completing the
double back in 2017 and Lord Windermere
finishing unplaced, as he had done in the
Christmas showpiece.

Sizing John was having his first start at 3m when
winning this race two years ago, having built up
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gradually in distance. He started the campaign
over 2m1f at Leopardstown over Christmas, before
winning the Horse & Jockey Hotel Chase, a
Grade 2 contest formerly known as the Kinloch
Brae, over 2m4f at Thurles during January.
12 months earlier, Don Cossack had won the
Kinloch Brae on his final start before the Gold
Cup, so this is another race to note going forward.
It was won this year by Tout Est Permis and it
seems a growing trend among some of the recent
Irish-trained winners, that they are steadily stepped
up in trip as the season progresses. Both Kicking
King and War Of Attrition began their second
season over fences at distances shy of 3m and
both won over 2m4f during that campaign.

Back to England and the Betfair Chase at Haydock
is the other Grade 1 over a staying trip, now run over
3m1½f. Usually a mud-bath, this year’s race was run
on good ground but was still won in fine style by
course specialist Bristol de Mai. Last year’s Gold
Cup winner Native River finished runner-up, with
the short-priced favourite Might Bite back in fifth.
The size of the fences was brought into question
after the race and offered up as an excuse for the
favourite, who also appeared to blow up. He failed
to bounce back when finishing only seventh in the
King George, however, and arrives at Cheltenham
with questions hanging over him.

The Betfair has only produced a couple of winners
in the past decade, however, and neither were
successful at the Merseyside venue. Kauto Star
unseated Sam Thomas at the final fence, before
going one better 12 months later, when getting the
better of Imperial Commander by a nose; I’m sure
you all remember the rather infamous photo-finish.

Prior to last year’s win, Native River had just the
one start, that coming in the Denman Chase at
Newbury, on Betfair Hurdle day in February. He was
the fourth winner in the past 12 years to complete
the Newbury-Gold Cup double, with Kauto Star

and Denman (before the race was renamed in
his honour) landing back-to-back renewals for
Paul Nicholls in 2007 and 2008, and Coneygree
also won this race, on his first start out of novice
company in 2015. As with the Betfair Hurdle, this
year’s race was rescheduled to be run on Ascot
Chase day after this Guide went to print.

Earlier in the season at the same track, the
Ladbrokes Trophy (or the Hennessy as it is still
referred to by most of us) has also produced
a couple of winners in the past six years, with
Bobs Worth completing the double and Lord
Windermere contested the Hennessy the following
year, before running in those Grade 1s on home
soil. Native River also, of course, won a Hennessy,
albeit the season before landing his Gold Cup, and
Denman memorably won this race twice, the first
time being his first start out of novice company
and in the same season as his Gold Cup.

Previous Cheltenham Festival form has been well
covered in the earlier subsection, but last season’s
RSA Chase stands out as the best festival race
in terms of Gold Cup winners during the past
decade. Three winners hailed from last season’s
leading staying novice chase – as detailed already
– whilst Don Cossack also ran in the race (fell) the
year before he contested the Ryanair. Going back
even further, Denman and Looks Like Trouble won
both races, and Mr Mulligan finished runner-up in
the RSA.

Last year’s RSA Chase was, of course, won in
impressive fashion by Presenting Percy, who
returned to action recently when winning the
Galmoy Hurdle for a second successive season.
He might well have run again, in the Red Mills Trial,
by the time you read this (race staged after the
Guide went to print).
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight OR SP Trainer Runners Last Race (No. of days)

2018 1 Native River 8 11-10 166 5/1 C Tizzard 15 1st Gr.2 Denman Chase (400)

2017 3211 Sizing John 7 11-10 167 7/1 J Harrington (IRE) 13 1st Gr.1 Irish Gold Cup (33)

2016 111F1 Don Cossack 9 11-10 175 9/4F G Elliott (IRE) 9 1st Gr.2 Kinloch Brae Chase (64)

2015 W111 Coneygree 8 11-10 166 7/1 M Bradstock 16 1st Gr.2 Denman Chase (34)

2014 876 Lord Windermere 8 11-10 152 20/1 J Culloty (IRE) 13 6th Gr.1 Irish Gold Cup (33)

2013 1 Bobs Worth 8 11-10 171 11/4F N Henderson 9 1st Gr.3 Hennessy Gold Cup (104)

2012 731 Synchronised 9 11-10 167 8/1 J O’Neill 14 1st Gr.1 Lexus Chase (79)

2011 31 Long Run 6 11-10 179 7/2F N Henderson 13 1st Gr.1 King George VI Chase (62)

2010 P25 Imperial Commander 9 11-10 174 7/1 N Twiston-Davies 11 5th Gr.1 King George VI Chase (83)

2009 1U1 Kauto Star 9 11-10 177 7/4F P Nicholls 16 1st Gr.1 King George VI Chase (78)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

King George VI Chase 4 (Kauto Star 1st, Imperial Commander 5th, Long Run 1st, Don Cossack fell)
RSA Chase 3 (Long Run 3rd, Bobs Worth 1st, Lord Windermere 1st)

Savills Chase 2 (Synchronised 1st, Lord Windermere 7th)
Ladbrokes Trophy 2 (Bobs Worth 1st, Lord Windermere 6th)

Horse & Jockey Hotel Chase 2 (Don Cossack 1st, Sizing John 6th)
Denman Chase 2 (Coneygree 1st, Native River 1st)

Betfair Chase 2 (Kauto Star u.r., Imperial Commander 2nd)
Gold Cup 2 (Kauto Star 2nd, Native River 3rd)

Ryanair Chase 2 (Imperial Commander 1st, Don Cossack 3rd)
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4.10 St. James’s Place Foxhunter Challenge Cup Steeple Chase
(Amateur Riders) 3m2½f – New Course

OVERVIEW

Staged over the exact same course-and-distance
as the Gold Cup itself, the Foxhunter offers
amateurs the chance to shine on the biggest stage.

This is possibly a race that a lot of casual punters
steer clear of, but several recent winners haven’t
been too difficult to find, in that they were towards
the top of both the betting and official ratings.
Therefore, it could be a case of keeping it simple
here, with in-form horses – and in particular
last-time-out winners – also boasting a good
recent record. As you might expect, the races from
this sphere at the various spring festivals from the
previous season often offer up plenty of clues.

RECENCY BIAS

Many races at the Cheltenham Festival – and indeed
any big meeting – see horses with the best recent
form in the book dominate the betting, given
that they are to the forefront of most people’s
mind. Aintree is a prime example of this – with the
Cheltenham Festival form standing out to most –
and often at the Grand National meeting, value can
be found by looking beyond the obvious. This isn’t
necessarily the case in the Foxhunter, as many like
to latch onto familiar names, horses who they recall
from racing under Rules, as opposed to the in-form
types who have been winning in hunter chases or
Point-to-Points.

Of the past 10 winners, only On The Fringe – who
notoriously needed his first run of the season and
was campaigned with the three spring festivals
in mind – in 2016 failed to finish in the first three
on his previous start. Six of the nine were
last-time-out winners, so an in-form horse is
almost essential here, rather than one with a bit of
back-class who hasn’t been delivering of late.
Admittedly, this isn’t an easy race to assess for
many, given that following both the hunter chase
and – even more so – the Point-to-Point form isn’t
obvious. However, keep things simple and focus on
those in-form.

Going back a little further, since the turn of the
century, 10 of the 18 winners were last-time-
out winners and only three failed to finish in the
first three.

OFFICIAL RATINGS

Of the past nine winners of the Foxhunter, eight
were officially rated (official BHA handicap mark)
134 or above going into the race. Pacha du Polder
had a mark of 138 ahead of each of the past two
renewals, whilst the previous four winners were
either top-rated or, in the case of Salsify ahead
of his second win in the race, joint-top-rated. Last
year, 12 of the 24 runners were rated 134 or higher,
so this wouldn’t have proven too helpful, but going
back through the past 10 years, only 25% of the
fields were made up of horses (59 of the 236
runners) with a rating of 134 or higher.

In 2009, Cappa Bleu became the first horse since
Rushing Wild back in 1992 to win this on his
debut under Rules; therefore, he wasn’t allotted a
handicap mark. However, he had been rated top on
both Top Speed (TS) and RPR in the Racing Post,
earning a lofty RPR rating of 149. Basically, pay
attention to those who are rated highly. Plenty of
inferior horses take their chance in this race and
can be ruled out quite easily; of late it has paid to
focus on the better quality.

MARKET FORCES

Unsurprisingly, given that the higher-rated horses
have been dominant in the past decade, the
majority of winners during this period could have
been found towards the top of the market. Indeed,
seven of the past 10 winners were positioned in the
first four in the betting. Five of those – Cappa Bleu,
Baby Run, Salsify (2013) and On The Fringe (twice)
– came from the top two in the market.

IRISH DOMINANCE

Prior to 2011, Elegant Lord and Whyso Mayo were
the last pair of Irish-trained winners, but the Irish
took control of the race in the past decade, winning
six straight renewals. Admittedly, this was helped
in a big way by the back-to-back victories of both
Salsify and On The Fringe, but it is still noteworthy
all the same.

Pacha du Polder has put a stop – for the time
being – to the Irish dominance, and the first six
horses home last year were trained in England.
The Irish filled the next three places home –
including market leader Burning Ambition –
with five Irish-trained runners in total lining up.
Given the strength of the hunter chase and
Point-to-Point scene in Ireland, I wouldn’t be at all
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surprised if they once again took a hold of the race
and any runners heading over warrant plenty of
scrutiny. As was stated in last year’s Guide, backing
Irish-trained runners since 2011 would have been
profitable and that remains the case, even allowing
for last year’s result. I would suggest doing your
best to watch as many video replays as possible;
this goes for all races, but in particular this one,
with many hunter chases among the races people
are most likely to pass by. There was a problem
around the turn of the year, when Attheraces
switched to Sky Sports Racing and the Irish racing
transferred to Racing TV. Thankfully, this has now
been resolved and Irish replays can once again be
viewed on both Attheraces and Sporting Life.

At the time of writing, the Enda Bolger-trained
Stand Up And Fight heads the antepost market for
the Foxhunter and, along with last year’s beaten
favourite, the Irish are likely to hold a very strong
hand, once again.

In terms of key races in Ireland, the
www.punchestown.com Hunters Chase was
highlighted for the first time last year, as this was
formerly run at Leopardstown and was used by no
fewer than five of those recent Irish winners. Due
to the launch of the Dublin Racing Festival, the
race was switched to Punchestown in 2018 and
staged the following weekend. However, the race
was removed from that Punchestown card after
just one year. A hunters' chase was added to the
Boyne Hurdle card at Navan the following week
(17th February).

Sticking with Punchestown and the previous
season’s Champion Hunters Chase at the festival
has also been a good guide to this. Four winners
in recent years won at the Punchestown Festival,
prior to winning the Foxhunter the following
season.

Another key piece of form is the Toals Bookmakers
Hunters Chase staged at Down Royal’s Christmas
meeting. Salsify, Tammys Hill and On The
Fringe – before his first win in this – all finished
runner-up in that event. It was won this year by the
aforementioned Stand Up And Fight, who finished
five lengths clear of Sizing Coal and Kruzhlinin in
what appeared to be a really strong event. It is
worth noting that this race is run over 2m6f, but
more in terms of stamina/trip shortly.

KEY RACES

Domestically, the most important ‘Key Race’ would
appear to be last year’s renewal. Pacha du Polder
became the fourth winner in a row – and the sixth
in the past nine years – to have run in the race
previously, with all six finishing in the first five.
Fifth in 2017 when ridden by Victoria Pendleton,

Pacha du Polder was then ridden by Bryony
Frost when winning his first Foxhunter. Again, like
the other amateur riders’ races that have been
covered earlier in the week, it is worth paying close
attention to the jockeys. High-class amateurs such
as Colman Sweeney and Nina Carberry won the
race more than once in recent years, whilst the
likes of Oliver Greenall, Richard Burton and Sam
Twiston-Davies all feature amongst the recent roll
of honour.

The previous season’s Aintree Foxhunters’ is
another obvious race to look at, with On The Fringe
twice winning over the Grand National fences,
either side of his second Foxhunter success.
Pacha du Polder ran in the race in both 2016 (6th)
and 2017 (4th), and also contested the Stratford
Foxhunters’ Champion Hunters’ Chase in 2016
(3rd) and that race – run over the best part of
three-and-a-half miles – is another to have thrown
up four subsequent Cheltenham winners since
Baby Run in 2010.

6 of the past 9 winners had finished in
the first 5 the previous year

Irish-trained runners won 6 successive
renewals between 2011 and 2016

10 of the past 18 winners won
last-time-out

8 of the past 9 winners were officially
rated 134 or higher

4 successive top- or joint-top-rated
horses won between 2013 and 2016

7 of the past 10 winners came from the
top 4 in the betting (5 of them from the
top 2 in the betting)

26 of the past 30 winners began their
careers in Points or hunter chases

9 of the past 14 winners were aged 9 or
younger

The past 12 first-time winners were
unproven at the trip

Only 3 winners this century failed to
finish in the first 3 last-time-out

Only 1 winner this century hadn’t run
within 41 days

Only 2 winners in the past 42 years aged
12 or older

KEY TRENDS
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AGE

Last year’s beaten favourite Burning Ambition was
one of three seven-year-olds to run in the race
and, whilst it may be perceived that the older/
more experienced horses hold sway here, it is
worth considering that we have seen four winners
aged seven since 1998. The last pair – and the only
two this century (Kingscliff did win at the age
of six in 2003) – to do so were Cappa Bleu and
Salsify. Prior to the last four years and the two
back-to-back winners, we had seen just one winner
in the previous 10 to be older than nine, so younger
horses do tend to have a decent record in the race.

In contrast, those towards the other end of their
career have tended to struggle, certainly of late. In
the past 42 years, only twice has the winner been
older than 11 – Three Counties and Earthmover –
and this is an obvious negative should Pacha du
Polder turn up in a bid to land the hat-trick.

UNPROVEN STAMINA

I’ve touched upon current market leader (at the
time of writing) Stand Up And Fight already and
one thing that concerns me about him is his ability
to last home. I’ve been a fan of this seven-year-old
since his novice hurdle season, when he was good
enough to contest Graded races over 2m4f. Indeed,
his last run over hurdles came when runner-up
to Al Boum Photo in a Grade 2 at Fairyhouse, in
April 2017 – it’s clear that he possesses plenty of
class. The winner of an Open Point-to-Point at
Dromahane, Stand Up And Fight has yet to race
beyond 2m6f on the track and there is plenty of
pace in his pedigree. Following his victory at Down
Royal, he has since been turned over short odds in
a Point at Kilfeacle, when again his stamina looked
in question.

It could be that the Aintree race turns out to be
ideal for Stand Up And Fight, but unproven stamina
is quite common going into the Foxhunter, with
the last 12 first-time winners of the race – ignoring
those who were winning their second renewal – all
unproven at the trip. In fairness, I had the same
reservations about Pacha du Polder going into
his first Foxhunter – again, thinking Aintree would
prove more suitable – and On The Fringe didn’t
appear to fully get home in his first attempt at the
race, a comment that could also apply to Burning
Ambition last year. Will the race come a year too
soon for Stand Up And Fight?

Perhaps it is a case of class coming to the fore.
Even though the Foxhunter is usually a truly run
race and probably much more strongly than the
Point-to-Points or hunter chases that the runners
have been competing in, it is possible that the
better horses are able to switch off, rather like the
old (and rather out-dated) “two-and-a-half milers
in the Grand National” theory. Either way, don’t
be too put off if your selection has yet to win over
this far, as it hasn’t proved a hindrance for many a
recent winner.

TRAINERS TO NOTE

As you would expect, plenty of Point-to-Point
yards have won this over the years, but Paul
Nicholls joined his landlord Richard Barber on four
wins in the race last year. Trainer of On The Fringe
– and, going further back, Elegant Lord, who he
also rode – Cross Country specialist Enda Bolger
is another name to note in this sphere, and Stand
Up And Fight could well bid to provide him with a
record-equalling fourth winner in the race.

Back to those Point-to-Point yards and last year’s
Point-to-Point Champion Trainer, Philip Rowley,
looks to have a live contender for the race, in the
shape of Hazel Hill. The Shropshire-based handler
sent his multiple Points winner to Warwick in
January, for what appeared to be a decent event,
and he ran out a most impressive winner, under
Alex Edwards, himself Champion Jockey last year.

In contrast to those who may have stamina doubts,
the son of Milan looks a strong-stayer and he
seems versatile in terms of ground conditions.
Very rarely does a hunter chaser create such a big
impression on me and he is one for any shortlist.
Incidentally, Rowley has saddled Barel Of Laughs
to finish third in the past two renewals
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight OR SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 3 Pacha du Polder 11 12-0 138 25/1 P Nicholls 24 3rd Doncaster Hunter Chase (24)

2017 3341 Pacha du Polder 10 12-0 138 16/1 P Nicholls 23 1st Bangor Hunter Chase (35)

2016 17 On The Fringe 11 12-0 147 13/8F E Bolger (IRE) 24 7th Leopardstown Inn Hunter (41)

2015 1122 On The Fringe 10 12-0 141 6/1 E Bolger (IRE) 24 2nd Leopardstown Inn Hunter (33)

2014 6213 Tammys Hill 9 12-0 134 15/2 L Lennon (IRE) 24 3rd Fairyhouse Hunter Chase (20)

2013 1221 Salsify 8 12-0 140 2/1F R Sweeney (IRE) 23 1st Leopardstown Inn Hunter (34)

2012 1P1 Salsify 7 12-0 134 7/1 R Sweeney (IRE) 22 1st Leopardstown Inn Hunter (33)

2011 21 Zemsky 8 12-0 125 33/1 I Ferguson (IRE) 24 1st Musselburgh Hunter Chase (30)

2010 1 Baby Run 10 12-0 135 9/2JF N Twiston-Davies 24 1st Warwick Hunter Chase (21)

2009 11 Cappa Bleu 7 12-0 - 11/2 E Crow 24 1st Chaddesley Corbett Open (27)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

St James' Place Foxhunter 6 (Baby Run 3rd, Salsify 1st, On The Fringe 3rd & 1st, Pacha du Polder 5th & 1st)
www.punchestown.com Hunters Chase 5 (Salsify 1st & 1st, Tammys Hill 1st, On The Fringe 2nd & 7th)
Star Best For Racing Champion Hunters Chase 4 (Baby Run 1st, Salsify 1st, On The Fringe 1st & 1st)

Stratford Foxhunters Champion Chase 4 (Baby Run 2nd, Salsify 1st, Tammys Hill 6th, Pacha du Polder 3rd)
Toals Bookmakers Hunters Chase 3 (Salsify 2nd, Tammys Hill 2nd, On The Fringe 2nd)

Joseph R. O’Reilly Hunters Chase 3 (Salsify 1st & 1st, Tammys Hill 1st)
Aintree Foxhunters' 3 (Pacha du Polder 6th & 4th, On The Fringe 1st)

CHELTENHAM FESTIVAL TEXT TIPS
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4.50 Johnny Henderson Grand Annual Chase
(Handicap) (Grade 3) 2m½f – New Course

OVERVIEW

A difficult way to end the week, the Grand
Annual is generally run at a very strong pace and
luck is required if your horse likes to be held up.
The past five winners were second-season chasers
and horses without too much mileage on the clock
over fences have tended to do well since the turn
of the century. The past two winners were sent off
favourite the season before and previous renewals
of this race have proven to be a good guide.

Along with the changes to the Martin Pipe, another
recommendation was made in December of last
year, in an attempt to reduce potential fatalities at
the track. This was to reduce the maximum field
sizes in 2m chases at the course (from 24 to 20), as
such it will be the Grand Annual which is affected
at the festival. This should be considered when
looking at the table below and the ‘Shape of the
Handicap’ as it will probably have an impact on the
rating of the lowest horse who makes the cut.

SHAPE OF THE HANDICAP

As you can see from the table below, the official
rating of the winner has increased in the past eight
years, with Le Prezien scoring from a mark of 150
last year. The last five winners have carried 11 stone
or more – 3 carried 11-5 or more – so there appears
to be a change in focus towards the top end of the
handicap and the classier horses.

Seven of the last eight winners were rated between
140 and 150, with the other being the novice
Bellvano, who scored from 138, so it would certainly
seem apparent that the lower weights are finding it
increasingly more difficult to land a blow.

Last year's Guide touched upon the possibility of
novices being rated higher these days and that is
something that I tend to agree with, certainly in
the case of novice chasers. I will touch more on the
recent record of the novices in this race shortly, but
I find it hard to believe that we will see the likes
of a Fota Island situation again. Sixth in the 2004
Champion Hurdle, he won the Grand Annual from
a mark of 130 just 12 months later, after just four
starts over fences in Ireland.

I think a lot has changed ratings-wise since 2005.
Trabolgan – who won the RSA Chase that year
– was a favourite of mine right throughout his
career. Following that RSA success, he was rated
151, a mark from which he ran out a taking winner
of the Hennessy Gold Cup under top-weight
on his very next start. Last year, no fewer than
seven horses were rated in the 150s (five of which
ranging between 153 and 158) prior to the RSA.
I certainly think this is more apparent with novice
chasers than hurdlers, but it is something worth
bearing in mind. It doesn’t seem to have stopped
the novices having a good record in the Ultima and
in this race to an extent – earlier on this century, –
but I thought it worth highlighting. Apologies for
digressing!

LIGHTLY-RACED SORTS

As mentioned above, the past five winners were
second-season chasers and all five had run 9, 10
or 11 times over fences prior to their Grand Annual
success. Prior to that quintet, four of the other five
winners this century were novices, and since 2000,
no fewer than seven novices were successful in
total. I’m sure I’ve made my point about backing
novices in competitive handicaps clear earlier in
this year’s Guide and, whilst I wouldn’t want to
sound contradictory to the previous subsection,
young up-and-comers certainly still warrant plenty
of respect.

However, I do feel as though that little bit more
experience – against battle-hardened handicappers
during a second season over fences – seems to be
advantageous in this particular event. That has
certainly been the case in the past five years and
the combination of still being relatively unexposed
– 9 of the last 10 winners had run no more than
11 times over fences – but having gained some
valuable handicap experience is standing such
horses in good stead. This handicap more than any
other at the meeting – in my opinion – can prove to
be a very rough race.
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Top Weight (OR) Bottom OR Winner OR

2018 154 139 150

2017 154 135 147

2016 152 137 140

2015 153 130 143

2014 154 136 147

2013 155 133 140

2012 162 136 138

2011 151 130 145

2010 154 129 129

2009 156 130 130
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Only one winner this century had run in more than
12 chases, that being 2011 winner Oiseau de Nuit.

OUT OF FORM?

Other than three of the four winning novices during
the past 10 years – Pigeon Island was a maiden
when successful in 2010 – no winner this decade
had won a race earlier in the season. The last four
winners had contested handicaps in the early part
of the season, then were freshened up, clearly with
one race and one race only in mind. All four weren’t
seen after mid-December, with Rock The World off
the track since the October meeting.

The nature of 2m handicaps – rather like sprint
handicaps on the Flat – can lend itself to horses
with a string of unplaced efforts going on to
land a valuable prize at one of the big meetings.
Luck in running is required in such races, but we
should also consider the angle that such horses
are being primed with the Grand Annual – and
Aintree’s Red Rum – very much in mind. This leads
us on nicely to ‘repeat offenders’ and horses who
return the following year.

LAST YEAR’S RENEWAL

As touched upon in the ‘Overview’, the last two
winners of the Grand Annual were actually sent
off favourite when novices 12 months earlier.
Last year’s winner Le Prezien was sent off 7/2 when
only eighth behind Rock The World, who himself
had been a well-backed 9/2 favourite 12 months
earlier. The latter was just 1lb higher when winning
in 2017 and Le Prezien was racing off a 4lb higher
mark last year. Rock The World was allowed to
go off 10/1 when winning, but perhaps a bigger
example of punters failing to ‘keep the faith’ with
one would be the aforementioned Oiseau de Nuit,
who was sent off 8/1 when pulling-up in 2010, only
to win off the exact same mark 12 months later
as a 40/1 outsider. Two years later, he returned
to finish third before going on to score at Aintree
(in the Red Rum) at 20/-1; again, this shows that
these horses are often overlooked for having rather
uninspiring form figures in the interim despite it
being a division in which it is virtually impossible
to string victories together and still appear
well-treated for the end-of-season races.

Solar Impulse scored at 28/1 for Paul Nicholls
in 2016, despite racing off a 5lb lower mark than
when declared a non-runner due to the ground
12 months earlier. Going back a little further,
another Nicholls-trained winner, Andreas, was sent
off favourite when falling in 2006, only to win the
following year. He was racing off a 1lb lower mark
when successful at 12/1 under Robert Thornton.

Other relatively recent winners to have contested
the race previously include Greenhope – 6th in
2005 before winning in 2006 – and Tiger Cry,
who went one place better than his second to
Greenhope a couple of years later. He raced off the
exact same mark (134) in both races.

Finally, Next Sensation finished fourth as a novice
in 2015 (sent off 7-1) before winning the race
12 months later as a 16/1 shot and racing from just
a 1lb higher mark. In all, seven of the last 13 winners
had run in the race previously and that would have
been 8/13 had Solar Impulse not been pulled out
in 2015.

7 of the past 13 winners had run in the
race previously

9 of the past 10 winners had run no more
than 11 times over fences

12 of the past 14 winners had run at the
Festival previously

Paul Nicholls has won 4 of the last
15 renewals

The past 8 winners were rated between
138 and 150

The past 5 winners carried 11 stone
or more

The past 5 winners were second-season
chasers

7 of the past 10 winners failed to win
earlier in the season

The past 4 winners arrived fresh and
hadn’t run after mid-December

Respect previous 2m Cheltenham
Festival form

No non-novice winner this decade had
won earlier in the season

Horses who have won a handicap earlier
in the season have a poor record

Only 1 winner this century had run in
more than 12 chases

Only 1 winning favourite in the last
14 years

KEY TRENDS
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OTHER KEY RACES

This subsection isn’t usually worth including for
the handicaps, but given the specialised division,
several races have cropped up more than once in
the past decade.

A couple of early-season Cheltenham novice
chases have produced a couple of winners
apiece during the past decade, those being the
squareintheair Novices’ Chase – a race won this
season by Diakali – and the Racing Post Arkle Trial
Novices’ Chase.

Sticking with Cheltenham and the Bet Victor
Handicap Chase – won quite emphatically by
Bun Doran in November – was contested by both
Oiseau de Nuit and Next Sensation, as was Ascot’s
Byrne Group Handicap Chase, a Listed event in
early-November. Both horses were unplaced in
both races.

Finally, going back to the October meeting and the
past two Grand Annual winners both contested the
Randox Health Handicap Chase – won this year
by the enigmatic Modus. The same connections’
Le Prezien finished runner-up in that event 12
months earlier.

OTHER COURSE/FESTIVAL FORM

As well as bringing Grand Annual form to the
table, the past two winners had earlier won a
novice chase at Cheltenham (the season before)
and two other winners this decade had earlier won
at the track. Oh Crick had won a novices’ handicap
hurdle at Cheltenham and Oiseau de Nuit had won
at the April meeting in 2009, on his final start for
Philip Hobbs.

Solar Impulse (7th in the Fred Winter), Alderwood
(won the 2012 County Hurdle), Bellvano (twice
ran in the County Hurdle without much success)
and Pigeon Island (unplaced in the 2008 Supreme
Novices’ Hurdle) were another quartet of winners
who had run at the festival previously. In total,
12 of the past 14 winners had run at the Cheltenham
Festival previously, with six of them recording a
top-six finish. All of this formwas over theminimum
trip and highlights the basic speed required in a
Grand Annual; this is not a race in which horses
tend to drop back in distance to win.

Alderwood is another case-in-point in terms of
being well-handicapped, although by no means in
the same league as the same owner’s Fota Island.
He had won the County Hurdle off 139 and was
successful in the Grand Annual – on his fifth chase
start, again mirroring Fota Island – off a mark of
140. Neither of those were missed in the market,
especially not Alderwood, who was sent off at

3/1, making him the first winning favourite since
St Pirran in 2004.

TRAINERS TO NOTE

Given that the race is run in memory of his late
father, it is no surprise that Nicky Henderson likes
to have plenty of runners in the Grand Annual,
although he has only saddled three horses during
the past four years. Theinval has fared best of
those, hitting the frame in each of the past two
seasons, again highlighting the fact that horses can
return to this race to good effect.

Henderson has won the race twice – with two 20/1
shots (Greenhope and Bellvano) – in years when he
saddled four and six runners respectively. In total,
since 2005 (when the race was named after his
Dad), Henderson has had 37 runners and, as well
as those two winners, he has seen a dozen finish in
the first five. This includes four seconds.

The trainer with the best record in the race is
Paul Nicholls, who was winning it for the fourth
time with Le Prezien last year. Since 2004 – when
St Pirran won – he has saddled 25 runners in all
and backing all of his runners blindly would have
yielded a healthy profit of £30.50 to a level stake £1.
Unlike Henderson, Nicholls hasn’t been responsible
for too many placed horses, just the one in fact,
when the previous season’s winner Andreas
returned to finish a gallant fourth under top-weight
in 2008.

It is worth noting that Nicholls was responsible
for the beaten favourite in four of the five years
that followed the win of St Pirran and, of course,
Le Prezien was sent off at the top of the market
two years ago.
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“My 20-Year Memory”
QUEVEGA - 2013

“Although the mares races are not traditionally the most eagerly anticipated of the Festival,
the David Nicholson Mares Hurdle set the stage for the remarkable Quevega to make history with an
unprecedented six Festival victories on the bounce stretching from 2009 to 2014. As everyone’s idea
of the Festival banker year on year, her unlikely victory in 2013 was by far the most thrilling, having

lost crucial momentum on the bend at the top of the hill before making up an unimaginable amount of
ground to fly home for victory. Her diminutive, slightly scruffy appearance made her slick jumping style,
tenacity in the finish and sheer brilliance all the more surprising. But more curious was her unwillingness
to even entertain gracing a racecourse with her presence until the cold winter months were behind us
and she had an audience worth getting out of bed for. ‘Be more Quevega’ is not a bad motto to live by!”

GINA BRYCE - FREELANCE BROADCASTER



5.30 Martin Pipe Conditional Jockeys’ Handicap Hurdle
2m4½f – New Course (0-145)

OVERVIEW

We have only had 10 renewals of the Martin Pipe
to date and although it might have initially had
the feel of a Coral Cup consolation race, it is
quickly developing into a decent handicap in its
own right and has been won by some high-class
horses in recent seasons. Of late, the race has been
dominated by Irish novices, with leading owners
Gigginstown House Stud boasting a very strong
record in the race.

SHAPE OF THE HANDICAP

As you can see from the table below, the quality of
field – from the bottom upwards – has increased in
recent years. For the first three years, horses in the
high-120s could get a run, whereas the minimum in
the past four years has been mid-130s. Given the
amount of horses eliminated from this, the table
below could be key to helping you assess what
type of rating is generally required to get in.

In terms of weights, no horse has carried less
than 11-1 (after any jockeys’ allowance) to success.
Horses carrying 11 stone or less are 0/78, although
the amount that actually run off that kind of
weight has reduced considerably in the past four
years. Only 11 have taken their chance since 2015
– with Verni (2nd in 2017) – the only one to hit
the frame, compared with the four years before
that which saw 54 horses fall into this category.
Seven managed to finish in the first four, but none
were successful.

CONDITIONAL JOCKEYS

Jockeys claiming 3lb won four of the first five
renewals, with the other five winners – including
each of the last four – piloted by conditional jockeys
who had already ridden out their claim. In fairness,
during the 10 years, only 36 horses were ridden by
jockeys claiming 5lb or more – these did include
the 9/4 favourite in 2013, Gevrey Chambertin, who
was ridden by Tom Bellamy claiming 6lb – but it
is worth noting all the same. Clearly, given the
amount of young talent there is in the saddle these
days, there will be less jockeys getting a look-in
here with big claims, but 0/36 still suggests that
the more experienced of the conditional jockeys
are ready for a test such as this.

It was announced during December 2018 that
jockeys will no longer be able to claim their normal
allowance in this race, which will obviously have
an impact on this particular trend. This has been
put into place in the hope that trainers and owners
will prefer to use the more experienced jockeys
and those who have already ridden out their claim.
In theory, the good record of such jockeys should
now continue to grow, as they will be better off
under these new conditions, with those who are
riding without being able to claim as they would in
any other race. The point remains the same, focus
on the jockeys who genuinely have no claim.

LIGHTLY-RACED HORSES

Four of the last five winners were Irish-trained
novices, whilst the other five winners were
second-season hurdlers. Only Attaglance had
run more than eight times over hurdles (13 starts
prior to winning in 2012) and both Sir des Champs
and Salubrious had only run once as a novice the
season before, so effectively weren’t much more
than novices. The former was having just his third
hurdles start when successful in 2011 – on what was
his second start for Willie Mullins – and the latter
was having just his sixth start over hurdles when
winning two years later.

Overall, six of the 10 winners had run five times or
less over hurdles before winning the Martin Pipe.

The four recent novice winners all arrived at
Cheltenham on the back of a run in a Graded
novice hurdle. The past two winners had contested
the Grade 3 Thurles Racecourse Michael Purcell
Memorial Novice Hurdle on their previous start,
with Blow By Blow successful and Champagne
Classic finishing third. Don Poli won a Grade 3 over
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Top Weight (OR) Bottom OR Winner OR

2018 144 136 144

2017 145 135 138

2016 142 135 139

2015 144 135 135

2014 146 133 143

2013 145 131 141

2012 145 132 139

2011 140 127 134

2010 139 129 137

2009 140 128 133
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3m on his previous start and Killultagh Vic finished
third in the Grade 2 Nathaniel Lacy & Partners
Solicitors Novice Hurdle, a race which has now
been moved to the Dublin Racing Festival and
upgraded to a Grade 1. It is now also run over 2m6f
and, given that stamina seems a pre-requisite here,
it could well be worth looking at the also-rans in
that event, going forward.

The race was won by Commander of Fleet, who
looks bound for the Albert Bartlett, but there was
plenty of strength to this year's race, so consider
those who finished down the field.

FORM OVER FURTHER

As touched upon briefly already, stamina seems
a necessity in the Martin Pipe. Perhaps the strong
pace over the 2m4½f on the New Course – when
they can get racing plenty soon enough – can help
those being held up. Four of the last five winners
had run over further earlier in the season – the
three Irish novices winning maidens over 2m6f
or further, while Ibis du Rheu finished 5th in the
Heroes Handicap Hurdle at Sandown on his final
start – with only Killultagh Vic failing on that
score. In fairness, he had finished third in his sole
Point-to-Point and he went on to beat Thistlecrack
over 3m at Punchestown on his next start, so the
stamina was there, he just hadn’t proven it on the
track at that stage.

CHELTENHAM FORM

Five of the 10 winners had run at Cheltenham
previously, but only two of those boasted previous
Cheltenham Festival experience, with Pause And
Clause having finished third in the Coral Cup and
Killultagh Vic finishing sixth in the Champion
Bumper, both the previous season.

Only Andytown had run at the track earlier the
same season, when winning the conditional
jockeys’ handicap hurdle at the November meeting,
a race won this season by Palmers Hill.

CONNECTIONS TO NOTE

Before going on to highlight trainers with a decent
record in this race, the obvious place to start must
be Gigginstown House Stud, who have been
responsible for the last two winners and four of the
last eight. And, it is not as if they have chucked a
large number of runners at the race, with only 11
horses representing them in all since it began.

As well as their four winners – Sir Des Champs,
Don Poli, Champagne Classic and Blow By Blow
– they have also had four horses finish in the first

four. This is a very noteworthy strike rate and given
Gordon Elliott’s record in the race, this could easily
continue to flourish. Backing the Gigginstown horses
blindly would have yielded a profit of £32.50 to a
level-stake £1, without considering any each-way
money on those placed.

Moving on toGordon Elliott, who has saddled the last
two winners, as well as four placed horses (including
one in each of the past two seasons), from just 15
runners in total. Elliott worked for Martin Pipe during
the early part of his career and he made no secret of
the fact that he was extremely keen to win this race.
Clearly Elliott had the utmost respect for Pipe and
also made no secret of the fact that he believed The
Storyteller to be his ‘best chance’ at the 2017 Festival,
in this very race. Last year’s ‘Plate’ winner failed to
make the race, but he still won the contest with
Champagne Classic and followed up 12 months later
with Blow By Blow. Both horses followed a similar
path to Cheltenham and he is sure to line up a decent
team for this year’s renewal. In the past three years,
Elliott has saddled 10 runners.

Elliott’s chief rivalWillie Mullins is themost successful
trainer to date in the Martin Pipe, having won the

4 of the last 5 winners were Irish-trained
novices

6 of the 10 winners had run 5 times or
less over hurdles

Gigginstown House Stud boast a
fantastic 4/11 record

All 10 winners carried 11-1 or more

The last 4 winners were ridden by
jockeys with no claim

4 of the last 5 winners had run over
further earlier in the season

Respect Gordon Elliott

Respect Willie Mullins

Respect Graded novice hurdle form

5 of the last 8 winners won last time out

The race tends to suit hold-up
performers

Horses carrying 11-0 or less are 0/78

Only 2 of the 10 winners had run at the
Festival previously

David Pipe is 0/19

KEY TRENDS
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race on three occasions, between 2011 and 2015.
Mullins’ first two winners were for Gigginstown House
Stud, prior to their infamous split, and he has saddled
17 runners in the race in total. He has also had a
couple of placed horses, but has had nine runners
during the past three years without any success,
since his latest victory with Killultagh Vic.

He, too, clearly doesn’t mind running a high-class
horse in this and all three of his winners were
subsequent Grade 1 winners. All three also went on to
make up into high-class novice chasers the following
season, with two of them winning back at the festival
12 months later. Therefore, it can pay to focus on
the potentially classier chasing types from the
Mullins camp.

The other trainer to have saddled more than one
Martin Pipe winner is Paul Nicholls, who won the race
with Salubrious and Ibis du Rheu. Nicholls is another
who has also been responsible for four placed horses,
from 18 runners in total.

In contrast, David Pipe – who would clearly like to
win this race for obvious reasons – has failed thus
far, with a bitterly disappointing 0/19 and only
having one placed. Those 19 included either the
first or second favourite in the first six renewals, all
of which were sent off at relatively short odds for
such a competitive handicap: Big Eared Fran (7/2),
Ashkazar (9/2), Shoegazer (13/2), Street Entertainer
(5/1), Gevrey Chambertin (9/4) and Vieux Lion Rouge
(5/1). In those early days, it is likely that his runners
were ‘over-bet’ but, overall, it isn’t a good record at
all. That said, Pipe is sure to continue his pursuit to
win his Dad’s race.

OTHER KEY RACES

I have already highlighted the Grade 3 Thurles
Racecourse Michael Purcell Memorial Novice
Hurdle, given that the last two winners contested
it en route to Cheltenham. The only other race to
crop up more than once is the 0-150 Ladbrokes
Handicap Hurdle, staged at Newbury on Ladbrokes
Trophy day. Both Paul Nicholls’ winners of this race
finished runner-up in that event, although he didn’t
have a runner in the race this season.

IN-FORM HORSES

Blow By Blow was the first last-time-out winner
in four years, but overall became the fifth in the
space of the last eight years. Two horses also
arrived here on the back of a third in a Graded
novice hurdle, and Ibis du Rheu had finished fifth
in a really competitive Sandown handicap on
his final start. Therefore, the last eight winners
arrived at Cheltenham clearly on good terms
with themselves.
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight OR SP Trainer Runners Last Race (No. of days)

2018 32161 Blow By Blow 7 11-10 144 11/1 G Elliott (IRE) 23 1st Gr.3 Thurles Nov. Hurdle (23)

2017 23213 Champagne Classic 6 11-3 138 12/1 G Elliott (IRE) 23 3rd Gr.3 Thurles Nov. Hurdle (22)

2016 235 Ibis du Rheu 5 11-7 139 14/1 P Nicholls 24 5th Gr.3 Sandown Handicap Hurdle (41)

2015 123 Killultagh Vic 6 11-1 135 7/1 W Mullins (IRE) 21 3rd Gr.2 Leopardstown Nov. Hurdle (47)

2014 211 Don Poli 5 11-5 (3) 143 12/1 W Mullins (IRE) 24 1st Gr.3 Clonmel Nov. Hurdle (22)

2013 4251 Salubrious 6 11-5 (3) 141 16/1 P Nicholls 23 1st Musselburgh Handicap Hurdle (40)

2012 135P1 Attaglance 6 11-3 (3) 139 20/1 M Jefferson 24 1st Market Rasen Handicap Hurdle (26)

2011 1 Sir des Champs 5 11-3 (3) 134 9/2F W Mullins (IRE) 23 1st Navan Hurdle (52)

2010 445U Pause And Clause 6 11-10 137 14/1 E Lavelle 24 u.r. Gr.2 Rendlesham Hurdle (27)

2009 4134 Andytown 6 11-2 (3) 133 25/1 N Henderson 23 4th Kempton Nov. Chase (35)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Thurles Racecourse Michael Purcell Memorial Novice Hurdle 2 (Champagne Classic 3rd, Blow By Blow 1st)
Ladbrokes Handicap Hurdle 2 (Salubrious 2nd, Ibis du Rheu 2nd)
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Ed Quigley – Day Four
Albert Bartlett Novices Hurdle

At the time of writing, this race was 9/1 the
field, which demonstrates its wide-open look.
The market protagonists are all far from confirmed
to line up, and even those that could have question
marks about them to varying degrees.

One such horse that comes with no doubts
in regard to a Festival target, is the Rebecca
Curtis-trained LISNAGAR OSCAR. A winner of
his only start in a point, the six-year-old has been
progressing nicely in his four starts over hurdles,
getting off the mark at the fourth attempt at
Chepstow last month. He jumped and travelled well
on that occasion, before appearing to idle in the
closing stages. Nonetheless, he battled well to see
off Dickie Diver for a confidence-boosting victory.
Immediately in the aftermath, Curtis confirmed
that Lisnagar Oscar will head to the Albert Bartlett.
The bare form of what he has achieved to date is
nothing to be raving about, but this progressive
sort has the scope to shorten significantly from
the current 20/1, with so many doubts about the
others at the top of the market. As I mentioned,
his form isn't anything particularly remarkable in
the context of trying to win a Grade 1 at Prestbury
Park; nonetheless, he has put in a couple of smart
performances in previous defeats. He was second
to Emitom on very soft ground at Ffos Las, on
just his second start over hurdles, which was a
fair effort, and then he ran a solid race to be
second in theAlbert Bartlett trial behindRockpoint.
Critics will rightly point out that Rockpoint has
been comfortably beaten since, when finishing
fourth to Beakstown at Warwick, but that was a
Grade 2 over 2m5f on lively ground when trying
to concede 5lb to his rivals - all of which would
have counted against him, as he looks happiest
with a proper test of stamina. Lisnagar Oscar was
the horse that I thought was the most noteworthy
from the clash at Cheltenham in December. He was
taking on a much more experienced individual, in
what was his first proper battle on a racecourse,
and also his first start at the 3m trip under Rules.

He was only beaten around two lengths at the
line despite making a mistake at the final flight
of hurdles, and to his credit stayed on nicely up
the hill. Closely related to previous Cheltenham
Festival winner Whisper, he should have much
more in the locker for the yard which landed this
race with At Fishers Cross back in 2013. I fancy this
unexposed sort to improve past Rockpoint by the
time the Albert Bartlett comes along, and with the
return to 3m in his favour and the chance of some
spring ground, he could make his presence felt in
this division.

As I alluded to, the race from an antepost
perspective has muddied waters, with doubts
about the participation of Commander Of The
Fleet, Birchdale, Battleoverdoyen, Blackbow and
Carefully Selected, to name a few. Dickie Diver
could easily have a say once again but will need
to learn to settle properly if he is to see out the 3m
trip. He looked plenty fresh enough on his hurdling
debut behind Lisnagar Oscar, and despite doing
his best work that day in the closing stages over
an extended 2m3f, I don't think it is a foregone
conclusion that he will see out the gruelling 3m
needed to win this. Of the others, Relegate would
make my shortlist and would have to be feared if
lining up. Last year's Champion Bumper winner
looks as though she would enjoy a combination of
3m and cut in the ground returning to her happy
hunting ground.

Advice

Lisnagar Oscar 1pt e/w, 20/1

Magners Cheltenham Gold Cup

Everything looks set fair for a cracking renewal
of the Cheltenham Gold Cup, in a race in which I
think you can make a case for a dozen or so of the
potential runners. Presenting Percy has become
something of a win machine, and there is every
chance he will head into the contest as strong
favourite. The eight-year-old produced a more or
less flawless round of jumping as he attacked his
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fences with aplomb in last year's RSA Chase, as he
travelled smoothly the whole way around before
putting the race to bed in commanding fashion
from seven lengths overMonalee. That win took his
Festival tally to two-from-two, after a resounding
success in the Pertemps Final a year earlier.
Media-shy trainer Patrick Kelly has a small but
select string and is clearly a master at getting his
horses to peak for the big day. However, purely
from a price perspective, I do question whether he
is just a bit too short in the market, based on the
fact that he is yet to have a chase start in open
company (due to run in the Red Mills Chase after
this goes to print), and his only start since his RSA
win was when winning the Galmoy Hurdle once
again, seeing off the 152-rated Bapaume. He is
exciting, but I'm not excited by his price which I
firmly believe is priced up on what he could achieve
as opposed to what he already has.

Defending his crown will be Native River, who has
been beaten twice at the highest level since, but on
both occasions ran with plenty of credit at venues
that would have not have suited him, and arguably
on ground much quicker than ideal. He looked
outpaced when second to Bristol De Mai in the
Betfair Chase on lively ground. That was a good
run, all things considered, and he didn't perform too
badly at Kempton, when although a well-beaten
third, he plugged on to his credit despite looking
ill at ease with the speed-orientated track - just
as he did at that venue in his novice chasing days.
A return to Prestbury Park can see his form go up
a level once again, and as long as there is sufficient
cut in the ground, the Colin Tizzard-trained
nine-year-old is hard to leave out of the
equation. Bristol De Mai is a hard horse to work
out, and the burning question still lingers as to
whether he can produce his best form away from
his beloved Haydock.

Outside of Presenting Percy, the Irish have plenty
of challengers, with Kemboy, Road To Respect,
Bellshill, Al Boum Photo, Invitation Only and
2017 hero Sizing John all possible contenders.
Kemboy has taken his form to a new level this
season, winning the Grade 2 Clonmel Oil Chase on

his seasonal reappearance and then producing an
emphatic display to run riot in Grade 1 company
at Leopardstown over the Christmas period, as he
sauntered home by over seven lengths. At times
last season his jumping was far from fluent, but he
really looks to be getting his act together in that
department. His stamina is a bit of an unknown, but
he has proven he is versatile in regard to ground
requirements, as he has won on good ground on
his last two starts, so any thoughts of him needing
a soft surface to be seen at his best have been
banished. He looks to have the best chance of
giving Willie Mullins that elusive first Cheltenham
Gold Cup. Behind Kemboy in December were both
last year's Gold Cup fourth, Road To Respect, and
Bellshill. Road To Respect looked unlucky on that
occasion and then went on to produce a thrilling
finish in a prolonged battle with old foe Bellshill
in the Irish Gold Cup, in which the latter just got
the better of him. Personally, I think the extended
3m2f at Cheltenham stretches the stamina of
the Noel Meade representative and he is likely to
come up short once again. In winning the Irish
Gold Cup, Bellshill at least allayed the theory
that it is compulsory for him to go right-handed.
However, it is open to debate as to whether
he can produce his best form at Cheltenham.
Career form figures at the track of 003 suggest
perhaps he may struggle once again, and the
Punchestown Gold Cup could be the race
tailor-made for him. Al Boum Photo has the option
of the Ryanair Chase, and Invitation Only will need
to take another big step forward after his Thyestes
win. Sizing John clearly is a class act but is in a race
against time to make the gig, and it is not often
that they can rewind the clock after injury.

The horse I ammost excited about is the unexposed
rising star CLAN DES OBEAUX, who produced
a sublime performance to land the King George,
seeing off the battling Thistlecrack in the closing
stages. The Paul Nicholls-trained seven-year-old
is going from strength to strength. He is maturing,
his jumping is getting slicker, and his trajectory
is trending in the right direction. His two main
question marks arriving into this assignment are:
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a) his stamina and b) his ability to be at his best
left-handed (more specifically at Cheltenham). I am
of the opinion he will actually improve for tackling
the trip, as opposed to finding it a hinderance.
I find the negative connotations regarding his form
at the track as overplayed; form figures of 2622 are
far from inadequate, and he is a much-improved
animal since he last ran at the venue. I also think
that over this trip he can demonstrate his true
potential, whereas previous efforts at this venue
were over shorter distances in which I thought he
looked outpaced. He ticks a lot of the right boxes.

If the ground got very testing, at a bigger price
TERREFORT would come into the reckoning.
I was very impressed with his comeback run behind
Elegant Escape and Frodon in the Cotswold
Chase. He jumped and travelled nicely until just
flattening out in the closing stages, which he was
entitled to do on his first run back after injury.
He is a Grade 1 winner, who looks an out-and-out
galloper in my book, as he demonstrated when
winning a Grade 1 at Aintree last year. He ran well
when runner-up in the JLT at last year's Festival
over an inadequate trip. If ground conditions come
up similar to last year, it becomes a bit of leveller
and I could see him staying on strongly once others
have cried enough, so shouldn't be discounted at
big odds. Welsh National winner Elegant Escape
would come into the reckoning if the ground
became testing, and stamina would be my main
concern for Frodon.

Advice

Clan Des Obeaux 2pts win, 7/1

Terrefort 0.5pts e/w, 25/1

Martin Pipe Conditional Jockeys Handicap Hurdle

As is always the case with a race of this nature, the
landscape is often far from clear, but at 16/1 (NRNB)
I think it is worth chancing your arm with the Nicky
Henderson-trained PYM. He hasn't quite lived
up to the promise he displayed after winning on
his hurdling debut at Chepstow in October, but
nonetheless critics may have gone a bit overboard
about him in a negative sense, as despite fluffing
his lines on a couple of occasions he has run well,
and is yet to finish out of the top two in his four
starts over hurdles, including when battling well
to gain victory at Kempton last time out, despite
still looking green. Nicky Henderson has said
that this race 'would be considered' and I think it
looks the perfect contest for him. Dropping into
handicap company can see him to better effect,
where they will go a good gallop in a big field,
which will allow him to switch off instead of having
to do the donkey work. Off an official mark of 138,
he has the potential to be a lot better than that
mark and would slot into the race nicely. Throw in
the fact that he has some good course experience
from finishing second in a Grade 2 at the track in
November, he has shown that Cheltenham holds
no fears and decent ground suits him. I would take
him straight there to protect his mark, and in my
opinion the odds on offer would look massive on
the day when the tapes go up.

Advice

Pym 1pt e/w, 16/1

Odds courtesy of Sky Bet, quoted on a Non-
Runner, No Bet basis
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Rory Delargy – Day Four
BANKER OR BUST – SIR EREC

The Spring Juvenile Hurdle is often the most
significant Triumph Hurdle trial, producing the
Triumph exacta courtesy of Countrywide Flame
and Hisaabaat in 2012; the winner and fourth the
following year in Our Conor and Diakali; first and
third in 2014 with Tiger Roll and Guitar Pete; first
and third in 2016 courtesy of Ivanovich Gorbatov
and Footpad; second, third and fourth the
following year; and the winner and runner-up in the
shape of Farclas and Mr Adjudicator last season.
That’s a hugely dominant showing for one race,
and the cessation of racing in Britain means that
the Spring Juvenile is likely to have as much if not
more influence this season.

Winner of the 2019 Spring Juvenile was Sir Erec,
and he wasmaintaining an unbeaten hurdles record
in scoring. More than that, he was confirming his
enormous Flat promise, and while lots of good
Flat performers have turned their hand to hurdling
with varying degrees of success, hardly any have
been able to boast Sir Erec’s progressive profile,
and that makes sense, as only an owner of a
particularly sporting bent would commit a stayer
of his potential to a career over jumps when the
financial incentive to remain on the level is so
strong. Most of those horses who have shown
smart form on the Flat and gone on to a career
over hurdles has already gone as far as they could
in their first discipline, with the move to jumping
reflecting a difficulty in being placed to advantage.
That isn’t the case with Sir Erec, who finished third
in the British Long Distance Champions Cup at
Ascot in October, producing a career-best effort
on just his fifth outing, and his first beyond a
mile-and-a-half. He is the epitome of an unexposed
stayer in a period where such horses have several
opportunities to become equine millionaires, and
yet here he is, pinging his way over sheep hurdles
for a fraction of the money. He is a rare bird, indeed.

So far he has shown useful but not outstanding
formover hurdles in terms of absolute achievement,
and recent Triumph winners Defi du Seuil and
Peace And Co had achieved much more in terms
of measurable merit. That suggests that the task
he faces in March is much stiffer than his skinny
antepost price merits, but there are three reasons
why I’d disagree with that assessment.

Firstly, there is the value of his form – in winning
a depleted Spring Juvenile, he didn’t have to
run up to the standard set by a couple of recent
winners, and he was ridden to maximise his
education rather than to win by as far as possible.
The distance he put between himself and his rivals
after the last was really impressive, especially as he
had allowed the entire field to latch onto his coat
tails between the last two flights. That slowing of
the pace meant that his performance could not be
accurately gauged by the stopwatch, but the visual
impression was that he would have won by many
lengths had he been asked to stretch sooner. As an
aside, his jumping was much improved from debut,
and while the modest pace would have helped
him in that regard, I was impressed by the way he
gained ground and momentum at the last, and he
looks like he will develop into an assured jumper.
In short, he looks a horse of enormous potential in
this discipline.

The second reason to think he’s well priced is one
of logistics. The purchase of Fakir D’Oudaries, who
looked the outstanding candidate from earlier
Triumph Trials, means that J P McManus has the
power to change the shape of the race, and the
general consensus is that, just as Binocular did in
2008, Fakir D’Oudaries will switch to the Supreme
as long as all goes to plan from here on in with
Sir Erec. With that horse out of the reckoning, Sir
Erec’s task in the Triumph is greatly simplified.

Finally, there is always an expectation that a
lightly raced candidate will arrive in the Triumph
picture late in the day, with the Adonis Hurdle at
Kempton a potential springboard for a dark ‘un.
With the Equine Influenza outbreak creating a
knock-on effect, any trainer hoping to prepare
such a challenger in this way will find their plans
compromised, and that merely increases the
chance of a less-competitive field, perhaps also in
numbers as well as quality, all of which is a benefit
to Sir Erec, whose one weakness remains his
relative inexperience, and the scenario which could
see him vulnerable is for him to get involved in an
old-fashioned cavalry charge such as the Triumph
used to offer in days of yore. That looks unlikely
now, and he’s very hard to field against, assuming
his talented stablemate goes elsewhere.

BANKER
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BANKER OR BUST – PRESENTING PERCY

His trainer might be a man of few words, but that
hasn’t stopped Presenting Percy from being one
of the most popular horses in training, and he
helped draw a huge crowd to Thyestes Chase day
at Gowran when he again won the Galmoy Hurdle.
A similar approachwas takenwith him last year, and
if people raised an eyebrow at the choice of race
then, they have learnt enough about the unusual
genius of Pat Kelly to take such an approach as
part of the elusive Kelly’s masterplan. That Galmoy
win, despite coming on his first start since winning
the RSA Chase last March, represented the son
of Sir Percy’s best effort over hurdles, and he
did it with his ears cocked, as if in search of the
next challenge.

In terms of his merit, he is far from the most
outstanding Gold Cup favourite in recent times,
but as mentioned earlier, merit is largely about
opportunity, and Presenting Percy has really
only had to establish his merit once over fences,
unlike so many of his opponents with much more
experience. I say once, because his initial chasing
campaign was geared entirely towards getting him
to peak for the RSA, at least once his shrewd trainer
established he would be better than a handicapper,
which he did at an early stage. As a result we
measure Presenting Percy against his peers based
on his one run versus a choice of efforts for them,
of which we naturally ignore those which don’t
stand scrutiny. Even then, he appears to have only
a few pounds to find, and such comparisons don’t
take into account either the ease of his victory
last year, or the idea that further runs in Grade 1
company wouldn’t produce even better figures.
Both of those factors are significant and should be
factored in accordingly.

I think it is dangerous to talk about the ease of
his RSA win as if it is unparalleled, and it wasn’t
long ago we waxed lyrical about a similar display
from Don Poli, but it does need acknowledging
that Presenting Percy never looked for a second
like things weren’t going his way in that race, his
jumping very assured and he was able to subdue
Monalee without Davy Russell having to ask a
serious question. On that evidence, he is both
better than the bare form to the tune of a few
extra pounds, and open to further improvement
as he meets stronger opposition. The RSA form
has held up well, with Elegant Escape in particular
advertising its merit, while Monalee’s second in
the Savills Chase also underlines the merit of the
contest. The question is whether we should view
his light campaign as a negative, and that would be
my default position in similar circumstances. I have
to say, however, that I have become a believer in
the Kelly methods, and the manner in which he won
the Galmoy was measured and workmanlike, which
leads me to believe that he will improve a little for
the run. I would have been more concerned if he’d
won by half the track, oddly enough, with such
jaw-dropping performance often the precursor to
bouncing. Kelly will presumably run him once more
in the Red Mills Chase at the same track, as he did a
year ago. He was beaten last year and given he will
again be trained to peak on March 15th, it’s sensible
not to judge him specifically on how he performs
in that prep, but I’m convinced we will see the real
Presenting Percy in the Gold Cup.

BANKER
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LIVELY OUTSIDER – STONEY MOUNTAIN

The Albert Bartlett has a reputation of suiting
experience over raw talent, although the first is
of no benefit without a liberal dollop of the latter.
I tend to subscribe to this view and pointed out
earlier that a lot of classy horses have failed here
on their way to better things. My idea of one
who will be better suited to the race’s demands
than most is Henry Daly’s Stoney Mountain, who
has accrued experience in some tough races,
and looks a resolute galloper who will improve
for a try at three miles and further. He was well
beaten in the Champion Bumper, but I would view
his experience as a positive, and Daly’s horses
are rarely campaigned to win bumpers, so his
haul of two at Warwick and Bangor augurs well.
His owner’s Grand National winner Many Clouds
was also down the field in this, and Trevor
Hemmings tends to concentrate on the longer
term more than some owners.

He has also won two-from-four over hurdles,
looking straightforward and willing as well as
talented, and while an official rating of 136
suggests he will have to improve, I think his second
to the hugely promising Beakstown in a Grade 2
at Warwick is better than it looks, for all he was
no match for the winner. Once again he stayed
on very strongly over two miles and five furlongs
at Warwick, and it’s hard to imagine he won’t do
even better stepped up a further three furlongs.
There might be one or two more exciting prospects
in the race, but the experience he has gained in
eight starts under Rules will stand him in good
stead, and he is unexposed as a stayer, so should
do better yet.
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Ben Linfoot – Day Four
Is Presenting Percy the real deal in the Magners
Cheltenham Gold Cup?

Imagine The Irish Banker for the week winning the
Gold Cup. When was the last time that happened?
Dawn Run? 1986? I suppose Don Cossack only
three years ago was relatively short, but surely
Douvan for the Arkle was T.I.B. that year?

If Apple’s Jade or Laurina run in the Mares’ Hurdle,
they’re going to go off shorter than Presenting
Percy will for the Gold Cup. One of them
might go off shorter for the Champion Hurdle.
But P.P. certainly has a T.I.B. feel to his chance, a
consequence of his performances at the Festival
the last two years.

Remember when connections felt they had been
harshly treated by the English handicapper ahead
of Presenting Percy’s Pertemps Final? Running
off a 16lb higher mark than when he had won his
prep at Fairyhouse, P.P. shrugged off the sheer
nastiness of Phil Smith and his cohorts to win by
nearly four lengths.

He could’ve moonwalked over the line that day.

It was pretty clear his handicapping days were
over, in England at least, but he did manage to
take in one more race of that type, over 3m5f
at Fairyhouse, on his third chasing start in
December 2017.

After winning that by 11 lengths, off a mark of 145,
his unusual schedule continued with a win in the
Galmoy Hurdle before his final start before the
RSA Chase at Cheltenham, in the Red Mills Chase
at Gowran, ended with a one-length defeat to Our
Duke, over an inadequate-for-both 2m4f.

By the time you read this, Presenting Percy
will likely have taken in the Red Mills Chase at
Gowran once again. It was certainly his intended
target at the time of writing. It’s not an ideal trip,
but I wouldn’t expect he’ll damage his Gold Cup
chances there and the match practice over fences
looks vital (insert facepalm emoji here if things
didn’t go to plan).

Let’s assume all goes well at Gowran. And let’s
remember that stunning RSA Chase win, where
he travelled beautifully, jumped like a stag and

ran away from Monalee and Elegant Escape like
they were a couple of divisions below his
exceptional talent.

Elegant Escape was 14 lengths behind Presenting
Percy that day. He’s since finished second in a
Ladbrokes Trophy, won a Welsh National, and
finished a narrow second in a Cotswold Chase.
He’s rated 162.

With that in mind, yes, Presenting Percy looks the
real deal. Yes, he’s gone down an unconventional
route to the Gold Cup, but he had an unusual RSA
prep, too, and his quiet but shrewd trainer Pat Kelly
can be relied upon to have him in perfect condition
for March 15 judging by the last two years.

He’s a horse that looks to have the lot. The bare
form of his Galmoy win is miles below the standard
required for a Gold Cup winner. But it was his
seasonal reappearance and he was dossing, ears
pricked. A special talent, I couldn’t disagree with
the market on this one. He looks the one to beat.

Does Native River need rain in the build-up to
retain his Gold Cup crown?

Ha! Rain. We’ve barely seen a drop all winter, so
it would just be TYPICAL for it to lash it down in
monsoon-like fashion just when we’ve got all that
lovely championship racing to feast our eyes on.

Who knows what the heavens will do, but yes, if
they open during Festival week then Native River’s
chances of defending his Gold Cup crown will
significantly increase.

Eight-years-old when he won it, nine now,
Native River never really struck me as a multiple
Gold Cup winner.

He’s a grinder, isn’t he? An honest horse that
tries and tries and jumps and gallops. That can
win you one Gold Cup. And it did, a soft-ground
one following a classic duel with the mercurial
Might Bite.

But two? I’m not so sure. Can he really fend off
upstarts like Presenting Percy and Kemboy and
Clan Des Obeaux? Is he even the best Gold Cup
chance in his yard this year, with Thistlecrack
looking more like his old self in the King George?
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One thing you would say is that winning the Gold
Cup doesn’t seem to have bottomed him in the way
it has plenty of previous heroes of this great race.

You still have to go back to Best Mate, 15 years ago,
for the last back-to-back winner of this sternest of
tests, the kid gloves of Henrietta Knight ensuring
his place in Cheltenham Festival history.

Native River wasn’t sparingly raced in his novice
chase season. He was seen out seven times and
his best performance was his last as he stormed to
Grade One glory in the Mildmay at Aintree.

And in his second season as a chaser he won the
Hennessy (following a prep over hurdles), the
Welsh National and the Denman Chase before
finishing third in his first crack at the Gold Cup,
only Sizing John and Minella Rocco too strong for
him that day.

But since then circumstance has seen Colin Tizzard
give him the Best Mate treatment. A small injury
after his first Gold Cup effort kept him out for 11
months, so he only had two runs last season with
the Denman Chase precluding his golden win.

That familiar final pre-Festival run has become part
of the Native River routine and so it was meant to
be again this season, his third run of the campaign
taken away from him by the outbreak of equine flu.
A prep run looked unlikely at the time this book
went to print.

Going back to the initial question, Native River has
some form on good ground including a Gold Cup
third. But softer conditions undoubtedly play to his
strengths and you wouldn’t want to eyeball him in
a Gold Cup mud-fest. Just ask Might Bite.

But Presenting Percy wouldn’t mind rain, either.
And, as likeable as Native River is, I’m struggling
to envisage a situation where I back the defending
champ with cold, hard cash.

Could Paul Nicholls revive the Gold Cup glory
years for Team Ditcheat?

He could, you know.

There was a time when it felt like Nicholls would
dominate the Gold Cup forever. The Kauto Star
and Denman era, a deadly duo ably backed up by
Cheltenham bridesmaid Neptune Collonges, the
years 2007-2009 when Team Ditcheat ruled the
roost, winning three Gold Cups while having two
seconds, a third and a fourth.

Denman went on to finish second twice more after
that and he led home a 2-3-4 for Nicholls the year
Long Run won it, with What A Friend joining The
Big Two in chasing the Nicky Henderson-trained
new-kid-on-the-block up the hill.

That was 2011 and Nicholls hasn’t had a place since.
Silviniaco Conti was more at home at Kempton
than Cheltenham and Saphir Du Rheu has not
fulfilled the promise he showed when winning the
Mildmay by 15 lengths as a novice.

He was pulled up when Nicholls’ only Gold Cup
runner last year, but the 10-time Champion Trainer
looks to have moulded an altogether stronger
team for this year’s renewal, with two horses in the
top 10 in the antepost betting.

Clan Des Obeaux will be his number one hope
following a coming-of-age performance in the
King George.

Only seven, Clan Des Obeaux threatened to go
down a similar path to Saphir Du Rheu at one point,
as glimmers of brilliance as a novice were wedged
in between more ordinary performances, while
his second season chasing yielded a solitary win
from four starts, his 10-length third to Gold
Cup runner-up Might Bite at Aintree the best of
those efforts.

So this season was a big one for him and it began
with an almost nine-length defeat to Bristol De
Mai in the Betfair Chase, the evidence seemingly
stacking up that he might not be quite good
enough to cut it at the very top level.

But then, Boxing Day. Clan Des Obeaux travelled
all over them under a confident ride from Harry
Cobden, taking it up at the last from a revitalised
Thistlecrack to win pretty easily, announcing
himself as the young gun in the Gold Cup division,
on the English side of the Irish Sea, at least.

Concerns? The improvement seemed to come
from him going back right-handed. He certainly
jumped a little to his right in the Betfair Chase, and,
while he has some good form at Cheltenham, he is
essentially zero-from-four at the track.

In contrast, Nicholls’ other Gold Cup hope is a
Cheltenham specialist.

Also seven, Frodon has earned a crack at the big
prize the hard way, lumping big weights around
Prestbury Park in big handicaps – and winning
most of them to boot.
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He’s won at Cheltenham in handicap company
off marks of 149, 154 and 164, his blossoming
partnership with Bryony Frost one of the stories
of the jumps season. What racing would give for
these two to win the Gold Cup.

The problem for Frodon? The trip. He went
some way to proving he stays when winning
the Cotswold Chase last time, but even in that
race he looked to be wilting a little up the hill.
Would he have found more to fend off Elegant
Escape in another 100 yards? For my money, it
would have to be doubtful.

There remains a chance he could go for the
Ryanair, but that would be a shame. To borrow a
phrase from John Gosden, let’s hope Nicholls rolls
the big dice.

Adding this immensely popular course specialist
to his Gold Cup challenge would add another layer
of intrigue to the race, not to mention enhancing
his own chance of tasting blue riband glory for the
first time in a decade.

Could that Limerick novice hurdle provide a
Festival winner once again?

Ahh, THAT Limerick novice hurdle. The golden
goose of deep midwinter novice hurdles, the gift
that just keeps on giving. The race that carves
out champions. It should really be sponsored by
FedEx, because it always delivers.

I spoke of the productivity of this beast of a
Grade 2 in last year’s book, but, seeing as it hit the
back of the net once again at last year’s Festival, it
deserves another mention.

So here goes.

Formerly sponsored by Guinness, not FedEx, the
three-mile contest was run in the guise of the ‘Sky
Sports Racing Launching January 1st’ this time
around and it was contested on December 29.

Derrinross won from Defi Bleu and Pleasure
Dome in a humdinger of a finish, but more on this
season’s protagonists shortly. First, a quick recap
on the success of this race at the Festival.

Weapon’s Amnesty won that Limerick novice
hurdle before going on to win the Albert Bartlett
in 2009. Faugheen won that Limerick novice
hurdle before going on to win the-then Neptune
in 2014. Martello Tower won that Limerick novice
hurdle before going on to win the Albert Bartlett
in 2015. Penhill won that Limerick novice hurdle
before going on to win the Albert Bartlett in 2016.
And last year, Delta Work was second in that
Limerick novice hurdle before going on to win the
Pertemps Final.

So this year, the Limerick novice hurdle is going for
five in a row. And it’s got a few good chances, too.

The winner, Derrinross, is a lovely staying prospect
and looks a lively outsider in the Albert Bartlett.
He might well need soft ground to even take his
chance, but he has to at least be on the radar if he
lines up.

And then there’s Defi Bleu, for Gordon Elliott and
Gigginstown. The eyecatcher. A chaser for the
future, no doubt. He jumped well in a prominent
position but looked like he was going to be
swamped two out.

To his great credit he found more to stay on well for
a close second and he could be of major interest in
a Cheltenham Festival handicap. A late Pertemps
qualification would be particularly saucy. Shades of
Delta Work, no less.

That Limerick novice hurdle. When has it ever let
you down?!
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SPRING HORSES TO FOLLOW
The dozen horses – and an extra trio who have been given a favourable mention – included in this Spring
Horses To Follow section vary in terms of quality and where they might run in the coming weeks.

All, however, have given me the impression that there is more to come and that there are races to be won
with them, hopefully quite soon.

Clondaw Castle

Dickie Diver

Angels Breath

Tedham

Brewin’upastorm (left)

Precious Cargo

Glen Forsa

Sir Erec

Santini

If The Cap Fits

Return Ticket

Sky Pirate
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ANGELS BREATH

5yo Shantou - Mystic Masie (Turgeon)

Nicky Henderson seems to hold a very strong hand in both the novice chase and, in particular, the
novice hurdle division this season and Angels Breath created a really good impression on his debut
under Rules, in the Kennel Gate Novices’ Hurdle at Ascot.

The easy winner of his sole Irish Point – won by 12 lengths at Moira, when trained by Pat Doyle – the
grey son of Shantou only faced four flights of hurdles at Ascot and his lack of experience is a concern
ahead of the Supreme Novices’ Hurdle. He was due to run in the Sidney Banks just hours after the news
broke about the Equine Influenza outbreak, and I would be wanting to see him again before the festival
if at all possible. Kempton’s Dovecote Novices’ Hurdle (23rd February) would be one possible option
ahead of the Supreme.

If inexperience does indeed catch him out at Cheltenham, he would probably follow a similar path to
many a Henderson-trained runner in that race and head on to Aintree for either the Top Novices’ or the
Mersey Novices’ Hurdle. Given the speed he showed on debut, he is one to be particularly excited about
for the spring festivals and the fact he was pitched straight into Grade 2 company speaks volumes.

Trainer:
Nicky Henderson

Owner:
Walters Plant Hire & Ronnie Bartlett

Possible Cheltenham Target:
Supreme Novices’ Hurdle

Possible Target Elsewhere:
Top Novices’ Hurdle /Mersey Novices’ Hurdle

BREWIN’UPASTORM

6yo Milan - Daraheen Diamond (IRE) (Husyan (USA))

If asked to nominate just one horse to follow prior to the season starting, Brewin’upastorm was the
name I gave. So far, he has won just once from three starts over hurdles, but granted a bit more luck
that could have been different and it is hoped that he lands a nice prize in the coming weeks.

An impressive winner at Huntingdon on debut – form which has worked out really well, with the next
three home winning their next four races between them and third (beaten 15 lengths) now being rated
137 – he finished fourth behind Champ in a slowly-run Challow.

Ridden more positively – something which I think could be the key to him – he was in the process of
running a huge race when falling at the last on trials day, leaving Birchdale to stroll home in his own
time. I think the winner would be better served going up in trip, whilst Brewin’upastorm will head to
the Ballymore.

He has just four lengths to make up with Champ on their Newbury meeting and makes plenty of
each-way appeal at his current odds (12-1 at the time of writing). If he does go close at Cheltenham,
the Mersey at Aintree would be a possibility, whilst the Louis Fitzgerald Hurdle – a 2m4f race for horses
who have won just one hurdle race – could be a less-obvious option at the Punchestown Festival.

Trainer:
Olly Murphy

Owner:
Mrs Barbara Hester

Possible Cheltenham Target:
Ballymore Novices’ Hurdle

Possible Target Elsewhere:
Mersey Novices’ Hurdle/Louis Fitzgerald Hotel Hurdle
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CLONDAW CASTLE

7yo - Oscar - Lohort Castle (Presenting)

I included Clondaw Castle as a horse to follow in last year’s Aintree and Punchestown Festivals Guide
and we didn’t get to see him in the spring, but he has made up into a useful novice chaser this season,
scoring at the third attempt, at Leicester in January.

Having shown a glimmer of promise behind Knocknannus at Newbury in November – on what
was his first start in 10 months – he probably ought to have won at Ludlow, when he jumped
well, only to be out-speeded late on. He made no mistake last time, again jumping boldly and he
came home unchallenged, scoring with plenty in hand. The handicapper upped him 4lb to 130 for
that success, after which Tom George stated the novices’ handicap at Cheltenham was the target.
The seven-year-old would almost certainly need his mark go up by a few pounds to get into that event
and he was another who had been declared to run (at Kempton over 2m) when the enforced break
came into play.

If getting that extra run into him proves difficult, I think he has the requisite pace to head for the Red
Rum at Aintree instead and he would have no problem getting into that event off 134. Wherever he
turns up next, this lightly-raced, improving chaser warrants plenty of respect.

Trainer:
Tom George

Owner:
J French, D McDermott, S Nelson, T Syder

Possible Cheltenham Target:
Close Brothers Novices’ Handicap Chase

Possible Target Elsewhere:
Red Rum Handicap Chase

DICKIE DIVER

6yo Gold Well - Merry Excuse (Flemensfirth)

Nicky Henderson and JP McManus have both Champ and Birchdale to split up in the Cheltenham
Festival novice hurdles and Dickie Diver might well enter the fray for the Albert Bartlett, should he
return to action with a win when racing resumes.

A wide-margin Irish Points winner – scored by 20 lengths – the six-year-old made his debut for current
connections in what appeared a strong-looking novice hurdle at Chepstow in mid-January. The three
horses who finished in-and-around him are all rated 133, so this was a fair effort on debut – especially
given that he appeared to be quite keen in the early part of the race – and he only just failed to peg
back the useful Lisnagar Oscar on the line.

He looks a sure-fire future winner, especially when stepping up in trip slightly and the fact his only
Cheltenham entry is in the Albert Bartlett suggests that Henderson sees him as a stayer. If his trainer
struggles to get a run into him, the sensible approach might be to win a small race in March and then
head to Aintree for the Sefton.

I almost included Birchdale here, too, in the hope that he steps up in distance, as he looked a
three-miler to me when making the most of the final-flight fall of Brewin’upastorm on trials day. He, too,
is shortlist material for both the Albert Bartlett and Sefton.

Trainer:
Nicky Henderson

Owner:
John P. McManus

Possible Cheltenham Target:
Albert Bartlett Novices’ Hurdle

Possible Target Elsewhere:
Sefton Novices’ Hurdle
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GLEN FORSA

7yo Mahler - Outback Ivy (Bob Back)

If I would have put this list together in early-January – or even early-December for that matter – Glen
Forsa would have been the first name on the team-sheet. I was hugely taken by the manner in which
he won on chase debut at Chepstow, after which I immediately worked back from the Close Brothers,
thinking that he would next head to Kempton.

He did and he won again, even more impressively. That form worked out extremely well, which resulted
in his handicap mark going up to 138. Needing a third run to qualify, I expected him to run in the
Timeform Novices’ Handicap on trials day, but he wasn’t declared and was instead entered in the
Kingmaker over 2m, which suggests that a crack at the Arkle is being considered. He is included here,
in the hope that he instead wins a small race and heads down the Close Brothers route. If he won that,
the Manifesto at Aintree would be the time to step up into Grade 1 company, on a track which would
suit him down to the ground.

At a lower level, look out for the same connections’ Heydour, should he return to action before the
end of the season. Runner-up at Huntingdon in October, he is fully 10lb higher now – thanks to the
subsequent victories of the winner, third and fourth – but looks a winner-in-waiting over fences.

Trainer:
Mick Channon

Owner:
Mr T. P. Radford

Possible Cheltenham Target:
Close Brothers Novices’ Handicap Chase

Possible Target Elsewhere:
Manifesto Novices’ Hurdle

IF THE CAP FITS

7yo Milan - Derravaragh Sayra (Sayarshan)

If The Cap Fits will need to buck a couple of strong trends if he is to land the Aintree Hurdle in April, but
he remains a horse of some potential and will relish going back up in distance. Firstly, if successful, he
would become the first British-trained winner of the race to have not run at the Cheltenham Festival.
Secondly, the last seven winners had already won a Grade 1, something that he has yet to do.

In opposition to both points, not many horses of his calibre fail to run at the festival and his lack of
participation is purely down to the fact that his owners are not prepared to have runners at the track,
not that he doesn’t have the ability. And, secondly, his novice campaign was cut short last term, so he
didn’t get to test his metal at the top level.

The Christmas Hurdle, in which he finished third, was in fact the first time that he has contested a
Grade 1. Fourth in the bumper here two years ago, he handles the track and, after being outpaced
by Verdana Bleu on a couple of occasions, he will appreciate the extra half-mile. He was expected to
run in Fontwell’s National Spirit Hurdle (24th February); however, he was also handed an entry in the
Kingwell Hurdle atWincanton shortly after this Guide went to print. Should Buveur d’Air and the leading
Irish hurdlers give Aintree a miss, he would hold sound claims. Sandown’s Grade 2 Select Hurdle – over
an extended 2m5f – would be a slightly easier alternative.

Trainer:
Harry Fry

Owner:
Paul & Clare Rooney

Possible Cheltenham Target:
N/A

Possible Target Elsewhere:
Aintree Hurdle/Select Hurdle
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RETURN TICKET

6yo Getaway - Capelvenere (Barathea)

A horse who we haven’t seen since early-November, Return Ticket is set to return to action before too
long and he remains a really nice prospect for Ruth Jefferson and Richard Collins, who will be hoping
for big-race success with Waiting Patiently this spring.

Return Ticket finished sixth in a good race at Carlisle in October – when looking in need of the run
and also as though he might appreciate a flatter track – before making all to score at Musselburgh.
Admittedly, he had the run of the race that day, but he dictated matters and ran out a five-length
winner from Normal Norman, who went on to win a handicap over the same course-and-distance off
a mark of 120.

Something like the Premier Kelso Novices’ Hurdle might be considered in early-March, although I
wouldn’t mind seeing him pitched into handicap company, off an appealing looking mark (122), after
which Aintree and Ayr could well be considered. He needs good ground, so will probably be kept on
the go after the end of the season, when he will head straight over fences. He has the physique of a
chaser, so there should be plenty of races to be won with him, even in the unlikely event that he is
unable to add to his tally over hurdles.

Trainer:
Ruth Jefferson

Owner:
Mr Richard Collins

Possible Cheltenham Target:
N/A

Possible Target Elsewhere:
Premier Kelso Novices’ Hurdle

PRECIOUS CARGO

6yo Yeats - Kilbarry Classic (Classic Cliche)

The third Nicky Henderson-trained novice hurdler to feature among the dozen Spring Horses To Follow,
Precious Cargo holds no entries at Cheltenham and is likely to be campaigned at a much lower level.

A heavy-ground bumper winner for Lucinda Russell last season, the Yeats gelding was far too keen on
his next two starts, particularly on his final outing, in the bumper that concludes the Scottish Grand
National meeting. An imposing individual – very much a chaser for next season – he had undergone a
wind-operation by the time he made a winning debut for Henderson at Kempton in late-January.

Anchored out the back by Nico de Boinville – in order to try and relax him – Precious Cargo eased
through the field in the manner of a potentially nice prospect and readily took care of the useful Extra
Mag (rated 132), albeit in receipt of 7lb. Given how keen he has been, Henderson will be sure to take
things nice and steady with him and he might be one who ends up going back to Ayr for the 2m novices’
hurdle at the Scottish Grand National meeting. There’s a 2m novice back at Kempton on 16th March and
a similar event at Newbury on 23rd, and I wouldn’t be surprised if he were pencilled in for either, as his
trainer takes the slowly-slowly approach.

Trainer:
Nicky Henderson

Owner:
Mr T. Barr

Possible Cheltenham Target:
N/A

Possible Target Elsewhere:
Ayrshire Magazine Novices’ Hurdle
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SANTINI

7yo Milan - Tinagoodnight (Sleeping Car)

Another lightly-raced Nicky Henderson-trained novice who could with some more match-practice
ahead of the festival, Grade 1-winning hurdler Santini has taken well to fences and looks a worthy
market leader – as things stand – for the RSA Chase.

Everything he did last year over hurdles suggested that he would come into his own as a staying chaser
and he made the perfect start to life over fences, scoring by four lengths in a Grade 2 at Newbury.
He jumped well in the main – as he did when winning his sole Point-to-Point at Didmarton in March
2017 – and stayed on powerfully in the closing stages, clearly relishing the galloping track. In contrast,
he looked uncomfortable during the Kauto Star at Kempton on Boxing Day – appearing as though he
might get left behind by La Bague Au Roi and Topofthegame at one stage – but to his credit, he stayed
on tenaciously and was closing all the way to the line.

His form at Cheltenham over hurdles is good – won the Classic and finished third when still looking very
green in the Albert Bartlett – and he remains open to considerable improvement, after just six starts
for Henderson.

Trainer:
Nicky Henderson

Owner:
Mr & Mrs R. Kelvin-Hughes

Possible Cheltenham Target:
RSA Insurance Novices’ Chase

Possible Target Elsewhere:
Mildmay Novices’ Chase

SIR EREC

4yo Camelot - Quiritis (Galileo)

Twice a winner on the Flat from five starts, Sir Erec made a winning debut over hurdles at Leopardstown
over Christmas, before taking a big step forward when running out a hugely impressive winner of the
Grade 1 Spring Juvenile Hurdle at the Dublin Racing Festival.

The son of Camelot – who is still a colt – made his own running and had little trouble in drawing six
lengths clear of stablemate Gardens of Babylon, with Tiger Tap Tap (a neck behind on debut) some
eight-and-a-quarter lengths away in fourth.

Given the way the season has gone, there has to be a chance that wemight see a late contender unearth
themselves ahead of the festival – possibly in the Adonis – but as things stand, Sir Erec looks the one
to beat in the Triumph. He also looks to possess plenty of speed, so going onto Aintree shouldn’t pose
any problems, whilst there is also the option of the Grade 1 at Punchestown.

Joseph O’Brien clearly holds a strong hand in the juvenile division and with JP McManus purchasing
Fakir d’Oudairies recently, it will be interesting to see if the pair are kept apart. He, too, looks a really
exciting prospect and would receive a handy 8lb from his elders, if heading down the Supreme route.
He jumped very well when winning the Finesse.

Trainer:
Joseph Patrick O’Brien

Owner:
John P. McManus

Possible Cheltenham Target:
JCB Triumph Hurdle

Possible Target Elsewhere:
Anniversary 4YO Hurdle/Champion 4YO Hurdle
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TEDHAM

5yo Shirocco - Alegralil (King’s Theatre)

Third in a Warwick bumper last April, Tedham has steadily progressed over hurdles and, after a trio of
promising efforts in behind some useful novices, he got off the mark at Wincanton in early-January.
Sent off 4-1 favourite for a 2m5½f handicap, the five-year-old travelled purposefully for Nick Scholfield,
before running out a comfortablewinner, with the formbeing franked by fifth home Earlofthecotswolds,
who went on to score at Market Rasen. Upped 6lb to a revised mark of 131, Tedham looks capable of
winning again.

By finishing runner-up to Getaway Trump at Exeter, he has already qualified for the EBF Final at
Sandown on Imperial Cup day (Saturday 9th March), whilst connections might have one eye on either
the Coral Cup or Martin Pipe at Cheltenham. He would probably need to win again beforehand – or
certainly go up a few pounds – to get into either of those races, whilst he would certainly be one to
consider for the opening race on day two at the Grand National meeting, the Alder Hey Children’s
Charity Handicap Hurdle.

Wherever he turns up next, he warrants utmost respect, as he gives the impression that there is plenty
of improvement still to come and he strikes me as a horse who is more than capable of landing a nice
prize before the season is out.

Trainer:
Jonjo O’Neill

Owner:
Mr M. Tedham

Possible Cheltenham Target:
Coral Cup/Martin Pipe

Possible Target Elsewhere:
EBF Final/Alder Hey Children’s Charity Handicap Hurdle

SKY PIRATE

6yo Midnight Legend - Dancingwithbubbles (Supreme Leader)

The first of two Jonjo O’Neill-trained horses to make the Spring Horses To Follow list, Sky Pirate remains
a maiden over fences at the time of writing and hasn’t actually been sighted since being brought down
at Cheltenham in mid-November.

Ridden by Patrick Mullins in an amateur riders’ event, he was in the process of making a timely move
when unfortunately brought down by the fatal fall of Jameson. He would surely have gone close and
the third home, Walk In The Mill, advertised the form when winning the Becher at Aintree.

Sky Pirate had earlier shaped well on his first two starts over fences and remains on an attractive
mark (134). The former winning Pointer – won at Larkhill in February 2017 for Sophie Lacey – has looked
an assured jumper, so running in a festival handicap shouldn’t be too much of a concern. Given that he
has already partnered him in an amateur riders’ race, Patrick Mullins teaming up with him in the Kim
Muir is an obvious possibility. He could also be given an entry in the Ultima, whilst Aintree’s Betway
Handicap Chase might be another option, given the stable’s excellent record (highlighted elsewhere
in the Guide) in the race.

There is a chance that he will be seen again before the festival and it will be disappointing if he can’t
win a race or two over fences before the end of the season.

Trainer:
Jonjo O’Neill

Owner:
Lady Bamford & Alice Bamford

Possible Cheltenham Target:
Fulke Walwyn Kim Muir

Possible Target Elsewhere:
Betway Handicap Chase
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1.45 Manifesto Novices’ Chase
Grade 1, 2m 3f 200y

OVERVIEW

First run in 2009, the Manifesto Novices’ Chase was
handed Grade 1 status after just three years and
was, for the first time, run in the name of the great
Big Buck’s last year. Paul Nicholls’ high-class stayer
won at the Grand National for five successive years
between 2008 and 2012, first winning the Mildmay
Novices’ Chase, before landing four straight
runnings of the Stayers’ Liverpool Hurdle.

Last year, the ill-fatedFinian’s Oscaragain enhanced
the fantastic record in this race of horses hailing
from either the Arkle or the JLT at Cheltenham.
The gap between the two big meetings is back
down to three weeks this year, but that hasn’t
proven a barrier in recent seasons, with six of the
previous renewals won by a Cheltenham runner on
the back of a similar break.

FESTIVAL FALL-OUT/TACTICS

In last year’s Aintree and Punchestown Festivals
Guide, I pointed out that it is always worthwhile
looking for horses who skipped Cheltenham when
assessing the races at the Grand National meeting
and that remains the case. Weighing up the pros
and cons of those that ran at Cheltenham is
often difficult. Have they had a tough race? Is this
one race too many at the end of a long season?
All relevant questions, but it also must be factored
in that the best horses generally run at Cheltenham
and, therefore, the form of such races is often
the strongest on offer. Certainly when it comes
to novice races and, whilst not all horses will be
able to back up a run just three weeks later, it is
noticeable that nine of the 10 winners of this race
contested either the Arkle (4) on day one of the
festival, or the JLT (5) on day three.

Three of last year’s six-strong field had run at
Cheltenham, with Finian’s Oscar and Modus
(5th) hailing from the JLT, and Brain Power (fell)
had finished runner-up to Footpad in the Arkle.
To date, only Arzal has won the Manifesto on
the back of a break, arriving at Aintree from
Doncaster’s Grade 2 Lightning Novices’ Chase.
He made all and wasn’t for catching, with the
JLT third and Arkle runner-up chasing him home.
Forceful tactics can really work over fences
around Aintree and the first nine winners raced
prominently. Last year’s race looked like going
that way, too, with Rene’s Girl – who had been
handy throughout – appearing to have mastered
front-runner Cyrname after the penultimate fence.
It was only on the run to the last that Finian’s Oscar

really picked up, staying on well to score from off
the pace.

Not all horses are able to perform to the same level
after such a quick turnaround and both the Arkle
and JLT runner-up were beaten in 2017, by Flying
Angel. Therefore, selecting the right ‘Cheltenham
horse’ might not be so straightforward, but with
a 9/10 strike rate, the Arkle and JLT are obvious
starting points when assessing the Manifesto.

CLASS WILL OUT

Last year’s winner Finian’s Oscar made it five
winners from seven (since the race was upgraded)
to have already recorded a Grade 1 or Grade 2
success. In total during this period, 27 horses
have taken their chance on the back of scoring at
Grade 1 or Grade 2 level, be it earlier in the season
over fences or earlier in their careers over hurdles.

Looking solely at Grade 1 winners, the record is
even more impressive. Only 11 Grade 1 winners
have taken their chance in the Manifesto – again
during the last seven years – and four have been
successful. Last year’s winner was a dual Grade 1
winner over hurdles, whilst Captain Conan and
Menorah were also winners at the top level in 2m
hurdle races. This again highlights the basic need
for speed around Aintree, which is essentially a
quick track, certainly on the good ground that we
seem accustomed to at this meeting in general;
last year’s conditions were much softer than is
the norm.

Flying Angel won a Grade 2 novice chase (the
Kingmaker) earlier in the campaign but had also
shown a decent level of form over hurdles, winning
the competitive Imperial Cup 13 months earlier.
Finian’s Oscar – like Captain Conan – had won the
Tolworth Novices’ Hurdle the season before, so four
of the last seven winners had shown a really good
level of form over the minimum trip as hurdlers.

Backing the Grade 1 winners blindly would have
yielded a small profit of £4.70 to a £1 level-stake.

HURDLES FORM

As touched upon in the previous subsection, smart
form over hurdles seems to be a positive when it
comes to the Manifesto, as does not spending too
long over hurdles. Plenty is made of this in the
build-up to the novice chases at the Cheltenham
Festival – particularly for the JLT and RSA – and,
similarly, horses who have spent just one season
hurdling have a fine record in this.
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Nine of the 10 winners to date spent just one
full season over hurdles. I say ‘full season’ in that
Clarcam had one run over hurdles before going
chasing in the 2014-15 season, and only Menorah
continued over hurdles after his novice campaign.
He, of course, developed into a high-class hurdler,
but, in general, this is yet another race which favours
horses who have had their attentions switched to
chasing relatively early on.

Every winner of the Manifesto to date had run no
more than 11 times over hurdles, with seven of the
10 winners having seven or less starts over the
smaller obstacles.

CHASING EXPERIENCE

Since the victory of Tartak in the inaugural
running of the race, of the past nine Manifesto
winners, only Captain Conan had won more than
twice over fences. Both that pair had won three
times, although the former boasted considerable
experience, having run nine times in total, twice in
France before joining Tom George.

Mad Max is the only horse to win this race on the
back of just three chase starts. Since then, only
one of the past eight winners had more than four
or five previous starts, that being Arzal, who ran
twice over fences in France before having four
starts for Harry Whittington. On average, four or
five runs seems about right and seven of the past
eight winners had recorded just two victories.
This isn’t really a race – unlike the Maghull, for
instance – which tends to attract unbeaten novices
and none of the winners arrived here on the back
of a win.

AGE/OFFICIAL RATINGS/
MARKET FORCES

Finian’s Oscar became the fifth six-year-old in the
past six years to win this and last year three of
the six-strong field were of that age. Three ‘older’
horses were successful in the early years of the
race, whilst only one five-year-old (from eight
runners) – Clarcam – has been successful.

Given that the biggest starting price of the 10
winners was 11-2, it can pay to focus on the top of
the market and it shouldn’t, therefore, come as a
surprise that the last nine winners had all obtained
an official rating of at least 150. To date, we have
yet to see a real shock in this race, despite only one
favourite proving successful. All 10 winners have
hailed from the front three in the betting and both
the second- and third-favourites have a fine record.

TRAINERS TO NOTE

So far, only Nicky Henderson and Philip Hobbs
have saddled more than one winner, with their four
winners coming between 2010 and 2013. Since the
victory of Captain Conan, Henderson has been
responsible for three beaten favourites – Oscar
Whisky, Josses Hill and Top Notch – and his Brain
Power was sent off at just 5/2 last year.

Last year, I also highlighted the poor record of
Paul Nicholls in this race and that continued, with
neither Modus or Cyrname (sent off favourite)
troubling the judge. In total, Nicholls’ record now
stands at 0/12 and eight of those were sent off at
11/2 or shorter. He has now saddled three beaten
favourites, so his runners must be treated with a
degree of caution.

9 of the last 10 winners contested either
the Arkle (4) or JLT (5) at Cheltenham

Grade 1 winners are 4/11 since the race
was upgraded

9/10 winners spent just one season over
hurdles

9/10 winners raced prominently

5 of the 7 winners since the race became
a Grade 1 had already won a Grade 1 or
Grade 2

4 of the past 7 winners won good hurdle
races over 2m

5 of the past 6 winners were aged 6

The last 9 winners were officially rated
150 or higher

All 10 winners hailed from the top 3 in
the betting

Paul Nicholls is 0/12

No winner started bigger than 11/2

No winner won last time out

KEY TRENDS
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KEY RACES

The record of both the Arkle Trophy and JLT
Novices’ Chase have been covered earlier, whilst
Doncaster’s Lightning Novices’ Chase has also
thrown up three winners, in the shape of Mad
Max, Menorah and Arzal. Interestingly, none of the
trio were successful in the extended 2m contest.
Looking back a little further, both Captain Conan

and Finian’s Oscar won the previous season’s
Tolworth Novices’ Hurdle, some 15 months before
their Manifesto success. Whilst he didn’t win that
race in 2018, Amy Murphy’s Kalashnikov did finish
runner-up and is another who boasts smart 2m
hurdles form. The step up in trip could well suit
and, if he is beaten in the Arkle at Cheltenham, I
wouldn’t be at all surprised if he tries an extra half-
mile for the first time in this contest.

ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 132P5 Finian’s Oscar 6 11-4 5/2 C Tizzard 6 5th Gr.1 JLT Nov. Chase (28)

2017 1FP16 Flying Angel 6 11-4 5/1 N Twiston-Davies 6 6th Gr.1 JLT Nov. Chase (21)

2016 81132 Arzal 6 11-4 4/1 H Whittington 8 2nd Gr.2 Doncaster Chase (68)

2015 21128 Clarcam 5 11-4 5/1 G Elliott (IRE) 6 8th Gr.1 Arkle Trophy (30)

2014 1152 Uxizandre 6 11-4 11/4 A King 5 2nd Gr.1 JLT Nov. Chase (21)

2013 1115 Captain Conan 6 11-4 6/5F N Henderson 7 5th Gr.2 JLT Nov. Chase (21)

2012 411F3 Menorah 7 11-4 3/1 P Hobbs 5 3rd Gr.1 Arkle Trophy (30)

2011 F1212 Wishfull Thinking 8 11-4 9/4 P Hobbs 7 2nd Gr.2 JLT Nov. Chase (21)

2010 134 Mad Max 8 11-4 4/1 N Henderson 6 4th Gr.1 Arkle Trophy (23)

2009 23215 Tartak 6 11-4 11/2 T George 8 5th Gr.1 Arkle Trophy (23)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

JLT Novices’ Chase 5 (Wishfull Thinking 2nd, Captain Conan 5th, Uxizandre 2nd,
Flying Angel 6th, Finian’s Oscar 5th)

Arkle Trophy 4 (Tartak 5th, Mad Max 4th, Menorah 3rd, Clarcam 8th)
Lightning Novices’ Chase 3 (Mad Max 3rd, Menorah fell, Arzal 2nd)

Last season’s Tolworth Novices’ Hurdle 2 (Captain Conan 1st, Finian’s Oscar 1st)
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2.20 Doom Bar Anniversary 4-Y-O Juvenile Hurdle
Grade 1, 2m 209y

OVERVIEW

Last year’s Anniversary winner We Have A Dream
became just the second winner since 2001 – when
the Cheltenham Festival had to be cancelled due to
the foot-and-mouth outbreak – to take this prize,
having not contested a race at the festival.

Since the race was handed Grade 1 status in 2005,
the Triumph Hurdle has proven to be the best
guide to this, although it is slightly surprising
that during this period – Triumph winners had to
carry a penalty prior to this – only seven Triumph
Hurdle winners have attempted to complete the
Cheltenham-Aintree double.

FESTIVAL FORM

From 2002 onwards, 15 of the 17 winners ran at
the Cheltenham Festival, with 12 contesting the
Triumph Hurdle on the final day of the meeting.
The first three winners after the race was upgraded
– between 2005 and 2007 – had finished in the
front two of the Triumph, with Detroit City and
Katchit both completing the double. Since then,
only Zarkandar and Defi du Seuil – who both
arrived at Aintree as unbeaten hurdlers – have
managed to repeat the feat.

2008 winner Binocular had taken on his elders in
the Supreme Novices’ Hurdle on his previous start,
whilst the other pair of winners to hail from the
festival – Orsippus and All Yours who were both
sent off at rewarding odds – had run in the Fred
Winter Juvenile Handicap Hurdle on their final
start, so were graduating from handicap company.

Last year’s winner We Have A Dream missed
the Cheltenham Festival through injury, so it is
only really L’Unique in the past 17 years who
deliberately skipped the big meeting with this
particular race in mind.

Again, last year’s Triumph winner didn’t turn up at
Aintree and the fate of the Triumph winner in the
Anniversary since 2006 reads 1121221. When they
do turn up, they invariably go very close (as you
can see) and, since the race was upgraded, the
seven Triumph winners to have run have finished
first (4) or second (3).

OTHER KEY RACES

We Have A Dream became the third Anniversary
Hurdle winner in 10 years to have won Chepstow’s
Grade 1 Finale Juvenile Hurdle over the festive
period. That contest was won this season by

the Paul Nicholls-trained Quel Destin – getting
the better of Adjali, who represents the same
connections as We Have A Dream – and he had
earlier landed the Summit Juvenile Hurdle, a
Grade 2 which was also won by We Have A Dream.

Quel Destin had also won the Grade 2 JCB Triumph
Hurdle Trial at Cheltenham’s November meeting
and that race has also proven to be a decent guide
to this, producing a brace of winners since 2014.
Guitar Pete finished runner-up in that contest,
whilst Defi du Seuil won this event, prior to winning
the Finale.

Walkon was the other Finale winner during the
past decade and Alan King’s grey also won
the Finesse Juvenile Hurdle at Cheltenham on
trials day in late-January, another race which
has produced a trio of recent winners. The same
connections’ Grumeti was promoted to first place
after Pearl Swan was disqualified and Defi du Seuil
made it five-from-five in this race two years ago.
This year’s race was won in fine style by the Joseph
O’Brien-trained Fakir d’Oudaires.

The other race which has proven to be a decent
guide to this in recent years is the Adonis Hurdle,
a Grade 2 staged at Kempton after this publication
goes to print. Binocular won the Adonis before
finishing runner-up in the Supreme and, in the
past eight years, three more Anniversary winners
took in that Kempton contest. Zarkandar made a
winning hurdles debut in the race some eight years
ago, L’Unique finished third, and All Yours finished
runner-up in the 2015 renewal.

Over in Ireland, the Grade 2 Knight Frank Juvenile
Hurdle has been won by the last two Irish-trained
winners of the Anniversary. The Christmas contest
was won by both Guitar Pete and Apple’s Jade,
and it was a race in which last season’s Triumph
winner Farclas made his debut over hurdles. This
season’s race was won by Thomas Mullins’ Rocky
Blue, with market leader Coeur Sublime coming
down when appearing to hold every chance at the
last More recently, the latter was a non-runner in
the Grade 1 Spring Juvenile Hurdle, which was won
in impressive fashion by Sir Erec.

Graded form seems almost essential when
assessing this race.

THE FRENCH CONNECTION

I highlighted last year that French-bred juveniles
have a fine record in this race and We Have A
Dream made it four consecutive French-bred
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winners and the seventh in the past 11 years. I have
covered this under the Cheltenham juvenile races
– the Fred Winter and the Triumph Hurdle – and
it stands up again here, with the precociousness
of such horses shining through in this division.
We see more and more French recruits feature
in such events by the year and the Anniversary
Hurdle has proven to be a fantastic races for horse
who began their racing career – be it on the Flat or
over hurdles – in France.

Going back to 2002, Le Duc was a good
case-in-point, having run on both the level and over
hurdles before joining Paul Nicholls. He actually
ran six times in England without success before
causing a 33/1 shock in the Anniversary. Since
the race was upgraded to a Grade 1, Binocular
began the upturn in French fortunes when winning
for Nicky Henderson and JP McManus in 2008.
The subsequent Champion Hurdle winner was one
of three horses in the race to have started their
racing career in France, whilst the following year
just one went to post, that being Walkon. Since
then, the number of ‘French’ runners has increased
a fair bit, but in total, eight of the past 11 winners ran
in France before joining their British or Irish stable.
We Have A Dream had gained some experience by
running over hurdles in the spring prior to joining
the Henderson team.

Given the starting prices of several of these
winners, backing them all blindly would have only
produced a very small profit (£1.41 to a level-stake
of £1) but it is more the percentage strike rate which
is impressive. During those last 11 years, 42 horses
have taken their chance in the Anniversary having
kicked off their careers in France. Field sizes during
this time amounted to 116, so ‘French horses’ were
only responsible for 36% of all runners, yet have
produced eight winners. This is no coincidence.

FILLIES TO BE RESPECTED

Despite the fact that three fillies failed to enhance
their good record last year – including market
leader Apple’s Shakira – we should still pay healthy
respect to any fillies lining up with leading claims.
Both L’Unique and Apple’s Jade have shown in
recent seasons that the 7lb sex allowance can
be a very handy one, although the latter – who
scored by no fewer than 41 lengths – probably
didn’t even need it. Likewise, Bilboa was a
wide-margin impressive winner back in 2001, with
the French-trained filly scoring by 21 lengths, and
the concession of 7lb (although Bilboa was only in
receipt of 5lb, with it still being a Grade 2 at the
time) is a big ask for the boys, when talking about
facing a genuine Grade 1 performer.

CONNECTIONS TO NOTE

Last year We Have A Dream provided trainer Nicky
Hendersonwith a second win in this race, following
on from the victory of Binocular 10 years earlier.
This century, Henderson has saddled 17 runners –
going back to 2000 when he was responsible for
beaten favourite Architect – of which two have
won and three have hit the frame.

Alan King is the leading trainer in the Anniversary,
having recorded four wins in the space of seven
years between 2007 and 2013. Prior to that, King
had only saddled a couple of runners earlier this
century and, in all, he has only had nine runners
in the race (without a runner in each of the past
two seasons). From those nine runners, he has also
saddled a second, so he boasts a fine record in the
race and backing his horses blindly would have
yielded a profit of £10.75 to a level-stake £1.

Another trainer highlighted last year was Philip
Hobbs, who won the race for a third time with
Defi du Seuil two years ago. Last year, he saddled
Gumball to finish second at 20/1 and of his 12
runners going back to 2000, three have also hit the
frame. Hobbs seems a lot more selective about the
horses he runs here, having only had six runners
since 2006. During this 13-year period, his sextet

15 of the past 17 winners ran at the
Cheltenham Festival
12 of these ran in the Triumph Hurdle

8 of the past 11 winners started their
racing career in France

Since the race was upgraded, the 7
Triumph Hurdle winners to have taken
their chance have finished first or second

French-bred juveniles have won the past
4 renewals

Respect earlier season Graded form
(both in England and Ireland)

Respect fillies

Respect Alan King and Philip Hobbs

Only 1 winner since the race was
upgraded failed to finish in the first 3
last time out

Only 1 winner since the race was
upgraded failed to win or place in a
Graded race

KEY TRENDS
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 41111 We Have A Dream 4 11-0 2/1 N Henderson 10 1st Listed Scottish Triumph Hurdle Trial (67)

2017 11111 Defi du Seuil 4 11-0 4/11F P Hobbs 8 1st Gr.1 Triumph Hurdle (20)

2016 112 Apple’s Jade 4 10-7 3/1 W Mullins (IRE) 9 2nd Gr.1 Triumph Hurdle (20)

2015 F125 All Yours 4 11-0 16/1 P Nicholls 10 5th Gr.3 Fred Winter Handicap Hurdle (29)

2014 12113 Guitar Pete 4 11-0 13/2 D Hughes (IRE) 15 3rd Gr.1 Triumph Hurdle (20)

2013 4113 L’Unique 4 10-7 10/1 A King 10 3rd Gr.2 Adonis Hurdle (40)

2012 1F113 Grumeti 4 11-0 11/4F A King 11 3rd Gr.1 Triumph Hurdle (27)

2011 12311 Zarkandar 4 11-0 4/6F P Nicholls 9 1st Gr.1 Triumph Hurdle (20)

2010 33123 Orsippus 4 11-0 40/1 M Smith 11 3rd Gr.3 Fred Winter Handicap Hurdle (21)

2009 12112 Walkon 4 11-0 2/1F A King 13 2nd Gr.1 Triumph Hurdle (20)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Triumph Hurdle 6 (Walkon 2nd, Zarkandar 1st, Grumeti 3rd, Guitar Pete 3rd,
Apple’s Jade 2nd, Defi du Seuil 1st)

Adonis Hurdle 3 (Zarkandar 1st, L’Unique 3rd, All Yours 2nd)
Finesse Hurdle 3 (Walkon 1st, Grumeti 1st, Defi du Seuil 1st)

Finale Juvenile Hurdle 3 (Walkon 1st, Defi du Seuil 1st, We Have A Dream 1st)
Knight Frank Juvenile Hurdle 2 (Guitar Pete 1st, Apple’s Jade 1st)

JCB Triumph Hurdle Trial (Nov.) 2 (Guitar Pete 2nd, Defi du Seuil 1st)
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has provided him with two winners, a second and
a third.

Paul Nicholls has also enjoyed three wins in this
race, although he has saddled 23 runners since
2000. He has also seen five of his runners finish
second or third, and the big-priced victories of
Le Duc and All Yours means his level-stake profit
stands at £29.67.

In terms of owners, We Have A Dream provided
Simon Munir & Isaac Souede with a first win in
the race, but given their modus operandi and
their apparent strength in the juvenile division,
I can only see this growing in the coming years.
Prior to that, they saw Bristol de Mai finish third
in 2015 and their three runners the following year
included subsequent high-class chasers, Sceau
Royal and Footpad.
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& B E Y O N D
We are a very sociable group which brings together like-minded people
from around the UK to enjoy the excitement of having horses in training
with some of the leading trainers around.

We still have a handful of shares available in our 2019 ‘HotToTrot1’ and ‘2HotToTrot’
syndicates (both limited to 80 members each) whilst we have just begun a NEW
National Hunt Syndicate and are now taking applications for the 2019/2020 season.

‘HotToTrot1’ will have six horses in training this season including a very exciting
new two-year-old, HAND ON MY HEART, an Iffraaj half-sister to our star filly
Heartache. ‘2HotToTrot’ will be racing seven horses including KURIOUS and
HEARTWARMING, both of whom harbour Group race aspirations this term.
For full details on both teams of horses and trainers for each group,
please visit our website or contact us via the details below.

Heartache winning the
Gr.2 Queen Mary Stakes
at Royal Ascot in 2017

MEMBERSHIP TO EITHER GROUP INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING:
• At least 5 horses in training with leading trainers

• A diverse calendar of events including stable visits throughout the year

• Regular news updates on all the horses with videos and photographs

• We arrange complimentary badges for all members attending

when we have a runner although there will be a ballot on popular days

• All members receive a pro-rata dividend of the prizemoney won

• A maximum of 80 members

The annual cost of membership to HotToTrot1 or 2HotToTrot
is an all-inclusive £2,095.Why not join today and

take your interest in the sport to an entirely new level?

Contact Sam Hoskins • Tel: 077 91 746119
sam@hottotrotracing.com • www.hottotrotracing.com
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www.hottotrotracing.com


2.50 Betway Bowl Chase
Grade 1, 3m 210y

OVERVIEW

The Cheltenham Gold Cup, as you might expect,
has proven to be the best guide to the Betway
Bowl over the years, a race which was itself handed
Grade 1 status in 2010. The King George has also
been a good pointer in recent years and, although
we often see a small field assembled for one of the
feature events on the opening day of the meeting,
it is usually a select line-up. It is also a race in which
horses often return year by year to contest, with
four horses – Wayward Lad, Docklands Express,
First Gold and, most recently, Silviniaco Conti –
winning the race twice.

THE CHELTENHAM GOLD CUP

Last year’s winner Might Bite continued the fine
record of Bowl winners who had contested the
Cheltenham Gold Cup the previous month. It is
now 24 of the 35 winners who had taken their
chance in the big one at the Cheltenham Festival,
although he bettered the recent record of those
who went close in the Gold Cup. Often those who
had endured a hard race at Cheltenham – those
who went close – notoriously struggle in this event,
but Nicky Henderson’s runner was able to go one
place better than he had at the festival.

Often the Gold Cup takes an awful lot out of
a horse and in recent years the likes of Denman
(twice), Kauto Star and Imperial Commander
have been beaten in this, on the back of huge
runs in the Gold Cup, whilst Exotic Dancer did the
same as Might Bite back in 2007, winning this on
the back of finishing runner-up in the Gold Cup.
This again proves that it can be done; however,
it is worth noting that on both occasions there
was a four-week gap between Cheltenham and
Aintree, so both Exotic Dancer and Might Bite
had an extra week’s recovery time. In the case of
the aforementioned trio being beaten – make that
four when you consider the fact that Denman was
beaten twice – there was only a three-week gap
between Cheltenham and Aintree, so this race
came just 20 days after the Gold Cup. Maybe that
is telling and it is worth noting that the gap is back
down to three weeks this year.

Cue Card won this on the back of falling in the
Gold Cup – when seemingly still holding every
chance three out – just 20 days earlier, although
you could say that the Gold Cup horses really push
themselves in that final quarter-mile up the hill
at Cheltenham.

In brief, pay close attention to the runners in this
who contested the Gold Cup, but despite the
victory of Might Bite last year, still be cautious of
those who go very close and appear to have a
hard race. Generally in recent seasons, those who
finished further down the field have done well in
the Bowl, and remember that shorter turnaround
this year.

PREVIOUS FORM IN THE BOWL

As touched upon in the ‘Overview’ this is a race in
which horses can repeat their form, with four horses
winning the race twice. Two of those dual-winners
recorded back-to-back victories in the Bowl and
Cue Card was probably a shade unfortunate not to
add his name to that list in 2017, when he appeared
to be sent for a home a long way out.

Last year’s winner Might Bite had won the Mildmay
Novices’ Chase at the meeting 12 months earlier,
so it is clear that previous Aintree form is a bonus.
Likewise, Silviniaco Conti had won the Mildmay
in 2012, before finishing third in the Bowl the
following season. He then returned to Aintree to
win the next two runnings of the race.

Prior to last year, four of the previous seven winners
had run in the race before, so respect those coming
back and having another crack at the Bowl.

KINGS OF KEMPTON

The other race to focus on would have to be the
King George VI Chase at Kempton on Boxing
Day, which has also proven to be a very good
guide to this. In Britain, the King George and the
Gold Cup are the obvious races for these Grade 1
staying chases, so it makes sense that these races
provide key form guides to the Bowl, but Kempton
is a similar track to Aintree, despite the obvious
difference in it being right-handed. You need to
be able to jump and travel at speed around both
tracks, holding a position throughout, and both
courses – certainly over fences – suit horses who
like to race up with the pace. This was highlighted
in last year’s Aintree and Punchestown Festivals
Guide – respect Kempton form in general at the
Grand National meeting.

Might Bite completed the King George-Bowl
double last season, becoming the 12th winner in
the last 21 runnings to have finished in the first
four of the Boxing Day showpiece. Four of the
past five winners of this had won the King George
earlier in the campaign, whilst the likes of See More
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Business, Florida Pearl and First Gold are other
recent examples of horses completing the double
in the same season.

This season’s King George winner Clan des Obeaux
finished third in last year’s Bowl, whilst runner-up
Thistlecrack is two-from-two at the track and at
the meeting; yet to race at Aintree over fences,
he won the Sefton Novices’ Hurdle in 2015 and
the Liverpool Stayers’ Hurdle 12 months later.
His stablemate and third home at Kempton – last
year’s Gold Cup winner Native River – also boasts a
100% record at this fixture, having won the Mildmay
Novices’ Chase in 2016.

OTHER KEY RACES

The only other Grade 1 staying chase in the British
calendar, Haydock’s Betfair Chase has also thrown
up four winners of this in the past eight years. Only
two of the quartet were successful at the other
Merseyside track, which gives hope to the likes of
Thistlecrack, Clan des Obeaux and Might Bite, who
were all beaten behind Bristol de Mai, who finished
runner-up in last year’s Bowl.

The Charlie Hall Chase at Wetherby is another
race with a decent record when it comes to
the Bowl, with that also being staged on a flat
left-handed track. It has thrown up three winners
in the past eight years, with only one horse –
Cue Card – completing the double. Going back to
the 2004-05 season, Grey Abbey also won both
races, whilst both Silviniaco Conti and Our Vic
won the Charlie Hall the season before they won
the Bowl (for the first time in the instance of the
first-named).

Between 2009 and 2013, Newbury’s Ladbrokes
Trophy (formerly the Hennessy Gold Cup)
provided a trio of winners, with Madison du
Berlais winning both events. What A Friend
chased home stablemate Denman in the
valuable handicap, whilst First Lieutenant
finished in third. The last-named pairing were
second-season chasers, as is this year’s Newbury
second Elegant Escape, who would be the most
likely to attempt to bridge the gap into Grade 1
company. The subsequent Welsh Grand National
winner finished third in last year’s Mildmay and
seventh in the previous season’s Sefton, so has
form at this fixture.

However, it does seemas though – in recent seasons
– that the Bowl is now going the way of the proven
Grade 1 performers and the focus should really be
on the Gold Cup, King George and – to a slightly
lesser extent – the Betfair Chase.

Over in Ireland, the Grade 1 Savills Chase
(formerly the Lexus Chase, then more recently the
Leopardstown Christmas Chase) has provided a

trio of recent winners. Both Irish-trained winners
– Follow The Plan and First Lieutenant – contested
that race en route to Aintree, with neither
successful, while What A Friend was able to win
both events. To be fair to First Lieutenant, he
only went down by a head to Tidal Bay, and this
year’s race was won in taking fashion by the
Willie Mullins-trained Kemboy, who made a
race-winning move with a circuit to run. The placed
horses – Monalee and Road To Respect – would
also warrant utmost respect if considered for this,
as I’ve long thought the former would be well
suited to the Mildmay course, given his running
style, and the latter appreciates decent ground.

THE IRISH CHALLENGE

The Punchestown Gold Cup offers the Irish staying
chasers the chance of an end-of-season Grade 1
prize and the longer gap between Cheltenham and
the Punchestown Festival is probably something
else that ensures we don’t get too many horses
travelling over for this. Willie Mullins has only won
the race once – with Florida Pearl in 2002 – and,
since then, only two Irish-trained horses have won.
Last season’s battle between Mullins and Elliott for
the Irish Trainer’s title ensured that both leading
handlers wanted to be represented with as many
runners as possible at both Fairyhouse (Easter
meeting) and Punchestown, which was probably
to the detriment of Aintree.

24 of the past 35 winners had run in the
Gold Cup

4 of the past 5 winners had won that
season’s King George

4 of the past 5 winners were officially
top-rated

12 of the past 21 winners had finished in
the first four of the King George

4 of the past 8 winners had run in the
Bowl previously

7 of the past 9 winners were favourite (3)
or second-favourite (4)

Despite last year’s result, still be cautious
of those who went close in the Gold Cup

Be wary of hold-up performers

Only 1 last-time-out winner in the past
decade (2010)

KEY TRENDS
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Only one Irish-trained horse took their chance in
last year’s Bowl, that being Sub Lieutenant, who
finished only fifth for Henry de Bromhead – who
we know likes to support this meeting – and
Gigginstown House Stud. The leading owners
– who won the race with First Lieutenant – have
been represented in five or the past six renewals
and, given their continued growth, they are likely to
continue to target this race, in order to keep some
of their staying chasers apart.

Overall, the Irish have won two Bowls in the past
seven years, from only 10 runners.

MARKET FORCES AND RATINGS

Seven of the past nine winners were sent off either
favourite – three of the last four winners headed
the market – or second-favourite. In addition to
this, four of the last five winners were officially
top-rated on BHA Ratings, so the winners – in
general – haven’t been too difficult to find. Had
Cue Card prevailed in his bid to land a second
successive Bowl in 2017 – and I believe he should
have won – it would have been four straight
winning favourites and five consecutive winners
who arrived at Aintree as the top-rated runner.
It would seem that the cream is now beginning to
rise to the top in this race.

TACTICS

Generally speaking, it can pay to race prominently
in races over fences on the Mildmay Course and
that is no different in this event. We see plenty of
relatively small-field graded chases at this meeting
and horses who jump well can often dominate from
the front. Pay healthy respect to front-runners and/
or those who like to race up with the speed.

TRAINERS TO NOTE

The leading trainer (four wins) in the Bowl is Paul
Nicholls, although he has also saddled a few who
have been beaten at short-odds, including five
favourites. Only once during these 19 years has he
failed to have a runner, and his record – which is
mixed overall – stands at four winners, two seconds
and two thirds. All four of his winners started at
5/2 or under and his leading hope this year would
appear to be last year’s third and this season’s King
George winner, Clan des Obeaux.

David Pipe is the only other current trainer with
more than one win on the board – his victories
coming in 2008 and 2009 – whilst his Dad also
saddled the winners back in 1991, 2004 and 2006.
Four winners from the same stable in the space of
six years was a fine effort, and more recently both
Dynaste (2014) and Ballynagour (2015) finished
runner-up, and he’s only saddled one runner since.
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Year Form Winner Age Weight SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 112 Might Bite 9 11-7 4/5F N Henderson 8 2nd Gr.1 Cheltenham Gold Cup (27)

2017 5241U Tea For Two 8 11-7 10/1 N Williams 7 u.r. Gr.1 Cheltenham Gold Cup (20)

2016 4111F Cue Card 10 11-7 6/5F C Tizzard 9 fell Gr.1 Cheltenham Gold Cup (20)

2015 5117 Silviniaco Conti 9 11-7 7/4F P Nicholls 7 7th Gr.1 Cheltenham Gold Cup (27)

2014 314 Silviniaco Conti 8 11-7 9/4 P Nicholls 6 4th Gr.1 Cheltenham Gold Cup (20)

2013 42322 First Lieutenant 8 11-7 7/2 M Morris (IRE) 8 2nd Gr.1 Ryanair Chase (22)

2012 6244 Follow The Plan 9 11-7 50/1 O McKiernan (IRE) 11 4th Listed Gowran Handicap Chase (23)

2011 1443 Nacarat 10 11-7 7/2 T George 6 3rd Gr.3 BetBright Handicap Chase (41)

2010 21 What A Friend 7 11-7 5/2 P Nicholls 5 1st Gr.1 Lexus Chase (99)

2009 6118 Madison du Berlais 8 11-10 12/1 D Pipe 10 8th Gr.1 Cheltenham Gold Cup (21)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

King George VI Chase 6 (Nacarat 4th, Silviniaco Conti 1st, 1st, Cue Card 1st,
Tea For Two 4th, Might Bite 1st)

Cheltenham Gold Cup 6 (Madison du Berlais 8th, Silviniaco Conti 7th & 4th, Cue Card fell,
Tea For Two u.r., Might Bite 1st)

Aintree Bowl 4 (Nacarat 3rd, Follow The Plan 3rd, Silviniaco Conti 3rd & 1st)
Betfair Chase 4 (Nacarat 4th, Silviniaco Conti 1st & 3rd, Cue Card 1st)

Savills Chase 3 (What A Friend 1st, Follow The Plan 6th, First Lieutenant 2nd)
Hennessy Gold Cup 3 (Madison du Berlais 1st, What A Friend 2nd, First Lieutenant 3rd)

Charlie Hall Chase 3 (Nacarat 1st, Silviniaco Conti 5th, Cue Card 1st)
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3.25 Aintree Hurdle
Grade 1, 2m 4f

OVERVIEW

The Aintree Hurdle can see the best of the
two-milers taking on the best of the stayers
over an intermediate trip. It is also the ideal race
for specialist two-and-a-half-milers, with Oscar
Whisky a perfect case-in-point, in that he wasn’t
quick enough for the Champion Hurdle, yet he
didn’t stay three miles. He is just one of seven
multiple winners of the Aintree Hurdle, which was
switched from Grand National day to the opening
day of the fixture in 2013.

CHAMPION HURDLE CLASS

Rather surprisingly, not one of the runners in last
year’s Champion Hurdle went on to take their
chance in the Aintree Hurdle. Prior to this, both
Annie Power and Buveur d’Air had supplemented
their victories in the Champion Hurdle by winning
this and that is the race which has proved to be the
best recent guide to this race. No fewer than seven
of the past nine winners had run – and, indeed,
finished in the first four – in the Champion Hurdle.

Also surprising is that that pair were the only two
to complete the famous double this century, with
Istabraq (1999) being the last horse before them
to do it. In the interim, the only Champion Hurdle
winners to attempt the double were Rooster
Booster, who finished runner-up in 2003, and Rock
On Ruby, who finished third in 2012.

Last year, immediately after Cheltenham it had
been expected that Buveur d’Air would try and
defend his Aintree Hurdle crown, only for him to
be ruled out just three days before the race, due to
an unsatisfactory trachea wash. If he goes and runs
his race at Cheltenham, I would expect to see him
back here in April, as he also won the Top Novices’
Hurdle at the 2016 meeting.

Overall, 29 of the 42 Aintree Hurdle winners
contested the Champion Hurdle, so it remains
the obvious starting point when searching for the
winner of this race. One point worth noting is that
only one of the last 17 Champion Hurdle seconds –
that being Khyber Kim – has gone one place better
in the Aintree Hurdle.

It is also worth noting that Jezki was, of
course, a Champion Hurdle winner, albeit that
Cheltenham success came 13 months prior to his
Aintree Hurdle win.

OTHER NOTABLE UK RACES

It is not just the Champion Hurdle which has
produced winners of the Aintree Hurdle down
the years and, in all, every British-trained winner
of this race ran at the Cheltenham Festival.
Last year’s winner L’Ami Serge became the third
winner this century to have dropped in trip, after
contesting the Stayers’ Hurdle. He was following
on from another Nicky Henderson-trained winner
in the shape of Oscar Whisky, whilst 2000 winner
Mister Morose had finished fifth in the Stayers’.
Since 2004, the introduction of the Liverpool
Stayers’ Hurdle – which was switched from Ascot
and is now staged on Grand National day – the
three-milers do have a more suitable option, so not
so many drop in distance.

The Coral Cup is the other festival race to have
produced a couple of winners in the early part
of this century. Firstly, Ilnamar (2002) took the
step up in class in his stride, having won the 2m5f
handicap off a mark of just 137 (carried just 10-5),
before Rhinestone Cowboy scored two years later,
for Jonjo O’Neill and Mrs John Magnier. Ridden by
the owner’s son, he had already proven himself to
be a Graded-class performer – having won a brace
of Grade 2s and probably should have won the
Champion Bumper in 2002 when he was bumped
close home – and had carried top-weight in the
Coral Cup when third just 17 days before. Yes, there
was just a two-week gap between the meetings in
that particular year.

Given that the past seven Aintree Hurdle winners
– and 10 of the last 13 – had already won a
Grade 1 over hurdles, it remains to be seen if a
handicap – even one as competitive as the Coral
Cup – can throw up any subsequent winners of this.

Away from the festival, Cheltenham’s International
Hurdle has proven to be a good recent guide to
this, with Khyber Kim, Zarkandar and The New
One all winning that contest earlier in the season.
The 2m1f on what is usually soft ground on the
more-demanding New Course means this can
often be more a test of stamina than the other
Graded races over two miles or thereabouts.
This season’s race was run on relatively decent
ground – for the time of year – and was won by
Brain Power, who finished mid-field in the 2015
bumper and was a faller in last year’s Manifesto.
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THE IRISH CHALLENGE

Last year’s runner-up Supasundae – who filled
the same spot in the Liverpool Stayers’ in 2017
and represented the 2015 winning trainer Jessica
Harrington – was the only Irish-trained runner in
the race. During the last nine years, only Jezki and
Annie Power have won for the Irish, but their overall
record in the race is very good and Irish-trained
horses enjoyed a fine time of it between 1994 and
2009. During this 16-year period, 10 Aintree Hurdle
winners were trained in Ireland, starting with
dual-winner Danoli, and two of those years didn’t
see any Irish runners.

During the last 25 years, there have been 52
Irish-trained runners, so 12 winners is a fine strike
rate and backing them all would have yielded a
profit of £18.52 to a level-stake £1. Overall, the Irish
have been responsible for 19 of the 43 winners.

In terms of key Irish races, as you might expect, the
Ryanair Hurdle at Leopardstown over Christmas
and the Irish Champion Hurdle over the same
course-and-distance at the Dublin Racing Festival
have proven good recent guides. Jezki had
contested both races – as had Al Eile ahead of his
third win in the race – and this season’s renewals
were won by Sharjah and Apple’s Jade respectively.
The former looks an out-and-out two-miler at
this stage, but Apple’s Jade is right at home over
this trip.

In 2007, Al Eile was given a break following his
fourth place in the Ryanair Hurdle over the festive
period, whilst the following year he was given
an unorthodox prep for this by running on the
all-weather, in a maiden at Dundalk. Solwhit
won the Red Mills Trial Hurdle on his final start
before winning this race and that Gowran Park
contest was also used as part of their build-up to
Aintree, by both Sacundai, who won both races
in 2003, and Asian Maze, who finished runner-up
at Gowran before falling in the Champion Hurdle.
The point here being, it is not essential for the
Irish-trained horses to take a familiar route to
Aintree and respect those that have been given a
light campaign, presumably with this race in mind.

AINTREE FORM

As I’ve touched upon a couple of times already,
multiple winners of this race aren’t uncommon,
with Morley Street – who won four straight
renewals between 1990 and 1993 – the most
successful horse in the race’s history. Monksfield
and Al Eile have recorded three wins in the race
– the former dead-heated on the third of those
with Night Nurse – whilst four more horses have
recorded two victories in the race.

Previous Aintree form, in general, is also a bonus
when it comes to the Aintree Hurdle, with no fewer
than nine of the past 18 winners having won at this
meeting previously. Last year’s winner L’Ami Serge
might not have increased that record, but he had
finished runner-up in the Manifesto Novices’ Chase
in 2016 on his only previous trip to Liverpool.

AGE FOR CONCERN

I highlighted in last year’s Aintree and Punchestown
Festivals Betting Guide that the record of
five-year-olds in this race wasn’t great and
the French-raider Izzo added his name to that
ever-growing list last year. Admittedly, he was
a 50/1 shot and we have seen both Al Eile and
Solwhit win this race at five in the not-so-distant
past, but it is very difficult for this age group as a
rule. As is often flagged up ahead of the Champion
Hurdle, five-year-olds notoriously find it difficult in
open-age Grade 1 events and, as you go up in trip, it
certainly doesn’t get much easier. 27 five-year-olds
have taken their chance this century and several
of those relatively short-priced horses, including
subsequent winners The New One and Zarkandar.
It can be done, but it takes a fair effort for a
five-year-old to win the Aintree Hurdle, something
worth bearing in mind if last year’s impressive
Anniversary winner We Have A Dream lines up for
Nicky Henderson.

Every British-trained winner had run at
the Cheltenham Festival

Since 1999, only 5 Champion Hurdle
winners have run and 3 have won

The last 7 winners – and 10 of the past
13 – had already won a Grade 1

Irish-trained horses have won 12 of the
last 25 renewals

Respect Irish horses who are given a
light campaign/quiet prep

Nicky Henderson has saddled 4 winners
in the past 8 years

Respect previous Aintree Hurdle form
and Aintree form in general
9 of the past 18 winners had won at the
Grand National meeting previously

Only 1 of the past 17 Champion Hurdle
seconds to have run has been successful

Be wary of five-year-olds

KEY TRENDS
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MARES

Again, as highlighted last year, mares have a
fine record in this race, from a limited number of
runners. No mares took their chance last year, so
it remains that only five mares aged five or older
have run in the past 13 years and two – Asian Maze
and Annie Power – have proven victorious.

As I mentioned last year, I would love to see Apple’s
Jade – who won the 2016 Anniversary by 41 lengths
– take her chance and it could also prove to be
the ideal trip for the hugely exciting Laurina, who
still has the option of both the Champion Hurdle
and the Mares’ Hurdle at the Cheltenham Festival.
It would be a huge bonus for Aintree if one of these
brilliant mares travelled over.

TRAINERS TO NOTE

Given that he has been responsible for four winners
in the past eight years, Nicky Henderson’s runners
warrant utmost respect. During this eight-year
period, Henderson has saddled 13 runners, of
which three more finished second or third. Backing
his runners blindly during this period would have
produced a small profit of £4.69 to a level-stake
£1, although it is more the impressive strike rate
which stands out. For years, Henderson struggled
at Aintree – with it appearing somewhat of an
afterthought following on from Cheltenham – but
this has changed considerably in recent seasons
and it would appear that he now trains his horses
with both meetings in mind. It should be pointed
out that he was responsible for the beaten favourite
in 2010, but this was the five-year-old, Zaynar.

Willie Mullins might have only won the race once
– with Annie Power – and he hasn’t had a runner
in the race since. However, of his six runners since
2011, only Arctic Fire failed to finish in the first three
and he held every chance when taking a heavy fall
at the final flight.
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Year Form Winner Age Weight SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 12238 L’Ami Serge 8 11-7 5/1 N Henderson 9 8th Gr.1 Stayers’ Hurdle (28)

2017 1111 Buveur d’Air 6 11-7 4/9F N Henderson 6 1st Gr.1 Champion Hurdle (23)

2016 111 Annie Power 8 11-0 4/9F W Mullins (IRE) 6 1st Gr.1 Champion Hurdle (23)

2015 12234 Jezki 7 11-7 3/1 J Harrington (IRE) 6 4th Gr.1 Champion Hurdle (30)

2014 1123 The New One 6 11-7 4/9F Nigel Twiston-Davies 7 3rd Gr.1 Champion Hurdle (23)

2013 F1114 Zarkandar 6 11-7 11/2 P Nicholls 9 4th Gr.1 Champion Hurdle (23)

2012 F1115 Oscar Whisky 7 11-7 9/4 N Henderson 5 5th Gr.1 World Hurdle (30)

2011 113 Oscar Whisky 6 11-7 6/1 N Henderson 8 3rd Gr.1 Champion Hurdle (25)

2010 5112 Khyber Kim 8 11-7 7/2 N Twiston-Davies 7 2nd Gr.1 Champion Hurdle (25)

2009 31121 Solwhit 5 11-7 6/1 C Byrnes (IRE) 16 1st Gr.2 Red Mills Hurdle (49)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Champion Hurdle 7 (Khyber Kim 2nd, Oscar Whisky 3rd, Zarkandar 4th, The New One 3rd,
Jezki 4th, Annie Power 1st, Buveur d’Air 1st)

Aintree Hurdle 3 (Oscar Whisky 1st, Zarkandar fell, The New One 2nd)
International Hurdle 3 (Khyber Kim 1st, Zarkandar 1st, The New One 1st)

Stayers’ Hurdle 2 (Oscar Whisky 5th, L’Ami Serge 8th)
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4.05 Randox Health Foxhunters’ Open Hunters’ Chase
2m 5f 19y – National Course

OVERVIEW

The first time the Grand National fences are used
at the meeting is in the Foxhunters’, staged over
the same extended 2m5f trip as Friday’s Topham.
In both races, it can pay to race up with the speed,
as an accurate jumper who gets into rhythm can
prove difficult to peg back. Despite the much
shorter distance, Cheltenham’s Foxhunter Chase
has still proven to be a key form guide to this race,
although arguably more notable is the dominance
of horses with course form over the big fences.

GRAND NATIONAL COURSE FORM

Last year’s winner Balnaslow was the second
successive winner of the Foxhunters’ to have
finished runner-up in the race 12 months earlier. In
doing so, he became the 10th winner in the past 14
years to have recorded previous form around the
Grand National course.

Dineur had done the same – finished runner-up
before he won the race – and Warne had finished
fourth in 2013, prior to his success 12 months later.
On The Fringe won the race in back-to-back years
in between that pair, so it is becoming apparent
that strong course form is a growing trend.
Going back a bit further, the same owners’ Elegant
Lord was another to finish runner-up the year
before he was successful.

Plenty of previous winners finished down the field
in races over the big fences and a quartet – namely
Katarino, Scots Grey, Baby Run and Cloudy Lane
– had fallen or unseated at the track prior to their
respective wins; his first win, in the case of the
first-named. Not completing the course still counts
as valuable experience.

CHELTENHAM FOXHUNTER

Balnaslow also became the sixth winner in the
past 11 years to have contested the Foxhunter
at the Cheltenham Festival on his previous start,
having finished in seventh. The aforementioned
dual-winner On The Fringe had, of course,
won that race in both 2015 and 2016 prior to
winning this, and he went on to complete the
Cheltenham/Aintree/Punchestown hat-trick in
each of those two seasons.

Other recent Aintree winners to have run in the
festival equivalent hadn’t fared so well, with Christy
Beamish and Baby Run both failing to complete,
and Cloudy Lane was unplaced.

IN-FORM/RECENT RUN

Of those recent winners that skipped Cheltenham,
only Katarino - who didn’t see the track between
his back-to-back wins in the race - failed to run
within 40 days of the race.

Given the nature of the qualification system for
such races, it is much more common for hunter
chase horses to run in the build-up to the festivals,
but we should certainly be focusing on those that
have been performing well. Since 2005, all eight of
the winners who hadn’t contested the Foxhunter
at Cheltenham arrived at Aintree on the back of a
first or second. It seems key, therefore, if taking the
supposed ‘easier route’ to this race, that the horse
in question should be in fine form.

TOUCH OF QUALITY

Balnaslow might not have fallen into the Katarino
or On The Fringe bracket in terms of quality,
but if you looked back through his form, he had
contested Grade 2s as a novice chaser and went
on to finish fourth in the Kim Muir that season, off
a mark of 136 (when still representing Gigginstown
House Stud).

Katarino was a Grade 1 winner, whilst the likes of
Scots Grey, Baby Run and Cloudy Lane all had
bits of really good form under Rules in the book.
Therefore, don’t be afraid to look back – even
if going back a good few years – to refresh the
memory as to how strong a horse’s form was
before entering this division.

One horse who would certainly fit that bill would
be Stand Up And Fight, who impressed when
winning a Hunters Chase at Down Royal. In April
2017 he finished just 4 lengths second to Al Boum
Photo in a Grade 2 novice hurdle at Fairyhouse.
He lacks the experience of many in this sphere, but
has the potential to scale to the top and the pace
to be fully effective over this sort of trip. In fact,
he was beaten in a Point-to-Point in late-January,
when he looked all over the winner for the majority
of the race, but was unable to get to the eventual
winner, who looked the stronger stayer.

JOCKEYS

Leading trainers Nicky Henderson, Oliver
Sherwood and Willie Mullins all appear on the list
of jockeys to have ridden the winner of this race,
whilst the name of Sam Waley-Cohen appears
on the list on no fewer than three occasions.
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As was well-documented in last year’s Aintree and
Punchestown Festivals Betting Guide, he boasts a
fine record over the big fences, having also won
the Topham on two occasions with Liberthine and
Rajdhani Express.

Last year, leading Irish amateur Derek O’Connor –
who had twice ridden the runner-up in this race –
joined the illustrious roll of honour and it can pay to
focus on the more familiar names in terms of riders.
Other recent winning jockeys include the now-
retired Nina Carberry, the top-class Jamie Codd,
James King, Jamie Hamilton, Willie Twiston-Davies
and Richard Harding. As with the amateur races at
the Cheltenham Festival, the best jockeys invariably
get the better rides. O’Connor and Codd would
probably top most ‘wanted lists’ and their respective
mounts warrant serious consideration.

MARKET FORCES

Considering that the race is run on the Grand
National course and people associate big-priced
winners with the famous fences, it might surprise
you that the majority of recent winners could have
been found towards the top end of the market.
Balnaslow was the 11th winner in the past 14 years
to have started favourite or second-favourite. In all,
10 market leaders have been successful since 1993
when Double Silk justified favouritism, and another
12 have hailed from the top four in the betting.

We have seen winners at 33/1, 50/1, 100/1 and
16/1 (Dineur in 2016) during this same 26-year
period, but this quartet are the only four to hail
from outside of the front four in the betting.
Upsets appear to be few and far between.

10 of the past 14 winners had previous
experience over the Grand National
fences

19 of the past 26 winners started
favourite or second favourite
including 11 of the past 14 (5 favourites, 6
second-favourites)

6 of the past 11 winners had contested
the Foxhunter at Cheltenham

The past 8 winners to have avoided
Cheltenham finished 1st (5) or 2nd (3)
last time out

Irish-trained horses have four of the past
five renewals

Respect those with good form under
Rules

Focus on those who are ridden
prominently

Focus on the more familiar jockeys

Be wary of out of form horses (look for a
win or place last time out unless hailing
from the Foxhunter at Cheltenham)

Only 4 winners in the past 26 years
started outside the front four in the
betting

KEY TRENDS
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Year Form Winner Age Weight SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 27 Balnaslow 11 12-0 11/2 G McKeever 21 7th Cheltenham Foxhunter Chase (27)

2017 U72 Dineur 11 12-0 16/1 M Bowen 28 2nd Chepstow Hunters’ Chase (14)

2016 171 On The Fringe 11 12-0 15/8F E Bolger (IRE) 22 1st Cheltenham Foxhunter Chase (20)

2015 11221 On The Fringe 10 12-0 5/2F E Bolger (IRE) 29 1st Cheltenham Foxhunter Chase (27)

2014 431 Warne 10 12-0 7/2 B Hamilton (IRE) 21 1st Fairyhouse Hunters’ Chase (40)

2013 55212 Tartan Snow 13 12-0 100/1 S Coltherd 24 2nd Carlisle Hunters’ Chase (18)

2012 216 Cloudy Lane 12 12-0 4/1JF D McCain 26 6th. Cheltenham Foxhunter Chase (27)

2011 11U Baby Run 11 12-0 3/1F N Twiston-Davies 22 u.r. Cheltenham Foxhunter Chase (20)

2010 215P2 Silver Adonis 9 12-0 50/1 Dr. R Newland 21 2nd Ludlow Hunters’ Chase (14)

2009 311P1 Trust Fund 11 12-0 13/2 R Barber 29 1st Chepstow Hunters’ Chase (16)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Cheltenham Foxhunter 5 (Baby Run u.r., Cloudy Lane 6th, On The Fringe 1st & 1st, Balnaslow 7th)
Aintree Foxhunters’ 5 (Baby Run u.r., Warne 4th, On The Fringe 1st, Dineur 2nd, Balnaslow 2nd)

www.punchestown.com Hunters’ Chase 3 (Warne 3rd, On The Fringe 2nd & 7th)
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4.40 Red Rum Handicap Chase
Grade 3, 1m 7f 176y

OVERVIEW

A competitive handicap over the minimum trip,
the Red Rum has increased in both field size and
quality in recent years, and we saw 16 go to post
again last year. Usually a strongly-run affair, this
can be one race on the Mildmay Course when it is
possible to come from off the pace and the key –
as with big-field Aintree handicaps in general – is a
high cruising speed, with the necessity for tactical
speed, enabling a horse to hold their position.

NOVICES

Last year, Charlie Longsdon’s Bentelimar became
the third successive novice to win the Red Rum and
the 10th in the 19 runnings this century. Novices
had a fantastic record in this race around the turn
of the century, with five successful in the space of
seven years between 2000 and 2006. One thing
in common with the majority of these novices is
that they had picked up plenty of experience, with
only Dark’n Sharp and Edgardo Sol winning on the
back of three and four chase starts respectively.
It should also be added that the latter had run in
five handicap hurdles between his fourth chase
start and the Red Rum, so he boasted considerable
racing experience.

Tidour, Fota Island – who I have already highlighted
as being extremely well-treated when winning the
Grand Annual – and Double W’s were all having
their sixth chase start in the Red Rum; Jungli, Oh
Crick and Katachenko were having their seventh
start over fences in this; Jacks Craic had already
run eight times over fences as a novice; whilst last
year’s winner Bentelimar was having his 15th run
over fences, so boasted considerable experience
for a novice. In the case of the last-named, his
number of runs is a bit extreme and stretched
two seasons, including one in Ireland. However,
it seems as though five or more runs as a novice
is advantageous.

CHELTENHAM FESTIVAL FORM

Six of the last nine winners of the Red Rum skipped
the Cheltenham Festival, but the Grand Annual
has still proven to be the best recent guide to
this, with six of the past 17 winners contesting the
finale on Gold Cup day. Novices Fota Island and Oh
Crick showed that the double can be completed,
defying rises of 12lb and 9lb respectively. Three
others – Dark’n Sharp, Bambi de L’orme and Oiseau
de Nuit – finished in the first five at Cheltenham,

whilst Golden Alpha was in the process of running
a big race and still led when coming down three
out. So, it seems a good run in the Grand Annual is
a positive.

The only winner to have run at the festival in the
past five years was Double W’s, who appeared
a non-stayer in the Close Brothers Novices’
Handicap Chase. Edgardo Sol had finished
runner-up in the County Hurdle before reverting to
fences at Aintree, and Tidour also fell at the festival,
in the Arkle. All six shaped with considerable
promise at the very least, so we should be looking
at horses who performed well at Cheltenham in the
context of this event.

Away from the festival but sticking with
Cheltenham, Bentelimar finished third in the 2m
handicap at the December meeting – on what was
just his second start for the Charlie Longsdon yard
– a race in which Parsnip Pete had finished fourth
during the 2013-14 season. This year’s race – now
named the Cheltenham Club Handicap Chase –
was won by Philip Hobbs’ Ozzie The Oscar, with
Bun Doran, Theinval and Yorkist the next three
home, albeit at wide intervals. The last-named
finished fourth in the 2017 Red Rum and won on
good ground at Aintree earlier in the season, so
could easily be aimed at the contest once again,
whilst both Bun Doran and Theinval have contested
the last two Red Rums. In fact, the trio filled the
next three placings behind Double W’s a couple of
years ago.

PREVIOUS AINTREE FORM

As you can see from the previous subsection,
horses often return to the Red Rum more than
once, with Oiseau de Nuit a good example; he
had finished third in 2010 and runner-up in 2011,
before scoring in 2013, on what was his fourth
start in the race. The aforementioned Theinval
has finished runner-up in the past two renewals,
whilst other recent winners Edgardo Sol and
Surf And Turf had run at Aintree in the
October of the same season. The former won a
novices’ handicap chase and the latter finished
runner-up in handicap over the same course-and-
distance, after which he wasn’t seen again until the
Red Rum.

Last year’s winner hadn’t raced at Aintree
previously, but 2017 winner Double W’s had
run in the Grade 2 bumper here in 2015 and the
aforementioned Theinval – who is a standing dish
at this fixture, having appeared at the past four
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meetings – won the Alder Hey Children’s Handicap
Hurdle, also in 2015.

Respect form at the track and, in particular, at the
Grand National meeting previously.

FLAT-TRACK FORM

Whilst there aren’t many recognised ‘Key Races’
for the Red Rum, plenty of recent winners arrived
at Aintree with proven Flat-track form in the
book. In fact, Bentelimar became the sixth winner
in the past 13 years to have had their ‘prep’ run
on a flat track, finishing seventh in the Silver
Bowl at Kempton, and he had earlier run well at
Huntingdon. Rather like last year’s winner, Stan was
dropping in distance after finishing unplaced in a
Kempton handicap on his previous start.

Both Double W’s and Katachenko had won the
same novices’ handicap chase at Wetherby earlier
in the season (race no longer exists), whilst the
former also finished runner-up in the 2m½f at
Doncaster on Sky Bet Chase day, a race in which
Dandridge ran out an impressive winner in 2016,
before finishing second in the Red Rum. This year’s
race, which was moved to the Friday of the two-
day meeting, was won by Sue Smith’s Cracking
Find. The Topham was actually mentioned as a
possible target after the race.

OFFICIAL RATINGS AND WEIGHTS

This century, only four horses have won the Red
Rum from a mark in the 140s, those being Fota
Island (142), Silk Drum (141), Edgardo Sol (143)
and Oiseau de Nuit (149). Of that quartet, only two
carried more than 11-2; those towards the head of
the weights tend to find life difficult in this event.
Fota Island was undoubtedly still well-handicapped
on his hurdles form when justifying favouritism in
2005; he shouldered 11-10 to success.

TRAINERS TO NOTE

With three winners in the race in the space of six
years between 1999 and 2004, it is safe to assume
that this was a race that Paul Webber liked to
target a few years ago. The Banbury-based trainer
hasn’t actually had a runner in the race since 2005
and hasn’t had the ammunition in recent seasons
as he once had, but he also saddled Time For
Rupert to win at this meeting as a novice hurdler
– in handicap company – whilst Cantlow finished
runner-up at big odds in the Sefton back in 2011.
Given the right horse(s), Webber clearly likes to
target this meeting in general and his runners –
should he have any – deserve respect.

More recently, there isn’t a trainer with a
particularly strong record in the race, although –

as highlighted last year – runners from the yards
of both Donald McCain and Henry de Bromhead
should be respected. The former – to whom this
race presumably means an awful lot – has saddled
a winner and a third from just four runners in recent
seasons, whilst the latter – who is another who
does well at this meeting as a whole – has saddled
three placed horses from just six runners from
2012. Neither trainer had a runner last year.

In contrast,NickyHendersondoesn’t boast thebest
of records in this event, with Theinval becoming
just his third placing from 18 runners since 2003.
In fairness, his record is improving slightly, as he
has had one horse placed in three of the past
four years in which he has saddled runners, but it
probably remains that the Grand Annual – which
is named after his late father – is the 2m handicap
chase he chooses to target in the spring.

10 of the past 18 – including the last 3 –
winners were novices

9 of the past 17 winners had run at the
Cheltenham Festival

15 of the 19 winners this century were
rated 139 or lower

Respect Grand Annual form

Respect previous Aintree form

Respect Flat-track form

Only 2 winners this century have carried
more than 11-2

Only 1 winner this century rated higher
than 143

Be wary of Nicky Henderson-trained
runners

KEY TRENDS
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 03227 Bentelimar 9 10-8 10/1 C Longsdon 16 7th Kempton Handicap Chase (28)

2017 11729 Double W’s 7 11-1 8/1 M Jefferson 14 9th Listed Cheltenham Nov. Chase (33)

2016 21223 Katachenko 7 10-10 9/1 D McCain 12 3rd Carlisle Nov. Chase (18)

2015 23222 Surf And Turf 9 10-5 33/1 K Frost 17 2nd Aintree Handicap Chase (165)

2014 10246 Parsnip Pete 8 10-10 16/1 T George 16 6th Ludlow Handicap Chase (14)

2013 16663 Oiseau de Nuit 11 11-8 20/1 C Tizzard 17 3rd Gr.3 Grand Annual Handicap Chase (20)

2012 14352 Edgardo Sol 5 11-0 9/2F P Nicholls 13 2nd Gr.3 County Hurdle (27)

2011 1U5 Silk Drum 6 9-9 9/1 H Johnson 13 5th Doncaster Handicap Chase (31)

2010 8401P Chaninbar 7 10-8 20/1 M Harris 16 p.u. Listed Imperial Cup (26)

2009 23F21 Oh Crick 6 11-1 7/1 A King 17 1st Gr.3 Grand Annual Handicap Chase (20)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Cheltenham Club Handicap Chase 2 (Parsnip Pete 4th, Bentelimar 3rd)
Johnny Henderson Grand Annual Chase 2 (Oh Crick 1st, Oiseau de Nuit 3rd)
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1.45 Alder Hey Children’s Charity Handicap Hurdle
Grade 3, 2m 4f

OVERVIEW

‘Ladies Day’ gets underway with another
competitive handicap and this is another race in
which novices boast a really good record. 19 went
to post last year, which was the smallest field
for more than a decade and, again, you need a
smooth-traveller for this event, one that can hold
their position, so a horse who boasts tactical
speed is a huge plus. This is also a race in which
champion trainer Nicky Henderson boasts a really
good recent record.

NOVICES

Given that nine novices have proven successful
in the past 17 years, this seems the obvious place
to start. This really impressive strike rate wasn’t
enhanced last year, although only two took their
chance, those being the headstrong two-miler
Storm Home and the second-season novice Landin.

Prior to last year, Rather Be made it three winning
novices in the space of five years and all three
were trained by Nicky Henderson. The 2017 winner
is the ideal type of horse for this race; a nimble
and athletic youngster who travels strongly – all
key attributes you should look for in a normal
year, when the ground is good. In fact, should
things fail to work out for him over fences at the
festival, I wouldn’t be at all surprised if he headed
back to Aintree for another crack at this race.
Back to the point in hand and, like Rather Be,
Henderson’s first winner, Minella Forfitness, was
lightly-raced, arriving at Aintree on the back of
just three runs over hurdles. Rather Be had had
the four starts over hurdles but departed early
in the Martin Pipe on his previous start, so was
pretty limited experience-wise. Both horses also
shared the fact that they had contested Graded
bumpers the previous season, Rather Be having
run in the Champion Bumper and Minella Forfitness
had finished seventh behind The New One in the
Grade 2 at Aintree.

Henderson’s other winner, Theinval, boasted a fair
bit more experience, having had plenty of racing
prior to arriving from France. He twice won at
Kempton earlier in the season – latterly in the Silver
Plate consolation race on the day after the festival
– and was having his 14th run at Aintree. Gordon
Elliott’s Russian War also arrived at Aintree with
plenty of experience in the bag, despite not being
seen since November. He had run on 11 occasions
over hurdles prior to winning the Alder Hey, whilst
subsequent Grand National winner Auroras Encore

was the only other novice winner during this period
to have run seven times (or more) over hurdles.

LIGHTLY-RACED/UNEXPOSED
HURDLERS

Continuing the theme, 10 of the past 17 winners –
which includes seven of the winning novices – had
racednomore thanseven timesoverhurdles. Thefirst
three winning novices this century – Ravenswood,
Zibeline and Genghis, who, incidentally, were all
ex-Flat horses – had run four, six and five times
respectively, whilst Sunnyhillboy was the other to
fall into this category. Jonjo O’Neill’s subsequent
Grand National runner-up was another to have had
six runs prior to winning this, having had one run the
season before.

Away from the novice winners, three more Alder
Hey winners fall into this category. Two Miles West
– another Jonjo O’Neill-trained winner – had run
seven times prior to winning this, whilst both Sir
Harry Ormesher and Clondaw Kaempfer had had
just six starts over hurdles beforehand. The first and
last-named pairing were second-season hurdlers
on the up, whilst Sir Harry Ormesher had switched
back to hurdles, having started the campaign in the
novice chase division.

Two of the last three winners were much more
experienced – Party Rock and Jester Jet – but only
three winners during the past 12 years had more
than the seven hurdles starts, the other being
Attaglance. I expect this trend to revert back
before too long.

In terms of experience during the current season,
Party Rock is the only horse in the past 15 years
to win this on the back of anything less than three
runs earlier in the campaign. The 2003 winner
Patriot Games had officially had five runs earlier
that season, but those runs all came between May
and October 2002, and he arrived at Aintree on the
back of a six-month break.

CHELTENHAM FESTIVAL FORM

Five winners in the past decade had run at
the Cheltenham Festival, with both Rather Be
and Attaglance hailing from the Martin Pipe
Conditional Jockeys’ Handicap Hurdle. The former
unseated Charlie Deutsch at the second flight after
being badly hampered, whilst the latter completed
a famous Cheltenham-Aintree double for the late
Malcolm Jefferson.
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Both Sir Harry Ormesher and Clondaw Kaempfer
finished unplaced in theCoral Cup on their previous
start and, given that they had both only had five
hurdles runs to that point, perhaps that initial
big-field experience stood them in good stead
when heading to Aintree.

The other winner in the past 10 years to have run
at the festival was Sunnyhillboy, who also finished
unplaced, his run coming in the County Hurdle.
That was his first start following amid-season break
(won at Sandown in early-December) and, again,
that first ‘spring festival handicap’ experience
probably wasn’t lost on him when stepping up in
trip here.

Only two more Alder Hey winners this century
had run at the festival, with Zibeline failing to
land a blow in the Supreme Novices’ Hurdle, and
Strangely Brown was another to hail from the
County Hurdle. He had finished runner-up behind
Sky’s The Limit at Cheltenham, before defying a 5lb
rise to win this contest.

PREVIOUS AINTREE FORM

Strangley Brown had finished third in the
Grade 1 Anniversary 4-Y-O Novices’ Hurdle
12 months before his Alder Hey success and
previous form at this meeting – and at Aintree in
general – can also be viewed upon as a positive,
certainly in terms of the recent non-novice winners.

Clondaw Kaempfer was a course-and-distance
winner the previous season as a novice and had
finished third at the track earlier in the season of
his win, whilst Party Rock was another previous
course-and-distance scorer. The latter developed
into an Aintree specialist, whilst the former would
return to run a huge race behind Rather Be some
three years later, when a final-flight blunder proved
quite costly indeed.

And, as already mentioned, Minella Forfitness had
run in the previous year’s Grade 2 bumper, finishing
seventh in what was a very strong renewal. As well
as The New One, both My Tent Or Yours and Many
Clouds were among the opposition that day.

TACTICS

In contrast to the chase course, hold-up performers
tend to be favoured by the nature of the hurdles
track at Aintree and this race is a prime example.
Again, you need speed to hold your position
throughout, but the front-runners tend to set
things up for the improvers from behind, so look
for a smooth-travelling closer. Again, last year’s
winner, Jester Jet, came from a long way back, with
the strong pace as well as the nature of the hurdles
track both contributing.

There is a long gap from the final flight down the
far side until the first at the home straight at the
Grand National meeting – at the earlier meetings
during the season, they now jump a flight on the
side of the course – and this allows those hold-up
performers to make their move. This is quite similar
to the New Course at Cheltenham in that respect,
and I also think this helps ex-Flat horses to perform
well at the course.

CONNECTIONS TO NOTE

The fine recent record of Nicky Henderson has
already been well-documented and, although
Jenkins was unable to enhance that last year, his
runners are to be respected. All three of his winners
were novices. In addition to the winners, Thomas
Campbell hit the frame (as a novice) behind
Rather Be, and Tour d’Argent – who represented
the same owner as the following season’s winner
Minella Forfitness – finished runner-up in the 2012
renewal, after just three runs over hurdles. He had
also contested the Grade 2 bumper at the meeting
12 months earlier, so boasted an almost identical
profile. Both Pym and Mister Fisher represented
the stable in that event last year and, whilst the
latter will be aimed at Grade 1s in the spring, the
former could be a possible for handicaps, given
that he already has an official rating of 138.

The only other trainer to have won this race more
than once in recent years is Jonjo O’Neill, who

9 of the past 17 winners were novices

Nicky Henderson-trained novices have
won 3 of the past 6 renewals

10 of the past 17 winners had run 7 times
or fewer over hurdles

14 of the past 17 winners carried 11-2 or less

5 of the past 10 winners had run at the
Cheltenham Festival

Respect previous Aintree form

JP McManus has owned 5 winners (and
had 5 horses placed in recent seasons)

Only 1 winner in the past 15 years hadn’t
had at least 3 runs earlier in the season

Only 3 winners in the past 17 years defied
a mark in the 140s

Prominently-ridden horses tend to
struggle

KEY TRENDS
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 213P2 Jester Jet 8 10-9 20/1 T Lacey 19 2nd Listed Warwick Mares’ Hurdle (62)

2017 112U Rather Be 6 11-2 10/1 N Henderson 22 u.r. Martin Pipe Handicap Hurdle (21)

2016 P Party Rock 9 10-8 33/1 J Candish 22 p.u.. Sandown Handicap Hurdle (20)

2015 61521 Theinval 5 11-4 7/1 N Henderson 21 1st Kempton Handicap Hurdle (27)

2014 930 Clondaw Kaempfer 6 11-4 10/1 D McCain 22 14th Gr.3 Coral Cup (23)

2013 311 Minella Forfitness 6 10-3 10/1 N Henderson 21 1st Doncaster Nov. Hurdle (43)

2012 35P11 Attaglance 6 11-12 14/1 M Jefferson 21 1st Martin Pipe Handicap Hurdle (28)

2011 10110 Russian War 8 10-1 16/1 G Elliott (IRE) 22 10th Cheltenham Handicap Hurdle (145)

2010 14F17 Sir Harry Ormesher 7 11-1 16/1 A King 22 7th Gr.3 Coral Cup (22)

2009 31110 Sunnyhillboy 6 11-0 8/1 J O’Neill 22 25th Gr.3 County Hurdle (20)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Coral Cup 2 (Sir Harry Ormesher 7th, Clondaw Kaempfer 14th)
Martin Pipe Handicap Hurdle 2 (Attaglance 1st, Rather Be u.r.)

struck twice in the space of three years (2007 and
2009). Since then, O’Neill has saddled 10 runners in
the race, including the runner-up in 2015, 2016 and
2017; he didn’t have a runner last year.

Both of O’Neill’s winners – and eight of his runners
since – carried the green-and-gold hoops of
JP McManus, who has also seen his silks carried
to success by Patroit Games (2003) and in
consecutive years by Khayrawani (1998 and 1999).
As well as being responsible for three seconds
in the space of three years, he also owned the
third in 2017 and the fourth in 2015, so it is clearly
a race he likes to have competitive runners in.
He was represented by Project Bluebook (6th) and
Ivanovich Gorbatov (PU) last year, and his runners
always deserve a second look.

Back to O’Neill briefly, and one horse from his
yard who looks the ideal type for a race of this
nature is the novice Tedham, who won smoothly
at Wincanton in early-January. He could end up in
something like the Martin Pipe, but he possesses
plenty of that tactical speed that I have been
banging on about and the same owners’ Micheal
Flips finished fourth in this race back in 2011.

WEIGHTS AND RATINGS

Since 2002, only three of the 17 winners carried
more than 11-2, those being top-weight Attaglance,
and Clondaw Kaempfer and Theinval who both
carried 11-4. Of the other 14 winners, 12 carried
11 stone or less.

In terms of official ratings, only threewinners during
this period won from a mark in the 140s. Attaglance
and Theinval again fall into this category, along
with 2006 winner Strangely Brown. They all scored
off either 144 or 145, with the other 14 winners
during this period rated 139 or lower.
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2.20 Betway Top Novices’ Hurdle
Grade 1, 2m 103y

OVERVIEW

A Grade 1 for the past three years, the Top Novices’
Hurdle tends to offer those who went close in
the Supreme Novices’ at Cheltenham the perfect
opportunity to gain top-level compensation.
In recent seasons, Nicky Henderson has dominated
this event and there was a poignant winner
12 months ago, when Lalor struck for trainer Kayley
Woollacott, less than two months after the death
of her husband Richard.

CHELTENHAM FESTIVAL FORM

In recent years, the best guide to the Top Novices’
Hurdle has, without doubt, been Cheltenham’s
Supreme Novices’ Hurdle. Going back to 1999
when Joe Mac was successful on the back of
finishing runner-up at Cheltenham, no fewer than
11 of the past 20 winners contested the Supreme.

Of those 11, nine had finished in the first six.
Including Joe Mac, five Supreme seconds have
gone one place better at Aintree and only six have
tried during this period. Only Westender – who
finished runner-up to In Contrast in 2005 – failed
to win this on the back of a Supreme second, and,
in fact, three more Supreme seconds came on to
Aintree and won different races; those being Best
Mate and Spirit Son in the Mersey and Binocular in
the Anniversary.

In total, had you backed all nine Supreme seconds
to have run at Aintree in the past 20 years, you
would have made a profit of £10.97 to a level-stake
£1 and £6.11 if you backed those who just ran in
this race. Overall, eight winners from nine runners
(89%) – and five from six (83%) in the Top Novices’
– is a fantastic rate.

A further two horses had finished third in
the opening contest at the previous month’s
Cheltenham Festival, those being In Contrast,
who turned the form around with Westender, and
Buveur d’Air, who was surprisingly allowed to go
off at 11/4, mainly due to the participation of Limini,
the winner of the mares’ novice hurdle. Pay huge
respect to any placed horses from the Supreme
lining up in this event.

Last year, only Slate House took his chance in the
Top Novices’ on the back of running (and falling
heavily at the last) in the Supreme; he could finish
only eighth. Rather surprisingly, three of the first
five home last year had contested the Ballymore
Novices’ Hurdle.

Finally, It is worth noting that Menorah is the last
Supreme winner to attempt to follow up in this,
when runner-up in 2010.

OTHER NOTABLE RACES

Lalor became the third winner in the past six
years to have contested the previous season’s
Weatherbys Private Bank Standard Open National
Hunt Flat Race. Both My Tent Or Yours (2nd)
and Buveur d’Air (4th) contested the Grade 2 at
the same meeting for trainer Nicky Henderson,
although Lalor was the only one of the trio to win
the bumper. Last year’s Grade 2 bumper was more
of a stamina test than usual – due to the testing
ground – but Al Dancer (4th) and Mister Fisher
– who also hails from the Henderson camp and
finished in 13th – are a couple that could end up
running here.

Last year’s winner had also contested the Betfair
Hurdle on his previous start, a race in whichMy Tent
Or Yours was successful. The same connections’
ill-fated Darlan would surely have gone close there,
too, but for falling two out. Newbury form in general
has been a positive of late, with both Buveur d’Air
and Pingshou having contested the same maiden
hurdle at the Ladbrokes Winter Carnival.

Kempton is another course from where the earlier
season form has proven notable, with both the
Adonis Juvenile Hurdle and – on the same card
– the Dovecote Novices’ Hurdle both having
provided winners of this race, although not for a
while now. Fataliste won the former, whilst Pierrot
Lunaire finished runner-up to Binocular and both
arrived here fresh (didn’t run in between). Ilico II
finished runner-up in the Dovecote on his final start
before Aintree, whilst the likes of Granville Again,
Roll A Dollar and Jazilah all completed the double
in the early-90s.

Another race which Lalor ran in last season
was the EBF National Hunt Novices’ Hurdle at
Cheltenham in December, in which he finished
a two-length second to Western Ryder. General
Miller, Darlan and Pingshou all won this race earlier
in the campaign and this season’s race was won by
Elixir de Nutz, before he went on to complete the
hat-trick in the Grade 1 Tolworth Novices’ Hurdle.

Last year, I highlighted the Premier Kelso Novices’
Hurdle as a race to be wary of, both in this race
and in general at the Grand National meeting.
Several recent winners – including Mount Mews
and Glingerburn in this event – have been beaten
at Aintree. Faasel did win the Anniversary after
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winning the Kelso race, but it in general the form
should be treated with a little caution. Last year’s
race was lost when the meeting was abandoned.

TRAINERS TO NOTE

With five wins in the race in the space of seven
years, Nicky Henderson clearly takes this race
very seriously. All five had contested the Supreme
Novices’ Hurdle at Cheltenham, with his three
successive winners between 2012 and 2014 –
Darlan, My Tent Or Yours and Josses Hill – all having
finished runner-up at the festival. Henderson
has also saddled a couple of seconds in this –
recording a 1-2 in both 2012 and 2013 – and his
chosen runner(s) warrant plenty of respect, for
obvious reasons.

Philip Hobbs hasn’t had a runner since Menorah
was beaten a neck in 2010 and he is a lot more
selective in his runners in this race than many a
leading trainer. Prior to that, he won the race for
three successive seasons between 2000 and 2002,
and he only actually saddled two runners between
those winners and Menorah. Respect anything he
deems good enough to take their chance.

More recently, Colin Tizzard was successful with
Pingshou in 2017 and the same Ann & Alan Potts
Limited silks were carried to second spot last
year, when Vision des Flos chased home Lalor.
Although he doesn’t represent the same owners,
Tizzard does have the aforementioned Elixir de
Nutz as a likely contender for the race this year.

THE IRISH CHALLENGE

Given that they have the Easter meeting at
Fairyhouse and, even more so, the Punchestown
Festival to focus on, it isn’t too surprising that the
Irish challenge isn’t a strong one here, or in any
of the novice races – there are plenty of options
at Punchestown these days for such horses.
However, a record of one win in the past 40 years
and just two winners in total (in the 42 years of the
race) is still pretty poor.

Last year, three Irish-trained horses featured
among the 13-strong field, including fourth home
Mind’s Eye, and 11th home Impact Factor was sent
off just 8/1 (joint-third-favourite). There were no
Irish runners in 2017, but five took their chance
three years ago, including beaten favourite Limini.
Both her and Petit Mouchoir hit the frame behind
Buveur d’Air – in a very strong renewal, in hindsight
– and they are just two of only four Irish-trained
runners have finished in the first three this century.
Overall, since Joe Mac was successful in 1999, the
Irish record in this is 0/23.

EX-FLAT HORSES

Three ex-Flat horses ran in last year’s Top Novices’
Hurdle, with Bedrock faring much the best, coming
home in third place at 33/1. Horses who have
changed codes invariably do well at Aintree, as I
have already alluded to under the previous race.

Although recent seasons have seen results change
somewhat, seven ex-Flat performers won this race
between 2003 and 2011. Going back even further,
the likes of Roll A Dollar, Jazilah – both of whom
won the Dovecote at Kempton – Sweet Mignonette,
Tragic Hero and Midnight Legend were all ex-Flat
winners during the 90s.

Perhaps the fact that the race is now a
Grade 1 means more of the high-class National
Hunt-bred novices are aimed at the race, but it
remains worth bearing in mind. Horses with natural
speed and ability to handle a sharp track do well
in this race. Interestingly, the more recent ex-Flat
winners – Pierrot Lunaire, El Dancer and Topolski –
all arrived at Aintree on the back of a relatively low-
key campaign, certainly in the case of the last pair.
The past four ex-Flat performers to have won this
race all avoided Cheltenham.

Following an eye-catching victory on his belated
hurdling debut, Kevin Ryan’s seven-year-old Erik
The Red would certainly be one who could fall
into this category. A very smart middle-distance

11 of the past 20 winners contested the
Supreme Novices’ Hurdle (9 of those 20
winners had finished in the first 6)

The Supreme Novices’ runner-up is 5/6 in
the past 20 years

Nicky Henderson has saddled 5 winners
since 2010

Respect the form of the EBF NH Novices’
Hurdle at Cheltenham in December

12 ex-Flat winners since 1993

The past 4 ex-Flat winners didn’t run at
Cheltenham

Respect Philip Hobbs-trained runners

Treat the Premier Kelso Novices’ Hurdle
form with caution

The Irish have won just 2 of the 42
renewals (and once since 1978)

Irish-trained horses are 0/23 this century

KEY TRENDS
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Year Form Winner Age Weight SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 2320 Lalor 6 11-4 14/1 K Woolacott 13 13th Gr.3 Newbury Handicap Hurdle (62)

2017 4140 Pingshou 7 11-4 16/1 C Tizzard 9 10th Gr.1 Supreme Nov. Hurdle (24)

2016 113 Buveur d’Air 5 11-4 11/4 N Henderson 11 3rd Gr.1 Supreme Nov. Chase (24)

2015 311 Cyrus Darius 6 11-4 8/1 M Jefferson 11 1st Hexham Nov. Hurdle (17)

2014 21122 Josses Hill 6 11-4 6/4F N Henderson 10 2nd Gr.1 Supreme Nov. Hurdle (30)

2013 12112 My Tent Or Yours 6 11-4 4/11F N Henderson 4 2nd Gr.1 Supreme Nov. Hurdle (24)

2012 111F2 Darlan 5 11-4 7/4F N Henderson 12 2nd Gr.1 Supreme Nov. Hurdle (31)

2011 41011 Topolski 5 11-4 11/2 D Arbuthnot 13 1st Newton Abbot Nov. Hurdle (20)

2010 12U General Miller 5 11-4 7/1 N Henderson 9 u.r. Gr.1 Supreme Nov. Hurdle (24)

2009 21621 El Dancer 5 11-0 14/1 L Wadham 11 1st Plumpton Nov. Hurdle (25)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Supreme Novices’ Hurdle 6 (General Miller u.r., Darlan 2nd, My Tent Or Yours 2nd, Josses Hill 2nd,
Buveur d’Air 3rd, Pingshou 10th)

EBF National Hunt Novices’ Hurdle 4 (General Miller 1st, Darlan 1st, Pingshou 1st, Lalor 2nd)
Betfair Hurdle 3 (Darlan fell, My Tent Or Yours 1st, Lalor 13th)

Weatherbys Bank NH Flat Race 3 (My Tent Or Yours 2nd, Buveur d’Air 4th, Lalor 1st)
Newbury ‘National Hunt’ Maiden Hurdle 2 (Buveur d’Air 1st, Pingshou 4th)

Sandown Novices’ Hurdle 2 (El Dancer 2nd, Topolski 1st)

handicapper on the level – his last win coming
off a mark of 94 – he made a pleasing start to life
over hurdles, by scoring with plenty in hand at
Kelso during January. Clearly, a lot more would be
required at this level and we would need to see him

again in the interim, but he certainly has the engine
to end up in a race of this nature, whilst something
like the Scottish Champion Hurdle might also be
considered, should Ryan manage to get a couple
more runs into him.
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2.50 Betway Mildmay Novices’ Chase
Grade 1, 3m 210y

OVERVIEW

A racewith a rich history, with subsequent GoldCup
winners Bregawn and Burrough Hill Lad winning
the first couple of renewals, and subsequent Grand
National winners Rhyme ‘n’ Reason and Royal
Athlete also featuring among the first 10 winners.

The high-class Silviniaco Conti and another
subsequent Gold Cup winner Native River are
among the more recent winners of the Mildmay,
a race which was handed Grade 1 status in 2014.
As such, we are likely to see more RSA winners
attempt to complete the Cheltenham-Aintree
double – certainly British-trained RSA winners –
and Might Bite completed the feat in 2017. Irish
winners of the RSA have the option of the Growise
Novice Chase at the Punchestown Festival.

CHELTENHAM FESTIVAL FORM

Of the past 17 winners of the Mildmay, 14 ran at
the Cheltenham Festival the previous month,
with six having taken their chance in the RSA
Insurance Novices’ Chase. The third and fifth –
Elegant Escape and Black Corton – represented
the RSA form last year, but they were unable to
match Terrefort and Ms Parfois, who had finished
runner-up in the JLT and National Hunt Chase
respectively. The first four, therefore, had contested
novice chases at Cheltenham and were the best of
the British-trained in each of those events, with the
Irish dominant and winning all three races.

Might Bite completed the RSA-Mildmay double
in 2017, something previously achieved by Star
de Mohaison in 2006 and Monsieur le Cure back
in 1994. The other recent winners of the Mildmay
to graduate from the RSA Chase were Burton Port
(2nd), Killyglen (pulled up), Aces Four, who chased
home Denman in fourth at Cheltenham before
winning this in 2007, and Like-A-Butterfly (5th).

Last year’s winner had finished runner-up in
the JLT Novices’ Chase, repeating the effort of
Dynaste who also finished runner-up in that event,
before appreciating the step back up in trip.
The Novices’ Handicap Chase (Big Buck’s in 2008)
and the World Hurdle (Saphir de Rheu for the same
connections some seven years later) have also
been used as a springboard to Mildmay success in
recent seasons.

Likewise, both the Ultima Handicap Chase
(Holywell) and the 4m National Hunt Chase (Native
River) have also produced a winner apiece in the
past five years, and, of those last four named

events, I would expect the four-miler to be the
one that could be worth following consistently
going forward. As explained earlier in this year’s
Guide, that race continues to grow by the year
quality-wise and, at the time of writing, Ok Corral
heads the betting for that event. He ran at last
year’s meeting when fifth behind stablemate
Santini in the Sefton Novices’ Hurdle and that pair
form part of a strong-looking novice chase team
from the Henderson stable this year.

THE IRISH ANGLE

We have seen only three Irish-trained winners
of the Mildmay and, in contrast to the previous
subsection, only Like-A-Butterfly ran at the
Cheltenham Festival, but had time to run again
in between. Within the space of 24 days, the
high-class mare had finished fifth behind Trabolgan
in the RSA, and won both the Powers Gold Cup at
Fairyhouse and this.

The other Irish-trained winners – Boss Doyle and
Quito de La Roque – both arrived here having
skipped the festival, but both had already won in
Graded company over 3m. Both horses also ran in
what is now the Neville Hotels Novice Chase at
Leopardstown’s Christmas meeting, a race which
was won by Delta Work this season. As stated in
the ‘Overview’, the Irish trainers have the option
of waiting for the Growise Novice Chase at the
Punchestown Festival, although it should be
noted that there is four weeks between Aintree
and Punchestown this year, so there is a chance
that we will see more Irish runners at the meeting.
Here’s hoping.

Noel Meade’s Snow Falcon – who was a non-runner
in the RSA but took his chance in the Irish Grand
National just 11 days before this race (unseated
rider) – was the only Irish-trained runner last
year. In the three years following the victory of
Like-A-Butterfly, there was no Irish representation
in the Mildmay, but since then there has been
a single runner in each of the 10 renewals in the
past decade. Of those, eight carried the silks
of Gigginstown House Stud including Quito de
La Roque, and both Seigemaster (3rd) and Don
Cossack (2nd) the only Irish-trained pair to hit the
frame recently. Given their numbers, it could be that
they continue to aim one at this – in order to keep
their novices apart – and it is worth noting that
the leading owners were responsible for no fewer
than five of the six finishes in the aforementioned
Neville Hotels Novice Chase over Christmas.
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FELTHAM FACTOR

In 2017, Might Bite became the fifth winner of the
Mildmay in the space of six years to have contested
the Kauto Star Novices’ Chase – or the Feltham as
many of us still refer to it – at Kempton on Boxing
Day. The Kempton first and second, Black Corton
and Elegant Escape, weren’t able to enhance this
record last year, but it is a really strong statistic,
with Silviniaco Conti starting the trend in 2012.
He was a real flat-track specialist and, as I have
said earlier in this year’s Guide, Kempton form
often translates to Aintree (as per the ‘Bowl’) and
it is certainly no different here. Interestingly, both
Might Bite and Saphir du Rheu failed to complete
at Kempton, whilst only Dynaste managed to
complete the double. It has to be said that Might
Bite would have won really impressively, but for
taking a crashing fall at the last fence, of course.

This season’s Feltham was won by Warren
Greatrex’s smart mare La Bague Au Roi, for whom
this race has already been mentioned as a possible
target. A bumperwinner at Aintree inOctober 2015,
she maintained her unbeaten record over fences in
the Grade 1 Flogas Novice Chase at Leopardstown
and, at the time of writing, is expected to bypass
Cheltenham in favour of this race.

PROVEN STAMINA AND EXPERIENCE

Last year, Terrefort became just the fourth winner
in 28 years who had failed to win over at least
three miles. Despite the nature of the track and
the constant reference as to the ‘need for speed’
around Aintree, this race is a stamina test for
novices and proven form over the trip is an added
bonus. In terms of chasing experience, 34 of the 38
winners had won at least twice over fences.

TRAINERS TO NOTE

Nicky Henderson has saddled the past two winners
of the Mildmay Novices’ Chase and has recorded
five wins in the race in all, with three coming since
2010. Going back to 2003, when Irish Hussar
provided him with a second success in the race –
his first coming back in 1991 with Sparkling Flame –
Henderson has saddled only 13 runners in the race
and four have been successful. He also saddled the
first and second in 2017.

The other trainer with an outstanding recent record
in the race is Paul Nicholls, who has won the race
on four occasions since 2006. During those past
13 years, Nicholls has saddled 15 runners, with five
more finishing in the first three. He also saddled
placed horses in 2003 and 2004, so his runners
also warrant plenty of respect. Interestingly, his
Silviniaco Conti was the only British-trained winner

of this race to have avoided the Cheltenham
Festival, since Sue Smith’s Simply Supreme
in 2005.

More recently, Colin Tizzard has run just three
horses in this race since 2013, with Native River
winning in 2016. His other two runners – Third
Intention and Elegant Escape – finished runner-up
and third respectively.

BREEDING AND AGE

In last year’s Aintree and Punchestown
Festivals Betting Guide, I aired caution about
five-year-olds in this contest, only for Terrefort to go
and win for that age group. Having initially thought
it a tall order for the younger horses – since the
age-allowance was abolished – upon closer
inspection, the record of such horses is actually
quite good (hands held up).

The three winning five-year-olds have one
thing in common – they were all French-bred.
Given that this race has been dominated by French-
or Irish-bred horses since the success of Barton
back in 2002, this might not be surprising, but a
return of three wins from just seven French-bred
five-year-olds to have run is pretty impressive.

My main concern last year was the lack of
weight-allowance, as – until that point – only the
brilliant Big Buck’s had won from the four who

11 of the past 13 winners had run at
the Cheltenham Festival (6 of them
contested the RSA)

5 of the past 7 winners contested the
Kauto Star Novices’ Chase

34 of the 38 winners had won at least
twice over fences

Nicky Henderson has saddled the past
two winners and five in all

Paul Nicholls has also won the race on
four occasions

French-bred five-year-olds are 3/8
since 2006

15 of the past 22 winners were aged
6 or 7

Only 3 Irish-trained winners

Only 4 of the past 28 winners had failed
to win over 3m previously

KEY TRENDS
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Year Form Winner Age Weight SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 13112 Terrefort 5 11-4 3/1F N Henderson 9 2nd Gr.1 JLT Nov. Chase (29)

2017 21F11 Might Bite 8 11-4 8/13F N Henderson 5 1st Gr.1 RSA Chase (23)

2016 11332 Native River 6 11-4 11/2 C Tizzard 8 2nd Cheltenham Nov. Chase (24)

2015 U1F12 Saphir du Rheu 6 11-4 13/8F P Nicholls 9 2nd Gr.1 World Hurdle (29)

2014 2U111 Holywell 7 11-4 7/2 J O’Neill 6 1st Gr.3 Ultima Handicap Chase (24)

2013 1112 Dynaste 7 11-4 9/4JF D Pipe 6 2nd Gr.2 JLT Nov. Chase (22)

2012 3124 Silviniaco Conti 6 11-4 7/4F P Nicholls 5 4th Gr.2 Reynoldstown Chase (53)

2011 1211 Quito de La Roque 7 11-4 6/1 C Murphy (IRE) 8 1st Gr.2 Ten Up Chase (55)

2010 21112 Burton Port 6 11-4 9/2 N Henderson 10 2nd Gr.1 RSA Chase (23)

2009 11P Killyglen 7 11-3 7/1 H Johnson 9 p.u. Gr.1 RSA Chase (23)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Kauto Star Novices’ Chase 5 (Silviniaco Conti 2nd, Dynaste 1st, Saphir du Rheu fell,
Native River 3rd, Might Bite fell)

RSA Chase 3 (Killyglen p.u., Burton Port 2nd, Might Bite 1st)
Reynoldstown Novices’ Chase 2 (Burton Port 1st, Silviniaco Conti 4th)

JLT Novices’ Chase 2 (Dynaste 2nd, Terrefort 2nd)

had tried. Clearly, Terrefort showed that he was
up to the task, too, and like Big Buck’s he was
pretty experienced for a five-year-old; both had
raced plenty in France before joining their British
stables and maybe that is a key factor when
looking at such youngsters. Interestingly, the past
three five-year-olds to have run in this race all
carried the two-tone green silks of Simon Munir &
Isaac Souede.

Despite neither of the past two winners falling into
this category, 15 of the past 22 winners of this race
– and eight this decade – were aged six or seven,
but from the greatest representation.

AINTREE HURDLES FORM

Not so much in the past decade, but previous
winners of the Mildmay had earlier recorded
Grade 1 form over hurdles at this meeting.
Barton had won both the Mersey Novices’ Hurdle
and the Aintree Hurdle; Like-A-Butterfly had
finished third in an Aintree Hurdle; and both
What’s Up Boys and Simply Supreme had finished
in the first four of the Sefton Novices’ Hurdle.
More recently, Holywell had finished runner-up to
Solwhit in the previous season’s Grade 1 Stayers’
Liverpool Hurdle.

Santini – favourite for the RSAChase at Cheltenham
at the time of going to print - was a Grade 1 winner
over hurdles at last year’s meeting and this would
seem the logical target, should he come out of the
festival in good order. He finished third behind La
Bague Au Roi in the Feltham, incidentally.
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3.25 JLT Melling Chase
Grade 1, 2m 3f 200y

OVERVIEW

Another race with a rich history, with the roll of
honour a veritable who’s who of top-class two- to
two-and-a-half-mile chasers. We have seen five
back-to-back winners of the race – one of the more
recent being Moscow Flyer in 2004 and 2005 –
and the performances of both him and Sprinter
Sacre have lit up ‘Ladies Day’ in recent seasons.

The Melling Chase – which prior to the
upgrading of Cheltenham’s Ryanair Chase
was the only Grade 1 middle-distance chase at
the spring festivals – has been dominated by
horses who arrive here from the Queen Mother
Champion Chase.

CHELTENHAM FESTIVAL FORM

The only horse to win the Melling Chase this
century who hadn’t run at the Cheltenham Festival
was Fadalko and that was in the year in which the
foot-and-mouth outbreak put pay to the meeting.
In fact, of the 28 winners of the race, only two
skipped Cheltenham, those being the very first
winner Blazing Walker (1991) and Opera Hat
(1998), who won a Listed event at Navan on her
previous outing.

Of the 25 winners who had run at the festival,
19 had contested the Queen Mother Champion
Chase. Last year’s winner Politologue finished
fourth in the Champion Chase, whilst seven horses
have completed the famous double. The three
most recent horses to complete this feat were
Moscow Flyer, Sprinter Sacre and Finian’s Rainbow,
with the other four coming in the first seven years
of the race.

Since the inception of the Ryanair Chase in 2005
– and even more so since it was upgraded three
years later – this has also become a good guide
to the Melling. Six winners in total had run in that
race, four coming in the past decade. 2010 winner
Albertas Run is the only one to complete the
Ryanair-Melling double, with Monet’s Garden, Voy
Por Ustedes and Don Cossack all finishing in the
first four at Cheltenham before winning at Aintree.

Last year’s Ryanair winner Balko des Flos finished a
well-beaten fourth behind Politologue, clearly failing
to run to the same level. This can happen at Aintree
and is why we have to be careful when assessing
‘Cheltenham horses’ against those who arrive at the
meeting fresh. However, in terms of this race, it has
paid to focus on those who ran at the festival.

PREVIOUS AINTREE FORM

As mentioned in the ‘Overview’, five horses –
Viking Flagship, Direct Route, Native Upmanship,
Moscow Flyer and Voy Por Ustedes – have won
back-to-back renewals of the Melling Chase.
Obviously, these multiple winners help the
statistics, but of the 28 winners of the race,
21 had won or been placed at the Grand National
meeting previously.

In the past 12 years, only Boston Bob has won the
Melling without having run at the Grand National
meeting previously. Last year’s winner Politologue
was unlucky when falling in the Maghull Novices’
Chase in 2017, otherwise he would have made it
22 from 28. Interestingly, of the other four winners
not to have featured at a previous Grand National
meeting, three more were Irish-trained, so the only
UK-trained winner of the Melling without previous
Aintree experience was Deep Sensation in 1993.

The aforementioned Maghull Novices’ Chase
has proven a popular stepping-stone to the
Melling, with no fewer than seven of the past
11 winners having contested that race as a novice.
This includes five of the past six winners, with both
Finian’s Rainbow and Sprinter Sacre completing
the double. Going back a little further, Direct Route
won the Maghull a year before winning the first of
his two renewals of this race. He had also finished
runner-up in a handicap hurdle at the 1997meeting,
so became another Aintree regular at the fixture.

Two winners in the past decade contested the
Mildmay Novices’ Chase, those being Albertas Run
– who had earlier won the 3m handicap hurdle and
also finished 3rd in the Bowl before winning this
– and subsequent Gold Cup winner Don Cossack,
who finished runner-up in the Mildmay 12 months
before his Melling win.

PROVEN CLASS

2017 winner Fox Norton became the first horse
since Fadalko in 1999 to have won the
Melling having not previously won a Grade 1.
Proven top-level form is almost essential in this
race and, indeed, current Grade 1 form is preferable.
Politologue became the 11th winner in the past
15 years to have won a Grade 1 earlier in the season.
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THE RISE OF THE
SECOND-SEASON CHASER

Since Voy Por Ustedes (2008 & 2009) there haven’t
been any back-to-back winners of the Melling and
the past seven winners have been having their
first run in the race, given that all were in their first
season out of novice company. The Queen Mother
Champion Chase certainly favours similar types
and it could be that the trends continues to grow
for this race.

I would have stated that the past seven winners
were second-season chasers, but God’s Own
enjoyed two full seasons as a novice, so was in his
third season over fences.

OTHER KEY RACES

Politologue became the third Melling winner in
eight years to have won the Tingle Creek earlier
in the season, following on from Master Minded
and Sprinter Sacre. Nicky Henderson’s Altior
was a hugely impressive winner of this season’s
Tingle Creek, although it remains to be seen as
to whether or not he will be allowed to go up in
distance this season.

Altior also won the Clarence House Chase at Ascot
in January and that contest has thrown up a trio
of winners in the past decade, with Master Minded
and Sprinter Sacre successful in it, and Finian’s
Rainbow finished runner-up in the year in between.

Politologue won the Haldon Gold Cup – becoming
the second winner to run in that race in the past
three seasons – and also the Desert Orchid Chase
either side of his Tingle Creek win, another contest
which was won by Finian’s Rainbow. The latter was
also won by Altior – in imperious fashion – this
season.

Both Voy Por Ustedes and Albertas Run were
beaten in the King George VI Chase at Kempton
over Christmas before winning the Melling, and
Politologue – who finished a well-beaten fourth
– is the most likely to drop back in trip from this
season’s King George.

Going back a little further, the Ascot Chase
provided three winners of this in the space of four
years, with Monet’s Garden and Voy Por Ustedes
completing the double, whilst Albertas Run
finished runner-up at Ascot.

THE IRISH CHALLENGE

In contrast to some of the other Grade 1s at the
meeting, the Irish have a decent record in the
Melling, possibly due to the fact that there isn’t
a similar contest at the Punchestown Festival.
Since 1998, eight Irish-trained horses have won the
Melling Chase from just 37 runners, which equates
to 23% of the fields.

Don Cossack, the most recent Irish-trained winner,
was, of course, owned byGigginstown House Stud,
who have since seen Clarcam and Sub Lieutenant
finish in the first three. Again, they have enough
ammunition to spread across the various spring
festivals, as does Rich Ricci, who hasn’t enjoyed the
best of luck in this race. He has seen Champagne
Fever, Vautour (fell when sent off 1/5 favourite) and
Min beaten in this race in the past four years.

Min won the John Durkan Memorial Chase on his
reappearance at Punchestown this season and
that race was won by Don Cossack the season he
won the Melling, as was the Kinloch Brae Chase, a
contest that was also used by Native Upmanship
en route to Aintree.

21 of the 28 winners had won or placed
at this meeting previously

The past 17 winners contested either the
Queen Mother Champion Chase (11) or
the Ryanair Chase (6)

The past 7 winners were in their first
season out of novice company

Respect the previous season’s Maghull
Novices’ Chase form

11 of the past 15 winners had won a Grade
1 earlier in the season

8 of the past 21 winners were Irish-
trained (from just 23% representation)

Only 1 winner in the past 17 years was not
a previous Grade 1 winner

Only 1 UK-trained winner had not run at
the meeting previously

Only 1 winner since 1992 failed to run
at the Cheltenham Festival (apart from
2001 due to foot-and-mouth)

KEY TRENDS
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 11124 Politologue 7 11-7 11/1 P Nicholls 6 4th Gr.1 Champion Chase (30)

2017 1122 Fox Norton 7 11-7 4/1 C Tizzard 9 2nd Gr.1 Champion Chase (23)

2016 324 God’s Own 8 11-10 10/1 T George 6 4th Gr.1 Champion Chase (23)

2015 11113 Don Cossack 8 11-10 3/1JF G Elliott (IRE) 10 3rd Gr.1 Ryanair Chase (29)

2014 166 Boston Bob 9 11-10 5/1 W Mullins (IRE) 10 6th Gr.1 Ryanair Chase (22)

2013 111 Sprinter Sacre 7 11-10 1/3F N Henderson 6 1st Gr.1 Champion Chase (23)

2012 121 Finian’s Rainbow 9 11-10 13/8F N Henderson 8 1st Gr.1 Champion Chase (30)

2011 1118 Master Minded 8 11-10 11/2 P Nicholls 10 8th Gr,1 Champion Chase (23)

2010 13621 Albertas Run 9 11-10 8/1 J O’Neill 11 1st Gr.1 Ryanair Chase (23)

2009 4312 Voy Por Ustedes 8 11-10 11/8F A King 10 2nd Gr.1 Ryanair Chase (22)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Queen Mother Champion Chase 6 (Voy Por Ustedes 2nd, Master Minded 8th, Finian’s Rainbow 1st,
Sprinter Sacre 1st, God’s Own 4th, Fox Norton 2nd)

Maghull Novices’ Chase 5 (Finian’s Rainbow 1st, Sprinter Sacre 1st, God’s Own 2nd,
Fox Norton 3rd, Politiologue fell)

Ryanair Chase 4 (Voy Por Ustedes 2nd, Albertas Run 1st, Boston Bob 6th, Don Cossack 3rd)
Clarence House Chase 3 (Master Minded 1st, Finian’s Rainbow 2nd, Sprinter Sacre 1st)

Tingle Creek Chase 3 (Voy Por Ustedes 2nd, Master Minded 1st, Sprinter Sacre 1st)
Ascot Chase 2 (Voy Por Ustedes 1st, Albertas Run 2nd)

King George VI Chase 2 (Voy Por Ustedes 3rd, Albertas Run 6th)
Stella Artois 1965 Chase 2 (Albertas Run 1st, Master Minded 1st)

Haldon Gold Cup 2 (God’s Own 3rd, Politiologue 1st)
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TRAINERS TO NOTE

With three wins to his name, Nicky Henderson is
the most successful trainer in the Melling Chase, his
latest victories coming in 2012 and 2013. His other
winner came way back in 1992 when Remittance
Man scored under Richard Dunwoody and it is
worth noting that all three were second-season
chasers. All three were also Grade 1-winning
novices who arrived here on the back of winning
the Queen Mother Champion Chase.

Given this pattern, if he was going to step Altior
up in distance, perhaps it would have been last
year, but I remain in hope that we will get to see
him in action at my local track. Rather like Sprinter
Sacre in 2013, I would expect him to breeze around
Aintree over the extra half-mile and, if connections
are seriously considering a tilt at the King George
next Christmas, this is the perfect opportunity
to try him over an intermediate trip. Sadly, it is
probably more likely that he will head to Sandown
for another crack at the Celebration Chase.
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4.05 Randox Health Topham Handicap Chase
Grade 3, 2m 5f 19y – National Course

OVERVIEW

Last year’s ‘Overview’ read……”Horses often return
to run in this race more than once – three-time
winner Always Waining and recent dual runner-up
Fairy Rath prime examples – and it wouldn’t be a
huge shock to see last year’s winner Ultragold turn
up once again, especially given that he confirmed
his liking for the fences when runner-up in the Grand
Sefton in December.” Hit the repeat button……

Bold-jumping prominent racers have a distinct
advantage in the Topham and those with previous
course form often fare well. Finding the right
type of horse, as opposed to a profile in terms of
weights, ratings, etc. is equally as important when
it comes to this race, which is why we see horses
return year in, year out.

WEIGHTS AND AGE

Last year, Ultragold – who had shouldered just 10-5
when causing a 50/1 shock in 2017 – became just
the fifth horse this century to carry more than 11st
to victory in the Topham. Northern Starlight and
the five-year-old Gwanako carried 11-5 and 11-8,
respectively, before the Nicky Henderson-trained
pairing of Ma Filleule and Rajdhani Express carried
big weights in successive seasons. With three
of the last five winners falling into this category,
is a classier type of horse beginning to win the
Topham? Perhaps so.

The official BHA ratings of the more recent winners
would certainly hint at this, so don’t be surprised
if this trend continues to grow, especially now the
fences are no longer as big as they once were.
Yes, they are still a test, but more owners are likely
to be inclined to run their horses here than may
have been the case previously. Certainly we have
seen that with the Grand National itself – probably
due to the increased prize fund – and it could also
be having a positive impact here.

There has been a wide spread of ages of Topham
winners, but the aforementioned Gwanako was
the last successful five-year-old and his victory
was even more meritorious given that the
age-allowance had been removed by the time
he won the race. When Cyfor Malta justified
favouritism in emphatic fashion back in 1998, he
was receiving an 8lb five-year-old allowance.

In total this century, six winners were aged eight
or younger, the other four being Clan Royal and
the three recent Nicky Henderson-trained winners,
Triolo d’Alene, Ma Filleule and Rajdhani Express.

The sextet had one thing in common, all being
French-bred. Bare that in mind, if you like the look
of horse who is still at a relatively early stage of
their career.

CONNECTIONS TO NOTE

Nicky Henderson has enjoyed a fine time of it
on ‘Ladies Day’ in recent years – with his name
cropping up when looking at each race on day two
so far – and although he didn’t win the Topham
last year, he did enjoy a double which backed up a
Grade 1 treble on day one. Henderson has saddled
five Topham winners in all, the first coming in 1990
with Wont Be Gone Long. In 2006, Liberthine
provided him with a second win in the race, before
he saddled three successive winners between 2013
and 2015. He also saddled the fourth in 2015, as
well as repeating that for the past two seasons.
Respect his runner(s).

Three of Henderson’s winners carried the silks of
Robert Waley-Cohen and the two most recent of
those were partnered by the owner’s son, Sam. His
record over the fences is a fine one and has already
been touched upon (see Foxhunters’). Last year,
he partnered Theatre Territory (trained by fellow
Lambourn trainer Warren Greatrex) to finish third
and the family clearly like to have runners in all
races on this course.

Last year, I also highlighted the record of Peter
Bowen in the race – won it four times – but
Flying Eagle was unable to enhance his fine-
record, getting no further than the first fence.
Bowen is a lot more selective about the horses
he runs here, but his runners – as at all Aintree
meetings – deserve a second-look.

Given that he has won the past two renewals
and also saddled the 1-2 last year, Colin Tizzard
deserves a mention. Along with his owners, Tizzard
will, no doubt, be deliberating whether or not to
run Ultragold here, or allow him to take his chance
in the Grand National, where his stamina will be
brought into question. Despite his higher mark,
he would warrant utmost respect if lining up in an
attempt to complete the hat-trick.

PREVIOUS COURSE FORM

When Ultragold won his first Topham, he was the
fourth winner in five years to be having his first
start over the big fences, although in general,
previous course form seems advantageous. 10 of
the past 15 winners had been given a taste of the
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track previously and the majority of them had run
well, with eight of that 10 having either won or
finished in the first four over the fences previously.

Last year’s race is always a good starting point,
with six winners in the past decade having run
the previous season, and nine in the past 15 years.
Multiple-winners Always Waining and Ultragold
obviously contribute to this statistic, but Dunbrody
Millar, Irish Raptor, Always Waining (before his first
win) and Eastlake had all finished placed in the race
previously, albeit two seasons prior to his win, in
the case of the last-named.

Ultragold returned to Aintree in December and
finished third behind Walk In The Mill in the
Becher Chase, having finished runner-up in the
Grand Sefton on the same card 12 months earlier.
Both races also deserve plenty of respect, with
Warriors Tale successful in this season’s Grand
Sefton, which is run over the same trip as the
Topham. Kilcrea Vale – who finished a staying-on
fourth in this last year – finished third for Nicky
Henderson and could easily return for another
crack at the race, when a more prominent position
from outset might help.

OTHER KEY RACES

Ultragold became the second winner in four years
to have run in the Brown Advisory & Merriebelle
Stable Plate Handicap Chase at the Cheltenham
Festival, with both him and Rajdhani Express
finishing down the field. Formerly the ‘Mildmay
of Flete’, the race now known as ‘the Plate’ has
supplied five Topham winners this century, with
Northern Starlight (8th), Its Time For A Win (3rd)
and Gwanako (2nd) all contesting that event en
route to Aintree.

Ahead of his first win in 2017, Ultragold had
contested the Grand Annual at the Cheltenham
Festival, a race which was also used as a Topham
‘prep’ by Eastlake 12 months earlier. Again, both
horses finished unplaced, so respect Cheltenham
Festival handicap form as the past five – and seven
of the past 11 – winners ran at the meeting, the
other being Ma Filleule who finished runner-up in
the Ultima Handicap Chase.

TACTICS

As pointed out in the ‘Overview’ you really do want
a horse who likes to race handily in the Topham,
ideally one who doesn’t mind being front-rank.
The other crucial component being one who can
jump soundly. Ultragold made just about all last
year and, as well as the track suiting a good jumper
who gets into a nice rhythm out in front, you are
also avoiding any potential trouble in behind. It is
often the safest place to be and the dreadful record

of hold-up horses in the race continued last year.
It is now just two winners from the past 38 who
could be described as being held-up. You need to
be up with the speed here.

RIGHT TYPE OF HORSE

I also touched upon having the right type of horse
for the race in the ‘Overview’ and, by that, I mean
one who fits the bill as highlighted above. Certainly
when trying to assess a horse who is having his first
try over the fences, it can pay to look closely at
their jumping technique and whether or not you
think they will be suited to the course. Horses who
attack their fences and generally look to enjoy their
job are prime candidates.

One horse who I have long had in mind for the
Topham is the Amy Murphy-trained Mercian Prince,
who is slightly younger than ideal – in that he is
eight but Irish-bred – but is a horse who jumps for
fun and showed that in abundance when winning
at Kempton in January. This horse relishes decent
ground and didn’t get that on his only try over the
big fences to date, in the 2017 Grand Sefton. The
change of tactics at Kempton showed that he is
more than happy to race up with the pace and
he looks one for any shortlist, provided we get a
dry Aintree. He will need to produce a career-best
having gone up 10lb for that win but would still

Look out for a bold-jumping
prominent racer

10 out of the last 15 winners had
previously run over the Grand National
course (8 finished in the first 4)

The past 5 winners ran at the
Cheltenham Festival

5 winners this century contested the
‘Plate’

Respect French-bred ‘youngsters’

Nicky Henderson has saddled 4 winners
since 2006 and 5 in all

Respect the form of last year’s renewal

4 of the past 5 winners were rated 141 or
higher

Only 2 winners in the past 38 renewals
were held-up

Only 2 Irish-trained winners since 1979
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 392P0 Ultragold 10 11-1 14/1 C Tizzard 27 13th Gr.3 Festival Plate (29)

2017 1B679 Ultragold 9 10-5 50/1 C Tizzard 29 9th Gr.3 Grand Annual Chase (21)

2016 P5P9 Eastlake 10 10-11 22/1 J O’Neill 29 9th Gr.3 Grand Annual Chase (21)

2015 U4678 Rajdhani Express 8 11-8 10/1 N Henderson 30 8th Gr.3 Festival Plate (29)

2014 3P12 Ma Filleule 6 11-7 9/1 N Henderson 30 2nd Gr.3 Ultima Handicap Chase (24)

2013 2P38 Triolo d’Alene 6 10-7 14/1 N Henderson 29 8th Sandown Handicap Chase (90)

2012 84409 Always Waining 11 10-11 11/1 P Bowen 26 9th Bangor Handicap Hurdle (21)

2011 06704 Always Waining 10 10-4 14/1 P Bowen 30 4th Chepstow Handicap Hurdle (16)

2010 U0F8P Always Waining 9 10-0 22/1 P Bowen 27 p.u. Uttoxeter Handicap Hurdle (19)

2009 69PU0 Irish Raptor 10 10-0 8/1 N Twiston-Davies 29 10th Kim Muir Handicap Chase (22)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Topham Chase 5 (Irish Raptor 2nd, Always Waining 4th, 1st & 1st, Eastlake p.u.)
Becher Chase 3 (Irish Raptor 6th, Always Waining 4th, Ultragold 3rd)

Grand Sefton Chase 3 (Always Waining fell & 6th, Ultragold 2nd)
Jim Joel Memorial Trophy 2 (Eastlake 5th, Ultragold 1st)

Johnny Henderson Grand Annual Chase 2 (Eastlake 9th, Ultragold 9th)
United House Gold Cup 2 (Always Waining 13th & 11th)

Brown Advisory & Merriebelle Stable Plate 2 (Rajdhani Express unpl., Ultragold unpl.)
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appear to be on an upward curve and the wind-
op that he underwent following his encouraging
return – here at Aintree – seems to have done the
trick. He is right at home over this sort of trip and
on a flat track.

Another would be Nick Williams’ trials day winner
Siruh du Lac, who also races prominently and his
jumping is his main asset. The winner of his last
three starts, the six-year-old goes from strength
to strength and would be a fascinating runner,
although his trainer would need to have a change
of heart if it were to happen. I put it to Williams
after the race at Cheltenham that he would be an
ideal candidate for a Topham, to which he wasn’t so
sure, concerned that a race of this nature could be
detrimental to his horse’s long-term progression.
He offered the ‘Plate’ at Cheltenham, or Newbury’s
Greatwood Gold Cup as possible alternatives
during March.

THE IRISH CHALLENGE

Irish-trained horses were responsible for two
Tophamwinners in the space of four years between
2002 and 2005, with Willie Mullins’ Its Time For
A Win scoring under Ruby Walsh, before Cregg
House won at 50/1 for Shane Donohoe and Davy
Russell. Prior to that, you had to go all the way
back to 1979 for the previous Irish winner, so two
wins in 38 years isn’t the best of records.

Since the victory of Cregg House, there have been
69 Irish-trained runners during the past 13 years
who have failed to add to the tally. Several have hit
the frame – 10 to be precise – but the overall recent
record of the Irish isn’t great and is one that should
be treated with caution. They were responsible
for just four runners last year, but this quartet did
include the favourite, Polidam.
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4.40 Doom Bar Sefton Novices’ Hurdle
Grade 1, 3m 149y

OVERVIEW

Despite the continual reference to Aintree being
a speed-based track, the Sefton is another of the
novice races that can turn into a proper test and,
with the ground much more testing than usual,
that was certainly the case last year, when Santini
provided Nicky Henderson with a third win in
the race.

We have seen some high-class winners of this
race down the years, with Henderson saddling
subsequent Stayers’ Hurdlewinner Rustle towin the
inaugural running back in 1988 and, more recently,
the names of Iris’s Gift, Black Jack Ketchum and
Thistlecrack appear on the roll of honour.

THE FRESH ANGLE

The past two winners – and four in all during the
past decade – arrived at Aintree having run in
the Albert Bartlett at Cheltenham, but seven of
the past 11 winners – and 13 of the 19 winners this
decade – skipped the festival. Given that this is
often the first real extreme test that some of these
horses will have encountered during their careers,
it makes sense those being brought to the boil
might well flourish over those who have had a hard
race at Cheltenham.

Clearly, both The Worlds End and Santini have
proven that horses can reproduce their form in the
Sefton, but there have been plenty who haven’t
and, again, two of last year’s front four arrived
at Aintree relatively ‘fresh’. In all during the past
10 years, 23 of the 40 horses to have finished
in the first four of this race did not run at the
Cheltenham Festival.

THE ALBERT BARTLETT

There is no denying that we still need to pay serious
attention to those who arrive here on the back of
running in the Albert Bartlett Novices’ Hurdle,
a race in which Santini finished third ahead of
winning this last year. He had only had the two runs
prior to Cheltenham – something that I will come
on to shortly – so clearly hadn’t been bottomed
throughout the campaign.

In total, since the introduction of the Albert Bartlett
in 2005, six horses have come out of that race
and won a Sefton. Both Black Jack Ketchum and
At Fishers Cross completed the double, with the
latter being the last Albert Bartlett winner to
contest the Sefton. Moulin Riche (4th), Wichita

Lineman (2nd at 4/6 favourite), Nenuphar
Collonges (4th) and Weapon’s Amnesty (5th)
were all beaten in this, on the back of winning the
Albert Bartlett.

If looking at horses from Cheltenham, it very much
pays to favour those from the Albert Bartlett over
those who ran in the Ballymore and are going up
in distance.

OTHER KEY RACES

The Worlds End was fifth winner this century to
have taken in Haydock’s Prestige Novices’ Hurdle,
which was staged after this Guide went to print.
Like the 2017 winner, Iris’s Gift and Chief Dan
George both won the Grade 2 event, whereas
Garruth finished fourth and Wayward Prince
finished runner-up. Last year’s Prestige second
Uppertown Prince ran a sound race in the Sefton,
finishing fourth for Donald McCain and Brian
Hughes, and this is usually a piece of form to pay
attention to.

Santini won the Classic Novices’ Hurdle at
Cheltenham on Trials day, on just his second start
over hurdles, and he became the second Sefton
winner in four years to run in that particular race.
Thistlecrack was beaten some 61 lengths in the
Classic before bouncing back to form over the
minimum trip, prior to his big step up in distance.
Last year’s Classic proved to be a very good guide
to Aintree, with the runner-up Black Op going on
to win the Mersey Novices’ Hurdle, having also
placed at the Cheltenham Festival. This year’s
race was won by Birchdale, who looks every inch a
three-miler in the making, so this could well prove
to be a suitable end-of-season target.

The other race to crop up more than once in the
past decade is Sandown’sWinter Novices’ Hurdle,
with both Ogee (3rd) and Beat That (2nd) running
in that event earlier in the season.

Also, 2012 runner-up Fingal Bay – who ran just once
in between Sandown and the Sefton, in the Challow
Novices’ Hurdle at Newbury – beat Simonsig in a
red-hot renewal of the Winter Novices’ Hurdle.

BRED FOR THE JOB

We have seen plenty of positive French-bred and
Irish-bred trends throughout this year’s Guide,
but it is the British-bred horses who have an
eye-catching record in the Sefton. Santini became
the fourth winner in the past decade to carry the
(GB) suffix alongside his name and this from just
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23% of the fields. Only 35 British-bred horses
have contested the Sefton during the past 10
years (from 149 runners) and backing them all
blindly would have yielded a profit of £29.50 to a
level-stake £1.

Thistlecrack, Wayward Prince and Ogee were the
other three winners in question, whilst going back
a little further Iris’s Gift and Accipiter also struck for
the Brits. In 2009, when Ogee was successful, only
three went to post (of 15 runners) and they also
included the 100/1 runner-up.

EXPERIENCE

Experience in staying novice hurdles can often
be viewed upon as an advantage – as per the
Albert Bartlett at Cheltenham – and eight of the 19
winners this century had run seven times or more
over hurdles. Three of these were in either their
second – or third in the case of Ogee – season over
hurdles, so battle-hardened horses can outshine
their higher-profile opponents in this event.

Indeed, four winners since 2011 had contested
handicaps earlier in the season. Both Thistlecrack
– who finished fifth in the Imperial Cup – and Saint
Are ran in handicap hurdles over shorter on their
previous start, whilst At Fishers Cross and Lovcen
had won in handicap company earlier in the season.
The former made the step from handicapper to
Graded performer as the season progressed, and
the likely stronger pace might well have helped
those horses when coming into a big-field stamina
test that often is the Sefton.

Last year’s runner-up Roksana – beaten by just
one-and-a-half lengths – had won a handicap off
just 130 on her previous outing, so the bridge can
be gapped.

In contrast, in the past 11 years we have seen five
horses win on the back of a less-busy campaign.
Nigel Twiston-Davies’ Petitfour and Ballyoptic
were both two-from-two in lesser company over
hurdles, whilst Beat That had also only had the two
starts, having been sidelined following a second
in the Winter Novices’ Hurdle in early-December.
Both Wayward Prince and last year’s winner Santini
were having just their fourth start over hurdles
when successful in this.

Therefore, it isn’t a clear-cut decision to follow
those with more experience and it could be that
the tide is beginning to change, or at least level
out a little. Certainly in terms of last year’s winner,
there is a chance that he held a clear class
advantage over his field (time might prove this to
be the case anyway).

STAMINA

Rather surprisingly, only three winners during the
past decade had proven themselves over three
miles or thereabouts; I say thereabouts, as The
Worlds End was successful in the Prestige over
a trip around 2m7f. Some – including last year’s
winner – had been placed over this sort of trip,
but eight of the past 11 winners were winning
for the first time over 3m, so don’t be put off
by horses who have been winning at around
two-and-a-half miles.

In terms of winning experience, Santini made it
21 winners from the past 24 years to have won
at least twice over hurdles. Interestingly, he was
also the third winner-in-a-row who hailed from
the Point-to-Point ranks and the fifth in the past
nine years. Whilst three of these winners – Santini
included – had yet to win over 3m under Rules,
their backgrounds would suggest that it highly
likely that they would stay. It isn’t always the case
– and two-milers do graduate from between the
flags at times – but, generally speaking, ex-Pointers
do tend to develop into stayers. Focusing on such
horses and those who ran in bumpers is a good
starting point.
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13 of the 19 winners this century skipped
the Cheltenham Festival

21 of the past 24 winners had won at
least twice over hurdles

British-bred horses have won 6 of the
past 16 renewals

The 6 winners this century who ran
at the festival all contested the Albert
Bartlett

8 of the 19 winners this century had run
at least 7 times over hurdles

The past 3 winners started off in
Point-to-Points

The 3 Irish-trained winners all skipped
the Cheltenham Festival

Only 2 Albert Bartlett winners have
followed up from 7 who have tried

Only 3 of the past 11 winners had
previously won over 2m7f+

Irish-trained horses are 0/20 in the past
13 years

KEY TRENDS
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 113 Santini 6 11-4 6/4F N Henderson 13 3rd Gr.1 Albert Bartlett Nov. Hurdle (28)

2017 3111F The Worlds End 6 11-4 3/1 T George 11 fell Gr.1 Albert Bartlett Nov. Hurdle (21)

2016 511 Ballyoptic 6 11-4 9/1 N Twiston-Davies 15 1st Uttoxeter Nov. Hurdle (20)

2015 51715 Thistlecrack 7 11-4 25/1 C Tizzard 16 5th Gr.3 Imperial Cup (34)

2014 12 Beat That 6 11-4 6/1 N Henderson 18 2nd Gr.2 Sandown Nov. Hurdle (139)

2013 11111 At Fishers Cross 6 11-4 11/8F R Curtis 9 1st Gr.1 Albert Bartlett Nov. Hurdle (21)

2012 41F14 Lovcen 7 11-4 8/1 A King 19 4th Gr.1 Albert Bartlett Nov. Hurdle (28)

2011 172F3 Saint Are 5 11-4 33/1 T Vaughan 19 3rd Newbury Handicap Hurdle (34)

2010 2212 Wayward Prince 6 11-4 9/1 I Williams 14 2nd Gr.2 Prestige Nov. Hurdle (48)

2009 32231 Ogee 6 11-4 25/1 P Robeson 15 1st Uttoxeter Nov. Hurdle (20)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Albert Bartlett Novices’ Hurdle 4 (Lovcen 4th, At Fishers Cross 1st, The Worlds End fell, Santini 3rd)
Prestige Novices’ Hurdle 2 (Wayward Prince 2nd, The Worlds End 1st)

Winter Novices’ Hurdle 2 (Ogee 3rd, Beat That 2nd)
Classic Novices’ Hurdle 2 (Thistlecrack 7th, Santini 1st)

TRAINERS TO NOTE

Two current trainers have recorded three wins in
the Sefton, firstly – once again – Nicky Henderson,
who recorded his third win with Santini last year.
His earlier winners came in 1988 and 2014, with the
lightly-raced Beat That.

The other is Nigel Twiston-Davies, who first
struck in 1999 with King’s Road and then with the
aforementioned pairing of Petitfour and Ballyoptic.
His Count Meribel – who looked a decent novice
chaser earlier this season – was pulled-up in last
year’s contest, whilst he has also saddled the likes
of Bindaree, Imperial Commander and Blaklion in
this down the years. It is clearly a race he takes
seriously and with some of his nicer youngsters.
Pay healthy respect to any horse he saddles here,
as they tend to be smart long-term prospects.

THE IRISH CHALLENGE

This is another novice event in which the Irish have
struggled of late, with the Irish Daily Mirror Novice
Hurdle a viable alternative on home soil at the
Punchestown Festival. Sackville (2000) and Asian
Maze (2005) provided the Irish with a couple of
winners during the early noughties, but since the
mare’s victory, the record of Irish-trained horses
stands at 0/20 during the past 13 years.

More interestingly, perhaps, is that all three
Irish-trained winners avoided the Cheltenham
Festival. Of those more recent runners, it is
apparent that Gigginstown House Stud like to be
represented in this race and, if that continues, they
would be hopeful of improving on the Irish record.

Joseph O’Brien’s Tower Bridge (3rd in the colours
of JP McManus last year) was the only Irish-trained
runner in either of the past two renewals, but prior
to that Gigginstownwere responsible for 10 runners
between 2009 and 2016. Although they have yet
to win a Sefton, this would suggest that this is
another race which they are prepared to target
and they have had three fourth-placed horses thus
far. Of those 10 runners, three –Weapon’s Amnesty,
Road To Riches and Balko des Flos – went on to
win Grade 1s over fences, so it is clear that they are
happy to run a classy type here. Alpha des Obeaux
was a close-up second behind Thistlecrack when
falling at the last, too, and I would respect any
chosen representative(s) of theirs going forward.
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FOXTROT RACING: Runs successful National Hunt
Racing Syndicates offering the thrill of racehorse
ownership at an affordable price.

WINNERS:With twenty winners in 2018, 47% of
runners finishing first or second and 26% of runners
winning Foxtrot Racing has an outstanding record.

DAYS OUT: Foxtrot Racing have already won the richest
two mile handicap chase in the calendar this season.
Members have enjoyed being an owner on Gold Cup
Day at Cheltenham and Grand National Day at Aintree.
A thrill for any national hunt enthusiast.

IMPRESSIVE RECORD: Specialising in National Hunt
Racing, Foxtrot has an outstanding record for finding
talented horses for reasonable sums. Examples include
Vosne Romanee (cost £10,000), Hogan’s Height (cost
£26,000) and Jennys Surprise (Free lease).

TRANSPARENT COSTS: Foxtrot syndicates are fun,
friendly and cost-effective. Foxtrot don’t charge
anything for buying or selling horses and their annual
fee is clearly explained. Members’ payments are always
capped so Members know their maximum outlay from
the very start. At the end of the season Members
receive a clear set of accounts and a dividend of
unspent funds and prize-money won.

BENEFITS: Foxtrot runs social events, regular stable
visits and a generous badge allocation when your
horse runs.

EXCELLENT SERVICE: Foxtrot offer a personal service
though our Syndicate Manager Dan Abraham.
Members receieve videos, photographs and regular
updates for a first class experience.

HORSES TRAINED BY: Dr Richard Newland,
Dan Skelton, Charlie Longsdon, Martin Keighley,
Fergal O’Brien, Ben Pauling, Jamie Snowden

FOXTROT RACING SYNDICATES - DAN ABRAHAM / SYNDICATE MANAGER
07880 565751 dan@foxtrotracing.co.uk www.foxtrotracing.comET

mailto:dan@foxtrotracing.co.uk
www.foxtrotracing.com


1.45 Gaskells Handicap Hurdle
Grade 3, 3m 149y

OVERVIEW

Formerly run on the opening day of the meeting,
the staying handicap hurdle was switched to
Grand National day in 2016. Now the race which
kick-starts one of the biggest days in the racing
calendar, the Gaskells Handicap Hurdle is another
in which novices – or lightly-raced hurdlers – boast
a fine recent record.

NOVICES/UNEXPOSED HURDLERS

Whilst Mr Big Shot was not a novice in name when
winning last year, he was having just his fourth start
over hurdles. The runner-up was a novice, whilst
fourth home Debece – who had finished third in the
Sefton 12 months earlier on his previous start – had
only had six runs over hurdles at the time.

Prior to last year, seven novices had been
successful in the previous 12 years and another of
those – Gordon Elliott’s 2015 winner Taglietelle –
was a novice until 1st November 2014. We saw four
successive winning novices from 2006, starting
with the well-handicapped Refinement – who had
only been beaten for the first time over hurdles in
the Ballymore on her previous start – and ending
with 50/1 winner Time For Rupert.

Two of the novices – Battle Group, when winning in
2011, and Fountains Windfall – were second-season
novices, so boasted a little more experience,
certainly in the case of the former. He is actually
the only horse in the past decade to win the race
on the back of more than three previous wins over
hurdles. Going back a little further, Ross Moff was
another second-season novice to win this race.

Aside from Battle Group, the most runs any winner
had previously had over hurdles since 2005 was
13, that being Ubak. Cape Tribulation was having
his 12th start over hurdles when completing the
Cheltenham-Aintree double in 2012; both Holland
Park and Taglietelle had run 10 times over hurdles
prior to winning this race; and Ringaroses was
having his 10th hurdles start when successful in 2010.

CHELTENHAM FESTIVAL FORM

Mr Big Shot became the fifth winner in the past
eight years to have run at the Cheltenham Festival,
having finished 10th in the Martin Pipe Conditional
Jockeys’ Handicap Hurdle. That was his belated
seasonal reappearance and the run certainly wasn’t
without promise, whereas three of the other four
had finished in the first four of the Coral Cup.

The 2m5f handicap has proven to be the best recent
guide to this race, with Ross Moff also finishing third
in it in 2000. Pay healthy respect to any placed
horses from the Coral Cup who step up in distance
in this event. Going back to the Martin Pipe, the
two horses who chased home Fountains Windfall
in 2017 had run in that event on Gold Cup day, so
as that race continues to grow, I feel that there is
a chance that it will become more influential here.

The other winner in the past decade to have run at
the festival was Cape Tribulation, who had won the
Pertemps Final on his previous outing. He defied
an 8lb higher mark and top-weight to score under
Denis O’Regan. Carlovent – before his second
win in the race – and His Nibs also contested the
Pertemps Final before winning this, back in 2003
and 2004 respectively.

Of the winners who missed Cheltenham this
century, only four failed to run during March, so
a recent run seems a positive ahead of this race.
In terms of number of runs during the current
campaign, Mr Big Shot was only the second winner
in the past 21 years to have not run at least four
times earlier in the campaign.

OTHER KEY RACES

Sandown’s EBF Novices’ Handicap Hurdle Final –
which is staged on the eve of the festival, on the
Imperial Cup card – has also been a good recent
guide to this contest, with four winners in the past
12 years arriving at Aintree on the back of running
in that 2m4f event. Only subsequent high-class
chaser Albertas Run (2007) managed to complete
the double, whilst Forrest Pennant (2008) and
Doctor Harper both finished in the first four at
Sandown. Time For Rupert finished unplaced and,
interestingly, both 2004 and 2005 winners – His
Nibs and Holland Park – contested the EBF Final
the season before winning this.

WELL-BRED BRITS

Similarly to the Sefton Novices’ Hurdle on day
two, horses bred in Great Britain have a decent
recent record in this handicap, which is run over
the same trip. Of the 205 runners in the past
decade, 50 (24%) were British-bred and six
have won. That is a fairly good strike rate and
backing all (GB) horses blindly would have yielded
a profit of £17.50 to a level-stake £1. In 2011,
Battle Group led home a 1-2-3-4 for the ‘Brits’
(from just six runners) and, given that I also
highlighted this in relation to the RSA Chase
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at Cheltenham, perhaps there is a link in them
being stamina-laden.

WEIGHTS AND BHA RATINGS

I mentioned in last year’s Aintree and Punchestown
Festivals Betting Guide that the overall quality of
this race was another which appeared on the up,
and Mr Big Shot became the seventh winner in the
past nine years to have carried 11 stone or more,
so it certainly appears as though we are seeing a
better quality of winner.

Seven of the past eight winners were officially rated
137 or higher, again hinting at a higher class of horse
winning the race. Despite this race appearing on
the up, it wouldn’t be as strong – in terms of depth
– as any of the festival handicaps, which is probably
why those who have fared well at Cheltenham have
been able to improve upon that here.

PREVIOUS AINTREE FORM

Four of the past nine winners had previously run
at the Grand National meeting, with three of them
either winning or being placed. 2012 winner Cape
Tribulation had finished third in the bumper back in
2008 and alsowent on to run in theMerseyNovices’
Hurdle the following year, where he finished fifth.
Battle Group was winning this race for a second
time in 2013 but had also finished runner-up in the
3m1f handicap chase in 2012, a race he would win
two days after winning his second Gaskells. And,
2016 winner Ubak had only won once previously
over hurdles, that coming in the Mersey Novices’
Hurdle some three years earlier.

Others to have run at the meeting without as much
success include Ringaroses (6th), Refinement
(4th) and His Nibs (unplaced) who all – like
Cape Tribulation – ran in the Grade 2 bumper.
Refinement – who had twice finished in the first
four of the Champion Bumper and went on to beat
the boys in Grade 1 company at Punchestown on
her next start – had won a bumper at the track, in
November 2004.

CONNECTIONS TO NOTE

Mr Big Shot provided trainer David Pipe with a
third win in the race in the space of the past eight
years, following the earlier victories of Battle Group
and Doctor Harper. The last-named pairing were
novices and we know Mr Big Shot was completely
unexposed, so pay healthy respect to any lightly-
raced horse which Pipe saddles. It is also worth
noting that his Dad, Martin, won the race twice
in the space of three years with Carlovent, so
it is clearly a race which is highlighted in the
programme book in the office at Pond House.

Jonjo O’Neill saddled three winners in the space
of five years between 2006 and 2010, although
the subsequent efforts of both Refinement and
Albertas Run would have had that pair down as
being particularly well-treated.

Surprisingly, none of those O’Neill-trained winners
sported the green and gold of leading owner
JP McManus. However, as was pointed out last
year, McManus has gone close in this race – rather
like the Alder Hey – in recent seasons. He wasn’t
represented last year, but was responsible for the
runner-up in each of the previous two seasons and
the third – which was trained by O’Neill – in 2015.

7 of the past 13 winners were novices

Another 5 – non-novice – winners since
2005 had 11 or less hurdles starts

5 of the past 8 winners ran at the
Cheltenham Festival

6 GB-bred winners in the past 9 years
(from just 45 runners)

Respect novices who ran in Sandown’s
EBF Final

7 of the past 9 winners carried 11 stone
or more

7 of the past 8 winners were rated 137
or higher

3 of the past 7 winners had won or
placed at the meeting previously

4 winners since 2004 had contested the
Grade 2 bumper at the meeting

3 of the winning novices were
second-season novices

Focus on those aged 6-8

Battle Group (twice) is the only winner in
the past decade to have won more than
3 times over hurdles previously

Only 4 winners this century failed to run
during March

Only 2 winners in the past 21 years had
not run at least 4 times earlier in the
season

Only 2 five-year-olds have won

Only 1 winner over the age of 8 this
century

KEY TRENDS
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 110 Mr Big Shot 7 11-5 7/1F D Pipe 20 10th Martin Pipe Hurdle (29)

2017 17311 Fountains Windfall 7 10-12 11/1 A Honeyball 22 1st Plumpton Nov. Hurdle (26)

2016 4U423 Ubak 8 11-0 16/1 G Moore 19 3rd Gr.3 Coral Cup (24)

2015 11144 Taglietelle 6 11-6 7/1 G Elliott (IRE) 21 4th Gr.3 Coral Cup (29)

2014 11513 Doctor Harper 6 11-3 8/1 D Pipe 22 3rd Gr.3 EBF Final (25)

2013 5F031 Battle Group 8 10-9 8/1CF K Bishop 21 1st Gr.3 Aintree Hurdle (2)

2012 P5041 Cape Tribulation 8 11-12 14/1 M Jefferson 21 1st Listed Pertemps Final (28)

2011 34414 Battle Group 6 11-1 16/1 D Pipe 20 4th Gr.3 Coral Cup (23)

2010 1P1 Ringaroses 9 11-0 10/1 J O’Neill 21 1st Huntingdon Nov. Chase (56)

2009 87110 Time For Rupert 5 10-10 50/1 P Webber 21 10th Gr.3 EBF Final (28)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Coral Cup 3 (Battle Group 4th, Taglietelle 4th, Ubak 3rd)
EBF Final 2 (Time For Rupert 10th, Doctor Harper 3rd)
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McManus had no fewer than 11 runners in 2015, 2016
and 2017 (combined) and six of them managed to
finish in the first five.

AGE

Only one five-year-old – the 10/1 shot Shannon
Bridge – took their chance last year, and it remains
just two winners from that age group since the race
was formed in 1985. That pairing – Escartefigue
and Time For Rupert – both went on to prove
themselves high-class performers, so it probably
takes that kind of horse (ability-wise) to defy the
age barrier.

Similarly, only one 10-year-old – Meditator in 1994
– has been successful in this race, and Ringaroses
is the only nine-year-old to have won this century.
It can pay to focus on those aged between six
and eight.

AAAAVVVVAAAAIIIILLLLAAAABBBBLLLLEEEE TTTOOOO BBBBUUUUYYY OOOONNNNLLLLIIIINNNNEEEE AAAATTTTTTT IIINNNYYYTTTLLLAAAAAA
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GRAND NATIONAL FESTIVAL TEXT TIPS

SHORTLISTS
FOR ALL 18 RACES!ONLY

£10

t 01933 304776 | e bettrendsshop@weatherbys.co.uk | @bettrends
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The Brian Ellison Racing Club is an exclusive membership-
only club formed by Brian and Claire in 2017. For a one-off
annual payment of £249.99 members can enjoy a taste of
ownership and experience the thrills and emotions involved,
without having to pay the, sometimes substantial, fees
normally associated with racehorse ownership.

Members will become one of the connections of a minimum of
five horses – the club currently has 15 horses - trained by
Brian, all of which will carry the club’s black and white
diamond colours.

As Brian trains both flat and national hunt horses, members
are guaranteed racing year round. Application for race day
owners’ badges when the club has a horse running and
entitlement to discounted badges when available, the
opportunity to meet the trainer, team and horses during
exclusive members-only stable visits are just a few of the
perks offered with this membership.

So what are you waiting for?
Sign up today and be a part of the exciting new Brian Ellison Racing Club. Upon completion of a

12 month’s membership period, any member wishing to renew will receive a special loyalty
discount off their next subscription.

Visit: www.brianellisonracingclub.co.uk or call: 07757 668349 for more information!
One Of The Leading Dual-Purpose Trainers In The Country

www.brianellisonracingclub.co.uk


2.25 Betway Mersey Novices’ Hurdle
Grade 1, 2m 4f

OVERVIEW

Rather like the Ballymore – staged over a similar
trip at the Cheltenham Festival – the Mersey is
often the pick of the novice hurdles at the meeting
and it boasts a whole host of high-class winners
down the years. The West Awake and Morley
Street feature amongst the winners during the 80s,
before the likes of Cyborgo, Sanmartino, Barton
and Best Mate added their names to an illustrious
roll of honour.

The high-class winners have continued of late
and the race was handed Grade 1 status in
2014. It was won last year by Black Op, who
went one place better than he had done at the
Cheltenham Festival.

CHELTENHAM FESTIVAL FORM

Last year’s winner – who arrived at Aintree on
the back of finishing runner-up to Samcro in the
Ballymore – became the 14th Mersey winner in
the past 20 years to have run at the Cheltenham
Festival. Nine of those 14 contested the Ballymore
Novices’ Hurdle, which is clearly the most
influential guide to this race.

In the past decade, three horses – Peddlers
Cross, Simonsig and Yorkhill – completed the
Ballymore-Mersey double and, with the race now
a Grade 1, this is the obvious race for British-
trained winners of the Ballymore. Going back to
1999, Barton also completed the double, and of
the other winners to have run in the Ballymore
during the past 20 years, all bar one finished in
the first four at Cheltenham. Classified (4th), Tidal
Bay (2nd), Nichols Canyon (3rd) and Black Op
(2nd) all showed that a prominent showing in the
Ballymore is a huge plus when contesting the
Mersey. Only Ubak finished unplaced, so a bold
showing in the Cheltenham race is a positive.

The four to have completed the double are actually
the only four Ballymore winners to have run in
the Mersey in the past 20 years. If anything, the
Ballymore is becoming more dominant in this race,
with six of the past nine winners having run in it
(with three winning it and another two hitting
the frame). With this now being a Grade 1 race,
I suspect this will only continue and it is likely to
prove the key piece of form once again.

The Supreme Novices’ Hurdle has also provided
four winners during the past 20 years, although
only one during the past decade. Again, all four
ran well and finished in the first six at Cheltenham,

before stepping up in distance to win the
Mersey. The fantastic strike rate of the Supreme
runner-up has already been well documented (see
Top Novices’ Hurdle on day two) and both Best
Mate and Spirit Son went one place better than
they had in the festival opener. Garde Champetre
(5th) and Natal (6th) were the other pair of
recent Mersey winners to have run in the Supreme
Novices’ on their previous start and both hailed
from the Paul Nicholls stable.

Nicholls also provided the other recent Mersey
winner to hail from the Cheltenham Festival,
that being Lac Fontana who won the first
Grade 1 running of the race, on the back of winning
the County Hurdle. All three were having their
first start over two-and-a-half miles, so pay close
attention to any horses stepping up in trip from the
Nicholls stable.

OTHER KEY RACES

Sandown’s Tolworth Novices’ Hurdle provided
back-to-back Mersey winners in 2016 and 2017,
with both Yorkhill and Finian’s Oscar winning that
Grade 1 some three months before scoring on
Grand National day. The stiff 2m up Sandown’s hill
on soft ground usually requires a horse who needs
further in time, so again this could continue to
grow as a pointer towards this event. This year’s
race was won by Elixir de Nutz, who is likely to run
in the Supreme next and, given that Colin Tizzard
isn’t one to wrap up his novices, he is likely to head
to Aintree afterwards, where he will also have
the option of the Top Novices’ Hurdle. As well as
saddling Finian’s Oscar to win this two years ago,
Tizzard was responsible for last year’s runner-up,
Lostintranslation.

Going back a little further, Best Mate (2000)
and Garde Champetre (2004) both finished
runner-up in the Tolworth, before winning the
Mersey. Again, the former was also stepping up
in distance for the first time here, so don’t be too
concerned if you like the look of a horse who has
yet to race beyond 2m under Rules. This century,
only six horses have contested the Mersey on the
back of finishing first or second in the Tolworth and
four were successful. The other pair were Puntal in
2003 and Colour Squadron in 2012; both finished
second at Sandown.

Another race which was won by Finian’s Oscar –
who only missed the Cheltenham Festival through
injury (rather than by design) – was the Listed
Exeter Novices’ Hurdle, over 2m1f. Spirit Son
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also won that race before finishing second in the
Supreme and winning this. It was won last year
by Vision des Flos, who came on to Aintree and
finished runner-up in the Top Novices’ Hurdle, so
it is clearly another noteworthy event with this
meeting in mind. This race was another initally
lost due to the abandonment of racing during the
equine flu outbreak. At the time of writing, it hadn’t
been announced if it would be rescheduled.

PROVEN CLASS/MARKET FORCES

Nichols Canyon had won a brace of Grade 1s over
in Ireland over shorter – 2m and 2m2f (before
the Deloitte was shortened in trip) to be exact –
so that was three winners in a row between 2015
and 2017 who had won at the top level earlier in
the campaign. Black Op couldn’t match this last
year, but he looked a shade unlucky in the Classic
Novices’ Hurdle on trials day, so strong Graded
form is a positive and is likely to continue to be, as
class often shines through in this race.

Following the upgrade in 2014, the first four
favourites were successful and Black Op was sent
off at 3/1 second-favourite. Last year’s winner had
headed the market in the week prior to the race,
only to be usurped at favourite in the face of some
strong support for the returning On The Blind Side.

We have seen six winning favourites in all during
the past decade and only two horses in the past
nine years were sent off at odds greater than 3/1
(and one of them was 9/2 favourite). Ubak did
cause a shock in 2013, but generally the market is
right here and the horses with the best form come
to the fore.

EXPERIENCE

In the past 20 years, we have seen six unbeaten
hurdlers win the Mersey Novices’ Hurdle,
although two of those had run just the once.
That pair – Montalcino and Bouggler – were ex-
Flat performers, whereas this race tends to be
dominated by National Hunt-bred horses. Elusive
Dream was the other winner to switch codes,
whilst the other four unbeaten hurdlers – Barton,
Peddlers Cross, Yorkhill and Finian’s Oscar – were
all more experienced. The former was six-from-six
over hurdles when lining up in the Mersey, whilst
the most recent trio were all three-from-three prior
to this.

Aside from Elusive Dream and Barton, the
only other horses to have run at least six times
over hurdles prior to winning this were all
second-season novices – Natal (10 runs), Ubak (6)
and Lac Fontana (7) – so experience might appear
to be a positive, although Le Prezien and Messire
des Obeaux have been unable to add to that tally

in recent seasons. Given that the race is now a
Grade 1 – and a proper Grade 1 at that judged
on the last three runnings – I suspect that the
second-season novices might find it tougher
going forward.

In terms of winning experience, Ubak was shedding
his maiden tag when causing a shock in 2013, and
both Bouggler and Black Op had won just once.
However, the other 10 winners in the past 13 years
had won three times (or more in the case of Natal
who had won four) over hurdles previously.

AGE

Black Op became just the second seven-year-
old winner since Sir Blake in 1988 and only one
four-year-old – Bouggler – has proven successful in
the past 23 years. Five- and six-year-olds have won
20 of those 23 winners and clearly hold the edge,
although it has to be said they have been heavily
represented as you would imagine. It goes without
saying that you would expect novice hurdlers to
be around this age; if a horse is seven and still

Ballymore winners are 4/4 in the past
20 years

14 of the past 20 winners ran at the
Cheltenham Festival (8 of them finished
in the first 4 of the Ballymore)

5 of the past 9 winner had already won
a Grade 1

The favourite (4) or second-favourite (1)
have won all renewals since the race
was upgraded

Respect the Tolworth Novices’ Hurdle form

6 of the past 20 winners were unbeaten
over hurdles

10 of the past 13 winners had won at
least 3 times over hurdles

4 mares have hit the frame in 11 years
(from just 6 runners)

Only 2 winners sent off bigger than 3-1 in
the past 9 years

Only 1 winning four-year-old in 23 years

Only 2 winning seven-year-olds in the
past 30 years

Front-runners tend to struggle

KEY TRENDS
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contesting novice hurdles, it often suggests that
they might well have had problems earlier in their
career. When putting Jumpers To Follow together
– which is generally dominated by bumper horses
going hurdling – I try to focus on four- and
five-year-olds for that very reason.

TRAINERS/CONNECTIONS TO NOTE

As has already been touched upon, Paul Nicholls
won the race on three occasions between 2004
and 2014, twice with horses stepping up in
distance. More recently, he saddled Le Prezien to
finish runner-up behind Yorkhill and he, too, was
running over this trip for the first time. And, like a
couple of winners from this stable, he was another
second-season novice. Respect any Nicholls
representative, especially one going up in distance.

Nicky Henderson was responsible for the beaten
favourite last season and hasn’t had much joy in
the race since saddling back-to-back winners in
2011 and 2012. He looks to have a really strong
bunch of novice hurdlers this season, so expect
him to be well represented at Aintree.

As highlighted last year, Dan Skelton had – to that
point – saddled just two runners in the race and
both hit the frame. Momella represented the stable
last season and maintained that record by finishing
third. He is clearly selective with his chosen
runners, his trio were sent off at 7/1, 14/1 and 10/1
respectively. All three arrived at Aintree fresh and
had clearly been targeted at this meeting.

This race is often the target for the best of the
northern novice hurdlers, with both Donald McCain

and Nicky Richards successful once since 2005.
Both have also gone close since and it is a race that
both seem happy to aim their better novices at.

Leading owners Andrea and Graham Wylie won
back-to-back renewals with Nichols Canyon
and Yorkhill (both trained by Willie Mullins) and
the Northern-based couple also saw their
beige-and-black silks carried to success in 2007
by Tidal Bay. Mephisto and Inglis Drever also
contested this race for them and their runners are
to be respected.

MARES

Last year, I highlighted that of the five mares who
had taken their chance in the previous 10 renewals,
three had hit the frame. They were Whiteoak (2nd),
Baby Shine (3rd) and Utopie des Bordes (2nd), and
Momella made it 4/6 in the space of 11 years when
finishing third last year. In receipt of 7lb, a useful
mare clearly warrants plenty of respect, certainly
for place purposes.

TACTICS

This is another race on Aintree’s hurdles track in
which front-runners tend to struggle, although
Black Op did race prominently from a relatively
early stage last year. The lack of suitability for
front-runners has been well-documented already,
although those who track the pace are well-suited.
Spirit Son was another example of this, sitting in
behind before pouncing up the home straight. He
looked another high-class prospect when winning
this back in 2011.

ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 4122 Black Op 7 11-4 3/1 T George 12 2nd Gr.1 Ballymore Nov. Hurdle (31)

2017 111 Finian’s Oscar 5 11-4 3/1F C Tizzard 13 1st Listed Exeter Nov. Hurdle (55)

2016 1111 Yorkhill 6 11-4 30/100F W Mullins (IRE) 6 1st Gr.1 Ballymore Nov. Hurdle (24)

2015 11U13 Nichols Canyon 5 11-4 3/1F W Mullins (IRE) 12 3rd Gr.1 Ballymore Nov. Hurdle (31)

2014 1411 Lac Fontana 5 11-4 9/2F P Nicholls 12 1st Gr.3 Vincent O’Brien County Hurdle (22)

2013 2347 Ubak 5 11-4 22/1 G Moore 8 7th Gr.1 Ballymore Nov. Hurdle (23)

2012 11211 Simonsig 6 11-4 4/9F N Henderson 10 1st Gr.1 Ballymore Nov. Hurdle (30)

2011 1112 Spirit Son 5 11-4 3/1 N Henderson 9 2nd Gr.1 Supreme Nov. Hurdle (24)

2010 1111 Peddlers Cross 5 11-4 5/4F D McCain 9 1st Gr.1 Ballymore Nov. Hurdle (22)

2009 73131 Bouggler 4 10-7 16/1 E Lavelle 17 1st Kempton Nov. Hurdle (35)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Ballymore Novices’ Hurdle 5 (Peddlers Cross 1st, Simonsig 1st, Ubak 7th,
Nichols Canyon 3rd, Yorkhill 1st, Black Op 2nd)

Tolworth Novices’ Hurdle 2 (Yorkhill 1st, Finian’s Oscar 1st)
Exeter Novices’ Hurdle 2 (Spirit Son 1st, Finian’s Oscar 1st)
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3.00 Doom Bar Maghull Novices’ Chase
Grade 1, 1m 7f 176y

OVERVIEW

Another Grade 1 novice contest with a rich history,
the likes of Direct Route, Flagship Uberalles, Well
Chief, Finian’s Rainbow, Sprinter Sacre and Douvan
all featuring on the roll of honour. Until recently, the
race has been dominated by horses who contested
the Arkle Trophy at Cheltenham, with five horses
completing the double in the past 20 years.

The race was first run under the Maghull banner
in 1992 (was previously a Listed event until
1991) and it was handed Grade 1 status in 1995,
when Morceli scored for Howard Johnson and
Norman Williamson.

ARKLE TROPHY

Between 1993 – when Valiant Boy won – and
the victory of Sprinter Sacre in 2012, 18 of the
20 winners had run in the Arkle Trophy at the
Cheltenham Festival. Excluding the year when
the foot-and-mouth outbreak resulted in the loss
of Cheltenham, only Tataniano won the Maghull
Novices’ Chase having not contested the Arkle.

During that period, Nakir (1994), Flagship Uberalles
(1999), Well Chief (2004), Tidal Bay (2008)
and the brilliant Sprinter Sacre completed the
Arkle-Maghull double, with a further five Arkle
runners-up going one place better here.

More recently, only Douvan has won the Maghull on
the back of running in the Arkle during the past six
years. Willie Mullins’ star became the fifth horse to
complete the double in the past 20 years, during
which time seven Arkle winners have attempted to
follow up at Aintree. Only Contraband (unplaced
in 2005) and Voy Por Ustedes (runner-up the
following year) failed to supplement their festival
success in the Maghull. The past three Arkle
winners to have run in the Maghull, have all won.

Last year Petit Mouchoir – who had finished third
behind Footpad at Cheltenham – represented the
Arkle form, but he was unable to cope with Diego
du Charmil after once again reducing his chance in
the prelims. With Altior not heading north, the 2017
Arkle was represented by the second and third –
Forest Bihan and Charbel – who were also beaten
by a Paul Nicholls-trained runner, San Benedeto.

It remains likely that the Arkle will still prove to be
the leading guide to the Maghull, although the fact
that five of the past six winners skipped Cheltenham
might make some trainers/owners think about
keeping their horse fresh for Grand National day.

OTHER KEY RACES

Diego du Charmil became the sixth winner in the
past 20 years to have run in Warwick’s Kingmaker
Novices’ Chase during February. He was actually
beaten 22 lengths into second by the brilliant
winner Saint Calvados, whilst the other five –
Flagship Uberalles, Cenkos, Armaturk, Finian’s
Rainbow and Balder Succes – all won the Grade 2
and all bar the last-named went on to run in the
Arkle before winning the Maghull. Looking back
a little further, Squire Silk finished runner-up to
Mulligan at Warwick and the outcome might well
have been the same, had Mulligan not fallen two
out in the Maghull. Whatever way you look at it,
this has proven to be a very good guide to the
Maghull, with both courses being a good test of
jumping for a novice. As documented earlier, this
year’s Kingmaker was rescheduled and run at
Sandown after this Guide went to print.

The past two winners both arrived at Aintree on
the back of running in a 2m1f novices’ handicap
chase at Ascot, run this year on Sunday 31st March.
It is a rather unorthodox approach to a Grade 1,
but it will be interesting to see if Paul Nicholls runs
anything in the race this year, too.

FLAT-TRACK FORM

As highlighted in last year’s Aintree and
Punchestown Festivals Betting Guide, this is
another race for which form earlier in the season
on flat tracks is a positive. Plenty of recent winners
have shown themselves more than able on
speed-based tracks and last year’s winner Diego du
Charmil was no different, having scored at Newton
Abbot on his chase debut. He was also a winner at
Musselburgh over hurdles, so clearly wasn’t short
of pace.

FRENCH-BRED DOMINANCE

Diego du Charmil became the seventh
French-bred winner of the Maghull in the past
decade and the third in succession. Backing all
French-bred runners during the past 10 years
would just about have made a small profit (due to
the relatively short prices of all) but it is the strike
rate which is more impressive. Of the 62 runners
to contest the Maghull during this period, 24 were
bred in France, so seven-winners-out-10 from 39%
representation is a good percentage.

Two German-bred horses – Well Chief and
Foreman – were successful in the space of three
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years between 2004 and 2006, and three more
finished runner-up between 2002 and 2011. In each
of those years, just the one German-bred lined up
and only in one other year (when three ran in 2010)
were they represented. From a small selection of
runners, this is a fair record.

AGE

Five-year-olds enjoyed a good spell in this
race between 1999 and 2007, when they were
responsible for five of the nine winners. At this
time, a weight-for-age allowance was still in place,
with it being a huge 7lb when Flagship Uberalles
was successful in 1999. It was reduced to just 3lb
the following year, but after four more five-year-old
winners in the next eight years, the allowance was
removed in 2008.

Since then, only six five-year-olds have taken
their chance – which seems no coincidence – and
only once in the past nine years have we seen
five-year-olds run (three took their chance in 2015).
Given the removal of the allowance (also removed
from the Arkle), the likes of Paul Nicholls – who
used to really make the most of it – don’t seem as
keen to send their youngsters over fences quite
as early as might have been the case. Indeed, the
past two winners were six-year-olds who, in all
probability, would have gone chasing a year earlier,
had the weight allowance still been in existence.

Seven of the past nine winners were aged six and
we haven’t seen a nine-year-old winner of this race
since Line Regiment back in 1973. Admittedly, you
don’t get too many of that age group running, the
last pair being Overturn and Alderwood in 2013.
The pair finished second and third, and were sent
off just 11/4 and 2/1F respectively

MARKET FORCES

Special Tiara is the only winner since 1996 – when
Ask Tom scored at 10/1 – who was sent off at odds
greater than 6/1. During this 22-year period, seven
favourites have been successful, with those just in
behind the market leader faring best of all. As is
evidenced, we don’t tend to see many shocks in
the Maghull, so focus on the top end of the market.

TRAINERS TO NOTE

I have already referenced the previous winners of
Paul Nicholls on a couple of occasions and the
former champion trainer boasts a magnificent
record in the race. Since 1999, he has saddled seven
winners from 23 runners, which also include seven
seconds and a 40-1 third in the shape of Le Volfoni.
His win-ratio in the race stands at a staggering
30% and no fewer than 65% of Nicholls’ runners

in the Maghull have finished in the first three.
Back in 2003, he saddled the 1-2 and he would have
repeated that feat two years ago, had Politologue
not stumbled after the last.

His obvious contender this year would have been
Dynamite Dollars, whose season was curtailed
through injury ahead of the Cheltenham Festival,
so it remains to be seen who represents the
Ditcheat team.

Last year, Petit Mouchoir wasn’t able to improve
upon the impressive recent record of Henry de
Bromhead, who is one Irish trainer who seems
happy to target Aintree. He has won this race twice
in the past six years and from just five runners, so
take his representative(s) very seriously. It could be
that he targets Ornua at the race this year, with his
front-running style sure to be suited to the track,
whilst Paloma Blue could be another possibility.

Nicky Henderson is the other trainer to have won
the racemore than once in recent seasons, saddling
back-to-back winners in 2011 and 2012.

Arkle Trophy winners are 5/7 during the
past 20 years (record since 2008 is 3/3)

18 of the 19 winners between 1993 and
2012 (excluding 2001) ran in the Arkle
Trophy

7 of the past 10 winners were French-bred

7 of the past 22 winners finished 1st or
2nd in the Kingmaker at Warwick

Paul Nicholls boasts a fantastic record in
the race

Respect form on flat/speed-based tracks

Focus on the top of the market

No five-year-old has won since the age
allowance was removed

No nine-year-old winner since 1973

Only one winner in the past 22 years was
sent off bigger than 6/1

KEY TRENDS
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 132F Diego du Charmil 6 11-4 5/1 P Nicholls 6 fell Ascot Nov. Chase (20)

2017 U3111 San Benedeto 6 11-4 4/1 P Nicholls 5 1st Ascot Nov. Chase (6)

2016 11111 Douvan 6 11-4 2/13F W Mullins (IRE) 5 1st Gr.1 Arkle Trophy (25)

2015 91U11 Sizing Granite 7 11-4 9/2 H De Bromhead (IRE) 6 1st Leopardstown Nov. Chase (42)

2014 F1511 Balder Succes 6 11-4 7/2 A King 7 1st Gr.2 Pendil Nov. Chase (42)

2013 21125 Special Tiara 6 11-4 28/1 H De Bromhead (IRE) 6 5th Leopardstown Nov. Chase (34)

2012 1111 Sprinter Sacre 6 11-4 1/7F N Henderson 4 1st Gr.1 Arkle Trophy (32)

2011 1112 Finian’s Rainbow 8 11-4 10/11F N Henderson 7 2nd Gr.1 Arkle Trophy (25)

2010 112 Tataniano 6 11-4 10/3 P Nicholls 10 2nd Newbury Nov. Chase (71)

2009 11212 Kalahari King 8 11-4 9/4 F Murphy 6 2nd Gr.1 Arkle Trophy (25)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Arkle Trophy 4 (Kalahari King 2nd, Finian’s Rainbow 2nd, Sprinter Sacre 1st, Douvan 1st)
Kingmaker Novices’ Chase 3 (Finian’s Rainbow 1st, Balder Succes 1st, Diego du Charmil 2nd)

Ascot Novices’ Handicap Chase 2 (San Benedeto 1st, Diego du Charmil fell)
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3.40 Ryanair Stayers Liverpool Hurdle
Grade 1, 3m 149y

OVERVIEW

Switched from Ascot in 2004, the Ryanair Stayers
Liverpool Hurdle was originally the opening race
of the three-day meeting, but has more recently
become one of three top-level contests on Grand
National day, having been handed Grade 1 status
in 2010.

Big Buck’s won four successive runnings of the race
between 2009 and 2012, and three other World
Hurdle winners have followed up in this event,
most recently Thistlecrack, who was an effortless
winner in 2016. The past two winners didn’t really
fit the mould of previous winners of the race, so
we need to remain open-minded as to whether this
could continue going forward, or things will revert
to type. I suspect it will be the latter.

CHELTENHAM FESTIVAL FORM

No fewer than 14 of the 15 winners – since the race
was moved to Aintree – had run at the Cheltenham
Festival. Only Monet’s Garden – who arrived here
on the back of a second in the Rendlesham Hurdle
at Kempton (now run at Haydock) in February –
skipped the festival, when successful in the second
running of the race. That year’s Stayers’ Hurdle
form from Cheltenham was represented by the
third, Rule Supreme, who got no further than the
second flight here.

Of the 14 winners who ran at the festival, 11 had run
in the Stayers’ Hurdle. As stated in the ‘Overview’,
the double has been completed on seven
occasions, with Big Buck’s responsible for four
of them. The inaugural winner, Iris’s Gift, justified
odds-on favouritism and, more recently, Solwhit
and Thistlecrack added their name to the list.

Surprisingly, Iris’s Gift was the only Stayers’ Hurdle
winner to follow up in this race of the first four to
attempt the double. It is worth remembering that a
penalty structure was in place until 2010 and since
then, only one Stayers’ Hurdle winner has been
beaten in this, that being Cole Harden, who chased
home Whisper in 2015. The record of the Stayers’
Hurdle winner since the race upgraded reads 111121.
The past two winners of Cheltenham’s Stayers
Hurdle skipped Aintree, but this remains the key
form guide to the Liverpool Hurdle.

Prior to winning his first Liverpool Hurdle, Whisper
had won the Coral Cup off a mark of 153 under a
then-5lb claimer Nico de Boinville, whilst the past
two winners both ran in the Champion Hurdle prior
to winning this. Yanworth had won over 2m4½f as a

novice, so had certainly hinted at being a potential
stayer, whilst last year’s winner Identity Thief
had only ever run over 2m4f on three occasions,
one of those being on his hurdling debut back in
December 2014. His last start at that intermediate
trip came in the Aintree Hurdle 12 months earlier
and that would have seemed the more logical
target, following his fourth placing behind Buveur
d’Air in the Champion. It was a brave call to take
such a big step up in distance from Henry de
Bromhead, but one that certainly paid off.

It remains to be seen if the past couple of years are
out of the ordinary and I can’t think of a current
two-miler who stands out as a possible to step
up so dramatically this season. Runner-up in 2017,
Supasundae would once again be a possible for
this (ran in the Aintree Hurdle last year) depending
on how he fares at Cheltenham, where it seems
more likely that he will contest the Stayers.

Those two most recent winners were obviously
unproven stamina-wise, and in total, only 4 of
the 15 winners had yet to win at 3m beforehand.
Those were Mighty Man and Whisper, who both
returned the following year to retain their Liverpool
Hurdle crowns.

PREVIOUS AINTREE FORM

Those two dual-winners and four-time scorer Big
Buck’s obviously weigh things heavily in favour
of horses with previous form at this meeting, but
in all, only two horses – Whisper and Yanworth –
won this on their first appearance at the Grand
National fixture.

As mentioned in the previous subsection, Identity
Thief had run in the Aintree Hurdle 12 months
earlier, although he could finish only sixth of six.
12 winners so far had either won or finished
runner-up at this meeting previously and five of
them came in novice hurdles.

Iris’s Gift and Thistlecrack had won the previous
season’s Sefton Novices’ Hurdle, whilst both
Monet’s Garden and Blazing Bailey finished
runner-up in the Mersey Novices’ Hurdle, the latter
as a four-year-old a couple of years before winning
this. Mighty Man was the other, winning the Top
Novices’ Hurdle in 2005. The majority of the main
protagonists from last year’s novice hurdles have
gone chasing, although last year’s Mersey winner
Black Op switched back to hurdles in the Cleeve at
Cheltenham in January, having struggled to take to
fences. He travelled well in the Cleeve and is now
likely to take his chance in the Stayers at Cheltenham.
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Another previous winner at this meeting was
Solwhit, who had won the Aintree Hurdle some
four years before he won the Liverpool Hurdle.

OTHER KEY RACES

Given the limited opportunities for Graded staying
hurdlers, as you might expect, the likes of the
Cleeve Hurdle from Cheltenham on trials day,
Newbury’s Long Distance Hurdle and Ascot’s Long
Walk Hurdle have also proven to be good guides
to this.

Harry Fry’s Unowhatimeanharry won the Long
Distance Hurdle at Newbury, whilst the other races
were won by the rapidly-improving Paisley Park.
He provided trainer Emma Lavelle and jockey Aidan
Coleman with a first Grade 1 at Ascot in December
and he followed that up with an emphatic display
in the Cleeve on trials day.

The Long Walk at Ascot is the most prestigious of
those races, being the only other Grade 1 in this
division, with Thistlecrack being the last horse to
complete the double. Last season, Sam Spinner
had won the Ascot race, but could finish only third
in this, when sent off the 6/5 market leader.

MARKET FORCES

Identity Thief was the first winner of the race
to be sent off at odds greater than 5/1, and all
14 previous winners hailed from the front three
in the market. 13 of the 14 were either favourite
(7) or second-favourite (6), when including
Blazing Bailey, who was joint-second-best in the
market in 2008. The top two in the betting finished
in the frame last year and, in general, the winners
of the Liverpool Hurdle have been found at the top
end of the market.

PROVEN CLASS

Having won the Fighting Fifth Hurdle back in
November 2015, Identity Thief became the 14th
winner in 15 years to have previously won a
Grade 1 or Grade 2. Whisper – ahead of his first win
in the race in 2014 – was the only winner to fail
on this score, and since the race was upgraded in
2010, every other winner had actually won at the
top level. Like last year’s winner, Yanworth was
a Grade 1 winner over the minimum trip, whilst
the other sextet were proven top-level staying
hurdlers. Therefore, don’t ignore the obvious and
look for winning Grade 1 form.

In fitting with the previous two points, no fewer
than eight of the 15 winners were officially top-rated
on BHA Ratings, whilst a further four were either
second- or joint-second-top. Since the race was
moved to Aintree in 2004, only seven horses rated

in the 170s have contested the Liverpool Hurdle
and six have been successful. As you would expect,
such high-class performers were sent off at short
odds, but it is notable and it isn’t uncommon in this
division to have a dominant performer.

CONNECTIONS TO NOTE

The records will show you that Paul Nicholls has
trained four of the 15 winners, but all four wins were
recorded by Big Buck’s, and, since then, he has
saddled eight horses without much success. Nicky
Henderson won back-to-back renewals recently,
whilst Alan King has also saddled a couple of
winners in the past 11 years but from a much smaller
sample of runners. King’s only runner in the past five
years was Yanworth, whilst in total during the last 11
years, he has saddled just six runners. Two winners
and a third is a very good return and he clearly takes
the selective approach.

It has been highlighted under several races that
Gigginstown House Stud now seem happy to target
the Grand National meeting and Identity Thief
provided the leading owners with a first Liverpool
Hurdle win. He was just their third runner in the race,
with Prince Of Scars finishing third in 2016. Again, a
winner and a third from just three runners is a fair
strike rate and also again highlights the record at

Stayers’ Hurdle winners are 5/6 since the
race was upgraded

14 of the 15 winners run at the
Cheltenham Festival

14 of the 15 winners had previously won a
Grade 1 or Grade 2

13 of the 15 winners had run at the
meeting previously (12 of them had
finished 1st or 2nd)

11 of the 15 winners had already won
over 3m

Focus on the top of the market (13 of the
15 winners were favourite or
second-favourite)

8 of the 15 winners were officially
top-rated

Horses rated 170+ are 5/6

Only 1 winner sent off bigger than 5/1

Only 1 winner since the race was
upgraded hadn’t previously won a Grade 1

KEY TRENDS
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 624 Identity Thief 8 11-7 14/1 H de Bromhead (IRE) 10 4th Gr.1 Champion Hurdle (32)

2017 111D Yanworth 7 11-7 9/4F A King 11 disq. Gr.1 Champion Hurdle (25)

2016 21111 Thistlecrack 8 11-7 2/7F C Tizzard 6 1st Gr.1 World Hurdle (23)

2015 25 Whisper 7 11-7 5/1 N Henderson 9 5th Gr.1 World Hurdle (30)

2014 33121 Whisper 6 11-7 4/1 N Henderson 7 1st Gr.3 Coral Cup (24)

2013 211 Solwhit 9 11-7 9/4F C Byrnes (IRE) 13 1st Gr.1 World Hurdle (21)

2012 1111 Big Buck’s 9 11-7 2/9F P Nicholls 8 1st Gr.1 World Hurdle (28)

2011 111 Big Buck’s 8 11-7 4/6F P Nicholls 11 1st Gr.1 World Hurdle (21)

2010 111 Big Buck’s 7 11-7 3/10F P Nicholls 7 1st Gr.1 World Hurdle (21)

2009 U111 Big Buck’s 6 11-10 5/6F P Nicholls 10 1st Gr.1 World Hurdle (21)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Stayers’ Hurdle 8 (Big Buck’s 1st, 1st, 1st & 1st, Solwhit 1st, Whisper 5th, Thistlecrack 1st)
Liverpool Stayers’ Hurdle 5 (Big Buck’s 1st, 1st & 1st, Solwhit 1st)

Cleeve Hurdle 4 (Big Buck’s 1st & 1st, Thistlecrack 1st)
Long Walk Hurdle 4 (Big Buck’s 1st, 1st & 1st, Thistlecrack 1st)

Long Distance Hurdle 5 (Big Buck’s 1st, 1st & 1st, Thistlecrack 1st)
Champion Hurdle 2 (Yanworth unpl., Identity Thief 4th)

the meeting of trainer, Henry de Bromhead. More
than any other Irish trainer, de Bromhead seems
intent on sending runners with chances to Aintree,

whereas many of his compatriots focus on the
upcoming Punchestown Festival.
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4.20 Betway Handicap Chase
Grade 3, 3m 210y

OVERVIEW

A large field usually assembles for this extended
three-mile handicap chase, which was won last
year by the Tom Lacey-trained Thomas Patrick, who
became the third winning novice in seven years.
In 2009, the following year’s Grand National winner
Don’t Push It was successful for Jonjo O’Neill and
the Jackdaws Castle team have a fine record in this
particular contest.

CHELTENHAM FESTIVAL FORM

Last year’s winner hadn’t run at the Cheltenham
Festival, but no fewer than 11 of the past 20 – and 9
in the past 14 – winners had run there. Four of the
past 12 winners had contested the Brown Advisory
& Merriebelle Group Plate, including 2017 winner
Sizing Codelco. Only From Dawn To Dusk (3rd)
went close at Cheltenham, so don’t be put off by a
horse arriving on the back of an unplaced effort in
a festival handicap.

Dual winner Duke of Lucca used the Cross Country
Chase as a prep for this in both 2014 and 2015,
finishing fourth at the festival in the first of those
two years, whilst going back even further, both
Edelweis du Moulin (3rd in the Cathcart) and
Carbury Cross (3rd in the Ultima) both placed at
Cheltenham. Foxhunter winner Sleeping Night is
the only horse to follow up a Cheltenham Festival
victory in this contest in the past 20 years.

The aforementioned Don’t Push It used the
Pertemps Final – over hurdles – as a stepping-stone
to success in this race, whilst the other ‘festival’
winner of this race in the past 20 years was the
maiden Saint Are, who had finished unplaced in
the Close Brothers Novices’ Handicap Chase on
his previous start. He had earlier unseated his rider
in the Timeform Novices’ Handicap Chase on Trials
Day and that race was also contested by Battle
Group, who was also a maiden over fences when
winning this. He finished third at Cheltenham on
Trials Day and had won the 3m handicap hurdle
just two days prior to landing this contest.

This year’s Timeform-sponsored race was won
by Kildisart, who actually contested the Mersey
Novices’ Hurdle on this card 12 months ago.

WEIGHTS AND RATINGS

Only two horses in the past 15 years – Reveillez
(11-8) and Sizing Codelco (11-3) – have managed to
shoulder more than 11st to success in the Betway
Handicap Chase.

In terms of official ratings, subsequent Grand
National winner Don’t Push It is the only winner
since Reveillez in 2007 to win from a mark greater
than 140. Of the past 11 winners, nine fell into the
6lb bracket between 134 and 140, with the last
four winners recording their respective victories
from marks of 137, 140, 139 and 139. A mark in
the high-130s would seem ideal judged on
recent results.

PROVEN STAMINA/TACTICS

I highlighted in last year’s Aintree and
Punchestown Festivals Guide that this is a race
in which is can pay to focus on those with proven
stamina in the book. Thomas Patrick had won
over 3m2f at Newbury on his previous start, so
he certainly fell into that category. This race can
often be a strongly-contested event, run at an
end-to-end gallop, and strong stayers are often at
an advantage. 2017 winner Sizing Codelco hadn’t
won beyond 2m1f, but his penultimate start before
winning this came over 3m2½f around Cheltenham.
The previous five winners had won over at least
3m, if not further.

This is yet another race on the Mildmay course
which favours those who like to race prominently,
and Thomas Patrick made virtually all last year.
In fact, the past two winners have enhanced this
trend, so be sure to look for a fluent-jumping stayer
who likes to be race up with the pace.

NOVICES

Thomas Patrick became the third novice to win
this race in the past seven years and, surprisingly,
he only made his debut over fences (under Rules)
in February. He was winning this on just his fourth
chase start, although he did boast plenty of
experience from the Point-to-Point field.

Prior to Saint Are and Battle Group winning
back-to-back renewals, State Of Play was the only
novice to win this century, so perhaps this upturn
in fortunes for the less-exposed will continue to
grow. Given the record of novices in the Ultima at
Cheltenham, you could expect something similar
here and it will be interesting to see if the number
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of novices being aimed at the race increases.
Five of last year’s 16-strong field were novices.

PREVIOUS AINTREE FORM

The past two winners hadn’t run at the meeting
previously, but the five winners prior to that – and
six in this decade – had. Saint Are had won the
Sefton the year before he shed his maiden tag over
fences in this race, whilst the next three winners
had all run in the previous season’s renewal, with
Battle Group going one place better than he had 12
months earlier, off a 6lb lower mark. Duke of Lucca
finished sixth behind Battle Group prior to winning
the next two renewals, so respect those who have
run well here previously.

TRAINERS TO NOTE

Two current trainers have a fine record in this race,
more recently Philip Hobbs, who has saddled three
winners since 2010. Since the back-to-back wins of
Duke of Lucca, Hobbs has only had one runner (in
the past three years) and his overall record in the
past 10 years stands at three winners and a second
from just nine runners. Backing all Hobbs’ runners
during the past decade would have yielded a tidy
profit of £22.50 to a level-stake of £1. Going back a
little further, four of his nine runners between 1999
and 2008 finished second or third.

Even more selective is Jonjo O’Neill, who has
only had three runners in the past nine years,
since Don’t Push It provided him with a fourth
win in the race. During this century, O’Neill has
had nine runners in the race in total and four have
been successful, including his first three runners –
Radiation, Carbury Cross and Master Tern – who
won between 2000 and 2003. Backing all runners
out of Jackdaws Castle this century would have
produced a profit of £24, with those four winners
being priced at 12/1, 3/1, 5/1 and 9/1 respectively.
A strike rate of 44% is very impressive.

Respect any horse saddled by Hobbs or O’Neill,
with Sky Pirate one who could be considered for
the latter. Still a maiden over fences at the time of
writing, he was unlucky when being brought down
at Cheltenham when last seen in November and is
likely to be aimed at the festival (Kim Muir seems
a logical target). A good-ground horse, he finished
third in a handicap hurdle at Aintree last May and
would certainly be worthy of a second look if
turning up here, for a trainer who boasts a superb
record in the race.

CURRENT FORM/PREPARATION

Last year, Thomas Patrick became the first horse
in 12 years to have won over fences earlier during
the season. Maggio had won at Perth during
the summer prior to his win, but during the
season ‘proper’ no horse had won earlier in the
campaign since another novice winner, State Of
Play. Therefore, don’t be put off by a string of
unplaced efforts.

It is also noteworthy that he was the third winner in
the past decade who had run over hurdles earlier
in the campaign. Battle Group is the only other
winner during this 10-year period to have won a
race of some sort and that came in the handicap
hurdle two days earlier, with Don’t Push It also
campaigned mainly over hurdles ahead of his win.
He had run five times earlier in the campaign, the
last four being over the smaller obstacles.

11 of the past 20 winners run at the
Cheltenham Festival (this includes 9 of
the past 14)

9 of the past 11 winners were officially
rated between 134 and 140

Novices have won 3 of the past 7
renewals

Respect those with proven stamina
(6 of the last 7 winners had won over at
least 3m)

Respect those who like to race
prominently

3 of the past 10 winners had run over
hurdles earlier in the season

Jonjo O’Neill and Philip Hobbs both have
a fine record in the race

Only 2 winners in the past 15 years have
carried more than 11-stone

Thomas Patrick was the first horse in
12 years to have won over fences earlier
in the season

KEY TRENDS
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ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 28141 Thomas Patrick 6 10-10 3/1F T Lacey 16 1st Newbury Handicap Chase (21)

2017 8P240 Sizing Codelco 8 11-3 10/1 C Tizzard 16 15th Gr.3 Festival Plate (23)

2016 1356 Maggio 11 10-9 50/1 P Griffin (IRE) 14 6th Listed Kelso Chase (27)

2015 F58U8 Duke of Lucca 10 10-4 9/2 P Hobbs 10 8th Cheltenham Cross Country Chase (31)

2014 60264 Duke of Lucca 9 10-7 12/1 P Hobbs 17 4th Cheltenham Cross Country Chase (24)

2013 5F031 Battle Group 8 10-9 7/2F K Bishop 18 1st Gr.3 Aintree Handicap Hurdle (2)

2012 524U0 Saint Are 6 10-13 11/1 T Vaughan 14 14th Listed Cheltenham Handicap Chase (32)

2011 U535 Prince de Beauchene 8 10-5 10/1 H Johnson 15 5th Gr.3 Newbury Handicap Chase (35)

2010 383 From Dawn To Dusk 11 11-0 12/1 P Hobbs 16 3rd Gr.3 Festival Plate (22)

2009 P8227 Don’t Push It 9 10-11 9/1 J O’Neill 17 7th Listed Pertemps Final (22)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Brown Advisory & Merriebelle Stable Plate 2 (From Dawn To Dusk 3rd, Sizing Codelco 1st)
Glenfarclas Cross Country Chase 2 (Duke of Lucca 4th & 8th)

Timeform Novices’ Handicap Chase 2 (Saint Are u.r., Battle Group 3rd)
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Undoubtedly (and I will have no arguments here)
the best known and most popular contest in
British racing, the Grand National is not only part
of the fabric of this country’s sporting heritage,
but one of those events that gets people talking
regardless of their interest in horse racing or
sport in general.

Consequently, it’s absolutely no surprise that chat
of ‘next year’s winner’ begins about three minutes
into the instant replays and re-runs of the famous
race – “He was unlucky, I’ll definitely back him next
year”, is the usual patter – while some have already
laid wagers on the race 12 months away before the
day is even out.

But where to start in this famous four-and-a-
quarter-mile test of horse and jockey? Well, Tiger
Roll’s victory last year was a sensational crowning
glory on a career that has seen the brave little horse
first past the post in a two-mile Triumph Hurdle, a
four-mile National Hunt Chase, and a three-mile,
six-furlong Cross Country Chase at three different
Cheltenham Festivals. His win from a mark of 150 is
indicative of the top-quality staying handicap that
this race has become, in fact the numbers suggest
that you need a better class of horse than ever to
win the National; winning marks in the last four
years are 160, 148, 148 and 150, while looking at the
first four home in the race in those years gives you
a range of 140-160. Narrowing that down further
by removing the obvious ‘outlier’ ratings that are
much higher or lower than the rest, we’re left with a
rating band of 143-156, a high-quality guide.

Slightly easier and safer fences to jump, a slightly
shorter trip and a hugely increased prize fund have
all contributed in their own way towards the Grand
National becoming perhaps the highest-quality
staying handicap there is and it’s no shock to see
that only one horse in the last three renewals of
the race has reached the frame from a mark of less
than 147 (Bless The Wings, 3rd off 143, 2018). In
fact, six horses to have finished in the top four in

the past three years were all rated 150 or above.
With that in mind, the methodology for picking the
National winner has changed somewhat from that
which might have netted you a profit in yesteryear
– you’re now looking for Graded-class horses at the
top of their game or on an upward curve earlier on
in their careers, rather than grizzled high-quality
staying handicappers who have lots of experience
but may have slipped down the weights a little.

Sticking with experience, it’s fascinating to see
that no horse has won the National since 2009
(Mon Mome) after running in a previous renewal
of the race. That’s a very interesting statistic
as it suggests that this supposedly unique test
may not actually be as different to your regular
four-mile staying handicap chase as many of us
had originally thought and that the race is also
becoming something like the Cheltenham Gold
Cup in that a horse’s first run in the race is in fact
their best chance of winning it – the last nine
winners were all running in the Grand National for
the first time.

So, after you unearth those key statistics from
the past few years, the vital numbers to help you
narrow the field down are the following:

• Aged 8 or 9

• Rated 147-156

• Not run in the Grand National before

Although these may not initially seem like much
to begin with, once you go through the field
methodically, they actually thin out the 112 entries
significantly. Straight away, last year’s heroes –
Tiger Roll, Pleasant Company and Anibale Fly
amongst others – are ruthlessly struck from the list
and when you add in the statistics that 25 of the
last 27 winners had won a 3m chase before and
that 24 of the last 27 winners had won no more
than 6 times over fences, it leaves you with a
longlist of just 14 runners.

Tiger Roll

Bless The Wings
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Still, that’s far too many for antepost wagering, so
we need to narrow the sights even further. Yala
Enki, American, Acapella Bourgeois and Monbeg
Notorious all appear on the list, but are very
dependent on soft, if not heavy ground, so I’m not
hugely keen on suggesting an investment in those
praying for rain this far out, even though if there
was another race run on heavy ground, like last
year, they’d certainly look like players come April 6.
Joining them in dropping off the list is one with, in
my mind, serious stamina doubts – Traffic Fluide.
His 3m chase win came at Ascot on his last run
back in November, but in beating the likes of Art
Mauresque by just half a length, it doesn’t prove
that he’ll stay almost a mile further, especially given
that Paul Nicholls’ charge has shown all his best
form at intermediate trips and has never won at
any further than 2m6f.

Another horse who is high on both the list and the
antepost markets, yet needs to prove he’ll stay the
trip is Philip Hobbs’ Rock The Kasbah. His 3m3f win
at Cheltenham in November certainly put him in the
frame for a race of the nature of the Grand National
and he’s always been a stayer of some potential.
His prominent style of racing suits this test, but I
can’t help but think that the combination of a 6lb
higher mark for that win and the extra distance will
be the undoing of him. He was well beaten off this
new mark of 153 in December and I’m not sure that
he’s quite good enough to defy it.

Amazingly, Pat Kelly’s Mall Dini doesn’t have a
chase win to his name, so would fall foul of the
statistical elimination process, but his close second
to Missed Approach in the Kim Muir and a never-
nearer fifth in the same race a year earlier entitle
him to considerable respect regardless. Of course,
Rule The World won the Grand National three
years ago when a maiden over fences for another
shrewd Irish trainer, Mouse Morris, so it’s not
unheard of, even though it was very much out of
the ordinary. Despite this, Mall Dini looks like the
type of horse who would thrive in a Grand National;
he appears to be keeping on at the end of nearly
all his races, no matter the trip, while he’s a solid

jumper who has plenty of experience in big fields.
As an example, he was a staying-on fourth in the
2017 Porterstown Handicap Chase over 3m5f won
by now-Gold Cup favourite, Presenting Percy, also
in the care of Kelly.

The trainer is a master of getting horses ready for
the big day, when you take Mall Dini’s Pertemps
Handicap Hurdle win and two good performances
in the KimMuir and add them to the way Presenting
Percy has been expertly campaigned, you just know
that if this horse runs in the Grand National, he’ll be
in top shape and ready to do himself justice. The
only concern I would have at this stage would be
his handicap mark. He ran in the Thyestes from his
current mark of 149 and was sixth, staying on at the
one pace after the leaders had already flown to be
beaten 23 lengths at the line. This suggests to me
that even if he wasn’t given a particularly forward
ride, that he’s got a bit to find and that’s before
you consider that the British handicapper, Martin
Greenwood, is likely to bump him up a couple of
pounds as always seems to happen. He hasn’t won
a Kim Muir off a mark of 143 in two consecutive
years, so it’s tough to see him being able to win
a National from a 6lb higher mark at least, even if
Pat Kelly is an absolute master at getting his horses
well-handicapped.

Ireland has provided two of the last three
winners of the Grand National and the other
horse on the shortlist from the Emerald Isle is
the Enda Bolger-trained Auvergnat, perhaps
best known for his exploits over the banks at
Punchestown and on the cross-country course at
Cheltenham. Normally, it’s the older type that goes
cross-country chasing but Auvergnat is only 9 and
has mixed hurdling, chasing and banks racing all
together in the last three or four years, improving
steadily all the time since moving over from Jonjo
O’Neill’s yard. However, it’s interesting to just take
out the standard handicap chases from his record
and look at them alone – his record from the start
of 2017 reads an excellent: 1, 2, BD, 3, 1 and his
rating has gone from 118 at the start of that run to
the 143 that it is now. The British handicapper has
given him a harsh-looking hike on that Irish rating,
and a mark of 152 certainly puts him in the frame.

Although the mark is 21lb higher than when
winning on his last appearance at Leopardstown,
he had plenty in hand that day. The Paddy Power
Chase win was certainly no fluke, with the likes
of Vieux Morvan, Any Second Now, Dounikos,
General Principle, Polidam, Pairofbrowneyes
and the ill-fated Carlingford Lough all in the field,
yet Auvergnat jumped and travelled through the
contest supremely well and won as he liked in
what was clearly a competitive affair. Interestingly,
Anibale Fly was the winner of the race the year
before and he went on to finish third in the

Rock The Kasbah
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Cheltenham Gold Cup and fourth in the Grand
National in the same season. In addition, Oscar
Time and Colbert Station also won this race in the
past, so it can be a decent steer to a well-fancied
runner at Aintree. There used to be a big negative
trend about headgear in the National, but after
Tiger Roll carried cheekpieces and a tongue-tie to
victory last year and the likes of Bless The Wings,
Saint Are, Cause Of Causes and Vics Canvas were
all placed in the past three years while sporting
some kind of headwear, that could well be a
statistic that is beginning to lessen in its importance.
All in all, Auvergnat is a fascinating contender
whose experience of the different obstacles in
cross-country races, his confirmed stamina for
four miles and his relatively unexposed profile over
regulation fences could be real positives here.

Scotland’s record in the race was boosted two
years ago when One For Arthur took the race for
Lucinda Russell and there may well be another live
contender carrying the saltire this year in the shape
of Nick Alexander’s Lake View Lad. He began
this season by being bought by multiple Grand
National-winning owner Trevor Hemmings, but
he’s gone from strength to strength this season,
winning cosily in the Listed Rehearsal Chase over
3m on soft ground at Newcastle before putting
in an even more impressive performance when
taking the Grade 3 Rowland Meyrick Handicap
Chase at Wetherby on Boxing Day. He jumps and
travels comfortably within himself and that’s a
huge plus in terms of this race, where you need
to switch off and get in a rhythm quickly, while
the fact his stamina has never seemed to give
out at 3m+, even on heavy ground, suggests the
four-and-a-quarter-mile trip would be within his
compass. The nine-year-old has been an incredibly
consistent performer over the years, only once
worse than fourth in any contest he’s completed
in, but of course the handicapper has had his say
thanks to that consistency and the improvement
he’s found this season. He’s gone up 16lb in the
weights after those two wins in December and now
sits on a mark of 155, which after beating Captain
Chaos by three and four lengths respectively, looks

a little harsh. Lake View Lad may be in good form
and may still be improving, but this might just be
all a bit too much for him, especially if the ground
is quicker than soft, given he’s never raced in a field
larger than 12 runners in Britain, and this mark will
be tough to defy in a race of this quality.

One who does have plenty of experience when
it comes to big fields and ‘National scenarios’ is
the Nigel Twiston-Davies-trained Ballyoptic, who
was an agonising second in the Scottish National
last season and was sixth in the Welsh National in
December. He ran well at Chepstow considering he
shouldered top-weight from this same mark of 155
and even gave 2lb to Elegant Escape, the eventual
winner. However, he did fall in the Becher Chase
at Aintree in December and that experience, even
though it will have familiarised him with the fences,
may not be a positive one. He also tends to be
ridden much further towards the back of his races
now, which isn’t a criterion that a potential Grand
National winner usually fulfils. Still, he’s got plenty
of Graded back-class in the book (fourth in the
RSA last year and a winner of the Grade 2 Towton
Novices’ Chase) and he’s got confirmed stamina,
so should be respected.

Speaking of ‘back-class’, there aren’t many in the
field who have better pieces of form than Minella
Rocco’s second in the 2017 Cheltenham Gold Cup
behind Sizing John. Jonjo O’Neill’s charge perhaps
should have run in the Grand National that same
year but despite being favourite, he never made
the final cut. It’s been a very in-and-out couple
of years since that run, with relatively promising
efforts in a Grade 3 Chase at Punchestown and
the Grade 1 Christmas Chase at Leopardstown in
2017 sandwiched between being pulled up in a
handicap at Cheltenham from a ridiculous mark
of 166 and coming down at the second last in the
Irish Gold Cup. His recent run in the Cotswold
Chase at Cheltenham was his first for a year and
he’s had a couple of niggling issues in that time,
so while he finished well-beaten in fifth, he was
certainly entitled to need the run. However, I saw
enough to suggest that Minella Rocco still has the
ability there – he’s always been a huge horse who
many felt would be ideally suited to this test and
while he’s made a few mistakes in the past over
his fences, there’s every chance that these bigger,
yet in some ways more forgiving fences may be
perfect for him. His mark of 155 is his lowest since
finishing a decent third in the Grade 3 BetVictor
Handicap Chase in November 2016, where he
stayed on manfully up the hill after being settled
in the rear of the contest, giving at least a stone
to his nearest rivals. I think he’ll stay, I think he’s
fairly handicapped, and I think he’s certainly got
the required class, so if Jonjo O’Neill can get him
to the big day fit and firing (will probably need

One For Arthur
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another run before National day, maybe in the Gold
Cup), it’s pretty much guaranteed that you won’t
find 33/1 like you can now, especially considering
he’ll likely be carrying JP McManus’ famous first
colours. Alternatively he’s available at 25/1 NRNB
with Sky Bet.

The final horse on the shortlist for me this year
is the Colin Tizzard-trained Royal Vacation, who
was oh-so impressive last time out at Taunton,
when running away with a very good race in the
3m4f Portman Cup, which is a conditions contest
where he carried the same weight as 153-rated
Tea For Two and 154-rated The Last Samuri (both
Grand National entries themselves), despite only
being rated 146. However, the conditions, though
favouring his rivals, weren’t close to being enough
to stopping the nine-year-old in his tracks as
he was given an expert ride by Aidan Coleman,
tracking the leaders before being produced to
lead approaching the last and striding powerfully
clear. It felt like a rehearsal of the ride he’ll have
to give this horse in the big race in April and even
though it resulted in a 6lb rise in the weights, Royal
Vacation is a horse who has always promised to
be a very good staying chaser, especially in his
novice season where he famously took advantage
of Might Bite’s final fence fall to win the Grade 1
Kauto Star Novices’ Chase at Kempton.

It was Royal Vacation’s stamina that won him the
day there, keeping up the gallop as Might Bite
sensationally burned off every other contender
including the likes of Anibale Fly and Frodon.
That win at Taunton also showcased that
staying power is his real strong suit, looking the
horse with by far the most left in the tank after
three-and-a-half miles, so I’m confident that he’ll
stay four-and-a-quarter. Of course, he comes with
risks – Tizzard’s charge has never really been one
to back up one good effort with another, so I’d
like to see him have a spin at some point before
the National just to put him right, while he’s
sometimes looked like he can throw in the towel,
run in snatches and generally not fancy it, so there
are questions there. There is also this issue that his
owner, Jean Bishop, has always said in the past that
she wouldn’t have a runner in the Grand National,
even though after his Taunton win, she did sound
like she had softened considerably on that stance,
meaning it had been mentioned to her most likely
by the trainer as the ultimate aim. Even with those
risks attached, he’s a horse who jumps well, races
prominently and could well have more to come
over extreme trips.

Antepost advice:

AUVERGNAT each-way @ 25/1
(4 places, ¼ odds, Sky Bet)

MINELLA ROCCO each-way @ 25/1
(4 places, ¼ odds, Sky Bet)

ROYAL VACATION each-way @ 25/1
(4 places, ¼ odds, Sky Bet)

Auvergnat

Royal Vacation

Minella Rocco
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5.15 Randox Health Grand National
Grade 3, 4m 2f 74y

OVERVIEW

As I said last year, does the Grand National really
need an introduction? Since the modification
of the fences and the increased prize fund, the
quality of horse towards the top of the handicap
continues to grow. A sound-jumping, strong
stayer with a touch of class is what is required
for a modern-day National and the age of the
past four winners suggests that we could be now
looking at the up-and-comers, as opposed to the
older horses.

THE RISE OF THE YOUNGER HORSE

Tiger Roll became the third eight-year-old to win
the Grand National in the space of four years – the
other winner being the nine-year-old novice Rule
The World – and the number of eight-year-olds
lining up has grown in recent years. Again, this
could do with both the slightly smaller fences and
bigger prize fund – owners seeming more willing
to run a horse at a younger age, possibly – and 41
of this age group have taken their chance in the
past five years.

Prior to the victory of Many Clouds in 2015, only
three eight-year-olds were successful during the
previous 40 years – those being Corbiere, Party
Politics and Bindaree – so three winners in four
years is some turnaround. Of those 41 runners
during the past five years, as well as the three
winners, a further seven eight-year-olds have
finished in the first five. That’s a strike rate of 24%
who finished in the first five and backing all of this
age group blindly would have produced a profit of
£11 to a level-stake £1, not considering each-way
bets on those placed.

Looking at those just one year older, seven
nine-year-olds have won the Grand National
since 1997, when Lord Gyllene won the famous
rearranged ‘Monday National’. So, in all, that’s 11 of
the past 22 National winners to be aged eight or
nine. The younger horses need to be taken much
more seriously nowadays, with the belief until
recently being to focus on those in double-digits.

At the other end of the scale, teenagers generally
have a really poor record, although Bless The
Wings – a stablemate of the winner – hit the frame
last year, finishing third. You have to go all the way
back to 1923 to find the last – and only in the past
two centuries – 13-year-old winner and only two
teenagers have placed since 1969. This century,
only Amberleigh House has scored at the age of 12,

again hinting at a changing of the guard, with the
race now much more suitable for the youngsters.

PREVIOUS AINTREE EXPERIENCE

Whilst form over the Grand National fences can
be viewed upon as a huge plus in relation to the
Foxhunters’ and Topham, only three National
winners this decade had run at the track previously
and none of the past nine winners had run in the
race previously. In fact, Mon Mome is the only winner
during the past 11 years to have run in the race before.

Admittedly – and very frustratingly, having put him
up in last year’s Aintree and Punchestown Festivals
Betting Guide – Pleasant Company went close to
adding his name to the list of horses who won the
National on their second run in the race. He again
makes plenty of appeal to me, in terms of being the
right type of horse from the race, in that he clearly
absolutely loves the unique jumping test and went
through the majority of the last year’s race like
the most probable winner. I was encouraged by
his recent return to action in the Thyestes Chase
(finished 11th having pulled up in it 12 months
earlier) when he travelled powerfully for a long way
before blowing up.

You would assume that he is once again being
aimed at Aintree and I will be hugely interested to
see what weight/mark he is allotted (weights are
announced on the same day this publication goes
to print). However, both him and last year’s winner
Tiger Roll need to break a strong trend, in that only
one winner in the past 35 years had earlier won
or placed in the previous season’s Grand National.
Last year, both Saint Are and Blaklion added their
name to the list of those who have tried and failed.

Away from the big race itself, both Pineau de Re
and One For Arthur had contested the Becher
Chase earlier in the same season during which
they won their respective Nationals. The latter
finished fifth, whilst the former was a relatively
early faller. This year’s Becher went the way of the
Robert Walford-trained Walk In The Mill, who had
four-and-a-half lengths to spare over Vieux Lion
Rouge at the line. 2007 winner Silver Birch had also
won a Becher, albeit a couple of seasons before he
landed the National.

Both Bindaree (4th) and Monty’s Pass (2nd) had hit
the frame in the Topham Chase 12 months before
winning their Nationals. The Colin Tizzard-trained
Ultragold has won the past two runnings of that
race and, following his third behind Walk In The Mill
in the Becher, there is a chance that he will end
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up in the ‘big one’ this year. That said, his stamina
would have to be taken on trust, given how he
finished in the Classic Chase last time.

STAMINA

That leads us on nicely to proven stamina. Tiger
Roll certainly wasn’t short of that, having won the
Cross Country Chase over 3m6f on his previous
start and winning the 4m National Hunt Chase
12 months earlier. Only two horses this century
had failed to win over 3m previously under Rules,
those being Red Marauder and Rule The World.
The former had scored over 2m7f and the latter
had won a Point-to-Point at 3m, as well as finishing
runner-up in the previous season’s Irish Grand
National over 3m5f. Despite the myth of needing
a two-and-a-half-mile horse – a theory which was
often spouted in the not-so-distant past – in a
National, it is proven stamina which is required.

Given that several of the more recent winners were
having their first crack at the race, lasting home
over this marathon is often an unknown, but form
over 3m or further is essential. In fact, 11 of the past
14 winners had won over 3m1f or further, with six of
them scoring over 3m4f or further. Add in Rule The
World with his second in the Irish Grand National,
and half of the last 14 winners had won or finished
runner-up over 3m4f+.

FORM AT THE MEETING

Tiger Roll became the seventh winner this decade
to have run at the meeting previously (not
including previous renewals of the Grand National),
having contested the Gaskells Waste Management
Handicap Hurdle two years earlier.

Three subsequent National winners were successful
at the meeting previously, starting with Mon Mome
who won an amateur riders’ novices’ handicap
chase in 2006, a race which no longer exists.
Don’t Push It won the Betway Handicap Chase
12 months before his National win, and Auroras
Encore sprung a 50/1 shock in the Alder Hey
Children’s Charity Handicap Hurdle some five years
before he won the National.

Perhaps the most interesting race is the Sefton
Novices’ Hurdle, as highlighted last year.
Two recent winners – Neptune Collonges and One
For Arthur – contested the Grade 1 during their
novice hurdle season, whilst a further four horses
have finished in the first four of a Grand National,
having run in the Sefton earlier in their careers; they
were Saint Are (x2), The Last Samuri and Blaklion.

Five horses took their chance in last year’s race,
having earlier run in a Sefton, with Road To Riches
faring best, finishing sixth at 40/1. Welsh Grand

National winner Elegant Escape could well be one
who bids to enhance this record, as he looked to

10 of the past 11 winners were having
their first start in the race

3 of the past 4 winners were aged 8
(24% of 8yo to run during the past
5 years have finished in the first 5)

11 of the past 22 winners were aged
8 or 9

9 of the past 18 winners had experience
of the fences (although only 3 in the past
11 years)

6 of the past 14 winners had won over
3m4f or further

7 of the past 10 winners had run at the
meeting previously (excluding races over
the Grand National fences)

4 of the past 9 winners ran at the
Cheltenham Festival

8 of the past 11 winners were sent
chasing after one season hurdling

7 of the past 11 winners had between 10
and 14 previous chase starts

20 of the past 22 winners had
fallen/unseated no more than twice
previously

15 of the past 20 winners were Irish-bred

3 of the past 10 winners were
French-bred (from just 22%
representation)

Only 4 of the past 34 winners carried
more than 11 stone

Only 2 winners this century hadn’t won
over 3m under Rules

Only 1 of the past 35 winners had won or
placed in the race a year earlier

Only 1 winner over the age of 11 in the
past 23 years

Only 2 teenagers have placed since 1969

Only Mon Mome has won in the past
decade having run in the previous
season’s Grand National

KEY TRENDS
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be crying out for a return to a marathon trip when
runner-up in the Cotswold Chase.

CHELTENHAM FESTIVAL FORM

Tiger Roll became the fourth winner in the past
nine years to have run at the Cheltenham Festival.
He was the only winner to follow up here and
followed a similar path to Gordon Elliott’s previous
National winner Silver Birch, who had also run in
the Cross Country Chase last time out. The 2007
winner had finished runner-up at Cheltenham.

Both Don’t Push It and Pineau de Re arrived at
Aintree on the back of running in the Pertemps
Final, whilst Many Clouds had finished sixth in
the Gold Cup before shouldering a big weight
to success four years ago. Interestingly, with this
year’s gap in mind, the Grand National meeting
came just three weeks after the Cheltenham
Festival in the case of those three. The Gold Cup
also provided the 1996 winner Rough Quest, whilst
both What’s Up Boys and Royal Auclair finished
second at Aintree on the back of running in the
Gold Cup. The former had finished third in the
Sefton and won the Mildmay Novices’ Chase, so
had solid previous form at the meeting. The latter
had run at the meeting twice previously, too.

CHASING EXPERIENCE

Last year, I highlighted the fact that eight of the
past 10 winners had been sent chasing after just
one season over hurdles, something that we often
read in the build-up to Cheltenham in relation to
the novice chases. Tiger Roll certainly didn’t fall
into that category, but generally, horses who are
perceived to be staying chasers don’t tend to
spend too long over the smaller obstacles.

In terms of experience, last year’s winner was
having his 17th start over fences at Aintree, whereas
of the previous 10 winners, only three had run more
than 20 times over fences. The other seven had run
between 10 and 14 times in chases, which ties in
with the younger horses coming to the fore of late.

Tiger Roll had just one unseated rider next to his
name and the previous three winners arrived at
Aintree having never previously fallen or unseated
over fences. Only two winners in the past 22 years
had come down more than twice, so an assured
jumper – as you would expect – is a pre-requisite.

WEIGHT

In the past 34 years, only four horses –
Hedgehunter, Don’t Push It, Neptune Collonges
and Many Clouds – have shouldered more than
11 stone to victory. All four have come during the
past 14 years, which again hints at a swing in the

class angle of winner, and all four were verging
on Grade 1 class. Hedgehunter was good enough
to finish runner-up in the Gold Cup the following
year, whilst Neptune Collonges had hit the frame
in the same race (four years before winning his
Grand National) and Many Clouds also contested
the Gold Cup en route to Aintree. The last-named
pairing were winners of the Cotswold Chase at
Cheltenham’s trials day meeting, whilst Don’t Push
It was a high-class novice chaser (sent off just 4/1
for an Arkle). This is the kind of horse required to
shoulder a big weight, a horse bordering on Gold
Cup class. Given the quality towards the head of
the weights these days, I suspect we will see more
and more big-weight carrying performances.

Those high-class performers aside, it has generally
paid to focus on those carrying 11 stone or less.
Last year, of the 12 horses to complete the course,
only two carriedmore than 10-13, one being Anibale
Fly, who finished fourth on the back of his third in
the Gold Cup. During the four previous years, only
five horses (combined) have finished in the first 15
home when carrying more than 11 stone. 5/60 is a
very small proportion.

The table below illustrated the weights carried by
the first four home in the past 10 years:

2018 10-13 / 10-11 / 10-6 / 11-8

2017 10-11 / 10-13 / 10-10 / 11-1

2016 10-7 / 10-8 / 10-6 / 11-1

2015 11-9 / 10-6 / 10-7 / 10-3

2014 10-6 / 10-13 / 10-11 / 10-2

2013 10-3 / 10-11 / 11-3 / 10-11

2012 11-6 / 10-5 / 10-12 / 10-10

2011 11-0 / 10-9 / 11-10 / 10-6

2010 11-5 / 11-6 / 10-11 / 10-12

2009 11-0 / 11-6 / 11-4 / 11-2

OTHER KEY RACES

In addition to two races already touched upon – the
Pertemps Final and the Becher Chase – there are
another clutchof races to have thrownupmore than
one recent National winner. Staying local to Aintree,
Haydock Park’s Grand National Trial was used as a
stepping-stone by both Mon Mome and Neptune
Collonges, with the latter finishing runner-up.

Remaining in the North, the Kelso Premier Chase
threw up two winners in the space of three years
recently, with Ballabriggs and Auroras Encore
both using that race to put the finishing touches
to their Grand National preparation. Again, one
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finished runner-up (the former) whilst the latter
was unplaced. It is worth noting that both races are
staged after the Guide goes to print, so be sure to
pay attention to both.

Another race which Auroras Encore contested was
the Classic Chase at Warwick, a race which was
won by One For Arthur on his final start before
scoring at Aintree. This year’s race was won by
second-season novice Impulsive Star, but it could
be that the runner-up Calett Mad is of more interest
with this race in mind. He looks a thorough stayer –
runner-up in the Borders National the time before
– and has been in decent form all season.

Neptune Collonges (pulled up) and Many Clouds
ran in the Ladbrokes Trophy – was the Hennessy
Gold Cup at the time – with the latter proving
successful in the prestigious Newbury contest. This
season’s race was won by Sizing Tennessee, with
stablemate and subsequent Welsh Grand National
winner Elegant Escape 10 lengths away in second.

A couple of other ‘Nationals’ have proven to be a
good guide to Aintree, most recently the previous
season’s Scottish Grand National, which has
thrown up three winners during the past decade.
Mon Mome, Neptune Collonges and Auroras
Encore all contested the Ayr marathon some 12
months before scoring at Aintree, with the latter
faring best when finishing runner-up.

Going back to 1998, the finish to the Irish Grand
National was fought out by the next two Aintree
winners, with Bobbyjo – won the ’99 National
– beating the first Grand National winner of
this century, Papillon. Numbersixvalverde was
successful at Fairyhouse a year before his win at
Aintree, and the Irish Grand National has had a
resurgence in the past three years, with both Rule
The World (2nd) and Tiger Roll (pulled up) having
run in it.

BREEDING

Tiger Roll became the 15th Irish-bred winner of the
Grand National in the past 20 years. That would
seem a really strong trend to follow, but Irish-bred
horses generally make up a large percentage of the
field and, indeed, were responsible for 20 of the
38-strong field last year. During the past 10 years,
six Irish-bred horses have won the National, but of
the 396 runners during this period, 236 were bred
in Ireland. This equates to 60% – six winners in 10
years is exactly what should be expected – so they
are not outperforming the figures.

French-bred horses are, however. 88 French-bred
horses have contested the National in the past
10 years (22%) and three have been successful,
those being Mon Mome, Neptune Collonges and
Pineau de Re. It wasn’t so long ago that backing

French-bred horses in the National wasn’t
advisable, but backing them blindly during the
past decade would have yielded a profit of £73 to
a level-stake £1, although the 100/1 success of Mon
Mome certainly helped on that score.

GIGGINSTOWN HOUSE STUD

I have touched upon the fact that leading owners
Gigginstown House Stud have seemingly been
targeting this three-day meeting in recent seasons
under several races already and it is no different
in the Grand National itself. Between 2009 and
2015, only four horses represented Gigginstown in
the space of seven years, but since then they have
had 13 runners, with five apiece in the past two
renewals. Both Rule The World and Tiger Roll have
proven successful for the Michal O’Leary-owned
operation and backing all of their runners during
the past decade would have yielded a £28 profit to
a level-stake £1. The majority of horses that O’Leary
purchases are staying chasers, so expect their
representation to continue.

WEIGHTS ANNOUNCED

Literally, as we prepared to send this Guide to print,
the weights were unveiled for this year’s race, and
are topped by the Nigel Twiston-Davies-trained
Bristol de Mai, who is first expected to take his
chance in the Gold Cup at Cheltenham. Officially
rated 173, he has been handed a chance by the
assessor, who lets him in here off 168.

Likewise, Elegant Escape remains on course for
the Gold Cup and he looked to be crying out for
a step back up in trip when runner-up to Frodon
on trials day. He is currently set to carry 11-4 and
from a mark of 162, 11lb higher than from which he
won the Welsh equivalent in late-December. It will
be interesting to see how both fare, with Aintree
in mind.

Last year’s winner Tiger Roll is 9lb higher (159
compared to 150), which would result in him
carrying 11-1 as things stand (carried 10-13 last
year). Runner-up Pleasant Company has again
been allotted 10-11, but this time would race from
a mark of 155 as opposed to last year’s 148, which
shows the potential quality of this year’s field.
The fact that the horses either side of the current
cut-off (40th place) are rated 150 also bears
testament to this.

Like Pleasant Company, 2017 Gold Cup runner-
up Minella Rocco and the improving Lake View
Lad – purchased prior to this season by leading
owner Trevor Hemmings (won the race three
times between 2005 and 2015) – have both been
allotted 10-11.
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With his stablemate set to shoulder top weight,
recent impressive Sky Bet Chase winner, Go
Conquer, has been allotted 10-13, having been
put up 6lbs for that Doncaster success. Traffic
Fluide, who had Go Conquer back in third when
winning the Sodexo Gold Cup at Ascot back in
early-November, is now 5lb better off with that
rival and is set to shoulder 10-10 as things stand.

Of those further down the weights, dual Topham
winner Ultragold is currently 50th in the list, whilst
this season’s Becher winner Walk In The Mill is
number 66, so will need a bit of luck if he is to make
the cut.

My Grand National preview will be uploaded to
the Digital Edition of this year’s Guide, following
on from the Cheltenham Festival.

ROLL OF HONOUR

Year Form Winner Age Weight SP Trainer Runners Last race (No. of days)

2018 2P51 Tiger Roll 8 10-13 10/1 G Elliott (IRE) 38 1st Glenfarclas Chase (31)

2017 151 One For Arthur 8 10-11 14/1 L Russell 40 1st Gr.3 Warwick Chase (84)

2016 32254 Rule The World 9 10-7 33/1 M Morris 39 4th Gr.3 Naas Directors Plate (34)

2015 1116 Many Clouds 8 11-9 25/1 O Sherwood 39 6th Gr.1 Gold Cup (23)

2014 F2713 Pineau de Re 11 10-6 25/1 Dr R Newland 40 3rd Listed Pertemps Final (23)

2013 P45F5 Auroras Encore 11 10-3 66/1 S Smith 40 5th Listed Kelso Premier Chase (35)

2012 P422 Neptune Collonges 11 11-6 33/1 P Nicholls 40 2nd Gr.3 Grand National Trial (56)

2011 112 Ballabriggs 10 11-0 14/1 D McCain 40 2nd Listed Kelso Premier Chase (35)

2010 423P Don’t Push It 10 11-5 10/1JF J O’Neill 40 p.u. Listed Pertemps Final (23)

2009 18278 Mon Mome 9 11-0 100/1 V Williams 40 8th Listed Midlands National (21)

LEADING TEN-YEAR GUIDES

Scottish Grand National 3 (Mon Mome 9th, Neptune Collonges 6th, Auroras Encore 2nd)
Grand National Trial 2 (Mon Mome 7th, Neptune Collonges 2nd)

Pertemps Final 2 (Don’t Push It p.u., Pineau de Re 3rd)
Becher Chase 2 (Pineau de Re p.u., One For Arthur 5th)

Premier Kelso Chase 2 (Ballabriggs 2nd, Auroras Encore 5th)
Ladbrokes Trophy 2 (Neptune Collonges p.u., Many Clouds 1st)

Betfred Classic 2 (Auroras Encore 5th, One For Arthur 1st)
Irish Grand National 2 (Rule The World 2nd, Tiger Roll p.u.)
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